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1 August 1941'

( 41st day of the Russian Campaign)

.

Si ;uation: , South,: Seventeenth Army and Armd.QTD. 1 are malting
good progress in their envelopment operation.
Seventeenth
Army is meeting fierce frontal opposition at some points 4
¥.o change in the situation in the sector of Eleventh Army
next southward, LIV Corps is making slow progress, "but so
far the enemy still operating near the coast has "brought
to "bear only partial elements against the flank of Eleventh
Army, He is likely to cause more trouble in the coming
days.. Sixth Army has now reached the Dniepr, though as
sret only with Advance Combat Teams, and has taken enemy
shipping under fire. The violent "battle south of Kiev
appears to have been lecided in our favor. When it will
v
"be followed "by our penetration into the city, cannot yet
"be foreseen.
The group fighting in the forest area west
of Kiev (lllth and 296th Divs.) has not much chance to
score any major successes.
On the other hand, the concentric
attack on Korosten is gradually developing.

The attack on Eoslavl ( VII Qtrps and parts of
24th mot. Div.) has had a good start. As "before, the- s
Russians are launching local attacks against the rest of
the front, always without any appreciable success, •— The
Smolensk pocket has "been further compressed "but not
substantially changed.
Center:

The situation invites comment on two

important points

1.) The operation against the enemy in the* Smolensk pocket
is again "being approached the wrong way. Four Divs.
are advancing eastward from the west pushing the enemy
against the eastern "block formed by only 4 Bns. of
Seventh Armd.Div., which is also "being attacked "by the
enemy from the east.
We need hardly "be surprised if
Seventh Armd.Div. eventually gets "badly hurt.
2.) The entire front of Hoth's Armd.Gp. is uncomfortably
thin. Ther© is nothing behind it. This is due to the
fact that Ninth Army has committed most of its Infantry
Divs. against the Smolensk pocket, and needs what is
left on its extreme left wing,* Meanwhile Army Gp.
cannot get up enough steam to make Goiderian, fighting

1

in the adjoining sector to the south, do anything to
relieve the situation around Smolensk. But that would
be the only way to free troops for the follow-up "behind

Hoth.

At Velikie Luki the situation is unchanged* Here the enemy
appears to have the initiative. South of Korosten we have
with great effort pushed back the enemy northward.
iforth, has enveloped Kholm from the south and east (Twelfth
Div.) under hard fighting. The enemy apparently has
brought up new forces from the east. It cannot be make
out yet whether the three enemy Divs .which were switched from
the Leningrad front to this sector, according to the state
ment of the captured Staff Officer, have really arrived.

Ho change in the area of Lake Ilmen, apart from minor local
gains. Eighth Armd.Div. has been taken out of the central
group (Luga) and is kept in readiness behind the front.
The disposition of this group shows nothing to indicate a
tendency

toward the iTarva wing.

West of Lake Peipus:

Mopping up and moving of the Dorpat
the
northwest,
according to plan.
forces to

Gen.

Wagner

( Gen Q,u) :

a) The. Advance Combat Team of Sixteenth Armi.Dir., which
was surprised by the enemy in the sector of Armd.Gp. 1
and managed to escape to Berdichev with only the
scantiest equipment, must be returned to the ZI (Mil.
Distr VIII) for refitting.

.

b) Trains and shipping ( river utilized as far as Grodno,
sea route as far as Biga)
Shipping on Lake Peipus
(24
carries 700 tone to G-dov
hours for each trip).

°) Supply situation:

Ammo
first issue
Horth;

Toppe has on hand:

Eighteenth Army:
Sixteenth Army

Armd. Gp. 4:

i
h
"S

complete.

Fuel

Food

quotas

ration days

1
complete

1
complete.

1-J-

3/4
complete

(except

5
for

Sufficient from
l£cal sources,

/not indicate^/

lt.Fd.How.
and 10 cm Guns.)
\u25a0

Center; Army Gp.

Armd.Gp. 2
Armd.Gp. 3

i

i

3>

1 1/3

(it.and mcd

4 (mcl.

ArmdfrGpai) )

4

14

Fd.How.il-)

The 60- ton Truck Clms. are still on the shuttle run between
the border and the present Supply Area.

2

South;

Rovno Supply Base (unloaded):

Army Gp.
1/10
1 1/6
Sixth Army:
Seventeenth Army:
l/6
Armd.Gp, % t
1/7
l/f

*

0
2

6

l/3
1
i

1

«*
(Berdichev)

.

In AQp. South, the 60-ton Truck. olms, are still on the
supply run supplementing the railroad ( 600 -* 850 tons
daily to Belaya Tserkov)

.

2h

Eleventh Army*

3

&) Harvesting in the Ukraine.

—

with Todt (on 31 July). Question of
supplying Todt Organization..-— Prisoners of war for road
Preparation df winter quarters (
construction.

c) Wagner's conference

(Baentsch) •

f) Rommel:' Preparations seem to "be under way now to sot up
Administrative Hqs in Rome and Tripoli.
g) food

requirements

the total needed

aen.

for Army in the East.
comes from the ZI.

About

50$

of

Mueller (zW)

a) Westr

Most death sentences have "been stayed. Revision
of procedure is in interest of the Army. Request of
G in C West for an amnesty** is denied. Political
question.

"*>) East:

Exploit violations of International Law for
Treatment of captured
propaganda in foreign countries!
Commissars (are for the most part identified only in
the prison camps). Partisan units are combat formations
under International Law. Prosecution of criminal cases
3e~
in AGp. Rear Areas turned over to the Wehrmachts
fehl shaker

-

c) The crime rate is down£*"^ln the

period

of tension "before
of

the start of the campaign there were more cases

desertion and self-mutilation.

d) Rehabilitation Bn. To date 25$ losses.

170 men as

replacements.

©)

Special

clearing.

f) Propaganda
too slow.
he can do
credit in

G-en.

Bogatsch:

Bn.# :is "being used in the West, Mine
Cleaning up of "battlefields (450 strong).

Field

under Schwatlo-Gesterding. is getting started
His scope for action is restricted, and all
is see to it that the Army is getting its due

the

press.

Air observation:

\
3

1.) Staraya Russa filled with trains.

Perhaps we witness
shifting
here the
of the "three Divisions" to the area
Ilmen,
south of Lake
as indicated by the captured Rus
sian la.

3.) Bailroad movements toward Lodyeinoye Polge 3,000 cars
and 40 locoing tives standing on the line.
3.) Unloading of

an

to "be going on at loropets

troops "believed
teoutjh.
4to the

4.) 'Yesterday's

on the arrival of Divisions "by
rail
on foot on the front of AGp. Center have not
"been "confirmed. Possible unloading around Bryansk and
Orel, "but we cannot make out where these movements
originated.
and,

PW statement

5.) Railroad movements from Konotop to the northeast,
&i,bly coming from Fifth Army area.

6.) Confusion at Pervomaisk
encirclement at "Oman.

- Kirovograd:

pos*

Result of tho

Gen. Matzky; 1.) Current Attache reports from Italy, Iran, Chile •
nothing significantly new.

2.)

3.)

Spanish Legion has arrived:

.

Regts , one Arty. Regt.
Commander Munoz-Grande »

Four Volunteer Inf.
Picked war veterans.

Ukraine;

In the Polish part independence move
ment, in the Russian part apathetic indifference.
Activist committees only in the larger towns.
Crops in the Russian part are estimated to "be
60 to ?0$ of normal years

Heusinger:

a) Artillery for AGp. North.

2 How. Bns. with Renault
tractors are still outstanding.

"b) iQiolm

*

- Toropets.

Yon Lee"b does not want to detach for
the southern position any of his forces in the Kholm group

c) Northern wing of Ninth Army at Velikic Luki will attack
tomorrow.

.

d) Proposal for radical change in the furlough policy for
Africa1 Relief after six months, without return.
Gen. Paulus tells me about Rommel's report to the Fuehrer.
In
the discussion of 'details there was not one which had not
"been repeatedly suggested "by us. The only new feature
is OKW's willingness to send German submarines and speed
boats into the Mediterranean (which I
believe is a mistake),
and the Fuehrer's intention to have a meeting with IIDuce.
in the near future.

4

Evening situation?

South: Ho reports from Eleventh Array.
Seventeenth Army and Armd.Gp. 1 are cooperating in a
enveloping movamonb of great &et)thj the formation of
the pocket at Uman in progressing.

Sixth Army: Dniepr reached south of Kiev. The enemy was
thrown "back to .the fortifications line of Kiev by the ons
laught and lost all of his Artillery. Penetration into
the fortifications line will be tried yet tonight • Northern
wing is continuing its enveloping movement at Korosten.
Genter: Very good progress of the attack on Roslavl (18 km).
On the southern wing of AGp, Center, the number of deserters
is increasing. Disorganized attacks against the eastern
flank of Army Op, Concentrations of troops brought up by
truck against Yelnya. On the rest of the eastern front of
Army Gp. only local attacks* South of Toropets three
Inf. Divs. and two Cay. Divs.; attack at Velikie Luki
scheduled for tomorrow.

North: Assault of Staraya Eussa slated for 3 Aug. Bridge
head at Shimsk is to be abandoned* North of Luga the
enemy is digging trenches.
Nothing new at Narva. In the
rear of the front between Lake Ilmen and Narva partisan
raids are quite troublesome (railroad train)
Further
attack in the direction of Tallinn prepared.

.

xTo prospects of success at Salla. The attack must
be broken off. Dietl's offensive against Murmansk makessense only if another Mt. Div.. arrives up there by the
second half of Aligns t
This is te-chnically impossible
because the only Mt.Div. still available, the Sixth, is
still in Saloniki and will not arrive in Germany before late
August.

Finland:

8

Ratio between friendly and enemy forces:

Finnish Front

(Karelia):

AGp. North:

20 Inf.Divs.
3 Armd.

5 Divs

)

"

b Mot.

"

) against
)

Ratio about 3
AGp. Center?

""

10.

"

( 13 Rifle Divs,
( 2 Armd.
(

2.

)

42 Inf.Divs
9 Armd.
7 Mot.
1 Cay. »

5 Divs

) against
)
)

"

( 26j Rifle Divs.
( 7 Armd.
»
( 1 Cay.
(

Ratio for Inf 5 : 2,7, Armor about 9 : 7,
Cavalry

5

AOp.

"

)
6 Armd.Divs. )
) against
'
\
u
2
6
6
Mot,
)
4|

( 29 Rifle Divs*
( 8 Armd.
(fi With)

41 Inf.Divs,

South:

(

out

(

2

)

Hung.
Horn.

)

Ital.

)

Gay.

Pivs.

tanks>

Slov,

BaUo £or

SHq Reserve's:

C

|nf. 5:3, Araaop

* 5 28

Qver~all ratio of German and Has sian
Inf, and

mot,

(without
(without
Armd,Divs,:
Cay. Divs.:

Divs.
enemy GHq,
enemy GEq,

fighting

Reserves)
Reserves)

1.6
1.2

Hie

forces:
t 1
:1

Approximately equal.

Approximately equal.

3 August 1941.

Situation:

t 0.

( 42nd day)

morning situation shows no new developments.

Ifr AOp. South t the pocket is forming according to
confusion in the enemy movements

plan. !The

is clearly appreciable.

Here, too, the enemy is throwing into the "battle whatever
ho can scrape together within a reseonabla distance, but the
time for a planned disengagement has passed.
The southern
flank of Eleventh Army "bears clot c watching. Here we have
no clear picture of the enemy situation, but as the main
"body o£ Eleventh Army is facing south, it is fair to assume
that it is pinned down by enemy attacks ,—lt would not be
advisable to launch the attack on Kiev directly from yester*
day's positions. Troops must first close up .and regroup.
The fortification line of Kiev apparently is weakly held.
In Sixth Army no important changes.

Center: Has made very good progress against Roslavl, In
addition to VII Corps, IX Corps also will attack today.
ITothing new from the rest of the front, apart from reports
that the Russians are building a bridge across the Dniepr**
east of Smolensk.
The extreme left wing of Hinth Army has
started off on the attack on Velikie Imki. The nearest
rear Divs. are closing up.
Horth:

Ho

substantial

changes,

No developments

At Staraya Russa stiffening opposition;
reported in action.
favor.

ObdH

willbe at Eg. AGp. Forth today.

Radio

intelligence

Divs, already

in our
mod. Arty,

reports in addition to the 28 Russian
known, 13 more Divs. in. process of activation

6

•

•
in the interior of Russia, also new Array Hq_, numbered 31
Brig. Gen. Kleebor^spr

(Mia.

Div,

a) Food situation.

-

East: We started off with 30 days' rations. WQWQ have
found no really substantial Eussian provisions "build
The Russians livs§ off the land. Only a few
up*
military depots, and these were destroyed. Provision
to run well; in particular
ing of troops continues
it kas "been possible to organize good "bread supply.
Building
Some trouble with canteen goods and tobacco.
up a new supply "base while attending to current needs
Cooperation with the
is a difficult and slow "business.
Economics Organization.* Air Force on the whole satis
fied. Occasional minor difficulties. 6poci4l foods for
are "brought up by the Air Force itself.
airmen

Finland: Finnish Troops under German command are
provisioned by us. We are helping out the Finnish Army.
Also Sweden and Denmark help.
Romania! Food stocks for German troops willllast 1-|
month. Stocks of vegetables for our troops in Romania
are sufficient for a whole year.
Government- General * Food situation very bad. Weccan
;
take almost nothing for the Army. Situation of the
civilian population very difficult. Exorbitant prices.
Black market.

Serbia and Greece i Food situation in Serbia good, in
Croatia very good; almost everything our troops need can
be taken from the country.
In Greece the food situation of the population is
difficult. Bad administration. Italy is buying up food.

France : The deliveries for the German Army stipulated
last year are being maintained.
Belgium;

We can take nothing from the country. The
population is badly fed. Heavy workers in industry.

"b) Clothing,:

Troops had been refitted; at beginning of the campaign
they had
clothing and 10$ shoe reserve.
Position
now tight. Economies necessary in units in the West.

ass

Replacement units and newly—activated units must now be
equipped with lace boots and leggings instead of shaft
boots. Winter clothing: Results of drive to return of
winter clothing issued last winter, which had to be turn
ed in by May s was very disappointing.
The West will
have to shift for itself. For the East, sufficient stocks
will arrive in depots of the Chief of Army Equipment
before October. Problem of distribution^ Each man:
two woolen vests, toques, earmuffs, gloves, scarves,
chest warmers.)

7

Uow available 150,000 wooden "barracks; like
number can "be supplied again "by fall. 255 trains needed
to "bring them to the front. The transport problem to
move such quantities, makes it desirable to build log
cabins on the spot whereever posfi^le. Organization Todt
has, been put on the job. Sample cabins, ape being erect-c
ed; leading construction specialists Have been assigned
to the Armies, and tools an<i fittings are issued in large
quantities,
on, Organization TodLlj will carry out
bigger projects on its own, e.g. troop ,training-centers
in the Bear Area. Woolia blankets ( up to three er.ch
man), bed linen, straw ticks, stoves, incidental furnish
ings ( wash basins, jugs etc. ) are held ready in large
quantities; also kitchen kettles *to save our fieldkitchens, and lighting fixtures, lamps etc.

c) Quarters;

iater

Gen

Stumme (Gay.) reports.

Hoth^s

Briefing on his missions within

Group,

Gen. Gercke reports on railroad position. The chronic critical
situation seems to be due to the following factors:

1.) Shortage in Russian rolling stock. We have captured
very little, and that mostly in unserviceable condition.
Shortage particularly acute in locomotives, almost all
of which are in need of repairs.

2.) Conflicting demands of the troops and of the Gen Q,u,
In view of the appallingly bad roads, the troops want
the railroads built bo follow them as closely as
practicable (the same need is felt on the Russian side).
The result are long lines, i.e* railheads close to the
front, but a low capacity of the lines, which at best
meet only current requirements of the troops. But the
Gen Qu must stockpile i.e c , he must assemble supplies
in excess of current demands, and not too far from the
troops. Such a program is predicated on railroad
lines of high capacity. If the.n the railheads are
farther behind the troops, the gap must be bridged by
the 60-ton Truck Clms. These divergent claims, i.c%,
long lines with lower capacity, which fillonly troop
requirements, versus shorter lines with higher
capacity, which make it possible also to accumulate
stores, can be reconciled only by Army Gp.

3.) Shortcomings

of the German operating personnel, who
are too slow and lack resourcefulness."
Just as we saw
in Trance, we now see in Latvia, that the State rail
roads are run more flexibly and efficiently than our
. railroads

.

4.) Shortcomings of signal communications. With the coopera
tion of the Army Gps, this situation willbe remedied.
of developments in the near future: AGp. Uorth
willprobably meet no unsurmoun table difficulties* Center
remains the main worry. South willhave some tight spots
but probably will be able to pull through.

Forecast

8

reports "before leaving for Forth Africa, I
impress
on him the importance of the tasks of the General Staff and
of a consistent personnel policy.*

G-en. G-auae

(Foreign Armies West)

Lt. Co^. 'Soltmann

IJnglands

submits his report on

a) Homeland?

Check with gaptured Bassian intelligence
that axue information was right. Three
Divs,
appear
or four
to have left Britain, including
for
the
East,
two
Hear
one evidently for Singapore, and
one with undetermined destination* These Divisions
possibly include one Armd.Div. The situation at home
would probably allow the British to commit 10
12 Divs.
Operations
they
Staff
According
to our Haval
overseas.
eight
shipping
have sufficient
liftfor
Divisions. ( On©
238,000
gross
14,000
British
of
men needs
- register Division
tons.)
material

shows

*.

"*>) Hear East: Counting also 23rd tfiv., newly arrived in
that theater, a force of 21 Divisions ie. assumed to be
in Egypt, including" Seventh Armd.Div. and remnants of
Second Armd.Div. Seventh Armd.Div. may now "be regarded
probably receiving only supplies
as refitted. Tobruk
personnel,
and exchange
but no substantial reinforcements.
Gen.

Bogatsch

Air reports

give riseJbo

the following reflections:

1.) The enemy 1s defense system starts, north, in the Valdai
Hills, adapts itself to the upper course of the Dniepr,
then follows tlip 'Desna and aft St. the latter' s" confluence
«X thr the ;Dmiepry crntina&s behind the Driiepr-* Strangely
this system of position which was built at the beginning
of the war leaves the Leningrad area unprotected.
Lenin
grad has only local fortificat ions. This might suggest
that the TJkraine and Central Russia are considered of
more vital importance than Leningrad.
2») Movements from the area of the Bed ffifth

Army

have been
for the past two or three days, partly in
northeastern direction, east of the Dniepr, partly in
southeastern direction. In the latter direction this
movement has advanced as far as Cherkassi.
In view of
the threat to .the Dniepr the movements, which for the most
part probably go on by night, commenced about the time
when Reichenau began strengthening his right wing for
the attack to the north. The observations also indicate
Clm. movements from Chernigov to the northeast, traffic
of single vehicles northward along the Dniepr, and rail
road movements (apparently improvised) from Kiev to the
southeast, for the build-up of a Dniepr front.
in progress

G-en. Buhle

on his tour to Guderian f s Group. A significant
is the clamor for loss replacements both by
and Inf.Divs.

reports

development

Armd.Divs.

1.) Replacement

situation

9

AOp

.

AGp.

S outii'- casual ties.:

"
ft

Center

AGp. ITorth

M

63,000,
74,500,
42,000,

Eepl. received: lo,000
Eepl. received: 23,ooo
Eepl. received: l4,ooo.

Center asks for additional 10,000 replacements
8 -,'lO days. When they have ."been received,
tion will "be as follows:

within."
the situa

30,000 men
15,000 »
5-, 000 H
4,000 »

Army Hq_ 2, deficit
»
Army Hq. 9,
Army Gp.2,
M
Armd.Gp.3,

"

Of the total Eeplacement Eeserve of 300,800 in the ZI,
47,000 have to date "been sent to the front.
2 « )". Eo ad condit iono ns , Dust ruins the engines.

3.) VII and IX Corps have apparently captured enough enemy
vehicles at Mogilev to fillall their requirements ,

4.) Situation is worst in Eighteenth Armd.Div. 30$ are
total losses I

.

.

G-en. Wagner (&Qn Oju.)
Directives for cooperation of Gen Q,u Hqs
Army Gps must "be given a'
with the Eailroad agencies.
decisive voice in the control of Supply Services.
Evening situation?
Satisfactory progress of the oncircl
South:
ing operation, "but unluckily weather is "bad. Command shows

a tendency to strike on Alyeksandriya. Wrong I At Kiev we
.must first of all attend to regrouping. In Sixth Army
slight advances on the right wing.
Center: At Roslavl the attack is making good progress.
Along the entire eastern front enemy is in the attack,, "but
mostly without success.
Unfortunately the enemy in the
Smolensk pocket seems to have succeeded in forcing an
escape route to the east.
Four enemy Divs reported front
ing our left wing at Velikie Luki. Our attacks are making
very little headway.

.

\u25a0

O"bdH was there for a conference.
It appears that
the last sparks of clear understanding of the situation
now are definitely gone. Army Op. has made no advances in
its attacks.

North:

3 August 1941.

Situation:

( 43rd Day)

South: Bad weather luck I The "battle in the pocket
which had such a promising start is hampered "by rainstorms
restricting, the mobility of our Armor, nevertheless
The encircled
prospects are good for a decisive success.
10
12 Divs. will probably "be destroyed. . Whatever escapes
to the southeast now or later on will "be severely crippled
in its striking power. At Kirovograd the first of the

-

- 10 -

newly activated Russian units observed by our air recon
up in a counter attack
naissance (223rd Div.)
~ The has shown
repulsed.
expressed
by Army Gp, to
and was
intention
Alyeksandriya
drive ahead on
with 111 Armd.Oorps should
"be reconsidered.
Our first job is to win the battle at
Pervomaisk and to the south. To assure tht| t also the
Infantry of Seventeenth Army must move up to import the
Armd. Divs.* or else enemy pressure will
too much
for them.- On the "bank of the Dniepr south of Ki§?t 132nd
Div, is under attack from two sides.

At Hiev no new advances. In the northern sector of Sisth
Army, the attacking wing is advancing at Maim. (LI Corps)

.

Center: ffield Marshal yon Bock on phone: yon Bock accuses
himself of foolhardiness, for making the attack on Roslavls'
at a time when he has practically no reserves to meet "the
enemy attack on his eastern front.** G-uderian has carried
off his 137th Div. for the drive on Roslavl^ Ammunition
Still a major -problem, because of failure of railroad
deliveries.
Situation at Yelnyai
The troops are laughing off Russian attacks
of Armor and Infantry, but feel very uncomfortable about
the artillery fire, which they cannot return because of
lack of ammunition.
We discuss

three points:

a) Plan of p-peration on Weichs 1 right wing. It ties up Inf.
Divs. which are urgently needed on other sectors of, the
front. Reply: If operation against Rogachev has :to
be postponed for lack of ammunition, it is a decision
for Army Group to make by itself. I
believe it would
be a mistake to scrap the attack, which is essential, if
we want to break up .the unhealthy concentration of
forces in Second Army on the southern wing, and if Army
Gp. wants to launch any attack on an operational scale,
either to the east' or .to the southeast.

b)

Velnya
salient/ Should it be abandoned? It has given
us a dominant position , any evacuation of which would
have embarrassing consequence for the sector adjoining to
the nor,th. Holding of the "bridgehead" has been very
costly.
Reply: This, too, is a local tactical problem
and,as such, must be decided by Army Gp. or by Army
Command. For my part I
think that we should not only
bridgehead,
hold the
but in addition neutralize enemy
artillery by counter" battery firs and by expanding
the bridgehead.

c) "Velikie Luki. The attack was unsuccessful owing to
failure of 251st and apparently also 253rd Divs. 3For
the time being attacks are out of the question in that
sector. We have been forced into the defensive, Stumme
(XXXX Corps) should take over the command of this sector
with the mission "protection of the north flank". The
plan to reach

Toropets must be dropped for now.

11

On the Telnya situation Guderian reports: Rolling artillery
fire. Large— scale attack is impending. The enemy regards
Rogt, Grossdeutschland
and S3 Division"Reich M as special
troops of the Fuehrer, Should a "catastrophe" occur, thero
Army Gp. is not
would be seycrc political repercussions,
a,
"catastrophe" with its
absolutely sure it can avert such
present resources.
The possibility exists that S3 Div. Reich, •»
268th Div-. and G-rossdeutschland might b§ Bmashed, which
wou3.pL freq enemy forces for heavy attacks, farsho£ to the
narth. before the Smolensk socket; has "been |^qu|da|ed and
"infantry has followed up behind Hoth's Sroup, Ammunition
urgently needed l
The hole in the encircling ring east of Smolensk resulting
when Seventh Armd.Div. was pushed "back apparently Is still
open.. Reports state that the Dniepr crossing leading out
of the gap is under Artillery fire and air attack and the
bridge is destroyed, so that the Russians are able to cross
the river only on ferries.

Slsewhere no change.

Morth: Kholm has been taken,
G-en.

yon

G-reiffcrib erg ( Center) on

!•) The

-phone t

Rogachev situation

will be straightened out as
soon as enough ammunition is on hand. Date will be sot
by Army Gp., For the reasons stated to Field Marshal
yon Bock, I
think it would be wrong to abandon the opera
tion.
0

2.) Our Yelnya position must be bolstered by introduction of
263rd or 292nd Divs. 80-fch can be spared now that Roslavl
is in our hands.

3.) Briefing on the difference between our and CKW*s formula
tion of ArmyGp.'s mission. Bock must be informed for
tomorrow's high visitors. Caution in presenting the
Yelnya situation.
Guderian andHoth must be called in
for the Ifoehrer conference to -Dress demands for tank
replacements.

4.) Hq. Ij Corps ( Velikie Luki ) must be freed for AGp. ftorth.

5.) Ammunition is now arriving. Four trains are on the way
now, more are following.

Gen,

yon

So&enstern (South) on

-phone;

Warn him against undertaking drive with Armd. Gp. on
Alyeksandriya. "Shoot at two hares and you hit none".. First
it'would be necessary to fight out the battle of Pervomaisk
and perhaps push Armd.Gp. on further south along the Bug
river.
Care must be taken to have Armd.Gp. reinforced by Infantry
from the rear, to counter the pressure coming from the west.*

Brennecke

(iflorth) on -phone:

!•) Kholm Group:

The development
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of the situation at Toro

pets has lessened

the need for detaching forces In that

,

direction, Brennecke reports that Army Gp. as a
precaution, wants to move one Division (32nd) further

east (Apolots), via Kholraj keep one Division ( .Twelfth)
ready for later commitment against Toropets; and start
off -one Division ( 123rd) northward |n |h@ direction of
Staraya Russa.
2,) Staraya Russa:
12$ th Biy. $riO.l be used In thjLi? P^Qtpr
only to help stabilize tfre. £taraya
ani'ajter
'"
'""^ "r~
wards join "the main effnrj north of 3uak'e' flmeii*.
v

3.) Army Gp. still wants to launch the main thrust in the
Shimsk area, "because here the Air IPorce can give effective
support, whereas farther to the north, in the forest
area, Army Gp. would not have that advantage.
4.) As Army Gp. Reserve

Div,, after
they propose 123rd Inf.
it has "been moved up through Staraya Bussa, 96th Inf.
Div.j which will reach Porkhov tomorrow, and SS Death-

head Div.
5.) Eighth Armd.Div* and Third mot. Div. are to be Dlaced
under Hceppne^s command, earmarked f^r follow-up behind
Beinhardt. I
call his attention to supply complications;
he is aware', of them.

6.) Target date >for the attack:

6 Aug. has been set
tentatively. 3y 5 Aug. the commands concerned will'
report whether they are ready. A complete issue of
ammunition will "be on hand on 6 Aug.
\u25a0

Capt. Thilo reports on his tour to Sixth Army.

XXIX Corps Hq.:
Kiev is protected not only by its fortifications but, to
the south and west, also by damnied~up rivers and marshland.
In the southwest, where natural protection is lacking r
there are strong fortifications. The fortifications on the
south front are. the least strong. Corps Hq hopes that a
breakthrough
Will be easiest on the eastern wing of the
south front, along the Dniepr.
Kiev is probably garrisoned by fortress troops and MG- Bns>;
hot very strong. The assault requires time and throrough
preparation.
Sixth Army thinks it cannot launch the attack
on the south front until LV Corps has gained enough ground
toward the north to become effective north of Kiev. I
don 1 t
think this is a necessary prerequisite.
If we wait for that,
we lose too much time.- As soon as we are strong enough we
must cross the Dniepr south of Kiev and turn on the other
bank toward Kiev, in order to secure the bridges.

His account of the fighting and of the condition of the
troops corroborates previous reports: Highest morale,
conviction of superiority, but the strain has been severe
and some troops show fatigue. Losses are readily absorbed.

Sen.

Wagner

.

( Gen Qu )

1.) Amnunitton situation:

In ffnrth f ammunition arrivals
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have suddenly stopped* On 2 Aug.,
of nineteen
\u25a0supply trains only three were ammunition.. On an aver
age there should "be seven or eight. Ithas teen
definitely established that on 1 August a call was sent
%o Bailrnad Operations for 10 ammunition trains, includ
ing four trains of Artillery ammunition* The Supply Area*
*\u25a0 offered eighteen ammunition trains, including eight of !
Artillery. These . eighteen trains would have amply
coyered all requirements.
But the requisitioned %Q $&
logt
just
got
munition trains
Jn the Marshaling Ayea, and
one
can
four trains have "been
Today
no
locate the© now.
Iraiakfurt/Gder).
found in the Marshaling Area ( Warsaw
way
nine
trains
on
Ifow
are
their
across %he frontier.
Together with the trains received today North will have
twelve trains "by tomorrow nomine.
Twenty-five more
amnanition trains in the.Zl are ready to-be dispatched.
They will "be run with highest priority under supervision
directly to Miaste-Molodeczno; 25 more trains are being
assembled.

-

/

2.)

Sup-ply Assembly Area,

Call system is t&o ctambersome.
longer
are
Trains which
no
needed on arrival owing to a
change in the situation, cannot be stopped $n route under
the present system, Must "be changed.
'\u25a0.
About
A Forward tfarshaliag Area must be established:
30 trains east of Warsaw* -~ Provide necessary storage
/assign Transport numbers to trains.
tracks.

—

3.) Situation in AGp. North. Eighteenth Army filled up.
Armd. Gp. 4 will be filled up by 3 Aug., Sixteenth
Army will take a few days longer.

Till Air Fleet).

( Has to take care of

4,) Situation in AGp, South;

At Uraan no bootyj fuel depots
reported at Pervomaisk.
No difficulties anticipated.
Army;
Seventeenth
How of trains disrupted by collision*
Supply
ammunition in
Bases. Has two fuel quotas, seven
days 1 rations o Motor casualties are decreasing.
Armd.G-p. 1: The Supply Olms. can move only on main roads.
Troops have just about two fuel quotas and one issue of
ammunition.
Sixth Army 80$ of first issue ammunition. Current
expenditure can be supplied,. 4,000 tons cf ammunition
are stored at Bovno against requirements for Kiev, in
cluding AC and Hv» How. ammunition.
Eleventh Army filled up.

5.) Procurement

of winter

clothing

led by Gen Qu (Sec, l)*?

initiated.

Will be hand

6«) Tires: Newly allocated 44,000; will last us one month
if stretched with captured material.

.

.

7.) Operational losses in Truck Clms
of AGp. North are on
an average 39$ ( some Bns. as high as 565)

Talk on continuance of operation* AGp. Center will
be regrouped, with -Armd. wedges at the wings. Strong flank
protection, with Armor. Liquidation of Rogachev and Velikie

G-en. Paulus:
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Luki aro prerequisites
for eastward drive.

for securing effective disposition

Evening situation:

South has encircled sizeable enemy elements
and
west
of Porvomaisk and subdivided the pockets
northwest
"by cutting through them.
This will hasten annihilation of
the penJied«-up enemy. Schwedler is approaching the Eniepr,
Obstfelder has torn a snail hole into the fortified ring of
Kiev, In sector of LI Corps, west of Kiev violent artillery
duel, heavy "expenditure of ammunition on 'our part. The
enveloping attack against Koroston is continuing.

Oonter:
rear

Hhe enemy Cavalry that was romping around in our
seems to "be at the end of its rope (radio mes
sage); it is "bottled up in so small an area that it can do
no harm from now on. Operation Roslavl has been a complete
success.
The Inf. relief for Yelnya is coming in. Infantry
penetrated
has
into the Smolensk pocket and cut it in two.
Resistance will soon be over, but some elements have probably
>

made good their escape to the east.
Attacks against yon Bock !s eastern front and northern flank
have been weaker today. It has been possible to relieve some
Armor by Inf., which has eased yon Bock f s tight situation.
Horth;

In Estonia, local gains.

Mb important changes.

Ammunition

position appears to be less stringent in
of the energetic efforts of all agencies concern**
cd. Center unexpectedly received seven trains- of ammunition
today and has unloaded them. Twelve more will come in to
morrow. Also in AGp, North., where the Gernan railroad gauge
is now extending to Pskov, the ammunition problem seems to
have become less o,cute.
The fuel situation in all Army Gps. appears to give no

consequence

reason for

anxiety*

4
Situation;

194

August

Ho unexpected developments

( 44th Day).

along the entire front.

J-n- AGp. South we must accept the fact that fairly large
enemy forces could not be cut off by the closing ring and
now are streaming toward the Lower Dniepr. Perhaps this
movement comprises on evacuation ; however, in striking
contrast to former reports, the roads are clogged with many
columns on foot, at some points several abreast.
Part of
the movement is in the direction of Odessa and Hikolayev.

There are indications rf a bridgehead at Cherkassi and AA
defense on the Dniepr. AGp. South seems to be rather
reluctant .to push Armor further south, beyond Pervomaisk,
and would rather have the Hungarian mobile units do the
mopping up west of the Bug. This is understandable,
because Army Gp, is thinking of objectives farther east
Nevertheless, it
and the capture of the Dniepr crossings,
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willbe necessary to employ strong armored forces in the
southward pursuit, for the follow-through at least.
In \u25a0'\u25a0:. --j. Sixth Anay nothing new.

pen ten The Russian Oavairy *n the extreme southern wing is
collapsing* Small Russian elements surrounded in the Bcslavl
area, Minor attacks the res| of %he front, directed chiefly
against Hosh on %he northern wing*
repelled.
Our attacks at Kho3.nl and Star-ava Susja, and also yes*
of Lake Ilmen, are continuing. Preparations for the attack
"between Lake Ilmen and larva planned for 6 Aug. are in pro

gfartht

gross.

Casualties:

. From

22 June to

31

July 1941:

Wounded

149,609

KCO and SM

5,464

Killed

44,027

ICO and EM

2,443 Officers.

Missing

11,539

HOP and M

319 Officers.

FCO and EM

8,126 Officers.

Total

205,175

Grand total!

Maxtor Brand (Op.'Sec.)

'

213,301

Officers,

\u2666

his tour of frontline duty on
the right wing of AGp. Center. L^w rating of the enemy.
They have now
Russians have lost theii* aggressiveness.
Deserters..
started "building wire obstacles.
The enemy on
this front, ten Inf.Div- strong, is poor material.
Artillery is good.
reports

v

G-en.

yon

So&onstorn (A&p« South) on

-ph^ne;

Army Op. has the impression that the enemy fronting XI and
XXX Corps is seeking to withdraw in southeastern direction.
In consequence, there would "be nr point in having Armor
strike for the south beyond Perv nmaisk, since there is
nothing left to do south of the Bug. Moreover, sending
Armor off on such distant operations would, delay its avail
ability for eastward

operations.

I:: view the situation in an entirely different light: As
long as Army Gp. has the mission to destroy a maximum of
the enemy fighting forces west of the Dniepr, every effort
must "bo made to cut off the largest possible number on the
Bug* Should tho enemy "before Eleventh Army show no inclina—
tion to withdraw eastward to the Bug, it would "be essential
for Armor to strike across the Bug in southwestern direction
-to prevent organization of a Tobruk~l ike "bridgehead, and ,
annihilate the enemy. The forces required for that opera-*
tion need not exceed an Armd. Corps.. Haturally, this Corps
for a while would not' "be available for continuance of tho
operation to the east, but this drawback must be accepted
with a viow to achieving our object of clearing the enemy
from the area between Dnlepr and Bug. In return, such .
action would free Eleventh Army for the eastward drive J

.

I
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Army <3p # reports in the course of the day that it now sees
eyo to eye with my recommendations for the employment of
Armor, "but would like to have an order to this effect, Eoad
conditions and tho fue| situation are chief among the fac
tors precluding n. -southward drive \y Asmored" forces at the
moment. Rehabilitation of the Armd, PiVI, w|ll take two
weeks..
.
\u25a0

Col. Heus^nger,

Renter

frqm
returns
rgpoj?tsj

the JSiehrer

and

conference af B% AGp»

a) Gruderian expects to "be taken out of the line by 8 Aug.;
refitting to take until 15 Aug.
Eoth expects to be taken out of the line "by 10 Aug.; re-*
fitting will take until SO Aug.
b) During that interval Army Gp. wants to carry out the
following plans?

1.) Rogachev operation. Extension of operation to
Gomel with Armd. forces will "be impracticable \u2666
2.) Capture of Velikie Luki, with main effort from the
south. OJwelfth Division will support attack from the
north.

c) At Roslavl things came off surprisingly well* Our
Infantry had only to march. !Ehe resistance which the
Russians put up eventually, was disorganized,,
d) Ihe success at Roslavl is expected to ease the situation
at Yelnya.

Abandoning

nf

Yelnya is ruled out.

c) The pocket northeast of Smolensk has been open evident

ly for several days now P. "but only personnel, no vehicles,
seen to have gotten out. Cleaning out of the pocket
may further- ease the situation at Yelnyai

f) The situation of Armd. Gp. 5 is improving with every
day due to. the arrival of Inf. Divs,
g) In the discussions

with the ITuehrer, the need for
holding Yelnya and ironing out the situation at Velikie
Luki is acknowledged by Army Grp* Nothing was said about
Rogachev

.

h) Guderian thinks that with the resources

can attain a combat strength of
Hoth expects
in his Group.

6o^

i) Hie Paehrer
1.) Gives the reasons

now available he
for the next/offensive.

for his -tighthandedness in allotting
Still, he releases 350 engines
tanks
(without
for Tank 111
being aware, however, that QKH
has already released them)
Will he shipped by air.
2.) Reiterates the familiar points of view determining
the pattern of the continuance of the campaign;
as before, the eirgphasis is on Leningrad and control
of the, South ( coal, iron, elimination of the enemy
air base in the Crimea), with Moscow being brushed
aside.
to the Divs,

V

50$

.
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)

Major Pfister

He is the son of our old neighbor in
low railroad transport specialist,
Hohenzollernstrasse.*
(instructor for specialist officers)

calls.

.

OQ,u IV;

1«) Bansai** stated that the Army and the Government arc now
determined to join in the war against Bussia in spite
of prevailing difficulties. £c thinks it will be in
September. By the end of August, 16 Divs. will bo as
sembled in Manchuria (at present 10 Divs*;. Capture of
Vladivostok perhaps possible by November. The Chinese
must be held in check during that period. Operations
\u25a0

against Singapore have been, prepared by establishing
foothold in Indochina, but are being put aside for the
time being.

2.)

Attache*

re-ports;
Finland cannot conceal a measure of
disappointment at the performance of the German troops
both on the northern front and in support of the

Karelian Army.
The Romanians arc in high dudgeon over a gratuitous
telegram by Just***on matters of military command.

3.) ffrance: General atmosphere of crisis.
Darlan and Woygand intensified.

Tension between

4.) Italyholds herself ready for intervention in case of a
British invasion of Corsica. (Alibi for Italian ambi
tiona)

Talk with Ecus inger and Paul us. (.and along the same lines
vjith:
'Ob&S -in:l"bhe evening):
<

Our command function is exhausted in details, which are
really the responsibility of Army Gp. Hqs, where we
should be giving them clear-cut missions and the material
means for independent action. In order to remedy this
situation it would be necessary for ourselves to have a
clear idea of what the political command regards as the
What, in fact, is our
prime objectives in the campaign.
chief object; To capture the Ukraine and the Caucasus as
quickly as possible for economic ends, or else, to defeat
the enemy decisively? If it is the former, we should have
full liberty in the use of our resources, without that
constant interference from top level. OKB 1 s objective
for this year is the area around Moscow, leaving the gain
ing of more ground to the development of the situation.
Under these circumstances
naturally we could, not expect to
reach the Caucasus before onset of this winter.. For the
former alternative, we would need strong forces for an
invasion of the oil region, and then we would have to go
all'the way to Baku.
Evening situation:
,

Ho substantial changes. AGp, Center is the
only sector of the front where the enemy attacls in all
directions, anticipated for today, have not materialized.
Perhaps they will come tomorrow*
Ho other important news.
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5 August 1941.

.

( 45th Day )

Situation;

South: The Pervomaisk pocket is "being liquidated with
the enemy still showing plenty of fight. He is still get
ting supplies, "by air, and fights desperately, Taut develop
ments have already "by—passed this center of resistance.
Accordingly, AGp. Hq. has already given the order for the
next moves in the operation:

Eleventh Army is assigned the mission to destroy the enemy
on its front "by pushing Armor to the Bug at Vosnesensk.
Eventually it is to occupy the coast.
Armd.&p. 1 is ordered

to strike with its main "body for
Alyeksandriya on the axis Kirovograd and Smela and secure
the "bridges at Eremenehug and Cherkassi.
Three Armd.Divs.
under Corps Hq. XIImust stand by east of Pervomaisk in
order, if needed, to work their way along and across the
Bug and effect a junction with Eleventh Army.
Seventeenth Army is to proceed eastward "beyond the line
Krivoi Hog Alyeksandriya. The mission of Sixfoi Army

-

remains unchanged

.

•

Contort Ho major attacks except at Yelnya and on the
northern flank of Army Gp_. Army Gp, is endeavoring to
straighten out the unsatisfactory situation on its right
and left wings. Its central sector, i.e., the front facing
oast, is gradually developing some depth.
North;

8 Aug. has "been set as date for resumption of the
offensive.

Ge;

Brand, (Art:

1-) distribution of Artillery in AGp. Forth:

Available for northern coast: 10 Hv. Arty. Bns. of
Army Gp», including newly arrived

Earmarked for Eeval at present:

1 15 cm Gun Bn,
1 21 cm How.Bn,
1 U Bn.*

7 more Bns., viz.
2 10 cm G-un £ns.
1 Med.Fd.How.Bn,
2 Hv.How,Bns.
1 15 cm G-un Bn.
1 21 cm G-un Bn,

This makes* a total of 17 Bns. of mad. and hv .Artillery.
They are sufficient if Beval is reduced first with the
Bns. (lO) earmarked for this purpose,: and the other
coastal

fortresses

are attacked

successively.

In ad

dition we have the Division Artillery,
For the islands of
1 Bn. 15 cm Coastal

Dagoe

and Oesel we have

Guns of 4 Btrys.of 6 Guns each
( still in transit)
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2 Bus. 10 cm G-uns
1 Bn. 15 en Guns

2,)

)
)

already at AGp.

On the increase, Fire
direction is improving. Our troo/ps are sending out
distress calls for counter "battery fire. Ammunition
problem 1 Army ammunition distributing points in some
instances 300 Inn behind the front. Of the Russian
Artillerpy in exi^tenqe at the beginning pf the war,
about one— half may be considered destroyed.

-Enemy \u25a0artillery activity:

.

yon- Rumohr
Ma ior von-.
Runohr ( Op. Sec.) reports on his tour to AGp. Horth,
terrain difficult,
and X and I
Corps, Eoads extremely bad?
t

especially the very dense forests. Lack of drinking water!
The troops are physically worn out but have superlative
Everybody wants
morale and feel superior to the Russians.
to know what final objective they are supposed to reach.

ObdH is back from the Fuehrer conf erenc
The Fuehrer came out with the statement (i.e.
we had it discreetly put into his head) that the present
developments must of needs lead to a solidification of the
fronts, like that in ?t>rld War. l.To prevent this it is
necessary to crack the front where it will hurt the enemy
and cost us little, and so get out into .the open and on the
move again. We cannot do everything at once, and that not
only in consideration of the Army but also because of the
Air Force.

He relates?

-

He sees the following possibilities for the three Army Gps.

1.) -Take the Valdai Hil^s with support from Hoth; ( 1 2
Armd.Divs., 1 Mot. JDiv*), thereby advancing yon Bock's
left wingj such a move would cover yon Leeb's flank,
'Bo further advance in northward direction.
(The idea of providing cover for Leeb's flank is
completely wrong, but evidently he was not talked out
of it because that was his starting point. What really
matters to us is that with the Valdai Hills in our
hands, Hoth has a .jump- off base for the eastward drive
along the Volga.)
2 •) Restore

the situation at the southern wing of AGtu
if possible in conjunction with liquidation of
Korosten, followed try advance toward Moscow.
Mogilev-Kiev l This idea dispels a nightmare.
Still,
liquidate
dangerous
this desire to
Korosten is a
idea.
It will continually draw away forces from the main
object, the drive toward the east. Let's wait and seel
Center,

3.)

Liquidation of the enemy forces

.

west of the 3ug.

XIV

Corps must swing toward X.IV Corps while still west of
the Bug, supported by the mecz forces of the Hungarians
and Romanians,
Anything that becomes available must
strike for the east, as originally planned by AGp,

In themselves, these decisions represent a cheering
progress.
But they still fall short of the clear-cut
operational objectives essential to a sound basis for
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future developments.
With these tactical reasonings
as a starting point, the Fuehrer was deftly steered
toward our viewpoint on operational objectives. lor v
the moment this is a relief. A radical improvement
in the future is not to "be hoped for unless operations
"become so fluid that his tactical thinking cannot keep
step with developments.

Col. Just ( Mil. Attache

Bucharest

} cqmes in f

-—.

Heports on his impressions, of the fighting in the Romanian
Temperarv "bad feeling was
sector; a satisfactory, picture.
caused "by the cabled request of Eleventh Army for control of
the Romanian troops north of the Dniestr,
Morale in the
country good.
Crops satisfactory.
Economic situation

—

—

—

all right.

Col.

Heusinger;

!•) Status

of subinarine

o-perations;

Total available; 165 submarines, including
45 needed for training ,
54 -under repair,
66 on operations ( against 75 originally hoped for) •

i

Losses have "been on an average of three per month in the
past months ( estimate was 3 to 4), that is, five in
March, one in April, two in May, four in June.

2.) Conference

with Haval Operations Staff on the importance
A coastal shipping route in the Black
Sea is out of Question as long as the Crimea is not in
our hands. ( air escort).
of the Crimea;

3.) 3?he Reich Marshal wants the wooden stakes in the
fortifications in East Prussia for civilian uses.
early yet
Wagner

Too

1

(Gen Q,u);

1.) Road construction continues a problem^ "because the
Armies are taking all manpower allocated to them to

Ruling
the front, leaving long stretches denuded.
necessary which insures construction of the "big through.
road.

2.) Tank

It is reported that worn-out tanks
are unofficially switched for new tanks from the.Zl.
replacements;

.

3.) 60~ton Truck Clns ; Difficulties a"bout tires and spare
parts. (An officer must "be sent to the ZI.)
Casualties in the columns of requisitioned civilian
trucks?

30$,

In the columns

organized "by the Army:

Losses are particularly heavy in AG-p.. Horth,

4.) Railroad still functioning "badly. Trains are going
astray. Lie over in yards for heurs; notification
period required for dispatch is much too long.
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5.) Train arrivals

on 3 Aug.

Forth.

19
24
14

x

Cantor
South

on 4 Aug.
17

26
no report

6.) Sup-ply situation:
Ammo first issue

fuel quotas
.^

1*
1
1 1/4

Forth
Center

South

Another sea convoy of 2,200 tons en route to Riga.
In AGp r Center, the 6CM;on- Truck Clms. have "been taken
off the shuttle run between the frontier and Minsk**
Encircling opera tidns are making good
progress,
large fuel dump has been captured; will facile
itate the movements of Armd, ,Gp. 1. Weather apparently not

tuat ion ?
Evoninfi s i
A

—

too bad.

Center;

Operations at
Attack on Rogachev set for 7 Aug.
brought
to a -close/—* Ho attacks on the eastern
Smolensk

front, except at Yolnya.
of left wing of Army Gp.

-—

Hoth takes over tactical control

Hortfe; Advances at Staraya Russa,

Otherwise nothing new.
Eighteenth Army is driving in the direction of Rakvere) •

—

Sixth Mt, Piv. will have returned to its home area (Mil,
District XVIII) by 21 Aug.; thereafter Div. will go to
Kirkenes, where itis due -between 6 and 18 Sept.

6 August 1941.

( 46th Day)

.

Situations

South ; Gratifying progress of the southern wing of
Army Gp. The Bug line is closed as far as Vosnesensk by the
right wing of Armd.Gp o 1. The left wing of Armd.Gp. is
advancing on Alyoksandriya.
Sixth Army has almost reached the Dniepr with Schwedler 1 s
Group, Violent enemy counter attacks supported by tanks.
At Kiev some progress.
Against our Kor os ten Group (262nd
Div,) enemy is putting on Very strong counter attacks^ with
local successes.

Center: Enemy elements thought to be trapped at Roslavl
have escaped.
The Russians have an uncanny ability for
moving en ro-aos impassable for our troops and build concealed
river crossings.
At Telnya we now have regular position
warfare. Elsewhere minor attacks.
Horth;

At Staraya Russa,

(tanks desert to us !)\u2666

signs of enemy demoralization
Otherwise no change.

""•

j&o

*\u25a0*

>

yon

Bock (Center) calls up: The drive on Bo gachev, which Second
Army wants to 1-mr.ch has no chance of success. He wants to
postpone the project and first arrive at a "better grouping*
A conference will be held today at noon. He wants me to
come.

1200

-

gOOO, By plane to Borisov (Hq. AGp. Center).
with G in C AGp. Center and CG. Second Army.

Conference

The attack to straighten out the situation at Bogachev
To have it
requires a strong right wing south of Eogachev.
that way we must await arrival co^XXXXII Corps -and parts of

XXXV Corps (reduced).

On the northern wing we must form a strong Task Force with
XII and XIII Corps; it will "be given the necessary depth by
addition of 162nd Div., and will "be reinforced "by an Arnd.
Div. and the Cay* Div. Then we have a chance that the
attack, covered by the Dniepr, in the south, and "by the
SoKh river, in the east will"be carried as far as the Gomel
area. XXXV Corps (reduced) will move concurrently with the
attack on the southern flank, south of the Beresina.
Preparations could "be completed between 10 and 12 Aug.

On the return flight I
fill the plane with wounded soldiers;
young
men,
the
sone with severe limb injuries, carry then-

.

Superb spirit r

selves splendidly.
.ehrer conference

at Hq

T

A&d» South ( Gen. Paul us

taking my

place)

Following my request, C in C AGp, South raises also points
of great strategy and emphasizes the importance of Moscow.
The Fuehrer again showed himself absolutely deaf to these
arguments.

He still harps on his old themes:

1.) Leningrad, with Hoth brought into the picture, and
2.) Eastern Ukraine* Here Guderian will be brought in;
Gomel and Korostert must be liquidated.
3.) Moscow comes last.
The successful operations now being conducted by AGp, South
were outlined and approved by the Fuehrer.
In particular
he is pleased with the drive of Arm&.Gp. on Erivoi Bog,
because here he sees the promise of controlling the highgrade iron ore deposits and the large blast furnaces.

Antonescu is given a solemn reception and receives
K/night ls Cross.
Evening situation;

South;

the

The enemy is falling back before

Eleventh Army, but the main

body of the fighting troops
probably have already extricated themselves from the
converging pincets of Eleventh and Seventeenth Armies, and
are now fighting their way back to the Bug.

ArmdoGn.

1 has reached Vosnesensk and wants to charge down
to the Bug estuary, while the main body of the Group strikes
for Krivoi Rog and Alyaksandriya.
Sixth Army? Schwedler has reached the Bug. The line of
fortifications at Kiev has been breached.
(
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Cent en Ho thing new, Guderian is unwilling to part with
any Armor for the Bogachev assault.
This willhave to "be
settled "by CKH order (I).* ;
Iflorth: We have entered Staraya Russa. In Estonia, the
fighting round Bakvere is making good progress.

JBnemy; A "Front Hq, of the Beaerve Annies 1* has "been ideat»...L
ified. Another sign of intensified consolidation of the
command system.
ring up -Softens tern at the request of O"bdB, who is very angry
I
over the eastward direction taken "by the drive of Armd.Gp.
1, which is not in accord with his ideas. Yon Sodenstern
assures me that the forces operating along the Bug (includ
ing Hungarians) will"be ample to "block the river line.

Wagner

( Gen Qu ) reports on supply situation. Supply is adequate
everywhere, and even good in AGp. Itforth. A train collision
has temporarily disrupted supply movements in AGp. Center.
Stockpiling in the' new "bases will not really get under way
"before 10 Aug.

( 47th Day ).

7 August 1941.

/

South: AmdoGp, 1 has reinforced the elements "blocking
the Bug line "by turning off ninth Armd.Div. The other move**
ments are proceeding "according to plan, against local opposi~»
tion, such as in front of S chwedler T s Group, in the. Kiev
fortifications line, in the sectors of the western front of
Kiev, which have not yet /been attacked, and, finally, en
the northern flank of LI Gorps.
The enemy elements encircled "by Seventeenth Army are fighting
'
desperately.

Situation?

\u25a0

Center: Apart from local attacks, heaviest at Yelnya,
nothing new on this front* Behind the enemy front, a group
of five Divs. hat, now taken up positions west of Vyazma; its
mission apparently will""be to defend this important railroad
center at all cost.

—

-

Iflorth: Progress at Staraya Russa.— The whole front heavily
mined. « "We have penetrated into Bakvere.
Col,

—

G-on. ffromm drops in on his visit for a "brief talk on
( Fuehrer conference
matters.
Winter
program) ,
organizational

Yon

—

Ziehlberg! Current Gen. Staff problems.
? We
discuss
'
tensions, *&- He assures me of his full confidence

internal

in my

policies.***

G-en. Schaa^j new CG of Africa Corps, reports in-. Briefing on his
mission.
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Field Marshal

yon Bock on •phone*, 1220:
Gu&erian reported an hour
ago that there is no enemy within'-a 40 km radius of Roslavl
toward Bryansk and to the south; 75th Div. ret)or ts~ only weak
Cavalry forces; Tenth Mot,Div. held up by marshes; only
Seventh Div. meets stronger CD-position, (This is Guderian's
way of promoting his solution, i.e. advance on G-omel
through Bryansk.)
Bock has ordered reconnaissance in force, to locate the
enemy. So far identified one Guard Bn. 40 km south of
Eoslavl. According to PW statements and documents taken
from a captured courier we must assume that there is an
enemy Division at Bryansk. If necessary,
i.c*, if our as
sumptions turn out to "be correct, Greyer yon SchweiTpenburg's
,
Corps could start off tomorrow.

700

Talk with Sen. Jo^

a) Strategic objectives: What do we *ant, beat tho £»eiay or
pursue economic goals (Ukraine, Caucasus) 1
eTodlt The Fuehrer probably thinks that both could' be
achieved at the same time.
b) As regards individual objectives I
state that Leningrad
can be taken with the forces allowed for. We need not,
nor must we, divert to the* Leningrad front anything
that we might need for Kospow. Leeb's flank is not in
any way threatened from the Valdai Hills.
The question whether we should try to get Moscow or the
Ukraine., or, whether it should be Moscow and the Ukraine,
must be answered with the emphasis on the "and". We
must do it, or else we shall not be able to eliminate .
this source of the enemy's strength before fall. And wo
can indeed do it, with Hundstedt's slashing victory in
our favor and in view of the evident decline in the
enemy 1s fighting efficiency,, The Korosten G-roup cannot
* It must be left to die in
.be an operational objective.
its own rot.

c) We must not allow the enemy's strategy to dictate our
operationai conceptions.
Reacting to his flank jabs with
all-out efforts, is rendering him the greatest service.
We must aim axj complete victory by keeping our forces
together for distant, decisive objectives, and crippling
blows, and nust not fritter ourselves away on trivial

objectives,
Oveivall impression: Jodl is convinced of the soundness
of these ideas and willpull With us in the same direct -:
tion. We must come to see eye to eye on two ideas:
1.) Bock must drive with all his forces on Moscow^ (Ask
the Fuehrer?
Can he afford not do reduce Moscow before
in?).
2.) Minimize the importance of the
winter sets
Korosten &roup.
900

Conference with Wagner (Sen Q,u) Baentsch and Bock:
a) Supply

arrangements

for the impending operation:

1.) Improvement of the existing storage track facilities
for trains in the Supply Assembly Area. Capacity
will now be increased
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"

""

in AGp'. South, to 80 trains (l6trains running daily)
n
)
in AGp. Center % to 90 trains (24
"

.
formation

tt
«'
)
Horth, to 80 trains (18
of a GEg Reserve of 135 trains.*
2») Replenishing of first issue and all supplies in the
Operational Area,
3.) Extension of railroads to th£ f?ont of AGp. South
depends pn capture of a serviceable Pniepr railroad
"bridge, Where we extend the railroad line will
depend on which "bridge we get. In AGp. Qenter
Gomel, Smolensk r- Moscow and
extensions Bobruisk
AQp.
jtforth, through Novgorod
Kalinin,
In
RzheV
or Luga.
4,) Starting from the railheads of lines now under
construction, the 60- ton Truck Cims. can "bridge a
'
.
gap of about 400 km.
w ..
This vould "bo as far as Poltava in AGp. South,
ae far as Moscow in "AGp. Center,
and as far as Leningrad in AGd. Horth.

in AGp

-

-

"b) Motor fuel

situation;

As of 1 Oct. we shall have available:

380^000 "tons a month

From own production;

Imxiorts:

Total

320.000 tons a month
700,000 tons a month

Current requirements of the Armed
3?o.rces and domestic economy (with
570,000 tons a month
out operations);
For countries in our orbit:
125 ? 000 tons a month

For

30,000

Italy:

Total
i.e. a deficit of

tons a

mont]

825 ,000 tons a month,

120,000 tons a month.

It is hoped to make up for the missing 120,000 tons by
cutting
stepping
cutting
cutting
cutting

civilian consumption by
up production in Germany

Italy
other countries
safety margin*^

Total

10,000 tons,
V 40,000 tons,
30,000 tons,
15,000 tons,
!5.000 tons
120,000 tons.

On this basis the Armed forces are in no position to
embark on any large-scale

operation.

c) Rubber:

We have in stock about 7,000 tons. Very
little for our submarine and automotive program. Situa
tion very tight.

Casualties;

22 June

- 3 August:

Wounded

6,270 Officers

170,389 HCO and EM

Killed

2,685 Officer©

49 ,140 UCO and EM

Missin.

133 Officers

2.272 HCO and EM
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231,801 MO and EM.

9,188 Officers

Total:

Round total 242,000,

Officer casual tlost

Wounded 3, 655; killed 5,45$
missing

j

1,95.

Evening situation: Soutfo: Continued good progress \u2666 The pockets
are "burning out, The Bug line is securely closed, w Coup
de main Cherkassi" is unpractical; bold strongly (new
forces)
Counter thrust of strong enemy forces on yon
Schwedler* s southern wing has achieved a deep penetration*

.

Boguslavl
Korosten taken*

Centers Replacement of units is -proceeding. The enemy has
fallen "back a little in the direction of Bryansk, tout has toy
no means disappeared \u26 6
Iforth: Successful "blow at Rakvere. Enemy beaten. -*• I>Geto ls
attack, with VIIIAir Corps in support, will start on 8 Aug.
iemy forces behind
g toeing coordinated "by
the fro:
higher Hqs. One of theee f east of Moscow, apparently
controls three Armies (including the Army at Vyazma). An
other ono may toe presumed southeast of Moscow, with three
to four Armies. Evidently these forces are assembled to
stand toy in tho main rear position, or are maintained in
readiness for countor attacks (more likelyl)

.

Au

941.

(48th Day) ,

Situation: - South:

Satisfactory development in the operations
Army and Armd.Qp. 1. In ad
dition to the CO of the Russian Twelfth Army, we have now
captured also the CG of the Russian Sixth Army* All move

Eleventh Armyt Seventeenth

ments are hampered by the consequences of yesterday* s
torrential rains.
On the boundary between Kleist and Schwedler. the enemy has
broken through all the way to Boguslav. Thr thrust shows
remarkable nerviness, very impressive in Its daring and is
bound to become embarrassing for our troops. Construction
and Replacement Bns. t rapidly snatched together, are trying
to check the enemy. There we now have the consequences of
our wanting depth. However, these are the hazards which
have to^ be taken in one's stride.
Sixth Army is making only very slow progress at Kiev.
Artillery fires from the eastern bank. River monitors in
action.
At Korosten the enemy is now falling back. He will probably
be able to get considerable elements to safety. The way
he has delayed our advance is quite inconvenient, but we
have only ourselves to blame.
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Nothing new.

Center:

lor thy The attack at Shimslc has teen sailed off "because
of "bad. wweatherr r Oddly, however, the left wing (Hoeppner)
is going %o start the attack in the Narva, area.
The
permitting.
attack is now set for tomorrow, weather

A IHiehrer order returns Second Ar-md.DjiY. to the %% • After
releasing cadres for newly activated units the Div. will go
to the

West*

Gen. KbitoL .(Bere onnel .Div*) s

a) Officer reserve pool:

1.) Situation in Armd.Divs. not as
difficult as anticipated.
Mot* Divs. are less well off
,
,
Armd
than
.Divs
tut their position is not critical.
2.) As
Commanding Officers, situation is difficult
especially on Regtl. and En. level Armd.Divs* Also Artil

,

lery.

b) Hew officers classi Will "be finished 20 Aug. and go to
the front early in September.
Total of 4,900, including
1,600 Infantry, 900 Armor, 1,200 Artiiiery,
c) Current -problems,,
flea*

Birthday gift for Qb&H.

reports on his tour to the front of Eeinhardt r s
Corps (XXXXI), and on progress on the Finnish front;
requests leave to go to Finland,

Oehquist

It.Pol, Kahlden reports on Ar&d, Gp. Hoth,
Briefing for visit to -II Corps,

—* Personnel

questions

.->*

Gren. Buhlei
1.) Loss

s Eii route or in process of activation
as Replacement Transfer Bns :
AGp, South 50 Bns.j "border already crossed by 3.
!l
ft
» 8.
AGp, Center 33 Bns.j
»
ti
» 5.
AGp. Horth 14 Bns.j
replacements

2.) Activation order to

.

BdE on reorganization: Next fall

30 Armd,, 15 mpt. Bivs.

3.)

Strperheavy, flatbed -trailers: Uext spring 50-60, with
own traction. They can haul: Tank IV, 10 cm Gun with
prime mover, 8.8 cm AA G-un.

.

4») Ground Forces AAA (Reply to a letter from the Reich
Marshal who wants to killGround Forces AAA).
Demand for a total of 100 AAA Bns. How existing 10;
plus 20 by 1 Apr., plus 10 by 1 Aug., afterwards 2 Bns.

.

per month »

5.) ."Do" and heavy Rocket launchers must be increased in the
fall reorganization program!
6.)

GHq

Traffic Control Detachments must be increased
improved in the fall reorganization program.
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and

7*) Ifew policy on
Bogatschs

furloughs

in Afri

Rotation system.

Dniep^ bri^^e, roar positions, movements during the

Pithing new of any importance.
Bersonsl questions ( staff of Air Foroe Officer, AGp,Center).

situation: In A%, Soutfc. the enemy facing Seventeenth
4*my has been i4q.t4d.ated, With 100, QOQ enemy prisoner as&
20Q,00Q
**W*estimate that about 16 Inf,pivs, and
6 Armd.Divs. were "eliminated. Armd.Gp. 1, with its main "body
in the Kremenchug area and near Krivoi Rog, and considerable
elements on the Bug, is so favorably situated that it will
undoubtedly catch some more substantial enemy bodies trying
to get away to the east across the Dnlepr* It is therefore
fairly safe to assume that as the result of this operation,
with the enemy 1s southern wing west of the- Dniepr completely
destroyed, he now finds himself confronted with an entirely
new operational situation*
Sixth Army is now doing everything to seal the enemy break
through to Boguslav on the boundary line between Kleist and
Schwedler» Sixth Army is now also inside Kiev, Its left
wing has thrown back the enemy beyond Korosten, thus gaining

Evening
~

~

kill^ftf

freedom of movement also in that sector.

Center

believes it can discern a change in the situation on

of the front the
its southern flank* Over large stretches
enemy is distinctly drawing away from our line. South of
Hoslavl, VII Corps has started pursuit and gained ground in
a half day 1 s march, without any but negligible enemy opposi
tion. JTorth of Go Eel, on the other hand, the enemy is hold~
ing and his Artillery is still active. Army Gp., in view
of this situation, wants to launch with XXIV Armd. Corps from
the area west of Roslavl on a drive in the direction of
G-onel tomorrow and have XII and XIII Corps, from the north,
and the forces west of Rogachev, from the northwest, join
the attack on 11 Aug., with the object of cracking the enemy
block at Gomel.
On tho western front of Army Gp., the enemy has shown only
local activity. On the northern flank, no change of the

situation.

In AGp. Korth, tho attack toward Novgorod and Luga has been
postponed for another day, owing to bad weather. Reinhardt 1 s
Corps has expanded its bridgehead.
The enemy beaten at
eastward,
being
!Ehe Fuehrer, in
pushed back
Rakvoro is
spite of his indisposition, has given ObdH most detailed
instructions as to how he wants the air' components (VIII
Air Corps and First Air Fleet) employed, namely? They must
first strike in the direction of Novgorod, with Beinhardt'a
attack starting later at a specified interval, to have the
combined air components free for support of this wing.
As things stand now, however, Reinhardt has already started
operations and cannot stop without getting into trouble, and
our air strength in Reinhardt 1 s sector is not enough to allow
exclusive commitment of these air components on the northern
wing.

Hie evening conference with ObdH produces wastful discus
sions. All of a sudden, Armd.Gp. 1 cannot be raced off fast
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enough in the direction of Dnepropetrovsk, where all
through the last few days the Group could not "be slowed
down enough to plors.se him, AGp # Center, too, where the
emphasis was on refitting of the Armd. Divs., is suddenly
supposed to forget all about that and start attacking in
all directions. It would "be "better to give the Arm.y Gps#
clear- worded, long-term missions, and leave them a free hand
in carrying then out.
1

The enemy situation, as suggested by various indications in
recent days, has evidently changed, .or is" in the process of
changing. Although there is as yet no evidence that the
enemy is reducing or taking back the forces on our front, it
is obvious that he is regrouping all he has and can use, for
Vyazma ~
a defense along the line Lake Ilmen ~ Kzhev
Bryansk. His policy is similar to that pursued by the
3fronch in the second phase of the Astern Campaign, that is,
to form strong islands of resistance (several Divs. under
the command of an Army HqJ, which would serve as the back
bone of opposition in the -new defense line.

-

Such tactics constitute a complete break with the former
doctrine aiming solely at throwing back our front. The
reasons for this change are possibly these:

a) British influence, which from the start sought to promote
a policy of conservation of manpower, so that the Russians
could count on sufficient forces for the coming year.
b) Recognition of the fact that the tactics pursued wasted
a. way.

their strength.

c) The fact that with Smolensk eliminated, they had to givo
up hope of gaining important successes by continuing
their frontal attacks.
d) The realization that with the southern wing completely
smashed in the great battle in the Ukraine, they do not
have enough forces

to pursue an aggressive

policy.

fox further operations the enemy has only limited forces
left. If we use the empirical yardstick that two Divs.

!

can bo raised for every million of population, the number
of enemy Divs. which have appeared todate is the maxiisuin
that can be put up, and we need not anticipate any further
large-scale activations.

The forces confronting each other i

In Afro. North
In A<

26 Divs. (including 6of Armor)

v5.23 Divs. (including 2of Armor) *

enter
60 Divs. (including 17 of Armor)
vs.7o Divs. (including 8i- of Armor).

50| Divs. (including 9| of Armor plus
numerous Allies)
vs.so|- Divs. (including 6| of Armor).

In AGtd. South

I
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I

This confirms my original view that fforth i« strong enough
alone to accomplish its mission, that Center mast concentrate
its forces to the last man to destroy the main "body of the
enemy* s Btr©agt&| wherea© South i§ sufficiently strong to
comply tq i't| midfJonj $outh nay even be in a position to
bp^ ou^ ta Sent©?,

9 August 1941,

{4ft&Bay) r

In AGp. Soutfof the pur«uit on the southern wing is
continuing. In the central sector of Amy Gt>. the picture
is dominated "by th© measures instituted to counter the enemy
breakthrough at BoguslaV (one lnf.Div» and two Cav.Divs.?) •
Mb reports from the northern ie.etor.

Situation;

.

have launched
t Third and Fourth Arm&»JHvs
the attack iv sunport of the Roga«hev offensive/ and have
gained ground. The Inf. Divs, are 'to Join in from tne
left wing. On the rest of the front of AGp f Center, local
In AGp. Oenter

attacks

continue.

In. AGd. Horth Eoinhardt has commenced operations for local
expansion of the "bridgeheads.
On the extreme west wing (Eighteenth Army) we have reached

,

the coast and cut the enemy in two, with some portions
being pursued to the east, while others are retreating
in the direction of> Tallinn.

Enemy

situation;

important
yon

Owing to bad flying weather we have no

news.

\

Bock t on phone (1215); Talks on plans for an attack on Volikio
liuki. Since Hoth does not expect his tanks to be ready for
operations earlier than 20 Aug., AGp. Center now thinks it
willhave to do Vclikie Luki without Armor. Tap attack west
of the lake region will be conducted -if an offensive with
limited objectives,* with the main effort from the south.

that the attack must be bo _ conducted that by about
Aug.
Army
20
Gp. can detach from its fr^nt a Combat Group
r
strong enough to bo launched eastward through Toropets.
for
which,
that is the date on
according to the estimates of th©
Armd. Commands, they will be ready to start operations to
the east.
Bock wants to check up once, more on the timing of these
attacks in relation to the plan of the entire operation.
I
stress

Sen «¥agner (Gen Q.u) ; Daily report on the supply situation.
Satisfactory. Also in AGp. South, where things usually are
the toughest, train arrivals were larger today (20).
Gen. Matzky (OQ,u IV):

1.) Japanese questionnaires
on our experiences.

on appraisal
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of the situation and

2*) The importance of BeettSaher^s report must "be "brought
Home to the Japanese through the Mil.Attache.
3.) Current report© and particulars of hie work.
Gen. Gercke (feinsp. Chief) reports on transport situation.
Orientation on our ideas on continuance of operations in
relation to- the further extension of" the railroad network.
Continuance of the operation will have no adverse effect on
the transport "situation.
Matlor

yon Xvlander. new la, Second Army. Detailed "briefing on hie
new job and on the situation in Second Army. He reports
on the situation in his former organization (30th Xnf.Div.)

.

Various planning problems, among them prosecutions
the attack on Velikie Luki.

Heusinaor:

of

Evening situation:

Only important developments:
Eleventh Army
In
is tending a little"too much to the southeast (coast).
seem
AGp*
tight
northern
of
the
half
South some
situations
to have developed (Boguslav, Kiev)

.

10

ffhe situation ia dominated

August 1943,

.

,

(50th Day),

"by three developments:

Horth has started the offensive toward Novgorod and Luga
against strong enemy opposition*

has -scored good initial successes with XXIV Armd.
Corps and is readying the ether Corps, selected to take
part in the follow-up of the offensive, so that they would

Center

"be set to jumpr^ff at the appointed lines

„

South reports that the situation on the northern wing of
Army Gp. (Sixth ArAy) had "badly deteriorated. IText to the
enemy group at Bcguslav, which is estimated one Ana^.Div.,
two Cay. Divs. and three Xnf. Divs. strong (our old friend,
the Russian Twontysixfch Army) the enemy is attempting to
cross the Dniepr near Tripr-lye. Opposition against XXIX
and LV. Corps, which have penetrated intr the Kiev fortifica
Enemy Artillery
tions "belt, has stiffened considerably.
unpleasantly effective 1 Eneny railroad movements are
reported running from P^itava to Kiev, and from Chernigov
to Ovruclu

.

makes AGp. South think that the enemy Wants to
crush, the northern wing of Army Gp. "by attacks across the
Dniepr, out of Kiev, and from the direction of Ovruch. Our
exhausted Infantry is in.no position to counter attack when
the Russians come. Accordingly, AGp. South for the present
has called off the attack on Kiev and ordered Sixth Army to
pass temporarily to the defensive "between Tripolye, Kiev and
Korosten. Sixth Army will"be regrouped and vill:av/uit"arrival

All this

#
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of parts of Armd ,Gp, and Seventeenth Army "before
re Burning the attack to destroy the enemy still holding
Army <Jp« requests release of ?: ~v
west of the Bniepr,
Second Arnd,Div. and early support "by AGp* Center from
the Gomel area.

In

our opinion the railroad movements interpreted as
frontward troop shipments do not have the meaning
attributed to them; on the contrary, it seems that
troops are "being evacuated from the direction of
Korosten across the Dniepr, to the east and southeast.
It cannot "bo denied that in contrast to developments
on the southern wing of Army Gp., where the enemy is
giving way and is only straining to escape to the east,
a distressing situation has developed in the central
sector* and that troops are "being used up fast at the
northern wing. The' disposition of Sixth Array no doubt
is awkward and lacks depth; but we cannot speak of any
crisis, prosent or developing.
,50

Softens tern (AQp. South) on -phone; yon So dens tern admits
that the sudden reversal in the estimate of the situa
tion is not so much the consequence of a change in the
enemy situation as a revised assessment of the capabil*
ities of our own troops. 3!he plain truth is that they
are exhausted and have suffered heavy losses.
southeastern wing has at last gained operational free

.

dom of "movement, but the northern wing must yet get
out of the tight spot it is in, by regrouping and
introducing now troops. It make it clear that halfmeasures will not do here. An Armd. Corps must be
moved to and left ac the northern wing, for once
Beichenau has regained freedom of movement he will
always have use for Armor, to protect his wing and
flank. If that is not done, it will be the same old
Story again: the Infani-ry extended in enormous width
i to protect
the flanks and no punch left in the whole
front. ObdE is now considering calling in Seventeenth
Army to take care of the enemy penetration at Boguslav*
in order to take some pressure off Sixth Army, In the
south we must soon capture Odessa, in order to shake
off rentrictions on our freedom in that sector. Occupa
tion would then be left to the Ermanians, Kikolayev
also must be finished and done with.

Afterwards talk with Heusin^er on my conversation with Soden
stern.

Major Pietorina reports on his visit to the left wing of
Hinth Army (Velikie Luki): Schubert's Group* is organ
ized for the defensive. Unless new forces are brought
up it willnot be strong enough for attacking. High
praise for 110th and. B6th Divs.; 206th Div. is also
good, but being Third Draft, its equipment is not up
to the same standard,
The over-all situation in Ninth Army is tense. Stop
ling in the position now reached means no gathering,
but rather a continuous draining of strength. Report

~
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on tlio occurrences in 251st and 253rd Divs. It certainly
does look like tactical mistakes were made, and at moments
there were even panics; "but the responsible factors must "be
sought less in the troops than in the dissensions "between
Hq. I
Corps and the units.
Sen

Jacob ~ Gen. Wagners Policy decisions for the extension of
through-highways. We shall nglj "fee able, to "build a highway
from the ZI to each Army, Iqxl\ muss Jimit ourselves to one
the Army Gps.
or two roads, depending oil the situation
AGp. South would need two roads, the pther Army Gps. only
one. each. We must re-examine the problem with Trarisp .Chief
in this light.

.Co

Ziehlberg (first with Eadke)j Dispute with SS Death-*
head Div. Alleged disparaging remarks "by a Gen« Staff
Officer. The matter is of no fundamental significance and
can, "be settled by a lower echelon.

yon

(yon Ziehlberg alone): Reaesignments.

—

XII Corps (Ulrich) made on my request.

1800

Eeport on a trip to

Sodenstern (AG*p« SoutiO calls -op;

yon

1.) 0 in C AAGop o has
send Seventeenth

"been a"ble to make up his mind and
Army out with the mission to eliminate

not

the enemy penetration at Boguslav.

Seventeenth Army has to remain behind Armd.Gp* Kleist,
which is charged with combing out the area west of the
Here we must reckon with the appearance
of newly activated enemy/units.

Dniepr bend.

2.) Arngr Gp. will detach an Armd e Corps (two Armd.Divs. and

one mot. Div.) to restore the situation at Kiev and on
the left wing of Sixth Army. For the time being, Sixth
Army has been ordered to pass to the defensive, re
organize itself in depth and cover its flanks™ On
arrival of the Armd,Carps, the enemy group at Korosten
must be isolated from the Dniepr and destroyed.
This
operation is designed to give us freedom of action
against Kiev.

3.) The Boguslav bulge is to be wiped out by the joint
attack of Schwedler 1 s Group, from the north, and Kleist !s.
Group, from the south. Army Gp. must coordinate their ;
operations, because available signal communications would
not allow Schwedler to control the whole operation* As »•
soon as possible thereafter, Schwedler will be inserted
between Sixth Army and Armd<,Gp. 1, south of Tripolye as
an independent group under direct control of AGp. South.
This measure is designed to relieve Reichenau. Schwed?- r
ler !s Group will be brought to a strength of about nine
Divs. by contributions from AGp. Reserve and by components
of Seventeenth Army.
;
'

4.) The attack on the enemy group at Boguslav is scheduled
(

for the morning of 12 Augo

It is estimated
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that we shall

days to conclude the attack, so that 15 Aug.
would "be the date when yon Schwadler would t>e freo for
new. operations.

need

sf)5 f )

2-3

On the front of Eleventh Army, the enemy is filling
Taack along the whole line* Army Gp # will move one Div«
across the Lower Bug at the earliest to cut off. $}&

retreating

enemy*

6.) Kleist whp has to detach one Qorps to Sixth Army, will
"be reinforced by Hungarian meez. force? and "by Italians.
Evening

situation; South: Nothing new since Sodensternls report.
"tthe eastward drive of Eleventh Army is in fall swing. Seven-?
teonth Army will resume its drive tomorrow*
Center?
Progress in the attack of XXIV Corps. The enemy
is thin and tries to "bolster his position "by switching
forces previously committed against Second Army. Between
Eosiavl and Bryansk, only scattered enemy forces. Our
reconnaissance elements have penetrated far to the south.

fforth: The attack is making slow progress in "bad weather
and against very stiff enemy opposition.
Pen. Wagner (Gen Q,u) calls up;

a) Arrangements for the occupation of the area west of the
Bug "by the Romanians, in conformity with the fuehrer f s
letter to Antonescu.
"b; Tight situations

in AGp. South, resulting from regrouping

c) Train requirements
train requirements
Casualties;

for supply must "be harmonized with
for movement of replacement units.

22 June to 6 Aug. 1941,

Wounded:

6f7846 f 784

Officers

188,013 HCO and EM

Killed:

2,852

Officers

54,206 BTCO and EM

Missing;

262

Officers

14,255

9,898

Officers

Total:

Grand Total:

11 August 1941.

HCO and EM

256,454 HCO and EM.
266,352.

(51st Day).

Situation: By and large no change along the entire front since
yesterday* Some advances
are still "being made on the right
wing of AGp. South, where the "beaten enemy is retreating
across the lower Bug.
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Efforts have "been stepped up on the attacking wing of
Second Army, but developments are slow to materialize in
2XCV Corps.
Th.o results of tlie first day. of the Offensive in AGp* Forth
wore very insignificant. On the fronts not involved in the
offensive movement reigns the qu|et of exhaustion.
What wo
arc now doing is the last desperate attempt to prevent our
front line "becoming frozen in position warfare. !The High
Command is greatly handicapped in its capability for modify
ing the situation, as the Army Gps. are separated by natural
obstacles (marshes)*. Our last reserves have been committed*
Any regrouping now is merely a shifting of forces on the
base lino within individual Army Gp. sectors. This takes
The
time and o< nsumes the energy of men and machines.
upshot is impatience and irritation on the part of the High
Command and an increasing tendency to interfere in trivial
details.
But this tendency to tinker with details, which, to be suro
we are, careful to dress up in the form of requests or sug
gestions, avoiding any kind of an order, naturally harbours
a great danger* W© are ignorant of the conditions under
which action must be taken. If the delay is more than we
think it should be, we at once suspect lack of good faith
or even wilful disregard of our orders, especially in the
case of Axmd. conr.tan.ds which, in the nature of the thing,
are more liable to mechanical vicissitudes than are the
other arms. My efforts to minimize this sort of meddling
unfortunately have not always been successful.

,

The whole situation makes it increasingly plain that we have
the Russian Colossus, who consistently
prepared for war with that utterly ruthless determination
so characteristic of totalitarian States.
This applies tq.
organizational and economic resources, as well as the com

underestimated

munications system and, most of , all, to the strictly
military potential* At the outset of the war we reckoned
with about 200 enemy Divisions. How we have already
counted 360. These Divisions indeed are not armed and,
-equipped according to our standards, and their tactical
leadership is often -poor* But there they are, and if wo
smash a dozen of them, the Russians simply put up another
dozen. The time factor favors them, as they are near their
own resources, while we are moving farther and farther
•
away from ours.
And so our troops, sprawled over an immense frontline, with
out any depth, are subjected to the incessant attacks of the
enemy. Sometimes those are successful, because too many gaps
'
must be left open in these enormous spaces.

Lt. Poly Sckratlo^Oeaforaing?

a) Positive achievements

of his section since its inception

b) Eoport on work of the propaganda
Sen*

yon Qreiffenberg

(AQp. Center):
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organization.

1.) Supplies:

By 15 Aug., complete first issue and,
addition, one day 1 s quota. By 20 Aug., complete
issue and in addition a 3 day reserve on hand**
consumption has gone up enormously (normally 2$
now 5 ~ ?fo) \u26 6

in
first

Oil
of fuel,

2,) Loss replacements;
By 20 Aug. replacements willhave
totalled: 22,000 of the needed 74,000, with 1,000 men
arriving per day.
3.) Attack on Velikie T/uki: Main problem: Should we use
-tanks? This will not "be possible before 21 Aug.
After the liquidation of Velikie Luki we would be able
to reach Toropots by 28 Aug c ; this means that the entire
front will remain immobilized for another 2|- weeks.
Waste of strength! Yon Bock thinks itis necessary to
employ tanks.

Reply? Commit tanks V Even if we have to postpone the
attack. An entire Armd, Corps should be necessary.

4.) Question as to whether VII and X% Corps f which seem to
bo opposed by a very weak enemy, should push through
ad far as tlie enemy rear position*
Reply: Ho objections on our part, provided forces arc
sufficient to hold the new line.
5,) Gudorian has a crackpot -plan for an attack: Ho wants
to break out from Roslavl and swing to the north on
Vyazma,
thrown out I
KoitQlj. (OKW) lies in ObdH T s ear's over our failure to advance on
Hikolaycv, on tho capture of which the Fuehrer has set his
heart,

v

Concerning the situation and plans on the extreme southern wing,
yon Sodenstern has meanwhile given the following explana
tion to Eeusingor:

a) As regards Odessa, Army Op. has issued orders putting
0KH T s ideas into effect.

b) It is now acknowledged that the movement of Eleventh
Army toward Hikolayev is producing the predicted
congestion of troops. Army Gp, will take action to
restore

the situation.

c) Hikolayevi

Eleventh and Sixteenth Armd,Divs, are re
ported already moving northward,** Army Gp. does not
want to continue the southward movement toward Uikolayev
"beyond the line reached by Sixteenth mot.Div,, because
there arc no enemy forces left to catch. The whole area
between the Bug and the Ingul river line is said to bo
heavily mined.

d) Twenty-fifth mot.Div* and Fourteenth Armd.Div. hay© been
ordered to advance on Krivoi Hog.
Result: Direct order by teletype to Ariry Gp. to commit
Sixteenth Armd.Div, against l^ikolayev, giving it fuel
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priority for this mission at the expenoe
mission.

of any other

Goheimrat Bahn f accompanied "by Herr yon $ts!s.erf f reports on Ms'
experiences in Syria. An interesting poin^ is» that by
intei>siv^-prcpag^ndi^ing, ±t was possible to reverse the
original de-Garul3.istioutlio.ok
of l}a#tz and his officers.
Britisn generalship is described as mechanical and clumsy.
Hg gives a graphic description of the activity of the
"bandit groups employed against Britain "by playing on Arab
nationalist aspirations.
These gangs are good only for
raids, not for any real fighting, "but even so they give
a lot of trouble to the British;
In describing the oil supply installations he emphasizes
the importance of the oil fields of Southern Iran for
England.
Gen. Brand (Art?vO : Artillery preparation of the attack by AGp,
Center on its southern wing (Eogachev). XIIICorps is
Corps Artillery; XII
operating with tlio concentrated
particular
shelling
to
of enemy Command
attaches
value
posts
Captive balloons
a
success.
Posts* Observation
are
are a great help. Energy measures to frustrate observation:
Against sound ranging, concentration of Btrys. delivering
fire in a fan pattern; against light ranging, by wide
spacing of guns (500 m) and simultaneous firing.
Hussian Artillery is rendered highly mobile by employment
of farm tractors. We have captured a very good Bussian
1: 50,000 map. Tory useful fire direction map.
Evening situation:

South: Good progress on the southern wing.
At Kiev, heavy losses. Here we must take back the southern
front. Boguslav will be attacked tomorrow from the south,
and day after tomorrow from the north.

-

Center: The attack of XXIV Arnd. Corps has resulted in the
encirclement of 3 4 enemy Divs.; this action, however,
willhold up tho movement of the Corps to the southwest.
The attack by XIIand XIIICorps breaking out from the left
wing, will start tomorrow.
On the southern wing, south of Eogachev,
thrown back across the Dniepr.

the enemy has been,

At Staraya Sussa the

enemy has now been thrown back,
us to take some forces out of the line. I
Corps is making good progress at Shimsk, but south of Luga
and at Harva advances are slow and difficult. In Estonia,
slow but cheering progress.

Uorth;

which enables

Wagner

(Gen Qu) i South; Sixteenth Armd.Div. and Sixteenth mot.
I>iv. fueled up. Eho resulting fuel shortage in the other
commands of Kleis^s Group will be rectified in two days.
(Trains have arrived; moving up to forward areas takes two
days. Then 3
3J fuel quotas.)
Schwedler has sufficient ammunition for the assault on

—

Boguslav.
Seventeenth Army is fully replenished for operations.
Sixth Army has high casualties. 1,600 men daily, including
380 killed* Evacuation of wounded progressing smoothly.

t
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Train arrival s :

21

Center: Only 13 trains have arrived (due to changing of
gauge on linos o.nd railroad accident).
Will affect the sup
ply

situation.

Forth:

Beports have not come in yet*

2 August 1941.

(52nd Bay).

Situation: In Stynth- the Advance Combat Teams of Eleventh Amy
have reached the western outskirts of Fikolayev and cut
off the landward approaches, while the Armd. Combat Gps,,
which were formed "by calling off all operations and disrupt
ing all units, are rushing down together with Sixteenth
. Armd.Div. from the north* with the object of cutting off the
enemy's lines of retreat at likolayev. We could have just
as well saved ourselves this attack.
The same old story
I1.*
again .*
In the other fighting sectors of AGp. South, no new develop
ments

.

XXIV Armd, Corps is "being halted to reduce
enemy
elements., "but soon will be free to continue
encircled
the
to
southeast.
XII and XIIICorps have had good initial
The
successes.
southern wing operating south of Bogachev
has reached the Dniepr. Local attacks in the other sectors
have "been repelled as usual.. Several enemy penetrations
have "been wiped out.
In Center

North has continued its attacks and gained ground, scoring
a good success p.long the shore of Lake Hmen. Ho advances
in the central sector, some progress on the left wing. In
Estonia, new small advances in the direction of Narva..

lit. Col. Lanehaeusor (Liaison Off. AGp. North) presents report on
"behalf of C in C Army Gp.

1.) Personnel position tight. No reserves.
keep VIIIAir Corps until the Leningrad
(About 25 Aug.)
road has boon reached.

to
-Compelled
Moscow rail

2.) Situation in IICorps:

Enemy offensive capabilities.
"Bridgehead"*^opposed "by three to four Divs.; one ftiv.
north of it. The "bridgehead" cannot be held any
longer. Twelfth Division must first wheel out its left
wing before it can attack

southward.

3.) Forming of main concentration:

Army Gp. has the feeling
that itlacks a definite concentration of weight. That
is correct, and so it will have to organize the build
up. Can only be done by combining the Groups at Staraya
Hussa and Kholm, and by moving Third mot. Div. and SS
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D.eathhead

Div, behind the attacking wing

on Lake Ilmen.

4.) Requisitions for Artillery ammunition: Probably exag
gerated requests by local organizations; check-tap in
progress.

.

5.) Minor aids! Motor torpedo boats on Lake Ilmen, mines,
pyrotechnics

smoke, colored

(Liaison Off. Armd.G-p. 3) had been
yon Kahlden;
dispatched to IICorps to look over the situation there,
IICorps is sitting in a stretch of marshland with th©
enemy (3 to 4 Divs. strong) on the dune ridges to the south
east. Very wide front. Main battle line must follow the
narrow strip of dunes and so can have no depth. Artillery
emplacements are a problem** Southern wing (right wing
Twelfth Div.) is effectively protected by our own minefields,
;
but they hamper any advance in case the southern wing
Luki,
be
for
The
upon
should
called
to strike
Veliki©
enemy facing the northern wing (l23rd Inf.Div.) is weak
(only one Div, on the entire line to Staraya Russa) « Sup*
ply to the troops seems to be all right.

X>t. Col,

,

Pen,* Vagnor, Pen. Qrereke

r

Gen. Jacob:

Conference on road build

ing problems.
The question is raised as to whether in the
event of a rapid forward shift of the railheads which link
up with the road construction projects of the Eng. Corps f
it would be possible -to push construction of selected
roads of the Organization Todt ll**program, executed under
responsibility of Transp. Chief, by concentrating all efforts
on one road' in each Army G-p,

Gercke doubts that this would be feasible, as the restrict
ed mobility of Organization Todt IIallows no shifting from
one road to another. It might be advisable to ascertain
whether the mobility of Organization Todt IIwould be
improved by delivery of all trucks allocated to itf and
also, whether it would not be possible to finish one road
ahead of the others, without suspending road construction
elsewhere, merely by bringing into use all available

reserves.
Owing to the intrans igeance of the Transp. Chief, the dis
cussion becomes quite heated.

Q-en.

a) Air observation furnishes no indications that
new enemy forces are on the way to the front facing AGp.
South. Hie carefully watched movements on the enemy rail
roads show no increase in volume,
b) Air Strength:
Ju 88- in S Staffeln; 51 assigned, 31 operational
Me 110 5 Staffeln; 37 assigned, 14 operational.

Bogatsch;

*

Col.

Beusingeri

Discussion of a draft directive to AGp. South
of operations:
Main points:

on the continuance

a) Eleventh

Army must not turn southeast,
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but must advance

on ZapOrozhe with, its left -wing, detaching elements in
echelon formation to the right of Seventeenth Army,
which is operating parallel" to it.

"b) Armd.Gp. 1 must keep together its forces, that is,
detach to the north not more than is absolutely neces~
The elements ordered pushed
saiy (one Arrad. Div.)

.

on ITikolayev must advance along the Dnieprl Further
missions:
Take Krivoi Rog and clear the enemy out of
the Dniepr "bend.

c) 'Seventeenth Arm?/ must cross the Dniepr at and north of
Kremenchug;
will Toe su-pported "by Schwedler's Group.
d)

Sixth Army must free the wing now pinned down at
Korosten and reduce Kiev, and then secure a lodgeMont on the eastern "bank of the river.

c) As the operation

develops. Seventeenth Army will "be the
wedge, on its right a staggered echelon of
Eleventh Army, <*n its left the echelonned S&tfe> Army,
Armd.Gp. 1 echelonned to the left and forward. Most
difficult is decision on how to resolve the -problem
of Kiev: Investment or assault?

assault

Gol.

Bernuth (Liaison Off. AGp. South) reports on the situa
tion: .The exceeding moodiness of CG Sixth Army has a "bad
effect on the operations, and it is no help if 0 in C Army
Gp. shies from giving him orders. As regards the enemy,
AGp, South expects that it will have to "beat another strong
onomy group "before the industrial region is reached.
It is
not clear to me on what they base their assumption.
We bgg
no reason for such a belief here.

yon

Evening situation;

Ho significant new developments. The drives
on tho right wing of AGp. Center and in AGp. North are
making good strides.
(G-en Q,u) :' Supply situation on the whole satisfact-^
ory. Arrivals of trains in AGp. Horth total 11 instead
of 20, in Center 18 instead of 33-* due to operational
breakdowns! in South £0 trains (normal).

GrGn., Wagner

Aug-qst 1941.

(53rd Day).

0700 Take-off for Uman, for conference
with the Cs of S, AGp-. South, Sixth, Seventeenth and
Eleventh Armies and ArmcUGp. 1 (accompanied by Chief, Op.
Sec. and Chief, Foreign Armies East).

0615 leave for Loetzenj

1200 ~ 1400 Conference with Cs of S: lew Object
ives for tho Armies of AGp. South in the continuance of
the offensive ( in accordance with the draft of the new
directive)

Arrival 1130.

.
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The consensus

is that the projected missions can be carried
At present we have no clear plans yet for solving the
Kiev problem and for swiftly occupying the Crimqa* The Cs
of S will submit further proposals on these subjects, as
well as on the timing of thY operations.
noteworthy: Beports of severe fatigue of troops* it would
bo degirable
to allow several days of rest.'
Proposals concerning improvement of propaganda in enemy
territory ,*
Talk with Gen. Zhiebler: Gives an account of the part played
by the Mt* Corps in the battle of Uman.
out.

1600 Return flight via Berdichev.

The new

Back at GHq. 2130.

Supplement to Directive 34 B of the CStW has meanwh.il e
been received;* Attack on Moscow by AGp. Center is approved,
but approval is made conditional on so many factors (e.g,
conclusion of the operation against Leningrad) that the
freedom of action which we need for the execution of the
plan, is severely restricted.
X

14 August 1941

>

(54th Day)

.

Advances in South, which will culminate in

cutting
off two or three enemy Divisions at Kikolayev. Armd.Gp, 1
has reached town and district of Krivoi Hog. Local success
es against the enemy groups at Kane'v arid Rzhishchev.
Center:
:S-ra tiffingi. successes
against the enemy in the Rogachev
salient. At Yelnya the costly*-*fighting continues. All
quiet elsewhere on the front.

Situation:

.

Ifrorth: Advances on the wings of the assault force between
lake Ilmen and Barva. Progress in Sato.iia. A reinforced
Cay. Div. has penetrated our front south of Staraya Russa.
Col, yon Bernuth (Liaison Off. South): Orientation on yester
day's conference
at AGp. South.. Briefing on my ideas
Concerning the forthcoming tasks of AGp. South,

Lt. Col. Crehlen reports on impressions in Finland. Achievements
of the Finnish Army as well as those of the entire country
are truly remarkable.

G-en. 3rej.th ( Armd. Troops Chief) reports on visit to First,
Sixth, Eighth Armd. Divs. Morale good. Technically satis
factory. Bauge of operations of the Divs. as far as Lake
Ladoga. Repairs on the whole completed, but are only make
shift and will not stand up long.

Losses in the armored and rifle units considerable.
The
former have an abundance of personnel owing to tank losses,
the former are short of men.
Question of personnel
replacement.
High praise for armd. personnel carriers.

—

«

V
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>

1100 >Ifoone talfr of

von.^qck with ObdH

(Entry delayed)*

,

a) He complains that Eeich Marshal in disregard of Army
Gp. planning, lias ordered air support shifted from
Yelnya to Bogacliev.

b) Guderian wants to abandon Yelnya .Army Gp» cannot give
him all the ammunition he wants* Army Gp. does not
want to give up Yelnya.
c) An attack by Guderian across the Desna does not fit into
AGp» plans*
ObdßVs comments:

On a) Ko attack

.

Advisability of returning
Kluge should be considered.
command
On b) Decision is left to AGp. Command. Writ
ten order will follow.
On c) He will look into the matter. (Talk
Heusinger \u2666• Waldau) •
1

to yon

—

—

Evening situation: Souths Attack on Odessa on 16 Aug.
Six**
teenth Armd.Div, has completed encirclement of Hikolayev.
Krivolrog taken.

Center:

Eogaohev attack has made good progress, both from
the north (XII and XIIICorps) and from the west. Great
gains by Cay, Div* Sbiring down from the north*,
Attack on Velikie luki planned for 21 Aug.

Forth,: Good progress by I
Corps at Novgorod and in sector
to the left by XX7III Corpa. The attack at Luga has been
broken off \u2666 (A bad idea;), Annd, Gp. 4 has fought its way
north out of the forested country and is straddling tho
road and railroad to Karva. In Estonia progress is slow
against stubborn

enemy opposition.

Today ls work is dominated by the following features

1#) "Supplement to Directive 34" which indeed follows our
conceptions by ordering AGp. Center to strike on
Moscow and by calling off departure of forces from
this Army Gp, to AGp. South, but on the other hand
makes launching of AGp. Center entirely dependent on
completion of the missions of AGp. North.
2.) The grave anxiety on top level over the enemy penetra
tion south of Staraya Bussa. The incident is incon
sequential even in _the view of Army Gp. Nevertheless
the Fuehrer had Jodl call up to order commitment of
one Armd. Corps (later reduced to one Armd.Div.) to
contain the penetration. This reacting to all pinpricks
frustrates any planning on an Operational scale and
prevents concentration

of our forces.

(on phone):
I
warn him against abandoning
badly
how
our troops are off, it is
Ho matter
even for the enemy.

Grsiffenberg

Yolnaya.

worse
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c (55th

Ig.iugust 1941,

Bay).

Situation?

AGp. South:. It appears that Army Gp. at likolayev
did come up against a larger enemy group than expected.
!Ehe advance of Sixteenth Armd.Div. on Kherson is held up
as a result. Mopping up of the western Dniepr bend at
Kanev is proceeding very slowly and takes the foym of front
al compression instead of cutting of.f the enemy from the
Dniepr* Otherwise no important changes in the situation*
We must reckon with the possibility that the enemy will
move troops from the north in the direction of Poltava,
Ih© object of these movements, the terminal of which has
not yet been ascertained, probably is to assist in rebuild
ing the crushed southern

wing •

Center: Army Gp. has not yet reached any decision on -..* .
whether the Yolnya salient should be held or abandoned.
Enemy attacks continue* To the south, the enemy apparent
ly is weak, The Rogachev attack is making good progress*
It appears that the northern group (XII and XIIICorps)
and the group coming from the west (XXXXIICorps) will
shortly link up north of Gomel* We probably can expect
large bags of booty and prisoners soon, XXIV mot. Corps
is making only slow headway,

fortunately

the group is not

essential for the final phase of the attack on Gomel.
!Ehe northern part of the front of AGp. Center is relatively
quiet.

Hortht Here

wg are paying again for our lack of courage
to take risks. The Task I'orce Lake Ilmen-Harva has made
very good progress in the direction of Hbvgotod. The
enemy line has been breached, and there is nothing behind
it. We shall need some extra reserves to cover the flank
at Hovgorod from the east* Army Op. is doing nothing
about that. They want to take Third mot. Div.* out and
shift it to the northern wing, which, with ffirst and 58th
Divs, and XXVI Corps, now coming over from Estonia is
strong enough as it is. But on the southern wing they
have no reserves, a situation brought on mostly by develop-*
ments south of Staraya Hussa, which pin down the Dive, in
that area.
In the central sector, at Luga, they want to stop attacking
at the moment, when we must contain the enemy to prevent
his coining to the aid of his hard-pressed wings. Now O&W
once again has put its finger in the pie. Everybody is
in a terrible stew over the weak enemy elements which have
broken into our lines south of Staraya Bussa from the east,
but meanwhile have already been stopped by units rushed
in from all sides. The
demands
that mobile
forces, a mot. Div. at least, be dispatched by AGp, Centor»
Once again they arc making that old mistake which has the
result that a single Buseian Div., by an audacious thrust,
ties up three to four German Divs. In view of our limited
resources and the immense vaetness of the territory in which
we operate such methods are not conducive to success*
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1230

Obdff 3ms had a talk with yon Jieeb, who just came tack
from Eoeppner. Ho Relieves that three Divs, will "bo
enough, west of Lake Poipus. He wants to tui*n over eom~
mand in this area to Kuntzen and after combining XXVI
'Gorps (93rd and 291st Divs.) and XXXVII Corps under Hq,
Eighteenth Army, push them on the coast in order to cover
do without
Hoeppner !s left flank, He thinks he cannot
J'
fearing
that in
Hoeppner's
right
wing,
Third mot.Div. on
wqulsl
its absence Hoeppner'§ right flank
be uncovered.
The attack "by Xi Corps has "been slowed down, "but not halted.
Yon Loeb is worried about the gap "between XXVIIIand I
Corps. I
Corps is to "be pushed on farther. The promised
Eighteenth mot* Div. is to follow up here, also SS Deathhead Div.
3Jee"b again presses for additional troops (I am against
this request as much as ever). South of Staraya Russa,
two Russian Divs, are reported to have attacked 290th Div.,
two other Divs. are attacking farther west. Yon Leeb
expects
when.

to straighten

out this matter "but is unable to say

At the conclusion of the talk OMH is urgently called to the
JHiehror. 3?he idea seem 3 to be that the fuehrer wants to
transfer Hothr e Armd.Gp. to AGp, Horth,
Q,u) :

M

!•)

arrival sr
Horth;

The promised 18 trains daily is enough for the
continuance of the ofiensivej the actual arrivals in
the last ten days averaged 17,1.
Center: The promised 24 trains daily are sufficient
for current needs, "but not for stockpiling; the
actual arrivals in the last ten days averaged 22.7.
Ih© promised 16 trains daily are just "barely
enough for current supply, "but not for stockpiling;
the actual arrivals during the past ten days averaged
South:

18.

2.) Estimated

requirements;

South;

For the Dniepr crossing and Kiev we need about
30 trains. In order to get these trains to the front
in 10 days, wo must step up train arrivals from 16 to
22 trains daily, for 10 days.
65, 000, t0ns of shipping willbe loaded at Burgas and
Varna. As a first instalment, 15,000 tons Of ammuni
tion, 15,000 tons of ratioms, 7,000 tons of fuel for
Eleventh and Seventeenth Armies will leave as soon as
possible for Odessa and Kherson. Will arrive 10 days
after capture of Odessa.
Center: Requirements for preparation and continuance
of the operation, 30 trains daily, instead of hereto
fore 24.
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it is planned to dispatch
to- the Army Gps. "balanced supply movements of 8 trains
for Horth, 12 trains for Center, 8 trains for South as
the hard coro of supply,. The rest will vary.

Beginning early in September

3,) Be-placemenl;

transports;

JT to 11 Aug., 3 Bns. daily. (Cannot be kept up.)
Oenj;er.;ll tq 22 Aug., 2 Bns. daily,

Uorth;

$oush:as of'

15 Aug., 2 Bns. daily.

4.) Stockpiling:
South;

On the whole good.
Pen tor? On an average about 3/4 ammunition issue, 3-5
fuel quotas, Food situation tight. Hothis the only
exception, he has 2 3/4 ammunition issues, 6 fuel
quotas, 11 days! rations, "because ha maintained a policy
of systematic
stockpiling. Eckstein has a"bout 1
ammunition issues, 1 fuel quota, 1-ir days 1 rations.
Forth: On an average 1 3/4 ammunition issue (troops
have only 3/4), 8 fuel quotas, 6 days 1 rations* Eigh
teenth Army has ij- ammunition issues, 7 fuel quotas,
7 days 1 rations.
Armd.Gp. 4: The following stock* are currently
maintained:
1 3/4 ammunition issues, 6 fuel quotas,
•
7 days 1 rations.

l/ 3

5.) Army Gp, Hear Areas will "be turfted
macht-Befehlshabor on 1 Sept.

over,

to the Wehr-

. ,

Gen. Keitol ( Personnel Div c );

a) Filling of vacancies:

*

The nunoer of Division Commanders
who must "be relieved, is steedij'y mounting,
b) Scharl unfit for desv3rt service.. Cruewell will go
instead.
c) Letters from front: Naples to Mufmnsk..**
d) Casualty replacements:
Officer oa&aalties have been
10,000 in 50 «lays, i.e. we have "b^en losing officers
at a rate of 200 a day.
For the remainder of the year we ,33d 16, 000* < Have
5,000.

—

1500:

1700:

ObdH returns from the Fuehrer with th^ order to send one
Armd.Div. and two mot. Divs. of Hoth's X-rmd.Gp, to AGp#
Horth at the earliest, We shall have to figure out how
to manage the supply problem. 'It it giveo trouble, transfer
must be cut to one mot. Piv. in addition to the Armd.Div.
Bogqtsch

reports on air observation.
Ho important find
ings that would furnish a clue to the enoioy*s operational
intentions.
Tactical observations:
Kailread movements
Srjall railroad movements
piling up at Zaporozhe.
converging- on Gomel from south ancl east.

—

1800

Field Marshal

yon

Bock calls u~

1.) Good progress at Eogachov. Oav. Div. advancing on
Gomel, Gudorian now does not want to -push on Gomel
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XXIV Corps, which at last has fought its way through the

, claiming that the Armd.Divs. were not in any
if he were to do so,
shape to make that long distance*.
Divs,
cripple
repiy
it would
the
is that, of course,
%
also
without
"but it would
get
Corps,
wa shall
Oomel
XXIV
a
oo#ps
complete
"be more
success if XXIV
also were to
get through and so smash everything thafc could still 'fee
caught on that enemy wing.

*

enemy

2.) I
discuss with him the order just written out, which
instructs Hoth to give up an Armd.Corps (oner Armd.Div.,
two mot, Divs.) to AGp, lorth, and to do this at the
earliest opportunity.
Bock is furious: The 3H visions hav-e stripped their
tanks for overhauling, and only a few elements are
ready to move. Yon Bock had "been playing an all-out
gamble with the numerically superior enemy, "but that
calculated risk was justified in that it permitted him
to pass to the offensive at any moment. Sow AGp, is
compelled, to pass to the defensive and all it accomplish
ed todate is was tod •

After a short interruption (trouble on tho line) ho
formulates his report to QKH: Tae order transmitted to
him "by phone, the execution of which cannot be vouched
for except as regards Eighteenth mot, Div., previously
pledged, destroys the "basis for Offensive operation "by
Hinth Army and therefore probably also for a front>~wid©
offensive by Army G-p* Moreover it should be taken into
consideration that changing to fcho defensive is quite
impossible in the present posi^on, Tho fr^nt of Army
%., with its 40 Divs. sprawlei over a 130 km front, is
exeedingly overextended, and a changeover to determined
defense entails far—reaching Planning, to the details
of which no prior thought hr-.a ooen given. The present
disposition and lino is in no way suited for sustained
'

defense.

1900

Leeb reports to yon BraucMsgcb
that a strong enemy
attack from the south against Sfcar&ya Eussa is now in .
progress.
2Soth Div. cannot hr-ld otit any longer. 30th and
290th Divs. must be taken back s,nd a defense line facing
south must be organized west of Staraya Eussa * Army Gp.
must pull out LVI Corps with Third mot.Div. and SS Deathhead and send thorn on to Dno
The enemy is attacking with
four Inf.Divs. and one Cay. Div., which were previously
fighting X Corps at Staraya Eas na, plus six new Divs. and
two OaV. Divs. of Thirtyfour ui Army, which according to
PW statements are to push th:."^a«g!:i in the general direction
of Dno*
yon

.

So then there willbe no way of getting around issuing that
ordor for the transfer to AGp* iTorth of a mot. Corps. To
my mind, it is a grave mistafca for which we will havo to
pay heavily. Wild requests
b.y AGp. Forth for $ng* Troops,
Artillery, AAA, AT units (on top of the three Armd.Divs.)
are turned down»
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Evenl

situation! ,Southi Advances at Odessa and. Hikolayev.
The assault of Odessa will "be launched tomorrow morning*
Seventeenth Army will transfer the Mt. Corps with two
Divs. to Eleventh Army and in return receive three Inf.
I>ivs. ( Mt. troops will "be committed in the Crimea* )
At Krivoi Rog, we have captured a newly activated Russian
Div. Our attack on Kanev is making some if slow progress.

lg

1

Center: Promising developments in the situation north of
Gomel are reported, Two sizeable pockets have "been formed;
several thousand prisoners can be expected from them.
On the southern wing, preparations are being made for a
three Div, attack on Mozir. In Guderia^s sector, 78th
and 137th Divisions are being shifted behind the
salient.

Horth,: Field Marshal yon I»eeb outlines the situation at
Staraya Kussa. I
Corps supported by VIIIAir Corps has
battered its way into Novgorod. Fo change in the situation
at Luga.

XXXXI Corps has now broken throu^i the enemy fortifications
belt. First Div. is committed against Kingisepp, in order
to help 58th Biv# gain some .elbow room and. force the Marva
*

"bottleneck* 1

from the east.

.

In Estonia, the two Divs, attacking eastward are slowly push
ing the enemy on Narva

16

August

1941.

(56th Day.)

Situation; Developments continue according to plan. In the
sector of AGp, .South the enemy in frontwide retreat, and
it is evident that an evacuation, which is now extending
also to the Crimea, is being attempted.

In Center, the effort in the direction of Gomel is scoring
a nice success, but has not yet achieved the objective,
Gomel. Against Mozir we will now concentrate two Divs.
(293 rd and 45th). Rest of the front quieter than usual.
Enemy fighting forces in action now are 4^5 Divs.
in the attack on Staraya Ruasa, 1 Div. to the westward, and
1 Cay. DiVo at Veretye. Penetration has been precariously
sealed.
Our attack is making good progress, especially north of
Lake Ilmen. The only feature causing anxiety is a steadily
widening gap between XXVIIIand L Corps.
In Hooppner !s sector, the left wing of th3attack (First
Div.) is now across the road to Harva.

l°£&iLL

Selected for transfer from Center to Horthr Twelfth Armd.
Div.t Twentieth mot., Eighteenth mot. The movement will
start tonight with the first elements of Eighteenth mot.
Div.
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Wagner ((yen Qu):

1.) Discussion to clarify the discrepancies between the
claims~of ample supplies reaching front and the actual
shortages

reported.

2.) Some of the intermediate

agencies

6f supplies.*

over&o the hoarding

3.) Situation in AGp. Worth: Pskov "base is relieved "by
Dorpat-Lake Peipus route. Tight situation in X Corps;
the enemy is astride the supply route.
right. Has captured trucks!

•4^)) Train arrivals: Horth

18
27
24

Center
South

Armd.Gp, 4 all

18)
(promised
"

"n

24
18

5.) Expenditure of ammunition: ©io volume of ammunition
transported since 1 Aug. equals the total ammo contin
gent of Barbarossa (340 trains)

.

yon

Ziohlborg;

Col.

Heusingor

liaison officers in Romania and
Gen. Staff personnel matters.

Italy,

—

Current

1.) Should a directive "be issued to AGp, Center, and what
sort of a directive?
Obviously, a command knowing its
"business would put out a directive- now. But my repeatEd representations
to CbdH have produced no results
other than tho expression of concern lest we anticipate
decisions^that top level would want to take. We ought to
talk that over with Jodl.)

2.) Corps Schmidt will transfer to Korth with a
Bn. and a Bridge Construction Bn ?

mcd,

Arty,

3.) The reinforcements needed for tho attack on Tooruk
could reach Ho rth Africa darly in October.
yon

Mertz

1*)

(Org. SccJ;
Replacement

of men; After 1 Oct. we shall practically
have touched "bottom of our trained replacements and
then would have to call up ago group 23 for training.
It is doubtful that returnees from hospitals would tido
us over tho winter. A combing—out drive is necessary.

2.) Replacement of tanks for Armd. commands from the ZI.
(We have requisitioned 100 Tanks 111, 40 Tanks 38 Czech i
40 Tanks IV).
Major Menzel T Capt. Zjervogel: Report on visit to troops in tho
Yolnya salient.
Our forces are overextended and harassed
"by enemy shelling. Own expenditure of ammunition is low.
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Shortage of mines and Parted wire.

Despite losses,

our

troops feel indomitable.

C-ood. progress of our attacks on the §outhern
wing of South, on the southern wing of Center an<| pn. the
northern wing of Ibrth. At the pressure point eoutlj of
Lake Hmen the danger appears to have passed, if there ever
was any,

Evening situation:

7 August 1941.

( 57th DayJ

Situation.: South? Hikolayev in our hands. Assault on Odessa "by
Bomanians not "before 18 Aug. Sea-borne moveiaants from Odes
sa to Sevastopol. Kherson jammed with enemy retreat .move
ments. Evacuation of the Crimea appears to be in progress.
Armd. Gp. has started the attack to clear the Dniepr "bend,
and is mopping up the enemy still holding out on the Pniepr
"banks at Kanev and ftzhishchev.
The attack on Mogilev is successftu» as is the
drive of XXIV Corps; but Corps rather is reaching out too

Center

t

far eastward.

The transfer of Schmidt's Corps to Moyth has been

florth:

initiated.

Regrettably Army Gp. is holding back Third mot.Div, because
of the enemy penetration south of Lake Ilmen, instead of
having it follow I
Corps.
Enemy;

Puzzling railroad movements on the loop Gomel,
Hezhin, Kursk 9 Orel ? Bryansk, for which no adequate inter
pretation can be offered.

Gen. Jacob;

Road construction.

Jie^d Marshal

yon

Bock calls on phone. He talks about Schmidt's
transfer to AGp. North, which I
protested, and on r.he
opportunities
for future operations against Moscow afford
ed by the success of the G-omel operation*

vcn Leeb talks with Ob

He claims that Third mot. Div. iflbeing
used to ropel the enemy attack in the sector of SixteO-ith
Army and can therefore not be moved behind I
Corps. C&s a
matter of fact it is not so at all,)

Message!

Barva and Kingisepp taken*

Oas-ualtios:

22 June to 30 July.

Killed

3,292 Officers

64, 778 HCO and EM

Wounded

7,964 Officers

224,364 HCO and EM

Missing

Losses*

Officers

3,7,670

STOP. and

318,333, or, 9.63$ of the Eastern Army.
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EM

gyeiftflff reports: South,: Clearance of the Dniepr "bend is proceed
ing. South of Kiev, mopping up of the western "bank is not
yet completed.

Center: Ajroy Gp. haß called off the attack on Mozir* Wants
only to keep a watch (?). Beaßon not given. At Yelnya and
on the front to tho northward, strong lqcal attacks are
rqpOTteil* Northern wing qLuiet,
North: At Kholm, a new enemy Div* has arrived fresh from
Siberia. An attack appears to "be imminent. No deteriora
tion of the situation in the area of tho enemy penetration*
Good progress on tho attacking wings.

Wagnorl(GoniQ,u);

Complaints on deficient train arrivals in xTorth
19 instead of the 21 needed) and Center (18 instead of tho

pledged

36)

.

8 August 1941.

(58th Day).

Situation;

South? Tho Black Sea coast has "been reached at
Ochakov (50th Div,). Yon Kloistf s front reports good going
in tho great Dniepr bend at Nikopol, near Dnyepropetrovsk
(hero enemy "bridgehead) and Zaporozhe, Heavy air action
against our spearheads*
At Cbarkassi enemy has atill a
"bridgehead.
Western "bank at Kanev has "been clearedjat
Bzhishchev not yot. Bo important developments elsewhere
in Sixth Army, nor any retrograde movements.
Cento r? All of a sudden, small enemy elements (Bn» strength)
have mad© their appearance in the Pripot Marshes "near
(Must*.
Turovo far "behind tho left wing of Army Gp. \u25a0:'*
be rounded up, then l) \u0084-. •'
Keports
V
from X3TXV
Corps (reduced) are not clear, First they speak of enemy
attacks from the south* then of own attacks on Mozir,
(Let!s hope tho latter is true.)
02he enemy pocket oast of Zhlo"bin, where the enemy put up
fierce resis banco, appears to "be "burning out.- The Cay. Div.
together with Seventeenth and 131et Divs., have worked thoir
way close to Gomel* Opposition is weakening on the front
of X£IV Corps, Corps is swinging a little eastward "before
making tho westwatd wheel, Guderian !s Group is regrouping
"behind the Yelnya salient. North of the highway to Moscow,
in the sector of 16lst Div*, the enemy put on heavy attacks,
with local successes, yesterday afternoon* Hothing new at »
Velikie Luki» ThQ enemy has evidently discovered the gap
on the "boundary with IICorps.

.

lorth;

—.

—.

Sector of IICorps is nor e active*
In the "bulge,
our troops have repulsed a tank attack and an attack on
Staraya Bussa.
OUaird \u2666 mot, Div. and SS Deathhead are
standing about idle in the reari
Strong enemy attack
from tho east On Novgorod, Apparently difficult tactical
situation, Luga unchanged.
Apparently no danger in that

—
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—

sector.
On the northern wing, XXXXICorps resumes\movement
toward the high ground south of Leningrad. Narva taken.
This means that XX Oorps can move up at last,
2-54 th Div.
has returned to tho Estonian front. Consequently we can now
expect progress in the direction of Tallinn.

ffnemy; a) Sail road movement Gomei-Konotop, 36 trains » Ap-^
parently enemy is farming an intermediate grouis "between
Bryansk and Kiev out of the remnants of the forces beaten
at Gomel. b)Bailroad movement from Kalinin to Ghudovo, 26
trains.
Trans-port

The railroad connection with Bomania
situation:
through Cernauti has "been restored (German gauge, 12 trains)

Col» Oqhsnert

a) Jffew enemy weapon: Multiple projector similar to our
Do Bocket Projector. It is not clear yet ~
whether it
3,000 m.
range
2,000
caliber,
fires rockets. 12.5
fc) Bet>ort on tour' to AGp. Center:
1,) Bocket ammunition will be cut 66$ for a period of
four to six wooks due to low heat resistance of
rocket in the shipments from two manufacturers.
2.) Each Decontamination Bn. now has one Btry. of frametype Socket launch er.
3.) The Division Commanders like to have the Ghem.
Mortar Bn. under their direct command.
That 1 s
right
the
ideal
4») Hie Bussians are using smoke candles.
&*ewf
5.) The efficacy of the Do Kocket Projectors and frametype Bocket Launchers is highly praised.

.

QQ,u IV: a)

Briefing of Soetticher
b) Horthwost and VTest Africa: .French defense capabil
ities.
c) Possibilities to close the Strait of Gibraltar.
d) Various Attache reports.

Ob

Isubmit Memorandum of Op. See on. continuance of opera
tions in Center, embodying the ideas put forth at tho
conference with Heusinger yesterday.

1800

Leeb calls tro: Very gloomy picture of
tho situation in X Corps, The last iTian has been thrown
The enemy keeps
into the fighting, troops are exhausted*
on pushing north of Staraya Bussa. Ozily the Eng. Cos. are
left for commitment. CG, X Corps and oin C, AGp. think
they are lucky if this front holds another day. They
expect relief from a counter attack initialed by yon Man
stoin with SS Doathhead and Third mot. They will get ready

iField Marshal

for attack

yon.

tonight.

Withdrawing one Div* would take until
could anticipate Eighteenth mot, Div.
time from the south.
I
Corps: Chudovo will fall tonight.
is the Bussian Fiftyfirst Army, which
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tomorrow night. Wo
to arrive by that

-*\u25a0

To the east of I
Corps
is known as the

r

Volkhov Army, I
Corps fimst get its front to face east.
iEhen First and 21et i)iv* will each have a frontage of 40 km.
XXVIII Corps, we&t Of the Luga river, is faced by four
enemy Pivs r *hi© e'aemy oannet be by-passed.
269th Piv.
|s too weak to attack* Police- Div. is not in a position
to attack. !Ehcrefor© X&VIIIQorps must attack in western
direction, Armd.Gp, 4 must tiring eleme&ts {;© Dear againgt
Luga fro,m |h& north.
'

Purpose of the call was to inform us that Army Gp. cannot
"before tomorrow furnish the Armd.Div. which OKH ordered
Corps
to bo moved behind I

.

Reply:

Army Gp. is held answerable for taking Chudovo and
the counter attacks from the direction of both
Moscow and Leningrad. Moreover it must assume responsibil-t
ity for securing its flank at Novgorod and on the Volkhov
river line. The details of carrying out this directive are
loft to the judgment ''Of Army Gp. It also remains understobd
that the drive on Leningrad must be continued as soon as
possible after capture of Chudovo.

containing

Sen* Boffatsck,;

1.) -Reconnaissance in the Ghudovo area, Eailroad
movements are being watched.
2.) At Velikie Luki intense activity throughout
last night.

3.) On Vyazma-Smolensk line, materiel shipments
to the west.

4.) At Sukhinichi, arrival of materiel for the
Divs. of the GHq. Reserves.
5.) Ihe railroad movements in the area Bryansk,
. G-onel, BaMimach, Kursk can be interpreted as

—

a large-scale folding back of the front to
Kremenchug.
the line Bryansk
6.) Enemy forces taken back across the Dniepr at
Zaporozhe have now been returned to the
western bank at Dnepropetrovsk.

Cten. Brand (Art:

1.) Beport on artillery preparation for the attack at
Velikie Luki by XXXX Corps.
2.) Kiev to be turned

H
to rubble and ashes";
Half the
job must be done by the Air Force. For Artilleryls
share of the work P B trains of heavy ammunition and
7.5 trains of Jd f How. ammunition will suffice.
Proposal to uso in the place of the heavy G-erman gons,
which ought to save their ammunition for Isabella:
French 15 cm med.3Fd. How., range 11,900 m (longer than
G-erman s*d. Blow.), JVench 21 cm How., range 10,800 m
( less than G-orman How.). Recommends employment of
three Bns, I
think we need five.
>

3.) Enemy artillery activity; The enemy 1s chief artillery
effort until early in Aug. was at Yelnya and on both
sides of Lake Ilmen.

\
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4.) Ammunition expenditure "by our Artillery in this
campaign:
Total todatej 3-4 issues.

.—

Metz
son Off. Eleventh Amy). Attack on Odessa will
run. into trouble if there no German Hq/on the scene
Armd.Gp, 1 was too late in coning from the north to JsTikolay
ev,
Friction with Antoneecu over alleged excessive use
of the Romanian supply route for German supply movements,
Supply difficulties.
Russian arms and Artillery are good*
life of the German communities:* depopulated, ~~ steppe country
Mounting medical casualties (footsore-ness)*
Problem of
supply of horses, -—Tension "between Ukrainians and Romanians
Outrages of Romanian soldiers.

—

—

-—

—

Casualties;

Above normal in 196 th, 72nd, 22nd Divisions.
formal in 76th, 50th, 73rd Divisions-.
Below normal in 239th and 46th Divisions.

Award of decorations.
Eve:

South,: Assault of Odessa has commenced*
B ituation:
At*
tack on Ochakov (50th Div.) in progress f Eleventh Army
will launch attack across the Bug tonight. SS Adolf Hitler
at Kherson; good progress in the Dniepr "bend; at Cherkassi
Sixth Army
only restricted advances, none at Rzhishchev.
change.
no

ig

Gen, tor: XXX? Corps i
3coming up against stiff resistance;
"been
Gomel has
outflanked to the east. Hew enemy forces
attacking
are
2KXVTI and 2CXIV Corps from direction Bryansk
and Trubchevsk. Army Hq. 4 will be committed "between Second
and Hnth Armies as of 22 Avg, All quiet at Yelnya. Minor
penetrations north of the Moscow road. Allother enemy at
tacks repulsed (including those against XXXX Corps).
iSforth:

In sector of IICorps, enemy Cavalry of the same
unit as in sector of X Corps, Enemy attacks at Novgorod
repulsed* Enemy still in Chudovo, Good progress by
X2QQCI Corps. The enemy is in disorderly retreat to the
east. > 2271 and 300CVIII Corps revert to Eighteenth Army.

—

(59th Day).

9 August 1941,

Situation: South; Heavy opposition at Odessa (Romanians),
Enemy counter thrust at Ochakov (50th Div.) Kherson strong
ly held "by enemy (SS Adolf Hitler)
Eleventh Army has
started crossing the Bug last night with XI Corps. In the
Dniepr bend, heavy enemy air at tacks "against our spearhead,
Finth Armd.Div. is 1 km west of the Zaporozhe dam, Four
teenth Armd .Div, has penetrated into the ftniepropetrovsk
bridgehead,
fighting still going on at Cherkassi (bridge
destroyed),
yet
not
Rszhiechev still in enemy hands.
Kiev sector has only air attacks to report,. * i -s
i
High.t-fiir reconnaissance:
March mtovementa on all rfcads •-"
from the area

.
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.

of Russian
Dniepr' (1)

Tifth, Array in

eastward direction, toward the

#or djiye now wo have "been warning against
this possibility. AGp. South has always denied that it
could happen.

—

Qeater: Minor advances on Mozir. * At Gomel, our Oav.
Biv. is already to the east of the town. Tb.%9 Div» and
the Inf.Divs. following it are regrouping for new attacks*
Advance of XXIV Corps slowed by had roads. 161st Div.
lost several guns in the enemy attacks north of the Moscow
road. Seventh Armd.Div. placed under VIIICorps.
ffortht Enemy reported regrouping on front facing IICorps.
Continued heavy attacks on Staraya Russa. -Yon Manstein will
counter attack today at 0700.'- Novgorod: The enemy is hold
ing out in the eastern part of the town, Chudovo has not
yet "been reached.
Corps* no important changes in the
In I
situation. Armd*Gp, 4 made progress to the east today and
will soon be on the Luga highway, south of Leningrad.
a) ITuchrer order on attitude to "be observed "by
our troops with respect to religious activ
ities of the population.
b) Religious activities by troops of our Allies
and in the Free Corps.**
c) Church questions. Anti-Church activities at
home.

,dke?

Cap't. ffromm (Commander ofanAAA Bn. in the Africa Corps) reports
on battle of Solnucu

1700 Message:
P»en.

Gomel taken by Second Army.

Buale;

1*)

Reports on tour to AG-p,

a)

South:

Replacements urgently needed.
situation?
The firsfe shipments have arrived. Reported to be
of indifferent quality.

b) Horse positions

Bad,

up with the advances.

Artillery can no longer keep

c) Truck situation: Two-thirds in operational condi
tion. On the whole sufficient.
d) Tank situation* On a average 60$ in combat coridir
tion. Very tight.
c) Divisions:
and

Particularly good: 99th, 100 th, 101st
good; 24th les«'good.; 363 nd.-poor.

111th; 71st

2.) Procurement
necessary

of replacements:
next winter.

3.) Horth Africa:

Gombing-out drive will be

Truckn obtained from Tunisia cannot be
used for activation of mot. Bns, (Only 28$ adapted
for purpose; as a result 21st Armd.Biv, and fifteenth
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Armd.Div. willhave

and one MG 3n, each.

to "be reduced to ona mot. Begt.

Evening situation;

Southt Zaporozhe "bridgehead. Bam partly
demolished. Enemy counter a^ack at Dnepropetrovsk, put
on with 100 tanks, repelled;' #2 knocked out. Ho other new
developments.

Center?

-—

XXXV Corps has advancejl a few kilometers in the
direction of Mozir; has pushed into Gomel,- First Cay. Div.
in Dobruch.
The enemy is retreating southeastward and
southward "before 167 th, 34th, and 258th Divs, Parts of the
retreating enemy cut off "by XXIT Corps* the mainlsody of the
enemy forces is pulling away southward, \u25a0—•• At Telnya t attacks
have "been repulsed. In sector of VIII Corps, heavy enemy
attacks; although they were repelled, the situation remains
tight. Otherwise no change.

Morth: In the shift of troops to Army Gp. ordered "by top
level, Advance Group Kuehnert is followed "by Eighteenth mot.
Div., Twelfth Armd.Div* and Twentieth mot, Div.- Novgorod
is now cleared of the enemy. Chudovo still in enemy hands.
Wo now have at last succeeded in getting three Begts.to the
Volkhov river; in Novgorod we have also three; "but at
Chudovo, just where we ought to have more to get through,
there are only two. Minor advances at Xuga, larger advances
east of Luga, Northern -wing (Hoeppner) getting on well.

Gen.

(Gen Qu) ; Insertion of Army Hq, 4in AGp, Center.
Organization of Supply.

Wagner

20 August 1941.

(60th Day).

Situation: South*;. Odessa remains the sore spot. The Bomanian
Border Div. \u0084:^ did edge closer to the northwestern out
skirts of the city, "but it remains to "be seen whether the
Bomanian Command and its troops are equal to the task; our
Sigh Comirand wants no interference in the conduct of opera
tions "by the Bomanians, So we shall have to wait and see
how things turn, Otherwise developments run according to
plan, lighting is still continuing v^est of Dnepropetrovsk,
as well a^ wast of Cherkassi,
Center;

on front of XXXV Corps, east
of Gomel and on the front of XII Corp3. In the sector of
XXIV Corps, the enemy is trying to "break out to the east.
Sis ©where on the front, minor attacks at Telnya f heavier
ones to the north, in sector of VII
J Corps*
Stubborn resistance

Corps Schmidt is arriving. Great gains "by Manstein T s
Corps, south of Lake Htnen, On the Volkhov river, no major
enemy counter attack.

fforth;

Gen. Gerckei

Conferonco on preparations
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for

Mussolini's visit.

G-en,

—

Ott: Eeport on inspect ion of troops south of Kiev*
The
troops do not like AT Bifle 41 and the Hollow-change Rifle
Grenade,

ften^

—

Wagner (G-en Q,u

} : Supply situation and future organization
Supply Services* .tamnition stocks very satisfactory
Preparations
(apart from some unimportant categories).
for Mussolini 1 s visit.

Col. Krumpe^t (OQu Fourth Army): Statistics and expenences
Supply Service in AGp. Center (Fourth Army).
G-en. Brand;

of

Artillery in the assault on Kiev* Including tactical
requirements, requisitions run up to 25| trains of
To destroy
ammunition and two trains of material.
the city "by artillery "bombardment, would take a
minimum of five days.

Sen, Boaatsch;

Air reconnaissance:
Fifth Kussian Army is
"believed to he falling back. Formation of a central group
around Konotop is reported, to cover the gap "between the
Desna and the Dniepr fronts. Obscure movement at Veliki©
Lulci. $o troop movements discernible in sector of AGp,
Horth.

G-eq. Oehquist; Eeport on his latest visit to the Finnish Army,
Good progress; vigorous forward- surge east and west of iake
Ladoga,

OQ.U,

IV;

Hew sub~ section Hear East will be set up.

Evening; situation!

South;

So important news.

gen tort Worries about the eetitral sector of the eastern
front. Troops must be shifted from Guderian !s south wing
to the area east of Smolensk, The railroad movements around
and to the north of lakhmach are interpreted merely as
evacuations. Attack on Velikie Luki has been postponed.

—

3flor;fch; Chudovo taken*
Striking from the west, Beinhardt's
Corps has crossed the Luga-Leningrad road south of

Krasnogvardeisk,

Progress

at Luga.

Au,

Casualties:

941.

(61st Day)*

First and Second year of
World War 1

1 Sept. l
939
31 July 194:

Wounded

2,399,804

298,497

Killed

406,672

90,441

Missing

971.381

29..867

5,177,797

418,805
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-»

Wounded:
Killed.

8
$

His bings
Situation*

times.

4,5 ti^cs,
IS,4 tiaae*.

gouthr

-

The Romanians think .they oan»9t take Odessa
beginning
of September. . !Ehat i* too. late, pb
T^efere"
O&e^sa, no Crime s » ffleventh Army • has .ss&*te& its offensive
a.§|?qss the Bug.r* Armd/Op. 1 is still en§ag§d fn cleaning
out the Dniepr tend, Serious fighting west of Dnepropet
rovsk, where the enemy is throwing in newly activated Divs.
lacking any combat value. Seventeenth^ Army has closed up
to the Dniepr. Sixth Arms is preparing an attack against
Red Fifth Array.
Center;

Stubborn enemy resistance in sector of XXXV Corps,
in the area east of Gomel > and in sector of XII Corps, In
Guderian 1 s zone, enemy elements have effected a "break-?
through in the Unocha area. In Hinth Army sector, heavy
attacks against VIIIand V Corps, partialy successful,
lighting continues* On the rest of the front, patrol
activity.

Horth: Sixteenth

Army* ¥o change in IICorps. The attack
of LVI Corps brings in 4,000 prisoners, 60 tanks, 40 guns.
I
Corps has captured intact tho railroad and roadway bridges
at Chudovo
XXXIX Corps has reached the area south of
£skov. Armd.Op. 4 has "beaten off an enemy counter attack
supported by tanks. Advance continues.

.

(on phone);
Field Marshal yon Rundstedt emphasizes
necessity for speeding the capture
of Odessa.
Antonescu
obstinately opposes any help from us. The !\iehrer must
stop in.

Sodenstern

Koitol (OKff) on

-phono;

a) Fuehrer has made no decision jet on the next moves in
the campaign.
All he has said so far is that he insists
on reaching of the northern objoc-civo (Leningrad)
on liquidating the Russian Fifth i»rmy.

and

-—

b) Crimea
use mobile forces for a coup de main t Sssenr
tial for our effort, deprives enOmy of his air base.
I
reply; Without Odessa, no Crimea, Logistical reasons.
c) Recommends we let Antonescu settle the question of
administration of tho areas between Bug and Dniestr
promise him to look
and between Bnicpr and Bag. I
into that.
d) Protest against arbitrary action <by tObdL im shifting Air
Force in AGp. Center.
1230: $ho enemy seems to be falling back on Ovruch be
fore the left wing of Sixth Army. XVII Corps is attacking.
Frontwido attack of Sixth Army scheduled for day after
tomorrow.

Messages
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<*•

1700 Ochakov captured by 50th Div, Large "booty.

Schmidt-Al tens tad t; Policy on use of PW labor in the operational
zone (Gen. Staff Group zbV.) and. on cooperation with the
PW organization of OKW. The crucial question is that of
Guard escort si In the operational zone Guards are 2$ s in
the 21 11,55. Seduction in the 21 by 1$ would release
20,000 Guards for the Army. O£W will send 84 Eeich Labor
Service Bns. for Guard duty.

—

Strain on
Qb&Ht back from AGp „ South, gives his impressions.
troops partly very severe, but morale keeps up.
Some of
Hq, Staffs over- taxed by the immensity rtf the tasks,
Ho important news. To our surprise, Sixth
Army now suddenly is so firmly convinced that the enemy
is falling back that they want to start off in pursuit
right away tomorrow.
In Center, more defensive fighting
on the eastern front. Casualties are increasing.
In
Satisfactory over-all picture.
JForth, local advances.

Evening situation;

!330

Gen. Wagner (Gen Q,u) !

a) Supply situation in Eleventh Army. Lack of shipping
prevents utilization of the Bug river.

b) Supply for entire AGp. South: TJntil start of opera
tions across the Dniepr (probably 5 Sept.) first issuo
Stockpiling assured provided
is insufficient /. seo/
\u2666•

-

flow of trains continues at the present rate. But
. Oriir.ea can be assured only
supply for Kjtr? ar.d '11: :
after completion or ao the expense of stockpiling*

c) Additional zones of AGp. Rear Areas willbe turned over
to the Wehrmacht Befehlshaber effective 1 Sept,, 1941,
d) Army demands

for the event that tho area up to the Bug
should be turned over to Antoneseu.

22 August 1941,

(62nd Day).

ffuohrer Directive of 21 Aug* (WIST* L 1T0 .441412/41 ) i« roc^ivsd.
It is d.ecisive for the outcome of this campaign:
proposals
"Tha
of CKH for the continuance of the operation
the
dated
18 Aug. do
Eas-u,
in
not conform with my inten
I
order
herewith:
tions.

1.) The principal objects that imist be achieved yet beforo
tho onset of winter is not the capture of Moscow but
rather, in tho South, the occupation of the Crimea and
the industrial and ccal region of the Donets f together
with isolation of the Russian oil regions in the
Caucasus and, in the Hortii* the encirclement of Lenin
grad and junction with tho Finns.

***"\u25a0

O»•

*•

2.) £ao operational situation, uniquely favorable to us,
which was brought about by our reaching the line GomelPochep, must at once be exploited for a concentric opera
tion by tho inner wings of AG#s, South and Center. The
operation must be so conducted that the Soviet Fifth
Army is not merely pushed behind the Dniepr by an attack
of Sixth Army alone, but rather that this enemy is
destroyed before he can break out to take shelter behind
the line Desna river
Kon<Hop
Sula river. This would
. make it safe for AGp. South to establish itself oast of
the middle Pniepr, and to continue tho operation in the
Kharkov with its central portion
direction of Rostov

-

-

-

and left wing.

3.) Regardless

of subsequent operations, AGp, Center must
employ forces on a sufficient scale to achieve the
object of destroying the Russian Fifth Army, while
retaining enough troops to be able to repel enemt at
tacks against the central sector of its front in a posi
tion that can be held with a minimum of losses.
There
is no change in the plan to advance the left wing of
AGp. Center to the high ground around Toropets, where
a link~up is to be effected with this right wing of AGp.

florth*

4.) Capture of the Crimean Peninsula
importance for safeguarding oiir
Therefore all available means
be employed to cross the Dniepr
of the Crimea, before the enemy
->

is of paramount
oil supply from Eomania.
including Armor
must
quickly in the direction
can bring up new forces.

—

5.) Hot until we have tightly encircled of Leningrad, link
ed up with the Finns and destroyed tho Russian Fifth
Army, shall we have set the stage and can we free the
forces for attacking and beating the enemy Army Group
Timoshenko with any prospect of success, as specified
in the supplement to Directive 34 of 13 Aug.

Situation;

South: Advances of Armd.Gp. l
in the Dniopr bend.
A bridgehead has been established across the Sukhaya Sura,
Progress at Cherkassi.
The attack of Sixth Army against
the retreating Russian Fifth Army is in progress.
Center: The enemy is continuing his efforts to disengage
himself from Second Army, Guderian is holding fast against
onomy elements trying to escape eastward.
Ninth Army has repolled heavy onotny- at tick's. -rSoffious losses iirS'ilmnth -Armd.
J)iv. (30 tanks are knocked out). Stumme has commenced his
attack \u25a0( Veliki© luki)

.

Horth: Pursuit south of lake Ilmen. The enveloping move
ment- to the right of Luga is continuing.' Hotsppner is
severely hampered by developments at Harva, where enemy
elements are still giving trouble; this necessitates an
excessively long flank and Blowesthe frontal advance.

Adm. Canaris.

Over-rail evaluation of the situation.

on foreign and home affairs.
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Impressions

L,fc« folTj Ke,rmann t Xa» AGp. Horth} Talk on
and on operational questions.
Memora;

cooperation With Center

to QW, Ie reproaches Obdß for failure
to conduct operations on the lines desired by the fuehrer' and
$rles to show that the shifting of the main weight to South
and p©rth is a prime necessity, whereas Moscow is of
secondary importance, "both as an objective and for the timet©T&«i ©f the campaign.- The Memorandum is fringing with selfstatements and pointedly sets th§ Reich Marshal
above ObcCH. Obdß ia accused of lack of leadership in that
he allows himself- to "be swayed "by the special interests of

.flflum of the Fuehrer

the individual Army Gps.

evening are spent in conferences with ob<3H and Chief
Op. Sec, Of the operational instructions that now should go
to AGps. South and Center, we must for the time being confine
ourselves to ordering AGp, Center to throw all forces avail
able at Gomel against Chernigov, with a view to cutting off
the Red fifth Army "before it is too late. Details of the
operation and its implications for yon Bock's eastern front
willbe discussed tomorrow.

Afternoon and

regard the situation created by the Fuehrer 1s interference
I
unendurable for OKH. Ho ono but tho Fuehrer himself is to
blamo for the zig2ag course caused by his successive orders,
nor caja. the present OKH, which now is in its fourth victor
ious campaign, stain its good name with these latest orders.
Moreover, the way ObdE is being treated is absolutely out
have proposed to ObdH to request his relief to
rageous* I
gether with mine, Ob&K refuses on the grounds that tho
resignations would not bo accepted and so nothing would bo
changed.

Tho afternoon discussions are interrupted by telephone talks"
withField Marshal yon Bock, who again emphasizes, that ho
can maintain his front against Moscow in the long run only
by remaining in tho offensive.*
Ev

Sou^h; Hard fighting at Dnepropetrovsk and
Chgrkassi. Fighting pursuit by Sixth Army which now is op
posed only by woa*: rearguards of Red Fifth Army.
Lg situation;

Contort Regrouping in the southern portion is in progress*
Russian attacks against the eastern front **scoring somo
success in sector of VIIICorps. Good progress in Stumnu^s
drive* who reports having cut into Russian preparations for
an attack, but at the same time speaks about an enemy with-*
drawal. Further developments will have to be awaited*
Horthz Minor local changes,
of tho advance movements.

On the whole t no continuation
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gg August 1941.

(63rd Day)*

—

Irani

—

Situation;

gouth; ¥o important
At Dnepropetrovsk violent

changes on the Jlack Sea Coast.
fighting on the Western "bank of
the Dniepr, engaging strong forces of Armd.Gp. 1. Sixth
Army pushes on "behind the enemy, who has now only reargards
left on the western Dnie-pr "bank.

Center?

Regrouping of the Southern wing. Relatively
qfiiiet in the Yolnya «sali6iit* Hew heavy attacks against
VIIICorps. Some activity also in sector of VI Corps*
Stumme's attack continues with satisfactory results. At
Velikie Luki the enemy is still holding out.
Iforth;

IICorps reports no change* At Staraya Hussa the
enemy appears to have collapsed completely. Ho important
advances on the northern wing and in the central sector.

-

(1200
2000): Discussion of pos
sibilities of offensive operations on the lines of the
OEVT Directive

%y -plane to Bq A&pt Center

.

Evening situation report

shows no important new developments.

54 August 1941 j ( 64th Day)

.

Conference with Q-on.O^st. juderian; Guderian had the interview
with the IHiehrer arranged for him "by me last night.

At the conference at

Hq AGp. Center, Guderian stated it
would "be impossible to striko with XXIV Corps southward
through Starodub, l)because supply of fuel could not be
maintained on roads in their present state, and 2) because
his men were in no condition to attack before they had had
a pause for rest and rehabilitation. STow, this morning,
having been cor*fronted with the categorical demand of the
luehrcr to strike at the earliest in support of the southern
effort, he declares that XXIV Corps could very well launch
a drive south through Starodub. He says he would have to
put aside his original Qualifications. Hy reply to him is
that I
had no sympathy for- su^h a 100$ change of mind*
His rotort wass "What ho told us yesterday was framed with
a view to furnishing CKH with arguments against the ordered
operation to the south. Fow, having become convinced by
his interview that the Suehrer was firmly resolved to
execute this drive to the south, it was his duty to makQ
the impossible possible in order to put these ideas into

effect.

This conversation shows with

devastating clearness with
complete
irresponsibility official reports are twist
what
ed to fit any specific purpose. QMH as a result has is
sued very strict orders governing the drafting of reports;

f
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Hot that they will do any good, for you cannot change men ls
characters with errors ,
South? Vary heavy fighting at Dnepropetrovsk* The
enemy is throwing into the "battle all newly activated units
in the vicinity, so that our Armd. Divs,, having to bear the
"brunt Qf the fighting alone, make very slow headway, 3Tigit~"
ing is, still going on at Rzhishchev, south of Kiev, The
§noiny is making counter thrusts across the river* !Ehe
&riv§ of Sixth Army is making rapid progress , Eleventh Armd.
Div« has captured, the Dniepr "bridge at Gornostaipol and
carried the thrust to the Desna crossing at Oster; its
Commander was seriously wounded in this action.. The bridgo
;
at Oster has "been sot on fire "by the Russians.
The
Ctornostaipol bridgo was subsequently set ablaze by Russian
pianos. The entire Sixth Army is pushing *ast.

Situation:

Center;

Good progress is made on the northern wing at
Velikie I>uki, In the other sectors isolated attacks on the
at Gomel.

eastern

front and local advances

ffor.th:

Unfortunately only insignificant local gains

Son. Buhle ; a)

Decline

\u26 6

., 50£.

of cnpfoafr qfrreng;th-in Inf.Divs., on an

avorago ,40$, in.Arn&.Divs

h) In th© noar future it will "be necessary to withdraw
Somo Diva., from front? (French jnatprifel), hive thorn

••

turn equipment over to other units and return
to the 21 for refitting with new equip
ment.
personnel

c) Activation of two new Arraft.Divs, "by expanding Armd,
Brig, 101. To accomplish this we must take 17
Looks
Inf. Cos, from Divs. in the west*
feasible to me.

d) ttService Companies 11 * to attend to the needs of
traveling Civilians and Army personnel, furlough
personnel, etc., on railroad stations, etc*

.

c) Moving of Replacement
to the Army Cp
f)

.

Brigades "Sixteenth Draft"

Rear Areas

Unauthorized new activations in the West

Son, ffollgjs'bel?

a) Tasks of Signal Service in Romanian occupied
territory between Siret and Bug.
b) Main trunk cables.
c) Allocation of Signal Troops to Worth, Center,

South.
Gfon.

Warner

(G-on Q,u) x

a) Train requirements for stockpiling and current supply in
AGp. South will not bo fully mot. 60-ton Truck C3.ms* must
help out. Accordingly, AGp. South will get 7,000 tons ad
ditional 60- ton Truck Clms., including 2,000 from the
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Befitting Depot (Danzig) and 5,000 tons from AGp*
Center,

b) Beooneiliation of connecting German and Romanian
claims in tiio area between Pniestr and Bug.
Oat)t.

Xiovko (l\favy); Beports on tour on the Black Soa Coast*
Havy agencies .thero want to administer and salvage enemy
equipment instead of organizing a coastal shipping route *

yon Ziehlborg;

Current Gen, Staff personnel matters.

Evening situation:

ifo

Kiev, Progress

important new reports.
at Velikie Luki.

25 August 1943, »

Progress

north of

(65th Day) ,

Situations South i Ho important changes. Tilting still going
on in the Dniopr knee, The Dniepr crossing north of Kiev
is firmly in our hands (Group Stapf)* Enemy retreat move
ments eastward from Kiev and Chernigov.
This does not
necessary mean, that the enemy would not make a stand for
tho Dosna river line.
Contort The southwaz'd drive "by Second Army and Gudorian's
Group is slowly gathering momentum. We must expect that
Gudorian will soon "bo under enemy pressure from the east*
24orc attacks against the conter of Army Go, A forward
correction of the frontline *aill probably be necessary
here.
It appears

enemy elements

that considerable

did manage

to

escape encirclement at Vei;.kie Irtii, The trouble is that
our Arm&.Divs* now have such a low combat strength that
thoy Just do not have the men to seal off any sizeable
areas •

In AGp. Horth, the situation as usual shows no developments
2?hc enemy is now gradually braiding up a front on the
Volkhov rivor.
yon

Bcrnuth : Training program for the coning winter.
nel of Teg. Section.

-*•

Person^

Gen^ Jacob (Chief Eag.Off.)?
a)

Sybel ferries;

Constanza

50
15
2?

Africa
Biga

Channel reserve

Turned over to us

3
95

by Air

5

Porce

64

(including 6 for Havy)
some stink
one sunk

Total

100 instead of the 125 called for
in original

program*

t>) Riffai tip to now this question has "been given hardly any
attention,
AGp* JSTorth imiat take the matter in hand.
Chief Eng.Off. had readied: Landing Co. (from Bepl^ce
£ng» Regdl. Hs«
ment Army)*
Armament for ferries.
42 speedboats. ~«

—

~~

c) Production of armor plate for frontier fortifications has
teen stopped.
(Gen. Konrad) : At Dnepropetrovsk two Inf. Cos. have
crossed over to the east "bank behind Armd. Cos. Array Qp.
is reluctant to establish a bridgehead, would rather take
back the troops. An order is issued to hold, if possible
expand the bridgehead.
615

*\u25a0

1830 ; IIPuce visits OKH as the fuehrer* s guest, decep
tion at the Station. ~ Visit to the war room of Op. Sec*.
Outline of situation by Transp, Chief and Signal Chief, and
visit to the Signal Center.
Presentation of report by
Gen. Qu. -~ Afterwards tea with ObrflS.

—

The Bussians and British- have entered

Iran.

Dvoning situation;

South: Bridgehead at Bniepropetrovsk now
held by three Bus. lo changes along tho Dniepr up to Kiev.
Horth of Kiev, 111th Div. had to abandon its bridgehead
over the Desna at Oster under pressure of Russian counter
attacks.

Advances of Second

Army toward Chernigov.
Mvances of Armd.
Gp. 2 in the direction of Novgorod Severski; the intention
of Armd. Gp., to reach out with its loft wing beyond
Trubchovsk and to strike in the direction of Belopolc, will
take it too far east. What counts now is to assist Second
Army across the Desna and subsequently Siith Army across
tho Dniepr. Accordingly, an order goes out to Army Gp.
to direct Armd.Gp, 2 toward Kono top.- At Velikie Irnki the
ring is closing after some elements have escaped east and
north.

Center:

——-

—

Uorthj Some progress south of Lake Ilmen*
Advances from
toward
Leningrad.
Luga
Chudovo
taken.
On the northern
wing, the pressure on Karva has been eliminated. *•— Hoeppner'f
Group has made no substantial advances.
. -

:6 A

9

Hae fronts report no important developments
tho over-all situation.

Situation:

65

.

( 66th Day )

affecting

Geiy Brand (Arty) ; We discuss the requirements for an assault •
of Kiev. Revised calculations set ammunition requirements
at 20 train! r>a&s. Our earlier plan, to use French heavy
guns, must "be dropped "because of ammunition difficulties*
Test firing showed 50$ duds.
(%n the Gen. Staff *) Uage^ &iid Oapt> yon Baer report on
what they saw at Sixth Army in the days of the initial
(Hie troops felt deeply disappointed by $&©
advance.
preceding fighting in which no major successes were sisjpred.
Army Command certainly bears its share of "blame in this
Ihe high casualties and ths unremitting
lack of successes.
strain on the troops manifestly are additional reasons for
the remarkable break in morale and drive*

—

Lt* Schiess (Op« Sec.) reports on his temporary assignment
tho frontline^ (Fifth Piv. f Fourteenth Inf.Eegt.)
:cn*

to

Wagner (Gen Q,u'

a) Settling of the principles of the administrative set-up
in tho Black Sea area. Arrangements with the Romanians.
We shall set up a H<j_ to safeguard German interests.
b) Supply troubles on the right wing- of AGp. South,

c) Armd',Gp, 1 cannot be transferred to the rear for
rehabilitation, but must refit on the Dniepr.
d) Tightness and growing difficulties in rubber sup-ply.

c) Truck position getting difficult. Replacements
'

can bo

furnished only to a very limited extent.

f) Shifting of ammunition stocks*) from France to East
Prussia and Poland.
g) Vienna base must be replenished for the Southeast.

—

Lt. 001. Lanahaeu3er ( Liaison Off, Forth): Exhaustive discus. sion of the ovcrmethodical working method© of Army Gp.
agree to the plan to attack in the direction of the
I
See possibility of subsequent
Valdai lake district.
Stress
cooperation of that force with the Volkhov front.
on the necessity to move out to link up with the Finns. at
an early date, r-« Speeding up of the advance on Leningrad

—

--

essential.

Col.

Heusinger?

Current matters. Ho wants my approval for the
plan of AGp. South to make the main crossings of the Bniepr
Krcmenchug, instead of at Kremen-*
at Dniepropetrovsk and
chug and Cherkassi. '
have
JSTow that is exactly what I
been preaching for days.

Evening

situation;
South: Eleventh Army wants to commence opera-*
tions across the Dniepr at Berislav on 38 Aug. Sixth Army
is making preparations for building a bridge at Gornostaipol
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On the rest of this front no occurrences

of operational

importance*

Centers The Inf. of the Assault Group on the south Wing is
Armd*
making clow headway against stiffening resistance*
Gp. 2 has captured an intact Desna bridge at Hovgorod
SoverslriU In the central sector, a relatively q.uiet day*
At Velikie Luki the encircling battle has "been brought to
a successful close with a haul of 30,000 prisoners and
several hundred guns.

Hor'fo; LVI Corps has started off on its attack, X and
IICorps will follow tomorrow.

Elsewhere only slight

gains*

\u25a0

\u25a0

Eeceivod todate

"by:

i

Army Gpa.
Center
Soutfy ,

'.•'.•.

H^rvay:

1,000

66,000

-

86,000

a) From organic field
Rcplacoment Bus, 25,000:

28 # 000

12,000

*b) Until 25 Ang*

27,000

38,000

16,000

c) Sohedtaed to ar« 27,000
rive "bofore 31 Aug*

25,000

19,000

d) idftor 31 Aug.
tlarotigh Fiold
Eepiaceraont Dive«

40,000

20,000

40,000

\u25a0,

119,000

131,000

Hfttol"'r"

Ho;rth,

\u0084

-

5,000

~

r

71,000

100,000

,

67,000

6,000,. 323,000

Enemy Air strength?
On 21 Aug. 1941 we must estimate actual
enemy strength at 750 fighters, 650 bombers, 300 other
pianos, and 700 planes from the Far East, giving a total
of 2,400 planes plus 1,100 trainers, plus 200 planes on
factory airfields. ¥c must therefore still reckon with
possibly 3,700 planes operating in the area under observa
tion* Of these we may assume 225 fighters and 195 bombers
to be ready for action.

:7 Au

941. (67th Day).

Situation;

Ib important news* The situation in the bridge
heads of Dnepropetrovsk and Oster (north of Kiov) is
tons©. The attack by Second Army and Guderia^s Group is
making headway, though slowly. Supply difficulties (oilI)

ffnemy;

In the area of the Valdai Hills, around Voroshilov tho
enemy is now attempting to regroup his forces beaten
south of Lake Ilmcn* Tho substitution of mot. for horsedrawn units and the siting of the position on Lake Valdai
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suggest that they are regrouping for defense in anticipa
tion of a G-erman attack from the direction of the Volkhov
river* But following Russian doctrine, this defense would
"be conducted aggressively "by the elements in direct contact
with the enemy.
On the front facing AGp. Center, a major
seems
to
b©
in the making against the area north of
attack

Smolensk.
Southeast of Bryansk, the enemy is still ye.Ey. weak. Keac-t
ing to the southward advance of Glide ria,Ji! s Grp^i he is
trying to man the Desna position. (At Novgorod olverski
we have already "broken through it 0

In "the Desna tend he will try to block our crossing of the
river with the typical Russian doggedness.
But it is not
impossible that he might postpone any sustained defensive
effort until we ere on the line Sula-Konotop*
It is dif~
figure
assigned
ficult to
out the role
to Kiev in this set
up.

Only weak forces on the Dniepr "between Kiev and Zaparozhe.
Also at our "bridgehead at Dnepropetrovsk, the enemy has
not yet sufficiently recovered from the heavy losses in
flicted on him, to put on any serious TDressure.
On the lower Dniopr (Bussian Ninth and Eighteenth Armies)
a systematic rivor defense is being "built up, though only
with weak forces. Behind it the Crimea is "being evacuated
and prepared for defense.
on<

talks with AGp. Center (yon Tresckow): Push tanks on tho
northern wing in direction of Toropets and keep them in
readiness for a thrust to the north. Don 1 t let Guderian
raco off to the east, "but keep him close "by for support of
tho crossing of tho Desna river "by Second Army (Konotop) •

South T (yon Sodonstorn): Make preparations
for Kiev.
Sixth Army should not "become locked with enemy at Kiev, but
must movo the main body of its forces eastward north of
Kiev.
North

(Brennocke) :

a) Keep contact between Ninth and Twelfth Armies I With
northern wing of AGp. Center advancing northeast, we
nood not worry too much about the success of the drive
against the Valdai lake district 1
b) Attack on Leningrad.

Strong right wing on the Neval

c) Junction with the Finns must be affected soon, regardloss of what happens at Leningrad.

d) Eoval:

o) Preparations
Cant

Loyko

-

Attack islands only with Infantry.

(Navy)

for Dagoe

Oescl.

- Capt. Obermayr

report on their observa
tions Gn the preparation of the attack on Oesel and Dagoo»
!Ehc preparations by Navy seem to be quite far advanced.
Those of the Ground Forces arc getting under way. Forces
required?
Ono Piv. and elements of another Div., as
covering force. Time required for the preparation:
At
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least two weeks. Invasion force will strike from
on Moon and then on Ocsel,

Werder

G-en. Matzkr; Temporary assignments of Portuguese Army personnel
to the $erman. Artillery School and the German combat forces.

Gen.

Evo

Bogatseh;

Air observation. Mainly railroad movements
and fortifications. The outstanding foaturo
is the construe, tiqn of a second Bus sian defense line
facing the front of AGp, Center.

(nothing new 1.)

situation i "Phone talk with Field Marshal yon Bock;
Guderian is hollering that attacks on his left and rignt
flanks kept him from advancing, and shouts for the rest of
tho Armored Divs, belonging to his group. Yon Bock thinks
it impossible to comply because ho could not let go of the
reserves behind his front, which is now under attack, I
agreo and instruct him not to yield to Quderian 1 s request,
I
Corps have not arrived
at least not while the Divs, of LII
to form a reserve behind yon Bock's defensive front, I
ask him also to koep Guderian on short reins and move tho
roar Divs. of XXXXHI Corps behind XXIV Corps, as soon as
31st and 67th Divs. have arrived, and not behind Seventeenth
Armd.Div., which has bogged down.
ig

At Obdß's review of evening situation, it turns out that
tho Fuehrer has ordered him to send the Arm&.Divs. of
XXXX Corps from Velikie Luki to the northeast, into tho
roar of the enemy facing IICorps. At the moment this is
These Divs, must first be shifted
out of tho question.
to the area north of Toropets before any new disposition
can bo made on their employment, From the very tight situa
tion caused by today's enemy penetration (5 km deep) in the
sector of 26th and Sixth Dive., it looks that we might have
to call upon tho Armor around Toropets to pull us out. As
long as this situation is not rectified, these Divs. cannot
be sent up north.
iasualtiesi

UCO' s and EM

Officers

22 June

-«

13 Aug.: Wounded

9,161

264,975

Killed

3,714

76,389

Missing

356

18,803

10$ of

tho Eastern Army, at an average
3.448 million.

i.e.,

28 August 1941 r

Snomy intolligen.ee:
40 Divs,

( 68 th Day)

.

Todato identified at the front: 110 Divs.
65 Divs, in combat strength).
In the Rear Area,
Since tho battle of Velikie Luki, the number of

(©quailing

/

strength of
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frontline Dive, has been

Rear Area, where .

Supply situation:

kept -up "by bringing Divs. from the
21
now.
rejnain
remain

Within six days one Armd. Corps, of
two Armd.Divs. and one mot. Div., will have a complete
initial issuej and in nine days another Corps of the same
strength will "bo so replenished.

Situation;

South:

©le enemy situation is obscure. We cannot
make out yet whether the enemy on the Lower Eniepr is "build
ing up a defense line or whether he is only leaving rearguards on that front and will confine himself to defending
the Crimea, The frontline troops of course tend to "believe
think,
the former, because they hear the shooting, but I
the enemy has chosen the second alternative, for I
can
sco no chance . for the enemy to reform his smashed southern
wing* -At Dnepropetrovsk, too, the situation is confused,
SSnemy movements aro observed from there to the aouthoast,
but there are also frontward movements, I
believe that
the enemy will try to hold on in that sector, On the rest
of the Dniepr front, nothing new. Sixth Army is still
bunched too closely around Kiev, But AGp. South reports
that ithas given orders to move across the Dniepr, north
of the city, all troops that can be spared from the Kiev
South;

-

.

front

Center: Satisfactory progress of Second Army and Armd.Gp.2,
Heavy onomy attacks, resulting in local penetrations, continue
against the eastern front, east of Smolensk.
On the
nor thorn wing, the drive on Toropets is now under way.

\u25a0\u25a0

South of Lake Ilmen, the drives by Hans en and yon
Manstein f s Corps are making satisfactory strides. II
Corps postpones its jump-off to 30 Aug. Schmidt 1s Corps
is now advancing on Leningrad, On the rest of the front,
Uorth:

slow advances.

1030

yon Bock calls up, highly excited: Defenses
of Army Gp, aro near breaking point. Army Gp. cannot
hold its eastern front if the Russians continue attacking.
Fresh Divs. moving up from Gomel cannot arrive in the
It is doubt
threatened sector of V Corps before 3 Seplong.
we
can
hold
the
sector
that
But if
ful whether
too,
withdraws,
Army
back,
Army
Hinth
Fourth
must fall
Hie only chanco to hold the front lies in committing
Armor. AGp. Uorth after continuously putting him off
to son© later date has now again postponed the attack of
IICorps, Operations cannot be based on the cooperation
of so unreliable a partner,- I
cannot approve a thrust by
Corps
Stummed Armd.
to the northeast.
It appears now
fairly certain that it will be impossible to avoid taking
back Hinth Army, If the Russians keep up the attack, tho
only solution is to push with the northern wing as far as
the Upper Dvina and then attack southward with Stumme !s
Armd, Group
In reply to my question: The danger spot of the eastern
front is between the boundary line Fourteenth mot. /28th
Inf.Divs, and the left wing of 129 th Div. !ftie combat

Field Marshal

.

.
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strength of 161st Div*, ia now only 255,

87th 3Hv, must
only SS Reich
in reserve*
AMncldning the Tolnya salient is wide? con**
sidcrationi Very hard decision, because it means losing
a base for future operations.
The final decision Is up
to Fourth Army.*

ropiacG Fourteenth not* Div*. That leaves

Sen. Bui
a) Strength reports as of middle of Aug. 3 Inf. Pivs. all
fit for operations.
Combat strength about 665.. Between
Aug.
20 and 27th
replacements totalling 63,000 men erossed the German frontier. This means that of 330,000
casualties, 175,000 will have "been replaced (including
replacements from Field Replacement Bns.).

Deficit of motor vehicles (16 Aug.) 38,000; 50$ In
Armd. Forces, and. 2ss each in GHq Troops and one-fourth
of Inf.Eivs,

Tank

-position;

Armd.Gp, l:Average 50$. (Sixteenth mot.Div.poorest.)
Armd, Gp. 2: Tenth Arrad.Eiv. 83$Bighteenth Armd.Div. 575,
All other Armd.Bivs., average of 455.
Annd.Gp. 3: Seventh Armd.Div. has only 24$ left.
All other Divs., average of 455.
Armd.Gp. 4: Be^t (Czech materiel*.) on a average
be owe en 50 and 755.

b) Report on firing test at Aryg on 27 Aug.: Roechling
sholl is a super-long projectile with folding fins.
Very deep penetration,
21 cm R Projectile penetrated
3,5 meter of reinforced concrete. Has superior effect
(with HE shells) and at long range also in small calibers.
c) Rifle grenade (hollow charge) for anti-tank fighting f
Effect good, but accuracy poor. Must be tried out in
combat.
d) Russian 7,62 cm Gun** with 5- ton -prime mover very good
(Africa*.) j Penetrates '60 mm armor at range of over
1000 m. Can perhaps be used as mcd, AT Gun for Inf.
Trial order for 20 guns.

o) Assemtfty of half-track

motorcycles

and carts

for air

borne operation in the Crimea*

.

f) Revised order of battle of 21st and Fifteenth Armd .Divs.
(SForth Africa)

g) French

Legion*** comprizes one reinforced Inf.Rogt.
fill
complete preparations on Training Center in GovernmentGenoral by mid-October.

Afternoon Visit to Gen. Himer r s family on his Stettenbruck estate.
Gen> Bogatsch reports considerable

increase
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in north-south traf

fie through Kursk. Kurefc^Kiev line "badly clogged* Ap
parently effect of- our air efforts. Enemy movement in the
direction of Gu.de rian 1 s Group. Enemy forces at
and Kremcnchug believed receiving reinforcements,
Consideiv
able train traffic ia direction of Toropets. This, in ay
opinion, does not "by any means Justify the conclusion that
the enemy is reinforcing his Dniepr front.

.

Col. Olausius reports as new C of S of LI Corps (to
Ochsner)
Sricfing on his mission.

replace

Evening situation conference presents the astonishing picture
of AGp.. South suddenly imagining that the enemy in its
sector is withdrawing and so ordering an attack on the
entire lino.

Tension in the bridgehead north of Kiev ss ightly eased,
lough resistance reported in some places by Second Army
and Armd. Gp, 2. On the eastern front of AGp. Center, north
of tho Yelnya salient, local attacks throughout day; were
repelled with one exception. Northern wing of AGp. Center
is making good progress toward Toropets,

In AGp. Noi>th, advances

south of Lake Ilmen and in the
direction of Leningrad. Eeval has been cleared of the
except for harbor district. .

At his visit to Armd.Gp. 2,
Telephone talk with Gen. Paiiltis;
Paulus tele typed a recommendation for giving Arrad.Gp. its
last- Corps, withdraw Eg. Second Army from the front, and put
Iful
the entire Assault Group under Gurterian 1 s command.
ly appreciate the difficulties of the situation, but wars
after all are made up of one difficulty after another.
Guderian wants to have no Army Commander .over him and ex
pects that everybody up to top level should give way to
the ideas born of his restricted scope of vision. Un
fortunately, Paxtlus has allowed himself to be taken in.
For ny part, Ihave not the slightest intention to yield
to Guderian * The plan of campaign for this drive was hia
own, Fow let him worry how he gets through.
'

19

August 1941.

(69 th Day)

Situation; South; Enomy situation on the lower Dniepr unchanged.
Wo still have no clear idea what the enemy is up to. Tho
puzzling withdrawal movements of tanks from Dnepropetrovsk
to the east continue. On the rest of the Dniepr front no
important actions. Kiev no change. West of the Desna, com
ing from the north, an enemy advance is reported against
the bridgehead at Gornostaipol.

Center: Gu'derian !s situation is not too pretty. He is
being hardpressed from the west by the enemy elements
evading the thrust of Second Ariqy, from the east by tho
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newly arrived enemy fore©s t and on top of that has to cope
And this front consists only of
with frontal' opposition.
Third Armd.Div* and Tenth mot.Div M which are rather far
apart at that.- It is all <Juderian T s own fault. He devised
this plan of attack and oven the most naive enemy could not
bo o^peote^L %o stand V passively while an enemy flank is
P&ra&ing pgtfs his front. So the attacks from the east are
only what fc§ might have anticipated,
with
Guderian straining away from Second Army instead e£ keeping
close to it, a gap has developed through which the enemy is
escaping to the oast; that in turn accounts f<sr the attacks
against Guderian from the west* But in any case it is the
oncmy who is being thrown into the "battle desperately and
without a plan.
Kelative quiet reigns on the eastern front of Army &p 9
On the northern wing progress is reported in the direction
of Toropets and in the sector of VI Corps,

,

Forth;

..

No advances south of I»ako Ilmen, apparently owing
to "bad weather and poor roads.
Schmidt's Corps is advancing
"both, north of Chudovo and in the direction of Leningrad,
whore it is approaching the outer line of fortifications.
Slow progress at Imga; in Hoeppner* s sector and in
Eighteenth Army sector enemy opposition appears to "bo
weakening^
!Eho 3Finns are making encouraging progress on
Leningrad, from the north* Port Baltic taken* Some fight
ing is still going on in the harbor- district of Beval.

.

0r0n Brand and Go 1 Mi%foldt

report on their tour to Ochakov
and the Black Sea coast.
Findings?
a) The Romanians have sufficient Artillery for
the assault of' Odessa.
b) The Coastal Btrys. at Ochakov* still in enomy
hands, are no serious threat.
c) 13ie question as to who will /be responsible
for coast defense (the
or we) is

still to "be settled.
reports on. his experiences at Arnid.Gp. 2. He is
completely und.er the spell of Guderian* s lopsided ideas.

Gen. Paul us
Gen,

Greiffonborg (on yhone)?
Cay. Div» to

He informs me on plan to shift
Guclerian 1 s Armd. G-p. (An hour
later Armd.Gp. reports that its western flank is no longer
threatened;
so, 45th Div. is assigned to AGp. Beserve).
X call to his attention that the decision whether
\u25a0Vietinghoff !B Corps should be moved to Guderian, rests
with Army Gp, Army Group alone is the judge of whether
it noeds Vistinghoff f s Corps for completion of its mission.

yon

45th Div. and

General

Waldau/

Obcjlt; Talk on enemy strength and intentions}
own capabilities; airborne operation on the Crimea is
vetoed*.

Gon».

yon

Wagnor T

Caret* Zimmorraann (Ammunition)

?

a) Block requisitioning of ammunition by trainloads will
bo disceptinuod; requisitioning now by individual orders
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specifying quantities* .Ammunition Supply Areas will
"be organized for Army Gps., where they can handle
distribution themselves, d-en Q,u Ammunition Reserve in

ZI.
t>) Organize sea route to Odessa with shipping "belonging to
the Ground Forces 1
Evening a tuat ion I In South;
%

Optimistic estimate of the situa
The "belief is held that the Dnepropetrovsk "bridge
head affords great opportunities for exploitation,, A
general retreat of the enemy is considered possible.
tion.

Tension in Gudorian's sector eased, -~~ Command
set—up must "be reorganized for drive of Second Arnsr and
Armd, Gp, £ across the Desna, OKW interferes with command
in sector "between Toropets and Lake Ilmen, Our order for
an enveloping attack from north and south is the answerl

In Center;

$o change*

In Horth:

Owijig to "bad weather no significant

advances.
Casual

MO and EM

Officers

tiest

Wounded

9,616

277,472

Killed

3,874

79,643

36;

Missing

18.957

13,852

Total

Total of casualties

376,072

for period 22 June

389,924

ys

11,4$

-

13 Aug., 1941:

of strength of

Eastern Army.

30
Situation;

August

3.941.

(70th Day)

South;

across

Eleventh Army has started off on the attack
the Dniepr at 0550. JBfo other news.

Relatively quiet night.

Center;

important advances.
Bad weather* Hevertheloss,
Eighteenth Army is gradually working its way east, 'and
shortens the flank of Armd,Gp, 4, which, however, has not

fforth: Ho

moved yet, although opportunities
through certainly exist.

Pen. Thomas

for effecting a "breaks

luol on hand for operation will last to the end of
Discussion on questions of economic policy.

the year.
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(on phone);
Clarification of the missions of
Army Gj>. I
request an estimate of the forces required
for holding the defensive front.

yon

Groiffenberff

O&u XTi Attache reports from all countries.
Washington Attache. .

—

-

Br|efing

of our

Analysis of aiy reports* Enemy troop move
w Kinzel:
ments indicate a reaction to our pyessutfa on Leningrad and
our advance on Boslavl. Ho reaction yet %o |he southward
drive of Second Army and Armd..G-p, 2 and, $usiously, also no
reaction yet to the collapse ef the enemy southern wing.
Ehe eastward movements away from Dnepropetrovsk remain a
mystery*

Schro etor

Evening report:

South: Eleventh Army has established a bridge
hoad and wants to expand it tomorrow* Armd»Gp» 1 is
preparing an attack to enlarge the Dnepropetrovsk "bridge
head. Combat reconnaissance across river.. On the rest
of the front no important developments*
Seventeenth Army
wants to force crossing of the river on 1 and. 2 Sept.
of the Desna Assault Group,
be
G-rossdoutschland.
In
by
Regt.
which will
reinforced
Fourth Army sector heavy attacks (23ri Div.). Enemy at
tacks against Hinth Army, weaker than on previous days. At
Toropets, feeble enemy resistance.

Center^ Continued advances

liter thi Slow local gains,
off tomorrow.

IICorps is reported to start

Conference with ObdH T who has had a long personal talk with the
luehror. He says thoy discussed alsc the issues which

s

caused the grave dissonances of the past few days. It
seems that the Fuehrer sidestepped the arguments, which
probably were not pressed with si^fficient earnestness
and
emphasis, by explaining t! he had not meant it that way. ?f
In any case, the result is bliss and harmony. Everything
is just lovely again. Of course;- nothing has changed,
except that we are now supposed to wait upon not only the
Fuehrer but also the Beich Marshal with separate reports
an the railroad situation, Supply, Signal communications and
Ground Forces replacements.
On the operational side, it is
now advanced that the forces of AGp, Center driving against
the Desna should not at all be used for continuance of the
operation in the south, but instead should be made available
as soon as possible for the operation against Timoshenko.
Even if such an intention should exist, it would only serve
to drive home tho lesson thai troops once they are commit
ted against the enemy must st-iy committed. It is the enemy
who determines when and how thoy can be shifted again.
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#

SI

August

194:

(71st Say),

r-Chor

-Cho -morning picture is dominated "by a decidedly un
comfortable development in G-uderian 1 8 Group* Carrying out
his drive as a flank movement along the full length of
the eneiay front, he squarely invited heavy attacks into
his ©astern flankj then his, advance, striking far to the
east and leading him awa^ frem, Second Army, produced a gap
which was exploited "by the enemy for attacks also from the
west. !EhesQ two developments have reduced hie power to
strike south to a point whore his movements are paralyzed.
How he is "blaming everyone in sight for his predicament
and frurls accusations and necriminations
in all directions.

Situation;

He could be helped only "by having Inf. relieve his Eighteenth
Armd.Div. and subsequently also elements of Seventeenth
;
Armd.Div., to the south of the former, and have forces of
Weichs 1 left wing, close the gap to Armd.G-p. 2. AH this
:
would take some days and meanwhile Guderian would have to
stay put, all as a result of his faulty planning.

But I
think it would "be all vrsng to try to help him Toy this
method? the original object of his operation, namely to
assist Sixth Army across the Dniepr, would "be attained
quickest by qharply speeding up the advance of Second Ai*my
on Chernigov.
Ehe other sectors show no significant changes.
alavcnth Army haa established a bridgehead on the southern
bank of the Dniepr*
Seventeenth Army is attempting a crossing south of ICremenr
chug.
In Sixth Army the situation is as tenso as ever, but it is
not critical.
Nineteenth and Twentieth Armd. Divs, are starting off from
Toropets northeastward in the direction of Dubno. But
their counterpart, yon Mans tein's Corps, which strikes from
the direction of Staraya Eussa, has not made any headway,
chiefly because of the weather.
In the other sectors of
AGp. Forth,, some progress has been made. Forth of Luga,
resistance of the remnants of the encircled enemy appears
to be dying down.

Field Marshal yon Bock 1030 (on phone); on the situation of his
Army Gp, He is fully aware of Guderian 1s plight and wants
to help him by pushing 45th and 112th Inf.Siv. in a south
eastern direction. While we are talking I
receive a mes
sage stating ObdJl f s wish thp.t AGp. Centor should place XXXV
Corps {45th and 293rd Bivs.) under Guderian' s command, to
give him Infantry reinforcement f Tlp.e Divs. are considered
unnecessary in Second Army.
yon Bock justly protests against such interference in his
command function and states that the measures initiated by
him will produce the desired result quicker than would the
eastward shifting of XXXV Corps. ObdH at last agrees that
it must bo' left to the judgment of AGp. f by what methods it
wants to straighten out the situation.
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yon Gre^ffenberg on -phono? OZH is most concerned that Guderian
should "be helped ac quickly as possible and that steps
should be taken to rolleve him also "by Infantry reinforce
ments, from the north, to take over cover of his flanks.
It is left to Army Gp. to decide hqw $b.is should be done.
AnQthor important move is to drive §eGpn<| Army sharply to
ward Cshe3?nigo,v, to effect a function %risi pixth Army and
•
assist ft across, the Desna.

Son

.

.

Cruowell and 001 Baverl em ( German
and are briefed on their missions*

Africa

Qprpa ) report in

•30 Phone talk with Jipld Marshal yon Bock? Personal relations
"between Hq. of Army Gp 9 and Ouderian are increasingly deter
iorating. Guderian is striking a tone which yon Beck cannot
tolerate on any account. He even arrpeals to the Puahror
for a decision, so as to get his head. This is unparallel
ed cheek, first Cay. Div. is put under Guderian* s command.
Yon Bock was thinking of sending him SS Roicji.

At noon lunch with Oruowell ( new GO, Africa Corps) and Col.
Baycrloin (his 0 of S)

.

1700 Col. Housinffor;

We discuss possible courso of operational

developments!

a) My phone talk with Jo&l, in which he insisted that after
the conclusion of the "episode", Second Army and Armd.
Op, 2 should "bo committed against Timoshenko. This
could not "be done before the latter half of September*
The drive is part of the great strategic plan for the
eastern front of Army Gp, and bears on the possibility
of forming a strong northern wing. All these plans aro
still too vague to permit o. giving Army Gp. any concroto
data for firm operational Planning

.

b) Keitel's (OKW) lotter on Leningrad.

Effects on command

and troops;

c) Withdrawal of the Italian Armi. forces from front
yon

Zie^ilborg:

Current Gen. Staff

personnel

matters.

South: Eleventh Army is making good progress
in expanding the Berislav bridgehead (four Bns # put across),
Armd, Gp. 1 enlarges the Dnie-orbpetrovsk bridgehead.
Seventeenth Army has crossed the Dniepr with 100 th It.
Div.; 97th Div. is following. Sixth Army will start con
struction of bridge tonight* Hq. believes, that the attack
across the Desna can be launched on 3 Sopt»

Evening situation?

Center? Ho important news from Second Army and Guderian.
The latter hopes to be able to continue his drive tomorrow.
Inf. Eegt. Grossdeutschland has already closed up to Armd.
Gp. The penetration in the sector of 23rd Inf,Div, turns
out to bo much more serious than -previously assumed;
it has
been carried to a point on line with Hq. of VIICorps. Tho
counter attack by Tenth Armd .Div. is in progress.
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In the Yelnya salient, attacks are coming from all directions.
To the north a largo~>scale attack (Stalin) is apparently im~ ;
minent» Under the pressure from iforopets, the enemy is fal
ling "back "before VI Corps.

l

;l

Horths South of Lake Ilmen only local gains. On the Volkhov
river, advance to the north. The enemy group at luga finally
has "been, liquidated. At gra,snoye Gvardeisk, only local
gains. In the coastal sector n6rth of Armd.Gp, zone, the
Infantry is gradually closing up to the east.
Haapsalu in Estonia has "been taken
With the exception of
the Werder area, we have reached the entire coastline.

.

Gre iffenters (on -phone) t Exchange of views on the
continuance of operation Timoshenko with the support of
r
Second Army and of G-uderian 1 s Group 9 which soon will "be
available again from the south. This G-roup is not to "be
counted on for new operations before 10 Sept, It will have
to roll up the enemy defense on the Desna from the south, and
so is not" likely to reach the line of Bryansk before late in
September,
Army Gp, will have to adapt strategy and expenditure of
forces on its eastern front to the necessity of holding on
with a minimum of losses until that time, and shift its
main weight to the wings before launching the attack. On
the northern wing, too, the strong enveloping group that is
to bo formed after the conclusion of the Valdai battle, will
not be available before mid-September,
It would be undesir
able to strike against Szhev now s so as not to direct the
enemy ls attention to the plan of that envelopment. It would
be hard to estimate at this time how strong this northern
group could subsequently be made with forces shifted from
the Leningrad front. It is quite possible that eventually
our attack on Timoshenko might find its best opportunity
in that sector* While this wing could not become effective
much earlier than would an enveloping wing advancing through
Bryansk, it would in any case be nearer to the enemy group
wo want to destroy, and so ultimately produce quicker results
than might an enveloping attack through Bryansk,

!SQO yon

on prospects of operations of AGp. Forth
against Tiraoshonko.
We discuss the assault of Leningrad,
tfhis question is still open. The policy outlined in
Koitcl? s letter to ObdH, viz, that inasmuch as we aro unable
to feed the population we ha-ste to drive it from the city*
cannot be carried out in practice and therefore is wholly
pointless.

Conference with ObdH

September

Situation; . South:

1941. ( 72nd Day)

.

Eleventh Army reports good development of the
Berislav bridgehead (five Regts.),. and progress also from
the Dnepropetrovsk bridgehead, whore also the eastern
(damaged) railroad bridge appears to have been taken.
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/

With th© crossing of 100 th and 9?th Divs., we now have three
Segts. on the far "bank of the Dniepr. But owing to enemyair superiority it is not certain yet when we can "build a
"bridge.
Unaccountably intensive Artillery activity on the northwestern
;
front of Kiev, (relief of troops?),
G-onostaipol "bridge has been swung into position.
Center: The enemy is? manifestly trying to organize his
resistance on the Desna in order to hold the river line.
Heavy attacks in the Yelnya salient and to the south j ap
parently coordinated large-scale attack (Stalin). SForth of
Yelnya (Ninth Army), the front is still quiet. Facing the
northern wing, there are even withdrawals (on the front of
VI Corps) SS Belch has "been attached' to Group Guderian.
Sforth:

Situation in the main unchanged.

Heavy rains.

local

gains.

ffinrxs do not want to carry attack "beyond their old frontier
on the Karelian Isthmus,
lit. Col. Bayerlein.

Africa

Briefing on the function of the 0 of S of
Corps on the peculiar features of the organization,

Gen. Buhlo and Count Stauffenberg: Stauifenberg reports sn his
tour to the Armd. forces of AGp. Forth. His account is very
In XXXXICorps, the, most pressing need is person
cheering.
* The materiel situation of "both Corps is
replacements
nel
very good "because their equipment received careful overhaul

-

ing during the periods of comparative quiet, so that after
conclusion of curroirt operations, a short rest period of
no more than 3 r. 4 days would suffice to put Corps into
shape for new operations.

G-en. Buhlo:
a) Over-all replacement

situation. By the "beginning of
winter we shall have used up our available replacements.
This would leave us only disbanding of Divisions as a
means for covering our winter requirements.
Twelve Divs.
would have to bo taken. Age group 23f called up now, must
not be sent to the front before spring, 19421
b) Employment of the foreign contingents*
c) Coastal Artillery: Additional 31 Bm: needed

.

fffoon; Had Gen»

Qoquist for luncheon in celebration of the

of Viborg*.

fall

Gon. Cruewell calls on his promotion to G-en. Lt. and decoration
(Comes from Fuehrer
with the knight's cross with Oak Leaves.
Hq).

G-en.

Wagner,

piacussion on operational objectives.

Evening si
tua tionI G-ood

progress in the bridgeheads of Eleventh
and Seventeenth Armies j bridgehead of Sixth Army under
severe enemy pressure.
In sector of Second Army, enemy
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opposition is stiffening; still it seems that the enemy
wants to withdraw behind the Desna.
Also Guderian f s Group has encountered stubborn resistance,
and has made hardly any advance. Enemy pressure on its
eastern flank was loss today.
In the sectors of Eourth and Jfinth Armies penetrations "by
strong enemy groups could bo repelled,
(Stalin offensive,)

At Toropeta no new enemy, and advance© are good.

AGp. Korth, small advances which do not
substantially modify the oveivall picture.

iEhrou^iout

Pinna have changed their mind and now will continue the drive
"beyond the national frontiers also on the Karelian Isthmus,
"but only with limited objectives conformable to their
demands for frontier corrections*
£v<

m
ffalfo with ObdH on the courses of action open to us in
continuance of the operation against Timoehenko.

,g

The talk is occasioned by an operational outline submitted
by yon Leeb, which is coirroletely out of harmony with our
strategy, both in planning and in the direction of the
attacks

2 September 1941.

(73rd Day)

.

Sfituatfon on

the whole unch#:cu?ecL
The promising bridgeheads of
and
Seventeenth
Eleventh
Armies across tho Dnicpr willneed
time to boar fruit. Also in Sixth Army, some time will have
to pass before crossing of the Desna can produce results.
Situation of Second Army and Armd.Gp, 3 on the Desna complet
ely fouled* Second Army is dispersing its forces instead of
koeping them massed for the drive on Chernigov. By striking
across the Desna, Armd.Gp. 2 has become so deeply involvod
with tho enemy on its east flank that its southern drive has
como to a standstill. In fact, Armd.Gp, even had to give up
some ground gained on the south bank of the Desna. In
Jourth and ilinth Armies, hard defensive fighting. On the
Valdai Hills front, slight gains.
AGp, Horth reports miner advances. Here, too, we see the
absence of any purposeful concentration of strength. Army
Gp, shies from taking risks and so pushes on only by

-

'

inches,

0800

y

1800 with ObdH by plane to Hq. AGp. Center.

Conference?
a) Situation on tho eastern .front. Outcome;
The Yelnya
bo
salient will
abandoned and the offensive of the
northern wing discontinued for the time being, Cm C
reports heavy casualties*
Very few reserves are left
everything
that could in any way b6 spared was
after
.Axind.Gp.
transferred to
2# 183rd Div. is -olaced under
the control of Army Gp.
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"b)

3hre:

of operational possibilities against
Tim'o shenko on the southern wing ("minor solution" and
"major solution") and 6n the northern wing, where elements
of AG-p. xTorth would cooperate,
situation;

Hdthing new.

Dispersion ©f forces in Second
haye to ask Oreiffen
such a degree that I
iake
in
%o
matters
hand
himself.
ber^
tCh© JHiehrer is preoccupied with the following questions:
&) Shifting of forces of Sixth Army, now nojeth of Gornostai~
pol, in the direction of Chernigov,
b) Needless involvement of Guderian*s Gp, on the eastern
"bank of the Desna,
c) Commitment of elements of Beinhardt !s Corps in AGp. Horth
in order that he might pinch off the enemy retreating
eastward along the coast.

Aray

has reached

About *b) Obdß has a talk with
About c) Chief Op. Sec. talks with AGp. North.

Word is received that Kobe-Ohrf eld! s youngest son has been
killed in action.

3 Se-ptember 1941,

.

(74th Day)

gituat ion?

Ho significant changes in the morning. Good advances,
if only of a tactical nature f on the Dniepr. No advances
on tho Desna, whore the situation is completely messed up.

Col. Toussaint called in to discuss the Hungarian demand for
relief of their Arird. Corps* This demand has no political
motivations. Inasmuch as AGp. South finds that their
equipment is not in any way worse off than that of our
Divs., a letter is dispatched to Col, G-en. Werth requesting
him not to insist en recalling the Hungarian Aj-md. Corps
for the time being c
No decision at the moment as to whether his offer of a
Hungarian wEivor Guard"** and Hungarian occupation forces
to take the placo of G-erman troops in Serbia should be taken
under consideration.

Cron. Jacob reports on his inspection tour to Constanza (Sybel
ferries) and on personal observations at the crossing of the
Dniopr by Eleventh Army at Berislav.
We di3cuss curtailment and stoppage of work on the eastern
fortifications.

0-en. Oehauiat:

Orientation on my views regarding cooperation by
the Finnish forces in the Karelian Isthmus and east of Lake
Ladoga.

Casualties;

22 June

-

31 August,***

Wound© \u25a0!
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Officers

1100 and. EM

3.0,080

292,741

4,006

Killed
Misslag

9.317

37

395 f 541

14 f 457

Total
409, 998

83,483

, i.e. 11.5$
average

of the Eastern Army, at an
strength of 3,78 million.

Sen. Wagner (Gen Qu)

Gratify
reports on his tour to AGp, South.
ing, positive impressions.
Armd. forces are in operating
shape; they have yet to sweat through a period of shortages,
until Sept. 12, out then the new railroad program goes into
effect. Meanwhile, Eleventh Army and Armd. Gp. 1 will have
to put up with some difficulties. Armd.Gp. 1 is ready to
commence operations with 111 Corps on 7 Sept. and with its
main tody on 10 Sept.

4 September

1941,

.

( 75th Day )

Visit to AGp. florth (Pskov): Cm C Army Gp. outlines the situa
tion for us, Fighting on a wide front in an area of forests,
lakes and marshes
wears out troops at a rapid rate. But
with replacements

now arriving in a steady flow, maintenance

of fighting strength is assured.
Army Gp. Command envisages the offensive in three phases;

1.) Liquidation of the

pocket north of Luga and breaching
of the Leningrad defense line.
2.) Capture of the coastal fortifications.
3.) Northeastward thrust to join hands with the Finns.

Such a methodical plan takes a vory long time to develop.
But_ in view of the characteristics of Army Gp. Forth* it
would "be too much to expect a suppler and more fluid type
of operation.

Afterwards discussion of possibilities for a

supplementary
operation in the area of the northern outriders of the Valdai
Hills, by an Assault Group formed by Sixteenth Army. Ho final
decisions are arrived at, except that LVII Corps is placed
under AGp. $Forth and shifted to Kholm.
Situation;

During my absence there was again some great to-do.
The Fuehrer is very exasperated' about Guderian, who stubborn
ly sticks to hds notion to push southward with XXXXVTICorps,
oast of the Desna. Order is Issued* to direct Guderian to
withdraw to the west bank of the Desna. Strained relations
between yon Bock and Guderian. yon Bock requests ObdH to
relievo Guderian of his command.

The fighting in South is making satisfactory progress. Seven-?
',
teenth Army ia particular has gained much ground on the
Dnlepr.
northern** bank of the
In Sixth Army sector, the
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attack along and across the Desna will "be continued to-*
morrow. Little progress reported by Second Army and Guderian*
On the eastern front of AGp. Center, the enemy apparently
is taking time out from his attacks.
In AGp. itforth, loccl gains.

5 September

Is4l. ( 76th Bay )*) *

Situation; Expansion of the "bridgeheads of ACfe^ South > The enemy
thrust at Berislav has "been driven tack across the DnicprSeventeenth Army and Armd.Gp. 1 apparently have no ma^or
i
enemy forces opposing their "bridgeheads*
Dae enemy* s
reinforce
wing
yet
any
has not
received
substantial
southern
ments.

Second Army and Armd*Gp* 2 are edging on slowly. Enemy
cou&ter attacks have ceased, "but opposition is still very
stubborn* In tho Trubchevsk sector the enemy is apparent
ly "bringing in reinforcements.
On tfae front of Fourth Army and on the road Roslavl-Bryansk,
two nore Reserve Divs. and an Armd. formation have been locat
ed "iv addition to thG original two Rifle Divs. Howevor,

apart from reconnaissance
efforts, there have not yet "boon
any attacks.
The Yolnya saliont has "been abandoned.
Jot a long timo tho
onomy kept firing on the evacuated position before his
Infantry cautiously started probing tha line* The execution
of tho withdrawal from the salient was a great piece of staff
work.
In the sector of Ninth Army VIII Corps the enemy is keeping
up his furious attacks reminiscent of the battles of World

War I.
The tforopets Group has thrown back the enemy across the
Upper Dvina. fto enemy does not seem to have received rein
forcements.
AQp f SForth reports advances by Sixteenth Army on the right
Wing (IICorps), and by Eighteenth Army north of the Jfo,rva~
Leningrad road.

Gen. Keitol (Personnel Div.J:
!•) Officer replacements i . Officer casualties &r£ at a rate
of 200 a day. Unti3 November we need 11*000 more «f~
ficers. Eigit thousand will come in from Officer
Candidates Training Courses and from the West.
2») Division Commanders; Change Heunert, Balzer, KrieTjcl,
Stumpf,
g*) Decorations; Relation of Iron Cro3© to Distinguished
Service Cross. Intermediate decoration.*

Afternoon, 1730

ffaehrer conference:

!•) Leningrad?

Our object has been achieved. Will now be
come a "subsidiary theater of operations*.
Chief target
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.

is Schluessolburg.
Investment along the outer siege lino
(up to the ITova, 6~ 7 Divs. nocessary)
As much Infant
ry as possible must "be put across the Neva. Investment
from the cast, junction with the Finns,
Armor (Beiahar&Vs. Corps) and Air Force units must "be
released .Mop up coast. Junction with the Finnish Armymust "be sought through lodyeinoye Polye.

3.) Tirooshenko offensive: Must "be a qlos© envelopment.
53a©
operation should if possible "be launched in 8 ~ 10 days.
(Impossible lt) "Defeat and destroy "by envelopment".
One ArmdJDiv. and two mot. Divs. must strike southward
from Leningrad. Sixteenth Army, later on, must strike
independently from the Valdai Hills. (Very obscure
"business I)

.

3.) Battle in the South; Main feature: One X>iv. must strike
against Chernigov, west of the Desna, so as to destroy
the enemy elements still operating "between Dniepr and
Desna.
Seventeenth Army will attack on the axis Poltava *Kharkov (Sight Pivs.). Armd.Gp. 1 will drive northwestward and Armd.Gp. 2 southward for a junction at the
Sula river, and then jointly attack tho enemy in the
Dniepr <- Desna arc from the rear.
Once this "battle ("biggest battle in world, history")
has been won, the forces no longer needed can "be shifted
northward to participate in the Timoshenko battle.
Socond and Fifth ArmrUDivs. could be aided to the build
up, provided new Arrad. Divs. are archivated in the West.

— —

—

4.) Turkey will not be against us any longer.
France is
» Spain not before December
January,
no threat any more.
Evening with Heusinger and Paul us. We discuss how these ideas can
be carried out. It will be the end of September before the
Offensive against Timoshenko gets under way.

6 Se-pt ember 1941.

( 77th Day )

.

Situation

i Uo substantial
changes.
Good progress by Seventeenth
Army, and also by Second Army and Armd.Gp. Guderian, on the
Desna* She eastern front is relatively cjuiet, which must
not however deceive us about the threat, chiefly at
Trubchevsk and Bryansk. Some trouble seems to be brewing

in that sector.

AGp. North reports good progress west of Leningrad.
Guderian 1 s action is a clear case of insubordination to yon
Bock (First Cay. Div.)
G-en. Fellgiebelt
>

~~ Telecommunications
Current matters.

Helsinki.
intentions.

«
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—

link between Beval and
Briefing on operational

——

—

Qoa« Wagner (Gen fyi): Major yon Both presents report on
Dnepropetrovsk.
Fieldpost problems.
Christmas
Conference
packages and additional liq,uor allowances.
at AGp South (Urnaa) •

.

Operational
to fuehrer ( with Heusinger):
"based on yesterday's conference are approve^.. Tanks can "bo
retained for continuance of assault on Leningrad, as desired
"by yon I»eeb,
Afterwards orders to this effect ape sent to AGp # North,
,

Re:

Air

Air reports between 18 and 29 Aug. indicate
following respective air strength?

situation;

fforth

Enemy

Friendly

i

115 )
15 ) 133
3 )
10

203 )

Fighters

604 ) 886

Bombers
Ben.

80 )

Cargo

pen tor

Ken,

Cargo

South

373 )

151 )
281 ) 457
25 )

Fighters
Bombers

158 ) 549
18 )
136 )

•*•*?

Fighters

213 )

Bombers

334 ) 573
36 )

Hen.
Cargo

the

403 )
70
493 )

20 )

•63

1916
exel

7 September

1941.

.

1175
of cargo planes

.

( 78th Day ).

Situation;

Ko substantial changes. It would be indicated to
check whether the transfer of LVII Corps should not be
stopped..

Buhlo:

a) Report on status of Dive.? 50th, 68th, 71st, 93rd, 95th,
268 th, 269th have suffered losses find -are tired. Other
wise battle faligue seems to be on the decline.
b) An average of 400 medical casualties per Div. must bo
added to conba* casualties.
c)
situation slightly eased.
d) Of the Divs. in the West, five are now in a condition
where they could be used for defense in the East, if
needed

.

South (Uman) for a conference on the initial
dispositions for the enveloping operation in the DnieprDesna arc. Army Gp. is in broad agreement, but opposes
the proposal for the bulk of the Infantry of Seventeenth

By -plane to AQp.
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Army to march off to Kharkov, away from the battle.

8, September 3.94;U
Confer one c with

AGp.

.

( ?9tl* ©ay )

Sou

a) Army Gs>. thinks it will "be able to debouch from the
£remenchug bridgehead with one Armd, Corps, on 1£ Sept.
and the other Armd. Corps on 14 September*
b) Army Gp. requests that Second Army and Armd.Gp, 2 be
(They will stay with AGp.
placed under its command.
Center, as heretofore.)
c) Small investing forces for Kiev, But if the enemy
should begin to withdraw, he may be attacked.

d) The Dnepropetrovsk bridgehead must be held at least as
long as it is essential for our advances on Poltava to
have the enemy contained in that sector.
Back; to Loetzen fry "plane: 1400 •• 1900. Stop-over at Ber&ichov.
Situation? Good progress in the northern part of the DnieprDosna arc. The enemy is still holding against Armd.Gp. 2j
the "bridgehead" of Seventeenth Arm;/ has been expanded
substantially to the west and north*. AGp. Center on the
whole had a quiet day.
Eforth has taken Schluesselburg (Schmidts Corps). The Finns
are now outside Lodyeinoye Polyo.

9 September 1941.

(80th Day).

AGp. South reports good advances

along the whole front,
by Second Army and
Armd.Gp. 2. Heavy rainfall is hampering supply movements
east of the Dniepr.
The eastern front of AGp, Center is unusually quiet. Only
ITinth Army reports local attacks. In Sixteenth Army sector
mopping-up operations are in progress in the area west of
the Valdai lake district. On the Volkhov river, only local
fighting (Eighteenth mot, Piv. has to give up a railroad
bridge). In AGp, ftTorth, the assault against the outer ring
of the Leningrad fortifications on the eastern and south
eastern side of the city, has started with good initial

\u25a0Situation.'

from

Eleventh Army to Sixth Army and also

success.

Visit of the Hungarian Begent r accompanied by tho now Chief of
the G-enoral Staff. They are ahown around Gflq.. Discussion
•
of tho question of continued participation or of the
.
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Hungarian Armd. Corps in the operations "becomes at times a
little warm. Tho new Chief of the General Staff takes the.
self-centered position that withdrawal is essential to
conserve Hungary 1s strength for her Balkans mission* !Ehis
arguntent apart, the Hungarian Armd. Corps seems to think
that it is now the turn for other Hungarian units to io
some fighting. Of course, there can be no denying that
thoir losses in materiel are very hard to replace. We wind
up with an agreement whereby Armd.Corps will remain at the
front until conclusion of current operation, and that
replacements would "be forthcoming if the Cort>s should "be
withdrawn later on.

-

Report of a Gen. Staff officer dispatched to Serbia.
Very dis
trossing situation.
The country appears to "be in open revolt.
The Gorman forces are weak. !The Divs. of the fifteenth
Draft are poorly adapted for these tasks.

Bnom:

intelligence (Bogatsch): Enemy is shifting around his
forces south of the Dnlcpr knee, to spread them more
adequately.
Some of the reinforcements reaching the front
facing Seventeenth Army, are from Dniatiropstrovsk, which
relievos pressure on that "bridgehead.
On the front of Sixth and Second Armies, a confused welter
of units (threo pockets'.).
An attempt is made to bolster
the front against Armd .Op, 2, but surprisingly no now

forces are thrown against the continually lengthening oast
flank of Armd. Gp. Hew forces arc moving toward Bryansk.
Ho indications yet for new attacks. At Toropets new
-forces from tho Smolensk front, have appeared in tho attack.
The Russians are perhaps also bringing reinforcements to tho
Valdai Hills. Few troops moving from the, east against

Schluosselburg.

OSCW Memorandum,
yon

Ziohlbora;:

on strategic situation in fall, 1941
Current Gen. Staff personnel matters

10
Situation;

AGp.

Sgptomfter 1941.

(81at Day).

Eleventh Amy continues its advance.
captured the bridge site at Kremenchug.
Army
has
Seventeenth
It will be able to build another 16-ton bridge, which will
enable Kleist's Group to debouch rapidly tomorrow. Apparent
ly tho enemy is throv/ing in a new Inf, Div* and Armor
through Kharkov, while evacuation and refugee movements
are running in tho direction of Kharkov.
Sixth Army is crossing the Desna on a wide front.
South:

AGp.

Center: Second Army has made the crossing of the Desna,
smashed several enemy units and started moving in a southeastern direction, Armd. Gp, 3 has taken Eommy and is
clamouring for its opposite number, Kleistj
Curiously,
thoro are no attacks against its east flank. Perhaps this

*
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has something to do with the extensive railroad demolitions
by our air effort. On the defensive front, the danger zones
west of Bryansk and east of Smolensk stand :^ut as "before, "but
temporarily at loisfc there is a lull in the attacks, Never
theless, resumption of the attacks must "be imminent in view
of the railroad movements from Moscow or Tula to Bryansk, and
of the very heavy motorized movement toward Smolensk,
Preparations for such attacks appear to "be in progress
particularly in the Yelnya area.
In the Toropets area, the enemy is bringing in more forces,
probably with defensive intentions.
AGp.

Forth: Several movements on two railroad lines toward
the Volkhov river suggest the arrival of new Divisions, on
It is
top of 286th Div., which was identified yesterday.
not clear whether this is a last attempt to turn the fate of
Leningrad or merely a defensive step.
Enemy air activity surprisingly is a little Jess intensive
in South and Center, "but this may "be due to the weather.
In Estonia, the island of Worms has been taken*
Gapty Zimmermann (War Service Cross, First Class) and Lt.Col,
liieckfold of the Countor^lntelligenee Service, who is
joining Section Foreign Armies East, come in.L. has interest
ing things to tell about Hussia,
born and reared.

yon

Etzdorff :

the country, in which he was

Jet-pan;

Still undecided. The Fuehrer does not want
so as to avoid the impression that we need
The Army has cold feet and will probably do
the Japanese.
nothing for the time being. The Navy wants to pick off
Thailand, Singapore, Borneo and Manila, one after the other,
and believe that the U.S. would be unable to do anything to
stop them. There are also internal dissensions.
Perhaps
change of Cabinet, in any case delay.
to be pressing,

11, Puce's visit; Military questions are in the foreground.
II Duce wants "Realization of the new order in Europe", i.e.,
he wants to secure his loot. Claims that it is no longer in
his power to steer Italian public sentiment as he would like
to.

England:

Churchill is forming a group of bitter-enders, and
the moderates and also against Labor.

is governing against

Turkey; The situation in that country is considered to be
developing in our favor. "Wait and let things develop in
our direction".

U.S.A. Policy obscure.

Unlikely

to enter the war now.

Sweden, sticks to the "Swedish line", i.e., keeps all possibil
ities open.
Iran:
Iran.

Germany is trying to get all German residents- out of
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Col. Ochsner;
a) Bussian Socket ( torpedo-shells fired from launching rack,
14 in top row, 12 in the middle, 10 at the "bottom, total
36 rounds.
"b) Bussian incendiary agente (thermit©! phosphorus)

.

Euft3.e: a) Casualties:

"

Over 4,000 in 14 Diva,
3,000 in 40 Dive,
» 2,000 in 40 Dive,
Under 2,000 in the remainder of |48 Divs f
(excl. Security Biye.),

b) Arrival of replacements:
Bad in South, will take to
15 Sept,
Good in Center, will "be in time for the offensive.
Best in 2Torth, It was possible to switch replacements
for XXXXI Corps to Center.
c) Graphs showing casualties and replacements.
Bogatsch

-

Kinzel: Behind front facing AGp # Korth continued
Shifting of forces'
arrival of enemy railroad transports.
"before Smolensk. Ido not believe that the Assault Group
has "been "broken up.
At Bryansk, westward movements and shifting of forces to
the south, toward Guderia^s Group.
Orel Kharkov: Possibly arrival of new Diva.?
Extensive railroad destruction "by our Air Force,

-

Casualties?

22 June -26 August 1941..

Wounded:
Killed :

10,792 Officers
4,264

89,958

381

»

20 f 84.7

15,;437

*

425,663

Missing:

Total:

"

334,858

Grand Total?

HCO and SM
!t

H

"

"

»

M

441,100, or 11,67$ of entire Eastern Army

at a strength of 3.78 mill.
Evening situation;

In AGp. South, the weather is disappointingly
reports local gains. In Seventeenth
Army sector, heavy enemy counter attacks against the Kromen
chug "bridgehead from the direction of Kharkov? partly suc
cessful. Sixth Army has made some t>rogress in eastern

"bad again.

Eleventh Army

direction.

Second Army and Armd. Gt». 2 have inflicted a
crushing defeat on the enemy and are now meeting only dis
organized opposition,
i Fourth Army sector reports eneny
attacks with alight looal successes at three widely separat
ed points.
In Ninth Army sector only minor enemy activity.
Center:

Horth: South of I»ake Ladoga, enemy attacks and hard fight
ing. Penetration into the western" front of Leningrad.
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11 September

194:

( 82nd Day)

.

Situation;

South; Eleventh Army begins to feel pressure on its
flank. Dnepropetrovsk has "become quieter* Also the Artil
lery effort against the "bridgehead appears to "be less
intensive.

Army sector, two new Divisions have been
identified; these are the Divs. which caused a temporary
reverse on the right wing of Seventeenth Array yesterday*
There is also more movement in the gap between Armd.Gp. 2
and Seventeenth Army,
Sixth Army is advancing slowly oast and southeastward, as
planned, with its direction becoming more markedly Bouth
eas t

In Seventee nth

.

Center;

Second Army and Armi.Gp. 2 are advancing* On the
rest of the front of Army Gp. new attacks against XIIand
XX Corps are expected. Otherwise the day was fairly quiet.
Horth;

In the Valdai Hills we soem to have succeeded in clos
ing the pocket •
Eighteenth mot.Div. is apparently under pressure at Soltsi.
XXXIXCorps on the other hand has gained ample elbow room by
counter attacking. Still, in this sector tho situation will
remain tight for some time to come. The attack on Leningrad
by XXXXIand XXXVIIICorps is making very good progress,
A splendid feat of our soldiers'.
Enemy

situation! Pressure on the east flank of Eleventh
Army, Troop movements from tho east into the gap between
Seventeenth Army and Armd.Gp* 2. (Apparently ono Division,
Fifth?).
Tho eastern flank of Armd.Gp. 2 practically pressure frool
Ejaony traffic from the east in the direction of Bryansk has
diminished. Heavy movements toward Smolensk. In the
direction of Toropots apparently concentration of forces,
probably to cover the flank.
Reinforcements (one D£v.) are moving from the northeast to
the Ostashkov area. North of the Leningrad-Moscow rfeilroad
line, two new Array Hqs and movements in northwestern
direction.

.t. Col. £a<

a) Political tensions at home, measures against
•Protestant Church in the- Reich j.ireligious
-.activities in occupied territories.
b) Frictions with the SS. Bernhard case (AGp.
South),
c) Troop morale questions.
d) Discipline. Outrages against PWs in AGp, Rear
Area, Misconduct of soldiers in Holland.
c) Press and Propaganda,

—

—

Gen. BOgata eh reports on air observation. Ho important new findings,
Railroad movements from Voronezh to Kursk. Unusually strong
fighter defense around Roslavl,
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G-en. Wagner (Gen Qu) :

—

a) Meat supply situation (deficit in the Zl),
Prepara
~
for
the
Fieldpost
questions.
tions
winter.
One kg
parcels arc allowed effective 15 Oct.; this necessitates
operation of a special

fieldpost train in each Army Gp.

.

fc) Supply position: Average train arrivals between 1 and
9 Sep
in AGp. Forth: 15|; Contert 29; South: 14j.
Stockpiling: Kbrth: 1.1 ammunition issues, 3 fuel
quotas, 10 days 1 rations.
Center: Over 1ammunition issue, 4 fuel quotas, 5,7
days* rations.
South: l/5ammunition issue, 1 fuel quota, 2| days'
rations

.

c') luel problems:

In order to secure the first issue for
the new operation^ to shift and regroup the units and
to have sufficient reserves on hand, we need 27 fuel
trains daily until early October* after start of opera
tions, 29 trains daily.
'
,
OEM. "believes it can -promise
22 trains daily, until 16 Sept.
27 trains daily, 17 to 30 Sept*
22 trains daily, during Oct»( maximum)
During ¥ov» a total of no mor.e than 90 trains,
i.a. 3 trains daily.
Under these circumstances the Fuehrer must be requested
to assure supplies by cutting deliveries to neighboring
countries and domestic fuel rations.

-

.

d) Tire supply is running noririal* 1,600 oversize
60- ton Truck Olms. are made available.

tires for

c) Tanks and trucks: At the start c.f the operation we shall
1
have an over-all shortage of 40$ in tanks, 22$ in
•

trucks, over

Evening situation:

30$

in prime movers.

In South; new advances.
In- Center,

XII Corps

the same on the attacking fronts.
repels enemy attacks.

Enemy

concentrations behind the front facing XX
Corps,
Sector of Ninth Ar-ny relatively
quiet o

In North consolidation of the situation on the
lfeva. Good progress in the fighting around
Leningrad.

12. September 1941.

Situation: Identified by radio intelligence:
Air Div., south of Kharkov.
Reported by air reconnaissance:
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C 83rd

Day

)

.

First Close-support

Opposite Eleventh Army

the enemy ia falling back to the southeast.
Movements of
about two Divs. away from Seventeenth Army in the direction
of Lubni and LokLivitsa.
Elsewhere air reconnaissance was hampered by bad weather.
Enemy, forces are apparently moving in the direction of
Toropers and Ostashkqv. AAA -protection,
ttho movements on Novgorod, which have >cc» running for days,
hare again been observed (supply?),
Os^ the lower Volkhov, bivouac fires and movements Kailroad
movements in the direction of the southern shore of Lake
Ladoga continue.*
Shore railroad station east of Leningrad I

,

reports of the day: Attack against Seventeenth
Army repelled. Advances in Sixth and Second Armies and
Second Armd.Div, Enemy preparations for an attack at Yclnya*
To the north, local attacks.
Opposite SixtAonth Army, the Bed 249th Inf.Div. has been
identified in the lake district. Cur Eighteenth mot.Div t
which had hard going at Sol t si, is being reinforced by a
Eogt, from Hovgorod. On the Leningrad front, the shifting
of enemy forces to the southwestern front makes itself felt.

Frontline

,

Col. Count Dohna reports on the experiences of Corps Feige at
Salla. Apparently serious mistakes were made in the selec
tion of troops (SS) and in the planning of the drive,
Evidently it was the Finns who eventually turned the tide
in our favor. The- high degree Of mobility of the Finne
across country and waterways is remarkable.
M

Tab be (Mil. Attache Madrid) reports about Spain, Portugal,
Horth Africa. The only news is a cooling in the Gibraltar
question, and the fact that Suain is ?iot doing anything of
her own accord to counter British violations of neutrality,
while Portugal is in no position to do anything.

Breith ( Arrad. Troops Chief) reports on his tour to AGp. South.
It would appear that teamwork between Armor and Air Force
is net always too good (G-reim)
Russian Tank 34 (25 tons) is remarkably good and fast. Un
fortunately no intact tanks have been captured yet. Hard
foollngs between Hinth Armd.Div. and XIV Corps.

.

1630 yon So&onstorn calls tip]!
a) Yon Scho"bert killed in an accident.
b) At Perekop, prepared positions with two Divs. Coordinat
ed attack by LIV Corps (73rd and 46th Inf,Diva.) will bo
necessary.
XXX Corps, with 72nd Div. and SS Adolf
Hitler, is moving eastward.
c) One- reinforced Jh, turned off in western direction1 Will
join weak forces at.Kherson to force the crossing near

.

that city shortly.

d) Owing to restrictions on movements, only some elements of
Seventeenth Army are attacking now, while the main body
will not start before tomorrow.

o) Sixteenth Armd.Div. has broken through the enemy and is
charging northwestward.
f) Enemy mot. movomonts flowing eastward through Lokhvitsa
since this morning.
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1700

Bock ( on phono): In compliance with a phone call from
Hq AGp* South, Gudorian has "been ordered to gather up
everything within roach and drive from Homrai on Lokhvitsa.
Eighteenth Arrad.Div. if relieved and started off now, would

yon

arrive too late.

Air reports

through Bpffatsch;
Heavy movements against the loft
wing of Eleventh Army since this morningi Bearward move*?
ments to the north on the front facing left wing o£ Seven
toonth Army (two Divs.?)< Continuous moti movement Piryatin
liokhvitsa. Intensive movement during night "behind front
in Hinth Army sector; heavy AAA fire on Fourth Army front,
as also south of Ostashkov.

—

OQ:q, I: Conferences now in progress at Rome regarding transpor
tation questions and the attack on Tobruk. The Italian
Second Expeditionary Corps will not come, •\u25a0**.\u25a0
Situation in Serbia, It is necessary to send German troops.
Brennocko ( Cof S Horth ) on phone (called at noon); Concerning
his situation estimate:
QKH must insist on release "by Army
troops
required
for tha fall offensive. Dates
<3p, of the
aro still open for discussion, but the deadline must be
generally adherod to.

.

In South Armd.Gp. 1 has really got going.
Link-up with Gudorian may "be expected tomorrow. AGp. South
suspects that the enemy in the Desna-Dniepr arc is "begin
ning to "break away to the east, and has ordered pursuit
without, however, abandoning the idea of a large-scale
oncircloment on the Sula-Bcmen river line. The heavy with
drawal movements (at some points three vehicle- columns ab~
reast) eastward through Lokhvitsa must "be regarded in part
at least as evacuations and as movements of Labor Detach
ments (fortification construction) and refugees.

\u25a0enlng situation;

In the

the enemy is maintaining the concentration
opposite the sectors of the XX, IX and VIIICorps. Cn
this 120 km front, AG-p. Canter believes the enemy has 27
Rifle Divs o , sof Armor and 7in reserve in the rear, i.e.,
a total of 29 Divs.
east,

In Horth very good progress in the drive on Leningrad. The
enemy begins to soften on the front of Eeinhardt's Corps,
It would appear that the population does not want to take
a hand in the defense „ Tho situation of Schmidt's Corps
has improved, but in Eighteenth Div. it is still somewhat

tight."

Matters submitted for decision} C in C AGp. Korth is insisting
vehemently on keeping Beinhardt T s Corps and VIIIAir Corps.
Of course, we shall always give him the means to bring his.
operation to a successful close, but the build-up for tho
new operation in Center must have priority. C in C AGp.
Center presents a critical review of his operational instruc
tions in which he tries to -prove that the plan could not
accomplish an envelopment on his northern wing.
Truo, it will b© a hard job for the northern wing, but tho
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scheme underlying our directive nevertheless
only possible solution.

remains the

)
670 fighters ; )
) 1710) 2940
600 bombers
)
440 other craft )
)
training
craft
1230

Bnemv air strength, 11 Sep*. 1941?
4

If 40j6 are operational, effedtive strength may be estimated
at 270 lighters, 240 Bombers.
Probable distribution of actual strength of 1,700 airplanes?
Southern theater; 850 (Crimea, Donbass, Voronezh and east),
Central theater : 450 (Orel, Tula, Vyazma, Bryansk, Moscow).
Northern theater: 400 (east of Lake Iliren, Pvibinsk, some
around Leningrad) \u26 6
If training aircraft (1250) and aircraft on factory air^
fields (350) are included, 3300 is the total of aircraft
which our air rebonnaisgance has discovered.

6wn

operational airplanes

on 6 Sev

Bombers

r

.

Dive-

:
Fighters

Long-range

1:
Air Fleet 2 :
Air Fleet .4 :
Air Fleet 5 :

Air Fleet

203
141
96
3*

Total (without 5):

•-

Compared with enemy:

G-en.

166
44

71

85
11

~
7

295

59

29
,

4.- i'ti)

-*•

- 336

13
11

21
7

45

(lOOfo)*

(Sen Q,u). 3v ply position in South: Flw of trains
disrupted by railroad damage (washov.t of embankments and
bridges, collision) , but suoply of Eleventh Army is never
--oday we succeeded in getting siuplies
theless assured,
Hikolayev
into
for the first time; two trains scheduled
for tomorrow.
Seventeenth Army and Armd.&p. 1 wej*e today supplied without
Air Force assistance; 60~ton Trucfe Clms. are bro-oght into
full use.
f
Chernigov bridge
Second Army fully supplied. With ;he
by
floods,
Army
L'lght
not be able to get
threatened
Sixth
suxplles
toa,ay.
additional
£rom Gomel
Hot supoly difficult
$.
ies in Armd.Qp*

Wagner

•

3§

60
55

_440

Ran*

Fighters

"bombers

#

Decision;

©ne Eiv. in
will be alerted for transfer
also three Begioofcl Defense 3ns, for Croatia,

13 September IS4I,

to Serbia;

(84th Day).

Extract from an OKW

Mcp
on the strategic situation as of
summer,
19^1,
late
ap-p roved by the Fuehrer*

1.) It is too e^trly to say how many o:f our
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troops in the

East

will "become available at the onset of winter and what
forces would "bo needed for continuance of the campaign
next year.

2.) Should th® campaign in the l§gt fall short of achiev
ing total annihilation Qf the Soviet fighting forces
in 1941 -an eventual |sy which the Supreme Command
now pretends waB taken "into account from the outset
the military and polit^g&i effeGti| on the over-all
situation might "be the following:
a) Delay in Japan's entry into the war against Russia.
On the other hand, the U.S. might furnish Japan the
(Unlikely1,)
immediate cause for entering the war.



b) It will"be impossible to prevent a link-up "between
Russia and Britain through Iran.
c) Turkey will look at this development with great
misgivings \u26 6 nevertheless she will maintain her
cautions attitude until she is thoroughly convinced
of Russia's collapse.
d) Military action against Turkey is out of the
question for us. flfe must try to win her over "by
political means.
\

3.) Ifc the Mediterranean theater we see no signs of a
material change in the situation. British drive
against Solum and "breakout
from Tobruk are doubtful.
In the absence of a sorious German threat from the
direction of Syria and Irak, the British position on
the Suez Canal will become progressively stronger.
Britain will bo able to build up strong offensive

•forces in Libya undisturbed (American aid). The
talian forces in Libya will
situation of the German- I
become increasingly difficult unless we succeed in
greatly stepping up the scale of supply shipments
across th© Mediterranean, or take Tobruk yet before
tho British launch an offensive. ( Impossible before

October,)

4«) Spain will not take any positive steps to enter tho
war until the German- Italian combination has achieved
unchallenged mastery of the Mediterranean, or she is
directly attacked.

5.) France is watching developments and Will in the mean
time take advantage of any shift in the Axis position
to better her own.

6.) Britain and the U.S. realize that Germany cannot be
beaten on tho continent.
Their strategy therefore is
to aggravate our supply difficulties and so, with the
added effect of air attacks, gradually weaken the
external and domestic position of the Axis powers, "They
know that the "invasion threat" can be safely discounted
at the moment while, at the same time, the erstwhile
Gorman air superiority has been caught up with. The
situation in the Mediterranean and, beyond that, the
groat strategic picture can bo profoundly modif iod
only if, by destroying German-French collaboration,
the following objectives are achieved:
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a) Elimination of the German-Italian "bridgehead in
. Uorth-Africa.
Capture of tho entire Forth African coast.
•
Sea and air domination of the Mediterranean.
Access to the African theater of war for the
Americans in French Morocco (Casablanca) and French
Wost Africa. Critical curtailment of the strategic
capabilities of the Axis powers by the preceding

means

.

.

Tightening of the blockade of Central Europe
Building up pressure on Italy until the country
collapses.

In addition, direct contact with Russia must be
established through Iran in order to sustain Russia 1 s
will to rosist and to prevent Germany from gaining
access to th© Caucasian oilfields.'1 (Probably the
line of reasoning of our Anglo-Saxon enemies.)
7.) Own decisions^
Our goal as before, is to defeat and
force Britain to sue for peaoe. The Air Force alone
invasion and Siege
cannot achiovc this. Other means:
warfare

.

Invasion* Surest means to finish the war quickly.
Prerequisites:
a) Air mastery.
b) Large-scale employment of all weapons that havo so
far been successful in sea warfare, to eliminate
effective British naval Action against our transport
fleet.
c) Mass production of first-class self-propelled yes
sels.
d) Creation of a powerful parachute and airborne force.
All this is possible only at the sacrifice of other
armament projects. We would neod time until late sum
mer 1942.
Our Arms program now would have to be readjusted in
accordance with the decision to attack Britain in her
outlying positions or in her island. The means' of at
tack in one and the other case are vastly different.
A decision needs to be made now, but we are not yet in
a position to do so. Our arms program therefore must
be one that would leave both possibilities open.
Siege warfare

requires sinking of enemy shipping at a
rate of one million tons a month. Navy wants large sea
reconnaissance
units and an air Geschwader* in tho
Atlantic for operations against supply convoys on
coastal routes and the high seas, large-scale employ
ment of the new aerial mines and torpedoes, and contin
uance
of the systematic attacks on ports and shipyards.
Ehese plans cannot yet be fully realized in 1942.

Adequate air forces for a siege of Britain will not be
available until the Eastern campaign is substantially
concluded and the Air Force is refitted and enlarged.
In the judgment of the liavy it is therefore all the more
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important to acquire new "bases in strategic locations
in order to improve the prospects for a successful
continuation of the "battle of the Atlantic (Bizerte,

Ferrol, Gadiz, Gibraltar, Casablanca, Dakar).
Ehese "bases oan "be obtained only with the political
consent of. Spain or France* Spain would perhaps accedo
to our pressure, "but in the French colonial empire we
Occupation
lack any moans for applying such pressure.
of the whole of France would do us no good if the French
African colonies and the French Navy were to go over to

the enemy •
11 In view of the fact that the enemy has abundant military
and political means to achieve the same end and that the
possossion of these French "bases may "be of crucial
importance for tho outcome of the war, it would be noo
cossary as well as justified to risk high political
stakes, provided the political gains could b© exploited
in tho military field. Whether or not such political
stakes can be played, depends less on our own desires
than on those of the French Government
Of equal importance with the battle of the Mediterranean
is the battle of the Atlantic. Russia* s defeat is the
prerequisite of victory in either.

•"

Britain1s situation becomes hopeless

Immediately tho
conflicting political interests of France, Spain and
Turkey among themselves and in relation to Italy, can bo
reconciled to a point where the three States would join
in tho war against England. This ultimate objective will
perhaps never bo fully achieved.
If Turkey enters the war on our side, wo shall have to
support her with ammunition and war material.
Also Spain would be a heavy economic burden. In return
she offers the naval baees at Ferrol and Cadiz and
elimination of tho British naval base at Gibraltar. The
political benefits so would be very great, but the
limiting condition is that there must be no change in
the present attitude of the French colonial entire in
Africa. The plan of controlling France T s African pos
sessions by force from the Spanish bridgehead would bo
difficult of realization. Spanish Morocco would probab
ly,bo lost to a joint Anglo-French operation before
German forces could be on the ground. And with Forth
Africa in Anglo-French hands, possession of Gibraltar
would lose its strategic importance for us.

France 1s entry into the war on our side would at once
ease the situation in North Africa. Having the French
ilavy at our disposal would be a very great asset.
On
the other hand, France's military resources In West

Africa are limited, whereas a

constantly growing
building
up
British base is
to the south. If therefore
Franco were to enter the war on our side, she would first
have to be given the possibility to strengthen her posi
tion in West Africa, and we would have to be in a position
to back her up there. Our capabilities in that direction
would be restricted.

9?

-\u2666

Turkey* s entry into the war any timo at
all is of groat military advantage for us, tut the
sooner it happens, the "better. Even without German aid ,
Turkey is strong enough to resist on land, on the sea and
in the air anything Britain and Eussia could put up
against her nowj moreover, her assistance would "be an
important factor in controlling the Black Sea*

Conclusion:

The situation is entirely different as regards Franco
and Spain: Unless we are able to furnish material aid,
tho entry of these countries into the war would be of
problematic value. Even the convenience of using
Spanish ports would not greatly alter the picture. The
great advantage of having a "broader "basis for our supply
movements to the Italian theater of operations would "bo
offset "by the very real danger of losing Dakar to the
British, since the French forces at Dakar, and French
air power in particular, are inadequate at this time.
8v)) To sum

up?
Britain1a two major political and military
aims are: l) To sustain Russia's willof resistance and
so fclock G-ermany from the oil region "by establishing a
line of communications through Iran* 2) Sooner or later
to gain all of West and Forth Africa as an area of
operations.
Spain and Turkey are to "be maintained at least in the
status of non-belligerents.

We must therefore draw the following conclusions for our
own war strategy:
1.) The collapse of Russia is our immediate and paramount
objective. On achieving that goal we must concen
trate all
In so far
1941, the
1942 must

forces that can be spared from other fronts.
as this object is not fully attained in
continuance of the Eastern campaign in
be accorded first priority.
Territorial gains on the southern wing would have
far- reach ing political and economic effects.
We must persevere in our efforts to change Turkey's
political attitude in our favor. Such a change
would substantially improve our military situation
in the Southeast.

2») 'Not until Russia k&e been eliminated as a military
factor can we bring all our forces to bear against
Britain in the Atlantic and in the Mediterranean,
possibly also from French and Spanish bases.
E ven if Eussia should be substantially defeated al
ready this year, neither the Army no:r the Air Force
would bo available for decisive operations in the
, in the Atlantic and on the Spanish
mainland before spring, 1942*

Mediterranean

3.) Between now and next spring it vi2l be our business
to keep the political and military relations with
France and Spain not only from lapsing but, on the
contrary,

to do everything to intensify them;
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to

hold Franc c -under firm control and, finally, to "bring
further influence to "bear to make her send military
reinforcements to West Africa so as to be in a position
to meet any
attack. Our relations with
France are complicated by the necessity to give due
attention to the legitimate interests of our ally, Italy,
But from the military point of view, France 1 » contribut
ion wquld "be essential to an early defeat of Britain
and #o |a something we cannot afford to neglect.
1

4.) Having thus broad'e&ad • our base, we -would '6 tillhrwo -to
wait for next spring before our progressively mounting
submarine effort could count on any large-scale air
support to continue the siege of Britain with telling
effect.

5.) Operations in the Eastern Mediterranean will "be impractic
able before Trans- Caucasia has been reached.
6.) The invasion of England willagain be the subject of
sorious consideration if despite Eussia !s collapse our
efforts had failed to secure Spain's and Prance's
participation in the war on the Axis side and as a
result the battles of the Atlantic and Mediterranean
had not achieved the successes that made it appear
likely that Britain1 s defeat
could be brought about
by that campaign.

-

Situation: Interesting air observations:
March Clms. (lO 12,
Inf.) moving northeastward, west of Mariupol. Bail move
ments southwestward from Kharkov.
Eastward movements out of the Dniepr-Dssna arc, but apparent
: ly only supply Clms
East of the Valdai lake country, large-scale trench digging

.

at nijjtit.

Strong elements of Eleventh Army
arc turning eastward, north of the Crimea.
Seventeenth Army is regrouping for the next phaso of tho
offensive.
Armd.Gp. 1 is moving briskly northward. Sixth and Second
Army and Armd.Gp. 1 are now converging for a link-up.
Our Bivs, are gradually moving out of the Dniepr front to
Operational situation;

follow Seventeenth Army.
All q.uiot on tho eastern front of AGp. Center.*
From Ostashkov, local attacks in western direction.**
Heavy air attacks om Eighteenth mot. Div, Advances by
Schmid.t ls 'Corps. G-ood progress is made by the attacking
wodgo thrusting from the west against Leningrad. Yon Leob f s
northern flank is under pressure.
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BogatBoh"Heusina;or;
Allocation Of. Ben." and. MA tmlt« to .t&e.Aa?iaiea
for the fall offensive.
Hoop.!

Work on $iq reply to Field Marshal yon Bock regarding
qT^QptivQ and zone of action* of his fall offensive,

Col. Bousingert

Withdrawals from AGp. lorth for the fall offensive.

Gen. Paufrus; Situation* at Leningrad. I
agree %o leaving Armd,
on this front for the continuance of the
Corps lloinhardt
drive. Eighth, Arrad.Div. is. to start transfer movement.
G-en.

((Jon Q,u) with Altenstadt: Allocation of security
forces for the AGp. Rear Areas, in the fall offensive.
(Wagner alone.: ) Logistical preparations for the fall offensive.

Wagner

In the South, Armd.Gps, 2 and 1 have come
sight
within
of each other. The ring closing around the
-enemy in the Dniepr-Desna arc is now practically complete.
The wringing-out process is yet to follow.
The rest of the front is strikingly quiet; the enemy air
force in particular ie unusually inactive.
G-ood progress at Leningrad. It looks pretty certain that
the "inner ring" will "be reached.

Bvenin^

situation;
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llL_SeiJtemb^r_l9.4l

($5 Day)

(Sunday)

JLajadJajg oxiJlioGn

_Islgnj|

0
!!! Owing to bad weather, air reconnaissance covferod only
the southern portion of the front. On the front of Eleventh
Army, one part of the enemy is "retreating eastward, the
othw southward.
In the Dn^epr-Desna battle area a wild confusion of enemy
columns fleeing in the direction of Poltava* In the other
sectors only isolated enemy attacks 9
The movements of eleventh and Seventeenth Armies have been
slowed by supply difficulties.
There are some indications that the enemy might be passing

to the defensive on the entire front. His aggressive effort
on the central front has markedly decreased, but ?je have no
evidence that he is moving elements out of the line to shift
them to the south.

£aiLuai.£.ies£.

22 June

-

11,125 <*tt.

328,713 NCO and EM

Killed

4,396 Off.

93,625 XmCO and EM

Total*

—

1941*

Y/ounded

Missing

JaiLk

10 September

387 Off.
15,908 Off,

21,265 hCO

443,603 IiCO and EM

Ihis puts the grand total of losses (excl. medical casual
ties) at 459,511, i.c* 13,5k of the Eastern Army, at an
average actual strength of 3,4 million.

2 is reported as follows*

sjrem^th

Third

Arm4.piv,s

fit for combat
Bepair and total loss

2C&
8Q?o

Fit for combat

loss

29%
11%

ArmdoDiv.fFit for combat
Repair and total loss

79&

Fourth ArmdeDiv.i

Repair and total

Seventeenth,

Eighteenth ArmdJ)iv#i Fit for combat
Repair and total loss

Gen»

** EM

a*l

21%
Z\%

31^
3^
&)%•

Current Attache matters and minor military-political
questions.

Matzkyi

Gej^JD^br.icht (Chief, Gen. Army Office) reports on manpower and
truck position, and gets his briefing on situation and intent
ions#
Gen

#

Wagg ey with Baentsch, FinJrh, Buhle, yon Belp?/ and OQ,u I:
Presentation of report on centralized Gen»Staff planning in
preparation for winters Quarters, furnishings, individual
equipment.
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Field Marshal yon Bo^k^pr^phone.^L Planning for the fall offen-?
sive. lateral boundaries of Fourth Army sector in its east
ward drive. Point of convergence of the outer wings is
Vyazma.
vojq

Arnitn (Comm. Seventeenth Armd. Div.) calls en route to the
front, after recovery from his wound.

Z°£.

Current Gen, Staff personnel matters.

Evening
In the South, the battle of encirclement develops
on truly classic lines. Unusual qui^t along the entire eastern
front.
On Lake Ladoga front, appearance of new enemy
required
forces has
commitment of Eighth Armd. Div. Good pro
gress at Leningrad.

( 86th Day ).

i5-S^temb£r_l£4l

—

—

Jiir_ r_eepjnto£issanc.ej^
Enemy is unloading troops behind
front facing XWn.l Corps*
Troops arriving at Bologoye
AAA defense at Bryansk.
(trains with tanks and trucks).
AAA defense at Cherepovets and Tikhvin (entraining and

Situation^

detraining).
South of the Dn^epr, enemy positions
between Yelisavetovka and the Utlyuf river
indicate that
enemy
attempt
the
will
to make a stand on that line. On the
Dniepr northwest of Kremenchug, the river defenses are re*
ported reinforced* Seventeenth
Army is making good headway
wing,
with its left
while its rights wing evidently has
trouble again on its flank.
Armd.Gps. 1 and 2 have linked up; but the situation around
the bridge at Sencha (south of Lokhvitsa) is still obscure.

S^HS I^0.!!L_ §PJi"%j_

Ce_nterj_ Enemy is digging trenches
Rest of the front quiet.

opposite

IX and VII Corps.

Northj^ The liquidation of the enemy on I»he extreme right
wing of Sixteenth Army is taking unaccountably long. The
enemy evidently hasamoved reinforcements into this area and
is intent on holding up our advance. Continuing heavy attacks
against 30th Div, would point in the same direction*
Corp Schmidt
in hard fighting against attacking enemy
(Twelfth Armd. Div.). The attack against Leningrad is proceed
ing according to plan. Eighth Armd* Div. has been shifted
eat?;ard for commitment in Schmidt's sector.
The enemy is probably changing
over to the defensive. The reasons fear t&is change in policy
are not clear. Perhaps high losses, perhaps the desire to get
forces for a reserve, now that the original reserves hayeoall
been committed. We have no indications that he is freeing
forces for the builWup of a new southern wing.

nem^'-_situi at.ion

>

i

j

>

p
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In the Valdai lake district the enemy is expecting our
attack; he is moving up forces fox the defense and is digg
ing trenches. At .Leningrad he is throwing new forces into
the battle* He may do this for prestige, or he may be try
ing to hold Leningrad as long as possible so as to pin down
large German forces.
JDigt ribu tion ,o f enjgmjv_ jnlr strength according
the period 29 Aug. through 10 Sep.*
i

<

<

<iig

i

Total Fighters
south'
Center
Korth

949
248
171

533

173
106

to air reports for

Ren. craft Bombers
28
165
8
47

5

29

Transp.

223

20

31

E&JPL SeJ;nka r-CL(^Q£»«.Q£njter )_-vyith

j£oJ.._Beusingeri. Planning by AGp.
Center for the fall offensive. The plan of campaign is in
agreement -with our intentions as regards disposition of forces,
but the objectives are still too far to the east. The question
is discussed in detail with ksjor Reinhard.
>

Coi.Jtfbertsch

e

(C of QPQ P Army Hq 12). Discuss

t

a) Occupation of Crete and relief of Fifth kt.Div.
b) ii/jeans for quelling the Serbian disturbances.

J=reJi*_Sublet
a) Issuance of tanks to <*rmd.Divs. before the start of the
offensive. Total of tanks to be issued, including those
unallotted., in the operational area*
150 M 111, 60 Czech, 96 to IV
Motor vehicles ready for issue total 3,5®Q»

.

b)

following numbers
or Yi/illbe issued:

of captured French tenks have been

( 22 Renault M 33 and 40 Renault M 17/18 ( already sent to
(
Serbia).
( 30 Renault U 35 left £aris 13 Sep.
( 15 Renault to 33 will leave laris 16 or 17 Sep.
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By February/March we shall probably have 800 captured
enemy tanks available for security operations in Rear
Areas East and Southeast.

c) French volunteers will probably not exceed 2 Bns. Good
soldier material. Will not be committed in the East be
fdee November •
d) Briefing of the Liaison Officer for the Spanish Division.
(Largely autonomous in administrative matters, in operat
ional matters he will advise.)

c) Harvest furloughs in the West.
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Enemy situation picture indicates

general

change to the defensive and Solstering of the northern front
(Valdai Hills). In South fere are no indications as yet,on
how the enemy »iIX react to the gj>aa* battle of annihilation.

Retreat movements

along the northern shore of the Sea of iizov.

.

Work on reinforcement and expansion of rear positions con
tinues.
Defense position for protect ion»of Moscow?

Evening £ijiu^tipiu_ Souths

Advance echelon of ££ iidolf Hitler has
approaches to the Crimea. The enemy is
falling back in the direction of JLelitopol.
only minor enemy
The encircling ring has now been closed;
ring
being
tightened in the
action from the outside*** The
is
i*rmy
Hq.
west.
2 is to be taken out* Cuderian will be able
to free a large portion of hia Group and then be in o position
to cover his eastern flank and turn to his new mission,***
iirtillery fire at Kiev reported weaker. South of Kiev, small
detachments of our forces are holding firm on the eastern bank
of the Dniepr «

reached the eastern

*

£ejnter^ An absolutely quiet day. Minor enemy air activity.
This change in the enemy's policy, felt for some days now, is
positive indication of a drastic revision of his plans. It
can only mean that he is passing to the defensive? but whether
he may not be just withdrawing to rear positions, remains
be seen.

to

Jforthj^ On the lower Volkhov, the enemy pressing on Lighteenth
mot. Div, has suddenly fallen back. The new enemy Cay. Div.,
which yesterday caused us to send Eighth Arnd. Div, to that
sector, has made only minor and half-hearted attacks* Schmidt's
Corps has been relieved of pressure and is now in the attack
again.
The assault of Leningrad has made good progress. We are
approaching the line of the projected tight encircling ring
west of the Neva.#
The attack on Moon Initiated yesterday has resulted in the al
most complete occupation of the island. Hie Inf. of 6lst Div,
and two- thirds of its Artillery have already been put across.
*>t.

Our telephone center at Zagreb destroyed "by sabotage.

Commu

nications with Belgrade interrupted.

.

I.6_Septemb_er_l2_i)l
I^1G

( 87th Day )

s.iiua.^iP£. conference

produces nothing new of importance. In
Sojithx isolation of the Crimea may now be regarded as com
plete. The assault of the peninsula is being prepared.
Seventeenth iirmy, which is advancing very cautiously be
cause it mast keep an eye on its eastern flank, has appa
rently broken the enemy's frontal resistance. The enemy is
giving ground in the direction of Foltava, but at the same
time he is evidently "beginning to novo rcinforcementa to
Kharkov from
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the north; other movements farther south to Melitopol*
In the light of the foregoing it seems to be reasonable to
expect that after the enemy at liiev has been beaten, Eleventh
iirmy would yet have to tackle a saaall battle group on the
north shore of the Sea of i»zov, and Seventeenth Army a
possibly stronger group around Kharkov and to the northward,
before the route to the southeast is finally open.
The pocket east of Kiev is evolving according to plan, Army
Hq. 2 has been taken out* The Divs. of the Second .4rmy which
will not be moved to the north, are to be attached to Sixth
Jtxmx with their supply continuing through Gomel.

—

iPI—Q£1ni. Q£ ni.e£i-

ellis c[uiet t as in the past few days.

j£—NMiki. the assault of Leningrad is making good progress*
South of Lake Ladoga, the tension has decidedly eased • The
report that the enemy is falling back has, however, only
local significance.
Gen# Buhle*

a)

allocation &£ Armd. Gps. 2, 3 and 4t an& GHq. troops fif new
tanks and motor vehicles released for allocation.
b) Miscellaneous current matters.

Gen«_.ffellgiebel

.

a) Labor and raw material for air and coast defense signal
communications and for the fall tank program.
b) Entire radio traffic Can foe intercepted wdthout any
difficulty.

c) Radio agents cought in the West*
d) Sabotage in Zegreb telephone exchange was accomplished
by three

c)

time bombs. Temporary communications with
Belgrade restored*
Telephone connection now between
Souih and Center**
Great work* Regrettably also losses.

s°J:«_>^i rlSei:»^J:'fciiJ[aJS&£ nii
eiAl
a)

Enemy movements are in progress at the moment to build
up a holding group or line in the Kharkov area.
b) Rear positions in the interior of Russia, according to
various foreign sources*
c) Movements of the Russian Divs, are being watched*
Gen.Oehquist

reports on his findings in Finnish battle zones east
and west of Leke Ladoga. Very good successes, but strain is
beginning to tell on troops* The situation in the Finnish
111 Corps is difficult; taking back 'the line, in that sector
will be unavoidable*

Jgvening siiuat_ion.£ So&th: The encircling ring around Kiev is
tightly sealed also from the east, and is now being further
narrowed from the north,
eH^£E on the -whole is quiet, iirmy Gp« reports movements in
progress opposite its central sector, which cannot yet be
interpreted.
The enemy is bringing up new forces against the Valdai Hills*.
The purpose of this move is not yet clear.
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&Q.E •—^£ril^jL further easing of tension on south shore
of Lake Ladoga, where Eighth ;*rmd« Div. has now arrived.
iklso gratifying progress in the- assault of the fortifi
cations of Leningrad, a footing has been gained on the is
land of Oesel by troops put across from koon.

17

Situation

September

( 86th Day ),

19^

Only noteworthy points in the morning reports*

*

a) The enemy is very decidedly falling back southward
from the Dniepr.

b)

The railroad movement from the north reported yesterday
and thought to be destined for Kharkov can no longer be
observed.

c)

The encircled enemy units are ricocheting like billiard
balls
within the ring closed around Kiev, which now

**

is being divided into an inner and outer ring by a deep
thrust from the north on the part of 11 Corps*

d) On the front of AGp«

Center, intensified artillery

activity and minor attacks.

c) In the Bologoye area end on the northern border of the
Valdai lake district unexplained enemy movements • Rains
throughout the battle area of A&p. North.
f) Eighth Armd. Div, has now been committed south of Lake
Ladoga •

g) In the Leningrad

sector, Sixth .*rmd. Div* has been
taken out of the line. The investing forces, after some
minor improvements of the line, are now being grouped
in such manner that remainder of iOTad, and mot. units
may be withdrawn*

Casualties, in the

Last, 22 June

to

16

September*

19 41

Wounded*

11,516 Off.

341,842 NCO and EM

Killed*

4,476 Off.

96,878 NCO and EM

Missing*

391 Off.

21,449 NOO and EM

Total* 16,383 Off.

460,169 NCO and EM.

Grand total* 447*55 2 (excl, medical casualties), i«e*f 12$
of the Eastern
at an average strength of 3.4. mi11i0n.

HeusJ.n£erygtie£fX

allocation of GHq troops, for operation
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Eaifun.**s

yon

S.qderis te]cn
<

1.)

_ £p£. JghoneJjL

<

Couinitmerit of S3 i»dolf Hitler
* in the Crimea* He would
like to got rid of them but understands the reasons
why he must let them stay.

2.) Mission for Thirteenth i*rmd. £>iv» f which is going to
cross the Dniepr tonight.
0 in C AGp. s outh does not quite relish tke idea of committing
tho Div» against Dnieptopetrovsk.
Reasons*

a) He thinks he would still need the Div. behind the en
circling line.
(No!)
b) He thinks the Div. is too weak for the tasks to the
(No. The enemy whom it is to attack is being
south.
also attacked in the rear. Seventeenth
will cover each other in their iisnultaneous

and the Divs.

advance).

c) He is afraid Kle is t might be too weak by himself, and
(That the
therefore would like to bring up 111 Corps.
elements of Group Kleist must eventually be brought
together appears a necessity to us, too).
Lejbtjer^f^om vojn Bpck^ together with the draft of the operational
orders for Taifun. There are only minor adjustments to make*
The letter, n6t without justification, complains about delays
caused by tardy arrival of the forces detached from *.$$

.

North.

Gen. Brands
a) J&nemy artillery activity. Tabulation of enemy batteries,
their dispostion and ammunition expenditure.
of the It.Fd. How. firing impact fuze
Shells against heaviest Russian tanks.
,
c)
of and missions for GHg. Artillery.
d) More Artillery demanded for "Felix".

b) Effectiveness

Talk on the general strategic situation and
prospects of the Russian campaign. Military-political situat
ion of Turkey, Brospects of operations south of the Caucasus,
and over-all situation in Mediterranean.
/

&PM 9ML a )

Future development of the AGp. Rear
and safe
guarding of our interests in occupied territories (Based
on a conference with the Reich Ivdarshal).
Remount problem (The Reich Marshal will not let any more
horses out of Germany).
Canned food supply (Withdrawals from 30-day stocky in
the ZI will be necessary).

b) Fuel supply for October assured. Probably also for Novem
ber.
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c) Reorganization of Supply Group Romania and Supply
Group Black Sea.

d) Stockpiling by «Gp. Center for "Taifun". Difficulties
on the northern wing.
&Qfiv,s£rJi£L. reports:

!•) Start of attack by Eighth Arnti* Div. probably 20 Sep*
Then will be taken out 21/22 Sep. I
Start
Div. probably 20
20
of attack by Nineteenth
( lerhaps already 19 Sep. ) Will be taken out
Sepi

of the line 21/22 Sep. i
3#) Twentieth &rmd« Div., op®ohka f , 21 Sep*

, evening,

Nevel, 22 Sep.

Schec|ule_of £rr_ijfa2s_J%vel

18 Sep, eve20 Sep. eve,
21 Sep. eve.
22 Sep. eve.
2.3 Sep. eve.
24 Sep.
25 Sep.

A

aGp»

Center:,

LVI Corps B^. with GHq troops, Third mot.Div.
LVIICorps %,
Twentieth ikCioci. Div.
i}OQCt Corps, Hq. Sixth
Div.
First i*rmcU Div.
36th mot. Div.
Eighth .»rmd. Div., Nineteenth 4*rmd. Div.

;io : Jn Souths, the situation is developing very
Sy!§nJ:nJ5 ILi£uAit.
Ji -.
well*. Ko sign yet of enemy action from without the ring.
Nevertheless we must expect that he Ydll mov® forces to the
southwest through Kursk, and also to Kharkov from the north.
The Divs. of i*Gp. South scheduled to joi& i»Gp., Center are
gaining ground to the north*
Center not as quiet as during the past two days, but nothing
abnormal •
The enemy around the "Valdai Rills, however, still bears
watching. Something is brewing here for sure. At the nonont we
may still presume
that it is a defensive reaction to our
attack with Ninth Army. But the possibility cannot be ruled
out that offensive plans are behind the unmistakeable rail
road movements, especially in the light of English magazine
articles about a joint offensive by Voroshilov and Timo
shenko. In Nprjfch^ the situation remains obscure and not
without dangers. Even though. Eighth
Div. has now
moved into the line, the situation remains rat her., uncom
fortable in the sector south of Lake Ladoga where, by my
estimate, two more newly arrived enemy Divs. should go into
action soon. We must be armed against surprises. The assault
on Leningrad is slowly gaining ground. Our troops are doing
a splendid job, but are suffering losses.
On the island of Oesel, the advance proceeds according to
plan, against stubborn resistance by two enemy Regts.

18jDep tember_12.41

#

i

from the satisfactory progress of the converging
east of Kiev, the most significant new developments

*.0_
-^part
S^ u.S*Jk o.fi.fi*._

movements

(98th Day).
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are the increasingly noticeable enemy concentrations in
the Belopole area, fed from Kharkov, and in the area south
west of Kursk, moving in apparently from the north. (The
latter movement lies been going on through the past days on
a snail scaled Neither the strength nor the striking power
of these groups need be overrated. Yet their presence must
be taken into account in launching Armd.Gp. 2 northward, as
well as in starting the offensives of the northern wing of
Seventeenth Army, and perhaps also of Kleist's Group.
It is interesting to note that AGp. South has captured
Budyonny's ranking Eng. officer. He was on a personal recon
naissance to locate fuel dumps, especially of aviation fuel.
This would indicate the degree of confusion on the enemy
side and furnishes an explanation for the unaccountable in
activity of the enemy air force in the past few days.
Army^Ha ,2 willprobably be taken out today preliminary to
its new assignment.

In AGp. Center ± artillery activity is reviving. Withdrawal

of three enemy Divs. from this front has been confirmed*
Their sectors were taken over by other Divs (B< statement).
It has not yet been established whether these Divs are
going south or what else they may be doing.

.

In AGp. Worthy clearly defined enemy movements into the
Valdai Hills area and, to the northward, into the lower .
Volkhov -sector. The former movements may be composed of
labor detacherfents for the construction of the Valdai posi
tions, especially their northwestern part, together perhaps
with some troops moved up in reaction to our attacks at
Toropets and Kholmj the latter are perhaps less in the
nature of reinforcements than of loss replacements. Either
way, we must pay close attention to these movements, the
more so, as our forces in ft'orth are stretched to breaking
point.

Clearance of the enemy from the Valdai Lake country has
been acsorry business, From the south (253 rd Div.) we do
not seem to be able to get into the area. .For Germans it is
a terrain in which troops can move about only with portable
positions in
Inf. weapons, whilfc Russians are able to build i
it. perhaps it is the quality of 253rd Inf. Div. that is to
blame. From the north, where Nineteenth Armd. Div. was to
strike, road conditions (cave-ins *) confront our troops
with backbreaking problems.
In view of the enemy attempt to re-establish communications
with Leningrad (£W report) the presence of the enemy group
on the Volkhov is as troublesome as ever, Fresumabl;y the
group willbecome active soon. This is very distressing, as
Eighth Armd. Div. is scheduled to be xvithdrawn.
The r inip&fJcuajL Leningrad has not yet been drawn as tightly
as might be desired, and fiiri&er progress after departure
of First Armd. Div. and 36th mot. Div, from that front, is
doubtful. Considering the dr&fcs on our forces before Lenin
grad, where the enemy has concentrated large forces and
great quantities of material, the situation will remain
tight until such time when hunger takes effect as our ally.
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1130

Ge&»J3rennecJce_.

( C of S, AGp. North ) on phone* I
remind

to turn over the Armd. Divs, to AGp.

him of the necessity
Center on schedule.

(OTi( 0Ti• P^one)i
SPMkJS&Ii
Kleist

Importance of a joint drive by Group
and Eleventh Amy into the .area south of the Done*e,
\u25a0with objective Rostov, Exchange of views on likely enemy
strategy in the Konotop area and the counter measures to be
taken by Group Guderian.**

£°i»_%u&i
££§ r.i We discuss
•Taifun".

the plan of AGp. Center for operation

Examination of possibilities for establishing a Hq. OKH

Z°& ZiiJi&DgP&L Current General Staff personnel matters.
Geii.JVja.tzkvj^

Gen.

yon

Boetticher 's reports,

Attache personnel

-

matters.

-

Good eastward progress south of the Dniepr.
Seventeenth Army at Poltava is advancing southward*
Com
pression of the enemy in direction of Kiev is progressing.
Apparently Stalin gave orders to concentrate everything
around Kiev end hold the city. Chaos and demoralization seem
to have overtaken the enemy, who is making. only very few
organized attempts to break out in northeastern direction..
New enemy troops are moving from Kharkov on Romni by several
routes. The first attacks at Romni from the east have been
repelled.

JfrenjLng, s^itua.tj.oru.

No important events on $he events on th@ remainder of tne
front, although Artillery fare and air activity are more
intensive again today.

-

In Ifortji very bad weather, No major fighting, no new advance
in the Valdai areaj
enemy attacks were repulsed in the
Lake Ladoga sector. Local gains on the Leningrad front.

.

First and Sixst Armd. Divs. and Third mot. Div. are being
taken out of AGp. North and moving south. Twentieth Armd.
Div, is bogged down in the raid.
Army Hq. 2 has turned over coinncand to Army Hg 6, and has
been taken out at the disposal of AGp. Center*

.

i
9*sepie Sb ®,r-i2.4i (90th Day)

—

Kiev, roltava

Operations in Scmth are evolving with gratifying speed.
East of Kiev, three pockets have been closed by forces in
sufficient strength.
Guderian's Armd. Gp. is gradually being squeezed out and can*
yegroup f or its new mission. The enemy forces brought up frona
tho rtorthoast and' iftfoin the direction of Kharkov have not as
yot appeared in action. They Would in any event "be too weak
to affect the course of events.
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JPoltava taken, Seventeenth Army is closing up* AGp, South
has now made up its mind to comply with our wishes and form
a Group Mackensen,* with the mission to clear the area around
Dnyepropetrovsk and eventually thxusVsout&ear^-a.gaittSt'
Rostov, as part of EJ-eist's Group, Such a procedure would
both help Eleventh Army, which is encountering stiffening,
opposition, and clear up the whole sector* This solution,
\u25a0

proposed by^me but vetoed by top level, has at last been
but has not yet been officially ap
proved. If there is any decision to be made it has to be in

taken under advisement
the last minute.

£e£ter_a£d_Korth_

nothing new. Enemy artillery and air
activity in AGp, Center is again livelier. The impression
persists that Center.** is shiftingits forces along the base
line, or perhaps regrouping them in depth. Satisfactory
local progress is again reported from the Leningrad front.
In the Lake Ladoga area the weather has delayed the recoup
ing of our forces. But the intention to attack and to
commit Eighth Armd, Div, has not been abandoned,.

GejlO^ll^lL (Gen Q,u) reports on logistical preparations
operation "Teifun**

GeJit-RcJhde^ (Military Attache, Ankara)* Review

for

of military-politi

cal situation and Turkey's military measures. Nothing sub
stantially new. He confirms an increasing tendency of the
Turks to seek closer contact with us»

Message^ The German flag was raised over the citadel of Kiev at
1200, The enemy commanders apparently have left the fortress
by plane. The troops have thrown avjay their rifles. Wild
chaops* All bridges are down. Three of our Divs. have pene

trated into the city, one from the north, two from the south
the three Div. Commanders are all old Gen, Staff Sec. Chiefs
(Sixt yon Arnim, yon Chevalier ie, Stenmemann).

_von_2j.ehlbergj!_ Current Gen. Staff personnel matters.

h^JL

—

Winter program for Army cultural activities.
Morale in the ZI.
Propaganda questions.

CpA«_FteiHk@i,

-

-—

Bo£a tsch~lC|.n2 elj Enemy movements:
a) He is building up an operational defense line northwest
(

<>

of Kharkov. l\ew troops are moving into the area south of
Bryansk, Heavy movements in the direction of Yelnya,

b) Evacuation movements eastward

from Kharkov, in direction
Ural Mountains.
c) Movements of material for the construction of positions
to link the South with the Don and Moscow defense systems.
Evening

s^uat^iorn^ In South, new gains, J3e.nter_ .quiet. Nprth_:
Nineteenth and Eighth Armd. Divs. cannot yet be spared. Good
progress on Oesel,
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j

(91st Day)

lPJS&EiemtgrJL2Ai

&ijH§^i°.fiJ-. c gPSPWL is rallying in the direction of Krasnograd
and Kharkov the troops beaten in the Poltava area, and
expansion of Guderian's
drying to check any further eastward
Group by attacks in the Romni area* The enemy must have been
able to extricate from Kiev more troops than we thought
he would, and he now seems to be fighting for elbow room
in northeastern and eastern direction. We are no¥* approaching the crisis stage of the encirclement**
Trains are still being unloaded (troops?) at Sumi and
Belopole, From the Ivharkov area, northward and northeast*
ward shipments of material; the former apparently for work
on the Moscow defense position, the latter evidently eva
cuations of industrial plants to the Ural.
Unloading of troops between Valdai and Volkhov, apparently
destined for a reserve group to provide against any even
tuality. Another enemy Div. has arrived on the Volkhov river.
River crossing equipment I
Russian Army Hq 28 has been tvithdrawn from the Bryansk area;
is probably taken out to form a new front north of Belopole.

•^ AQ£ •_Q§&jier_

it is quite plain that the enemy is going
over to the defensive^ arrival 6f replacements ; regrouping
of Artillery in depth \u26 6
'£.92P§l South of the Dniepr very sizeable ground
&JkeilAiiy^.i
gains* North of the Dniepr (east of Kiev) the three pockets
are merged into one. First signs of break-out attempts north
eastern direction*
On the rest of the front, regrouping of forces. 11l Corps
cannot attack before the 22nd, Eighth Armd. Div. must remain
on the Ladoga front for the time being. First Armd. Div. is
being taken out of the Leningrad front, XhX&i Corps Hq
is leaving.
Attack against Red Light .army.

**

i

—

I/U J3o^._vojn O^scjiejysky_ reports as new

£rmored Train

Specialist,

Major £istOT_iu£ gives account of his tour to Serbia (Corps Hq
Bader) and Croatia (Gen. yon Glaise-Horstenau). His report
substantiates our earlier impressions.
Situation* In Croatia, we shall be able to manage after the
(some Regional Defense Bns.)
arrival of small reinforcements
In Serbia, Gen* Boehme (XVIIICorps Hq), who now holds
Executive Power, will have to take radical measures and
make energetic use of the newly arrived Div. to restore
order before onset of winter.

•—X©H§ i£ie§ri.

•20.i

a) Shifting of troops from North to the Center (medium
Artillery, Eighth Armd, Div,, Nineteenth Armd, Div.),

b) In the southern offensive, the situation is tightening
(45*k? Sixteenth, Eighth Divisions must be moved into
l
ine ),
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c) Plans for the continuance
Boundaries
Major .Giesej.
Div,

of the offensive i» South,
between AGp, South end Center during next moves.

Returns from temporary assignment
on Leningrad front.

to

(all arms)

3ixth Armd.

Gen, JBuhlejL

a) Reorganization of the Surveying Service and of the
Surveying and Map Reproductions Sections (Chief of
Military Surveying Service)*

b) Hot -weather equipment. 3y spring, 1942» for seven Divs. ,
(3 Armd., 2 mot., 2 Mt.); by fall, 1942, for"
seven mox-b, Dy spring, 1943* additional eight, totaling

35

Divs.

c) Sybel ferries.
d) Snow-runners

* (12,000

in the Government-General,
42 f OOO
from BdE, i.e. 15$ 000 each in October and November, and
12,000 in December),

c) Report on Armd, Gp, 2 (yon Stauffenberg): 60-7Q& of
wheeled vehicles, 60% of tanks available for Teifun.
and Twentieth Armd. Divs • weakest Divs., by
reason of their structure.

f) Eighteenth,
Gen, Wagner

a)

(Gen Q,u)s

Teifun : Organization and logistics.

b) Difficulties of £uel_supply. : schduled trains from the
ZI sometimes fail to arrive (depots empty, lack of
tank cars, shortage of cans). 3y 1 Oct* we shall have
accumulated a reserve of l\. fuel quotas for each Army

Gp,

c) New rulings for collection and utilization of booty

(Deyhle in charge).

_

d) \fi|L.Q^iiinJ:sj^ra.tiqn <i_ Ratio guards /pWb 1 ; 30.
c ) Ukraine^ Gauleiter Koch ** is beginning ,to make his
presence felt. He criticizes inadequacy tif organization
provided by OM. Fights Rosenberg, who has not gotten
>

down to practical -work. The Fuehrer wants no Ukrainian
self-administration, Koch wants for administrative tasks
some of the police forces which Himmler had tied up incombat units.
f) Se^f^sjifficifci.n^y^ of forces in the East,
conditions in winter.

g) Advancing of xhe boundaries of the
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during static

Army Gp. Rej|r_ju:eas.a.

Local, in some places serious tensions on the
encircling front east of Kiev,. Progreeß against tKe Ita*
:
Airiay -along ooaafc of Gfalf of FinlandL Ho impor*
"eian 3Ugh:bh
tant events on the rest of the front. Quiet day.

Evena.ll^ s.ituatj.qm

~

£l_SjDEtembj2r_JL£4l

(92nd Day)

«--

-~

Sunday

lysem^:. Heavy transport movements from Kharkov in
northern and northeastern direction, evidently evacuations*
Iviuch movement within the pockets, especially near Kiev*
Breakout attempts axe mostly in eastern and northeastern

Si^ua^on/

Nothing new in the- otner sectors,
in the Valdai Hills.

direction*

movement

except for heavy

grjLendly^t£copjjj

<

j

Eleventh Army is encountering strong resistance
in front of Melitopol, Its attack has been put off. The Htm
Corps is tafc n out for transfer south, against the Crimea.
Seventeenth Army has taken Krasnograd.
Our troops have the situation in the pockets under control.
Attacks have been repelled. Large take of prisoners in the
northern pocket. Mcv appears to have been evacuated very
systematically.
North of Glukhov, enemy concentration and increased enemy
pressure. 29th mot. Div. needs "bolstering (Eighteenth Arrad.
i>

Div.),
AGp.

.Ceirteri. The enemy is manifestly preparing for the
defensive. Artillery activity has decreased. Air activity
and AAA defense are getting tweaker.

AGp* Ijorth:. In the Valdai Hills, increasing enemy pressure.
'IICorps is under attack, vdth the enemy using also armor.
All Armd. units now have been taken out of the Leningrad
front. The enemy is attacking southward out of Leningrad,
and eastward from the area of the encircled Red Eighth Army,

s®S^ v£n-^%9S aX

Report on the battles of Seventeenth
on the Desna. Interesting points*

a) Phosphorus

incendiary shells against

Armd. Div.

tanks.

b) Spare parts situation difficult, chiefly shortage of
piston rings and spring steel.
c) Lessons of the fighting with super-heavy tanks. First
fens&obilize, then let Combat Lngs. blow them up, with

crews

.

d) Attitude of %roops with respect to Comnissars, etc.
(do not shoot them).
sports out as Liaison Off* of Armd. Gp.
his observations in the Leningrad operations.

SW^—Gto^iASfi .
Lt_* £qi«

—Hil£ehe£

4 .Details

reports about organization of the motor repair
and maintenance services and of spare parts supply.
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MaJ._Deyh,l e

presents a report on collection and utilization of
booty in the zone of operations.
i

i^ilU^§g£e£l' (Gen

QaO*

a) Result of the conference with the Economic Organization
on stepping up harvest activities* •-- Cooperation of
local commanders. Procurement of trucks, allocation of
B/s ,
b) Organization of Bis.
c) .^munition expenditure in attack and defense.
d) Policy on dealing with inmates of mental institutions
in occupied territory.

c) Situation report from France,
nw%rJ2u.!ik reports
£°A^ v£v;ith

back from his assignment as Liaison Off.
<&Gp« South. We discuss training problems*

Col •.BeugingerJL
a) Next -moves in the southern operation*
b) Nineteenth Armd. Div. is again delayed.

Evening,

s.ituat.ioni. Eleventh Army has halted its attack at Meli
topol. Seventeenth
is closing up. The pockets east of
Iviev have been further compressed.
Budyonny is dajwing on the southern front (Dnyepropetrovsk)
for his defensive effort east of Liev,
On the front facing 2sth mot. Div., the remnants of 7 Inf.
Divs., 2 ftav. Divs. and one i*rmd. Div. have been identified.
North $_ IICorps has postponed its attacks to the 23rd.
Group Schmidt
has committed Eiguth iirrnd. Div. in the attack
today, but all that has been accomplished so far was moving
the Div. into the attacking front. i*tSoltsi, mcd. end heavy
Artillery (14 Btrys?).
VIII Air Corps will be taken out on 24 Sept., noon,
igrt-nsburg on Oesel taken.
;

*

G&n Q,u tabulation shov.s a monthly ammu
nition expenditure (in terms of first issues):
Defense*

iittackj

- 2£
2j 2 3/4

Lt. Fd. How.
Md. Fd. How.
10 cm Guns
Hv. How.

2

13/4-2 3/4
2-5*

Lt. Fd. How.
Ivied. Fd. How.
10 cm Guns

2.2
2.1
2r262 r26

Hv. How.

1.9
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£2jS^&ember

I£4A (93rd Day).

Odessa, the Romanians are making no
headway. Eleventh ijrmy is getting everything ready for the
attack on the primea. "Dpfenciye opposition"
at Melito

S^iu^io£.J «.'§Pii*k**.

*

pol* Enemy
activity greatly intensified.
Seventeenth Arjqjr is preparing for further advances. '•Floods' 1
at £oltava (apparently a dam has been blown up somewhere).
The pockets have been tightly sealed. Taking out of Divs.
for Guderian has been initiated.

**

Gejrter^ Guderian is beginning to regroup. Enemy pressure
on Romni and Glukhov ineresdag (several Divs*). It iwoulct
seem that tank forces from the Bryansk area have been shift

ed 'to this sector.
Fourth and Ninth armies are regrouping, kinor enemy activity.
Enemy air force again more active.

M°^h± Situation in Sixteenth Army ifc obscure.

Bad weather.
Hie attack by Nineteenth **rwd» Div. has been again postponed
because of extremely adverse ground conditions *\u25a0 However, we
Divs,
cannot wait indefinitely.
Center needs the
necessary.
for its offensive. i»n order to AGp* North will be
V<ha t strikes me is that the enemy appears to be attacking
in this sector despite bad -weather and ground conditions;
he outnumbers our forces b;y about 5P%*
Eighteenth mot* Div. also has postponed its attack to 23
Sep. Heavy enemy attacks against Twelfth
Div.
Eighth rf^rmd. Div. is to continue its attacks, Twentieth mot.
Div, is to follow up behind. It will be impossible to take
out Eighth .vrmd. Div, from this sector for the time being.
Slow progress is made against Eighth Russian iirmy in bitter
fighting (291st Div,, Berzog, has distinguished itself i).
New advances on Oesel,
General intensification of enemy air effort; bomb. •
ing and parachute flare reconnaissance
are especially inten
sive in Sixteenth **rmy sector. This activity of the enemy
air power is very noteworky. Voroshilov is thought to have
disappeared to Moscow. Radio intelligence indicates absence
of his. Hq.

£aJ2 t-2. M?XsILn£Z. (Org.

Sec.) reports on his tour to the Valdai front.
The Inf. Divs. inspected in that sector are on an average of
1,500 me XX. short after arrival of the Replacement Transfer Bns»
(123rd Inf. Div. is by far the weakest in both personnel and

command).

—-

The position of the iirmd. and mot. Divs. is as follows:
Third mot. is 20% short in motor vehicles.
our problem child
has 44 tanks. It is
Twentieth iirmd,
now getting 30 new ones, which brings the total to 74 (two'
Bns.) against a T/E strength of 210 tanks. Had 20% losses
in motor vehicles (Frenchi) t Bo Ren. Be.
Div, has JO serviceable tanks and is getting
Nineteenth
ones,
20 new
which gives it a total of 90. Has a Ren. Bn,

—
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Road and ground conditions are undescribably bad. a terrain
where commitment of tanks is arrant frolishness. But unfortu
nately C m C «±rmy Gp. has personally promised tank support to
C§ Sixteenth **rmy#

Qp&JK&MPL (se& Q,u)»
a) Fuel situation in .uGp^Center difficult; the concentrat

.

ion of so many
Divs. naturally creates an enormous
demand. Nineteen fuel trains are needed daily!
b) It would be desireable to restrict fuel consumption out
side the operations zone proper (QK.W order)**

Col . Heus inp&r^ Order

to *>Gp. South on continuance of offensive*
Intervention by ObdH regarding the objectives assigned to
the Divs. now being taken out of Sixth
for "Teifun"
move me to a fundamental clarification of my viewpoint both
in writing and in a formal session with him.

£vejiin& s,i
tuat jiqnj. Four new Divs* have aeen identified on the
enemy front. Old Divs., with numbers familiar from the
Smolensk pocket ,' have been rocon&titnted* Lnemy pressure at
Glukhov and in the Valdai sector, to which the enemy has
transferred a Cay. Div. (45th) from the central sector.

Liquidation of the pocket east of Kiev is getting on. In
the Lake Ladoga sector our attack has not made any marked
progress* i*gainst the Red Eighth .army local advances have a
again been made in tough fighting. Oesel is now almost
c ompl e te ly in our ha nds »
on phone: it vias impossible to supply Sixteenth
.army with ammunition today, iiaore rain. The attack by
Knobelsdorff 's Group must be postponed one more, and no new da
date can be set* Nevertheless, the- Div, must remain in
Ninth -fdrmy, against which the eneiay is advancing in an
enveloping movement from south end north, i*rmy Gp. must
demand that 253rd Div. of Ninth iirmy attack from the south.
Reply j Owing to ground conditions, 253rd Div, cannot attack
from the south. Nineteenth i*rmd. Div, cannot be left in
i*rmy Gp. In conformity with the order issued today, Six
teenth iirmy must submit a plan indicating the line on which
it proposes to conduct its defense.

;
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J2|g £e£t ember 1941_

(94th. Day )

Nothing new in Sput&t On the front of
Seventeenth Arms'" and on its northern flank weak and partlydisorganized resistance*
The pockets aa?e making their last
breakf-out attempts. The other enemy forces are retreating
on Kharkov. Evacuation movements northward from Kharkov in
the direction ef Moscow on several railroad lines through
Yelets and Voronezh. On the front facing the southern
wing of AGp. Center, the enemy is continuing his attempts
to "bolster the southern wing of AGp Timoshenko.
In the
area west of Sumi, 100th Division has appeared from the
area east of Smolensk.
In the sector south of Bryansk,
there are added indications that the Russians are un
loading more troops, to be committed against G-lufchov,
Large volume of traffic on the Sukhinichi
Yelnya line;
cannot "be interpreted.
In sector of AGd. Forth. Russian railroad movements from
Ribinsk to Valdai continue. It is not clear whether they
carry construction material, labor units or fighting
troops. Also heavy railroad traffic between Tikhvin and
Vologda.
Newspaper reports talk about the great impression made
by the battle of Kiev on Russia as well as other countries.
The British seem to be urging the Russians to abandon
southern Russia and confine themselves to holding the
Don and the Caucasus* It is possible that Stalin, perhaps
much against his will, may have to take this advice.
The implications for us would be that everything in AGp.
South must be reoriented to pursuit, and more particularly
that Armd, Gp, 1 must be freed with a minimum of delay.

S,ituatip_ni

Jgnemyj

-

3Tr;Lend^y ,,force s : iLouthern_lwing no change. Romanian reverses
before Odessa are inconvenient. East of Kiev everything
is developing according to plan. Guderian starts re
grouping for his new mission, but he still has some
enemy forces sitting on his eastern flank between
Akhtyrka and Sumi,
i

In Center, Guderian is reinforcing the G-lukhov sector,
which is the right thing to do. For the rest, reinforce
ments are being moved to Second Army from the south,
Second and the front is being reformed according to our
plan. Minor attacks have been repulsed.
Air attack on
Poltava,

In north, the situation is strained in the Valdai Hills,
where the enemy is becoming more active while the
conditions for fighting are unfavorable for our own troops.
Here linth Army will at last have. to speed "op
regrouping in order, at the least, to consolidate the
situation until operation "Teifun" starts.
Opening of
the "Teifun" offensive will relieve the situation. -» In the
Lake Ladoga sector, only minor advances, apparently .
at considerable cost. Our forces here are sufficiently
strong for the defense, but it seems not strong enough
for a radical . liquidation of the enemy. However, they
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The advances in the direction, of
Peterhof gained "by First and. 291st Divisions in hard
fighting deserve the .highest praise.

are all we have got.

(OT

"Directive"

a)

On new

states
*b)

operation of iflp. South. It
belatedly what we have already ordered.

£ base of the

On the next moves in Norway. 163rd Division is to
"be freed for the northern theater of operations* 3? he
attack "by the Finnish 111 Corps is to "be called off,
the attack on Kandalaksha, is to "be continued.
DietlT s
operation must "be restricted to capture of the western
The directive orders
part of the Hitachi Peninsula.
Rowanjemi
to the
construction of a railroad from
north, and readying Of transport etc. There is concern
a"bout the British and Murmansk* and about a threat to
the nickel mines. As soon as frost has set in, we
must try a thrust on Murmansk through Kandalaksha.

c) One of the &iew Divs. must "be alerted for Serbia.
Trarsfer will take three weeks.
Geiu. Hemmer ich (with Gen. Buhle and Col.

yon

Ziehrberg):

a)' Organization of his work and of his section. Establish
ing of the post of "Chief of Military Survey Service"
and appointment of a"Chief Officer" representing the
Service at OKH*

"b) War experiences

and work of surveying troops during

the war.

c) Distribution of the material of the Belgrade Military
Map and Surveying Institute.
Gen.^Jacpb.:

a) Heport on Oesel. 50$ of the assault "boats were lost
on the first day.

*b)

*

Sybel ferries have "been a great success i
Will "be
continued in production as regular Engineer Corps
equipment. Required transportation for:

One Btry. with horses

4 S~ferries, 6 Eavy lighters
One Bn. with horses
15 S~ferries, 21 Fayy lighters.
Btry.
One mot.
6 S-ferries.
6 S-ferries.
One mcd. AA Biry,
One Bn. without trains
3 (allowing one combat train
vehicle and one field kit
chen for each Co.)
Bn.,
Combat train of one Inf.
70 S-ferries.

c) Use of S-ferries in the Black Sea.

Jour Cos. of
12 ferries each, and one Company of 11 ferries are at
Constanza; in addition, there are the "bridge ferries
for the Dnjepr, auLCftored in the Danube, rear Sulina.
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d) Observations on Eus sian rapid construction methods
exemplified in the fortifications on the Luga river*
In South, enemy resistance is somewhat
stiffening in the Kharkov area, Apparently new forces,
if perhaps only Xeplacement Bris. have "been brought in*

JlV.eniEg jsitua.tipjis

Guderian has gained room to maneuver to the east
and is regrouping. The rest of the front ,of AOn. Center is
relatively quiet. Only Ninth Amy reports increased
artillery and air activity in the sector of ? CoTps.

£en.ter.L

HPXtJji Apparently more enemy reinforcements for the Ladoga
front. 149th Div. from AG& Center has arrived in sector
of Corps Schmidt *.
40 trains from Vologda to the Ladoga front*

In the evening a 150 km long truck column is reported
moving from Bologoye in the direction of Novgorod, tfith
three enemy Divisions already assembled behind the front
in that area such a concentration begins to get uncom

fortable,

EPS.si.ble_mctve.si.

1.) Transfer of one Div* from Kiev to Serbia.
(Would take four weeks.)
2.) Transfer of one Div. to AGp. Forth. Most
conveniently from France, where it could
be replaced by a Div. from Kiev*

(96th Day)

ii4_September_JUsL4i
]3y_JPl.an_e_tcL

a)

Smo.le.naki

Conference with Field Marshal yon Bock:
AGp. Center for operation "Teifun".

Plans of

b) .After breakfest, conference with CGs of Ninth.
Fourth, Second Armies and Arrad. Gps. 2,3,4,. The plans
submitted are on the whole in accord with the ideas
of OKH. Discussion and elaboration on line of reasoning
pursued by OKH.
c)

**

Conference with Col, "Wuthmann
about consolidation
of the situation on the boundary between Finth and Sixteenth
Armies. 253rd Div. is being transferred from ITinth to
Sixteenth Army, Boundary changes between Finth and
Sixteenth Jlrmy.

Evening at Field Marshal yon Bock !s Bq , where v/e are
joined by Kesselr ing, Guderian, Soldan, Greiffenberg, and
ObdH* Overnight in special train of Army Or* at Smolensk.
Yon Bock states that he will £pen offensive with Guderian 1 s
Group on 30 Sepfc and follow up with the rest of his forces
on 2 Oct* In any event there must be a 48-hour interval
between the two attacks.
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(96th Day)

25_ _S^&esb£r.J&4i,

Back to Loetzen by piano
at noon.

"via Smolensk, Minsk, Wilna.

Arrive

Afternoon:

1») Report on
On 24 SepJ;

<>C£ur_renceS;

in__my_

OKW was in the
crisis. It was "brought on
attack in the Ladoga sector
enensr counter attack which
As a result we lost ground

absence.

j_

throes of a first-rate
when Sixteenth Army's
ran head-on into a strong
threw "back Eigth Armd. Div.
on the eastern "bank of the

Keva.
remedy
To
the situation, the Fuehrer gave the following
rapid
orders in
succession:
a) S&Lp 30,000 mines "by air to AGp. North.
b) Stop transfer of 36th mot. Div.
c) Ship Paratroops (one Regt. available at once,
a second later ) "by air to AGp. Forth;
d) Transfer one Inf. Regt. of AGp. Center by air to
AGp. Eorth.
When it was discovered that air lift was not
available, he ordered transfer of a whole Div. from
Center to Iforth "by rail. The Spanish Div. has been
picked for the job, and willbe moved from Vitebsk
at the rate of six trains a day. Will arrive at
Don "between 2 and 10 Oct.

c) The Divs. scheduled

for transfer from the West must
be moved at a rate of 72 trains a Day I 72nd Div.
starts moving on 28 Sep. and will be shipped on a
72 trains a day schedule as far as Sast Prussia.
from there on it will be moved to AGp. Iforth as
the transport situation permits. First elements
will arrive 2 Oct.

f) Replacement Bn. of the Rehabilitation Bn. *. is to
go to AGp. Rorth.
(That's quite out of question i)
With the enemy attacks at Ladoga not getting any
where today, a certain serenity is spreading again
over the scene.

2.)

The following Divs. must be transferred from AGp. Sout \u25a0i*
99th Lt. Inf. Div. for Serbia, where it willbe re
organized as a "Mt.- Div. 71st Div., for France, to
replace the Div. transferred to AGp. lorth. Inf. will
entrain in Berdichev; mot. elements in Reichshof
beginning 5 Oct.

,**

3»)

Ambassador Ritter called up regarding alleged indis
cretions

OSAe. H&iziari. Current

to Alfieri.
matters in his section.

and Ankara.
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His tour to Sofia

E^SPAaS situation,: JJnejmsLi In the sector of AGp, Center the

following enemy units have now "been identified:
One Inf.
Cay. Div*
Div.
one
one Inf.
and
sector,
in the Ostashkov
two Inf. Divs. in the sector of
XXIIICorps (Valdai), two Inf. Divs, opposite Armd* Gp. 2.

Div, in the Ladoga sector,

In the sector of AGp. Center the enemy apparently is
thinning his front and regrouping in depth.. Construction
Changes in artillery dispositions,
of positions.
Hriendly_fo.rc_e.s_: In £out.h, local advances tdw»«i£tlik«
Crimea and at Krasnograd, where the enemy is counter
\u25a0attacking*
The pockets east of Kiev on the whole are
"burned out* Hegrouping of troops. Guderian is re
assembling his forces.

C.e£t§rx 3s° important changes on the front.
quiet. Shifting of reserves,

Generally all

|[o£tji: Enemy attacks in the Ladoga sector were smashed"
with the support of the Air .Torce, Individual 3ns. had
to "be called from the Volkhov and from the Kronstadt front.
G-en,

Paulusr Back from XXXIXCorps, His graphic account stresses
the seriousness of the difficult situation "but also the
superior achievements of the troops and the command.

26_Sepiember_l941

(97th Day).

Situatio.nl. jßoutJg.: A "breakthrough is developing at Parekop; Armd.Gp
has started attack southeast; Seventeenth Div. is slowly
gaining ground. Mopping up of the pockets east of Kiev
is drawing to a close. G-uderian continues concentration
of his forces toward the north, while pushing away the
enemy on his eastern flank.
£.©Sft§*\L- $o important changes.
The impression prevails
that the enemy is regrouping in depth and taking out more
Divs,

3&orth: Bo farther deterioration of the situation.
UnSPffll jUsujftLog: Eastward railroad movements from Kharkov
and Donets, and from Tula and Moscow in the direction of
the Ural Mountains indicate that the evacuation is in full
swing. This would "bear out what we know from a radio and
press report about the plan to give up military -opposition
forward of the Don. On the other hand the tremendous
strengthening of his rear positions ( Moscow defense system )
would point to the opposite policy.
liej&,Jß|Biff§.: (Army Mission Romania)
reports oh the situation at
Odessa. Day before yesterday, Antonescu at last changed
his mind about asking for German help. The Romanians
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cannot get Odessa "by themselves.
'
He whats; a) droops, "b) Air support •
We discuss extent to which request ought to "be granted.
Hauffe estimates the necessary aid at two Inf. Divs M
3-4 mcd. Arty. Bns. one Obsiu Bn. , one Corps Arty.'
Commander, one Socket Projector Bn, , one Corps Hq.. witii
accessories, in addition to Air support

,

.

The attack must "be conducted on the following plan: The
northeastern front is to "be moved up to the lagoons on
the northeast side of the city, while preparations are

"being made for the attack from the northwest, and then the
assault is executed with an overwhelming concentration
of all forces.
The attack on the northeastern fr®st cannot "be launched
"before the end of two weeks. G-erman aid would take three
weeks to arrive* Accordingly, in the event that this
plan should "be carried out, the decisive attack could
not "be launched "before the end of four weeks.
We examine our capabilities for meeting the demands. The
suggestion is made to use the two Kiev Divs* (99th Lt. Inf.
and 71st Inf. Div.) slated to go to Prance "before their
transfer*

.

The Fuehrer insists that a) Sixteenth Armd. Div.
should help the right wing of Seventeenth Army along
before starting to push through to the southeast, and
is impatient to know "b) why Seventeenth Army's advance

£rp_m_op/t.

is so slow.
T.he_ jsLav i.s_d&mjLmtj|dJby our struggle to get 36th mot. released
for yon Bock. The fuehrer has stopped the transfer until
such time when yon Lee"b would no longer need the Div.
When called up "by OTdcLH, yon Leeb replies after careful
examination that he has to hold on to it "because the
other scheduled reinforcements would arrive too. lafce.
We then told- OKW that in our opinion temporary help could
"be had from the Volkhov front pending commitment of the
arriving reinforcements, and that withholding the transfer
of 36th mot. Div. would "be extremely detrimental to yon
Bock's offensive effort. The question was finally decided
in our favor, inasmuch as Sixteenth Army meanwhile saw
the situation so greatly improved (the enemy did not
attack today) that At even wants to take the offensive in
Lake Ladoga sector (J)
\u25a0

gen. Bogatsch;
a) Eesult of Air observation,

especially on the eastward
evacuation movements, the troop movements away from
Center, chiefly in southward direction, and the current
supply shipments from the east to the front.

"b) Future organization of the AAAi The AAA units which
were assigned to Armd. Commands will "be incorporated
in the AAA Divisions*
A policy matter I
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Wagner_( Gen

Qu)«

a) Hew "boundaries for the Army Gp. Hear Areas* Territory
turned over to the Reich Oomraissars extends to the
eastern

frontier of Estonia and the Ensepr.

b) belief Train Bavaria requested for Kiev.

Hoi

c) Situation report on France*

On the whole quiet; only
clique
working
a small
is
against us.

d) Supply questions, Polish peasants

1

carts, PW questions.

c) laxt month we can ezspect only 26 fuel trains daily.
Yet we need for South 8 (reported requirements 10) for
Center 16 ( 18 required), Horth 2, totaling 30 trains
daily. At present we are in arrears with deliveries to
Center. Stocks are dwindling.

,

f) Supply situation:

Sixth Army must again "be switched
"back entirely to supply system of AGp. South. Railroad
cuts by partisans.

g) Ftf organization at Kiev seems to be functioning all
right? likewise organization for collecting "booty.
h) Mental institutions in sector of AGp. Forth* Itossians
regard the feeble— minded as holy* Killing nevertheless
necessary.

i) ITleldpost: Ban on parcelpost will"be lifted end of
October ( 1-kg packages). Collection centers and mail
shipments must "be guarded against pilfering.

.

£ce&._J£eJLteJL_.(Pe rsonnel Biv ) :

a) Candidates

for vacant Div. Commanders posts.
b) Replenishing of the Officers" pool by convalescents.
c) Officer casualties. Daily losses in August averaged 188;
average throughout. Eastern campaign tfvdato is 196.
£en..j3uhlej_

a) The eastern front is 200,000 men short, and there are no
replacements,

except returnees

from hospitals.

"b) Replacement Brigs, now in the Government- General could
be used as loss replacements for AGp, Forth. (Proiposal
is being taken under consideration).

c) Prom the West we could obtain (by drawing again on the
Divs. alreaciy dented by detachment of Cos.): 10 3ns.
5 of which would go to AGp. Forth.

—

—

f

Curre
Current
matters
0Q& XVi. Hew directive for special Staff F.*
Leaving
Ankara.
of his section.
for Sofia and
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ae£.J)£hguisi calls "before takitig off for Finland, We discuss
the Ifemonstration detachments which Finland will send to
instruct our troops on winter warfare. Discussion of the
charge him with the
situation on our no them front, I
enemy
forces, if possible
request to his Hq,, to pin down
to attack on the Karelian Isthmus, and to disrupt Eussian
shipping on Lake Ladoga*
vori

—

ZighJ-bejcg: We discuss possibilites for relieving G of S» Asp.
Horth.
Relief for CofS in !eige ls Corps HqL- (reduced).
Miscellaneous

current matters.

Qu calls up: Fuel supply to Center is now
In Guderian's Group, the supply problem will
difficult,
remain
The Divs. must "be supplied in the order
of their scheduled jump-off.

Jfr&ning G-en

flowing again.

Evening jsituat|pn: Important points?
a) 73rd and 46th Divs. have rushed through the ""bottle
neck 11 at Perekop. Enemy is holding only one more rear
position.

b)
c)
d)

c)

.Armd. G-roup 1 is advancing on the whole line. Seven
teenth Army has made some progress, "but nothing
spectacular.
All quiet in AGp. Center,
llorth: Welcome quiet. Situation in the Ladoga sector
stabilized, nineteenth Armd. Div. will"be moved out
of the Valdai sector. 26th mot. Div. has finally "been
released for transfer.
]£nemyj 107th Rifle Div. and 102nd Armd. Div. facing
Center also have been taken out of the line now. Total
of Divs. shifted so far 13, i.c* 8 Divs. from central
Sector to the wings (our Sixteenth Army, our Armd.
Group 2). 2 Divs. just reported, whereabouts still
undetermined.
3 Divs. to the rear, as a reserve
behind central sector.

(98th Day)

27_S^pi.emb^r_l£41,

Siiu&tion: Snemyj
a) Uorthward movements from Kharkov are not so much in
evidence any more, but traffic eastward from Moscow is
very heavy.

b) Evacuation of the Bryansk industries appears
c)
d)

to be in
progress.
Little movement on the Volkhov front in the Valdai Hills
sector, traffic behind the front is in both directions.
Enemy air force has shifted its main concentration
northward.

Prie£dly_forces.:
pur s.i4ex The operations of Aflp. Stout & are
making good progress.
Kleist has gained ground, yon Stuelp
nagel is also getting on agtdn, while yon Reichenau is still
battling with the remnants of the enemy in the pockets. But
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at least the Inf. Divs, assigned to Guderian are getting
under way.
Front of AGp.._Ceji£e£ is on the whole quiet. Kluge seems
to have positure indications that the enemy might try to
fall back.

In Fo£th, vehement attacks -west of the Valdai Hills. Here
another new Div. has made its appearance, this one from
Vladivostok. On the Tolkhov, intensified artillery

activity. Situation in the Ladoga sector eased "ay our
Air Jforce. In the Kronstad'; sector heavy attacks of the
Russian Sight Army* Thirty-sixth mot. Div. and Nineteenth
Armd. Divs, are |pm moving to join yon Bock.

-

Gren. Pi.tt.inar_ reports on the fighting of his 169th Div. at Salla.

2.8&. £oykg.(Havy) :

Eeports on the war at sea.

The tasks in the

Polar Sea and in the Mediterranean are difficult. Submarine
warfare would have a good chance ? "but needs Air Force
cooperation.

Col. Eeuisingerx

a) Operation in southeastern

direction.

Missions for Kleist.

Ho diversion to the north*

b) The Divs. transferred from Sixth Army to Guderian will
move at a distance of 3-4 days 1 marches behind the Left
wing of the Armd. Divs. , and even farther behind on the
eastern wing. Nevertheless, operations must start as
soon as possible.

c) The delay in start of Sixth Army willput a gap of
8-10 days 1 marches between it and Seventeenth Army,**
It has taken Sixth Army quite some time indeed to get
on the move again.

d) Odessa:

Troops from Kiev mast be transferred through
Lwow. They will arrive in the Odessa area early ITov.
Leave Berdichev 5 Oct. (four trains daily), mot. elements
by road. Hail journey 19 days, afterwards 3-4 days by
road* One Inf. Div. (99th Lt. Inf. Div.) will have to
do. Chevallerie must be in command.

Additions:

One
One
One
One

Rocket Projector Bn. from the
Corps Arty, Commander*
Bn. 24 cm How. , Czech.
heavy Bn. (two hv. How.Btrys., one mc d.
I'd. Eow. Btry.) of Training

Bgt* Jueterbog,
One Btry. 21 cm Guns (244 rounds) from Kiev.
One lt. Obsn. Bn. from the Ifest.
Arty, -already before

G-en

JBogat^ch

a)

One mcd. I'd. How. Bn.
One 10 cm Gun Btry.

Odessa:

- Ctol.JCinzeX:^.

Transport movements

of the enemy (map)
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.*

Cr o s s~checke d tabul at i
ons

b)

Caucasus:

V

According to our radio intelligence:

47th Army with two Mt. Divs. (Caucasus).
44th Army (Baku), one Mt, Div. and one Armd. Regt.
52nd Army, one Cay. Div. (Teheran)**^ « three Mt. Divs.
one

Cay*

i)iv'*., one Armd. Regt.

Attache*:

According to report of Finnish

Caucasus five Inf. Divs
Xran three Inf. Divs.

and one Cay. Mt, )
v

\u0084--.

„„

wine

4
units.
\u0084^

j.

It -would take the British three \tfeeks to reach
Caucasus, and four weeks to reach the Crimea.

c) Pow estimated on the Russian front: 177 Divs. with a
combined effective combat strength of 83 Divs,
Jfte_ning jii£uatip.|i: SpatJi : The Romanians suffered a setback
north of Melitopol; on the other fronts they are advancing.
Center jl A new enemy Div, from Center, has appeared at
G-lukhov. Troop concentrations west of Rzhev.
jgorjbh; Attack in the Taldai sector repelled. Attack in
Eight Army sector repelled. Rest of the front quiet.

Casualtiesx

Wounded

12,413 Off.

376,225 ECO and EM

Killed

4,784 Off.

106,231 ITCO and EM

-Missing

Total:

414_Qff i

17,611 Off.

22 J.766_FCo^.and_Mi
505,222 *TCO and EM

Total casualties of the G-round Forces on Eastern front
(excl. medical casualties), 22 June ~ 23 September,
522,833:, i.e. 15.38$ of the Eastern Army (3.4 million).

SB-s^Piembe.r_l94i

(99th Day)

— Sunday,

(

Sit&aiioni. Smithy On the Crimea two new units have been identi
fied. On the eastern front of Eleventh -army, the Mt. Divs.
have been committed to eliminate the penetration in the
Romanian line. In the sector of Seventeenth Army, the
enemy counter attacks are now shifting from south of Kharkov
to a little more northward. Sixth Army is at last beginning
to stir, but regrouping has not yet been started*
In front of Guderian's forces obscure enemy move
ments near the front, which might be interpreted as shifting
and regrouping of forces.
In the G-lukhov area, a Div. has
appeared from the central sector
of Timoshenko 1 s Army Gp»
Formation of reserve group west of Rzhev has been confirmed.
Movements are proceeding according to plan.

Center.^
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:o important occurrences . except in the Ladoga and the
I'orthi l
Eronsta'dt sectors, where attacks were repulsed*
j|nejifir: Various railroad movements, evacuation movements to
the Ural, shipments of material from the south (Donets)
to the north, and local supply and shifting movements "behind
the front are continuing. Bo evidence of large-scale troop

movements.
tanks and trucks sent for rehabilitation
are arriving on schedule and go to the Divs.

Ea £.erij3lL The

SujyplyjL Supply facilities, in the sector of AGp. Center are
"being expanded according to plan. Fuel situation of the
•
Army Gy.. for the present slightly improved, -Partisans' repeated
ly disrupt riilroad linos,,

. .

_

£©£•.J'.el Igieb el :
a)
Id)

c)

Signal communications for "Teifun".
Telephone lines issuing from Gomel Hq..
Italian radio traffic is "being intercepted "by the
British* Counter -measures.

(Liaison Off. to Armd. Gp. 2.) Reports in
and gets "briefing on plans for operation "Teifun".

TAj^ C.ol.._JCahldeni

I&i_ £ol._ljan£haeuser_
(Liaison Off. to Army Gp. Forth): Report
Specifically, outline of intentions.
en situation.

At noon, OQu -I is my guest at luncheon to celebrate

his

"birthday.

\u25a0

—

£oi.J3eus_inger,i
Afternoon
Discussion of pending matters
concerning operation "Teifun",
Inquiry from AGp. South whether assistance "by Armd. 0-roup 1
on southern wing of Seventeenth Army could not be dispensed
(Kol)
with.
Memorandum to OKW outlining the tasks which require withdrawal of Divs. from. Sixth ArmyJ Odessa, Serbia, France,.
AGp. Forth ! Railroads can carry only one Div. every two
weeks.
It is now up to OKW to decide what it considers the most
important task.

An enemy attack has created a .'. tight situation on the eastern
front of Eleventh Army. In the Crimea enemy forces are
stronger than anticipated.

-—

C.onf ere_nc_e_,wit]i ObdHx He informs mo of result of his conferences
with the Eeich Marshal on Church questions.
Letter from
concerning
possible
Keltel OKW on the Fuehrer's ideas
new
CGs. for Sixth and Seventeenth Armies which in his opinion
do not advance fast enough. He seems to like IQ.eist ls

—

temperament

and wants to give him a leading role.
Situation in France. Preparedness to repel British landing
attempts,
Replacement problem in AGp. lorth. (Portions of the
Replacement Brig, in the Government-General, and individual
Bns. from the Ttfest and Denmark.)

—
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—

JS^ejaing.g. situation:
situation: Urarys^i. Local British landing attempts
hay
Italian Air 3?orce claims to have
in the Bretagne*
inflicted losses on British shipping in the Mediterra

nean.
In SputJk an attempt is made "by committing the Mt. Corps, to
recover quickly the ground lost on the northern wing of
Eleventh Army. Kleist has made good progress, has routed
the enemy forces at Dnepropetrovsk and taken a "bridge
over the Samara
Seventeenth Army is fighting off a
against
counter attack
its northern flank.

*•

£en.te,r.L

Continues to regroup for the coming offensive.
Many local engagements, pro"ba"bly due to the desire
on "both sides to prolie the enemy situation. Opposite
the right wing of Finth Army, the enemy has again
withdrawn two Divs. they have apparently "been shifted
to Lake Ladoga.

,

Relatively quiet day,

Jiorthi

Enemy attack in the

Ladoga sector is repelled.

(100th Day).

29_Septe#e_r_1941

—

Sputjbi:

Advances in the Crimea (western isthmus)
.Situation.:
situation on the eastern front of Eleventh Army has
"been restored.
Eleist has swept the Dnepropetrovsk
"bridgehead clear of the enemy, scoring surprise successes
against enemy artilleiy.** Slow Progress "by Stuelpnagel
who is keeping the covering forces much too close to his
flanks, instead of leaving room for maneuvering and
echelonning them out. Sixth Army has commenced moving
east with its first elements.

Cen,terjr G-uderian "begins to wheel his eastern wing north
ward for the jump-off, "but encounters some resistance which
delays the swing. On the rest of this front local fighting
which does net affect the over-all situation.
Iprbh: Attacks on the Ladoga front repulsed,
relatively quiet.

otherwise

Jnemy.: Shipments of materi&l to the north and evacuations
to the east continue. Local regrouping on the front
facing AGp. Center, perhaps also more shifting of units
to Timoshenko's southern wing.

LJi.—CpJLs. 2-adke.: Eeligious question.
troop s.

Propaganda

Cultural activities of
leaflets dropped "by planes.

Maj-Or Menzelj, Beports on his experiences
Div. in the advance

with Sixteenth Armd.
from Kremencbug*
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£Qa 1* Replacement problems in AGp, .Forth. Including Oonvales
cent Cos. Replacement Transfer Bns. and two Bns. from
Denmark, v;e can now give them 8,500 men. In the three
weakest Divisions alone, uncovered shortages total 11,673»
Still unallocated one Bn. of the Beplacements Brig# from
the Government- General (760 men) and the Bns. from the
Western Divs. (four coastal Divisions, two Demarcation Line
Divs.)

lGen__

£O *

Everything is
Supply for "Teifun" satisfactory.
have not yet
ready for the jump-off. Tank replacement
reached all units. Will "be sent after them..
Organization of collecting and utilization of indigenous
supplies next winter for the troops'' at the front and i& ZT.

Evening, .situation,: Fo important news.

3D_Sept.embe.r_l£4J-

jSituaMon:

(101st Day).

Jirmd^ Gp^ 2 has

iauncjied^of fe.ns i
v e_s.

front of Eleventh Army has "been
stabilized. The Homanians appear to have suffered heavy
losses in that sector. Kleist will pro"ba"bly have to commit
additional forces against Pavlograd (so far only a Eifle
Eegt, of Thirteenth Armd. Div.), in order to help along
Stuelpnagel's right wing. Stuelpnagel will have to take
care of his own left flank "by "bringing up Divs* from
the rear, and have them follow well 'ff to the north of the
flank. Reichenau must see to it that his Army gets moving
at least with Advance Combat Teams.
S.out|i: The eastern

,

jCent.e_r_:

Due to the commitment to launch his northiTard
drive on 3D Sep*/ Guderian could not finish cleaning up
his east flank around Sumi. This has created the danger
of a northward widening of the gap "between Seventeenth Army
and Guderian 1 s Group, which might offer the enemy an
opportunity to take the initiative in that sector.
Other
wise no important news. Guderian has started out this
morning.
]lPZth» Quiet night. Southeast of Lake Ilmen, the usual
attack (30th Inf. Div. , SS Deathhead).
In the Ladoga sector,
the front has been further consolidated.
Attack in south
ward direction on "both sides of the 2'evai
Nothing new in
Kronstadt sector. Local advaces on Oesel*

OETW has now decided which forces of SiLxth Army are to "be trans

ferred:
132nd Div. (of Seventeenth Army) will go to Odessa, "by read,
71st Inf. Div. will march to Berdichev, to arrive not later
than 10 Oct.
113 th Div. will "be ready "by 10 Oct., and 24th Inf. Div. a
little later for transfer to France,
99th Lt. Inf. Div. will move "by roadmaasehh. to Romania,
leaving open reassignment to Serbia.
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212 th Inf. Dir. now in France,

Casualties:

22 June -26 Segv

Wounded
Killed

12,604 Off.

4, 864

Off,

Missing^

416 Off.

Total

17,866 Off.

will go to Agp. Hbrtiu

1941

385,326 HCO and EM
108,487 HCO and EM
517,086 HCO and EM

Total losses (excl. medical casualtie) 534,952, i.e.
Eastern Army (3,4 million).

15$

of the

—

£ol._vp_n_ZJLehl]2.ergJL Current Gen. Staff personnel matters.
Eelief and travel aid funds. » Attache" questions
(Hungary, Sweden).
C,oi._vp_nJß^rjgaJLhL Report on inspection tour to southern wiag of
Sixteenth Army in the Valdai area. My suspicion is con
suffered under
firmed that the morale of the troops
adverse weather and the hardships imposed "by the terrain •
The Conditions are ijn&eed difficult tut "by no means oversevere. Regrouping and exchange of the disrupted Divs.
on the Valdai front would "be desirable.
of .British forces in the Hear East. It
seems that the British moved only two Divs. into Iran*
Other elements have "been returned from Irak to Palestine
again. Accordingly we need not anticipate any British
drive to the Caucasus through Iran in the immediate future.
On the other hand an attack "by strong forces against
Cyrenaica must "be reckoned with as of Oct.

£ol«-J4.s.s: Distribution
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-—

£ol,_HjmsJtnger». Order for the assault of Odessa.
Measures for
the defense of Atlantic coast of France against a possible
British landing in Brittany (attack against the submarine
base: at Lorient^ #
Yon S>odQnsternj?£ja£ vpa £o^L<>n |>hone. jßveningJCeltei X OICJ J_ on
2k°_ne!. Yon Stuelpnageli"s frontaVnttack is~encountering
increasingly stiff restistance, due to the introduction
7
of two fresh Caucasian Divs, Heavy losses by our troops
( Ninth Inf. Div. ) and bad weather ( snow and rain ) compel
us to attack slowly and methodically.
On yon Stuelpnagel! s eastern wing, Thirteenth Armd. Div, vwas
to open up the way through Krasnograd by an attack from the
south. It came up against new enesy Armor (Russian Eigthfe
Amid. Brig. ), beat him, but then was stopped cold by .?.
river with the bridge down. This Div. cannot rush forward
any longer with its own means; it would have to bring up
bridging equipment and require the support of a mot. Div.
If xre were to keep it on its present mission, it would bo
lost for Kleist. And Kleist* s drive is at the moment of
overwhelming importance, for it is the only means by which
the enemy facing yon Manstein^s eastern front, could bo dis
posed of.
The Fuehrer, though reluctantly, aj proves the transfer of
Thirteenth Armd. Div* to Kleist' s Group,

gvoning lituatiom_

Situation on the northern rang of
Eleventh Army has bean stabilized. Kleist hns m?.de progress
on the eastern bank of the Dn^opr. Yon Stuelpnagel has ad
vanced on his right wing and now is moving up two Divs, for
an attack on his left wing ( 2 Oct. ).
Yon Reichenau lias
launched his attack.
O^enterj^ Guderian has opened his offensive before he could
wheel over his right wing, which apparently is stilllocked
with a numerically superior enemy and in some pieces even got
in trouble. The attack has gained ground. The enemy wr.s
evidently taken by surprise.

South*.

—

remainder of the front is relatively quiet. The enemy
very alertf many reconnaissance thrusts. On tho Smolansl:

The

is

highway, the enemy is bringing up Artillery and appar en tly
also reinforcements or replacements.

ilorth^ Apart from locc.il attacks on the Ladoga front mid at
Leningrad on both sides of the Ileva, relatively quiet dr.y»
Resistance on Oesel seems to be dying out.

i£cjtober 1941 (102nd Day ).
western isthmus of the
making
headway.
Crimea is
Uncomfortable situation on the
eastern front of Eleventh Army. Armd. Gp. 1 is moving up
Thirteenth Armd. Div. and is advancing southward on the

Situation: South* The attack against the
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oast "bank of the Dn,iepr.

The Italian mobile units have mopped up the north bank of
the Dnjepr.

Seventeenth Army is suffering from the efferts of bad
weather and reports no progress.
Sixth Army has started its drive, leading with Advmce Com
bat Teams.

s°£"kJx rJL

Armd. Gp. 2 has had trouble in disengaging its right
flank cover from the enemy. One Regt. of 25th mot. Div. .vo
remained pinned down. Furthermore, Ninth Armd, Div. had to
be committed again, as a result of which closing up to the
north will be delayed. One the whole, however, the brerJc
through the enemy, whose strength and disposition was accur
ately estimated, is making good progress. On the remainder
of the front no important development, apart from local enemy
thrusts.
iforthj Only local thrusts in the Ladoga sector. Otherwise
unaccountably

quiet.

Gen. Bulilet_ a) Report on condition of tanks in all Armd. Divs. In
Guderian* s Gp. about 50%, in the other jirmd. Gps.
about 70-80$, Hoepfner* s Gp. is best off ~.dth four
Divs^ "Ith 100$
b) Covering of replacement requirements.
Deactfi
vation of Divs.

.

—

—-

—

Fieldpost ques
Gen. J/agner_ ( Gen Qu )i Partisan activities.
tions! Investigators must be sent to determine the reasons
Novgorod mental
for delays in the 21 and in transit.
institutions.
Church bells in France and Belgium (Ques
Basic re^-l
tions has been put off, but must not be shelved. )
vision- o£ the legal status of the Military Administration
Employee s."*( Must be opposed ).

—

—

Col. ICinzeJLj Statistical tabulation of strength fluctuations of t
the Russian Army during the campaign since the beginning of
the war.
Col. ropoff ( Bulgaria ) assigned to study our organization, pres
ents himself, accompanied by Col. of the Gen. Staff ICneschV**
( German ).
Obdli sees the Fuehrer: Outcome of discussion*

a) Odessa operation tdll be conducted in conformity r?±th our
recommendations. The Fuehrer wants to send a letter to
iintonescu in this matter.
b) Worries that AGp. South is pushing Seventeenth and Si:tth
Armies too far north. Seventeenth Army should stay south
of the Donets. Kharkov also could be left to Sixth Army.

c) Concerned about

the *-;eal#iess of Bock's northern wing.

d) Makes proposal to rectify the situation on the Ladoga front
by an Armd. thrust, on Tikhvin, 7/hich subsequently would
swing around, across the Volkhov river, into the enemy l
s
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( Out of this world! )

rear.

o) Defense of coast.
J3v£n±ng jsitufitioni Souths The assault of the Crimea must be dis
continued for the moment. The .artillery, earmarked for the
is needed restore the situation on the eastern
Crimea
front of Eleventh Army, which has been breached by the
enemy. Counter aat tack is in progress. Kleist is making
•

\u25a0

relatively slow progress, Enemy resistance keeps flaring
up. yon Stuelpnagel is marking time. Serious difficulties
caused by bad weather. Yon Reichenau has moved ahead

Advance Combat Teams.

C^enter^tjGuderian has broken claan through; $he enemy line
T&th 'his central group and has pushed 60 km into oneny
territory in a sweeping advance. His right wing*still far
behind and under enemy attack^is causing concern.
His left wing has advanced about 20 km.
a&U quiet on the rest of the front. The enemy is taking his
Divs. out of the line for-issue of winter clothing.

S°£,'QiL Nothing to report except for local attacks in the Ln.
Ladoga sector. The final fighting on Oesel, is very bitter.

"Teifuni"

2 October

1941_ (10r3d(103rd Day). Second, Fourth

and
Ninth Amies -start operations.

jSitUjatipn^ Spu^M. Counter attacks
are in progress on the
eastern front of Second Army. Yon ICleist continues his
southward attack while covering his eastern flank,
Hq.AGp. South intervenes end regroups the front facing north
east! yon Reichenau t s two northern Corps and yon Stuelpnagel' s
tr;o northern Corps will advance on Kharkov as a new Sixth
Army, while Reichenau* s southern Corps wiH turn off to the
east and, forming a new Seventeenth Army with yon Stuelpnagel !s
two southern Corps willoperate south of the Donets,
driving southeast against the industrial region. This
reorganisation, which follows a suggastion from the OKK, is
very desirable. Let us hope that the unfortunate
persistence of bad weather will not unduly slow these move
ments.

jCenter^ Favored by sparkling fall weather, Army Gp. opened
the "Teifun" offensive today at 0530, Whereas Guderian has
been gaining ground despite the handicap on his lagging right
wing, the attacks of the other Armies and Armd. Gps. by
noon had carried the advances only between 6 to 12 km. In
some sectors, the enemy is retreating in great disorder*
'

North*, No

change. The Spanish Division and 227 th Division
transferred from France are arriving in AGp, North,
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xfooru.

Bulgarian Chief of Operations Col, Popoff at luncheon rdth
Heusinger, Buhle, Kinzel, Count Stauff enberg, Mertz yon
Qiirnheim and the German representative at the Bulgarian
Gen* Staff, Col. Knesch.

Afternoon»_ Count Lehndorf calls, asking for an interview on
behalf of Goerdeler** X Bay no. Discuss the political
situation.
"~

reports air observations* Details iritbout broader
significance. No flying -weather today.

fi°i»—Schrqeder^
Gen. Wagner*

a) FW matters. Screening out of dangerous elements by
Himmler impracticable in the combat zonej possible only
in the rear, and, then probably best under the res
ponsibility of OKW.
b)

Ovgr

Specialists for artificial limbs,
needed for manufacture of over 40,000 artificial limbs.
Only 350 specialists on the job noxr.

Eteacuation of 7/oundeda
25,797 by sea from AGp. North.
150,280 by hospital trains.
19,310 by returning freight trains. )
)
153,000 by improvised trains.
\
18,000 by plane.
,
1 211 by GHq courier planes.

366,000.

At the moment vie have in service 82 hospital trains
(as against 260 in the last tjbjc, trhich, however, had
only half the capacity of present-day trains).
Hospital beds available in the ZI total 380,000
(1917s 555,000 ). Ratio Is 1,5

"^

—

Evening.
n ne Crimea no changef troops for
u^i°HL
further attacks have yet to be brought up.
The crisis
on the eastern front of Eleventh iirmy has been resolved.
In Seventeenth Army, no important changes. Only minor advances
( left \&ng ).
in all sectors
Sixth .army's
Advance Combat Teams have taken over from Guderian 1 s

.

;

—

southern "uring.

_CenterjL "Teifun" has started Tsith smashing force and is
making excellent progress. Guderian feels sure he has
broken clean through the enemy line. His senter is
rolling against Orel.
Second Army had to do some hard fighting to get across the
Desna. It has forced the crossing and throv-n back -the
enemgrjabout 5 km.
Armd. Gp«. 4 has broken through, scattered the enemy and
carried the advance about 15 km into enemjr territory. Fourth
Army is advancing irresistibly along its entire front ?
averaging about 6
12 km.

—
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Hoth and Ninth. Amy have been getting. on very well,
advancing as much as 20 km in the day. Just as on 22 June,
the opinion of the commanders is divided on the question
as to whether or not the enemy had orders to hold the
line. The forcer can be true only where rear positions were
found, 1. c. in the zones of attack of Fourth and Ninth
Armies. Elsewhere, we may presume, the enemy tried to
nake a stand, was quickly overrun by reason of his greatly
reduced fighting effectiveness and, while he is now
running away in some sectors, certainly is not executing
a planned withdrawal. The enemy elements which remained
behind in the big forest areas between our attacking ive&gos
,
Trill soon prove that the enemy has not taken back his
line,
front

,

..

UPJEyjL Attack southeast of Lake linen. (30th Inf. Div.).
Other-rise f&irlyquiet day. pWs state that the enemy on. the
Ladoga front is regrouping and moving replacements into
the line before resuming the attack.

2. October 1941_ (104 th Day),
jSoutht. Ho thing new. It might be a good thing if
ICLeist were not to waste too nuch time on enemy elements
still resisting on the eastern bank of the Difepr, and
instead widened his front a little, bringing up the
Italians behind his right wing to mop up the eastern bank
of the Dniepr.
Regrouping of Sixth and Seventeenth
has been initiated
The method chosen by Army Op., to order the two left-wing
Corps of Seventeenth .army to strike northeast, under its
direct control for the tine being, is an indication of
tensions within -army Gr.

Situation!.

No important news. Some of the advances are even
bigger than we believed yesterday. The attack by 255th Div#
(XXVIIOoips) turns out to be a costly and ineffectual
spurt in advance of schedule probably prompted by the
ambition of the CG, Waeger.

£enter£

On Hothls northern wing there are complaints about the
deficient mobility of First iirmd. Div. Small wonder, for
the Div. comes straight from the battle of Leningrad,
without a .pause for rest and refitting. It will probably be
the same story with Nineteenth and Twentieth Armd. Divs.
No new developments at the front. The arrival
Spanish Div. and 227th Divs. is a little delayed
by railroad disruption (partisans)*
The arrival of now
Army
Gp.
again
forces makes
uncertain
about its operational
program. There is no reason whatever to make any changes
in the program ordered.

Jfarthl.
of~the
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tries to explain his conversation tvith
i^p.ssß,dor_RXtter
iO.fieri and to prove that there could not have. boon any
indiscretion on the part of the Foreign Office.

CJol._llcusingj3rj_

a)

Acceptance of the proffered Hungarian occupation
troops •Vgithdraual of Hungarian wnd. units.

b) Preparatory uork for firm planning of the assault
of Odessa.
c) ObdH worries that nm&. Gp. 4 night be reaching out
do not share his anxiety.,
too far to the east- I
'

fioi-JSj^nejE reports on practical experiences
Rocket projector units and on preparations
ment in operation ;s Teifun lf

.

"with the

for their commit

Current Gen. Staff personnel matters
Yfork program of the Military Science section..

Byerdiig _sijbu§tiou£ Very gratifying progress of Kleist' b Group,
Advances on the left rang of Seventeenth Army, rhere the
eaony seems so ueak that he gives x?ay before the rush
of even small forces.
.advance Combat Teams arrive 'and
take over from the pinned dowi right TTing of Guderian T s

—

—-

(

Jroup.

The "Teifun" front is making cheering progress. Guderian,
has reached Orel^Enemy resistance has been broken on'
the entire front, except in the sector of Second
The Amd. Divs. have carried their penetrations as far as
50 km, the Inf. Divs. theirs as far as 40 km into enemy
territory. The enemy is hanging on and defending himself
as rrell as he can. Even reserves have been brought forr/ara
to the front,* Novhere are there any signs of deliberate
disengagement.
The southern assault Gp. has broken through the enemy
positions, • <hile the northern Group has overrun the advance
positions and is nor- approaching the big continuous, line of
enemy positions.

ITorths, The heavy attack against Eighth
Div. on the
Ziadoga front as *rell as the attacks from both east and nest
against our troops along the coast of the Gulf of Finland,
were repelled.

4 October

Dasualties£

22 June

1941.

- 30

Sept., 1941,

12,886 Off. 396,761
EdUodt

.

(105 th Day)

IX) and EM.

4,926 Off. 111,98 aNOO m& M,
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.423 Off. 24? 061 "TOO and EM.
Totalt"" "1ij235 ~off7
NOOT and EM7

'iigslng*
'ligSing*

~

Total losses from 22 tfuAe to 30 Sep \u0084 1941 t 551,039, l«e«
16*20$ of the Eastern 4rmy &£ an average actual strength
of £,4 Million*

Situatn.OEl,

\u25a0

_Th_c£ operatiori i,n__the__South is making fine progress.
Kloist with three iirmd. Divs« in line has now got really
going east of the Pniepr. Following them on the wrings is
&smot. Div. The Hungarians are being moved up across the
Dniepr. Seventeenth .army is regrouping. Sixth Aray northward
of Seventeenth, is closing up to the east •
GGc Seventeenth Amy, yon Stuelpnagel, has reported sick.
This illness -i« the result of the pressure brought to bear
on him because cf his timid leadership. Intervention by
Hq iirmy Group a few day 3ago in taking the command of bis
northern wing out of his hands and so getting the movement
under way again, probably is as much a cause of this illness
as is the lettei from ObdH.

Operation liT^ifun^ is developing on a truly classic
pattern. C-aderian has reached Mtsensk beyond Orel and is nou
pushing into completely empty space. Hoeppner has broken
through the enemy positions and has reached Mozhaisk.
Hoth has pushed to Kholm (on the upper Dniepr) and has
gained elbov; room to the north as far as ByelQl, The enemy
is holding all parts of the front not under direct attack,
a policy 'that bodes MielX for the encirclement of pockets.

—

iin

-A^Pji. Kor-ai^ ioi attack in the sector of Schmidt 1 s Corps
has been repelled. Everywhere else unusual quiet, most
surprising in the Valdai/Rzhev area.

The daj re^eives_its__note
birthday^of ObdH^ At
presentation
Tdth
reception,
1200
of gifts of the jaxny.
and, of the OKH. afterwards luncheon (Lutze).^
In the afternoon the Fuehrer calls and has tea -;/ith us. 1;^
the ensuing discussion of the military situation with
the Fuehrer, the following points are developed!
a) Drive by Guderian on Moscow, through Tula,
b) Liquidation of the enemy in the Ladoga sector by a
drive on Tikhviru
Evening 2200

-

2230 Two
Bock. I
discuss
a drive by Guderian
b)
supply, \. ./•'•\u25a0
yon

telephone talks with Field Marshal

with hid a) the possibility of
on Tula, considering the problem of
The situation on his extreme southern

wing.

On a) He issues an order to Guderian directing him to
seize the road Orel
Bryansk, to secure hisnJLine of
communications, and to capture Mfcsensk and the crossing
at Byeley. For the rest he >j7ould have to undertake all
preparations enabling him to continue his advance on both
banks of the Oka river.

~
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On b) Atny-Op. is perfectly aivare that any separation
of the wings of the two Amy Gps. would benefit the
enemy group at Suni, which so would be left undisturbed,
Gp. would have to see
\vith the result that each,
to the protection of its flank against that enemy.

1£p£°]ier. 194l

—

Sunday

(106th Day),

-Kleist is driving in a southeastern
direction* Mans vein shifts his weight 'to the northern
wing in order to throw the withdrawing enemy into the
Sea of Azov. Seventeenth j&rny is preparing for an attack
in a southG£s*e/n direction on % October. Sixth Amy
is closing up towards the northern wing of Seventeenth

S^i^^iPSi 591i*21L

•

Amy.

-

\

The battle_of AGp_._Center_ cor tinues along its truly
classic course. Quderian is on the Orel Bryansk highway.
Enemy forces committed against his left wing have been
beaten back and trilleventually be encircled together
with the x^est. Second Army is advancing rapidly on its
northern wing, nesting almost no resistance. Hoeppner is
driving on Vyazsa ? turning the big marshes to the west
and east^ His right wing, followed by the iirnd. Corps
of the reserve, which has not been cornnitted so far, has
no eneny before it any longer,
Fourth Amy is swinging north, Eneny resistance varies
according to locality and unit. It is quite evident, that
the eneny r;ants to make a stand but cannot. Ninth Amy
has harder going, urmd, Gp. 3, after being held up by
lack of fuel, illnot start moving again until this aftor—
noon. The Infantry is closing up ~dth magnifient speed,
so that r/e nay expect that eneny resistance which is
partly stubborn and evidently skilfully directed, will
soon be broken. Fror. the front facing the northern wing
of Ninth <irny, which dc 2s not participate in the attack,
the enemy is drawing all available forces to the south,
against the northern wing of the offensive.

-

T

In AGp, North the attack against the Ladoga front planned
for 6 Oct. has been called of by OKH and an order has
been issued to take out the Amd, Divs. which would
needlessly burn themselves out in that terrain. The attack
will be launched with Inf. as soon as sufficient strength
has been built up with the newly arrived Divs. Meanwhile
the Arnd. Divs. will rest and refit.

,

(fen.

.reports on the artillery situation before Leningrad.
The eneny has 16 Btrys, in Leningrad, about 12 on the
Ifoonstadt front. Our Artillery is by far superior, at
least numerically. What we lack is unified conriand and

Brand

observation.
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Col

ronj^i^ujih^s Talk about the * inter training program,
including Gen. Staff training.

Gen, Buhle t

—

a) J"£ss X^BlSo^^*88 1-. Against a total of 530,000
casualties, only 370 ,000 replacements have been
order 3d, leaving 74,000 trained men still available.
Additionally, about 70,000 convalescents become
available each nonth.
1q )

r^e^l^c^eni^nts^for^AGp^ Jforth £ Nine Replacement
\u25a0.Transfer Bns. f one Bn, of the Replacement Brig., tr/o
Bns. from Denmark ( 228th Div,), and sixteen conva
lescent Cos» of 250 each, totaling 15,000, are en
route to the front. Six more Replacement Transfer 3ns.
(This makes a grand total
of l
? 000 each -rail follow.
of 21? 00G replacements for 600000 casualties.)

.^oss

.

c) De^artiißßs_to
ironts_t One Hv. Rocket Projector
•
"(Ribachi
Peninsula)
for
Falkenhorst
"Do lf Rocket
Co
irrojactor Co. to Africa. Two Cos. of Hv. Inf. Guns
SHI to Africa*
d) Belch Labor, Service

to.ll be recalled fron the Bast
for incorporation in the Replacement Amy, starting
vdth Rear Areas, as of 15 Oct. Age group 1922 mil
then bo celled up for training at different dates, in
three, instalments, and after four months of training
r.lll accordingly oecome available for integration in
the Army in three instalments, i.e. on 1 Feb., 1ilpr.
and early Lay, 19-42.
_^

*

0) _J recauti.onary_neasu^es BdE £ The "Feuerzauber n Div^.
made, up of cadre
the Repla
Go^^ Training personnel ) ofoccupational
cement Aray.
1.7 million trained men on
deferment. A glan is being prepared for their rapid
•mobilization; Ibuld giv,e us five Divs #

—

00l

Idss {Britain has 47 Divs. in the horaoland, and is activating
nine to eleven moreoSince,
t'; to their or/n statement,
they 7/ould need no nore than 4-5 Divs. in the homeland in
order to repel x even the heaviest possible attacks, they have
about 12 Divs. too many at home. What is the purpose ?
Three Divs.are believed, moving to

theJ^leditartanean^iOnc

through the -Mediterranean, one round the Crpe, t/hich
arrived at Aden in September, and another round the Cape,
v/hich may arrive in October.

rlca t_ .apart from the froces in Tobruk,
the following units are assumed to be stationed in S^ypt x
eight Inf. Divs., too *irnd. Divs., and the occupation troops.
In addition, Giiq troops and 5 GHq Armd. Bns. This gives a
possible strength of
630 "cruiser type tanks
250 Inf. tanks
775 light tanks and Ron, cars

JJ^^t^andJorth^Af

"

~.l£o

\u25a0

That makes over 3,650 tanks. Possibly more "GKq Armd.Bns."
rail be added. The British garrisons at Giarabuk and Sir/a
have been reinforced, Such strength coupled with the
preparations for an offensive by the British constitutes
definite threat to Hummel.

J£ e±:*

a

-QjrkjauJ: sJi X a J

a) Military situation on the Finnish front very satis
factory. Only xreak Finnish forces left on the
Karelian Isthmus, but they could join in the attack
when we shall have crossed the ITeva.
b) Finnish assistance in our training program for winter
warfare*

£ Railroad movements from the north on Moscow, fro
from Valdai on Moscow, from Rzhev and Vyazma on Kaluga.
Additionally, tha usual evacuation traffic from the
Donets basin and Caucasia.

6 Sqtober

1941_ ( 107th

Day

).

Situation

i_ The offensive is developing to our full satis
faction.

_South__i The break through of Kleist T s Panzer Army* in
the direction of kariupol has gained ground so quickly
that we may expect sizeable elements of that enemy to be
cut 0-2* by tomorrow. On the other hand the rear and the
mobile elements of the enemy fighting Eleventh Army around
Lielitopol will by that time have been pulled back toward
Rostov.
_bj3v^ri^a^njth_iirm^ has launched its attack to the southeast
with initial successes that afford the southern wing of
the Army a chance to overtake the puisued enemy.
Sixth Amy is advancing on a wide front from the west
against the lines iikhtirka-Sumi. The enemy on this front
appears to be capable of serious resistance only in a few

places.

Panzer_Ar£ffi**has

come under heavy attack
from tho northeast on its way from Orel to Tula (Fourth
enemy has
Annd. Div.)« Elsewhere on its right flank the
to bring
possible
remained curiously quiet, and so it was
move the
and
to
right
wing
up the laggingeQlements**%f the
Rylsk.
of
Inf. Divs. to the right wing in the direction

'i^jsrjGuderianfts

/

in isolating Bryansk
yet with
"from the east. Although tho Div. has nothocontact
west,
we can be
Second Army converging toward it from
within
a
only
sure that the capture cf Bryansk will not
road
supply
short time secure for Guderian tho essential
Orel, but also causo tho enemy facing
Roslavl Bryansk
already crumbling
Second Army and First Cay. Div., who is
it all tho
at some points, to split in two and so make

Seventeenth. ArmcUJ)iy_i has succeeded

-

-
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easier for ue to liquidate him in local pockets*

*
tand x SRa. 4 is swinging northward
unchecked. Signs of enemy demoralisation* Hoeppner T s
right wing and the left wing of Second Army have no
major enemy forces in front of them and are advancing
ipuFj&LJg&Z SP-ik

on and beyond

tukhnov.

IlintJS irmy_and_Armd.

'

__%...J3J N are now clean through the
enemy
positions and have reached the motor
second li?*^ of
highway also north of Vyazma^ (Seventh Armd. Div.]lEinth
Army has gained elbow rdom aiso toward Byeloi. All in all,
it can "be saitf,that the "battle of encirclement conducted
V AGp# Center • is approaching its climax, i.e. the closing
of the pocket,
0

Eprth :In the JTaldai hills sector, onl^ minor local
attacks. Ije Lodoga front is quiet on the whole. On the
coast "between the Leningrad and Kronstadt fronts, another
landing attempt, w-s frustrated. Cesel now completely in
our hands.
&en,. JPjgftJua 1CQul I
1
1

a) Anti-tank defense material of the German Africa Corps.

.
.

•b)Planning dataf or operations 4n Caucasus (Caucasus
Study )

s:eii«-MSielle.r_( z ,"b V•) :

a) Reports on tour to iTance and Belgium to discuss the
measures to "be taken against
the population*

trouble-making

elements

of

"b) Administration of justice and criminal statistics.
jSPl»^£&&ilig&r__i_ Report on ccjaference of O"bdH with fuehrer.
Drive "by Guderian r s Panzer Army from Orel on Moscowo*
Advance of elements of Hoeppner's group and of Second
Army on Kaluga. Shifting of forces on Bock's front in
favor of the enveloping wings., to give them maximum
strength, The question of Kurskseeems not to have "been
discussed in any detail. It willprotab^ "become acute
later on.

<£e£» JPp_ussgint.i. the

nswly appointed Commander of- Prague, formerly
at Budapest, reports out.

Attache'

j£ejl«—^jpj^tjjch

reports on air observation: Enemy movements
on Orel against Guderian's right shoulder? movements
from the west on Kaluga ( possibly retreat to the east )•
Loading of troops east and northeast of Vyazma. Eailroad
movements from tjie Ezhev area to the south, and from
Valdai to the southeast continue, as do the railroad
movements on Moscow from the north.

Inning .situation
of the day.

brings only confirmations of the good news
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J7J3£tob£r_JL£4l
ObdH and Heusinger
plans.

.

visit

108th
l

.

Day )

Army Group Center to discuss further

South___:J" lirst Panzer Army has overtaken and out off the
.Situation i
enemy opposite the eastern front of Eleventh Army, Some
of the enemy have escaped in the direction of Mariupol*
Weak enemy forces standing "between First Panzer Army and
Seventeenth Array are falling "back on Stalino.
Seventeenth Army has continued its attack to the southeast

with good success., The advance elements of Sixth Army
are rapidly gaining ground in the direction of Kharkov.
She left -wing of the Army apparently "Will also ca^ch .
the enemy Group Sumi^ which is moving away in southeastward
direction.

Center...: S.ec,ond_j?anser Army is hampered in its movements
by "bad weather* on its southern wing it will have to
push one Inf. Corps on Kursk ( "but not farther for the
time "beings) With XXIV Corps it is now advancing on
the Tula axis* Capture pf Bryansk and encircling of the
enemy elements opposite Second Army. from the east may
yet give them a good deal of trouble.
£e£ond_Araiy_ will as sumo control of all units committed
for the encirclement of the enemy at Bryansk, with the
exception of Armor.
Jlourih^Arm^f^ has no more major enemy forces before
its right wing, which has been reinforced by the left
wing of Second Army, This Group, which will be strength
ened by a strong Armd, Combat Team from the reserve Corps
of Hoeppner !s Group, will move on Kaluga..
Hoe-ppner
linked up with Hoth at Vyazma this morning. A
brilliant success after a five-day battle. Hext thing to
be done is to push the Inf. of Fourth Army sharply on
Vyazma to free Hoeppner at the earliest for the drive against
the southeastern front of Moscow.
Uinth Army has gained elbow room in the direction of
Rzhev (Byeloi) and is already covering its wing swinging
on Vyazma with Inf. both, northeast and east. This is
a magnificent feat of the troops and a demonstration of
sure leadership.
ftorbh !&o important events, Toward evening it becomes
apparent that the enemy is falling back before the
northern wing of Iflnth Army and IICorps. Presumably he is
retreating to the defense line Ezhev
Valdai lake district.
>

-

r£ reports on current
Decorations.

X9&

GeneSbaff personnel matters.

M^&^-li£ksj C of S of Staff Felmy, reports on tasks of his
organization-Situation in Greece not very cheering.
J&en.*^Jac,ob_reports on Oesel, on the operation against Dagoe,
and on road construction problems in the area of AGP",
N

Borth.
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vrith_.4lte.nstadt : Pistritmiion of forces in the
Rear
Areas. Supreme Command plans to Convert
AQvMilitary Administration France into a Helen Commissariat.

G-eru ,Wagner_,
\u25a0

; Mr otjservati&n* The Air Force hsd ho
important additions to off63? to the findings of grodnd
reconnaissance; uzrfavoravie weather*

Sfclk: BOjga.ts.ch

Col,

,Heus inge.r_
t

Hq.- AGp*

reports on the outcome of the conference
Center. General agreement of views.
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at

£ £ci°£.e £ l9!1l 9!
1^ 109

*11 Day)

Situation in the morning; Ho J.mportaht clkngos siride last nighti

Sj^uth has formed and steeled the pdeket west of Mariupol.
However considerable elements have apparently escaped to
the east. Seventeenth and Sixth Armies are advancing slowly
on bad roads *

,

C^entjorx. Still no pressure on Guderian !s eastern flank* She
western flank is under attack, but is covered. Advance
beyond the \u25a0\u25a0».\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0. Orel-Bryansk highway is delayed by bad
weather, but is being prepared* Horth of the highway, enemy
elements are retreating eastward and northeastward* Hore^
then, is the hole in the "big encircling system.
Pocket at Vyazma is ringed and secured against attacks from
the outside* Strong elements of the right .wing nf Fourth
Army have alreacly made great. prides in the direction of
Kaluga*
Hinth Army is covering itself with comfortably strong forces
in the direction of Ezhov and to the east,, so that the
danger of any attack on the flanks and int<s~. the rear is
now dispelled.

Hp£th:__ Ko change*
Bad weather hampers air reconnaissance*
Conclusive
reports only from the northern wing of Hinth Army, where
the enmy seems to be retreating on Rzhev* Also signs of
enemy disengagement in the Ladoga sector*

r/nemv^

Casualties:

22 June

Wounded:

•*

13,236 Off.

Killed : 5,004
Missing?

Total:

3 October 1941*

Off*

425 Off*
18,665 Off.

407,234 SCO and M
114,460 1300 and EM
and M
24 *£6£
546,062 ITOO and EM.

2otal losses nf the Ground Forces in th© Eastern operations
(excl. medical casualties): 564,727, fc.o. 16.61 $ of the
Eastern Army (3.4 million)

.

£allcrss_ Gapt. Klennert (Op*Sec,), G-en. Oehquist (iron Gross
Foreign Armies
Second Class), Cal. Mierzinsky
East) transferring to a field command*
yon Pappenheim, new Attach^ in Hungary, receives briefing
on his mission*

-—

—

in current operations.
&S»Jc^i^.e£ei* telephone trunk lines
operation*
moves
Radio intelligence
Plans for next
in the
partisan
to cover
activities*

Message: Mariupol taken by SS Adolf Hitler
(noon).
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direct

assault

G" CE*-Jr£I\3'y1\-J 3'y-J:aB:

a) Operational aircraft (in all theaters of operations)?
650 Bombers
290 Divebombers
150 Kight Fighters
90 Long-range Fighters
780 Fighters
\u2666

Td) Withdrawn to the ZI or in process of rehabilitations
14 $. (personnel are given four weeks 1 leave.)
c) After conclusion of operations in the Bast it is in
tended to leave in the *theater the following forces
under two Air Fleets:

**
***
Staff el

2 Bonder Gruppen
3 Fighter Gruppen

Air Fleet I: Ijeiiing^ad

1 Ben.

1 AA Regt»
3 Bomber Gruppen
4 fighter Gruppen
1 Hen, Staffel
2 AA Regts.

Moscow

3 Bomber Gruppen
3j Fighter Gruppen
1 Hen. Staffel
2 AA Regts*
3 Eivebember Sruppen.

Air Fleet IV:

.

a) Few development in night pursuit. Systems"Hell" and
"Dunkel11 "#
c) Enemy in sector of AGp. North

Center

South

99 Fighters
21 Bombers
1 transport

677 Fighters
168 Bombers
77 Transports,

417 Fighters
16 Bombers
252 Transports,

Col.

yon
*f

etc.

etc.

Mellenthint

a) Visiting assignments of Turkish, Bulgarian and Portu
guese x officers to the Eastern front*
*) Information for Armies friendly Powers through Attache
Section. Most favored treatment for Italians, others
in varying degree s #

c) I
receive the Italian Attache, General Marras. Kb wants
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i/oo den barra Its, field kitchens, toots etc*
Divs.

his

Evening £iJ>uatjLpn:__
South;

_

Mariupol has beeii taken..

Centjerj_ The pressure of the encircled enemy is "beginning
to become uncomfortable for G-uderian's western flank* In
the area west of Kaluga and Vyazma, everything is ad
vancing well and according to plan. ArmcU G-p. 3 and Ninth
Army can start regrouping for the northward attack, with
right wing on Kalinin.

4&p.Hor_th has received orders to undertake preparations

for an attack "beyond the Volkhov front, in the direction
of Borovichi, and to regroup accordingly.

The enemy facing the northern wing of Hinth Army and the
southern wing of Sixteenth Army seems to "be withdrawing
"behind the prepared position Ezhev
Valdai lakes. We
cannot quite see how he expects in this line to establish
contact with the Moscow defense position.
He will try to "bring some more troops to Moscow, mainly
from the north. But these hastily gathered forces will
"be hardly a match for the powerful threat of our forces
and so, with reasonably good direction of "battle and
moderately good weather, we cannot "but succeed in en
circling Moscow.
'
South of thir encircling group we will then aye an area
not occupied by our forces extending do wn to the sector
of Sixth Army. Second Army, ? lightly echelonried to
Sixth Army and Second Panzer Army, could move into that
area toward the "beginning of winter.

-

£ October

1941_ (110th Day)

.

Situation:

4i£»J3ouths_ We must exploit the unexpectedly swift
capture of Kariupol by SS Adolf Hitler, by pushing through
as quickly as possible to Eostov and perhaps even crossing
the Sea *f Azov. The Italian Divs« unfortunately are so
ineffectual that they can be easpleyed for nothing more
than passive flank cover behind rivers, but not for
broadening the attacking front of the Panzer Army,
The attack by Seventeenth Army to the southeast is making
good progress \u26 6 The Army should move rather more southeast
ward than to the east. Eight wing must drive on Stalinol
Sixth Army is making good headway in rapid marches. Only
isolated enemy groups are offering resistance. Evidently
the enemy is in no position to block U8 -verywhere in the
vast battle zone.
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Center.*

— Guderian

is feeling the increasing pressure

on his western flank, He wili have to drop his objections
for the time- and use his tanks against this threat, even
though it may delay; the next move "beyond Orel, against
Tula* The eastern flank is free of enemy pressure 1* The
encircling battle at Vyazma is proceeding in positively
classic fashion* Outside that battle area the right wing
of fourth Army is pushing on to Kaluga, and the northern
wing of Ninth Army is regrouping for the attack against

Rzhev*
„

%.r£ki. No important changes in the situation. Army
G-p, has not begun to feel anything yet of the anticipated
introduction pf enemy forces from the Ladoga sector.

Ep-IPL ilijL^riujj, reports on defense measures in the English
Channel Islands. Defense- is strong, but could eband improve
ment by addition of some Btrys. and by denser

minefields.

Gen. Buhle^

a) Tabulation on employment of captured onemy tanks as of 8
Oct. I2il:
\u25a0m

Russiaj_

AOp. South: 16. In Oct. 5 more, totaling 21.
AGp» Center: 42, In Oct. and November 20 more,
totaling 62.
AGp. North: 23. In Oct. 5 more, totaling 28,
.After re-equipping 100th and 10-1 dt Brigs*,
548 more tanks will be available for employ
ment in Rear Areas.

C/rete,;_

In addition to a G-erman Armd.Go,, 17 ©aptured
enemy tanks.

S_erbiax.

184 tanks^by December 194 more tanks, will
have arrived, bringing the total to 378.

~*
Francex

For coast defense
140 tar^s.

and policing of the interior,

l[o£wayx 100 tanks.

b) Strengthening of AT defense in North-Africa.
c) Wehrmacht Headquarters
in the East.

for the Wehrmacht-Bef ehlshaber

d) Taken under consideration for conversion ta .tidai^Divs*.*
Seventh, Bighth, 31st, fiinth, Fifth or 35th Divs. Jour
light Divs. are required.

Il*jl£oL«_Raclkex.

.

a) Pight in other countries for "Freedom of
Religion"

b) Situation and events in Bohemia and Moravia.
c) Winter provisions.
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*

4) leaflets.
c) Benefits for disabled ealdiers
f) Jassy incident (Jewish pogrom^
g)

.

gratification of next of kin of soldiers
killed in action.

h) Counter-Intelligence matters.

Y.°S l££k_(pj\j?2jpne}.:

"Special Communique" *fc~~ Next moves in the
operation: I
request that he push a strong right wing on
Kalinin, » Bad roads !

—

£e£O%S2: e.£ (Gren.Qtt).
a) Economic situation in the Zls Bottlenecks: 3?ood, k-abor,
itiiel,.

"b) Rubber stocks at present rate of consumption will last to
March,

c) Fuel: Monthly requirements 90 OOO***for all fronts exelusive cf operations and training, Thomas thinks he can
supply 87,000,

d) Organization of the economy east of the Dniepr after
change to static front (winter)*
c) Winter clothing and supply of winter needs.
f) Clothing: This year the entire German Army can be issued
another set of. clothing. Thereafter stocLs will be getting
short.

g) PWs: According to our experience at Kiev we need one
Division to guard and ship off 20,000 prisoners* f)
h) Collection of booty very difficult. Vast battlefields,
insufficient personnel.

—

.

assignments to the Army for foreign
oi*^7!l
I
\J'^SlJi eß*liiil^--Visiting
•
military personnel,
Recognition for Catlos (Slovakia)
Report on Slovakia (economic situation, troop casualties,
reported dropping of Russian parachutists),
Situation
at Zagreb.

—

J&°H»:JBHaMjL j£olL*JHEe.iwixiggrx.
a) Employment of the Artillery Demonstration unit at
Odessa.

*

b) Expenditure of heavy-caliber ammunition at Leningrad,
&en,

a

£puffats chs

Air reconnaissance

'

t

$Ho movements of re(Supply or evacuation)

serves. Very heavy transport movements
from the south toward Moscow,
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£oii^ingel:_
inz_el:_ Report on distribution of enemy strenght on the
southern wing. Relocation of Russian industries*
SyjIAJ.1^ sit^ucitions... New substantial advances "by Seventeenth Army,
Guderian has had to give increased attention to fighting
off enemy pressure frtfm the west,
fourth Army advancing south of the Vyazma pocket was making
good ground gains

in the evening came up against

buy

enemy

resistance,

North' of the Vyazma pocket regrotrping has "been instituted
for an advance on Kalinin with a strong right wing*
Ho important developments in AGp.. Uorth; only local attacks.

lpJ}c,to'b er_(lXlth Bay)
<

~

"(135th Day).

Z lovemb^rjl.94l

*

Was thrown "by thoroughbred stallion on 10 Oct. Result:
serious dislocation of right collarbone. Transfer to Reserve
Hospital Loetzen (Dept.ll at Fort Bcyon)*"*. Chief Surgeon,
Oapt. Dr. Ullrich (MO) , surgeon attending me Capt. Professor
Dr. Wustmann, (Chief of Koenigsberg Hospital) , Nurse Erna
Liesau.

Plaster cast applied after reduction of the 3olnt» Right
arm immobilized against the body, making writing impossible.
10 13 Oct. in Hospital. Gen, Staff. Section Chiefs kept

-

coming to discuss the most important matters. Returnedto duty
in GHq on 14 Oct«, but writing still impossible. Right arm
remained in cast until 21 Oet>, when a-- plaster*, dr-g^sing immob
ilizing alone
the collarbone
was applied, allowing .
degree
my
right
a small
of freedom to
forearm. The dressing
gets in the way, but I
can carry on with my work.
During that period c^erations preceed«^
according to plan.
may
gathered
be
Details
from the estimates of the enemy
situation, the daily intention reports of the Army Gps and
the operational orders. On 3 Hoy. over all situation is as
follows: Apart from the gratifying successes
of
Army___ in the Crimea, and some, but very slow, advances of
Jir23y— toward Tihvin, the entire pursuit operation
following the twin battle of Bryansk
Vya2na has been mired
in bad fall Weather*

-

rjlrmv. Kljgist^
Panz.e
gradually

ist approaching the lower Den and has
mastered its supply problems to a point where it
can give attention to mopping utd the north barifc of the Don.
The northern wing is slowly advancing through the Donets
basin, which the enemy ha:;; evacuated; the scorched earth
policy has been widely applied here, and the population
probably will soon be faced with a serious food problem.
£exen,tee,iith Army^ The southern wing is painfully inching
its way southeastward, along the southern "bank of the Donets.
The northern ring is stuck.
Sixth Armjr^ has taken Kharkov and Belopole, but beyond that
line it can advance only with small detachments. Here the
difficulties of supply and movement have so reduced
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the fighting spirit behind the drive that even Hq AGp«
South has caught that pessimism* Some energetic "persuading"*
would be in order to knock the lead out of them,

IP-lASp*. S.B!jk8e!jkerx Sebplldjirmjr (reinforced by Armor and mot*
units) is closing up toward Kursk with the object of con
tinuing advanc9 on Voronezh* That is pure th jory# The grim
re&lity is that the troops are stuck in the mud and will be
lucky indeed if they can get onough prime movers through to
get their food.
-Guderiaj^sJPanzer Army has slowly and oainfully worked its
way close to Tula (through Or£l).
Fo\xrth_jirm.;£ in conjunction with £n&dA Gr._ Hoejpgner Jia s
breached the Moscow defense position all the way from the
Oka river, near Kaluga, to Mozhaisk* But to the north, the
planned thrust cf Armd*_ Corps_ Reinhardt_ on Klin had to be
abandoned as a result of adverse ground conditions*
Wint|r Arrny^ after sc.^s days of critical fighting, has
straightened out the situation around Kalinin and built up
a sufficiently strong front facing north.

Sixteenth Army by local attacks has pinned
down the enemy in the Valdai Hills sector and is slowly
pushing on the Tlkhvin* On the rest of the front no im

L^A^^:North;

portant change g»

dominates the situation. The supply position
is
had in Sixth' Army, but this is a sector where
it is not quite so serious, from the operational point of
view, if the advance is slowed down or even falls behind
that of the other groups/ The position is fair in Fourth
Army and Armd. Gp* Hoeppner despite the unbelievable diffic
ulties on the supply routes through Yukhnov and. Vyazma a On
the other hand, it is extremely difficult north of the Moscow
m~ tor highway, so that it appears doubtful that we could.'
carry out the Planned thrust south of the Vblra reservoir,
on the axis KLin-— Ribinsk,

:it £u2Pi£
l^he JP'Z.ol2}-$mj
positively

The_ ejiemg, as was to be expected after the Kiev battle, was not
able- to defend the Ukraine with a continuous front. To r gain
For my part
time, he is conducting a retrograde defensive.
position
I
he
in
to
morC
believe that
is not
a
hold
than
the Moscow region (Vologda, Moscow, Tambov) and the Caucasus;
he will have to abandon the intervening country which, on
the east, is bordered only by the steppee east of the Volga*
Of co 'arse, he will not do this simply by marching off, the
more so since' he is "Hist as much restricted in his movements
as we aret However that may be, extensive evacuation move
ments from the Caucasus have been observed.
It is hard to
say as yet how he will react in the Leningrad area*

'

I
believe that he evacuating also that sector and with
drawing toward Ribinsk, in order to concentrate his entire
strength in the Moscow birdgehead, which is the terminal
point cf all railroad lines from Asia* He will try to
conserve these forces and so preserve the possibility to
take the offensive again in 1942, or even later, with his
strength regenerated through the resources of the Ural*
Meanwhile the Caucasus could be left to its natural defenses
and the help of the British and Americans*
Organizatdonj^

All preparations

have been made for the conversion
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of Eighth, 28th and Fifth Bivs,,to Mt;D±vs v>ahd of the Cay,
Div. to an Armd. Div. They will "be taken "back into the ZI»
Div. Ohevallerie (99th) goes to Norway^., two Divs* from
France will go to A(r£u Itortii^ in exchange for Eastern Divs.

4 gpxemberjt^l (136 th Day)

p.n:_ Ho important
J3ijiuaj;j:

changes.

oEkhS_3fteven.th Army^ continues its advance although the
i!
mountainous terrain around Sevastopol is affording the
enemy greater opportunities for resistance.
Hi*lsJi jtej^Jsr^Anajr wants to continue the attack against
the lower Don with its southern wi^g tomorrow.
The southern wing of
Army^ .( south of the Don)
is advancing slowly against light enemy resistance,
S^ixth Armjr_ is stuck in the mud and lias lost contact with'
the enemy.
l
n Qpß^tLKi. TiD important changes. Also Cruder ian's right
wing has los contact with the enemy.

*n H°.r*k»_ w^re violent

sor.ti.es out of Leningrad were re
pelled yesterday, no important changes, The Field Command
apt) ears to "be firmly convinced that Tikhvin will"be
captured saon.
Viewed as a whole the situation is determined by railroad
capacity and flow of supplies. There is no point in
pushing operations ouward before we have not, step "by step,
established, a solid foundatione for them, Failing to do
that inovitably would bring fatal reverses down upon us.
The northern wing of AG-p. South and the southern wing of
AG-p* Center have lost contact with the enemy so that we can
base the present estimate of the enemy situation only on
a few broad facts, i.e. that the enemy is hanging on to
the lower D.. n, that he is stiffening his ojposition around
Moscow and that he is still in evidence also in the northern
sector of the front. According to press and radio reports
the Hussians seem to be having a bad time with their com
munications and their many withdrawals and evacuations.
Also the E-ussian Government has gone from Moscow to Kazan
on the Volga, a move that certainly is not going to further
unity of Russian military command. In this light we may
well expect enemy measures to be slow inreact ing and at times
even to be conflicting.

Il^jlS.°l.»_ v£n^Jß^Bjielmin reports as Chief

* in OKW,

We
discuss PW questions md morale in the Army (religious
r <

Jnland^

question).

-

wiJbh_v_on_Greiff enbe r^ on dcs rability of intensifying
reconnaissance
on the east flank of Sixth Army.
i
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feoi^Jbelimetz^ (O

calls cn -route*

of S f VIIICorps)

Removal of the plaster dressing shows
£i£i£ JboJCio.eizenJßbßjiiJbal.
satisfactory recover"^ • Afterwards Professor Dr. Wustffiann
instals an orthbpe&le exercising machine for me ift
Infirmary building. Have a chat over coffee.

Lr<±m-yksk*-J'°. 4^»-s£.v *)1-s1.-s. Is
health* pro"blems"~iirr;osed "by fall

worried about Rundstedt's
weather. Respite the
oTerwhelming difficulties of movement we must find means
to occupy the areas evacuated "by the enemy.

Jlvejiing S^uatiom^ Further advances in the Crimea* We have
confirmation that the enemy opposite Sixth Army and on the
flank of Guderian !s Group is systematically evacuating
the area, certainly as far as the Don, perhaps even
farther. Otherwise no important new developments.

£ I°vemb£r_l£4l.

(137 th Day)

,

in the Crimea (Eleventh Array) where
our vigorous pursuit .apparently has "broken up the enemy
and barred the esoape route to Kerch* Isolated .elements are
roaming the mountains
others are trying to get away
through Sevastopol
First Panzer Army (Kleist) also has
made good progress north of Rostov,
Advances reported "by AGp« North in the direction of Tikhvin
and on the Volkhov (I Corps),
In the other sectors of the front no -major movements, as
everything is iramo "Dilized "by mud. Concentration of enemy
air power around Moscow is causing trouble.

Si£uatipn:_ Good progress

,

B

r_epor_ts_ on supply situation in AGp, Horth* Situation
difficult. Our troops'live fromhand' to mouth
(potatoes, horse. .meat). Situation cannot be expected to im
t^ove before frost sets in. Then we would need 5-10 days

s.°i» J^^S^ch

partly very

catch up.
G-oxi. Buhle:

a) Replacement

situation. To cover our replr cement re
quirements up to 1 AApe,rc , we shall have to disband
20 Divs.

b) Report fron
equipment

Finland,, Troops

worn out, but winter

is ample and good.

c) Question of furloughs in the East after operations have
been brought to a standstill.
d) Deactivation of the Police

Div,

c) Miscellaneous current niatters.
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—

— (Paris)

gives an account on his conference with the
Fuehrer. Collaboration with France is undesirable at this
time so as not to "block the way to an understanding. with

Cpi« Sjseicygl

Britain.

—

H.eilO^SS cX: Measures
Eastern Army.

for <$onservin£ the striking power of the

Col* Heusinger:

a) ¥c must study all relevant facts to determine the most
desirable position in which we should "be situated at
the" close of the campaign.

The two extreme alternatives

are: Conservation and striking efficiency** We must make
ourselves a clear picture of what world tie an acceptable
compromise between these two extremes and percolate
our ideas down to Army level through C-en. Staff channels.*-*

Plan for a Gen. Staff conference for Center and South,
Gen. Staff representatives to Army Hqs.

Td) Means for continuing the drive during fall weather;
railroad expedition, raids "by "Jagdkommandos ll.**"*
c) "Vest Wall" along the Atlantic.

Lt^ £o!L.
~  Langhajeus^r.J

Liaison Off.): Final report on AGp. North*
Loaves for la assignment in 292nd 3>iv* $

Field

Marshal

vpn.

—

Bock_(o.n__phone_)jj
-

around Moscow.
on its strength.

Heavy enemy air concentration
Our own Air Force is slowly cutting down

.

{L^E.**.h.° vke LNavyj^

a) Fuel difficulties of the Navy: cut is 30 fo for surface
craft and allegedly as much as 50 fo for submarines (?)•
This immobilizes our naval surface craft with the ex
ception of SS Admiral Scheer,

which will go to the

Atlantic.

~b) Naval situation: The Atlantic offers not much prospect
for a decisive success. In the Mediterranean we may
succeed in restricting British movements. In the Polar
Sea all we can do is to protect our coastal shipping.
Auxiliary cruiser operations are "being continued with four
vessels. Prizes en route to home ports.

j£ I°ZeS."b G.r^l£4i: (138th

--

S_i tuati onl_ Local gains in the Crimea.
<

—

Day).

The attack "by First Panzer
Army, is severely hampered by adreiea weather, and has gained
only little ground north of Rostov. Some progress at
likhvin and on the Volkhov river. On the rest of the front
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only local fighting* There is evidence of stiffening
of the enemy front west of Moscow and of efforts to Taring
reinforcements from east and. south. Preparations for
enemy attack on the &tfUversary of the Eevolution, 7. Nov.

-

Cpl»JBalck_ reports as.Armqred Fordes Chief i*Talk on organizat~
ion of the Armd* forces and future organization of recon
naissance.
G-en. Bogat sclit Nineteen Close— range Ben. Staf feln and 4 Longrange Ben. Staff eln will remain in the East.
Current matters relating to the reorganization of RCn* units
Training.
and withdrawal "behind front,

-~

report on their commands in fourth v
Army. -Ihe former somewhat gloomy, evidently very tired.
The latter takes over a Corps on the Leningrad front.
Both at luncheon with Chief Op. Sec, Chief Central Branch,
and Gen Qu.

£eE»^33P 1i
z^^Bffi^LP'^Aa. "kPSOPi-

(

-

j£cßO%g£ er (^e Q>u )•
a) with Altenstadt and Buhl©. Personnel can "be freed in
llil.Administration France "by merging Administration
and Occupation Forces Command.

"b) Grain

threshing drive, 15 Dec. to 15 Jan.**

c) 0o 11ec 'Ada and utilization of captured Artillery.
d) Measures for reconditioning of motor vehicles.

(139 th Day) •

7 November 1941

*

§J-s2*Sf'iL oZkt— n

only local advatees

gains,
3?iret Panzer Army reports
"by XIV Corps against stiffening enemy

resistance*
331 so where in j|.^s^

and,
everythi-..g reflects
dismal
The
situation
on
the
weauher.
the east flank of
Army
Panzer
is
not
Opposite
Second
deer.
LIIICorps an
enemy group has appeared which previously was commit tod
*at Orel and is reported to have "been rehabilitated in the
Yelets
Yefrcmov area* Eailroad traffic around Telets is
unusually heavy.
On the rest of the front, of ACto. Center local attacks supporW
cd "by Artillery, "but no concerted major" at tacks in celebration
of the anniversary of the Revolution,
In Sprfch| a local enemy counter thrust in the direction of
"G-ruzinoj our forces
score local gains in the direction
of Tikhvin. AGp. North is nervous about anticipated strong
attacks out of Leningrad, has the jitters again and
clamors for reinforcements.

-

G£sL2n—^a
!iail*—\u25a0R£." fci

kl^ mr>t» Cb.rps)on sick leave, reports on route
and gives an account of the situation in Armd. Gp. 3,
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Work on' 'preparation's

conferees"

the^CT-of

-ne:£t;

W#?&,*'c

£MHJ^ (3--A_c-2.r^.^oiiC£ vljbh^the^Fw-ehT^i^
1») The Fuehrer sees throe danger spots for future dove—
lotmients (apart from -the-' Mediterranean,'- which il'-ani^hd'"
focus of interest);
a) Murmansk (British), In spring another Lt. Div# will "be
sent there*

b) Activity of the Russians in the central, sector, Uhat
we cannot accomplish this year must "be finished next
year*

Seize country as far east as Volga* Expeditions.*

c) Oil region. Its capture willImve -to "be postponed
until next year* "For the time no plans going "beyond
the confines of Russia.**

2.) He concurs with our estimate of the military situation.
Written reply forth coming*.
3,) deallocation of

forces; It.Div. goes to Finland. One
Armd. Div. and one mot. Liv, to Norway. Ho disbanding of
Div^inexcess of direct replacement require: onts.

4.) Interested in supply "by air ("but no practical possibility
of an increase 1).

.

5») Insists on improvement of armament of Divs. in West.
Materiel of disbanded Div^)

Q9& L £°££ 2FJI

i
J£.f__G-on^
J.-il-_^G_i323i2ii

S^taf^^AirJß'.or .co.*.

a) Air transport* Ho possibilities of developing it further
at present.

b) AAA (settled by Fuehrer order l)i

c) Air Beconnaissanco

for Ground Forces.

d) Installation of an Air Forces Chief at OKH.

3Day)«

8_ Hoy_enber_l94l

Situation : Ho

important new developments. The situation east of
the line Kursk—Tula remains obscure. Reports on reinfor
cement of the positions at Voroncsh would indicate that the
enemy, for the time being docs not intend to yield the country
between Moscow region and Caucasus.
The eastward movements from the area north of' r.nlinin have
stopped* The movements reported yesterday must have been,
isolated transports.
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The enemy thrust in the direction of G-ruzino seems
lost its terror for AGp, ITorth.

to have

£pJ2F&P& Q£ r:' S^^io^— Survey and map questions.
Yori ZiojalbGrgz^ Out~of-»turil promotions and decorations*
Army daily paper

MUnscr

Heer"

~~ War

report

ing*

Talfc on the political situation. Estimate of the
military situation*

!PQ Ste^tet*—

Report on the meeting of the Reich Defense
Council. Copper problem, necessity of dictatorial control
of the use of strategic metals with a view to the noods

&QS*JlS^isiPi^L?

•

for military tasks for next

year*

Plan, for attack on Tobruk

(3 December).

3§voning situation.; Still scattered

fighting in the Crimea.
Enemy "conceni rat ion (3 Divs t ) reported east of the Kerch
Strait, JSTo na^or fighting on the rest of the front
"bad

—

\u25ba

wacthcr,

Railroad West of Tikhvin destroyed by us. Our assault force
has fought' it-s way to within 3km of Tikhvin, Also on tnc
Volkhov some advances are made in an attack to the north.
Apart from the transfer of Marines by air from the Eronstadt
area to Tikhvin the enemy reaction to the attack on Tikhvin
has been surprisingly feeble in the northern sector. Evi
dently he has no troops available.

Messages^ Schmidt's Armd. Corps has battered its way into Tikhvin.

£ loz^i^-1^4!
JLi±is'O^i»«.
Only noteworthy feature: Railroad- congestions in the
area north of the Donets basin. Probably theso are lines
clogged with the last evacuation transports. It does not seem
very likely that they should be troops shipments,
The presence of five Russian Army Hq.s is reported to have
been established in the Caucasus. At first glanco'it would
appear doubtful that P.ussia should keep such a large force
in there (they would rqDrcscnt at least 15 Divs*)*So far
wo estimated the Caucasus forces at only 'one-third this
strength. It is unlikely that the Russians should still bo .
moving largo forces to the south. It is even more unlikely
that the British should have brought up a major force and
put thorn under Russian command, 3?or the tine then the
picturo here remains obscure.

.

Z^Xsi.I&^SF^ZFIL

*s

encountering stiff local opposition
to its advance. Also Seventeenth Army is still meeting
resistance. Sixth Army has no oncmy facing it; apparently
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ho has evaded our thrust "by sworviingto the northeast.
Nothing new on the rest of the front «

— —

*~^

Gonbat strength of the Divs.
jiiq&.JßuhlGi.
*"*
Question of disbanding
• Ruling on furltitlghs in the
of Divs.
Bast. —* Disbanding of
Improvement of armament of the Divs. in
Construction- Bns*
the West.
The Bulgarian Military Attache, C^l. Hk£i£anoff_ takes leave
and introduces the new Attachfe, Capt. Daajanoff Afterwards
luncheon*

,

XpSt,

ciElnJ3*c&iEl
s n

J3*&5

a) Report on the winter warfare training course which ho
attended in Finland* Apparently very satisfactory*
b) Training Instruction*
cii
sJLniaA£l.-iaA£
.n
j!LeJls^^ cJl\j^'Jl Ii
1.-.

a) Organization of coastal defenses "between the North Cape
and Bay of Biscay*

b) Technical measures

instituted by Eng. Corps to keep
waterways open during winter*

—

Heu s iA£GXGX*

a) Wo discuss the Meno randan submitted by AGp* South, which
again proposes stopping of all operations to pre'sorvo the
striking power of our troops.

b) Attack in Ingerraanland*
Message:

__

My^P-^PE.

B^^Ph^lPß l^

Convoy 51 torpedoed. All vessels, carrying German equip*
ment for Armd. Gp* Africa, have been sunk by British surface
craft.
Isthnms,

ew advance of

Eleventh

Army on the Kerch

Second Panzer Amy now has on its right flank the Eussian
Thirteenth Army, which apparently has been brought up from
'
the south* Tikhvin completely in our hands* Advances on the
Volkhov river*.

I°.JjlXembGr. .1941_ (l42nd_Day)

.

was notified that ObdH had a serious heart attack.
In the morning I
Malignant cardiac disease, probably past cure l

S^ijtuatj^on-l^ Good progress has been made in the Crimea, but it will
take a few more days before we have cloarcd out the last
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enemy. First Panzer Amy reports very heavy air attacks.
Opposite AGp* South, tho railroad congestion araund Liski
is unchanged; apparently evacuation of rolling stock,
ITew enemy forces have Joined the attack against the flank
°f
inpression is that the enemy
4£2»v.i.
is trying to throw back this troublesome group threatening
Tula, and to make a stand around Moscow, IParther to the south
(on th© front of Secondhand jSixth Armi.osj, he now maintains
only light forces, whose obvious mission is merely to watch
the vast area "between the front on the Lower Don and the
force's converging on Tula,,
Unfortunately the restictions of movement preclude making
the most of our superiority afforded "by Second and Sixth
Armies
Ho important changes in the nnthern theater.
1

.

li^jsP^JtP^^^. reports "back from his liaison mission at AGp. Center.
Outline* plan of attack of ninth Amy, where he lately sub
stituted as la.

First Csv. Div.) reports his Div. taken out
of the front §s "being returned to the SI for conversion to Aumd.

£Lc£p-J?s£'£fi-. (Commander
Div.).

s.*jl £°i« J^lk (Personnel
0G- Second Army.

*

Div»). Selection of successor

n& (Military Attach© Helsinki)
c;!l*^£pjisi
il

_

JLQ^)_He_usin^er -1

G^cn.^Jfegiior

for sick

calls en route.
cr norjL G.ehl£nj_

perp

i

Interrelation between effective transport capacity, supply
requirements, winter
tho offensive. Result;

and the continuance

of

In .South., the offensive can Tdc continued in early Doc. vrith
parts of Seventeenth and Sixth Armies; attack in the direction
of Maifeop not "before early Jan.
In Center^ we could not provide the logistical foundation
for an offensive before late Uov. or early Dec, not even
for Fourth Army alone. A local offensive "by Ninth Army
southeast of Kalinin, separate from a front-wide effort,
has more dangers than advantages.
r^e JluIPS.eil^_. cannot "be brought to AG-p. j3ou.th
"before Jan.; in some sectors of Center^ a.rrival may "be
delayed even until late Jan.

a :k
i-b?£ci

on conferences in Berlin on labor supply (P¥
question) and on food situation.

fi.G£:O^.t3ic£. reports
£asualtioBj_

In the period fron 22 June to 6 N0v. ,1941:
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Wo landed:

15,919 Off*

Killed:

6,017 Off \u26 6

139,164 HOO and EM.

Missing;

496 Off.

28 r355 JtfCO and 2M,

Total:

22,433 *ff«

496,157 HOO

663,676 NCO

and M.

and EM.

Total losses of the Eastern army (excl# nodical casualties):
686,108, i.e. 20.17 $ of the Eastern Amy of a strength
of 3,4 Million.

9£l«.( 143rd Bssjr) •
l\J^ember I

Si£uatjLon: Generally unchanged. Enemy situation is still obscure
in the area "between Tula and the industrial region. The
area as far east as the Don for the nost part has undoubtedly
"been abandoned "by the enssmy* who probably shifted the
forces withdrawn from it in northeastern direction (Voronezh).

The situation in J^uder_ia.nlsj3-r. rl
uJ?>-. s unquestionably

tight
many
at
points, but he does not let us look over his
shoulders,
The eneny opposing him is at. least, equally strong,
perhaps even stronger.
On the rest of the front no important news.

*

&cn»^v^nJ!Trjoj^X oJl^ rfi. Lpß. '^QP^X. Disagreements
G-p. and ourselves:

between Aray

a) Timing of the next moves. We think that from a logistical
point of view it would be dangerous

to resume

the offens

ive too soon.

b) Role of Second Panzer Amy in the offensive^ He is asked
to keep in tnuch with us before Amy G-p. issues final
orders.

j£iold Marshal vori Bp£k__cri jshcinet^ Referring to my earlier talk
with -Gen. yon Greif fenberg;

Point a) Amy Gp. orders provide for a long— range and a
short-range objective. Attaining oven the latter
appears doubtful to yon Bock in view of the con
dition of his troops. He has given then as interim
objective the line of the Moskva river through
Moscow and the Volga Canal* Supplies stocked for
the start of operations are gauged to assure main
tenance to that line. The ammunition for the operation
. is still en route at this time. Owing to the
of shipments to Army Gp. it was
"curtailment"
impossible to build up stocks over and above daily
requirements, and as a result Army Gp. could not
*>© sure it would have the ammunition required;

**
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if flow of ammunition is maintained for the next
few days stocking wo aid "bo completed.
yon Bock argues that even if we were content
to reach the interim objective ("the "bird in hand")>
we would have to commence the attack immediately,
for every day was "bringing as closer the critical
date for deep snowfall. If we were to wait until
we had enough striking power for a more distant
goal, we night well "be overtaken "by winter weather
and then "be immobilized for good.
The tine for spectacular operational feats is past.
Troops cannot "be shifted around any more. The only
course lies in purposeful exploitation of tactical
opportunities •

.

Point "b) There can be no doubt that JjuJ-erjLajn^ is under heavy
attacks. The situation is not fully understood.
Second Panzer .array has drawn upon itself the eneny
forces south of the OKa river, thereby relieving
Fourth Army, which now could saf ely launch its
operation. Even if G-uderian is still moving freely,
it is a question whether he would be able to shake
off the enemy. In any event, the accompli shnont of
Iron KXugje's^ mission does not depend on that. Army
Gp. has moved XXXV Corps of Second Army sharply to
the left.
Been ratio ns (War Service Cross,
on deserving officers in OKH.

Afjfcc mo/in_:

'

First Class)

pinned

Current Gen. Staff personnel natters.

L°.£

1730 ~ 1900: Visit the sick ObdH. We discuss the situation and the
operational plans of the Army Gps. Economic questions re
lating to the occupied territory.

2000

Departure of the special train to the C of S conference,
trrn Angerburg station. Accompanying nc are Gen. TJagncr,
G-ch. Buhle, yon G-rolnann, yon Ziehlborg, G-chlen and a number
Kovnn,
of junior officers. Itinerary is via Eydtkau

-

1^. i£Jl^*i.05L (interim report):
IX0.11!.1G-udcriajti
r

Gratifying development on
s right wing. Also the northern wing of Second Army
appears to have gained greater freedom of movement. Evi
dently light frost. On the remajta^r of the front no important
events.
»

*

j

j

.

2Jtfilvcp]9P£ 1941J 144 th Day)
I

All day in train en route to the C of S Conference at Orsha.
Preliminary conferences

with

yon

Qu), Buhle (Org. See.).

Grolmann (Op. Sec), vJagncr (Gen

Minsk: yon Bechtelsheim, Commander of Security Div,, the Reichsbahn
District President and the District Police Chief, report/
~*

,

Tour of Minsk, Although almost completely destroyed
the
city still shelters half its pre-war population (there are
over 100, OOr?). Scenes of RAT misery.

Evening, arrival atJDrsha.
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_12 November

1230

1400
1500

1900
2030

2230

( 145th Day)

Start of the 0 of S Conference. Present: Tne
Cs of S of the tarco i&my Ops., and of
Eighteenth, Sixteenth, Ninth, 'fourth .Ar~i*-fi,
Second Panzer Ar^iy ~nd Sixth nd Seven
teenth /rmies

1000

1000

19 41

.

- 1210

"

Review of the over-all situation*
Proposed moves of the High Command and reasons
for. them. Presentation of report on Russian
Army by Kinzel

.

- 13 40

Taotioal problems, Supply Services,
and Transportation
Comprehensive Report s :
Gren.Quij.
on supply position, winter
"
-•;:.
i^quiijiniont c.nd transport.
Org^Soc^, on changes in Army organization,
disbanding of Divs., and question
of trucks.

- 1500
- 1900

Luncheon.

-

Dinner.

Conferences rath the individual Cs of
S of £rmy Gps. Review of situation in their
sectors and of their intsntions.

2030

2230 j, Summation of tks afternoon Conferences.
Policy for the winter. Operational prospects
for the coming year. G-cxoral political situation
Departure

of train faro.32 Orsha.

14JTovembor I°4l_ (146 th Day).
Return_tri_£j_
Stop at Molodeczno^
Long talk with
the Rogtl.CQ.of Soourity Division (Semmelmann)
and tho En.CU.

Molodeozno : Typhus camp of Russian PT^ (20.000) _,
doomed to die oovoral Gorman doctors fatally
ill.In other camps in the neighborhood no
typhus, but ev3ry clay irany prisoners die from

.

starvation.

Ghas'ty picture, but relief appears

impracticablo at the moE-cnt
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.

Stop at

/o mo
a
txain of the Gav.Div.
look vn;7 sti'ainsd "by fatigue

T

OszMana.
The troops
/ ft-mo on

Re £or t s j_

-

Gen.J^agnor (G-onlu) :^-rain threshing drive.
Truck and spare parts position. Organizational
of the truck situation (the Divs.
consequences
only
horse- drawn trains; truck columns
now have
.Armies)
iichabilitation of 60-ton
pooled in
Truck Clms.

_

.—

_

£*jl 2.°i.'v2.n G'^Plm §.2:nl Summary of the results
the conferences.

—

Ool«_von_Ziehlb:rgj.
Aid. funds.

of

-

Cur:: Nt pcisonnel matters •
Gen. Staff Training Courses.

. .

i,t
Stop at W.llna»_
Gol 2»ohnpfennig, Sub-aroa
Commander
r.ports, Gives a picture of so Mid
so lf-interest in th civilian administration
Lithuanians show little aptitude for tho
administrative tasks of reconstruction.

,

Stop

at govflpj_
Col. Just, Area Co.mmandor.
Confirms earlier story of self- seeking policy
of the civil administration and intrigues
against tho Army. Plight of P'/vs. Typhus in
Pl/V camps-.
Decries practice of s .nding purchasing parties
(Air Force 1 )•.
over from 3ast Prussia

ls_Novo::iVcr

Situations__

19^1 ( 147 th Day).

Eastern
front of Ninth
Army attacks

.

Uiil'tk 4 rSLZ nas started
and appears, to have thrown back
tho surprised enemy a leng distance. Report j
"Enemy is falling beck of his own accord :t
This has never happened before in this campaign.
Heavy enemy attacks against Fourth_Army.j_
Apart from these developments, only some ad
vances in the Crimea (iloroh taken)
and by
§ Q QP *ld_Army_ and 3 -.3 op nd _JP a nz or _Ar.my_
On the rest of thi front no important changes;
in some places unco r.for table enemy air activity.
the

.

offensive

.

,_

.

.

Qpu 1.1 Discussion of business during my abs^ica
Itosult of the C of S conference
JoQu_lV_j_

Current matters of his section.

In the afternoon,

conference
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with ObqH dealing

.

exhaustively with situation and intentions.
Hesults of the 0 of S conference

Ool'.JlSuSinger »_ Evening situation. Alternative
possibilities for conclusion of 19 41 campaign
and basic features of campaign in 1942.

16 November 1941

(l4Sth Day)

Situatipru. In the Crimaa, local advances
Sevastopol*
The Don Army is part of the Russian

Front .

,

.

against
Southwest

3m

In AGp. South, only minor lo.cal changes.
Rail evacuation traffic continues.
pretty quickly to yostor
attack by Ninth A-xmy.
Hard core of enemy concentration apparently
southwest of Moscow-,

Enemy reacted
Center^
day's

No unusual developments in the Valdai
sector. Activity in ths Volkhov sector is only
of a local character. At Tikhvin we may expect
trouble in tha n3ar future. The attack of Six
teenth Army against the Ladoga G-roup from the
wast is absolute nonsense 1 Results arc quite
negligible 1 Severe losses I Enemy is switching
forces between tho coastal strip opposite Xron
stadt and Leningrad!

Norths

Q.2.H ii Supply problems. Results of tho conferonco
*~

with Gon Qu and Transp. Chief.

..

At.noon luncheon suost^of 2:en-«-.^2:ui
u Si. Present,
001. Hcusinger and Lt Col. Zimmormann, as woll
as my Adjutant and *_ic.

Gcn.QUj. 0/~;u I.,_Ohie.f

x

Op^Sec^i

Altonstadt reports;

a) Grain threshing; drive.
b) Replacement of Mil. Administration Franco
b y Hft of Army or ,o;ani z s ti
ons
c) General discussion of the supply crisis

.

Pi old Marshal_yon_L3 3b (ii.Gp • Korth) on phono i
Tho sftuation bot^jcn lake Ilmon and Lake Ladoga
has taken a bad turn, Ycry heavy pressure on
Malaga Vishora. and Uolsbaya Vishora.
Ho throat to Tikhvin last' night. Today very larg
movements from the oast again. Pros sure from
tho south, from Kostrusa Iloso. Situation at
Tikhvin not very acute, but may become so within
next few days.Snemy also coming from the north.
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TwentyfiTst My, thinks it can get as far
as Volkhovstroi, but will not be able to
advance farther unless it receives reinforce

ments.
Tho attack by 254th end 223rd Divs, has mis
carried.
The- Divs. had to be returned to their lines
of departure « 223rd is not yet equal to such a
task;
it was caught on its northern flank,
and then also 2 54th Div. had to fall back,
Tho Volkhov front no :.&s reinforcements. The
only thing available is ono- third of 61st Div.,
but it too will talic a long time to move into
day after tomorrow)
line (initial elements
0 in 0 Army G-p wr.nts to await today's develop
ments. He has considered abandoning Tikhvin in
favor of strengthening the "Volkhov Front
1 emphasize OEH s interest in holding Tikhvin
at all cost.
Two med.Artj/ .Bns. have boon withdrawn from tho
Kronstsdt front. Inf.linc^vcry thin. Bnemy has
4 Divs. and some HG- Ens. opposite Hangoo
3

.

.

.

'

;f

.

"~

and Gol .__Eaontsch
Lvoning: Another talk with OQu I
on tho supply problem. The trouble scorns to
lie in two factors.
One is tho attitude of tho
General,
which
refuse to run our rail
Governmenttransports with priority, rather thsrn. pny
difficulties in tho ll Tho other is tho relative
rigidity of the procedure for calling trains
which tho forward agciioios must folio??.

.

Ironing situatix>n?_ Advances by IV Corps on the soutiorn
wing of Seventeenth Army., and also by Gu dorian.
The one my over Twin re is withdrawing cast7;ard
before Gudorian ai3. Second Army without offering
much resistance. This confirms our view that
ho plans to fall back fax to tho roar. Tho country
is quite ompty. Much destruction
Only northwost
of Yofromov, a Rifle Div. is still putting up
fierce opposition.

.

On tho right wing of Fourth Army, heavy one my
attacks against XIII Coips. Situation tight.
On tho remainder of the front of Fourth Army*
isolated onomy thrusts with artillery support.

&

The attack southeast of Lalinin has gained moro
The enemy is filing back behind the
Volga. Dirootly southward!, the attack of LVI Gorps
has made headway against stubborn resistance
by a Mt Div. recently ailived from Iran. On
the northern front of ITinth Army, tho enemy has
apparently passed over to the defensive.
ground.

.

-

In Aop ._Nq.rth i
no further deterioration of the
situation. On the Volkhov, tho forces hold each
other in balance. Otherwise as outlined by 0 in
C, AGp , North on the phone.
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17 Nov-mbvr 19 41_
GasualtiQSi

(149 th Day)

Woundod*

16,208 Off.

Killedt
Missings

6,107 Off.

Total:

498 Off.
22,313 Off.

506,417

NCO and
BM.
141,764 NCO ggd
28,732 KOO and

676,913

NCO and

in the Bast, 22 Juno to 13 Nov>
i.o
1941 « 699.726 (excl.nGdical casualties)
avorago
20.5&%, of tho Baste rn irmy, at an
strength of 3.4 million.
Total losses

Situation*^ In tho Orinaoa

,

tho -Kerch Isthmus has boon

cleared of the enemy. First Panzor_Army/ continues
its offensive. Sovr-ntoorrth^Arm^ reports consider
In
able advances on its right wing (IV Oorps)
the sector of Sixth Army and of right wing Second
Army, the oncmy~must have been taking his forces
further back, for we seem to be unable to catch
up with him. Eight wing Second Army reports de
molitions by the oneny. The rail evacuations this
side of tho Don are cont inning (Liski) •
Second ffsrnzer Army is pushing back the enemy
with its left wing, while trying to concentrate
its weight in a northeastern direction.

.

—

E°urth_Army_ reports
and this gives a decisive
tarn to the picture of the situation in this
soctor
that tho punishing enemy attacks
against its right wing Lave made it necessary
to commit now the recorves standing by in tho
roar for its own attack planned for tomorrow.
As a re suit Fourth Army is no longer in a pos
ition to attack b 3 twoen the Moskva and Oka riv3rs
The enemy has evidsntly brought up new forces.
On the northern wing of Fourth Army, the attack
scheduled for today has boon canceled by Cfk
of Army.
On the eastern front of Ninth Army__ no important
novi developments,
on the northern front all is

—

,

quiet.

reports
AG£.J%rth
Tikhvin,

tightening of situation
Intends to note elements of'
K£th Div. in direction of Volkhovstroi ,
around

Pield_Marshal__von_Bo^ck
calls up about the situation
in Fourth Army sector*
He recalls that as regards the width of the
sectors held by the Divs. and the number of
units at its disposal, Fourth Army is much
better off than the other Armies, and so has
ordered Army to attack.
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The attack by Second Panzer Army is sweeping
ahead ana will rolieve the situation; a simi
lar result may be oxpocted also from the
attacks of Ninth Army and Third Armd.Gp. There
is then no reason to abandon the attack.
Yon Bock complains that yon Kluge is disrupt
ing all plans and is hard to oontrol

.

Talk__with Gen. ?aulus,_og.l._B3Dntgch,_Gol A .Borkj.
e £s£ n£c on~supply difficulties. To iml
s°i
prove the present situation*
a) Steps will be taken to insure that supply
trains passing through the Government- G-on^ral
receive priority over all othor movements.
b) Fixed continents will depart from the
Supply Assembly Areas in the 2 Iat stated
intervals, and orders arc issued to en sura
unloading as far forward as possible.

i

In the present situation it is not possible
to introduce a riqjifi scheme of distribution
of supplies from the SI directly to tho rail
hoads in tho areas of consumption; wo willhave
to change over to that after wo are through the
current crisis.

—

Gen. Jleitol (Personnel Div.) « Eo assignments.
Covering of officer requirements.
Promotions.
Decorations •

Hione 'talkjwith Field Marshal ypn_Bock*_ After
changing Ms "mind several times, yon Kluge has
not como terany decision except that V and
X2XXVI Corps will launch the offensive
(

tomorrow.

I^-.November

1941_

(150 th( 150 th Day).

_

§i!u§."ki°]lL Good progress by £irst P£nzor_Army..
Also" IV Corps (3ov sixteenth ArmyX is"~st illpushing
ahead, but the Kalians between Mt • Corps and
IV Corps are still lagging far behind. Army will
prod them on for a junction v/ith Mt. Corps*
il^x^S.
£r3£ is still-immobilized. Segond_Armv
and (ru§_?\u25a0 ri
an ar o iiovinf:9 tho ugh slo wly ~Gu 6Zx i
?.n f s
risht wing must s it.lv:c off its enomy at Yofroiaov,
which willnot bo 3c.sy,
In Fourth Army 'the ditu^tion continues very , .
tight. The enemy has brought up fresh forces and
is attacking with four Eivs. packed into a narrow
front* As a result, right ving of Fourth Army is
pinned down and caanot launch its attack.
XIIICorps). Tho neighboring Corps (XII) has
I

.

n
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v
had to help with oc olons far to the roar
and now is its' If no longer in a position to
attack. The intention is to continue tho attack
£lin, with Army Gp.
against tho lino Istra
everything
doing
in its powor to executo this
plan..

-

On tho rost of th3front nothing of importance.
/t Tikhvin tho oxpoctcd enemy attacks apparont
ly havo not vet materialized at their full
strength.

Conference

with ObdHi

Ho is very impatient because- out chances of
getting closer to Mosco-7 aro growing loss and
A question of will power J
loss.

.

Ho is also angry about Sixth Army, which cannot
bo iraitc to move-

S."*a £s£*.-(Gron SuiZ &2&fe»_ Organization

of the
rehabilitation program for tho 60-ton Truck Clauf.
Rate of trucks in no^cl of repair in 60- ton
Truck C lms, which averaged 24# in Aug., now is
44^;tho rate in Supply Clrns. and 30-ton Truck
vims, of the Armios, which averaged 15% in Aug.,
now is 30^

The serviceable olononts of the 60- ton Truck
01ms. will be combined and remain in the Zone
elements will
of Operations. Tho unserviceable
"
(partly
road, partly
by
bo returned to tho ZI
by rail). Tho Supply Clms.,. including 30~ton
Truck 01ms., will*bo refitted in the Zone of
Operations, The M3ZE . Brig. willbo disbanded
(personnel will bo tr.l~on over into the Army
as an age class of rociuits)
1330 Phono talk with Hi3ld Marshal yon Bock^ Situation
""Corps (Fourth^Ar my) ""still tons^
in ZIII and XII
All available forces have boon put on the movo
to JcinTCforps.
Also fcpotii Div, has boon started to the south.
A thrust by MI Corps into tho flank of the
enemy attacking ZIII Corps is prohibited by tho
terrain and the deficient strength of the Corps.

.

yon

.

Kluge has gone up front t& flnff'out whether
withdrawal of our lines to the.' Protva-Alusha line
could in any way be avoided..

•My question what prospects .the offensive still
has is answered £o ti:.o euect that at this time
the line Klin-Istra is regarded as a possible
objective for the northern part of Fourth Army.
Everything else asio.e, Field Marshal yon Bock
shares my deep conviction that the enemy just
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,

as much as v;o do n is throwing in the last ounco
of strength and t :i?.t victory will go to tho sido
that sticks it oat longer. Tho enemy, too, has
nothing loft in tho roar and his predicament
probably is even worse than ours.
Gen. Buhle:

.

.

a) Armd Divs will "bo withdrawn without
materiel, for refitting in the ZB.
b) Instructions concerning disbanding
of Inf.Divs.
c) Conversion of Dighth Div. to r. It. Div.
d) Truck positions Of 500 / uuo trucks,
150.000 arc total losses* 60,000
now trucks willhave come off
production by -Vpr.,42. The deficit
0,0-00 trucks must be made up
of 9
through orgp.nizrtirtnpl chnns-es;
27 5,000 trucks must be repaired.
For this -to need 300,000 teicj
tons of spare parts o

'

o) Organization of spare part
Gen. JFaulus:_ Russian
in 1°42,

Ool «_Hgu singeri

and own operational

xq supply.

capabilities

L±r situation and other current matter s

i9JfovombjrJ.94l

(151st Day).

Situation s_ On the wholo this bas boon a good day
again. iCloist_|_s attack on Rostov is making
good headway. The enemy is trying to check
Eleist's southY/ard drive by a flank attack from
the cast, but without success.
In Seventeenth Army, "also IV Corps tins made
progress.
Secpnd^Army, has started off with Ron. elements.
Gruderian_is gaining ground to the northeast,
and is freeing his flank et Yofremov.

In Fourth /rmy the hard-pressed right wing
(2111 Corps) now has a quiet spell. Units are
being relieved and reformed. The northern wing
of /rmy has attacked and gained its objectives
against resistance of varying strength.
Il™4»&Pjl 2 has dado good progress* Armd.Divs.
on the Kalinin front are being rclievo-d."*)
In £Grp» North, a rel tively quiet day. Situation
Crn the Volkhov front stabilized. On the Lenin,-
grad front, the usual attack wa s ro polled.
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1100

1300

Talk with yon Book on pirns of Army G-p,
The assault fore? is -;,Gak. Enormous of fuel
consumption.

2kr2.r-°9-n £c IPQG1:
a) Review of the situation
1.) /,ttac& Italian forces to IV Corps.
19 Bth Div. must strike northward!
2.) Sixth /rmy must keep more to the
southeast, to free tho flank of
point out that
Seventeenth -royj I
a gap bot-vicn Sixth an d Second Army
v;ould dov-alup as r result.
3.) Great importance is still attached to
an operation in Corps strength against
Voronezh.
h.) Operations around Moscov; must he so
conducted that ce-oh of the component
drives of the offensive would con
clusively eliminate a number of enemy
Divs., not noiely push thorn baok furthjr.
Eibinsk, if possible also
Yaroslavl
Vologda, nust be retained as long-grange
objectives, weather and supply permitting.
In North, vnemy gropp Ladoga must bo
liauidatGd.

-

b) Objectives for next year. First Caucasus}
the goal is tho Russian southern frontior.
Timo » March to i*pril. In tho north, objectives
will depend on the closing situation this
year, either Vologda or Gorki? not before
latter part of May in vny case.
The other objectives for tho coming year
must Remain opanj they v/ill be determined
. by tho effective cape city of our railroads.
$he Question of f.n iJEast .Vail" to be oon
structed la tor rcnains open I
\u25a0^

d.

Political part;
c) Tho suocess in Eussia, whioh the Fuehrer
regards as a prodioious achiovomont, is of
groat political value He thinks that tho
Russian armammt potential is seriously re
duced by tho loss of cr-itical sources of raw
material, especially coal, nnd that tho i-tussian
armament industry willneed a long time to ro
covcr.
As to Britain, hs attaches groat importance
to the internal social strains.
As regards Prance, hoi s greatly pleased that

.

Woygand is gone.
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His whole -outlook "16 expressive of the belief
that realization of the f^ot that the two p;roups
of belligerents cannot, annihilate each another,
will,bring ebqut a. negotiated peace.
Ge n \u2666 JDho ma s (OP)( OP ) t

a) Political situation.
.3%) Fuol position. An operational rosorvo of
100,009 tons mast accumulated before ond of
December
tons
88,000
Sastcrn .Army
Doco^bon
2,000 tons
Southeast
2,000 tons
Africa
Zt and oooupiod
. ..12,000 tons_
countries
Total % 107,000 tons.

.

Armed Forces quota for the first quarter of 19 42
is only 75^000 tons, of Vvhioh 55,000 are allottod
for Southeast, "3a 3t and i.frica (instead of
9 5,000 in Bee »)
That is for us th~j end of any operational fro3
dom.

.

c) Metals program* Quotas of iron and non-ferrous
metals have bom fixed. Fromm's Office is at
present working out allocations.
d) Economic ta3ks of the occupied countries.
Grain threshing drive,,
Pood situation tpaintcd in very dark colors l)

.

Col._Heusinger£

Eeviov/ of the outcome of the Fuehrer
conference.

20 Jtfojvem.br;; r 19 41
Casualties

*__

(152nd( 152nd Day)

.

22 June- 16 Nov. ;1941.

Wounded:

16.920 Off.

512,819

NOO and BM.

Zillodi

6,360 Off.

143^592

NOO and BM.

_Missig.gJ
Total*

m

ili'Off•_

23,79 5 Off.

_ 29

A3Bl_

NOO and BM_

68 5 f79 2 ITBOO and BM.

Total losses of th3Sastcrn i.rmyfcxcl. medical
casualties) * 709,587, i.
o v 20, 28%, of the
"Eastern /rmy at an avoregc strength of 3»4 mill
ion.
Situation»__

Africa^ Tho big offensive of the British
against Oyrenaika has started.
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Churchill's orior of the day.

-

•£»

\u25a0&®v* South Saooossful continuation 6f attack
against Rostov, On tho northeastern front
of First Panzor__:.rn£ (21 V Corps), hard fighting
and threat of an :>ncray breakthrough.
f
Also tho Mt. Corps, which is opposed by a strong
enemy, was subjootcd to violent attacks; all
wore repelled. Th3Italians again have failod
to make any headway. Gen. yon Briosen killed
t

in action.
On tho front bf^Sixth^Arjny. tho onomy has broug-it
up reinforce mGnts""and7 sinoc
th* Arsy do ->s not
~
c
pushing
itself,
gainst
advanoo
is
it.
Z(x£._ContGrjL Scoon/l^Army. is making heart oning

progrcisT iffnth^Arad^Div. has taken Tim.»

.

Enemy resistance partly light, partly non-existent
Second^Pangor ArmyJLs fighting around Yofrcmov.
No enemy between Yefroinov and Yepifan.
Stubborn enemy rosistanoc between Yopifan and
Tula c Heavy battle vath enemy tanks.



Pourth_Army,j_ The one ay attacks on the right
wingj are" letting up, but preparations foro
shadow new attacks. All enemy attacks are con
ducted with mixe^l tank .**n& Tnf , forces.
G-ood progress by tho left .wing" ox the Army and
/.rmd.G-p. 3, which now is under the Mirect "control
of Army Gp,- In- thfe. direction of Klin, the e^cmy
is conducting a fighting withdrawal.
yon Bock in A<ivano3 Ooriiiend Post behind Armd.
Gp. 3
Hinth /rmy had a q.uiot day.

. strength. .

Valdai
iL^£.JTorthj.
Volkhpv
on tho
in Rogt

Gen

front quiet. Local attack
front Ageinst Tikhvia, attacks

Je.llgiobol;_
a) Soourity measures.

Order regarding

security.

telephone

b) Telephone trunk linos in the coming operations.
c) Raw materials 1 Only 25% of the copper and
1
50 1of the aluminum: required for signal
equipment is assured for tho coming year.
d) Radio agents « Of 70 ststio clandestine
transmitters, 2o were in France/
40 arc constantly moving. Of 60 moro trans
mitters rooordod, it has not been determined
whether they are illegal or merely un
licensed.
0) Russians are using our signal flaros (whit -3.)
to mislead our pianos.
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Gon .jyiatzky.*_

A

Col.Jiousingorj.

.

a) Ti»'.'.-L*sav7. oonfoic-noG on Gounter
il
?c:ioo
b)^uT-i-ciori 01 the Slovak logionnairos.
c)Tonx of tho Chief of the Bulgarian
Gen. Staff.
w

British offensive in Africa,
Ourront operational problems
y

S°S 2iohlbGrg«_ Gon* Staff personnel
Dooo rations ;

matters.
'

Conference with Minis.t2rlal~^ir_ootor*B3ritz_ ,_ on
food questions, in Obeli's office

7

Ho port culminates in the statement that tho supply
of broad cereals rillbe oust sufficient * Our
crop v/as loss than anticipated. Banat*f supplied
loss than expoctod > Pwomsnia is holding baok«
Greece and Finlanl need imports, Prance is
producing lose than she oould.
Potatocj?! Unseasonable
frost. S-rious problem
year.
for the whole
MoatjL Ho acuto ooncorn, but • •£ word illogibl^_y t
supply is causo for concern.

.

Reduction of raoion«in Irmed Forces from 1.3 50
gram to 1^ 00 1) gram is roc.uir^d offootivo 15 Doc o

ObdH^j. Y/o must fa 3d the people in Russia if
wo want to got some work out of thorn. Seed grain
\
and seed potatoes must bo consorrod*
Problem of foi-ago for horses must bo solved
(barley, coia) ,
Decision on reduction of /rmy ration postponed
until sufficient data are available, on which com
putations can bo based

.

21Jtfojr amber

J. 941 _(lslrd DayJ..

Si tuation^ Rostov has fallen to us. Hcrth of Rostov,
heavy fighting against the numerically far supsr
ior and apparently T/cll-lcd enemy, who is attack
ing in tightly into grated groups, each several
Divs. strong. It socms that there is no immediate
danger, but both oonmand and troops will dosoryc
unqualified praiso if they pull through and still
. roach the Donets bend.
Sixth Army_timidl7 bogins to push its southern
wing on Xupyansk.
Socond_i.rjiiv. is forging ahead slowly but surely.
Guderian had someone call up in tho aftornoon
that his troops aro on their last legs. It is
true, they did have to fight hard and a very long
v/ayj and still thQy have come through victorious
ly and pushed back tho cnomy everywhere
So w© may
hope that they will be able to fight on, even r.gains^
the repeatedly reinforoed enemy (new Siberian Divs,)f
until a favorable closing line is reached.
North of Tula there, is an ominously quiet spot where
the enemy now all of a sudden has intensified his
Ren. effort across the frozen river. It is not im
•
possible that, after being bepten back
;;>

.

•#
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b7 Fourth Amy, hs is now trying his luck furtaer
south under covor of the fogs.
The situation in lourgW.riny. has not changed
substantially. On tho~southorn wing the eneny
has ceasod his attachs. On the nor thorn wing
wa
have made some- progress. Still,Field ksrshl yon Book
has boon profoundly affected by tho savority of
tho fighting, My old Seventh Inf, Div. appears
to havo suffered hoavy losses, Rogts. with 400
rifles are commanded by a First I&outonanti
Ar'nd. Gp. 3 and tlio northern wing of Fourth
havo made good advances in tho direction of

Klin.
Tho rest of tho front is quiet, except for tho
Volkhov front (loorl attacks), Tikhvin (attack
from tho southeast), Hova, and the usual attack
out of Leningrad,

•
In Africax the big battle in Gyrcnaioa is in
progress* we cannot obtain any clear pioturo as
yet.

G-on. Bogatgch^ requests
to ZoppcTlin.*)

transfer of part of his staff

Phone talks with yon G-reiffenberg (Center):
Second Array is wail fixed an£ xs moving slowly
northeastward, in or^or to free Eighteenth Arid,
Div.
Gu dorian has>radic?.lly revised his conception
of the situation v/ithin tho last 48 hours, Tho
attack against tho Russian 53rd and 2 4th Oorps
is mooting with stronger resistance, Tho one ay
is committing' new foroe. Is concerned about the
situation, fears Ijcp.l breakthroughs. In view
of the weakened oonCition of his troops ho thinlcs
he cannot forco any further advo.no© s.Thr.t is
probably his strato^y to soften us up for a ro.cLuost
to havo his Amor taken out, Pnrts of First Arad.
Div. have boon transforiocl to i,rmd,Gp, 3 for
oomtiitnent in direction Ilin. 23rd Div, is follow
ing closely behind "V Oorps. 36th not. Div. is
being shifted 253rcl cannot attack northwestward a t
the moment •

Phone

talk with G-en; Brennecke (Nqr-th) :•
Free forces on the Kronstad.t front,
Volkhovstro^ jnus-t. be increased.

Ihono talk j£ith^.Go.n^ von^.So.c!. ons te rji*

pressure

on

_

1.) Sixth Array aust bo pushed on.
2.) Supply caovenonts across the rivor at Kiev nust
be .stopped up.
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3.) Forces must bo freed at Rostov for operat
ions to tho north*
Talk with Son, Jfctzkz (0 r:u IV): Current mat tors of
his section and Attache' questions.
\u25a0

CajrU Lovko _(lavy^ loaves, Cppt^ Wov.ggld. takes his
place as Liaison Officer of the Naval Operations
Staff at OEEJ,
Luncheon.
"

go no ra lob? rsJab sar gt* -gr Jlandlo sor i
a) Housing in. wininr, evacuation of nodical
casualties, food (vitamins).
b) Medical casualty rate very low. Ratio of
wounded to sick 1*1.4 (used to be) l^4)
c) typhus control.
Frontline badge for Medical Corps men.

.

—

Conf,:ronc3 of Army Supply Officers will
Current supply
within a f3W cays.

Gpn.Jvagnor
:_
~~
~"

bo~ho*ld

matters.

—

Reviov; of the situation.
Col. JJeu^singcr^
Execution
of organizational 'zoasuirs cannot proceed with
the commands having their hands full at the front.
Air Force

—

.

(154 th Dny)

22J5fovortior 1941
Situation^

.

Only throe iinportrnt points:
v

Rostov is in our hrn^s. All bridges arc re
ported dostro'/od except one that loads across
an island south of the eastern part, of tho
city. The Russians with drey; across the frozen
rivor. On tho southern b^.nk new Russian for
ces (two Cay Jivs.).
North of Ros tov, Hirst £anzc_r_Army. was forced
into the dofoayc by""the RussiarTVttack v/ith
ssuporior fore 3 s, and willhave a hard tiao
seeing it through
2hc measures instituted
aro well taken o.n*. promise to bo successful.
However, aft ;ir Pirst lanzor Army has disposed
of tho attaokor, it. probably would be too much
to expect it to clear the enemy out of the
Donets bend with what is loft of its forces.
Despite all efforts of Army Gp. to get Si§th
ii^!2y_ moving th^xc arc no signs of an attack
or of initiation of the transfer of the Divs.
dr stinod for First lanzer Army. Tho conse
q.uencc is that the one. my is wither aT;ir.'? forces
"fronting this passive Army to commit -them against

.

.

-

'
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First Tanzer

«*rmy»

2*) In Gud,erian ( s .Oroupthe tension seems to be
letting up* Now, ho is again convinoed he
could continue the attack \u26 6 The Russian Army
communique" spaaks about a dangerous situation
at Tula.
3.) .Field- Marshal" yon Book himself has taken
charge of tho battle of Moscow from an Ad
vanced Command Tost,
enormous energy a©
drives forward everything that can be .brought
to bear. .Nevertheless it seoms that nothing
more can be gotten out of southern wing and
center of Fourth Army for an attack. Tho
troops here are finished (e.g., in my old
Seventh Diy.j ono Scgt, is .commanded by a
First lit*, ths'Bns. aro oommandod by Second
Its.) Buti 'nor thorn wing of Fourth Army and
Armd. Gp 3. still have a chance of sue cos 3
and they aro being driven relentlessly to
achieve it. Yon Bock compares tho situation
with tho battle tff tho' Mar no, 'whore tho last
Bn.. that could be thrown in turned the balance
Hero, too, tho cnomy has brought in now for-,
ccs. Yon-Book is moving up everything ho can
got hold of in-, tho ftcar Area, ovon 255th Div*.

.

.

In Africa tho course of the big battle cannot yet
bo clearly discorned. Tho various engagements
to
dato seem to have resulted in considerable tank
losses on both sidles and to have forced Rommel to
give up his plan of an attack from the northeast
Apparently he has formed a line south of Tobruk
with the main body of his forces and for the time
being -leaves the Solum front, which was prepared
for that attack from the northeast, to i*ts own
devices.

.

Gcn# Buhle
•»

*

*

.

a) Afrioat Inoroass of an ti--tank material ehip
monts to Bengasi
In the past six weeks 5 Replacement Bns. havo
left for Africa, 'wo do not know' hero how many
of them have already arrived. In the 21 addit
ional 2,A00 men are standing by.
•

/

.

b) Replacement Bns. formed for First and Fourth
Mt Divisions from troops readied for Fifth. Mt.
Piv.,and by taking one Bn. from aaWostorn Div.
(each of those two Bivs, is 3^ooo mon short) \u0084
c) Fromm's armament program* Ammunition and ar
maments production has. generally dropped" "by
at least ono-thircl. Must be looked into,
dr;op aft^r February 1941 .*
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d) Assault Gains* o:a® En* each in Deo*' and
thereafter
or\o over.y month*
..
\u25a0

Jan*/

c) It.pivs. mast Ids prepared for operations in
the Caucasus, thn from mountain districts
must "be taken out of the front.
f) A-T units willToe equipped

mines*,.

\

g) Hew type "bridging equipment*

40-45 ton rating i
45 trucks | 7C m long (two lanes) •
/

2531JL. OFT/ is worried about Eleist. Fuehrer discusses
"lateral shifting of forces within Soventeonth

Army in order' to help 1$ Oorps get ahead so
as to relifevs Ikloist. Seotor boundaries betv/een
ICleist, Hoth and Roichenau must not be allowed
to interfere*
.

.

/

Sofctoh) on thaso
questions,. Hoth s northern front is .pinned do v;:i \
by. the enemy. Sixth Army is starting off along
its entire front. Situation in Kleist's sa-otor •
sarious* \vith his own rosources he wllj. riot bo
able to ol.Gar the Donets bend and resume the
drive, Eo would nood fresh xc?rces. One Armd.Div.
and one mot. Div. in addition to 111th, IS sth,
101st and 68th Divs. earmarked by irmy Gp •

on stern. (AGp,
£hone. talJcjtfitij. vojiJ3oj3.
!

~
SPS-^Si
o^!Report

on construction of for tificatiDiis
jf Gucrnsay and Jersey.
Prj-^ross
of work is highly satisfactory.
Current probloms of the Bast. Rehabilitation of
the Bng. units. ITow bridging equipment.

fn^the islands

Field
~~ M^rshal_jKGitols_ Pu-hrcr f s Headquarters in.,a \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0•
state again., Eleist f s Army is in serious trouble
and no one doos .anything 'to help him. AGp. has
boen ordrrod to report what stops have bson
taken (shifting of forces of SovcntQcnth Army ,
on
the base lino to IV Corps., getting on the mo%co
.
Sixth Army *mi anything elso that is available,
ospccially Assault SunsX,
<

,Talk_with

yon

Sodenstorn^

oh these

questions.

£en • _CrorOka£

Railroads arc -running smoothly. Line from
Kremonohug has been completed as fax as Postichovo.
Kharkbv bridge willbo finished today. Roplaco
ment shipments for I^.os, South must be movod to
the front-

.

".
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23jSovs;ai^3r 1941_

Ll£s thJDayl

Army contiir
Situajjionj.
~* *""** The situation in First Panzer
" \u25a0
ucs v £ight. Tho disengaging movement ssoms
to have Taicn a. success. The enemy is foliow
ing/but thoro is no- oause for anxiety.
Reserves (1 1th( 111th Piv.) arc ne a ring IV Corps
which holds such an important position in
Seventeenth Arm£ now* Sixth Army is mald.nr-;
f a feeble attempt to show action.
I*
1 AG&, j3onJp;L* Second Army is making head
way on its right wing. -Gudr-rian has gained
more ground' and now successes have "bean
scored on the- nor thorn wing of Army . G-p.
\u25a0

.

Co 1 _c 0 n_2i chlb 0 rg

matters.

_

.

Our x o nt Go n S ta £g pc rso nnal
of Army Hq Lapland.

Organization

Conference of Supply Chief in.Gon Qu !s office
By wajrv of introduction I
present a survey of
the ovnr-all situation.
\u25a0'. y\

14^0

.

a)~ Domonstration Div Baumholdor"""')
~ •jvonJßornuthiCol
""
r7lst) .60 officers from each Army Op. to ovary
course. Will start 19^ Jan,
b) Promotion of bettor care for horses in
the Armies.
c) Troop Training Center St Die in the Vosgo's.
.
.
Mts.
d) Training of Fifth end Seventh Mt.Div.
c) Training of 3.z-$l& cements for ""Africa (Mrchhoini)

-

.

Phone

talk -with

li^ldXarsfcr .j. yon Bo_ck?_
,

V<hat""can Gu-dori^n

Sttuation.

—

still accomplish? He thinks ho
ho can yet advance sonic moro. Hoply* Strike
' for Kolomna,
will covering forces for right
wing on Byazan, for left .wing on Kashira-,
Army hard to the north,
northern wing of
toward Kashira.
Second Army hard to the north nn£'
Concentrate
push on with forces i» s\s'ff ioiertt strength only
along the railroad lines to Voronoztt and Yjlots.
Situa-tion on tha northern wing of Army Group is
-good. Klin takon. How j?3 must try to got the
rost of the entire front in flux by .putting on
pressure from Her tir..
\u25a0

\u25a0\u25a0(AGe .^South^ Pur lough question for
Blevonth Army. Possibflity to route thro 3 fur

y-°2 ySadensto_rn\u25a0

yon

lough trains through Odessa,

Groi ffonbe rgj. Biiscs the question of a roar
. holdfng lino and of fortifications.

I
C.fficors_Club
with the .Supply
S.'t^thc^Gon^QuArray"~"Gp
, and Armies.
Ohfc-f.s of the".

S^SL^tng

'

Informal talk ?Jb out position of individual Arnaios-.
\u25a0

I
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g^Movembe^lQM (JLWth Day)*
\u25a0•"\u2666\u25a0wtss—sß^

The situation gprth of Rostov is serious but
not critical at the moment* At some points the
enemy is pressing against our new positions. The
right wing. of- fevenfee^ntfe. Army-Ms to fight -off sew
rious attars t ;^he Italians are si;illdoing nothing.

Siiuaiioai

In AGp t £entejr,£ Suderiahis. Parker Army has made'
gtfq& frqgressu -flilthaiiov and Venev are irvour
hgnds. Unfortunately the fuel situatigi} Jg
On the southern wing of £ourth_Arm^ the enemy has
ceased attacking and is disengaging in some places*
On the northern wing violent counter attacks in the
face of which our forces have slowly gained ground.

*

Ir Jrffi^d^BL*Js_ good progress. More troops are
moving to the front from Kalinin.

In A(xp» North, minor attacks on the Volkhov front
and heavy attacks across the Neva which were ail
repulsed*

.

Report on tour
and Capt^ Sauerbruch:
S^&fcfu Qbermaier
toif ""Corps Norway and Übrps Hq XXXIV#;
\u25a0

The description throws into focus the difficulties
peculiar to that theater as regards wintering and
preparing for the spring offensive, which are all
but impossible to master with our troops. In
particular the attempt- to continue, the attack"! .'.
on Murmansk has not much chance of success, and
r
is disapproved even by the Finns*

*

4 eE» J^SP^ad

(Army-Liaison, Off.'assigned to -the Reich Marshal)
Discussion of personnel questions and future tasks.

y»t-

SpjL. _JC ahid en^ Liai s on Off. in §cc ond Panz er Army•
Report on situation and combat*. strength of the
Army. Second Panzer Army wants 'to strike beyond
Tula, which it regards as the base of its winter
quarter area.
It is playing; with the idea of
establishing a scorched-earth zone forward of its
line and to hole up for the winter behind it.
That accounts for its reluctance against any
further advances.
Gives an overall picture of jouv arms
production. Declining output! He. thinks of the
necessity to make peacei
On 1 Apr. we shall Ipe 180,000 men short in the
Eastern Army. At that time we shall stillhave
available the trained age group 1922 (270,000)
and thes-e must $.rartf age group 1923 (l.<&p:r«)#

Cren^Qbst^ Fromm_:

""
Sl^i^-MiSL
aTuring

Talk on tasks and disposition of forces
winter.

V

/
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/

&eEP£6& l^i?J^P|oa

tshe Impress ton that the
fcivt fefen pushed into a
very bad cfi^|i W|ff| ligg limiting engaging
the £ej*jna;f| f&J. I-§&,l4as £#$£&& i the Solum front
ap p#a^ ?$ fe&
in '& difficult situa
g^m|n|
is
t.he
fi^fit fi
il* still &,mystery why

Britl^^&fali
:
;

o©nv§y
$?©g»§§s

*

tjie;*i^itis^ "f^rcesT Gemmitted In direction of the

ISr.te ar,e^ih<3elirig

SSJJeygmtes.

qouth*

1944-

{ 157th fc^y)*.

lonj At.Rostov^ the enemy fortrunately has not
"~*
S£tu&t
Fecome active^as yet. Also to the nprth, taiting

back our front appears to have had good results.
Ift S^X^^QPG^k 4rW sector intensive enemy
activity which compelled IV Corps, to give' ground
in some places* Siggth and
Armjles_ mainly
unchanged. Guderian^ apparently now has^freedom
of movement in ihe" direction of Kolomna.
G-ood advances by the, northern wing of Fourth^
Army and
§Ps_ 2* The enemy is desperately
throwing in what troops he has left ( also from
the Kalinin area)t

In k®Qj> Jtforthj_ reconnaissance, and Artillery
activity on~the Volldiov river and at Tikhvin: no
major attack as yet* The northward drive west of
the Volkhov river has started today. First Div# .
on the Neva, again has beaten off heavy enemy
attacks.
1400 ~ 1600 Arys*: Demonstration in presence of the
Fuehrer "of the latest developments by Army
Ordnance Office-.
OQu, First Panzer Army reports on
supply situation. Troops are very tired. Food
supplemented from indigenous sources. Capacity ]
of our transportation facilities was low as long
as the railheads were not close to the front
(have now been constructed). Ammunition and fuel
situation tight*

M.a i*-Faehndricjiy

_

First panzer Army repelled many
enemy attacks, also from the south. Seventeenth
Army has beaten back enemy attack. One- third of
. 111th Div. has now arrived at the front. Donets
front quiet. Sixth Army stillimmobile. Enemy
opposition in its Sectior has stiffened*
G-uderian has made good progress, mainly In
direction of Kashira.

Hvejiijng, g,ituat)i.ont

,•
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The attacking wing nortteest of Moscow on the
"other hand has made only little headway against
increasing

Southwest

Neva

enemy

resistance*

of Volkhov s.troij some advances. On the.
Div. repelled heavy enemy attacks.
s

26Jtfavejnber

/

( l§Btk fiay),

±9£l_

Slliua.ti.oa: Artillery duels at Se vast op oi. It aeems
that the enemy xis preparing for evacuation*
North of Rostov the enemy is working himself
closer to our new positions. He is manifestly
readying forces for. continuance of his attacks,
and apparently is also bringing down more troops
from the north* The situation will therefore
remain tense
the more so as we cannot get any
reinforcements to this front*

,

Sixth &rmy is still hanging around doing, nothing.
fhe~ enemy now appears, to be' moving .forces' fsrom
that' front also northward, toward Tambov and ?:iohu*»ia
rinsk, where road and railroad^ movement, .towarcU
Ryazan are^.nov: reported in progress; we cannot make
out as .yet' if they "are destined for tjie build-up of
a defensive front ajong the Okp -river, or if-.they go
on Into the Moscow are r. Moreover the enemy.. is^3o v
inß his covering 'forges increasingly closer to "the
inactive Sixth Army,
Sec on_d_Army_ reports stiffer opposition (three
rehabilitated Divs« have appeared on this front).
1

•

>

£.u4prian_ is making further progress, although
some of his forces are pinned fcl own around pockets.
On the Moscow front more advances from the. north
in spite of increasing enemy opposition.

.

In kQpm N.orth, local attacks in the Valdai area
and on th© Volkhov -firoAt;at' Tikhvin only weak
attacks.
Heavier attack on the Neva. They are
ail repelled, unfortunately not without losses
to our troops,
Ihe enemy is instituting truck
Clm. traffic to the moutfe of the Volkhov river,
acres s frozen Lake Xadoga*
1

fikpne.

.

tPXk i.oden.stern_(AGp» ,Sputh}.t My
with Sixth Army is now at an end. Six£h
Army must be made to advance with its right wing
in order to free forces on the long drawn-out
flank of Seventeenth Army.

tal^J^ttk SPS^-a.
patience

—-

S^n J3eh qxxlb t; Re vie w

.

tuat i
on in Fin land.
of the s i
;
Communications problems.
The Russians appear to be evacuating Hangoe*

\
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f:

)\
Col.vM JM%e£g- ( to
br tjie
effectiveness

possibilities

disduas, the fighting

v7@

Army and th&
for [the winter and IJh& cbming year.

&en«Buhlej $tatus report? on Tenth Armd.Div. •*-*. Transfer
~~ Outfitting of the
of replacements
to? the East,
Div. for lapland, r-w Allocation of the new 45-ton
Tank which is will: be coming off the line in
limited numbers beginning next. spring*

~T

\u25a0

i

', condi fcieng in spring in the
various sectors o$ the Eastern front ( April to
•iunej* Disposition of forces for the winter,
Release order of battle tables to Rabenau.*
Entries in Wehrpaesse**^

£oi. Jiejisinggri.

ita _Co_i'aJte.d&e
a)
b)
c)
d)
c)
f)

g)

!

\

( po ltti
ca 1 l&aison Sec.)

Ban on Rabenau's religious writings^ He
Withdraws his pamphlet •

The .Jesuit issue.
Use of Churches in the East during v/inter
for Church services (vetoed by the Fuehrer)*
Groppe case (Bormann made false statements*)
Activities of G-oebbels in behalf of the Army*
Military cemeteries in the Southeast
( Balkans ) \u26 6
Discipline on the BaJJfcans and in the G-overnment.
G-eneral.
\u25a0

Lapland questions «
in the East during winter.

£en.^aii.lu.sx

Disposition of forces

Reports from Africa indicate a favorable development
of the battle.
Apparently Rommel has the situa
tion well in hand.

£7JJo_vembpr

1941_(i59th Day).

S.ituati^on: In AGp. South generally quiet.

The enemy
forces massing north of Rostov have not yet
appeared in action.
111th Div." has niade no further progress ianiifrtes
move toward IV Corps. On the other hand, 125 th
Div* has gained ground in the south. Sixth Army
is as stockstill as ever.
Bet\7een Donets and Svobocla heavy railroad
movements to the north..'
Nothing. . new in AGp. Center. Enemy movements from
"
Kolomna toward Kashira and Ryazan. Marked,
increase in traffic to Moscow from the north.
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\u26

On the aerthe^i r wing of Assault &rdup Moscow.
o#r commands show seif~ confidence and drive to
get on.

In^Qpi |fo|^/a;| tacks in the Valdai gect# mete

|h| itgajgn

fwfe

pop

the resumpti©|i

days agb Is obscure*

$5 $|§s§

gttacks

Progr^s by 1 Corps* Enemy attack across the
He^a In the ditectioti" of Shum.
"iProgreM
.^l^oto^^4.
6 haMbook

f

Report on work on the, new edition
Hussian Armed Forces lV
:

**"

to an audience of Gen». Staff Sec*
uiiefs ori the outcome
o^ his conference with the

Supi>:% CiiiefSit TTe afe at the end of our
reßburce^ in both personnel and materiel^ We
ttfie about to fte- confronted with the dangers of
deep winter. £roirisioh t<& a sudien break of
'

•

the weather must

.

be made

before middle of

January^. Situation particular'iy difficult north
•
of Moscow.
\u25a0'

\u25a0

Accom^odatip.ns,: The troops do not want to build
wooden oarFacks, In AGp« South, housing is on
the whole adequate* In AGp« Canter poor
(lumber shortage) # In Fourth Army, t^ie troops
willhave to build dug-out s# Farther to the
north, housing will more or less be managed i

iti,esL: AG-p South all right.
SeEai.^fa.ci.i
9

Seventeenth Army at'-St&lino, Sixth 'Army at Kharkov*
AGp» Center: . Orel, Bryimsk, Tula (Second Panzer
Army) Bad in Armd. G-ps© 3 and 4. Providing of
facilities at Kharkov urgent!
North: Pskov, Riga*

.

\u25a0

Truck situation; Difficultas usual. Organization
of Army Motorization Staffs*.

Medical

Beryicej On the whole satisfactory.
Difficult in Nihth Army, Advanced Hospital
Bases
'
Bialystok
are being established. at Kovno # 7ilna,
'
and X^ToViT.

Horses^ situation very serious* Distressing
lack~of forage. Horses must be dispersed over
larger areas.

g.xn.loltat^ion^of the, £ountry_ has made ,much progress.
Districting of the ""country must be improved.

£O£AHPS. E^tfepJJerman
s^oldi^er
ate* - We" must intreduce "^compulsory

Very

delivery q^otas^t
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,JSTo
Fl&lflPfiP'fc*
three weeks*

Letters take up to

complaints*

2^othing£ Very ba& f No

jneaiis

in sight,

fbr iimjprevement

&2sJ^Eft_2ieh%erg£.
Current (ten» $taff personnel
the
matitkrs* -~ Decorations awarded §j|r4|ig
'*

.\u25a0 !
'.°

-\u25a0

7

Eastern operation*

M^lp-Schieebruegge^ Commandant of the Mt. Troop frig-t
School, conducted winter training courses in
AGp« Center, fhat he has to tell about state
and physical condition of the troops is not so
pretty. Equipment totally Inadequate*
£oi*_He_uaijig§r;£.

Current operational

matters.

Evening

7

.

situation: Right flank of Second Panzer Army
ls> confronted with, an enemy concentration! a
similar concentration is reported by Second
Army, New forces have made their appearance in
the direction of the Oka river, at which Second
panzer Army IB aiming its thrusto. The Situation
is not clear*
The enemy is apparently moving new forces also
against the attacking wing of AGp. Center north
west of Moscow. They are not large units, but
they arrive in an endless succession and cause
delay after delay for our exhausted troops,
•Delaying action by enemy forces withdrawing to .
Volga Canal*
No important actions in AG^.JJorth^
Rostoyj^as attacked during the day from north and
south. ~(Reports speak of an order of Stalin that
the city must be recaptured by 1 Dec, )
\u25a0

\u25a0

•

/

X

SPJ^fiy ember 1941_ (160 th may).
*

~
Situation:
~"

At Rostov,

the enemy has apparently

been

wlHi&rawTng sbrao more forces from his original

attacking front north of the city, in order to
keep up his offensive.
South of the city large
Artillery concentrations.
New heavy attacks seem
to be coming.
Assault of Sevastopol scheduled for 8 Dec.
(estimated to talse 4
5 days.)
Both eastern and 'northern front of Seventeenth

-

Army are relatively quiet.
Armj^ the enemy is not
On the front of
Sixlpi
. strong but makes that up in aggressiveness.
Army is unable to gain freedom of movement.

i
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Opposite Second^Army the ©iiangr who In this sector
iloperating Tn smaTl groups, spears to have
become stronger and more agfiy^t By and 'by all
the DivsV qf the old Thirteenth Afcmy are turning
minor enemy
up again,
Toward Kursk and
movements are in. progress £r.om the southwest* At
cuw v
uxxu enemy
been reinforced*
Yefremfcv,
ciit/iuj' has
ihe
Also on the right flank 6f S.ec^ondjpanz.er Army
(Eighteenth Armd* Div*, Twenty -fifth mot.Divv)
the enemy appears to have been reinforced* Move- •
ments from Tula and a counter attack out of Kashira
would indicate that the enemy has brought rein
forcements against Second Panzer Army also frpm
the north. He evidently intends to hold the Oka
river west of Tula. Here our XXXXIIICorps
reports only little headway in its attack, with
substantial losses and heavy ammunition expenditure*
xuj.*

\

.

Xiao

ucgu

j.wj.it^ un

wvv**

The attacking wing of AGp* Center has gained more
ground* Second Amid* Div* In. particular reports
a considerable advance in the direction of Lloscow*
On the front of Armd* Gp*. 3, the enemy is with
drawing eastward wEixe conducting delaying actions;
intensive enemy air activity in the area* On the
front of Ninjch, Armj^ the enemy has stepped up his
activity (especially v.t and west of Kalinin),
obviously, to relieve the pressure on Moscow*
The extreme western wing of the Army for the first
t&®§ reports heavy enemy Artillery concentration*
On the front of Sixteenth Army Southeast of lake
limen, which, beat off heavy enemy attacks
yesterday, the enemy evidently has a»eunusually
heavy Artillery concentration. t Possibly Stalin
has ordered commitment of the least reserves
along the entire front, in order to save Moscow*
At T^khvin enemy attacks i-n some strength,
especially from the south, /and' on the Volkhov
front minor at tacks ; all abortive.

The attack of our ICorps in the direction of
Shum has come up, against enemy field fortifica
tions south of the town* South of the Neva,
attacks against 122 nd Div* are in progress since
early this morning*
.
!

\

The Russian radio commentator has stated that
Leningrad is now no longer encircled. In fact,
a road across Lake Ladoga* is now open for
traffic between Leningrad and the outside*
The situation in Africa^, is contused,
After
attacks of the Africa Corps to relieve the Solum
front, which appear to have succeeded in freeing
our encircled strongpoints, the center of the
battle has shifted again to the vicinity directly
Southeast of Tobruk, where the .British assault
force' and the garrison of Tobruk apparently have
made contact*
v

\
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Our Fifth and 21st Armd* Divs* now are rushing
from Solum to eliminate the strong enemy concen
tration there. We are threatened with a fuel
shortage*
\u25a0

( |4&£aon Off*, Second Panzer Army)*
fighting
Discuss
capacity of the troops and
possible final objective for this year's opera
tions, also the best methods for utilizing the
potential of the immobilized forces*

Id^t. £ol* _Fon_lahldeji

Col* Jieusinjrer^

Reports indicate that situation at
has
Rostov
become serious* Enemy has penetrated
city,
into the
!The population is taking part
in the fighting* Heavy pressure from the north
by enemy greatly outnumbering our forces* We
may have to abandon Rostov*

QP&fc^

Etzdo_rf : Orientation on the military situa
tion for the State Secretary of the Foreign Office*
yon

Phpjie. talkj^h Figld Marshal ge itei^ He offers dive'
T
bomber units"to relieve* ths situation at Rostov*
Since that group would have to be taken away from
Guderian, where they are essential for continued
success, the ofi"er must be declined* If necessary,
we can save the situation at Rostov by with
drawing*
.

.

£pl* -iP^sner :
a)

Trouble with the heavy Rocket launcher (frane
typejD* (Rockets fail to stay on course,
crates go off with prqjectiiesjthe

25% siorts. )•

resultazLs

b)

No more than. one Btry« on the average per <Bn*
can be considered in operative condition*

c)

Reorganization: ,We are goin"fe to have three
Heavy Rocket Launcher Regts. (28/32 cm)
three Bns© each (organized from Decon*amina*
tion'BnSo), and 10 l!Do 1t 15 cm Rocket Projector
Regts,. of two Bns. each* Difficulties in
ammunition supply*

d)

Training: "Do v projector units

t

receive
training in road decontamination, Heavy
Launcher units in terrain decontamination.
Training Jourses have been nrganized*

c) 'Russians

Regiments,

are reported to have 16 Rocket

ammunitljbn*

Manufacture in Moscow*

Bo^atsch__ (Cliief Air Force Of f*) Questions
Long-range Ren* ~~
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G-ood

relating to

Reorganization and training of Air Force units
during winter*

2en«Paulusj_
*"

Hungarians

fi^SB^SAiPL

&2 une

want\ German tanks for activa

tioVof several (3)

months:

~

Hungarian Armd, Dlvs.

23 Nov., 1941, i«e#, full five
.

Offo

531,657 NCO and EB/1.

Killed:

6,513 Of fa

148,45i2.NC0 and EM*

Missing*

518 Otti

30,194 NGO and EM*

X7,384

Wounded:

Total:.

710,303 HCO and

24,416 Off*

EM,

Total losses of the Eastern Army (excl*medical
casualties) i 734,718, i.e., 22.965. of the
Eastern A#my at an average strength of 3*2
•

million,

,

.

»

Under pressure of the concentric
by an oVerwheiaingly superior enemy,
K&<£ist ia evacuating the city of £ostgy and the,,
area to the north* Our lin<3 is taken back 15
permitting considerable shortening of the front*
More enemy mass attacks must be expect ecL
Heavy enemy attacks against IV Corps (Seventeenth
Army) were repulsedo
Sixth Army reports very intensive enemy air
activity againsu our troopfl^ and repulsion of
enemy attacks©
Secpnd^Army. has made local gains against gradually
stiffening enemy resistance. Boundar:;- with •
Second feah&er Army has been shifted northeast*
Se6ond_Pan4e|i Army reports small local advances*
An Army Gp« order limits this Army^ mission to
fighting the battle of Tula to a successful
West of Tula only slight advances.
conclusion
The attacking wing of
Fourth_Army_ no change*
Army GGop o north of Moscow reports some ground
gained in southeastern
and east ern* direction*
Troops in the rear are moving up to the front.
Against Ninth. Army at Kalinin and to the west

Evening situations

attacks

km/

local attacks,

come in strength

local , attacks against |i&teenth

(diversion)

Army in the

.

Valdai area arid on the Volkhov front, also at
Tikhvin.

ICorps reports small advances.
On the Neva and. on the south shore of Lake
Ladoga, feeble enemy attacks. West of the Neva,
attack resulting in a temporary penetration of

our line.

-
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29Jtfo_vember

1941.J

161st day).

&i
£u&<b io&* The reports on Hpgtojv

confirm the picture
obtained yesterday. ~The numerically weak forces
of First panzer Army had to give way before the
concentric attack launched %n very great strength
from south (here apparently main effort), west
and north* On the morning of 29 Nov. S3 Adolf
Hitler was taken back into' the new defense posi
tion west of Rostov, the withdrawal of Sixteenth
mot* Piv. is still in progress.
Farther north,
Dlv,
First Mt.
is under attack.

,

Army the main body of lilthBiv»
has~~now~at" 'leSt arrived at the front. However,
some time must elapse before it can become
effective in IV Corps sector.
The attack by
Ninth Div* has secured us possession of the town
of Izyum* The attack probably was inspired more
by the desire for solid winter quarters, than
by any tactical necessity.
In Seventeenth

Behind the front facing Sixth .army^ enemy railroad
movements from Kupyonsk northward. In view of
this Army's passivity it would not be at all
impossible if the enemy were shifting forces from
this front to the north, where he needs them©
The enemy
§.e 2PGA_AonX. reports some local advances.
opposing SeconjajPanzer Jrmy has reinforced his
troops at Kashira; ~in thrs sector our spearhead
(Seventeenth Armd. Div*) was taken back. Further
to. the east, the enemy movements to Ryazan from
the south are continuing.
On the front of £ourth_Army_, the enemy appears, to
be somewhat more active again* There is some
talk that enemy is preparing for an attack (?)•
No news from northern wing of Fourth Army and
from JF&d 4 j3|>.».J3 JU To counter the push of Seventh
Armd. Dlv. across the Volga Canal at Yakhroma,
the enemy apparently is bringing up forces frorf
the front of Ninth Army as well as from Yaroslavl*
Enemy attack* stronger than usual > against Ninth
Army at Kalinin and to the west* The rest of
the front quiet*

In Sixteenth

Army sector

the usual minor local

attaoE oh tKe Volkhov front* It

is qurfre

Significant that the enemy south of Tikhvin has
established asstrong positions close to our main
battle position.
Also northwest of the town he
has for some days moved very close to our defense

line*

Corps, there is now a Div*
On the front facing I

from Kronstadt, whicEPthe enemy seems to have
brought across the ice of lake Ladoga.
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In the other sectors on left wing Sixteenth Array
and in Eighteenth Army, nothing of importance*

Reports

£rom Africa stillshow a rapidly changing

picture^ with details b'iurred*

Now, after the

first assault south of T.obruk and the relief
operation at Sol urn, a climatic third act seems
to be shaping up in the form of a battle south-*
east of Tobruk, in which both parties willkeenly
feel the losses of the proceding fighting* No
prediction can be made of the outcome.
talk_wil% yon Bp.c&£. Concerning the allegation that
Army Gp. lacks *~de finite objectives (Catering's
unconsidered opinion) • Army Gp* knows exactly
what it is after* However, if the current attack;
on Moscow from the north is unsuccessful, he fears
the operation willbecome another Verdun, i»e« a
brutish, chest-to- chest struggle of attrition*
It is still too early to throw also Fourth Army
{XX Corps) into the battle* The time for that
will come ?/hen the advance from the north has

Phone.

overrun Svenigorod.

We discuss regrouping
Armies for winter •

,

of

Kiu^e's and Guderian f s

Qsu 3L n Sl!^S1!^op*J3eco_: Brief review of the situation*

Early
Crisis in First Panzer Army unchanged.
resumption of the attack cannot be expected*
Transfer of Divs, of Sixth Army to Seventeenth
Army and First Panzer Army takes a long time*
Now that First Panzer Army has been taken back
from Rostov, the plan of a relief offensive by
Seventeenth Army has become meaningless, and the
crucial question now is whether possession of
Veroshilovgrad and the anthracite coal district
is considered important enough to warrant
dissipating on that opero.tion the striking power
of IV , Corps which willbe hard to replace before
spring*
Sixth Army reports that for legistical reasons it
cannot iiove its right wing forward to the oskol
river at and south of Kupyansk before mid-Dec ember*
These indications then give us a clear picture
of the objectives which AGpo South may be expected
to gain in the near future, Llobility and
striking power are sjbent. We just have to resign
ourselves to these facts*

-

In AG^*_Center the position is not yet quite as
clear as that 9 .In any event, it can be stated
even now that at aost Army G-p» willbe able to
push the northern wing to the Moscow line, while
G-uderian may clear the enemy out of the ofca
salient northwest of Tula, to sain the area for
winter quarters*
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In AGp» North the giyen possibilities are obvious*
Clearing of

Ladoga sector

the Finns*

«

and link-up

with

-

We can therefore issue the orders for the change
over to the winter phase and need not wait for
any further developments*
These orders must be
accompanied by basic directives on operations and
supply* Accordingly the offensive against the
Maikop region •\u25a0must- '.be celled off for this year; it
the initial operation m 1942 and wlilbe executed
in one blow out of this year's final posieion*

is

S^E^aFsirfiPlAJtfissyL reports on developments in the
At the moment . use have 10 Submarines
naval theater©
in the western Mediterranean, 15 in the eastern
Mediterranean, and 3 off Lapland, Actual opera
tions in the Atlantic very restricted; 56 Sub
marines in repair or en route to and from the
areas of operations • The opinion is still upheld
that submarine warfare has prospects of achieving
a decisive success against England*- Surface
operations: SSS.Tirpitz and Kipper are ready, at
Trondhjem, to put out to sea; willoperate in
northern Atlantic,

Cot* JRops^C Finnish Transp o Chief) calls during his stay
Tor transportation conference with &en* G-ercke o

—

7Ve discuss the interrelation
between
- Coal supply
transportation and Supply.
diffi
culties*

(xen,G-ercke:

Ge&,»l&ine_r :_
a) Report by Rosenstiel on Rear Area security.
Partisan activity has decreased owing to
< systematic military action*

b)

—

Supply situation* —Organization of Transport
Difficulties
Serviceo -~ Clothing position*
at Sixth Army and current supply problems «,

Evening §L*iLuatiprn Pulling backVof front at Rostov
has been^suc cess fully completed, though not
without difficulties due to the violence with
/
which the enemy pressed on behind our forces*
The salient, which st| llprojects from the new
position, is under continuous heavy attack from
north and soutli. From the east too, the enemy
is pressing closer against us, so that one wonders
whether we might not have to withdraw farther
still.

.

To the north, in the £talian s_ect or^ enemy
attacks, with results not clear*
(

'Seventeenth
ln t^^PB^ Army i an attack a£rinst IV Corps was

repeiiea,
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At £zyum the recently captured Donets bend has 1?
been cleared of the Jenemy> but the town apparent^
ly is not yet occupied*
Reports
Even now, Sixth Army is still paralyzed.
The supply
speak of heavy enemy air attacks,
situation is still most distressing*
On the front of Sec^ond^Armx, the enemy is
disengaging on the southern wing, while stiffen-*
ing on the northern wing* Enemy concentrations
believed at Voronezh,

to forge ahead*
Se^ondJßanzer Army_ continues
The advances made are not very great, but in

some places, especially on the eastern front,
they compel enemy to take Jback his front*fhe proacting front at ,Kashira Has been taKeri back. 7ost

of- Tula, some ground has been gained* Evidently the
enemy is shifting troops scanty fron th6risrht vring of
Fourth Army to the area west of Knshira.
I'fte northern wing of AGp^. Center has made further
local gains toward Moscow and covered its eastern
flank on the Volga Canal.
Ninths Army reports the usual diversionary attacks*

.

1

•

Sixteenth^ Army sector, west of Valdai, and on
the Volkhov^ciany minor local attacks*
Attacks
against Tikhvin from south, east and north were
repelled* The attack in the direction of Shum
has not achieved any further successes*
At
Leningrad the usual attacks*
In

Africar The battle continues, with the situation
still confused.
The main fighting 1? present is
of
southwest
TQbruk.

a

Phone, talkjKrith Greif fenb.erg (AGp. Center); Fourth •
Army wants to start off with its center part on
1 Dec. Army Gp. approves*
Reasons:
a) According to reliable information, the enemy
is withdrawing forces from this sector.
Arm&.Gps. 4 and 3 provide covering tit this

front*
b) The Supreme Command insists on carrying on
the offensive even if it means risking the
last strength of our troops completely*
I
have to tell him that that is also the view of

Yon,
•

S^odens tern_on ph one ( AGp• South-) : Th e

imp rc s s i
ont
prevails that Sixth Army's conception is at
variance with that of CKH and Army Gp« and
sabotages the offensive policy of the higher
Commands to avoid having to. quit the winter
quarters that are being prepared now* Army Gp.
must find out what is going on and if necessary
make a change in personnel*
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,

OKH,

(Transp, Chief Sec* ): Train arrivals
Qaet. Schindler
days;
AGTp»
past
at

Uenter in the

Quota:

Smolensk 21, Gomel 10, total 31*

few

Arrivals t

21/22
22/23
£3/24
24/25

Nov # Smolensk

25/26

Novo
Nov.
Nov.
N6v»

26/27

Nov.

IT

«
it
tf

n

20, G-omdl
«
24,
»
22,
»"
17,
n
2i,

«

17,

s,far%iter back 1035
3,
2,
4,
5,
7,

«it
«

«Tt
»

«

1I

11--38
11-^3B
10*34
0.26*

"""Drop due to train collision*

SOJJoyeraber

J3±lj, 162nd Say).

S^S^SLl^©.8 -!. Eastern 4rmy, 22
.Of fa

538,103 NCO and EM.

6,552

Off/

149,932 NGO and EM.

524

JDf fo_

24,658

Off.

Wounded:

17,582

Killed:
Missing:

Total:

June -26 Nov.* 1941,,

,

J3O, 428 NCO. and

EM,

718,454 NCO and EM,

Total losses of the Eastern Army (excl. medical
casualties )743> 112, i.c«, 23.12;1, of the Eastern
Army at an average strength of 3«,2 million.

'

Situation^ In_AGp L North it is becoming increasingly
obvious that the attack on Shum f has miscarried.

The main effort by yon Bockmann s G-roup, must be
An order to this
shifted against Voikhovstroi.
'
•
effect is issued*
Otherwise the situation in AG-p* North is the,
usual* Traffic across Lake Ladoga seems to
•

\u25a0

continue.

AG-n*^Center : Further Dr ogress tov/ard Moscow has
been scored .by/ the northern wing of . the
offensive agtunsu the enemy who, tiirowing in
reinforcements and using mines, opposes every
possibuLe resistance*
The central sector of
Army
join
. Fourth
will
in the offensive on 1 Dec*,
Guder_ianis
In
sector, confirmation of the
picture7with the enemy at Kashira introducing
reinforcements in line with his general tendency
on the Moscow front to shift forces from his
center to the threatened wings* On G-u&erian's
east flank (Yepifan), for instance/ the enemy
has disappeared entirely in somespots* In the
Tula salient, he seems to be falling baclc*
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>

This salient willhave to be cleared before we
can envisage further objectives*
On the southern
wing of the eastern flank and in Second &rmy
sector the enemy is apparently holding on,
launching local attacks in all directions from
his base at Veronezh,
Today's great worry is in AG&«J3outh._ This does
not apply to Sixth and Seventeenth~Armies,
which
repelled th& usual attacks* It refers to First
Panzer Army, against which the enemy has launched
an enveloping attack in such overwhelming
strength that Army reserve (Fourteenth Armd.Div, )
had to be committed on the very day that it
reached its new position in the withdrawal* Even
so, First Panzer Army could not prevent local
penetrations; now it has to fall back once more.

—

The Fuehrer is in a state of extreme agitation
of
over the situation. He forbids withdrawal
~
Army
Taganrog
the
Mius
the
to
line
Mchus
mouth of the Bakhmut river, and demands that the
retrograde move be halted farther east.
Alongside
of this, there is even talk of an attack by
Seventeenth Army on Veroshilov grade These people
have no conception of the condition of our troops,
and keep grinding out ideas in a vacuum*

-

ObdH was ordered to the Fuehrer at 1300,. The
interview appears to have been more than
with the Fuehrer doing all the
disagreeable,
talking, pouring out reproaches and abuse, and
shouting orders as fast as they come into his
head* Regrettably, ObdH yielded to the FFuehrersr r s
insistence and has issued the order not to fall
back to the aforementioned line in one move*
Field Marshal yon Run&stedt's reply was that he
could, not comply with the order and asked that
either the order be changed or he be relieved of
his posto Inasmuch as the Fuehrer ha& reserved
the decision for himself, the request was passed
on to the Fuehrer in its exact wording*
In tight situations such as these, only the
Commander on the spot can have a complete picture,
Such confidence
and his decision must be trusted.
certainly
in
the
case of yon
be
in
order
would
Army
Gp.
have
done
people
The
Rundstedt.
at
everything in their power. Let them have a free
hand, and they will handle their end of fche jobs

Buhle:

a) The Eastern Army has a shortage of 340,000 men,
.i.e., 50/b of the combat strength of its
60
Infantry. Company combat strength is 50
men.

-

b) Current losses and returning convalescents
approximately offset each other at this time.
Gaps can be filled only by disbanding some
Divs.
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In the ZI we have only 3(3,000 men available*
The bulk of the replacements are not yet '
broken in to the frontline routine and so °ye
limited combat value o

c) Trucks: Serviceability

at most 50^»

d) Time needed for the rehabilitation of an Arri&#
Div. is^six months. Units should therefore be
returned to the ZI for refitting as soon as
possible.

c)

Vfe cannot replace

even 50$ of our motorcycle

losses*
f)

Truck replacements

available are sufficient:

To equip three Divs. (22nd, 23rd, 24th)
To equip two InfoDivs. mot o slated
for conversion to Armd* Divs.
To rehabilitate four more Inf.. Divs. mot.
To rehabilitate two more Armd* Divs.

,

100$;
50$;
50$;
755;

We have completely new equipment for five
Armd. Divs.
We can convert one Inf. Div* into a Div. mot.

(0( 0 Ibri
eht r s pr op os a.!• )

g)

The first Armd.Divs. can be ready beginning of
February at the earliest; this applies also to
the units for France.
The other Armd. Divs.
could not depart from the ZI before middle of
May* We get at best four new Armd 0 Divs© for
one Panzer Army by end of March*

h)

I
veto the proposal to deactivate

one Army HHoqo

i) Readying of materiel replacements for Africa
(including 20 5 cm AT Suns, which willbe
shipped by air).
k)

To be sent to AGp. Center, 6 Dec, for Moscow
front: 10 15 cm G-uns ( 11,300 )*
2 15 cm Guns ( 15,300 )
1 19.4 cm G-un ( 20,800).

1)

Caucasian

kegioru**

m)

Armored ammunition carriers: 20 ready for
issue.
Starting Dec*, 10 -^ 12 units each month; will
first go to Lt, Divs. ( seven for each Inf. Regt»).

Gen.Konrad_reports_out_on
lunche

on* ) «

"~

leaving, GHgL« (Stays for
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Sp4* Jieusinger:

SoiTtEV

Development of the situation in AGp«
Several talks with OKW and Army Gp. Yon

Rundstedt states that the order of the Fuehrer
cannot be carried out* ,
The Fuehrer decides that Rund
i. fieo.* jl0200
stedt is to resign his Command and appoints
Reichenau to carry out his order s«
\u2666

£enj»¥agngr__reports:
Evacuation of Taganrog prepared
so that it can be completed in two days-©
Hospitals are already gone.
Stockpiling of sufficient ammunition and fuel
willbe based on Stalino*

in progress,

1 December _l9_4l ( 163rd gLay)*

0400^

We receive three teletypes

1« ) Addressed

to

yon

of the command

from the Fuehrer:

Rundstedt:

He is relieved

of Army Gp*

20 Adressed

to yon Reichenau, transferring to
him the command of Army Gp* South with the
mission to halt the retreat of First Panzer
Army, take all necessary, measures to bolster
up the Panzer Array, and strike as soon as
possible for Voroshilovgrad from the sectors
of Mt. Corps and IV Corps •

3» ) Addressed to BdE, directing him to move at
once by rail and as far forward as possible,
up to 40 Tanks 111 and 12 Tanks IV, each,
for Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Sixteenth
Armd* Divs.

Situation: The picture

is

dominated by developments in
yon Reichenau has

AGp. South, Where Field Marshal
taken over command.

The withdrawal from the intermediate position to
the Mius position was already in progress when
Panzer Army received the order to hold the inter
mediate position.
The result was confusion,
shortage
inasmuch as the
of operational trucks
which hampored withdrawal, now is a serious
impediment for the return to the line
0

1100 Talk with Spdenst_orm,_ in which Reichenau
cuts in: yon Reichenau is willing to accept
responsibility* He upholds the order to defend
the intermediate position despite Kleist f s report
that he will be beaten on that line*
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1200 Talk with Colc-£eitzleri_ He describes the
condition and position of the individual Divs a
They are all very much under strength*
In
Thirteenth Armd, Div* the Commander and one of
the ablest Regtl o COS have had complete nervous
breakdowns c The "intermediate position" is no
position at all, but a line selected for rearguard actions pending preparation of the Mius
This Mius position at least
position for defense.
positions from our
Infantry
cover
and
battle
had
earlier passage, whereas in the intermediate
position the Infantry lies without fcover 'on the
hard- frozen ground* A substantial portion of the
Artillery, which is only partly mobile,, is set up
way back in the Mius position,,
The bridgehead in
front of Taganrog projects the airfield there so
effectively that fighters can use its runway.
r

First Panzer Army is convinced that the inter
mediate position cannot be heido Its wings are
being pushed by two strong mot 0 enemy Groups, and
its center is under pressure from exceedingly
large Info forces, which lie will be able to
withstand in this unfavorable position only
temporarily, if at allc Panzer Army cannot under
stand why our troops should st&jnrdsdhere and have
the enemy punch through their line when 9 km
in back of them there is a much better position;
accordingly request is made for permission to
move into the Mius position, which it believes it
can hold.
1300
Another talk with yon B ode ns tern on the
same subject.
All this has been told $S>effleld
Marshal yon Reichenau, but so far he has shown
no inclination to endorse the arguments advanced*
1400
Talk with Jodl, 00, I
ouiline the situa
It
expose the troops
is
to
tion.
stark nonsense
to a tactical defeat forward of the 111us posi
tion. Request him to present the facts to the

Fuehrer,

1530
While ObdH sees the Fuehrer, yon Reichenau
calls up. Enemy mot, forces have broken through
SS Adolf Hitler in the intermediate position. He
asks permission to fall back to the Hius position
•tonight. Fuehrer concurs* Now we are where we
could have been last night 0 It wasaa senseless
waste of strength and time, and to top it, we
lost yon Rundstedt also.
ObdH's health under the pressure of constant
has again taken an alarming turn*

worrying,

Afternoon conference with £ayJLusjan& Heuslnger
about
the basic features of the disposition of our <
forces for the winter, would which allow refitting
and a short rest*

'«\u25a0
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-

Ehpjie. taiJ^__with Field Marshal yon. Bpck regarding his
report submitted to ObdH today on the situation
and casualties*
It is a tremendous feat of our numerically greatly
weakened forces to tereak through welldeveloped enemy positions wnich must oe taken on
in frontal attacks, bu% f*@ijb-scale operations
"

.

cannot be conducted with such weak troops*

All

they can do is work themselves forward in small
tactical pulls o The enemy positions can be
assaulted only by frontal attacks*
XII and XIIICorps cannot attack before the enemy
on its left and right has been dealt with*

I
emphasize

that we, too. are concerned

abiout the

casualties suffered* Bui an effort must be made
to bring the enemy to his knees by applying the
last ounce of strength* Once it is conclusively
shown that this is impossible, we shall make
new decisions©

§A1lu§."k io2. Ln«^ce JB5LeS?4ISL E.i£.s £ E.anzer_Army_ is being
faken back behind the Miubo —""We do not have
the forces for the attack on Voroshilovgrad
ordered by the Fuehrer* It seems that new enemy
troops are moving to the front through Rostov
and Stalingrad.
The front facing Seventeenth
and Sixth Armies appears to have received
Caucasian

replacements*

All quiet on gixth Army front o
Se£ond._Ar_mv_ is advancing* North of Yefremov enemy
resistance has stiffened, while to the south it
has softened.
G-uderian is regrouping for tomorrow's attack on
front north of Tula*

nis

with its
Eourt^h_Army_ has made good headway
northern wing, Armd^. Gps_ a J3_and__4 have again
advanced a little in hard fighting*
On the rest

of the front there is but little
fighting. Local successes toward. Shum.Thc situation
on both sides of the narrow sector held oy us on
the Neva at Schluesseiburg seems to be deteriorat
ing* Violent enemy attacks across the Neva, vrhich
we were able to repel* Enemy concentration in
the ladoga sector for an attack toward the Neva
river*

2 December _l94l (164 th B.ay)

#

Situation; In S_outh, the enemy is feeling his way
toward the Mius position*
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In the sector of XIV Corps our rearguards are
still in the old position* Development of a
threat on the front of the Italian Corps appears
likely.

/

stiffening at Tim and Yelet s
of enemy forces around Voronezh.1
Enemy transport movements are now running north
ward from Voronezh, and. eastward and southward
from Ryazan.
The attack at Tula has made pro
gress, v The attacking wing of Army Gp« is forging
ahead slowly under heavy fighting. Over-a^ll
impression: , IjJnemy^ defense has reached its' peako
No more reinforcements available.

£enter.L Resistance
Y.efremov^ Massing

/

North: Movements from Vologda on Tikhvin and
Fhifting of troops to the Ladoga front -suggest that
a large-scale at.tack for the liberation of leniri
Army Gp. does not seem to
grad is being staged.
share this~ anxiety at the moment* Twenty-nine
troop trains reported moving -on Tikhvin* Emf>iJy .
rolling stick at Yaroslavl, Vologda and xßibinsk«>
1

•

Gen.jfcjn Guendell*_

reports on his promotion to the
V/e discuss QH-q matters.
rank of General,

C.ol.ginzelx. Estimate
capabilities.

-

of enemy resources

and activation

,

Sol,\u25a0JPerasel;

C of S, XVIII Corps, .reports en route*
Review of his future mission in Lapland. Report
on Serbia.

SpiL»l£euslngerj^.

Vfe discuss the position of ObdH in the
present crisis-* ( The Fuehrer has gone to First
Panzer Army without any representative of OKK).
Disposition of troops for winter* Report to OKI?.
'

&e S.*fiuy-§.! Replacement

reject proposal to
I
questions*
agegroup
January
draw on
c
1922 in
Rehabilitation
of trucks: Will have to be done in the zone of
operations.

demands concerning Lapland. Operational
of situation now, and for the winter and

8!
'OKW
S6^?.9'^^.
analysis

. next; year

a

'

\u25a0.

s

\u25a0

a purely tactical standpoint, the
situation is not bad. at all -now that the British
have been thrown back, but the great picture
looks .unpr oral §in£> unless the enemy can be
dislodged from his present position south of
x
Tobruk*
from,

Africa^ Viev/ed

-

.

a

Supply situation in South need not cause any
Satisfactory, though
drop in \u25a0.
train arrivals causes serious concern for the
coming days a ~ North: Satisfactory.

Qo%lSl&gn-§?L

anxiety* -Center:
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& December

1941 (165 th fay) •

Situation: In AG-£.»_South^. Enemy pressure only against
our combat outposts on the^ southern wing; on
other portions of the front the enemy is moving •clos4
ci* to the "rearguards still, forward of the tlcw ;oosi
tion^he enemy may still,be preparing a major concen ;
tration of j-brces opposite the Italian Corps*
Railroad movements, possibly troops, from Stalin
grad to Ldkhkya.
The movements of the forces to be shifted south'
ward from Sixth
at a very
'
' Army are proceeding
slow TBte*
Sixth Army is still doing nothing to move 299 th
Div. tp" txie front and send 68th Dlv; to the south.
\u25a0

_

Stiffening enemy resistance south
of Tim and in front of Yelets* Pressure from the
of Kashira compels withdrawal of
direction
Seventeenth Armd. Dlv., with the enemy attacking
from the east, north and west. It remains to be ,
isee^ whether we still have, sufficient s trilling
power north of.Tula to effect local improvements
in the situation in that sector*
For more than
that our forces certainly, are not strong enough*
In Eourth^Army^ the attack is' nothing but a pain-*
ful squeezing for local advances, against which
the reacting, enemy is scoring sonic tactical,
(encirclement of some German forces
successes
by enemy counter tfehuscs, e..g# 258th Dlv,)
We have yet to see how far the attacking wing
north of Moscow will advance before its striking
power is, spent.

Ik&&« J3§nte£:

-

.

4£q> J^P-^hx. The situation created by yesterday 1s
attack against Tikhvin from the south Is not yet
quite clear. The Commander of 61st Div» has taken
'
over x the defense of"TikhvNin with' his Division.'
On the rest of the front nothing of importance*
In several places preparations for' attacks are
surmised.' 80 Russian Divs. east of the Neva*.
HeU.s4ng.es.:
for

Discussion of data on the over-all situation

£he "DKW- report.

&Gn.Euhle, _G-en*l?auiiiS_:
//

It is
Replacements problems.
t
that we . cannot get out 14th Divs.,
but yet we must not start taking age group 19E2
%
as early as February, instead - we must get replace
ments through cutting down on bdcupntion^l
i.ef eminent s and ordering a cubing- out
drive. Fi^st of all, however, we must ship the
replacements ready now in the ZI to the front. !
To make this possible we must set aside 4
5
i
trains for reDiacements within the daily Army
transport quota' of 100 trains, however this ma 3 j
j
interfere with regular supply movements;
quite possible

-

v
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/

von_ Bock reports on the situation. He has sent his
estimate .of 'the situation, as reported' in yester
day's teletype, directly to O"KW..
Gen_. Fe llgieb cl:_

a)

Haw materials .situation. He hopes that with
the copper available he can complete. QOfb of
the tanks, and just about make it .on other
materiel. He now has a greater say on copper
;i

allocation.

b)

prospective GHqs is taxing
personnel and. stocks of materials. Suchwork absorbs an entire Signal Bn. for 4

Installations in

whole month and 100 tons of copper.

Gen.

-P&ulus. Gen. Gereke:

Transportation

problem! involved.
now urgently needed at

in moving the replacements

the front.

Traffic volume to the East is 122 trains daily:
North 35., Center 52, South 35. Of these G-en Qu
as of 15 Dec, has 17 in North, 31 in Center, 19
in South.
In addition ,available for troop ship
ments ,of G-round and Air Forces:
North 3, Center
6, S outh 4.
To mcT'e replacements* to- the front, we need at
least one train in North, fcvro in Center and one
in South, as of 15 Dec, '(which must be deducted
from the G-en'Qu quota) > ic 7 for -3,000 men daily,
or 90; 000 men per month: in
to. move the
3 20,000 men desiined for the front, we would at
this rate need 3 1/2 months.
'

..

&yeni_ng_

a)

si tua ti.on:

Fuehrer has arrived at the conclusion
that army G-p, and Panzer nrny be fir
no blame for recent even us, in AOrp,, oouth.
The troops fought gallantly.
A number of
directives is issued, pertaining to individual- missions.
Situation tight in the Italian Corps.
125th
Div. is to be moved to front. IV Corps gets
permission to attack with 111th Div., as
•
planned.
,

N

b)

m Sputh_ an enemy attack, on First Panzer Army
was repelled©
In Center, G-uderi an has made good progress at
Tula, Fourth Army is going back to its
initialposition*
In AG-po North, no new signs of any forthcoming
large-scale -attack. A minor. attack was
repelled.

\

200 .-.
/

a ) Hangoe has been evacuated
7

.

d)

by the Jtussians*

Op. reports heavy losses
various aids, including
an Inf. Div,, to be shipped by air.

4frioa^ Armd.
SoUti^
In tanks; requests

Phone. talk jfrith fpn Bpck£_ Spearhead
again Feen takenri^ack, because

of Fourth Army has
the neighboring
of -them. Armd«£p.

units could not keep abreast
3 has run into minefields and marshland.
Nevertheless he has not given up all hope yet and
yet make some
thinks that the attac3s. might
v
advances, but the moment can now be foreseen wfyen
the troops willbe at the end of their stren-gth.

I
point, out what chtoging to the defensive would,
involve^ The disadvantages of that policy wer%
one of the reasons why we stuck to the offensive*
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A &smbsFJLQ4L.

(16 th(166th Hay).

3?ruck movements from Bostov in
(Yeisk).
(Preparations for crossing?)
direction
southwestern
Heavy railroad traffic on the Stalingrad
Likhaya line, and
also from the north toward Likhaya. Bailroad movements

-

\
Uovdrossisk- .Rostov.
the
In
Moscow area mot* traffic from and to the front.
In- AGp, North: a,) Unloading of troops i'ri the Soltsi area
@im. movements to Tikhvin,
to) In the Ladoga area traffic toward Schluesfeel

"burg.

c)

Truck^ traffic

across

lake Ladoga*

,

ipli.tlit At Sevastopol no signs yet that the enemy -is 'pulling
put; 40 firing positions; replacements arrived again on 25 and
-r Enemy attacks, not over Segt, strength
28 Hoy. (Caucasians).
on Mitts front (llrst I?anzer Army) also against XIV and IICorps'.
Enemy reinforced south of Artyemovsk (Italian front)/

-

£eiitsrjL SejK>3a.a wArjqy_li Increased enemy opposition in front of
the sputhern and northern Corps* In front of the center the,
enemy is conducting a fighting withdrawal; at Yelets, ene^my

/
counter attack.
/
JleSP&dJPaAzejL teayi -Sast flank quiet. Horthern front, enemy'
camnier thrusts. North, of Tula the ederny. is trying to evade
envelopment* On the Oka front, enemy Artillery fire. Other

wise quiet.

ILoy^iiLjArjay,: South of the, motor highway the enemy is falling
"bacjc on Karo Fominsk* Ihe' my count orthrusts southwest of
Moscow;, vrere repelled, "but we (gained no ground.
Hew'Armd.
Brig., reported with two-thirds of tanks British. On the
Volga CCanal, the enemy is counter attacking south of
Yakhroma; in this sector &. new Hifie Brig. At Moscow wo
shall have to attack against five successive lines of enemy
,
positions.
.

—

Iprjfck! Improvement of our position southeast of Lake Ilmen.
the enemy attacking from the north has "broken
A^
through our line west of the town. Counter attack in progress
At Shum, enemy attache repelled with heavy losses. ~ -Air
effort against traffic across Lake Ladoga.
I

ifxijQai. There is now a lull in the fighting. The Africa
Corps reports high losses and asks for reinforcements,
At^arentiy the enemy still has nine irmd. Bns. and three
Diys. to throw into the "battle. Unfortunately that is a
\
wliole lot!

1200

£pn

a) If Field Sfershal yon Sqclj; thinks that the costly attacks
northwest of Moscow promise no further success, he is free
to stop them.
yon Greif fenberg: They have already "been stopped in Fourth
krp^f Sector; In J*rmL. #ps. 3 and 4, the attacks are
scheduled to "bo continued on 6 Dec In the sector of

/

I
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.r—

Guderian 1a Panzer

Army there is

offensive,

no reason • to c,all off the
«

b) I
remind him' to "be coutious in pushing forward the widely
separated groups on Guderian's eastern front, Ehere is the
double threat of sudden snowdrifts ancl of enemy thrusts fron
Voronezh.
. ,
d) The right wing of Second Amy at
must not "be pushed any
farther, nor must it further weakened by detaching elements
to the north! Seasons: /Threats from Voronezh and need of
maintaining contact with Sixth Army*
d) He gives ne his views on a possible position at the close of
operations. It would involve only a local straightening of
our line north of Moscow, and would still include the terrain
north of Klin.

(Personnel Div.)

1230 Seiu-J^aii^l.

a) Position of Ob<3H. Compelled to resign .for reasons of /health
agree, "but stipulate- that he
Will talk to vhis "brother. I
mist do so only in capacity of adviser* *
b) Officer replacements. Surplus in Artillery
officers/
'
*
c) 2cplactenejati for Africa.
j-.
j
?
d) Personal questions.
Ma4pr» SiatQriws.

rei^orts^ on the

requests Of High Connand West regarding coastal
to be submitted to OKW.

defense,

a) s

a :_
Railroads:

Construction of additional linbs in Rear Arm will,increase
elasticity Ba»cm v*eM3r&'btfr "but not capacity' of system. OJhe n
crux of the problem is in the railroad servicing installa
tions (coal and water**). %eed is dictated "by "bridges* f*
strength of rails, railroad switching points, stations,
signal network.
Centralized system of (German) not as easily managed as
/
Hassian decentralized organization. The signal installa
tions are geared to the /Russian system. Locomptive rexoair
shops were completely wrecked "by the jEussians. Are operat
ing again, Tait only in a makeshift fashion. We cannot
increase number of engines, because we lack the requisite
maintenance facilities. German engines are not "bui.lt to
withstand prevailing low temperatures • Transport of corl
supply absorbs large volume of rolling stock.
j

JiFot enough personnel (in&tead of 16 per km only 10, includ
j not accustomed
one German)
to work under war condi^
'
tions,
.

ing

.

b) He const ruction prografr* Gradual elimination of the broad

\
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£ i&SPiaISSF J&.4O-.
Situation.: Ko important advances except by Seventeenth Army 'in a
southeastward attack of IT Corps.. Our line throughout
has held against enemy attacks* x ,
"back at Tula? 36 degrees "below
Guderian decides to fall
'

_
Scheduled attack

*

freezing.

•

ly Armd. Gpa» 3 and 4 must "be
called off.
'
east of Kalinin,

Enemy peaetratlon

\u0 84

A scries of Fuehrer orders on allocation of tanks to First Panzer
Army and AGp; North cause some' confusion*
3.030* Phone talk w£th Field Marshal 3P& Spictaa^&u He wants
mobile Bivs. Vfo haven't got any. He gets tanks.
/

1800': With. the. shift of the "boundary "between Sixteenth
and Eighteenth Armies an£ the consequent changes in the
ranking commanders he now cones with an entirely new
proposal regarding continuance of the .Ladoga offensive ,
i.e., through 291st Div. next to 223rd Biv.*
Mast Ibe
turned down! First wo must awai^ arrival of the tanks,
then we can perhaps strike from southwest and oast*

xonllipab

s?hey are at the oad of their strength. Tomorrow's
attack by ,ArmdJ %>. 4 is off.-He will rexport' tomorrow•
whether a withdrawal is necessary.

xo& &>c£L

\u25a0

Conferences

\u25a0\u25a0

on current mat tors with Paulus and Heusinger.

O"bdH informs me of his decision to retire from the. service.
;

*

0.

S.iiuatioai: Sta"bilizerd
1

in £oiitJx. 3?he heavy losses
sastained in
against
First
Panzer
attacks
unsuccessful
irmy have had a. sobering effect 'on the enemy. The
successful attack T?y Seventeenth irmy (IV Corps) to the
southeast apparently draws away lonomy forces from the
sduth, tTnusually large volume of shipping in Black Sea
ports
yesterday a

\

.

1

S.e&tgci_ Enemy attacks j:rom Voronesh to the north,, northv/est
and northeast. Heavy traffic on the.ltaitrov ~ Moscow
line.
'
.Evacuation of Moscow continues.
Hpxtltf Enemy "before Tikhvinx has been reinforced. Very
severe cold (38',de^poos beloV freezing), numerous cases
of death trcn. cold.
...
'

•

££xXs&l. 2ho situation no doubt is serious. .Armd.

Gp.

Africa lias had heavy losses, which cannot be replaced
owing to shipping difficulties, while the' 5ritisla are
\
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•
"bringing in reinforcements.
/

/•

withdrawal

$n

is raised,

Considering alternatives 2b r
of ftobruk

investment
£in» el~Gazala, Eastern
'

JXsXii af-CMflf-pf.M/dbriita &a* *jtaf f»
ISasJi3s.er_: He cannot

Jkf ter^oon

ratios. 2?o him the PW

be^bothered

"with strength
our

figures are conclusive proof of

superiority.

*

.Herb objectives ? He recognizes the need of rehabilitation
"bend in the south
fop the troops* but securing the
(as a juffi£woff "baise for Maikop), elimination of the Eadoga
front £aad 1ink-up with the 2Pinns iiithe north remain on
the calendar ad objective^ which must be attained during
„
the winter.



'

\

•\u25a0

Ho disbanding of Dtvs» in France to .cover replaconent
requirements. Conb out the. ZX, 2omaniai etc.
Uo reduction of ,strength in
the West (Attila, threat to the coast).
Horwayi one to two irmd, sivs* (tJ.S.).*
¥o nay even have to send more German soldiers tb Croatia*
of forces in

attack against the northern flank of
us
to t&ke back the fronth south of
3
forces
$p,
Armd.
has
J
Consequence
dam.
withdraw to1 the Klin line.
Volga
tho
On the rest of the front no impbrtant changes.

S^Pln^. S^itUatipjis

j£renmc&e£^^ Serious tanking gSout
Phone talk with
Commanding Generals take a grave viow of the situation.
2fhe enemy penetration on the northern front has been con
tained, but" to the south our forces, are no longer strong
enough. Identification of Siberian 65th 3iv«, consisting of
Eeg^?<, one behind the other. Concentrated Artillery
of tiiotown. Our own troops physically over—
bomba^dnent
strained^ The situation is aggravated "by the 001^(30 to
J35 degrees of frost). Out of five tanks only one was able
to fire. Sno.%jfall now would neutralize our tanks:.

Sh^eo

Fighting strength, of
force is ten 3ns.
has 2| Divs. with much It. and mod. Artillery.

£h© enemy

Ifwe cannot hold Tikhvin, we must shift the front westward

b^

about

J^)

the enemy.

km in order to get the marshes

into tliQ back of

2?he terrain moreover is unsuited for combined

arms operations.

(
&jy). Japan opens
Z A£2sii&sxjl%M. (169 th169th

hostilities
against U.S.
/

SiJAWati.oaJ' §PUtllJ^^ On the whole quiet* Success of
1 Seventeenth ijpmyXlV. Corps) ;has-been further extended.
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/.\u25a0'

\

withdrawal of: Tenth, mot, Div. at Mikhailov
(Guderian) appears to have had'very distressing con
sequences.
On the northern wing, of the Fourth Army (Armd. Op. 4) and
in ikrmd. Gp. 3» the Situation is very tense. Strong penetra
tions from the north toward Klin.
East of Kalinin serious enemy penetrations, which could

JSaKLtflJl.

"be checked

just in time.

HpeWi* Very, tight situation at
irmy Gp. thinks it
preparing
cannot hold the. town and is
to take "back its
defense position 'tsesbaJWA-iiatf of \aal&e.nt.
In the Ladoga sector, enemy reinforcements have apparently
arrived from across the Lake. Violent attacks at, Leningrad.
j&c ab&e£V£LtJLo&:

a) Snemy concentrations east of Kerch.
Have gradually increased for the past
few Aaya-i

*b) Por several days past, unusual loading
activities at RiMnsk, Arrivals from
'Moscow, destination undetermined.

\u26 6\u25a0

,

Mv^Xfili^^hPilQjoaX^-JfX^h XOXk Jiosib^ (situation at
s
Xoav^P£k (situation of lEtiird AmcU Gp.), £o^L (OSW
must leave locaL comnanders freedom of decision).
Finally yon 2ock is given a free hand; yon Leet> must not
withdraw further than Artillery range from Tikhvin.
\u25a0

j*

The occurrences

i

of the day have again "boon heartbreaking and
humiliating, o"b<£2 is now no more than a messenger boy, if
that much. '2he SHiehrer, over the head of OTodH, gets in
direct touch with the Cs~inC of irmy Gps, Bat worst of
all, the Supreme Command does not realize the condition
our troops are in and indulges in £>altry patchwork where
only "big decisions could -help* One of the decisions that
should "be taken is the withdrawal of £Gp, Center to the
line Hiiza-Ostashkev.
>
\u25a0

\u25a0

\u25a0JSoL.JiiA2.pl.:

a) Enemy: Upon advice of the British, the Russians scorn to
have changed over to the brigade system (smaller, more
easier td control). Brigade consists of
maneuvera"ble
,
three Bns* one Arty. 2n. t one -Mortar Bn. (one It. and
one mod. 3try. ), AT Co/ or 3n,» and mot. ESng. Co.

,

b) Intensive enemy air activity.

c) Bussia after the loss of the Eksnets "basin is not so much
short of production x>lants^as of raw materials. We can
,

readily compute -the production capabilities left them
after their reserves ore used up. Prior tol3lrMay".the
Bussians can either:
a) 3Till up the front, foregoing any new acktivations, or
"b) Activate 35 fully armed Inf. Divs, ;nlus 30 taid. Brigs,
leaving less for refitting of the front.

von.Et.g.cte£.s

.

'.Js&s&i, A conflict with the tf.S
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possibly imminent.

,

v

Thailand.! Borneo,

*

Apparently the liuehrer still hopes to come to terms
with Britain at the expense of France, France is short of
,
coal. (Paris: question of the hot meal.)

iEranjsejL

llnglaAil*-leaver Tirook

—

3evin

— Ho are.

XtaXx* Populations, fearful that Germany

might swallow Italy.

Railroad situation aggravated in Ce&tejr due to
mechanical failures from frost, "but no cause for anxiety.*

£e&.J*£rej3s.:
SeiL»_3rjanAL

(Arty.) 1.) Corps artillery Commanders; directives.
2.) G-Hq Artillery was 60f° ready for "battle
early in November, now perhaps 40$.
Heavy losses must "be reckoned with during
movements
3.) Dora Gun. 80 cm. Weight of projectile*
7 tons. An extraordinary piece of
engineering, "but useless.

.

jse;a._Kagke£.:

294fch Div. Typhus in one Bn. (15 cases).
\

(170th( 170 th nay).

£ Se£.enbej-32.41

—

—
—

Air observation: Mfeny standing trains on the rail net
south Of Rostov.
Movements from Voroshilovgrad toward
IY\Corps, \u25baFrom the Oka river (Seri^ukhov) movement
Heavy concentration south of the Volga
toward Moscow.

Siiuatipa?

dam,

— Large-scale

front along

movement southward from the Svir

Lake Ladoga.

-

Hailroad movement in the area £ya zan -^yazhsk indicates
that' new forces are moving up against GtLderian.''s flank.
Ca tne front of Second Army Cavalry has appeared from
Voronezh which only a short time ago was ®n the front of
Seventeenth Arrn^ (Bus sian Twelfth Army?a mo"bile 0p.. );
movement Hitiinsk Bologoye (yesterday and
Transport
)
Possibly
it will continue in the- direction of
todaS'"
j
,
n
Kalinin.

-

.

£rJjßnjaiy_-.tr.oiips.i AQp. South expects continuance of the offensive.
i
The unusual movements along the. east shore of. the Sea of Azov
coupled with the freezing of that "body of water serve to

-

warn us to "be on our guard against surprises across the
frozen sea, perhaps also against Kerch.
Assault on Sevastopol will start on 10 Dec.
Troop movements from Sixth. Army to First Ppmzer . Army are
proceeding satisfactorily, "but the troops are weakened
and suffer severely from the cold. Ammunition supply
to Pirst Panzer Army is disrupted "because the railroad
must accommodate replacement transports.
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Sentfiri. Satisfactory

development in Second Army and Second Panzer
Army. We may now think of changing over to the final winter
,
position. .
vV
/
Moscow,
Army
of
Northwest
Twentieth Russian
has "been in
since
6
Dec.
In
sector
we
are
anticipating
action
this
increased enemy pressttre which, so far, has not yet
materialized..
Tha Takhroma front has fallen "back without trouble,, and ,so
has freed small reserves' for liquidation of the situation
at Klin, which is now in progress. In the whole, the
\
desired^ shortening $f the front has "been accomplished.
Situation, remains tight, however.
.Bast of Kalinin the enemy attacks on a seven-Div. front.
Here, too, the situation is serious. This presuro point
looks to me the most dangerous of all, "because we have
nothing "back of the line.

area only local attacks* The front of the
Spanish Div. has "been under attack. Local withdrawals of

JSLoxtki In the Valdai

our lines on the Volkhov front.
Evacuation of Tikhvin in progress. Attack against 254th
11v. repulsocl. Over Lake Ladoga troops ©re moving
eastward,

supplies westward;

According to radio intelligence it would appear

\ that

EICVD agencies are "being converted to Div. Staffs.

the

MxigaL Bommel

-

must call a halt and fall back to the Aln*-el Gazala
position. In this process considerable elements will remain
entangled in the Solun front and at 33 srdia. The siege of
British
Tobruk has been raised on the eastern side,
are preparing 'to attack south of Tob'ruk on a one or twoDiv. front, in spite of severe losses. One to two Divs.
are in the Bardia-Solum area, one in Tobryik. Another D£ V
is moving up from Egypt. The further course of the battle
will depend on whether the British have Armor in sufficient
strength to envelop the southern flank of the Aia el G-azala
position and then break through with sufficient forces
south of the Djebel, toward the Syrto. Ttjls move alone is
the crucial danger at the moment.

.

Jap^JX appears to have opened hostilities against tT.S. and Britain
by air surprise raids -and naval attacks against Honolulu,
Shanghai

it*.£ol^.^a.dfc_ei.

and Malaya.

Propaganda matters.

Religious cjuestion (Goebbels

-

Chris tnpjs celebrations
positive attitade).

1

\

J3--OAP. JLalk^witilxoa. SxoXtfg&h&lZ&L AGp. vfews the situation at
Klin as reasonably stabilized and thinks it can also- cope

with the Kalinin situation so that there, is no longer any
question of falling "back any farther at the moment

.

£e&._j&£3.ts.ck:_

a) Proposal to effect a fundamental change in the OLose
range
organisation by converting it to a "tactical
Air loree 11 (Barso^fich^s idea). He proceeds from the premise

V
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t

that with air observation being impossible without air
combat, reconnaissance had to "be carried out "by fighter
craft* £11 units mast "be re-equipped with 3PVT 189s and
organized in "Combat Grupj)en". In that way the Close-

range B-cn. organization "would "be .disbanded, and a '"big
flyers would "be formed in the Air
pool of reconnaissance
Force; two crast would always operate together as a team
(one with camera, one with "bombs). Air Force would assign
such teams to the ground commands according to need. (
sort of livery stable, as it were. )

'proposal is the outcome cf. the undoubtedly
\ "The
'unsatisfactory
situation in the Olose*ranpe Ren,
and, merits $Lo«e stiKidy by the Army*

set-up*

"b) Formation of an "Interpretation Section" in Old for
evaluating air observation* radio intelligence, etc.
c) Problems

et. 3^ Reorganization

in Finland.

y

SaStfOQ. &al}CJwA.t&IXqXsLIU&iPIQ&L XO& £o.eXL Ho outlines the situation.
Hcsult: "Army Gp # is not anywhere in a position to chock
a concentrated attack"
Grave concern about I&ugo's right
wing an/i Guderian^s left" wing. XX2XIII Corps has only little
:, ,
defensive strength, decision to withdraw involves loss of!
enormous quantities of materiel. If the enemy wero to nako
a concentrated attack, the, consequences
would be incalculableITnless we can form reserves, we face the danger of a serious
defeat.

.

JfrsniAg: giJLU&tlpa; Ko important' changes in Spiitli. In .Spnte*
stronger pressure on Second Army, whose thin line has
been breached at several points by newly arrived enemy
Cavalry (two I>tvs.). Quderiah seems to be pulling together
his forces in good order* The enemy, by rail and on foot,
, is moving close to his east flank. Vary difficult situa
tion in Armd. %>• 3» deep enemy penetration. Armd. O?. 4
takes over command. East of Kalinin dangerous penetration.
Horjfcli relatively quiet. Tikhvin*is being evacuated.
V

2. Be£.embjQr Sxk&L

.

(lVlst day)

Hiiujitlpn.:
Sputii.:
Our' forces rej)el attacks, some of which hit
I'llCorps very hard^. Ah attack against §.exeate_e|3*h
"Aas likewise beaten back. Attacking force apparently
depth and consisted of hastily gathered units. On the
Kerch front, the enemy is massing.

lacked

(where a Cay.
CpAt^rX Increasing pressure on
Div. has broken through) and on the eastern front of
&e£O&cLp£AZ.e£. 2FW*. forces comprising at least four
have evidently been moved to this sector on the VoronezhSyazsta railroadj some are old unite from Sixth Army sector,
others are new activations.

/

•me
S.

N
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Very tense situation on the northern wing of Hoiiriftwtax*
Although, some D-ivs. located "by our radio intelligence have
not yet shown up on this front it is safe to assume that
these attacks have no depth and so are merely of tactical
significance, The object of these very troublesome attacks
is probably the recapture of the city.
southeast of

to widen the Tikhvin corridor,
necessary,
Unfortunately, OKW interferes
Withdrawal will "be
in this purely tactical matter with direct Fuehrer orders,
The command of Amy Gp.is raccillating, "but this is in part
tcp level. Although tho danger
dae to interference from
moment,
is not acute at the
it may well happen that the few
available forces ar© wasted on tactical patchwork, leaving
no troops to deal with the Ladoga "business.

&>£t& Attend have failed

Constant radio communications "between the Bed Gen, Staff
and tho Armios at Hkhvin, Ladoga and Leningrad suggest an
attempt to coordinate the activities of these groups.

BiQAQ. £jalk_wA.tJi lifllxlMejts&el. 3CPH &>&*. Guderian

reports that tho
3oo critical, that ho doec not
condition of hia troops i
know how to fend off tho enemy, "Serious break of confidence"
in the field commands, Eeduced fighting strength of his
Infantry iHe is scraping together in the roar whatever forces
ho can get hold of (in one Armd, Dlv. 1,600 rifles!); tank
gunners and drivers of course are not used as Infantry,
Amy Op* needs more men!
CG XXVII Corps ie said to have completely disappointed.

-

Spl* yonJ*Q?isi £b±.

a) Wo discuss tho training progr#a ordered for tho Bast;
it must take into account tho psychological strain of
the troops at this time.
b) Instructional Pamphlet on training of Ski Troops,
c) Training orders for Fifth Mt, Div.
d) Indicator shells 1!!

—

J2p&.Js.2ta3£Xi Report on tour to Spain.
Official line for
Attaches when U.S. enters tho war.
Jle&.^WagQoii ( Gren Qp,) :

a) Order on continued supply in the East when the front
changes over to defense.
b) Freeing of Security units from tho Hear Aroa for
frontline service.

c) Horses: 1,100 dead daily. 3y April one quarter of our
horse strength will be 'removed (including sick horses).
Requirement 160,006. Requisition 85,000 now plus
additional 85,000. Mast be at the front when spring
operations

begin.

d) Organization of AGp. Supply Chiefs when front changes
over to defense.

,

XO& Qxs££f anipigjC Center) : Friction with -^rmy Commanders
"Break of confidence." Wants OKH to stop in. (Suggests
teletype letter by ObdH to Army Commanders.)
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a

Beport on political plans. Conversation JDarlannegotiations "between Prance and the Reiah
lurther
Ciano.
Marshal, to start conversations going with the French,
fuehrer expects IVance will cone under pressure "by reason
of .America's entry into the war. He wants to win France
over to our side and use her in Africa and the Mediterranean
in tbe struggle against Britain and U.S.

j£Qn*J?£3il»SLi



position* *» Difficulties of transloading
distributing
and
supplies to the units due to icy roads.
A locomotive reserve pool has teen organized.

sen.»J3 firxte!«. Bailroad
#

OICW is again communicating directly with AGp.
North about sending of fresh reinforcements. Movement of
BlBt 14 v, to the front is to "be expedited, and SS Brigade
Nord is to "be diverted to Stettin on its return voyage
from ?inlacd«« irmy Gp. wants first its replacements, as
planned.

IP^lkCfimiex, 19£ L (172nd day).
Eiinatipji: Mx. £&£.QV&aXafiaflSi&±. On the Kerch and Rostov fronts
no significant changes in tho picture. Oil pipeline is on
fire.

West of Starotelsk, movements and -iM defense.
Pressure and movements from the direction of Ryazan.
Traffic across frozen Lake Ladogat curiously there seems
to "bo also heavy traffic in a western direction, \u2666
No new developments in railroad movements: Apparently no
"big frontward transports. Indications of a compact movement
from the Caucasus toward Rostov.
Attack against 111 and IV Corps. Heavy enemy
losses. 17 Corps apparently also has losses.
JSejitsrjL
Increasing enemy
"between Yelots and Livni.
Preparations are "believed to "bo in progress for nn
attack in the direction of Tim. Pressure from tho east
on Second Armd. Div.(three new Hussion Divs.). West of
Tula the withdrawal of 296th Div. has created a .->gs in
our front the consequences of which cannot yet "be

A%...J>fiBAJU.

foreseen,

Relative quiet on Fourth Army front. Withdrawal of the
first reserves to tSe rear has "been initiated.
North of ,Klin the situation continues grave. A new enemy
Div, has teen identified.
The penetration southeast of Kalinin has teen precariously
closed.

Tifchvin evacuated. Traffic across the ice of Lake
Ladoga. The usual attack across the Neva. The sorties
from Leain,*rad are gradually losing their earlier punch.

EoxtJiJ

JtfxifiaJL Sommel has now started withdrawal to the Am el
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Gazala position; his loft wing is still on the western
front of Tobruk and is reforming "before disengaging.
Saa.t-^ajLa; Great victories of the Japanese Havy. After
successes in Honolulu and a iandin^ ij| Malaya, the Japanese
todpy report the destruction of American wajps,l4ps. in Manila.
•T

.

Mai^toTaKinzpi?

Organ! zasios
"Foreign Armies Bast 11

of "Interpretation Groups ia Section

JloiU^vQjU^npJftjL The Staff Officers Training course will "be
accommodated in the camps around Chalons (71st Div.).

—

—

Gtan. JaCPi; Basic outlines for
on Defense of the
European Coast.
Ice mines,
Material for field
fortifications at Army Gps. (wire and mine production 1.).
<

—

£en.J3uhlp.L

—

—

a) Output will drop after Feb. 1942.
Losses at the front.
300 tanks to Africa. Tanks for Armd. Regt. Hungary.
SS Adolf Hitler and nGross deutschland* will get one
Armd. 3n. each. We still can activate 22nd, 23rd 24th and
("by expanding Tenth mot.) 25th Armd. 3>iva."3ut that will
"be all!

.

b) JEru.cfcsjL It will bo impossible to re-equip the Armd.
Divs. fully by spring, 1942. A partial solution must
do. Mot. Divs. must "be partly equipped with "bicycles 1
-«s. Exchange of trucks "between the Eastern and Western
theaters. 900 Prime Movers have now "been ordered for
the Army Gps.
Available trucks must now "be sent
to the front; the plan of a systematic rehabilitation
in the ZI is dropped.

.

—

c) £e£Xacejnenss4.
300,000 from civilian occupations.
100,000 each at the end of Jan., Feb., and March. In
addition about 80,000 to 100,000 convalescents each
month.
Comb-out in the ZI.

—

—

d) £ejipx.t_j>]i Jlon/orfiACpJln, SerJLjju. Hecruit quotas
Equipment position.
Remount position.

.

c) Mp!biLe_l£Lva..*,; By April we may perhaps have 9or 10
mobile Divs. (tond. and mot ) realy for operations, but
no more.

f) To be alerted in Iran^e for shipment
216 th, 88th, 208 th, 246th Divs.

to the

East:

2i^JPielfLMarsi3al_vojxJ^i.c]s pjupilPCeJ.
Second Army front breached
Cay.
C
Second,
(Red
ay.
at Idvni
ffourtoenth av. Divs. one Guards Hv.
transport
behind them
movements from the east to Yelets,
movement from the south to Yelets, troops detraining at
£astornqya)Srposltions of 95th and 134th Divs. overrun. A
big hole is gaping in our front. Guderian is moving up
one-half of 293rd Div. and ane Security Dlv. is coming up
from the rear to Orel. Keedjß help. Can air-borne troops

,

,
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"be sent to Orel? Can Sixth. Army send any help to Kursk?
SS will arrive at Novpsil on 13 Dec at the earliest,
29th. mot. Div. on 13/14 Dec
2.4QP_

Bequest for help.
Si&ne. kal3e.j4.t3i 2PH. SpdensteEnJ,
168th Div, set on march from Belgorod
Result: One
to Kursk through Oboyan; w|ll arrive 14 Dec., evening. One
Begt. of 299th
which will reach Qboyan tomorrow, has
"been diverted to Kursk, will arrive on 13 Dec, evening,
at the earliest*

,

H-Jkc£fl&e£. L9£L
S.ii3iatipn.:

M-T. xe&OßAaJLs.s.ancjQ

,

(17r3d( 173rd day)

.

severely hampered "by "bad weather

&0U&)»: Attack uncoordinated, Enemy is massing opposite
XIV Corps. We must expect a new attack. Local penetrations
from the east and north in IV Corps front have "been seal
ed. Air base is shifted westward from the Don (Hew airport)

Center i_ It seems that the critical situation in S.ocp.&d
Army has not yet reached its peak^, Troops detraining at
Yelets and Kastornaya. In XXXIV Corps, supj)ly movements
are

at present disrupted "by enemy pressure

on the sup

ly road.

&ej2ondj?anjse£. Msw confronts the enemy Tenth Army (six
Inf. Divs. and one Cay. Div.), which is pushing from
Mikhailov en Tula, Five of these Divisions are newly
activated.
HouriJi_Arji2L:

Opposite its southern portion, enemy
Artillery has "become more active. Main effort of his
attacks is in V Corps sector 1 and to the north. The gap at
Klin seems to "be open still. At Kalinin, the arrival of
251st Uv. is having its effects.
The enemy has seven
Ca
y
,
C
Div,
v,
ay,
Divs. and one a
in this sector.
HpijbJi:_ A "big attack of
Fifteenth Army is reported
Dec,
object
"being to destroy the
scheduled for 15
the
winter quarters of our Valdai front. On the Volkhov front
local crises.
On the Ladoga front, arrival of the first
elements of 291st Div. On the Neva, the usual attacks.
In the Kronstadt area lively patrol activity (reconnais
sance).*

—

—

>

M-xX&bX. Armd.

Gp. is falling "back on the axis Am el

The enemy pursuit does not seem to have
pushed "beyond Tobruk. 90th Lt, Div. is falling back on
Agedabia to secure the Derna position. Lack of fuel
reported reason for taking back of front.
Grazala~Derna.

BAiXrjDadw^i.tuaiJ.Qn_ complicated by lack of coal, (Will be
remedied!)
f
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Cjsji.-fcjfc. Hes^oJUL (Navy); Report on "basic features of the
Jegpanoa e—Amer i
can naval war •

Ourrent Gen, Staff personnel natters.

XOJX

Ev£nin& aAJßiatioc,:^
spots:

tfirst

Second Panzer

On the whole loss tense. Remaining pressure
Panzer -Array and Seventeenth Array, Second -Army,
-Army, Klin and Kalinin.

i
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II2 D£°iLmi>eIli9i9^1-.^!7!^2-al)jL
Situation; Air £bser;vatl_on.:

Indications of northward
shift of forces from the area west of Starobelsli
(perhaps Livni or Yelets),
Unloading of troops at and north of Kastornasa.
Kastornaya: No indications of shifting
Ribinsk
of troops.

-

ss£uJik.i.

Dive, at Sevastopol.
replacementß
10,000 Caucasian
have arrived.
Scattered attacks against First Fanzer Army;
ArmcL. Brig, and one Rifle Brig, are new.
Attacks on IV Corps compel us to straighten
front in 76th Div.
No important new developments in Sixth Army
Four enemy

'

tor.

.

one
the

sec

A&E*-_C®.nJie £: Critical

situation in Second Army.
Second Panzer Army repels attacks.
The gap between 296th and 31st Divs. regrettably
is not yet closed.
Situation at Klin' still confused and as tense as
ever; at Kalinin enemy reinforcements.

Patrol activity in the Valdai area.
Enemy pursuit detachments on skis, enemy pressure
at Tikhvin; apparently enemy tanks at Shum.

A&£._North:

1130

Phone talk with Field Marshal

yon

Book

1. ) The situation has entered an acutely critical
stage.

2. ) 134th and 45th Divs. are no longer in any con
dition to fight. No supplies. Bankruptcy of
the command of the sector between Tula and
Kursk.

3, ) Army Gp. order

withdrawal to the line
Tula-Novosil-Tim in several stages. This move
ment requires unified command and subordinat
ion of Second Army under Second Panzer Army.
In this operation Second Panzer Army must fall
back to the general line of the Upa river,
keeping contact with Second Army at all times.
envisages

4,) Question of anti-tank weapons.
5.) Armd G-p, 4* labors under very difficult con
ditions on its northern wing (36th mot. Div).
Withdrawal to a straight line Kalinin
VII
Corps is planned.

-

1230

Phone talk with 0K T1? (Jodl),
ation in AGp. Center.
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sketching the situ

Col. Gramme i_s (Ground Forces Liaison

at . CbdL*) • -reports.

Briefing on his mission.

a ) Organizational orders for the winter '
(Troop Hqs will carry out rehabilitate
ion as the tactical situation permits),
b) T#uck position: First instalment from
new production will arrive aßound first
of the year.
o) Rehabilitation and new output of tanks.
With the output scheduled we cannot
wage any war at all.
d) Assault aunse Here, too, scheduled pro
duction is entirely insufficient.
c) Refilling x>f the Western Divs. schedul&
ed for transfer to the East.
f) Reorganization of Artillery Commander:
system: •_ Creation of Army Artillery
Commanders.***

S^JBuki 6.'.'-6

a) Reorganization of depot system. Simpli
fication and economies.
b) Truck maintenance. The workshops moved
to front by BdE must be transferred to
control of Field Army,
**#c) Set-up for safeguarding of German in
terests in Transnistria,#
f) France:
Retaliation for the recent
outrages:
100 persons shot, deportation
to the East,of 1,000 Frenchmen witix po
lice records^. Proclamation to the
French population.
g^ Report on Kedical Service*: Apparently,
all right. Battlefield evacuation of
wounded has everywhere been successful.

Gren,_Wagnejr:

\u25a0

—

—

Africa.
Finan
2.QU JYi. Ka^.Jttetz: Situation in
cial p"osi"tTbn of Romania
Asiatic Theater of
War*

Ai£ iproe;
Friendly
Air Force

South
(
(
(
(
(

Bomber Gruppen
Divebomber Gruppen
Long-range Fighter
Gruppen
Fighter G-ruppen

Taking 30 aircraft per Gruppe,
with enemy ls as follows:

Jouth:

Fighters
Bombers

Center

Ij©rth

5
2

7^5
3

-

3

1
5 1/3

3

-

1/3



our Air Force compares

German

100

210

Russian

252

192
156 (other craft)

216

1/3

ght er s
C.en ter : Fi
Bombers

N§rthr

German
160
330

Fighters
Bombers

Russian
88
67
55 (other craft)

100

105
80
65 ( o ther craft )
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n&situation:
EE v£ni
,

.South: Mud and slush. Attack
against our Mlus line broken up. The Italians re~
port slight gains. East of Astyemovsk local pene
trations; attacks from the north repelled. Plan
ned shortening of our lines. Patrol activity on
front of Sixth Army.

Js e£ter:

A^y H<1 2 Put under the Command of
Second Panzer Army. Very serious situation in
Army. Enemy attack and troop concentrat
ions in Ninth Armd. Div. sector* An advancing
German Regt, Has been encircled by the Russians
at Yefremov; the same happened at nurslomy. *
Situation in XXXIV Corps unchanged grave Impos
sible to get. supplies through, Second Panzer
Army has repelled enemy attacks. Situation at
Tula difficult. Taking ©ack of the front of Second
Army and Second Panzer Army, as planned by AGp.
has become unavoidable.
Fourth Army on the whole had a quiet day, Armdc
Gp. 4 beat off an attack, as did apparently also
Armd. Gp. 3. Attack at Kalinin repulsed.
1

Norths Pressure on 126 th
of^welfth Armd. Div.

Div, and northern

wing

_S uEPly_si.tuation: AGp, 'Center:
Difficulties in
IXXIV Corps Tsupplies cannot get through) no
clear picture of situation in Armd. Gp. 3, In
AGp. North heavy snowdrifts blocking railroad,
lines, severely hampering supply and movement
of
st Div.

,

29^.

ST^^P^i JE^Ji^tixm:

13__Ife
Sijfcuatj^ori:

c£niber

Reconnaissance

Runing smoothly.

3,941 (175th LJD.ay)

<)

results:

a) Hq of the Russian Southwest Front has been lo
cated at Voronezh; is in commendication with
Tenth Armd. Brig, at Svoboda.
Various Hqs and units have been located north
west of Voronezh.
Troop movement between Stari Oskol and Yelets
indicates that the enemy is exploiting his
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unexpected success with newly acquired force s.
b) Heavy column traffic (march columns) from
Tikhvin in the direction of Lake Ladoga, Rail
road traffic from the east toward Tikhvin*

The mainfe©dyof
AGE.^South:
ed 111 Corps, Seventeenth

125th Div. has join
Army is relieving units
within its sectbr, without serious enemy inter
ference. Local fighting in Sixth Army sector.

A^B*—c,£nJLe £:
a) All attacks agalns^ Minth Armd, Div. along the
railroad line repelled, Ifore attacks likely,
German troops yesterday reported encircled at
Yefre mo v are free again,
b) Two new enemy. Dive.between Tula and Yepifan«
Attacks beaten back; heavy enemy losses, Enemy
infiltration west of Tula.
c) Northwest of Moscow, four new Rifle Brig, and
one new Armd. Brig,
d) Situation at Klin, which is still in our- hands j
apparently slightly improved. Second Armd, Div.
has closed the gap south of r^hi't*tysixth mot,
Div.
c) Successful disengagment southeast of Kalinin,
but we hold
Kalinin itself.
m

£G£._N£rth: Patrol thrusts southeast of Lake
Ilmen. Serious Artillery lossen in the retreat
from Tikhvin (two Lt. Fd. How. Bns.

,

one Me a.

AAA Btry. ), Severe weather complicates shifting
of 291st Div. Opposite 122nd Inf. Div,, marked
enemy movement. Attack is expected.
Am el G-azala position reached, The
southern wing, where the Italians fell back only
slowly, had first to be freed in hard fightingl 
Two vessels, each carrying one' Armd, Co*
sunk.

Africa:

,

Phone JSalkjwlth i^H._Br_erinecke__( North); Army G-p. judges
it impracticable to h9ld out for any length of
time forward of the position now occupied east of
the Volkhov river. There is even a slight intimat
ion that withdrawal to the Volkhov river would
be unavoidable, My objection is that the rosuit
ing pressure from the east would then make it im
possible to launch an attack to rest§re the situ
ation on the Ladoga front. Army Gp., is convinced
it s"t?ill has a chance to carry off the Ladoga
operation and so wants to move 254th Div. across
the Volkhov river into the position on the western
edge of the big marshes, 291st Div. would replace
the Div. south of Shum. Owing to the complication
caused by the snowstorm and the strain of their
long march the striking power of the Div. must
be expected to have fallen off severly. This con
dition automatically rules out the launching of
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any attack to restore the situation on the Ladoga
front r regrettable as that would be.
Everything will have to be done to fight Army
Gp. f s tendency to resign itself to the narrow
corridor on the Neva after their many fruitless
attempts, and to wait for.the results of attrit
tion to take effect in Leningrad.
The troops retreating from Tikhvin to the Volkhov
river seem to experience great hardships owing to
severe weather and the harassing attacks of the
enemy.

£ol_« jDch^ner;:
"""

Report on inspection of troops in AGp«
Center. Morale of troops good. One- third of the
trucks immobilized by mechanical defects. Winter
clothing has arrived, but material for cold-weather
operation of vehicles (winter oil, etc.) is
still outstanding. Russian Rocket Launchers are
appearing increasingly^ especially those of me
dium caliber. Hard to fight because of their high
mobility, The Russians are reported to have 15 to.
16 Rocket Launcjier Regts. , of three 3ns a of three
Btrys. each, with four launching trucks to a Bfcry*

Ordered to report to the Reich Marshal.
The deficiencies of our railroad service must be^
shown up: Shortcomings of personnel and lack of*
material support for the rail operations of Army**

j£eni_JJer£ke:

jSoUth: Local penetrations in
Army
Seventeenth
sector (IV Corps) are only of
scope.
At Sevastopol, apparently arrival
tactical
of enemy renforcements.

"""
jSiJiUatipn.:
Evening

Efforts to check the penetration in
Center:
XXXIV Corps continue, but enemy Cav,y with Artll
lery, is already' roaming f&r behind the front.
No clear picture yet of the situation of the Divs.
of XXXIV Corps. Attacks on the rest of the front
were repelled.
West of Tuiba a deep penetration by light enemy
forces, which compels us to shorten the front*
Movement hampered by icy roads. In Fourth Army
intensified combat activity and local fire fights,.
At Klin the front has been taken back and the gap
closed* Withdrawal to the position on Lama' river
must be expected. Southeast of Kalinin our front
is disengaging; a counter attack was launched di
rectly southeast of the city.
m

Vehement local attack against X Corps
Volkhov front (216 th Div, ). Falling back
to Volkhov is being considered.

on the
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14_De cumber 1941 (176 th 3)ay ).
AGp, J3ou.th:
Motorized movement from
Voroshilovgrad "toward Seventeenth Army' (IV Corps)
apparently of tactical importance only. IV Corps
is under attack; local penetrations.,
AAA and
fighter protection north of the Donets is very'
conspicuous.
Troops entraining at Kantemirovka.
Railroad traffic from southeast and southwest to
Liski. No confirmation could be obtained on
ported enemy concentrations
opposite Sixth Army.

'

re

_CenJter:
Nothing alarming on the
A^£«
wing of "Second Army. In central sector

southern
and on
northern wing, the situation seems to be improv
ing a littre. G-uderian evidently has his Second
Panzer Army firmly under control and is leadingit back step by step. The gap southwest of Tula
is rather awkward, but I
can see no way of seal
ing it. In Fourth Army, no acute trouble, but
some minor penetrations of merely tactical sign
ificance. At Klin the situation seems, to be
gradually stabilizing. At Kalinin, fluctuating
battles with generally satisfactory results.
Enemy attack against 126th Div,
comes at" a""bad time. The withdrawal of XXXIX
Corps apparently is proceeding according to plan*.
After a long time the enemy is again attacking
I
Corps at Volkhov stroi (as a result of Tikhvinj).
Also in XXVIIICorps sector, on the Ladoga front,
enemy activity is reviving again. No important,
news from the Neva and Kronstadt '-fronts.

3!p2A.il
The reason

have dropped to an alarming low.
given is demolitions by partisans*
Railroad repair shop at Velikie Luki burnt down.

s.°i' J^^M^-HSfZ'

c discuss the report by AGp # No rth
in reply to an inquiry from OKW. The front east
of the .Volkhov river cannot be held indefinitely,
Accordingly the advanced wing at Volkhov stroi
would also have to be taken back. "We would gain
strenth, widening of the corridor*
We concur with this concept. The front. must be
taken back to the Volkhov river also for the ad
ditional reason that evacuation of Kalinin, which
will soon be unavoidable, will increase pressure
on the front, at which time reserves would be
needed zo bold our ground.

_B£DiVeT^lst)
£v th: New

s°i*-.v£n

r

—

"

binding for skis
Demonstrat
ion
goes to the camps round Chalons
Training of the Mt. troop replacements this
$ear also in the mountains (longer training pc
Training problems of
riod for recruits).
Seventh Mt. Div. and Fifth It., Div,

—

—
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Casualties:

22 June

10 De c,

, 1941,

Wounded:

18/820

Off*

561,575

NCO and EM

Killed:

6,827

Off.

155,972

NCO and EH

J362 J)f fj_

31,922
31^92:

Massing:

Total:

25,609

749,469

Off.

NCO and

m

NCO and ElI

Total losses (exel. medical casualties):
775,078, i.e. 24. 22j£ of the Eastern Army, at an
average strength, of 3.2 million.

,

1830

ffl-JL-kS Ma£BMa£8^al
Z°H
ILriF£ki^JLc.k on P^ione,
yon Bock, yon Kluge
conference

after
and Gu dorian:

with

Situation in Second Panzer Army: Gaj> between
45th and 134 th Divs, has not yet "been clo&od. The
troops dispatched to blook the enemy are arriving
very slowly. Further north, Second Panzer Ariay
is conducting a planned withdrawal in several
bounds. The situation west of Tula is difficult.
Open gap in this sector. (157 th Divo is being
moved into it from the north; pretont where
abouts unreportedj)

h-j%.mZ.: Tile *~ront holds, but is very thin.
Z°Hri
back
The position
its

reserves

No
in
of it.
from
southern wing all the way to VII Corps is good
enough, in 267th Div. sector the situation is
obscure. Nothing big can be expected of obnnlt*
®£nt of 255 th Divc Hooppner is sending down tanks*

Kluge: Will be able to decide tomorrow
whetEe!? Tne situation can be maintained. Further
enemy progress in 255 th Div,, sector endangers/
yon

our communications
Volokolamsk.

line between Mozhaisk and
Very grave reports from Armdc Op; 3,

Indention:

Kalinin must be evacuated, Gradual
wilfocLrawal to the protective defense 'line
Staritsa- VII Corps.

c

Second Army has
"Armd* Gp* 3 reports
heavy materiel losses. Fourth Army also will
suffer materiel losses when it moves back its
front.

s°stftL*i°S. £^*ie fi.S&*in£:
l'iitXe fre"e'dom of movement.
-.

Gpnclu^ionj^

The troops will arrive in the now

line~ greatly weakened, and it ie doubtful that it
can then be held against heavy attacks.
In order to ensure orderly, withdrawal we must do
everything to bring up fresh forces and, after
that, Artillery and explosives for Engs
Army Gp-.' must bo
Immediate decision required:
given discretion to frillback from the northern
0
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line, as the situation requires.
Army Gp. must be given freedom to order withdra
wal to the Oka line if it Judges that step neces
sary.

protective

£aikj7lth Ge ri.^tJo dl^: Portray

QQ£

seriousness

of situation

I: Result of the Berlin conference on future orga
nization of Ren* Aviation. (Next spring we are
going to get 20 Staffeln of FW 189, 20 Staff eln
HE 126, the latter for reorganization*)
(Both still feasible
"Attila".
"Isabella 11
even after withdrawal of forces from the West).
Need for more troops makes it necessary to
cut down on Finland and the Balkan s e

.—

—

—

£onferenoe_^th
"""

.—

—

/the operational .Secftiori Chiefs^. Review
up
replacement

of~the situationT
—

of
Speeding
shipments.
Moving of Artillery and explosives
to the front
Train collision at Vyazma will
paralyze the station for three days.

—.

9ii»
i5i5-D£ c£mB6Z I

Situation:

(177 th Say).

Air observation:

a) Rail movements Xupyansk- Liski and Likhaya
Liski under AAA cover, possibly in direct
ion of Second Army front..
b) Apparently one .movement* "*eaoh from south
east and east toward Mo scow, through Ryazan.

c) Moscow toward Tula: troop movement.
d) Yaroslavl
c) Vologda

~

Bologoye: one movement*

- Tikhvin*.

one movement.

AGtjd. South:
Situation in Seventeenth
Ts sTill somewhat uncertain, Pressure

Army

sector

spot east

of Artyemovsk,
AGp.

/Ceriter^

,_Weak. spots:

On the southern wing the enemy is
Se_cond_Arm,y*
"apparently attempting to widen the penetration
by an attack on Livni, without success. However,
we must still reckon with the possibility that no
\u25a0may be committing additional forces.
rEiL is pulling out in good order.
Critical weak point west of Tula; relief forces
from the south cannot get through, and from the
north we can. send only weak elements which more
over will take long to get there.
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Fourth_Army! Heavy pressure against 255th Dlv. '
where the enemy might be able to roll up the
northern portion of the front or disrupt orderly
.

V Corps also is under heavy pressure c
Klin relatively free from pressure 0 Withdrawn from
the Klin area: Fourteenth mot* Div, and Seventh
Arrnd,, Divo
Attack beaten off north of i:Xin%
Ninth Army; has heavy losses at Kalinin.

—

AG£*__Norjthj_ More active South of Lake I^men, but
only patrol activity.
In 126th Diyc rather confused situation, Ulnemy ele
ments 'which broke through our lines are now fight
ing in rearo
All quiet on the Ladoga and Leningrad fronts.
North

fallen back to the Am.el
Africa^ Rommel has
(xazala~*po"sitTon
o The enemy is following: only slow
ly* Heavy Italian losses in. transport and tanks o

The French help us with aviation fuel and food from
Tunis*

1200

yon

Crrei ffenberg___ ( C[ent er ) :

a) My talk with Jodls- Where front can be held, no
withdrawal; where unt enable y short am line and
then fall back' no retiring before all preparat
ions are completed©
b) Situation in Reinhardt's Corps tight (forests)
and confused c The disengagement
of Ninth Army
seems to be proceeding orderly.
Army Group wants to hold on the Volga bend un~ ,
til17 Dec evening^ in order to safeguard
planned withdrawal of Reinhardt and Ninth Army*
o) Situation at the Ruza position unsatisfactory;
parts of Nineteenth Armd. Div0 and. Third not*
Div* have already been committed %o relieve it.
Rear elements are already in action in the Ruza
position, but we are short of mezir French "legt
in Ruza s

.

1230

nHe5X® i.North):
Srl
*~

•

He sees ho major threat at
Novgorod^ 2 Bns* from a Div0 in the rear will
be moved to area north of Novgorod c Time of
arrival .still uncertain- South of- Lake Ilmen,
only intensified reconnaissance a
Radio intelligence would indicate that the enemy
has reinforced his air force in the area. Ho
marked increase in Artillery activity*
The retreat from Tikhvin is proceeding in good
order*, No material has been lest« Fuel supply go +
through
without enemy interference « The intent
ion to widen the corridor by offensive action is
st.illbal ng up he Id

*

.
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Examine possibility to maintain communications
Oranienbaum by means of tanks l

1300

with

Sodens t e rn_ ( South); Eleventh Army will attach o.r,y
after tomorrow D Divebombers will be brought up to
morrow^ a small portion will remain with Seven
.te'enth'Armyv
Tactical situation of First Panzer Army consolidat
ed. Seventeenth Army has moved one Regt. of: Mii.ith
Div. from the rear to Artyemovsk*
76th Div^ is being taken back to free some Bus.
for other assignments, not because of enemy pressure.*
97th Div. has put up a very good fight* Good work,

Fretter-PicoJ

.

for the time being wants to put the
Airborne Regt* around Stalino, In order to have it
han(% also for Seventeenth Army o It will take the
Regt. B to 10 days, to be assembled in the area in
cluding its rail*&Q)2?mg. element So
Sixth Army is moving forward two-thirds of 299 th
DivD in order to close up east of Obo yen. Security
measures on the Selm river* No enemy pressure in
that sector* Road Kharkov-Belgorod-Kursk good for
troop movements*
Reichenau

!

,

Heusinger rc^ortsJL Withdraxval of the troops in ACp* Center,
if absolutely unavoidable, must be staged, so that
the Staritsa line would be reached by 20 Dec. At
Kalinin, everything is being made ready today for
evacuation; whether the plan will be carried out
depends on the situation* No Orders yet regarding
withdrawal beyond the Staritsa line* Rear position
is being~ prepared along the line: Kursk
Orel ~
Kaluga
G-zhatsk.
J

-

A call to Jodl v^cti^^ssSi^ter^ approval of with
drawal of Ninth, Third and Fourth Armd. Divs o to
the Staritsa line* As to further withdrawals ho
wants to talk to ObdH,
Would it be possible to get 218 th Divo from Denmark?

1320

Gen oobsto Fromms Saw the Fuehrer this morning at
0030* Question: What units are available to bo
flown to the front?

*

a)

JiWalkuere"
one Ev»,

jfFour Divs« of two Inf* Eegts/each;

six lto Btrys; two to three Ren, Troops;
one Eng, Bn0 one 4T Bn 9y one mixed Signal Co «>-*.*•*
Only some rear service troops*
Activation ordered© The Cos* obtained' ttIIIbe.
shipped to G-ross Born, Mlawa,. Wattern, UeuhamLeave 18 Dec*, arriv . 20 Dec. evening,,
mer*^
training, etc. until 27 Dec 0
Composition: Training personnel, convalescents.
Age-group 1922 and scheduled Replacement Transfer
Bnso will not be touched*

,
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b) Rheingold^

* Last

economy.** both

reserve.

Will disrupt domestic

as to personnel

and production

(trucks) »***
.
Activation 7 days, then 3 - 4 weeks training*.
Five complete Divs* ? Info like First Draft, no
mcd* Arty,, only one Eng* Co», mixed Signal Co*
Men at the expense of civilian economy; entails
a drop in output. Moreover, absorbs contingent^
ultimately destined for current replacements.
Replacements
willhave to be covered by taking
100,000 more men from the civilian economy (rais
ing, total to 600,000).
<

-

\u25a0

1330

Gen # _&3r£ke reports on talk with the Reich Marshal:
Started out with extravagant accusations and demand
ed a schedule to the East of 300 trains per day*.
Then G-ercke enumerated the factors responsible for
keeping down .railroad capacity (personnel, stool,
c6al, water pumps, food, sidings etc), and in the
end f the Reich Marshal promised his support. To
morrow- conference with the Fuehrer »#

1400

Filed Marshal yon Brauchits.ch returns from his
front tour to AGp» Center.""* '-Orient him on the
situation and on Fromm r s and G-ercke's reports.

yon

2iehlber££

Current G-en* Staff personnel

Tosses- due to exhaustion and sickness*

proclamation*^

-

matters. I.lany
Hew Year

182°_-

Very serious talk about the situation uith
ÜbdH. He is very despondent and cannot see any way
:of extricating the Army from Its present predicament

OQu Ij^ Basic features

of future organization

of Army

Air Obsn, No objection to control by Air Force in
administrative mattersf?r##but assignment of missions

must remain in hands of the Army o

Ev£ning

situation^ South^

The increase

in shipping in the

Keren Strait is noteworthy.

Rest of the front more or less quiet, except
continued attacks in the Artyemovsk area*

for

_Centjerj_ At the moment the penetration in Second Army
seems no longer moving, but reinforcements are flow
ing in that direction; v/e must also reckon rrith
a southward expansion of the penetration*

Army, east of Tula, is . subjected to
frorri the northeasts Local penetrat
seems
ions. Morale
to have declined p Materiel
shortage.'
and
fuel
The situation in the
losses
Dubna gap, west of Tula, is obscure. Fourth Army is
holding its position against attacks « In sector of
Armd. Gp, 3, the situation is confused »
S.e£ond_Panzer

heavy pressure
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Ninth Arrny_ has repelled attacks and is preparing
to falT back to the Staritsa position* Food supply
difficult. Loss of combat vehicles*

North2_ Local attacks south of Lake Ilmen.

Her;

enemy forces apparently are moving up through
Valdai, possibly also against Novgorod* Strong,
pressure on Malaya Vishera. Withdrawal to Volkhov
river has been ordered
On the Leningrad front,
several attacks, in Bn # strength, this time rest
of the Neva, were repelled at great cost to the
enemy.

•

16JDecember

1941__ (178th Day)

- Tikhvin*Heavy

§^£
~us^i°£^_ Air reconnaissance:
"~

Moscow ~ Bologoe

__

_SoiA"bh : The

.

railroad traffic

reinforcements,
apparently also combat forces (Artillery) to
enemy is bringing

Sevastopol.
The enemy is digging trenches

opposite

*

Sixth Army.

Center^ 134th Div. has fought its way out; no re
port yet from 45th Div. The enemy is feeding new
forces into the penetration between YefremcV and

Yelets.
.
Guderian is falling back. Heavy pressure on Third
Armd. Div. and on the front south of Alel'sin.

North :_JSne my pressure on Malaya Vishera compels
us to take back the front.
Shifting of enemy forces across Lake Ladoga has
apparently resulted in.a strengthening of Ladoga
front.*** Attacks out of Leningrad have been stepped
up in several sectors.

.

1200

.

Bock__calls_um Situation report. Anxiety about
Arid, Gp 3. XXXXIIICorps shaky.

yon

0

Gen.^F^llgiebel reports on allocation
Army needs
excessive.

of his raw materials.
must have priority. Air Force demands

_

*"* •_&£r£k£: Ordered to report to the Fuehrer. Troops
JJon
willnot be moved as Divs. Only Inf» is tobbe

sent

the front. The fighting lines need fighting men.

Fi^cld Marshal

yon Leeb^ Report on Fuehrer conference:
Fuehrer accepts Army Gp's proposal to fall back
to the Volkhov river*

226

to

Busch
briefly.

GernObst.
Midnight

came in for report to Fuehrer

Ordered to _the JFuehrerT

»

ObdH/ I, Chief

Drops in
Op, Bee*

a) Order: G-eneral withdratvai is out of the quest
ion. Enemy has made substantial penetration
only in a few places. The idea to prepare rear
positions is Just drivelling nonsense. The onlytrouble at the front is that the enemy out
numbers us in soldiers. He does not, have any
more Artillery. His soldiers are not nearly
as good as ours.
b) Has directed added air support in . frott of four
Bomber G-ruppen, reinforcements for the tr?o
existing Long-range Fighter Gruppen, plus a
third Long-range Fighter Gruppe.
This gives an increase of 120 planes, not count
ing the Long-range Fighters •
'

c) Withdrawal to shortened line --.ily tthen fuel has
arrived and fresh Infantry Is available to take
up the units.
d) New Divs* must be committed: At Dubna/ (Second
Armd. Div.) and in Armd. Gps. 3 and.4-i- '•
Replacements necessary in Fourth Army,
Also Second Army must be reinforced*
c) Two hundred transport aircraft in addition to
the Air Transport G-ruppe of AGp. South r.dll bo
available for air 3.lft.
f) Railroads: Capacity limited. To the front first
of all Infantry
light weapons', AT units and
Eng,, perhaps also an Arty.Bn, Must tr.l:e along
canned food for :<sight to ten days, fuel tablets,
chocolate •
'

g) Two thousand SS will be shipped from Cracow by
airj can be driven to the front by SS Brigade
at Novcsll.

h) division from Denmark Fill go to Reval by ship*

iirC3ecember 1941_(l7^th

Day)

.

Situation:^Air_reconnais£ance:'
More railroad traffic
UhrougH loTogoe* ""Unloading at Kresttsi #
AGp.^Souithj^ a) Assault of Sevastopol has -commenced
and gained 5. km in first leap. Four enemy Bivs,
{
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with Artillery and- tanks are re;~ >rted in the 'ortress.
b) TSnemy attacks on the norther,; Cront of IV Corps \u2666
AG£«j3enter:_
a). Nothing of importance

south of Livni*

b) Between YefrcmoV and Livni, the enemy scorns to be
bringing in new forces.. No crisis. Sectftrnwill be
defended*
o) In the battle area of Second Panzer
enemy pressure on« 212 th Div#

Army, heavy

d) West of Tula, severe pressure on 31st Div. The
Dubna gap remains a serious danger spot*
c) Aleksin aeotor
Divs.

reports attack by thrco enemy

f) In IX Corps frfiftngs appear to have- been fouled
up badly. It seems that some. Divs. held on while
others fell back* Chaos, with resulting loss of
heavy weapons and vehicles.

g) Situation in Armd. Gpsi 3 and 4 still confused,
but apparently 'tenable in spite of vehicles
losses.
h) Ninth Army has taken baok it" front ellgli'..'y,
but otherwise seems to be un. r- control and holdIrig on.

~
4&£«_North£
East of the Volkhov river, the situation
appears to be fair. Penetrations at Malaya Vishera
have been sealed. Two Divs. from the Leningrad area
have appeared on south shore of
Ladoga.*
OQu I, Op. Sec, Gen Qu, Org. Sec fJ .
Armies East on measures to implement; tho
orders given at yesterday's Fuehrer conference.
Organization of shipments to the front. Infantry

Confer£n£e
~. Foreignwith
ahead.

Short conference

.

with ObdH:

a) Sixth Army must immediately free one Div. .for
ttie northern -ing, Fourth Army one for its
southern wing.
T

b) I,ooo, more trucks for AGp. Center. Steps to
speed arrival.

c)

Bock seriously ill.Weed, someone
place.
his
yon

c

t
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to take

d) Ob&H wants to disband NCO Schools temporarily
*
to get replacements for the front*
After •£e £.v£n-.G £ ObdH_from Fuehrer,

sCoj&hC

with Fromm

conference

a) Fromm will need some time to relieve 218 th Divf
in Denmark. He wants to put in its place remplacement units from Mil.District XI, together
with Regional Defense units. One crew for two
.Bfcrysel

.

b) <Xagd Kommandos:*** Partisan fighting T7ill,bo
employed in Rear Areas and directly. behind the
front. Organized in Cos v formed into Bns *
Composition the s<?rae. as for 'Inland.
c) BdE has yet one Mt. Inf. Regt. each of XVTJ
and XVIII Corps; 15 Regional Defense 3ns* now
used as PW Guards, and 10 Construction
Bns»
*
Will let us know about them.**
d) Moving of

ne^ trucks to front* Must be used
to transport troops* Open! & Organization for
route movement. Drivers from G-en Qu Truck Clms.
(Also snow clearing, winter accessories.)

c) In" addition to 10,000 convalescents, 100,000
men on occupational deferment willbe released
each month for the Eastern Army, starting
January.
f) Release initial class of NCO Schools! 1,400 men.
Have completed one year ls .schooling. Ifo school
ing in branch of service.

g) Replacement

Army is said to have many high -NGO.s
which Field Army does not want. ##

.

;

Draft plan for moving the forces now
available to the East. Inf. Diva, willbe moved on
a schedule whereby the Inf. elements go to the
front first o Along with them will go the J"ll:uere"
units. They will not be formed into Dlvs., ",.;t
instead willprobably. be' absor'i- :^ Into. exls;£j,ngiDivs.

Col. H£Usinge.rj_

"

T

Shipment of 218 th Div* from Denmark to Reval by
sea Is doubtfal because of ice.
Gen. G-ercke:

a) Report on conference with State Secretary
Kleinmann^^in Fuehrer f s Hq.
,

b) Instead, of the 122 trains per day now running,
140 trains willbe run starting 1 Jan.
180 starting 1 March,

,
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Evening repents :

a) At Sevastopol stiff resistance after initial
successes due to surprise. The assault will bo
continued tomorrow*
Otherwise all quiet on the southern front. 168 th
Div» is being shifted to the northern' wing of
Sixth Army.
b) In Center, the enemy appears to be regrouping
for further attacks in the penetration aror at
Verkhoye. Ou? fr^r.*: has been i-irly consolidated,
but it'is rather weak*
Guderian has regrouped hia Second Panzer Army in
depth, but is not taking any serious measures' to
counteract the threats at Verkhovye .arid .Dubna,
In a phone talk with yon Greiffenberg^ Arny.'Gp,
is reminded that at least 215 th mot, Biv» must be
brought up to Novosil.
The situation at the Dubna danger spot is stijl
confused. The enemy who breached our line here
seems to be hampered by the difficult terrain f
Up to -now at least there has been no attempt to
press home the attack*
The situation west of Serpukhov is uncomfortable.
Massed enemy attack. Seventeenth Div# has boon
taken out of the line and is being shifted to
South.
In Armd. Gp. 4, the sore spot at Ruza is still
very sensitive, but it looks as if the situation
had slightly improved* This is certainly duo in
part to the- firm stand by V Corps, whereas the
Command of IX Corps to all appearance was less
determined and so is not without its share of
blame in the resulting confusion.
As to the situation in Armd, Gp, 3, we are still
unable to obtain any clear picture. Monitored
radio traffic sounds very listless* *
Ninth Army is doing its job with grer.t caln and
efficiency* The enemy is bulging up for
attack again ->t its northern f..: -it»
o) InJtox»th__loccJ.

fighting, which, however, docs
orderly execution of the
scheduled withdrawal to the Volkhov line.

not* Interfere with the

£ni^dLal£0 £c£s

_ arriving

by air tomorrow;

,

.

1 600 , replac erne nt s from -£as t Prus si a fo r Armd \u2666Go• 4
flight, via Orsha. -IT. possible will be landed at"

Ruza.

The initial elements
landed at Kaluga.
A Replacement

of the SS from Cracot? willbe

Bn» of AGp* South, consisting of

,3-400 men will be put

do~;n

at Orel.

s
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IS^DaG^ember 1941_ (180 th

Day ).#

On the whole a satisfactory day..
~~
Situation^'
at Sevastopol, Nothing to note in the

Advances
sectors

of Seventeenth and Sixth Armies. The anticipated
attack in Second Army sector has not materialized,
which helped us a good deal in consolidating the
front \u2666 Second Panzer 'Army continues regrouping
<
in depth.
The breach at Dubna is srtilla source of ,concern.
There were enemy attacks at i^leksin and Serpukhov,
which were repelled evidently with great effort*
Threat continues in both areas'! Some replace: lent
shipments have arrived.
West and northwest of Moscow the enemy has brought
up six new Divs. Nevertheless our vdthdrar/al' to
the Ruza-Lama line seems, to have been executed "in
fairly good order.
In North only local attacks. %thdrav/cil behind the
Volkhov river planned for ZZ Dec.
1

Col. Balck:
a)' Questions concerning tank requirements
habilitation and for the coming. year,

for re

y

b) Training Instructions

for Mtrcl.-mtd. Rifle Bn,

_

&en•JMat zk^r :

a) Report on Tripartite Pact Commission,
b) Basic features of the cooperation
and the European Axis Powers. 70

_

c) Reports

•
&Q&Qll

Q

bctr/oen Japan*
longitude!.

from Turkey. Trends In the Arab r/orld.

:

a) Difficulties in courier service to Finland,

nations defense, alio

b) Situation of Finnish
transportation

questions.

c) Implications of the changed situation in AGp.
, North for the Finnish front.

G;en._Guendell
on 24

; Suggestions

for a Christmas

Hec. 1715.

celebration

Z°B s^^l"^£rE*— Current Gen. Staff personnel matters*
#

yon
""

Etzclorf:^

Report on the State

Secretary

Js

estimate

the" political situation. Conflict v/ithtT.S* is

not unwelcome

at the

present
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moment.

of

/

~
£alk_wl.th Brenneck^:_ AAA protection of t*he
Phcme
"corridor t!\u25a0\u2666 Tthree~me&. Btrys. needed).,
yon

to"

yon
~*

(£urns over the command:
of illness.)

Bock_ calls to say good-bye.
yon

Kluge on account

greiffenberg

times on phone): Situation,
and Second Panzer Army
for restoring the situation at Dubna#
(several

arrival of replacements,
support

.

Ke_it£l_ informs me about the Fuehrer's talk with
(support for Dubna breach)
~"

-

(rudcrian

Jodl: Situation estimate and orientation on Fuehrer's
""talk with G-uderian.

19 December 19*0. (ISlst day)
Situations
South reports enemy counter attack with
tank# support
of
VN Concentration
enemy air force at Krasnodar \u2666

-

Cent erj\ Attacks everywhere. Pour more new Divs.'
two plus one AriacU Brig# at I&vnij one at Yefremov *
one (plus one Cay* Dlv*}-south of Tula; also one
rBlv# appearing in radio picture; On front facing
Armd. (%>; 3, one new Rifle Brig Enemy tanks at
the motor highway.
#

North: Nothing of importance., It seems thdt the
enemy continues to reinforce by air, but! the
effective strength of these Ai^borke Regtsr, * is
;
;
lotw t \u25a0•\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0..\u25a0
.

.

•

1500

s

'

\u25a0

;*;
;

Summoned to the Fuelirefrs
The Fuehrer is go%ng $<? take over the High
cpmmajid
of the SMy himself a^ter departure of
/;
;: ObdH owinj; to
illhealth, lam Ibo carry on the
functions** while ]Keitel willtake over the

a)

Administrative part

conference,

#*? New routinet Daily

.alon^witk^a:^.
Qu,

Chief. Signal

&en

Chior and

b) Two mistakes have been made,
!•) The notion of
position" was in
stalled into the lowei echelon Oofenands #
L
Such positions do not exist and cannot be
created, "**\u2666
)
2 f Provisions against extreme cold were ina'diquate, Army works too mechani cally # Air
Force pointed oup as model» Has been -,
educated in entirely
different spirit
by the Keich-lSarshal*

.

'

-o) Orderns to hold present po si tions^ Not worried
aboul? any threats to the flanks*#
about Leningrad • -New Bomber Gruppen
are being committed, as are more. Fighters,
Sclg^uled new forces must be transferred by
, *sea^4)f possible as far as R evai.

d)

'

Concerned
>#

/

WisQ

Talk with yon Brauchitgch, who went to the Fueh
r6r to surrender
his command, No essentially new
"
.'

viewpoints.

Gen,, yon Suliie;

1
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a)

Jagdkommandos n activated by General Army
Twelve Bns*s 36 Cos, First four Bns,
early
January.
in
fl

Office,

b) Current replacements through April 5^,000,
beyond that date 20,000.
c) First instalment of trucks, 3#Q° 0 's<fcar> fcs
off on 22 Deo. Will arrive enO. of Bee,

3*) Readjustment

in arms production. Requirements
in tanks and guns for restoring ourDivs. to
full strength are extremely high. Dpo|> in
output cannot be tolerated.

10 Regional Defense Bnsr and 10 Construction
Bns, will go to the Field Army in early
/
January

•

\u25a0

.

5.) Denmark garrison willbe reorgainze& on terri
torial basis '\u2666 in order to free 213 th Div.
'

Evening Situation:

South:

Gains at Sevastopol,
wise qulfct.

Other

Center: Attack against Second Army repelled.
En em y, i
s rbr±nging up reinforcements over rail
road embankment ?* Attacked by 1£ of our air
craft. Second Panzer Army is now regrouped in
great depth.
,
Fourth Arrnyl Danger of encirclement in the direct
ion of Kaluga* Penetrations north and south of
Tarusa and Aleksin. Situation very tight. At Ruza
penetration from the northwest. IT Corps is fight
ing its way back in good order. SJnemy is pushing
on behind.
Armd. Gp. 3 apparently is again aligned in fairlygood order, 36th Inf, Div. and First Banzer Army\
are failing back under pressure.
Ninth Army reports pressure on the Kalinin road,
, North: The front /has been taken back only in the
sector of 291st Div. Otherwise quiet.

Field Marshal von,Kluge reports: According to state
ments of local population an enemy force, 2,ooo
strongils marching on 'likhvin. •
', North of Khanino, forward elements
of enemy Cay.
are advancing on Kaluga.
Heavy fighting in 31st Div. sector. Holding at
Titova.
Tanks have crossed the Oka river; cannot climb

'

the steep banks.
North of Aleksin the enemy has broken through in
the direction of ShODina,
South of Tarusa enemy Ski• Bns, have broken through.
Enemy in Lgoval
*
Blumentrltt gives a sad picture of the situation.
Troops lare apathetic. Situation very unhealthy.

***

i
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\

The Russians

attack during
night and turn up
behind otir positions at the break of daylight.
Ho reinforcements can be expected for tomorrow.
In conclusion: Protva front cannot yet be
taken back. We must wait for tomorrow. If the
decision is taken tomorrow, the 'mane can start
the day after.

T

Evening::

Meeting of all officers in the Gen. Staff:
heading of the order, announcing assumption of the
Command of the Army by the Fuehrer,

20 December

(lg2nd D.ay)

19^1

Situation: Still very tense. In
stopol» Otherwise quiet.

s outh

t

/

advances

'

at Seva~

•^n

Center, the enemy attacked with local successes
on the right wing of Second Army, and without
success in the Verkhovye penetration area. 1 Worst
of all, he pushed into the gap west of Tula, and
then thrust with Ski troops and Cay. all the way.
to the area south of Kaluga* Against this it is
heartening to see that the front of XXXXIIICorps
withstands even heavy attacks. On the remainder
of the front several major, which in part gained
some local successes. In Ninth Army sector Intense
fighting and local withdrawal.

Local crisis. Only item to report is
Corps, which apparently came
disengagement
of I
moderately
off
well.

In North:

Situation conference: Fuehrer holds forth at great
length on need of
holding the line. Every
man must fight back where he stands. No falling
back where there are no prepared positions in
the rear. *. Defends the encirclement of Lenlng
grad.
Tanks to Africa,

—

Several phone talks with yon Kluge (Center): Repeated
requests for authorization to withdraw are de
nied. Ouderian, who wants to initiate the sche
duled disengagement, is instructed to countermand
Talk Guderian/Fuehrer, after I
have
order.
the
informed
Fuehrer.

—

gen. Keitel (Personnel DivJ: Officer position very
tight. Due to activation of Divs*. in the Zl and
transfer of Pivs* from the West, which nust be
brought up to full strength, our officer reserve
has been removed* New officers reserve not before
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April. Definite picture of the situation possible
only after 1 Jan,

Field Marshal yon Brauc hitsch
;a;ff (1700).

special

1849

train*

says good-bye to his
departure from the Camp in

Generally unchanged. More enemy
to be moving toward Second Army,
Second Panzer Army and the gap west of Tula,
The situation south of Kaluga, where enemy Cay.
is approaching our lines, is painted very darkly.

Evening situation:
forces seem

21 December

19^1. (l^rd Day)

.

Situation: In South, no important new developments.
The report that the enemy has broken through the
northern wing of Sixth Army has not been confirmed.

In the sector of Second- Army the enemy breaks
through Sixteenth mot. Div. and Ninth Armd. Div,
all the way to the Tim river. Local withdrawal
necessary. I
prevent abandonment
of the town of
Tim. At Verkhovye strong enemy attacks with lo»al
successes, but on the whole, the front stands.
Guderlan's front is holding.
the newly reached
line.
The focal point of the crisis is south of Kaluga.
The enemy has penetrated into the town from Odoev*
and could just in^time be thrown back by elements
of a Security Regt, which arrived at that moment;

he is still sitting with tanks in the Kaluga
Ghetto. XXXXIIICorps (Kenrici) to the east of
Kaluga, where the enemy effected a break through
f£@s the east, must be taken back.
In the remainder of Fourth Army sector looal
attacks, some carried through with great violence*
and breaching the line* The Commanding Generals
report that their troops are too exhausted to be
able to cope with any further attacks* Order has
been given to hold the front. Ninth Army was able
to repulse violent attacks south of Kalinin. Here,
too, our troops are overstrained.

North, the withdrawals are on the whole
fc
going according to plan. Local enemy penetrations
south of Gruzino. The situation on the left flank
Corps is still obscure. Partly violent attacks
of I
out of Leningrad, which were repulsed west of the
Neva. Also an attack across the Neva was beaten
bad after hand-to-hand fighting.

In AGp
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Conference with the Fuehrer; He emphasizes the necessity
for holding the front. Discussion on means for lew
fundamental re
proving the supply situation by
form of Transport Services. The Jurisdictlonal
division must "be changed in such manner that
specific individuals would be held responsible
for operations on specified lines #
Several phone talks with Field Marshal yon Kluge: On
situation at Kaluga and Tim. He is gradually
.yielding
under the pressure of the demands
by his subordinate commanders. We have to steel
him against them. Guderian seems to have lost his
nerve completely. Iobtain a Fuehrer order making
Guderian alone responsible for holding the Oka
river line as far as the mouth of the Zhizdra river.

.

Dispatching of offleers
(G-en.Lt. Mueller Col.

Oohsner, Col. Balok, Lt.Col.
Eulenburg, Lt. Col. Radke )to frontline and Rear
Area Hqs to restore order and self-confidence.

*

Bock calls. He gives ill-health as
the reason for resigning the command. We discuss
yon Kluge and Guderian.

Field Marshal

yon

Evening reports
show enemy penetrations in the Tim
area, and heavy pressure and penetrations
on the
front southwest and west of Moscow.

22 December

19^1 (lg^th day).

Very heavy battles in Second Army sector on the Tim
river and at Verkhovye, which on the whole come
out well. In Second Panzer Army sector, over
whelming pressure from Tula against the northern
wing, which has to be taken back.
The southern wing of Eiiurth Army southeast of
Kaluga is enveloped, and at the same time pene
trated by a thrust from Tarusa. An exceedingly
difficult situation has developed here, and It
Is beyond anyone r s power to say how it will"
be restored. And yet it is impossible to prevail
on the Fuehrer to order any lonr'-ran^e withdrawal.
But at least he releases the hollow~eharge

**

projectiles.
Farther to the north very heavy attack against
Ehurth -army front, especially in LVIIand XX
Corps sectors.
No major developments

in AGps.

North and

South.

R eports; Buhle, Wagner, yon Ziehlberg, Paulus, G-ylden
feldt presents me with a sword of honor.
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23 December 19^1 (iggth day).
Situation:
glgns of preparations
Souths
against Seventeenth Army (XV oorps)

for an attack
t

gepond Army and the front ©f Araid. Op* 2
successes, *~in partly
heavy battles * Only Guderlan !s ,northern wing has
been pressed back, the result of hij^ over-extens
ion in depth]
Very troubling situation on the southern wing of
Fourth Army, yon Bluge takes a very grave view
of its operational implications* To me it also. \
looks quite uncomfortable, but less of operational
than of tactical scope. A great many phons talks
about Kluge !
s intention to tajce back the southern
wing of Fourth Army (XIII, XII Corps). The Fuehrer
will not agree. The rest of fourth Army front has
held firmly in heavy fighting.
Ninth Army has fallen back under heavy attacks;
pressure from the north.

. Center*

Wostly report defensive

•

North;

Withdrawal to the Volkhov river is largely
proceeding according to plan. Heavy attacks out
of Leningrad west of the Neva, ,
\u25a0

iNo severe frost, but heavy snowfalls
hamper air operations.

Weather

which'

.

has a long talk with the Fuehrer on the
manpower and raw materials aspects of the arms
production program.

Gen« Obst Fromm

Gan.Buhle reports details
w£th BdE.

of the conference
/'

6f Fuehrer

G-en,Bogatsch
Q'Q?* Paulus: New ruling on reorganize
at ion of iUAin an iUA Dlv, for each Army.G^.

to the Fuehrer T ts
yon Hobe
promoted to the rank of G-eneral.
becomes Major.

Heusinger

on my recommendAtion

**

J

Z\ December 19^1 (lg6th
Situation:

flout h;

against

/

the'

teenth Army)

day).

Successes at Sevastopol^ Attacks
northern flank of IV Corps (Sevens

•

Cent^ri Constant pressure

against Second Army
Army,
and Second Panzer
with local enemy success

es.
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Heavy pressure on the northern wing of Second
Panzer Army, which must be taken "back. G-rave
threat to the gap between northern wing, Second
Panzer Army, and southern wing, Fourth Army.
Confused situation south of Maloyaroslavets
where the enemy effected a strong penetration.
On the remainder of the front defensive successes*.
Withdrawal of the southern wing of Fourth Army
has been initiated.
Ninth Army is falling back in good order, Pressure
from the north.

,

.

North: Our troops are deployed in good order be&
hind the Volkhov river Attack out of Leningrad.
telephone

with Field Marshal

conversations

yon

who is thinking more of his Fourth
* Army than of
the gap to Second Panzer Army.

1715

Open-air Xmas celebration of G-Hq.Real Xmas atmos
phere.

1900 Christmas celebration of
together

my personal

staff. Dinner

»

25 December

3.9*11

(l^Tth Day).

day* On Seventeenth Army front an enemy
attack gainst the Italian sector. is repelled*
Army Gp. Center has a critical day of the first
magnitude. An enemy bre ak through compels Second
iirmy to pull back its line.
Guderian retreats to the Oka-Susha line without
letting Army Gp. know anything about it.
Army Gp # demands Guderian' s immediate relief of
his post, which Fuehrer directs at once. Schmidt
takes over Second Army and Second Panzer Army.
Hq XXIV Corps with Fourth Armd. Divo is being
shifted to the northern wing of Second Panzer
Army*
Army Gp. is trying to check the enemy who has
crossed the Oka river in several places (Hq XXIV
and Hq of 2l6th Inf. Div. committed) o
No news from the gap between XXXIIIand XIII
Corps, Nineteenth Armd. Div, is supposed to help
in this sector.
The rest of the front repels attacks, put on
partlky in sreat strength, in particu&lir at
Volokolamsk. Front of Ninth Army begins to crumb
le. On the northern flank in the Torzhok area
and to the westward, the outline of a new threat
is defining itself, and we have nothing left at
the moment to meet it effectively.

a very hard
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North, no important
ftftP
Tikhvin - Lake Ladoga*

3- n

events. Enemy movement

G-en. Brand reports on Artillery preparations in A.Gp #
North.
He is directed to compate ammunition requirements
for gas attack on Leningrad.
G-en. G-ercke: Measures to increase railroad capacity.
ere will be a marked improvement by 1 Jan. and
an even better one beginning of March.

26
Situation:
days.

December

(lgSth Say)

19^1

.

Some easing of tension over the preceding

Smith* Enemy crossing at Kerch. Seventeenth
repelled an enemy at tack „

Army

Center;

The enemy seems to be following behind
withdrawing Second Army and Second Panzer
Army only in some places «- The Oka gap has not
widened so far, although it would appear that a
Cay. Corps has gone across the -Oka«« Fourth Armd.
Div. is stuck in snow north of Byelev. Stumme is
organizing resistance. Kuebler has at last arriv
ed at Fourth Army.- At Kaluga the situation has
eased up a little; some let- up. apparently also
to the .nor the as toward. Many attacks against Fourth
Army repelled.

the

In N^rth, no noteworthy events. Withdrawal behind
the

Volkhov river

yon

Zjehlberg:

OQu

I; Organization

o

Current Gen, Staff personnel matters.
of Air Reconnaissance.

—

OQu IV and Chief, Foreign Armies East: Work of our Ie
Organization of
officers is deteriorating. ,—,
cooperation with Air Force.
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27 December

19^1 (189 th Day") •

Situation: Enemy is crossing at Kerfch. Difficult tactic
al situation. On the boundary between First Sanzer
Amy and Seventeenth Army violent attacks -by the
concentrated enemy forces in the area. Penetrations*
Counter attack* No danger. Further extension to
the west possible.*

AGp. Center isr the most seriously perturbed* Right
wing must be taken back following an enemy pene
tration at Trudkl. Center holds. On the Oka, an
enemy Cay. Corps has made a regular break-through
(Stumme) • Desperate attempts to check the enemy
east of Sukhinichi. Situation aggravated by deep
snow and delayed arrival of railroad transports.
Northeast of Kaluga the situation has apparently
been stabilized to some extent. XIIICorps must
be taken back. The rest of Fourth Army front is
under pressure only in 106th Div. sector (pene

trationsl).
Ninth Army is being attacked on its northeastern
front by three numerically superior

Assault

Groups, on its northern front by a force many
times outnumbering our troops. Local penetrations
and shortening

of our lines.

North* expects enemy attack on the Volkhov river
and from the Ladoga area* So far only local
attacks, which were beaten off.

plans for the coming
Buhle: We discuss organizational
~— Miscellaneous
year. EM replacements.
business.
Gen. Bieler; Designated
Crimean campaign.
yon

OS, V Corps. We talk about the

Below: General directives on Instructional Pamphlet
for Defensive Warfare.

2g

December

19^1 (190 th -£>.ay)

.

\

Situation: South:
The Kerch thrust has not yet been
reduced. The enemy is moving in reinforcements.
The assault on Sevastopol is being continued.
First Panzer Army has repulsed attacks. In this
sector all serious danger seems to have been
removed.
Also in Seventeenth Army sector (IV Corps) the
enemy seems to be near the end of his striking
power (radio message of a senior commander)

.
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In Sixth Army Sector, wide sectors of 75th Div.are
for the first time attacked by larger forces
(groups of several Bns. strength). Enemy concen
tration at Volchansk.
C Gnter: On the southern wing of Second Army the
enemy is attacking with tanks, including sistper
heavy types. With hollow-^charge ammunition now
again at the front, there is a chance that the
attacks willbe repelled.
Second Panzer Army: Although the Trudkl gap has
been narrowed by taking back the front, it still
exists; elimination will be possible only after
arrival of Third Armd*Divd
Tensions on the northern wing, where the enemy
seems to be concentrating*
The Oka gap continues to be the most serious
danger spot. In addition to the leading elements
of 20gth Div. Tenth mot.Div. also is being
moved to Sukhinichi, partly by road and the bulk
by rail. Also to be moved from the north to this
sector are Tenth Armd.Div. (starting 1 Jan.),
and Nineteenth Armd.Div. after closoure of the
gap between XXXXIIIand XIII Corps
Fourth Army moves XIIICorps out of the line to
take cut one Div* The rest of the front has to
fight off local attacks, some quite heavy. Our
106 th Divo is particularly hard hit by them*
Ninth Army is under very heavy attack. The front,
already very thin, is hit by three Assault Groups ;
and on top of that, the northern flank has to
withstand strong attacks conducted in part by
new Divs, (five); hero we face a serious threat
at the moment.

,

,

.

North reports increasing signs of impending
attacks
against the Volkhov front and southward
from the Ladoga front. A new Hq. which apparent
ly will be in command of the entire offensive,
has been identified by radio intelligence.
At Leningrad an attack of the usual scope was
repelled.

,

—

OQu> IV: Call for units equipped for winter
mobility; Of our Allies only the Romanians
have reacted so far. Current business of his
section
G-en, Jacob

with G-en.Dehmel:

a) The latter reports on rear fortifications in
AQp. Center. Tools and obstacle material have
arrived at the front. In addition, Ninth Army
and Fourth Panzer Army have each completed
60 shell-proofs*; 60 more are under construct
ion. Regrettably also combat troops were used
on this project, which would have had much
better employment at the front. A few labor
detachments'** seem to have been put- on the
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Job; local population must shovel snow, and
is being used only in few instances.

b)

Dismantling ooff fortifications construction
materials in the West and on the old eastern
frontier. Restoring the 17 e st Wall for defense
would take seven weeks* (one week ls prepara
tory work, then two weeks each for the three
priority stages. Rehabilitation of the main
fortifications would be part of the first
stage). Restoring fortifications on the eastern
frontier for defense would take three months!
Better get the material from the W e st I

.

c)

Studies on foreign frontier fortifications
(Franee, Belgium, Poland, Netherlands).

Evening situation; Uncomfortable situation in the Oka
gap. Troops are under very severe strain in Armd.
Gp # 4e4 e r Very heavy defensive battles in Nine
teenth Army.

_

OQu I: Training questions.
Mtcle.-totd. 'Rifle Bn.

—

Training

for

29 December 19^1 (191st day) ,
A very bad

day l In the Crimea, the CG of XXXXIICorps
(Count Sponeck) withdraws
Div. from the
Kerch peninsula under the first shock of an
enemy landing at Feodosia. He has at once been
removed from his post, but the damage done can
hardly be repaired.
In First Pan~zer Army and Seventeenth and Sixth
Armies everything is in good shape.

In AGp. Center, however, the enemy's superiority
on the fronts of Second Army and Second Panzer
Army is beginning to tell. We did succeed in
sealing the penetrations, but the situation on
the over-extended front, at which the enemy keeps
hammering with ever new concentrations, is very
difficult in view of the stat<e c^f exhaustion of our
troops. Strong penetration north of Mtsensk and
on the northern wing of Second Panzer Army.
In the Oka gap, near Sukhinichi, a enlid combat
group is being formed, which has already been
active with reconnaissance
forces in combat
strength (Stumme)
but the bulk of the enemy is
advancing unchecked in the direction of Yukhnov
(paratroop landings!) Kaluga and the salient to
the north must be abandoned in order to collect
forces strong enough to stem the enemy break

,
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through across the Oka. 0n the Army front to the
north, partly very heavy fighting resulting in
enemy penetrations.

The situation in Ninth Army is becoming very diff
ficult. Under pressure from the direction -of
Torzhok and after successive enemy breakthroughs',
the Army line had to be taken farther back again.
At Fuehrer Hq. dramatic telephone conversations
with Richthof en, who temporarily will take over
command of VI Corps
* after ifcs
been relieved,

CG-, Foerster,has

In AGp. No rth, local enemy penetrations on the
of Sixteenth and Eighteenth Armies.

boundary

. **

~
QQu ITraining matters (Instructional Pamphlet)
reparations for a rear position on a big scale.

0
Again

December

19^1 (192nd

day).

a hard day! In the Crimea, the enemy landing at
Feodosia has created a very difficult operational***
situation. Nevertheless Army Qp 9 has decided to
continue the assault on Sevastopol.
Behind the front facing Sixth Army,baffling rail
movements.
The flanks of the Oka salient are now slightly
better lined by minor individual units and as a
result of regrouping within XXXXIIICorps, but
the gap is still far from being closed.
Crisis in Fifteenth Div. Dx»amatic phone talk be
tween the Fuehrer and yon Kluge* The Fuehrer
vetoes the proposal to take back the front of
the northern portion of Fourth Army.
Very serious crisis in Ninth Army, where the Command
must have lost its nerve for a -time.
At noon yon Kluge calls up excitedly, to inform
us that Ninth Army wants to fall back behind Rzhev.
But in the end C~in~C of Army Gp* appears to
have asserted himself. By nightfall" the front of
Ninth Army is pressed back slightly, but the
general atmosphere is clearer. Some small rein
forcements have arrived. Fourth Armd. Gp. must
free reserves.
In No rth, a counter attack has been initiated
against an enemy breakthrough on the Volkhov.
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Also on the Ladoga front disagreeable
Nervous tensiont
yon

attacks*

Zjehlberg; Gen» Staff personnel matters, in parties
ular Gen, Staff Training Course*

Gen. Wagner (Gen Q,u)i Security troops' from Rear Areas
,
of AGps. South and Center must be sent to the
front* Current supply matters, specifically faa^
"
ago for horses from paper mil1^ f (pellulose) •»

51^00 ember 19*11 (19r3d( 193rd Say ) •

\

Again
an ardtions day {At Sevastopol, the attacks' by 22nd
- Armd.
must
Div. have had no decisive success.
now suspend the assault fd froe forces fo^ FeOdo^s-+
ia, where the enemy* has reinforced and expanded
his beachhead. Second Army and
Second Panzer Army
v
have beaten off most at tacks Enemy pressure on
the northern i^ing of Second Army at Byelpv, The
enemy is movin-c Inf• into the Oka salient* Press-*
ure on XJOQCIII Corpg how also from the east.
Penetrations in LVII Glorps north of Maloyaroslavets,
V Corps seems to have repulsed Jieavy attacks.
I
n Ninth A^my, YQry dlffiouli situation folltsmiing
a breakthrough by strong enemy on both sides of
VI Corps. In AGp, Nprth, the front is generally

/

#

quiet,
Lt,

.

.
:

Col «, Ocria nnetr t O QI
.' Balck report on their t our s* to
front s of
Ninth and Fourth Armies, Rear Area, northern part
anid cente^ of Arm'd. Groups 3 and

CojU Hadke, Count £ulenbur-g

t

.

'

Col^__ypn

Krosigk

"Briefing!

reports

as new O#S, I
Corps.

G-eny Paulus! Measures to return twelfth and Eighth
Armd. ,Divs. to the front, which w^re sent by
•
Army 6p. far to the rcai* in Estonia for rehab

ilitation.

.

\

*
19 4 2
(194th( 194th Day)

1 January 1942
*\u25a0*

«\u25a0•

/
Sltaatlqa:

&ew

ie^zel<s#meritd;

a)" Attack against thie. kor them wing of Sixth Army; Psp /enemy
against the rest of
ie manifestly massing forces also
'

.

Army front.

,

b) A full-staged attack against the corner of AGp, North
front at Tigoda has started *j
Developments
Crimea;

in the old pressure points:

Situation

tight; practically nc ohance of restoring
it without reinforcements.
Southern wing of AGp. Center again is under heavy attack.
Oka budget flanks are "being lined with our forces,
Fourth Army under heavy pressure in several sectors,
Armd.Gp3. g and 4 are repelling enemy attacks.
The enemy has "broken through ffixytl?. Army oh both sides of
rained Staritsaj 'the Army is fighting to maintain integrity
\
of its front.

.rer situation conference:

Detailed discussion on planned
Outcome: Reich Minister
of Transportation. takes charge of , the entire railroad
service up to railheads directly "behind the front J

reform of Transport

Gen.

organization*.

on his tour to Second Pander Army and Second
Situation very "bad, "but not untenable. Bettor super
vision needed "behind front. Troops in good shape* fro
signs of demoralization*

Mueller

reports

Army.

of
Presentation of the War Se rvico Or os s ffir.s t Cla ss to a number
'
,
officers in G£g..
.
'

\u25a0

t

2 January 1942

A

(195th( 195th Day) ,

of, vehement fighting.
In the Crimea a temporary check
"been imposed on the enemy advance "by our Air effort.
On the southern half of our front the enemy is launching
rather heavy drives against the northern wing of Sixth
Army and the southern wing of Second "^iroy, "but Jhere appears
to he not throat of operational scope. In the Oka gap, into
-which thq enemy is introducing sizeable reinforcements, there
are signs that the flanks of the penetration are >eing

h£J.s

'
!
stabilized.
In fourth and ¥inth Armies, however, the situation is taking
a critical -turn. The "breakthrough north of MaloyaroslavotQ
has split the front and we <jannot at the moment see any way
\

)
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of restoring it again. The front of Hinth Army has "been
"broken through from the direction of Staritsa. As far as
wo can see, there was a mix-up in'Hq., in which a non-existent
"Koentgsberjj position" supposed to be in back of the front,
appears to have played a disastrous role. The front was
taken back,
and npw appears to be breached again.
*
.- N,
.
/
\u25a0

\u25a0

\u25a0

\u25a0

in:view, of these,

s^tuat.iqn:;, J^eld Marshal yon K^ugp demands
eIT stormy &iS~ :
also of the adjoining sector*.
cus sions with the fuehrer who persists in his qwn views*
So, the froni will remain where it is,Regardless of
consequences.

wltlidrawal

Y

\

•Ehc withdrawals in Hi^nth Army against the will of the
Supreme Commander occasion mad outbursts on his part at
f the morning conference.
OKM is charged with having
/parliamentary
procedures
in the Army, and with
introduced

lackip^ incisivbness, of direction. $hese ravings inter
sjjeredd with utterly baseless accusations was, te our; time
and undermine any effective cooperation*

Afrp. gs of S ta orient
talk -with
with the A'
pattern of views held on top level

Sfubsoquently,

tfcfem

oft tho

Repeated phono talks with .yon Klu^eT who is at the end of his
wits and talks of utter loss of confidence**
i
/

S; January 1942

'(l96th

3>ssr>.

x

!Hie situation in AOp* Center haS become very precarious' in
\
./
conseq.uehce of the'deej) penetration between Ifeloyaroslavets
and Borovsk. Kuebler' and yon NKluge are deeply upset, and
Klugo demands authorization to move back the. £ront next
/
s
northward.
'

Another dramatic scene with -the IHiehrer, who .calls in question
thp generals' -.^courage to make hard decisions.
!Ehe plain
temperature
truth however is that with the
down to 30 below
freezing**our troops simply cannot hold Out. any longer.

first, close the breach by attacking
adjoining
the
sectors,
from
then we can talk about moving
bapk- the front. But in ev^ry individual instance "he will
have to give the word for withdrawal.
Ehe

(

•
—

Juehrer decides:

©Ie other fronts , are fairly1 q.uiet. Sixth Army has apparent
ly eliminated the local penetrations.
Second Ar^y and \
Seoond Panze^ Army seem to t>e holding. Some troops are being
collected on the flanks of the Oka bulge, but the enemy, too,
has gradually closed up in-this
' Sector and may yet give us a
come,
days
to
bad time in tho
In iTinth Ar"my the situation
is still rather confused in some sectors^
'
Lbcal penetrations
.
. '\
into the newly withdrawn line.
'

"

'''

'

of frost,***

"

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0•\u25a0.

:
\u25a0

\u25a0

In A%l« Horth

activity
combat
'

'

.

has died down
in 42 -degreed
'
,;

.
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(

(sen. Keitel {Personnel Div.)i Personnel questions.
Promotion
of Ist Its, and Capts. must "be accelerated, as nearly all
%
are commanding Bns. now,

*

(

OQ.u Is

Training program,

measures,

approve special
JTCO training. I
"but not a duration of 3 *\u25a0? 6 months.

\u25a0'

4 January 1942

(197th( 197th |)ay)

V

Sunday

—

A day without important changes. Situation in the Crimea -and in*
Transportation
Hinth Army is steadily deteriorating.
.
. situation*.
T

ZeitgX^y makes the daily report to the IHiehrer*
Clause reports "on Africa in a gloomy strain.
Martineck reports on arrival
\u2666

a) Submits a collection of statistical data. AH
efforts to plot the enemy railroad . movements on
a statistical oasis have "been abortive,
b) At last we have some fairly informative data on
-the enemy replacement system. All trained replace
Age class 1923 is being
ments have "been exhausted.

Pol. Kinz

inducted now.

c) Tabulation of the-JHvs. and B^igs. activated, since
early Dec. totaling approximately 6.0 units.

5 January 1942

Casualties:

(197th197th
(
Day)^

22 June ~31 Dec, 1941.

Wounded:

19 » 016 Off.

602,292

+JCO and EH

Killed:

7,120 Off.

166,602

WO and EM

Missing:

619 Off.

35,254

&C0and EM

Spotali

26,755 Off.

804,148

HCO and M

.

Total losses in the East 830,403, i.e. 25,96$ of the
EastemArmy (3,2 million)
Situation;

South;

Enemy landing 7 at Ysvpatoriya apparently is
At Feodosia, the enemy is building
up his beacKhead, Penetration on the northern wing of
Sixth Army. Be inforcements coming up by rail.
only a local effort.

.

Center;
Increased' tension in the Oka bulge l Danger of an
expansion of the I-Jaloyaroslavets
salient. Heavy break-
"
through west of Behev.
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A

Continued enemy attacks, "but nothing on a major
all q.uiet in the Lake tlmen sector.

North,:

scaled
yon

Current Gen. Staff personnel matters

Ziehlbe

Gen.

Plans for extension of railroad construction and
changing of gauge, „

Gercke;

QQ,u I;

"Hew West Wall *".'-** Method of "bringing replacements to
Divs*)
the front in Heplacement Transfer Bns* ( combined in
'
Beplacement
and Field
Bns.

(l99th Day)

6 January 1942

.

On the whole a somewhat quieter day. In the Crimea the episode
at , Yevpatoriya is drawing to its close. Enemy at Feodosia '«
shows little activity,. In the Oka bulge, the enemy is now
moving strong Inf. forces against Sukhinichi,' where our
, troops are in a difficult situation (encircled). But
otherwise the "bulge is being pushed back by Small-scale
offensive operations. Even Such small gains are encouraging.
The Maloyaroslavets penetration has for the moment been
contained by Hoeppner, striking from the .north* The attack
will be continued tomorrow. .
At Bzhev, Very tight situation, West of the town, four
enemy Divs. are already attacking, while to the Eastward
three 3nf. Divs. and three Cay. Divs. are massing for
\u25a0

further
/

'

attacks.

.

,

In AGp, Horth no important news
Long talk with Fromm on situation, weapons and replacement
•

resources.
Col,

.

Hans tein who had to be relieved of his post of C of S,
Corps, reports.
I

yon

ften.. Qause

T

Reports out

on returning to Africa,

7 January 1942
Situation;

(200 th Day)

.

Enemy has advanced against encircled Sukhinichi and
to the northward. The situation in this' breakthrough jsallent
is getting increasingly uncorafortable. x AGp. Center must
develop more determination in taking forces out of the
stabilized front south of the breakthrough, to throw them
against the breakthrough flank from the south..
/
On the southern wing of Armd.Gp. 4, our own attack drove
head-on into an enemy attack* Outcome is not yet clear.

\
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Hi.nth Army today somehow managed to "Dull through west >. of
Uzhev*
the penetration is to be tackled from "both
sides* East of Rzhev, a heavy attack with new forces, seems

. to be

in the making

.

,

In AGp. ITorth, an attack on Chudovo must be expected soon
according to deserter statements.
Shifting of forces to
the Ladoga front across the lake •\u25a0\u25a0..'
Gen. Helnrichs t C in C of the Karelian Army, charged with a special
to be with
mission .to the fuehrer, calls* It is a real
this man together again.

-

wants to sell me
against the Russians.

Col Ochsner
41

on the idea of launching gas warfare

( We must use training resources
Organization of Air Reconnaissance.

OQ,u I
; Training matters

8 January 1943

in France).
\

(201st Day).

Very grave day.

I!he westward advance of the Sufchinichi breakthrough
becoming
threatening for Kluge. He urges taking back
is
Army
Fourth
front to free forces for the protection of his
Supply line.*- Kluge argute fris point with me already in the
morning I Put before the Fuehrer J the us*ual see-saw begins.
Ho decision, but a great deal of energy is expended in
thinking up piddling makeshifts to protect the supply

road.*

Finally the Fuehrer has a talk with Kluge, which/produced
nothing conclusive.
In the afternoon, Kluge agailn urgent
ly requests freedom of decision over the moves of Fourth.
Army, so as to enable him to*disengage»
I
talk to the Fueh
rer on this matter. He wants to talk to Kluge himself.
Results Army Gp. is authorized to disengage step /by step,
in order to free forces for the protection of the e^.Troly
line. At the conference Kluge reports that ,Hoeppner, on his
own initiative, .ave an order to witLi,aw without notifying
Army Gp. ITiie Fuehrer at, once orders his
expulsion from

"

<;

the Army"with* all legal- consequences!**
All quiet at Rzhev. Enemy is closing up and massing.
In AQp. North, the full-scale attack against the Volkfatnr
front has started. Thrush south of lake Ilmen.

reDorts: Organissation for bringing new tanks to the front
is all fouled up. Ho drivers t -^ large proportion* of the
tanks were damaged 1

B

.

.<\u25a0
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'

9 Januc.fy,

(202 nd Day) «

1042

.

The situation is Hp^ning fittw'ard the grand decision 1

In the Sukb~nichi. "breakthrough gap, the enemy is still
pushing westward. We have daily light forces to oppose
him, "but somehow, with extreme effort, expansion of the
gap southwest and northwest was checked.
West of Rzhev we have failed to contain the enemy "break
through. It lias widened and there is every reason to
anticipate a decisive "battle here. We have no means
available for countering this threat. South of Ostashkov,
two enemy Divs. throw "back our weak holding forces and
effected a penetration in this sector,

too.

In AGp. North, penetration at Staraya Russa.
We pro"ba"bly
shall "be able to check it. The attack against the Volkhov
front was repulsed. It seems that both here and on the
Ladoga froxit, the main attack is yet to come.

Kluge and with Jodl,

We have
reached the point where a big decision on taking back the
front is absolutely essential, . but the fuehrer cannot make
up his mind yet and wants to talk to Kluge directly. So,
to our great distress, decision on this burning question
is put off again, while we lose* -precious 'time.

Several phone talks with

yon

10 January 1942

(203rd Day)

.

Very bad weather gives us a relatively quiet day. In the salient
south of Kaluga, a major enemy build-up, aimed at Bryansk,
is beginnisig to crystallize.

The disengagement

of Fourth

Army and Fourth Panzer Army* seems to have come off smooth
ly. North of Medin, the situation is confused.

.

The enemy T s southward drive west of Rzhev apparently was r>nly
a strong reconnaissance
thrust The alarm reiDort from the
of
wing
Corps
western
..XXIII
so appears not quito Substantiat
ed.
In Sixteenth Army Bectcr, attack through the Valdai lake
district against our weak forces. Itlooks as if more is
to come.
At Staraya Rassa the situation continues tense* Remainder
of the front of AGp. North is cjuiet.

Owing <bo adverse weather, Field Karshal yon Kluge could not fly
to, the Fuehrer. The decisive conference on continuance of
the operations is therefore put off to 11 Jan.
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11 January 194,

(204th -Day, Sunday)*

£he whol6 4e# With Field Marshal yon Kiuge at fuehrer Hq,.
T&e Fuekinßr uphols his order to defend every inch of
ground.
Very untoward developments in the Sukhinichi salient and
west of Kzhev. The situation is now "becoming really
critical*

Beturn from the
conference

Fuehrer at 0100 in the

morning.

Subsequently,

with Op. Chief and OQu I.

12 January 1942

(205( 205 th Day)

.

The southern wing of AGp. Uorth came under heavy pressure today
as the resvilt of an attack against 123rd Div. by elements
of four Idvs., across the frozen lakes, yon Leeb is at
Talk
withdrawing. Fuehrer die approves.
once thinking
~ j. ofyon Leeb
for
to
Le
is
summened
a
conference
Fuehrer/
morrow.

Situation at Staraya Russa has been stabilized and is now
going to be restored.

On the Volkhov front there is now the calm before the storm
Center;

Eelatively quiet. The enemy appears to be closing
The effects of the snowstorms of the past days are
telling on him, too.

up.

.

South: Beichenau protests against taking over Second Army
Doesn't help him. He must free -two Armd.Divs of First
Panzer Army.
G-en. Buhle: Discuss organizational projects in rehabilitation
of the Army, and division of the front into a defensive
and an offensive front.
Says good—bye on his transfer to OKW.

13 January 1942

A -particularly

(206 th Day)

.

tough day.

AGp« South is gradually eliminating the penatration on
its northern wing, but is expecting another enemy attack.
AGp. Center; Several desperate phone calls from Cm C
Army Gp. Whereas the breakthrough at Sukhinichi is
gradually being contained at its southern head, Fourth
Army apparently is Btill unable to check the enemy pressing
from the south against two points of its supply road, which

252

is already interim ted. Consequences for continued supp
ly of FourJa Army cannot yet "be predicted.
Figjhtihg around Me&ia has reached such a pitch that yon
Kluge asks permission to abandon the town* Beludtantly
the Fuehreir agree 6i,
The gap north of Hedin is as perturbing as ever. Heavy
penetrations in V Corps. At Rzhev a southward push "by
strong enemy forces through the gap "between VI and XXIII
Sichevsk
Corps has resulted in pressure against the Ezhev
railroad line. Fighting is in progress for the latter
station.
As a result, the only railroad supplying Hinth
Army and 3Mrd Panzer Army is cut. The consequences cannot
yet "be estimated „
In the afternoon, yon Kluge reports that Hq Hinth Army has
ordered XXIIICorps to withdraw., This move further ag
gravates the situation in AGp. Center.

—

1

AGp. fforth: The conference of Field Marshal yon Lee!) with
the Fuehrer produced no agreement.
The Fuehrer insisted
on compliance with his order that the front of the Valdai
hills must "be held. Yon Leeb stated that, thdugh he would
try, he would not succeed, since the necessary reinforce-*
ments were not to be had l (The earliest Div. due was
218 th; its first Eegt, was earmarked for the Volkhov
front, and successive elements were scheduled to arrive
at a very slow rate, e tar ting 28 Jan.)

Evening report by Wagner and Baentsch f on railroad matters
(organization, dictatorial control) and supply situation
successes.
of Fourth Army, as affected by the latest

4

Casual ties:

22

.

(297 th Day)

Januaw 1942

June>l94l -10 Jan. ,1942:

Wounded:

19,564

Off.

628,325

NCO and M

Killed J

7,337

Off,

173,455

HCO and EM

Missing:

674

Off.

-38,611

UCO and M

Tcjtal:

27,575

Off.

840,391

NGO and SM

Total losses (excl. medical casualties) 867,966,.
27,12$ of the Eastern Army ab an average

i.e.,

strength of 3.2 million.

Situation:

Situation southeast of Kursk is slowly improving.
Ho major developments in the Sukhinichi bulge. The enemy
apparently is moving in new forces. North of Medin,
contrary to expectations, enemy pressure haß not yet been

felt.
Heavy, successful enemy attacks at Volokolamsk.
2!he situation southwest of Bzhev is becoming increasingly
dangerous.
3?hree to four enemy Bivo, are already operating
•
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in our rear* XXII| Corps frust "be taken "back* Situation
in the Valdai area, very uncomfortable.
In these circum
stances it is impassible to hold the.'front any longer.
Yon Kluge reiports that he must move "back if he wantc to
extricate himself from Bzhev. The Fuehrer appreciates the
necessity for tak|% "back the front, "but ..'ill make no
Of leadership can lead only to the
decision* $his
Army.
of
the
annihilation

kind

yon

Z^ehTberg; Current Gen. Staff personnel matters.
41 Gen. Staff Officers on sick leave in the ZII

yon

Butt^ar:

Reports transferred

Evening

<&en. Wagner:
Center.*

to QOf.

Preparations

15

January

1942

Uow we have

Report on Norway.

for a retreat of AGp.

(2OBth Day) .**

In AGp» South, the attack on Feodosia has started. Good initial
success.
On the northern wing of Sixth Army the situation
is "being progressively restored.
In the Sukhinichi "bulge, the enemy is reinforcing. Main
pressure to the rorthvard.
She gap north of Medin has not yet "been closed. Enemy
pressure against the southern wing of Fourth Panzer Army.
Another attack at Volokolamsk.
The enemy is moving mure troops southward through the Ezhev
gap. XXIIICorps under pressure, chiefly on its we item
wing.
Penetration on the southern, wing of Sixteenth Army.
Slight advances at Staraya Russa.
Relatively serious penetrations on the Volkhov front. Other
wise all quiet in AGp. Uorth.

—

—

Lee"b asks to "be relieved of his pr?st.
Strauss cannot carry
yonv on
on any longer.
Reichenau has had a stroke.

6 Jaraia;

942

.

(209 th Day)

Continued enemy movements into the penetrations at Sukhinichi, nort!
of Medin, west of Rzhev, and west of Ostashkov.
Heavy fighting at Volokolamsk and on the Volkhov, where the
ononjy is attacking on a surprisingly narrow frontage.
In the Crimea, the counter attack at Feodosia is making
progress*

In AGp. South, the enemy is apparently closing up for an at
tack "between IV Corps and the area north of Kharkov.
Zorij dorps in as new CG- of XX3DC Corps.
yon

ZiehTbergt

Beport on Twentieth mot.Div

General reshuffle in G-en. Staff personnel as a
result of the changes. in higher command posts (yon Kuechler/
yon Lee"b; Model/ Strauss?
yon Bock/ Beichenau)*
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1?

January

(23.Ot.hDay)*

1942«
*

Relatively Cuiet day without new alarming reports. The enemy
seems to have difficulties in bringing new forces to the
penetration areas
(supply, railroad situation^*
The situation on our railroads is well-nigh diimstrous
and jeopardiaee preparations for the Rzhev counter attack.
Haas

reports on organizational

planning for rehabilitation of
the Army following stabilization of the front.

Bonin, la, Seventeenth

, calls,

Refreshing Impression.

Armd. Div.

German Cross in gold.*

Model calls; takes over Ninth Army.
QQq IV presents report on new standard procedure
ness with the foreign army contingents.

in official busi

on utilization of French facilities for officers training*
Q.Qu. I

13

January

19A2»

Situation t Good progress

\

(211th Day).
Sunday

at Feodosia.
Attack against loft*
wing Seventeenth Army and against Sixth Army has started^
also at Belgorod*
Second Pander Army is making good progress in the direction
of Sukhinichi,In Fourth Army, troop movements are restricted by snowfall/
The enemy is pushing toward Yukhnov in an attempt to enve
lop the northern wing. Fourth Panzer Array has initiated
the transfer of six Regts. from the north to the breach.
The enemy is maintaining pressure against the eastern front
in particular in V Corps sector. West and southwest of
Rzhev, he is moving more troops to the front, The situation
in the Ostashkov-Kholm gap is becoming very uncomfortable.
The enemy is pushing from south and vte§p» Orr advance
elements are already approaching Kholm,
In AGp* North, yon Kuechler has taken over command, with
Hasse, as his C of S; yon LeeD and Brsnnecke are leaving.
At Staraya Russa^ only patchwork which does not really
improve the situation© Also the Volkhov front lookk
rather unhealthy. Remainder of the front quiet.
-\u25a0

,

At noon at Fuehrer Hq-'j with Field Marshal yon

his briefing.,**

'

Four OKH Officers are dispatched to Kholm
VI Corps, V Corps, Fourth Army.

Bo*k, who receives

- Toropets

front;

Col. Ehlfeldt (Artillery tKief )s Disposition of enemy Artillery*
Organization of "Do" Rocket Projector Bns,.***
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—

19 January 1942,

(212 th bay).*

T he attack in the Crimea is leaking good progress*
the northern front of Seventeenth Atfmy and in;some
sectors of Sixth Army fche enemy has now opened his fullscale offensive, which earlier indication* linked with
Kharkov \u2666* The most critical -spot is the boundary of
Seventeenth and Sixth Armies. We shall go through trying

Situation,?:
Qn

days before this crisis is resolved*
Another penetration has occurred in the southern p^rt
of Second Army front. We have no forces available to
check it at the moment, but I
see no threat to the broader
operational

situclion.

Second Panzer Army has made further progress toward
Sukhinichi, Meanwhile there has not been muoh change
in the Sukhinichi bulge* Evidently the enemy here is
experiencing major difficulties in collecting any sizeable
foree

•

Withdrawal of the eastern front of

AGp» Center is con
tinuing* We have not yet fully succeeded in closing the
Medin gap, but it looks as if good progress is being made
in that direction.
At Ehzev, the enemy is unaccountably inactive*
In the direction of Tore pets and Kholm a rather embarassing
gap has appeared as a result of the rapid withdrawals
Approximately four enemy
of our troops in that sector.
Divs. are pushing on behind our retiring forces on this
vast front a While this move neither constitutes an opera
tional threat, it does draw forces" away from,
other sectors,
'
and eventually the front will have to be s x-aightened
again by a large

withdrawal*

Fighting continues at Stara/a Russa. I
suggest counter
measures from the east*
On the Volkhov river very heavy battle in Sixteenth Army
Sector. We have succeeded in establishing an effective
defensive barrier. Also further north, in Eighteenth Army
Sector, major attacks seem to be- getting under way* Ladoga
front still ouiet, but here, too, the enemy will soon corns
to life.
yon

Ebzdorf reports on his conferences with the State Secretary*
We discuss the international situation: Signs of beginning
war weariness in Britain* Negotiations toward establishing
a new relationship with France have 'not yet been definitely
authorized by the Fuehrer , We have no binding French
promise to join in the war with Britain, In Spain, Suner^s
position is now weaker. As a result of the Rio Conference
the Latin-American Nations will probably sever diplomatic
relations with us «

Gen, Kuebler (Mt* Troops) talks on situation at his front after
conference with the Fuehrer* Nothing essentially new* He
does not feel equal to the task*
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20 January 1942 (213 th Day).

The attacks in AGp>» Sbuth (Seventeenth Army) cause uncomfortable
situations in some sectors. The worst is that we have nothing
that cauld meet the enemy tanks on' anything like eoual terms.
On t&e northern wing of Sixth /army, the situation is gradually
returning to normal/ In Second Army heavy penetration by an
enemy Guards Cay* Cc-rpsj we shall have nothing effective to
put up against it before 23 Jan*
'

The front is being taken back gradually* Allquiet in
the Sukhinichi bulge. The situation at Medin is not yet
restored-* At Rzhev, the enemy is moving mofce troops in
southern direction. Difficulties at Sishev.sk.
Centers

Boundary gap.*

Toropers lost* Enemy is attacking Kholm.

North;

The situation seems to be stabilized today*
attacks from the Ladoga front are impending*

to

(214 th Day)

21 January 1942

23 January 1942* (2l6th Day)

24

January 1942,

More

)

Laid up with
;influenza*
)
\u25a0

(217 th Day)

t In South, the attacks on the Crimea have' been suspended
for the tirfte being.
Things" are in bad mess in Seventeenth Armyy In a three-day
battle, the front was breached in two places (Izyum and
boundary with Sixth Army). Later these two penetrations
were merged into one large salient, The enemy is threatening
railroad communications between First Panzer Army and
Seventeenth Army. S^xth Army and First Panzer Arffly-have come
to the rescue, notwithstanding the gravest risks to their
own safety. We are in for a stretch of difficult days before
this threat will be eliminated, I
think we shall make it*

Situation

The Cay. penetration at Kursk appears to have been contained*
South of Sukhinichi an enemy attack from the west against
LIII Corps creates an uncomfortable situation*
Directly westward- of this area, we mounted an attack and
freed SukhinichiJ
South of Yulfhnov, increasing enemy pressure.
The breach
northwest of Medin has not been closed yet* We seem to be
too weak there.
TThe corridor at Rzhev opened yesterday was videned today,
but strong enemy forces are very active at Sichevsk,
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V

In the gap between Center and North
V

we are faoed with a/\
£ull-*staged offensive. Two eneßy nAs t£LtnA$s$t£Lt Groups" of
about, a dozen Divs. have broken through 1$ this sector and
are advancing southward*- That 'is iiv any ©vent better than
ifthey were goinj north, for, now they; are dfivlng right
towards our reinforcement $ tiha^ ,ar§inmpVing up|sl*j tjae
othe^ way the Leningrad front Would be/some |Hi|@BajDl| »\u25a0*

/

*n

AGp," Ndrth* hard

fighting*

No Important change*

/'
Gen> -fiuhle ': Rehabilitafiiofc project'
. -."•\u25a0\ '..
a) \OH ' rehabilitation r Nine Armd; DirsV, each of three
.Bni# (^hree Divs. frbm the- West, three from the^South,
*
three from Center,) ;
i.t
'..'
jy Five Inf^Civsi, mot** each ;with one Arad, Bn»
Inf.. Regb. Grossdeuts^hland
"
SS Adplf Hitler i;
."

/»

•

'

i

t) Westt

For time being only one German Tank Bn* and one
Bn» for each Armd. Div#

captured enemy Tank

c) Ls of ilay, we sH&ll thus be Stripped oJT all iaJlk reserves.
d) The other Armd. Divs», in the East ge^t /nothing and must
try tc get along on what they -still have, acting as i
"fire.brigades" on the defensive front. They keep cine
Armd^Bn., and eke 'out the rest with bicycles.
r

c) Inf \u26 6 Divs« of AGp. South
Second /jrmy) will
b£ filled upj however, no new trucks, only old trucks of
<s
mobile Divs t - The remainder of the Inf. Divs<> will get
rio tracks at air,
Armament will be approximately up to full strength, In
1
the Divs, of AGp» S6uth, Artillery.will be replenished'
with l!Do tr Rccket I^ojectors, The other Divs. will Set
N
/
only three piecea^ per. Btry,
Short in. itM^ntouns and It. Inf, Guns, Mortars full

.

strength!

i

f) Six Western Divs, willbe refitted for sombaf and brought .
east for exchange as of 1 Iviay, Eastern. Divs* mpving
,
to the' West to take their places will^be
" equipped with
. Raptured enemy Artillery."
\u25a0' •
Additionally, four more Divs. from the West' for the East

/

\u25a0

/

(?).^f

.

g) 'Replacement

/"

\u25a0

After 1 May reserve

,stocks

of

situation*
materiel willbe very -low. The; specified sixwaonth
current
stock of ammunition is. not full, some of the \ me 6l
Artillery^ categories have only a two-month stock.
be. able to start an offensive,
Allthis means that we
carry
but unable to.
it through,
\

Fromm is going to disbuss these problems
tomorrow, That witLj
things! humming^
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wi^h the Fuehrer
'
,

/

1943+ (213 th Day)i

25 Janua:

SitUafcJLo^i

®n the whole unchanged.

Major yon Schoenf eldt
yon

Wuthmann;

severe frost*

Takes over Planning Bureau in

reports.

Transp. Chief 's Section,

Col,

Very

Sunday.

Special Aide (z,b*V.) to Transp* Chief.

Gen, OehQuists

Reports outj leaving for protracted
command in Finnish Army*

frontline

Maj.

Voss comes for orientation on general
Eastern front on behalf of G in C West,

Col,

Zeitzler (First Panzer Army) % Review of situation of First

yon

Panzer

situation at

Army,

Gen, Wagner with -Ma.j, Top^e;
matters,
Casualties;

22 June,

1942

Report on Vyazma,*

Current logistical
!

2© Jan., 1942.

Off,

641,579 NOD and M*

Killed:

7,473 Off*

177,511 NCO and w*

Wlssing s

678 Off.

39,447 NCO^nd EM.

funded:

Total

19,940

858,537 NO© and

2g,G91 Off,

SM,

886,629,
Total losses in East (excl* medical casualties):
i,e,, 27*77^ of the Eastern Army at an average strength of
3.2 million.

2f>

January

1942.

(219 th Day).

Situation; .

South ; Seventeenth Army is finding itself in a
progressively deteriorating situation, The enemy is
pouring in increasing Cay, through' I
zyum/. We have no
indications yet as to whether the attack will develop
southwest or south© The possibility cannot be ruled
Qtt that Seventeenth Army might be attacked also from
the east.

On the remainder of the front no important new developments,
TThe enemy seems to fee planning to commit new forces under
Army Hqc 30 against the newly formed front west of Rzhev*

We'll see|
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-

In the gaj? between North and Center the energy has carried
the toehetraiion up to the line Velikie Luki northeast

of iiino*

t& North, enemy attacks did not achieve any further gains*
Attack on the Ladoga front must be expected sooni
The failure of the transportation situation, which now is
the exclusive responsibility of the Reich Minister of
Transportation, has reached catastrophic proportions.
Afternoon Gen. Obst, Fromm reports on our resources for new
activations and for troop and materiel replacements.
Lt,

Col. Haas;

yon

Ziehlberfit

Current Org« Sec* matters, ? Clarifications of the
concepts Executive Power and Powers of Wehrmachtsbefehlshaber.
Current efficiency ratings and reassignment s.

27

January

19A2.

(220 th Day).

Situation shows no import-ant changes in the great picture;
The penetration in Seventeenth Army seems to be directed
against its western wing and in part also against the
southern wing of Sixth Army, Counter measures initiated
by Army Gp. willnot become effective before early Feb..
Reinforcements essential.
Center will have to liouidate the enemy group west of LII.
Corps before it can attack further northward beyond Suk
hinichi. Closing of the gap between Fourth Army and Fourth
Panzer Army is still a problem. The enemy forces cut off
by our attack at Rzhev together with Third and Fourth Assault
Armies are beginning to get active in the area north of the
Smolensk-Vyazma highway* Protection of the highway and
counter measures

have been

initiated.

In North , local erw successes of only tactical scope on
the Volkhov river. The attack $xi the Ladoga sector has
started »

-

Reports on front tours; Count Eulenburg, on boundary Center
North; Capt. Bleyken, oh Rzhev and Sichevskj Capt. •yon
Grac yen.it z, on V and LVC .Corps.

Cole Ehlfeldt: Rehabilitation of iirtillery at Sevastopol.
yon

Zjehlberg and
Course*

Training of Gen. Staff officers
frontline Has and at Berlin Training

yon Belpw;

by assignment

to

Current schooling

matters,.
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/

•»

ffg January

(221th Day)*

'%%%•

/

No important', phange.s in ths situation,' yon Bock places Army Ho 17,
'unqer" 'th? pommand of Ho
#sich Tiseems |o j^e
> First Panfcer :A?jss and forms a Combat
Gro.uj? Maokenpen' under
CG Ilt'Gnyps ion.the left wing of Seventeei^jb4i
: "'- n
i

Ar^»

.

New advanoes of Russian
the Veli?;h ar%a ?

Third and

•

Armies in

Fourths Assault

In North « enemy gains on the Volkhov river j attacks on the
were driven back*
f /

/

.

Ladoga .front)

Dispute over whether we oiight to hold, or evacuate Sukhinichi,
Fuehrer, wants to ihoidd.until the *re^ults of'"the 'Medin attack
~
/•
.!
could be Assessed clearly*
x.
.
Phone talk with Schmidt,! Cm C. Second Pan2er Army, It
develops that Sukhinichi was about 'to; be abandoned.'
Counter
, oilier has gone but, let" us 'hope, not ioo latej
•\u25a0\u25a0

\u25a0•

\u25a0

—

Geo tt '.Jacrbg Coastal Fortifications .Westj. ~t- Construction projects in'
the East*
Question of special fortress
'* zone; legislation on' th
the Vistula »*

,

\u25a0'«*'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.

— Shortages

\u25a0

\u25a0

\

in equipment of the
Zl»'

Col^'Haag; Current matters.
. reinforcements arriving from West and

Xt»

''

'

\u25a0

\

A represent

Gen. Gercker TranstJort situation is catastrophic*
ative with full powers dispatched to Minsk,
»

29

January

\9&+

(222 nd Bky),

essential changes in the situation* The viol^ht str-uggLe 'along
the entire froni continues,, Very deep s,n mJ In the ' Crimea^
' •
the enemy may soon launch a new attack*
.\u25a0;.•\u25a0.
\
Hungarian request for Liaison
Gen. Matzky; French Legion*
\u25a0'•'
>
Officers,— Current O^u IV matters*

!Jo

—

\

Gen* Fellgiebel: Informs me on current matters concerning copper
I allocation* -*v Monitoring vof tele cfinmuni cat iops.

.

(fro^m Staff of Inf. Chief)*, Reouegts of the Infantry
and new developments* \u25a0--•Instructional
. Pamphlet oh Aose^ Combat against Tanks*
..
\u25a0\u25a0
;\u25a0\u25a0;
.
\
u
25a
0
\
u
25a
0
\
u
25a
0
.
;
.: .
«'V
..^
\u0084'/.'
\u0084
\u25a0•.
Gen* Heusinger; , Current matters*— Disposition of our forces for
unusable, during the
". defense, taking into account

Col* Mattias

—

"''

concerning armament

\u25a0'

.-\u25a0

\u25a0

:

,

muddy season*

Gen* Warner (Gen Qu) t"\u25a0 Material
;'.'.. f| Geh Qu reports. ,'

,

—

losses,
'<
'. .

:

...

.

\u0084

\u25a0

\

/

Frost damage" * -^--{Jurrent
.;...-.

Mai.l»yon Below i Lessons of the Eastern campaign
material for Gen, Staff Training Gourse^
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4

;

, ..'..'

applied to training

30

January 1942,

(223 rd Day),

Again no essential

,

gha^ge in th@ situation? On the battlefield
Aimy^ the enemy is moving ip gome for,pjg""'
porjiheastj pur forces close up for^the c.pmi£er

"

Save^teenttJ

of
from t{ie
attack,'

AGp» Center \u26 6 the main threats are*
1.) Forces moving on Vyazma through the Medin gap«
'
2.) Local penetration in ZL9th Div*
3») Heavy attacks from the north against the ~Hhzev
defensive barrier position*
.
4.) Continued advance of Fourth Assault Army on Velizh.

In

\

North « very tight situation on the Volkhov river,
defensive success on the Ladoga front.
AGp»

Maj. Grant z (Tng. Sec,) reports on his visit to Fourth' Army;
Capt, Sinkel (Staff of Arty. Chief) on his tour to VI C-^rps.
Officers reporting on promotion or transfer to OKH,

Fuehrer

in Berlin on the anniversary cf the Party's
accession "to power.
speech

31

January

1942 ,

(2^4th Day).

With snow falling along the entire front, no important change
in the "situation. Massing. of troops for thk counter offen
sive in South continues*
.

, the

situation of Fourth Army remains tight*
More heavy fighting on the bapply road to Yukhnov, The
enemy is moving new forces westward through the gap between
Fourth Army and Fourth Panzer Army, The attack to seal the
rap has bean postponed tV 3 Feb. Reinforcements from AGp. '
North, including Tenth Armd. Div.^, are scheduled to .par
ticipate in the operation.
Shemy air landings -continue* Highway and railroad line
between Smolensk-Vyazma still not cleared. Condition of
troops in *ourth krmsr is serious! Supply difficulties.
n Center

Enemy Fourth Assault .Atray is making only slow progress.
In North situation on the Volkhov is
attack will be continued tomorrow.

still serious.

Counter

Oberstabsarzt'* Dr, Schreiber; Position of dentists in Medical
Corps* Medical officer replacements.

Il» Coli Haas*

Program Cpr.-vork onucrganizationalr

/
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planning for spring,

Gen-». Wagner (Gen Qu)i Change of track gauge on the railroad
*
line
- Military Government France
Personnel matters and decorations for Army Supply Chiefs,

.

1February \u25a01942,
,

(225 th Day)*

No important changes in the situation. Railroad situation
slightly improved* Cm G North submits a situation
estimate "couched in very serious terms.
Gen, Jordan, CG> Seventh Div,, reports (Oak leaves),* t Gives
a picture of the situation and the fighting of his Div,

Gem Matzky; New ruling on situation "briefing of our own and
foreign Mil. Attaches*
Attache* personnel matters*
\u25a0Ma,j t Jessel, Ie, AGp, North, submits, situation report* Discussion
on Leningrad,

*

2 February 1942,

Situation

(226 th Day),

The new offensive of AGp* South is beginning to
results,
show
even though progress so far was slow because
;

of continuous

snow*

\u25a0

, the

build-up for the attack against the Medin
operationaitfijkl be launched
salient is f ©xming up«

£** Center

'

N
;
tomorrow.
TThe enemy elements which infiltrated behind our front are
now being attacked by Fifth,Armd. DjLv# The scenes in' this
battle behind the front are absolutely grotesque and testify
to the degree to which this war has degenerated into a sort
of slugging bout which has no resemblance whatever to any
form of warfare we have known, <*n instance in po.int is the
inept commitment of a group of several Divs. from the Ostash
kov area against the deep flank of AGp. Center* It is in
effectual as an operational measure, and willmerely serve
to pin down some of our forces for a while, without producing
any decisive results.
\u25a0

\

\u25a0

Col, Balck: Training Instructions on grbund-air identification
for Armd. troops and on Anti-tank fighting.
yon

,

be relieved of his
Kuechler requests that CG Sixteenth
post because of lack of cooperativeness
in carrying out our
instructions Fuehrer -decides* CG, Sixteenth Army> is to
be summoned to Hq for a conference with the Fuehrer and me
tomorrow.

Li, Col, Haas:

Instruction to Cm

6 West for activation

of new

Divs.
At*'

Tv
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(227 th Day).

February 1942,

Center^ the igaq'we'st of Medin is closed now ? At Staraya
Rus-sa the esemy, has apparently made new gains and intror
du.oe<3 reinforcements. "Effective, counter action by our
lopal e^emy advances f
/^ir/Jbrcei pn |.he Volkhov
Nq egsaatial changes in tfre situa|ios«
/

In. AGpg»
.

-

Conference. Fuehrer/Gen* Obst« Busch to iron out divergences
between Busch* and yon Kueehler* « In the afternoon ,1
have a long talk with Buseh«
\

>

\u25a0

/

\u25a0

Gen» Matzky: Current matters of his section*
(genm

German Cross in Goldi

Blumentritt reports as OOu I#

In the evening long phone talk with yon Kuechler to insure
cooperation between him and Busch,
1

\

4 February 1942.

'.22

Casualties;

June, 1941

- 31 Jan,,

Wounded:

20,533 Off*

Killed s

7, 683- Off..

Kissing:

Total

714

i

/

.

(22&th Day)

1942*

662,703 NCO and EM.

164*113

.

NCO and EM.

42,234 NCO and EM.

Off

28,935 Off*

889,050 NCO and

EM,

Total losses 917,9^5/ i.e ft 28,69^ cf the -Eastern Army
at an average

strength of

3*2 million.

—

Apart from loca^L enemy advances on the Volkhov,
no important changes* \ -Dissensions between yon Kuechler
and Busch have been straightened out*

Situation;

Reports
,

1

yon

Ziehlberg. •-* Wagner (Gen Qu)«

—*•

yon Greiffenberg

(AGp. Center)*

\

\
264

1
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*\u25a0>

5

>«

(229 th Day)*

February 1942,

Situation* In the Soiith deep snowdrifts are- impeding our,
counter attack,,
293rd Div» and 25th mot, repelleci
unexpeqte4 er^emy afctaqks (Divs*) Jacking depth.
In Jjiniiii Arn^r sector, "the enemy is falling back south
west oS Rzhev, . We gain some ground* -r- In North,
continued stern fighting at Staraya Russl and qn\u0094 |he
Volkhov river*

-

Dr» Handle ser;

Generaloberarzt

a) Report on medical casualties.
Total in the Armies
of the East 60,000, plus .97^ officers*
b) lyphus:' 4,400 cases

— 729 fatal.

c). Regular and improvised hospital trains*

d) Shifting

of more Medical Corps units from the West

(Ambulance

c) Report
&en»Heusinger

, Base

Bn,

Hospital Bn, etar»)>

on inspection of Sixteenth and Eighteenth Army*

Wagner,' Ccl, Baentsch, Lt, Col*. Koernert"
Cutting of troop shipments in favor of stockpiling,
particularly in view of the forthcoming mud period \u26 6
f

Tentative planning of disposition of troops
during the mud period*

Gen, Heusinger':
i

\

_/
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'ft £ebruarxJL£4g

(25Q til j^)

Counter attack at Jzyura delayed by
unremitting snowstorms
Attack against th§ ejistjern frpnt of Secohfl Panzer Army
repelled. !Ehe enemy seems to be introducing strong forces
•
in the Sukhinichi bulge. Reinforcements squthwest of

l£ittatipn,r Mainly unchanged,,

,

x

Yukhnov.
Successful fighting against the infiltrated enemy around
Vyazma (Fifth Armd. Div.). Fourth enemy Mssault i-rmy
appears to be halted "by supply difficulties as well as
our resistance.
In Forth the situation continues
ments at Staraya Ku&sa»

itA £oi._Hieisch9_r_

Enemy reinforce

serious.

as C of S, Til Corps,

reports

Briefing on

his job.

O.apt^. 3£a£ner_ (Haval Operations

Staff )t We discuss pending
matters concerning the Black Sea and Baltic, Great picture
'
_
of naval situation.*
.
.
\u25a0

\u25a0

G.oJL._v£,n_G-r.olmann : Report^ on VI Corps and 256 th Div. in the
critical days of^29 and 30 Dec.
1

J7_Februarz

1942_ (231st

Day)

)

Counter attack by Seventeenth Army is beginnirg to
gain momentum,** On the southern front of Fourth Army
and in the newly formed corridor to Fourth Panzer Army"
intensified enemy pressure end arrival of reinforcements.
In Fourth Panzer Army heavy frontal attacks.
More violent attacks against Hinth Army northwest of"

Situation:

Rzhev.

In AGp. Horth situation on the whole unchanged.

G:en*JDalsrela_(FinlBjnd) reports.
fighting the Russians.

Talk about experiences in
,
.

MaJ.»—Kru^ ger_(Op, Sec-,) reports on his frontline observations
i

in the sector

O.Qu. 2.1

***

Organization of Army Ren.
"Rheingold" Divs.

£

Army.

of Fourth Panzer

Febrgary_XS.42

Aviation.

(232nd Day)

~

draining

of- the

,

Sunday,

Ho fundamental change in the situation, Staraya Bus sa tight I
Enemy is bringing up reinforcements.
Situation in Russian
• _
Fourth and Third "Assault Armies" is obscure,

266

In the afternoon I
have to lie down with an attack of
the tflvu

g Fe;bruar^l£4&

(233rd Day)

Failure of counter attack from Staraya ftissa "by one- half of
Fifth, Lt. Div. Fo important changes on,, the front.
j3oJL._OcJasn,er_ reports on the situation in the field of chemical
'
\u25a0warfare,v
\

G-en,

lfagne,r_(Cren.

QP-.)

reports on current matters

section,, as does OQji J;

_J& ge^ruasr_l£42

of

Jsis

(334 th Day).

Situation unchanged*
The enemy has made no significant progress
at Staraya Bussa f but our supply difficulties aye "beginning
to tell. Sixteenth Army will have to "be supplied "by air.
Heavy
On the Volkhov river no further enemy advances.
at'tacks on the . southern front of Leningrad were repelled.
Situation- of Third Panzer Array and. intentions of enemy Fourth
Assault Army still cannot "be made out clearly.

—

/

£eH«_Br.a n<L.(Arty) t- Artillery activity at Leningrad.
Artillery tactics. --< Rehabilitation of Coastal Btrys.
Sefi*__^^ck^: Defends himself /against unwarranted attacks "by
the Jteich Minister of Transportation. ~r Transportation

.

problems.

—

Geri._K e.it;ei. (Fersonnel Div.) Employment in the Vest and Zl
of"Generals no longer fit for service in the East.
Officer replacements
<

.

1

2^e>ruary_ I9i2_ (235th
#

import ant_

Day)

-

ems, troug;ht op,t at_si.tuat Lip_n .conference:

a)

Railroad movements from tha. Moscow area in the
direction of Mteensk, Sukhinichi, Yukhnov, and
Motorized movements in the direction of Staritsa,

b)

Situation in Sixteenth Army aggravated "by loss of
last supply, road to 390th Div. With the Air Force
stating its readiness to supply the Div. even over

*\u25a0\u25a0

267

-

\

a protracted period, the oy^er to hold the position
is upheld, JIo indications that the enemy is bringing
Up new reinforcements against Starry* Eussa,

c) Enemy striking eff ectives^se on'tht Tcl&hov front
appear g to be weakened "b^loqsesj |he- sayzie ecpplies
to the Ladoga front.
t

Attends, the noon conference on *he military
situation, at Puenrer Hq. (presentation made "by J<*dl) ,
In tlig lufternoon Antonescu visits OKH and stays for tea.

£*&i&:£y*.^ts^Batis.

Japanese

have taken Singapore^

.JL2 £ebru?ay_X£4g

(236th; Da^r)

Situation: In the Crimea,

it i
a "beginning to thaw* Enemy on
the Keroh peninsula has gone over to the defensive.. .
In the "br^dsch in Seventeenth £rmy front ijhe enemy is
epparently moving up reif^forcements.

In Center! no important new development 3«* Pressure spot
in 197th iiv. is not yet eliminated* Pnj&ssure continues
against the northern, front of Kinth .tey + s?he main "body
of the B3aasi an -Fourth Assault Armjr has;n.ow clrsed up
against Third ca&zer
"but in scatt ered formation
and with its un^ts much weakened.

Whereabouts o£ the Eussian Third Assault

Army

Some parts might have gone to North.
In Iprtj-i the situation at Staraya tSussa iias progressively
deteriorated;
Bo new enemy forces, "but Isthe old enemy is
making en attempt to encircle IICorps. .IDelay in arrival of
Fifth Light Div.'is aggravating the situation. On the
Volkhov rivar no important change.
j£en._von3 aldau

(former Chief of Operations, . Ai x s<>rce
Air.Coraraander ftAfrican ) reports out. Luncheon.
T

f |iow

L^ £.ol._Hsas.: Basic features of the rehabilitate on iptogrm
Instruction, on OKH planning.

.

£oJ,»_Ton_Zieiili.e£gx

Reas si^nment s
(&en.Qu): Transport • problems,

\

i
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n

t-

Supply qua§tions.

13JF&&&7J&4&, (237 Day)
Mel-xi points in the deyejLtfpmen.t._of

a)

thgr

situation:,

The anticipated attack "by- VI Guards Cay. Ctrps from
the lortji in support of the enemy attack at Izyum
has ssot yet materialized.

b)

On the front of combat Team Kraiss in Sixth Army, the
enemy has launchal two concentrated tank attacks, "but
made no gains .against

our line.

c). In 197 th Div. (Center) the situation has not yet been
restored*

.

d) Heavy attacks northwest of Ezhey repulsed.
c) '.The situation in Sixteenth Army, which was approacMng
a critical stage, has not deteriorated further..
(Probably d&e to restrictions of movement and supply »)
f) The enemy has made no further progress on the Volkhov
and

ladoga-fronts^

\ti£h_A(>p,*_ lorth,_CJ.]a C Sixteeirfc|i Ar^^a£&J)Jkie£jo£
on the situation in Sixteenth
Army. We must combat Sixteenth Army*6 tendency to resort
to nakeshift solutions, fhe fuehrer is in" emphatic
agreement with ay view that nothing less than an eastward
attack from Staraya Eussa would achieve
.1, an effective
, solution, and that all resources
of the; ground and Air
-^Forces must "be concetrated to 'that end. Attack not "before
17 Teb + t more likely 18 Feb.

£hone ialks

the &en._Air_For£e_S£a£f

MajL-JPi,stpr.i^sx

,

Beport on findings of investigation on Ksafmann
•

and on Foerster.*

•

C,oi,»_KinzejL,_v4t|i M£g.._v£n_Pez£.ld:
Tabulation of enemy strength
during the campaign.
The peak seems to have been reached*
Survey of present activation potential as regards manpower
and material (60 Divs.)
l

jQQi

Jft- Armament aid and activations in Hingary.
x

14J?s>rusry_l£4£

(238 th Day)*

lip change i^n the j.ituati.QjQ except at Staraya Russaj.where the
enemy is pressing westward, south of the town, and has
broken through with sizeable forces in the direction of
Kholm. At Kholm t too» the situation is very unhealthy*
E^jjlM.enze.l^(Qp,)- reports on his frontline visit to 29th mot, Div.
and LIIICorps Hq_ of Second panzer Army.

\
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,

Mal-^vjon^dg^ahevail^rle, la, 21st Inf. Div-. reports on "battle
at YeWJiaovstroi and ©n presert situation. Good impression.
In the evening wkchave a small party**

\

ISJTabruarj

Casualti.es.:

i94BL

.22 June, 1941

—

(239 th Day)

v

Sun&|sr.

10 Feb., 1942

Wounded:

21,130 Off.

681,236' KCO eun^L

Killed:

7,872 Off.

191,276 WO and

Z?s_&^i-t
'\u25a029,731- Off.

£16,242 ITGO £nd

/

—

Missing^

Total losses, (excl. medical casualties)
of the Eastern Army (3,fe million).

4

i*e;

£45,970,

£9,56$

Enemy' rel&for'cements
south of Lake Ilmen has tightened.
appeared
have
and more are following* On the remainder of
Werywhere defensive
the front, no important changes.
(Fourth
successes.
Some enemy pockets are "being" cleared
'
'
Armyy* Our own losses a*e rising.
. .

Situation,

Geri.jS-ercke,:

Hailroad preparatio+l3 for the sprix^; offensives
Ruling on cooperation Transp • Chief /G-en Qp.» -

V

V

16 Fe"bruary 1942

i?-40th Day)

Fuqhr^r "back
at G-Eq,^

—

V.o important change in the situation. At Staraya Poissa, &
, SVeatb
Xhissian attack south of the town was repelled.
ing spell on the Volkhov. On the Ladoga front, we be*at off
heavy tank attacks.
Ltjt C.oJL._Badkex Cultural activities and. other current matters**
litjL. S.ol.,__lfeas_: Replacements for I'inth Armj^. -Refplacements fot
the ¥est: Men i^ occupational deferment cat ego ry/ 28-31 yTeaJPs
oldL-and untrained recruits.
Eehabilitation and nex^ •
activations in the I'est. iiegt* G-rossdeutschland.

-—

Esyj. ZOS -8.e1.0w: Report on Demonstration Div,
., - '
Uactical problems,

Announcement

**

—

Rheingold
,

to the G-enerai of the order ' on Sponeck's
"

sentence,

***

•

270

death

I)ivsf

—

X7_F4bjniar£ 1942_ (24lat Day) ,
Relative quiet along the entire front. Hhren at Staraya Russa,
where Fifth Lti JDiv, has launched the dounter attack, the
enemy has refrafjied from any major effort. New unsuccess^
ful attacks against the
frofit of Second ianzer Anny#
At discussion of the situation in Nbrt,h, the Fuehrer promises
help from. his <am reserves t Besulti JJ7 (l) cargo planes
1*41! be made atfailabj.e by 18 Feb^pius five Police 3ns.,
Horwegian Legidti (l,iOO) and one Bn. of lieibstandarte.'*

eastern

s°i*_yojijfoejilbe£^

Cerent

Gen. Staff personnel matters*

2.BJPebruajr£ 1942_ (242 nd Day)

Another day without any significant changes in the situation*
Behind the front facing the southern wing of Sixth Army
as well as in. the Izyum area we may expect £ense concen
trations of enemy (237Fe0?)
The attacks against the eastern froxyfc of Second Army and
Second JFanaer Army achieve only negligible local .gains.
Eastern froht of AQp. denter on the^ wh^ie quiet. Defensive
successes at Rzheiv,
Mounting enemy pressure &t Velizfy also at Kholm.
*
Situation at .Star'aya Rusfea has become stabilized as a
result of the attadk b^ Fifth Lt. Inf. Div. New enemy
forces are- reported ifea^hing out far to the south,
Volkhov and Ladoga front mainly unchanged.
{

**

•\u25a0

N

.

with yon Kluge and yon Kuechler attending*
\
Kluge is x romised Third Armd. Div.,
ResUltr
yon Kuechler Eighteenth Lt. Inf. Div.

Fuehrer c^onferenc-e^
yon

—

—
Oberstabsarzf Dr. Schreiber
statistical material on
* submits
typhus and otheifaedical oasualtiest
—M>

J&z.

Order on regrouping and reforming of the entire
front next spring.

JS FebzUajyJL942

(243rd Day)

ITo important change in the situation except at Staraya Russa|
where the enemy has now broken through also north of the
townw Also important to note is resumption of railroad
operation on line Ostashkov -Toropets.'^^^

k"kjL s°l*_w^stphal (la, Armd. Qp. Africa) reports on the battle.
in North Africa. Very good results desyite that bad blunder
in the battle of Tobruk, of thrusting into empty space at
Solum.
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/

/\u25a0

£apti

elss&& I%^)^. reports
2ships

-

on the break-out of the battle
frOm Brest and their dash through "tyhe Channel,* ,
Very impressive 1 .*

-

OQa J retorts out for conference* with BdE on
training of replacements.

organisation and
•.

/

20_Fsbruarx.i94^( 244th. Day};

/

v

Situation at Izyum is deteriorating: JJanger ori the boundary
line Mackehsen/Sixth
Conclusive evid&nce that a
majofis attack against Sixth Army is being prepared (Kharkov)
AGp. Center reports increasing numbers of paratroops put
dom behind its lines*
Enemy strength opposite third l
anzer Army still undetermined." Possibility of increasing pressure on the left
wing of XJCLII Corps anc| on Kholm from the souith. Increas
ing pressure on Kholm from. tne north. The enemy pushing
from Erection of Ostashkov. by-passes IICorps to the
south and west. JSnemy attempt to envelop our Staraya
Russa defense position from the south.

..

\
***.

CajDV

£ruz^er,
Kaertei ,and Ma^
report.

Planning Bureau*of Transp.

Chief Section,

Ma^ UQiA§r (0u Borne )^ reports
./

oa supply situation in Africa.

Current questi6nv ci. New ruling on signing of
doaukorits, occasioned by reorgardz^tj^g Of PKH, .***t

yon

gqn.^Heusing^rjr x Distribution of forces in France,
plan for Southeaster^ operation* #
Clash
/\u25a0,

—

Draft

Fuehrer/state Secretary Klainmann ;», following presen
tationXf Army Morning report in presence of myself- and
Transp. Chief.

\

/

JZL EebruaryJ242 (^4sth Day)

!
Ti\q

development of the situation is dominated by the Russian
offensive announced for 23.- \ Feb /#

,

%

.*-

Bputht In the Crimea, preparation's for an attack at
\
Sevastopol and at Kerch.
heavy
attack against IV .Corpe, Which
In Seventeenth Army,
compels taking back of front*
,
,\
Grave situation pii the western wing of Seventeenth Army ?
against which a strong Inf. attack has been launched.
%

'

\

\
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v

.

In Sixth

Army sector unmistakable preparations
attack against the
front tf

for an

and intensified activity of enemy
.Center^ Reinforcement
behind"~front facing Fourth Army. Attack with new forces
1

against central sector and western wing of XH^l^Corps.
(llinth Army). \
/

~
Itlooks as ifthe enemy had no intention of launching any
further heavy attacks against Veilzh, and that instead^

he is trying with the fresh forces of his Fourth ABsault
. Army to link up with 39th Army^ '•\u25a0'.

North* Three objective of the enemy effort south of Lakq
Ilaeni Kholm, Staraya Hussa, and isolating IICorps* On
the Volkhov river and apparently also on the Ladoga front.
no major develpmehts are to be ejected.** The enemy
broadly: comments ,the relieving of Police Div. on the
Leningrad front.
f

-

1&&. £oi»JKossmann (formerly 0

of

to Paris)
S^VII Corps^ assigned
Briefing on his

reports on~*the battles of
' VII Corpse
Paris mission,

Preparations for the rehabilitation of the Armd,
v
Divs. behind the front of AGp, Center,

22_Februarv, 19^( 246th Day)

—

/

Sunday.—

In j3outh, the situation has tightened in consequence
of the rout of a Romanian Div. which apparently came as
a surprise even to the enemy so that he failed to exploit)
it at onse.
.

,

fienteri..

On, the western wing of XXIIICorps

intense,

pres

sure from the north and from the west.

Horth* In IfCorps itbecame

,*

necessary

"Fortress, Demyansk tf

outposts.
also on Ladoga front.

MM0J.'_.y2 n-J^senstiel (Gen, Qu!s Sec.)
one

of^the

to pull in the

Difficulties at Kholm,

reports

out, he goes to

Rheingold Dive.

£en._Dihmt

Personal matterj his impending transfer.
Organizational difficulties of the position.

Diabetes.
I

VI major attack is expected along the entire front tomorrow^
in celebration of the "Day of the Red Army".
/

\

V
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J^Jrd Z&XV&&J&6i£47th Day)
The ejected enemy attacks for the "Day of the Red Army" have not
materialized. Situation ot the whole unchanged. Pressure
sj?6ts are in the Ukraine /(IzyunQ,
the area southwest of
*
lukhnov, th6left wing of XXLII Gorps^ and inN Adip. North.
the Gen. Staff Trai&ing Courses, ,
We discuss the objective of th3draining Courses.

S^'J^teantij Commandant of
\ reports.

2c^»_-^i^S e£%ii^i. reports

on his conference with Bdß in Berlin.
1

.i

J& £*I&M3WJSte _( 248th Day)
Casualties in the East 22 June -y 20 Feb.

21,555 Off.

WounoTedi

X

708/455

1942.
NCO and EM

198,m7 NOO and EM
£f2o!r Off.
Jiissingt^^._J747joff i .__^ AGi2J®_a|i^g§
915,491 NCOand M
Totait
30, 464 Off.
i&lleds

\u25a0/

Total lossesf 981,895, i.e., 30,685^ of the Eastern vArmy
A\'
at an average strength of 3,2 million.
On the whole a paradpxially SuJt^l a2a2 k*"

\

In the Izyum pocket, the pressure to the westward appears to
be increasing. In the sea tor of Second tahzer Armyi
./
considerable partisan activity. On Fourth &rm# front,
the fighting is again spreading to the Yukhnov supply road,
'
Also the Vyazma supply road is temporarily under enemy
'\u25a0
1..,-"
.
,
fire.
j
Corps
XXEII
repelled attacks from the north. The *
;
pnvelop ing movements from the west and southwest are'
,
beginning to define themselves.
.., ilo change in AGp. North. Only on the Volkhov river, ,
the pressure to the nbrih
toward Lyuban^ seems to beon the increase.
On the Ladoga fron^t heavy attacks
were again repelled.
.»
\u25a0

-

-

....

\u25a0

\u25a0

In the afternoon we have a showing of the Russian /documentary
film on the liberation of Moscow,

SPJf&x&SFZ 1942_ (249 th Day)
a

Along the entire front surprisingly quiet day I The enemy
/

'v
274

\

-
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\u25a0

*

apparently is regrouping .and moving personnel and material
replacements in preparation for forthcoming attacks*

hb*. IPi»_Aue (Staff of Signal Chief) reports out on transfer
to ofwT
Gen.^Bjjniiegke, CG,XXXXIII Corps, comes in*
new 0 of S XII Corps* reports. Briefing on his
job. Gives his estimate of* the Romanians and Of battle in
,
the Crimea.
cooperation

fia^t^ Thon_
,

Corps,

jtojgajfcsch^ New ruling on command and
"of Mr Force Ren. and AAA units.

reports about his frontline tour tA XXIV aad-'XXXXVII
".,.'.

—

S^Jfegftei (Gen. Qm')i Administrative organization of farming
activities in the occupied territory* •
Specifications
on ammunition procurement.

J£JF£^§*X

Pi2- (250th Day)

On the whole a very quiet day I Intensified enemy pressure
(tanks) against Fourth Army supjply roa,d. No important
changes.
j

Gen._von_Salmuth_visits

Discusses

iieH^Herrlein

me on his rest leave in East Prussia.
with the Romanians.

experiences
reports

as new Inf. Chief to Obdß,

*

Spl--Balck_reports on 300 th Tank 3n. (remote c^ntrolled).
Personnel replacement of Sank Bns. very poop i j Frontline
HOO Schools.
''
fien.J4atzky_( 'QQa IV)i Current matters of his section.
V
i
Instructors to help out in Hungarian Gen. Staff and War

,

Academy.

s.°l3i» J^PA^^^iS^Sg*. Current Gen. Staff

personnel

.

matters.

£7_Februai2 1942_ (251st Day)
Enemy attack in the Crimea has opened and scored gains against
the northern wing (Romanians) on the Kercfr front. Counter
attack is being prepared. On the rest of the front no
x
substantical changes.
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/

&&-.-.Qeh®k°k Q£.

13&4-.

reports on his tour to Fourth Army sector.

-

(Army Mission Romania) reports on progress of
training of the Qerman Detachments f and on the work of the
er

Army Mission.

Training Courses following completion
of training at the several Army 'Avme . Schools *$ Artillery
in the West, Infantry and Armor in Poland,

fet*. Z°B SpIPUJSO®

liini^tcri.aldirigent £ankwarts ***jStatus of the civilian
employees of Admin. who will no linger hare assimilatod
Army service status.

,

J2B lebruary_l942 _( 252nd Day)
Tho entire front has become considerably mor 3 active;
Heavy attacks in the. Crimea from both sides^ were
repulsed.
Heavy attacks against Lackensen and on the Bakhmut river,
weaker ones against H# 'i#
Intensified enemy activity at Ktsensk and Sukhinichi,
The usual attacks on the supply road to Yukhnov and the
eastern front, of AGp. Center.
Sensation on ths western wing of XXIIICorps t ###
Enemy railheads reported to be operating right up to enomy
front facing it. Also roadways which did not esdst
before, carrying plenty of traffic, are now said to lead
from Ostashkov and Toropets to that area»

In Boxth, continued heavy pressure on Kholm from north and
'
south. Situation in IICorps difficult and unchanged.
'
Airborne supply just barely sufficient,
Horth of take Ilmen the enemy is collecting all his
forces to bring greater pressure to bear on Lyuban in the
bulge west of the Volkhov river, resulting in consider
able slackening of pressure on XXXXIIICorps.
General Fuehrer c.onference_ with C in G AGp. Center and his
Army Commanders, i.e., Second Panzer Army, Fourth Army,
Fourth Panzer Army, Ninth Army, Thimd Panzer Army. *#
Oak leaves are presented. Model is promoted Gen, Obst.
'
The conference confirms the situation pictures formed
on the basis of Army reports. The orders issued thus far
remain in force.
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J-J^AJSfiS,

Us3rd Day)

Situation! Continued heavy attacks in the Crimea and in the
Izyum salient. Everywhere heartening defensive successes

On the eastern front *) of Second Panzer Army and Fourth
Army the enemy seems to be preparing for new attacks.
Strong enemy pressure against the western wing of XXIII
Corps, so far without success.

'

No change In AGp» North. The enemy elements thrusting
on Lyuban have been punched off.

G^-Jtorn (formerly XXXX Corps)

reports on his work In XXXS
Corps. Nothing essentialy new.

i^s. JsPi* Jfe^Jl*

necessity

Organization matters. Straight talk on the
to siart producing after so much paper work.

J2J4arch_l942 _(254th Day)

*r

Luvbror conference^ with C in C and CG1 s of AQp. North. Result*
Start of operations on the Volkhov front* 7 March/to last
until 12 Marcft. Concentration of-Air Force in that
sector is requested for period 7 14 March.
Fuehrer specifies*, .air preparation beginning several
days before opening of offensive (heaviest bombs against
After elimination of the Volkhov
camps in forests)
salient, no blood is to be wasted on *9e&ko&*&Jfo&
enenly in the marshes; he can be left to starve to tieattu

.

*

—

* *°

£>tart c)f_offensive_at Ktojl^t sJ£ar2.^jL
n^» is ye
heavy
weapons already
be moved to the front. Artillery and
by
Air Force
on the ground. Reinforcement of IICorps
Field Bns. desirable. Replacement? now ready at Army Gp.
must be moved to front.

.

_*

S!S scheduled for 13 to
§$!&£. 2f_°l!jE!enJ^^ ce a §^$.r&y®: UI
16 March; Plan of attack not yet decided. To my mind
Opening of corridor
it must be d&vided into two phases:
to IICorps **) and subsequent capture of the Staraya
Rusaa- Demyansk road.

Inasmuch the offensive of AOp. Center on Ostashkov will
probably take place between 12 and 16 March, the Air
Fleets of the two Army Gps. oan strike only for their
respective Army Bps. f this, however, does not preclude
occasional help on special tasks.
Tho

the whole shows no important changes*
The
enemy attacks in the Crimea and against Seventeenth Army
are beaten off. On the other fronts only minor fighting.

situation on
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*

_3_March_l242

__ In

(255th Day)

Crimea,
spreading*

the enemy attacks &?Q letting Up
as thaw is
Kleist has had some heartening
offensive successes, Especially at the danger spot in
First Mt. Div, sector. No important developments on the
rest of the front, only local attacks.
Itremains to be seen whether the attacks aimed at Orel
and against our Sukhinichi salient, which we hawartticip&ted
for some time now, will really materialize.

Situation*

the

In. AOp. North, south of Lake Ilmen, no important change,
ndrth of the lake, continued enemy regrouping fC^i-J^n&^ihe
northern head of the penetration.

fiaEt*. X°S j£rothe_reports

on transfer to the Gen. Qu*

•

Office.

Sarnowj_ New economic regime (omiership of land)
in the occupied eastern territories.
reports
experiences.

Jjcn.Jfrjssbacli

Gen.^Brand^C Artyj_i

en route.

He relates frontline

Artillery situation

at

Karch,

— Karl Gun •*)

for Sevastopol.

n_2d e]^lbai!gL Current Gen. Staff matters.
Kommandogruppmvon So^dlitz and Zorn, **)

\
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Activation of

4 larch

19J|2L (256 th Day).

No important changes in the jßijtUjation^ Fuehrer has a talk with
iFon iQLuge on desirability to avoid overdAapp: jSSU in the
interest of the Ostashkov offensive*
(Personnel Div*)* Decorations*
eH«-J^it ei
Complaints about the Personnel Div*

—

Efficiency reports*

—

Officer replacements*

--

ijteJS*—*fe?£l£^2i Questions of Inf. weapons and draining.

fiftß«—J^ cJ2*U Strengthening of Channel defenses*
ing to river floods.

Ji Ifeeh 19 !£_ (257 th Day).
.Casualties

in the Eastern campaign*

Wounded;

Massing*

Total*

—

28 Feb., 1942*

725,642 JiCO and m

22,119 Off.

8,321

£128. cd*

22 June

Matters relat

Off,

202,251 NCO and M

792 Off a

46,511 NCO and EM

31,232. Off*

974,404

NCO and M

Total i»rmy losses (excl. medical casualties)* Voosj£>36f
i«e* 9 31«4°A^f &S-^he Eastern iirmy at an averp^e strength
of 3,2 million.
quiet in the Crimea
Situation^ No important changes*
(ground conditions)* In the Ukraine, attacks were repelled* *

South and southwest of Sukhinichi increacing enemy pressure.
iioaemy penetrations on the two wings of Fourth Panzer i*rmy
(Seventeenth and 35th Divs,)t also on the northern front
of XXIIICorps, all of local character* In North, no changes
Pressure on IICorps continues*

jge^t^Gerjcke^ reports on construction projects to improve the
is to
over-all capacity cf railroads in the East* Will

**

get another job. The podt of Railway Engineer Chief
be created at GHq..

k }LaxsL 23J£~ ( 258th

Day) •

in the situation. Enemy attacks are limited
to. local thrusts, partly because of the weather, partly
because of recent losses*

No essential

changes

*** will
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f

Gen_«_Vj3njS?^|l_itZ£

Briefing on his mission at Staraya Russa*

Confer en ce_qn £rmy_ yeha.bilit^.tio.nj. CQ,u I, Gen Q,u, Chief 0p. f
Chief Org* t Lt. Col. Christ • Result* Maximum strength of
the offensive Army** Doubts on availability of transporta
defensive £fcont,alBQ must be adequately provided
with arms and ammunition.
What the entire front ,rie\eis first ;of all is new paisofinel to
facilitate withdrawal of units from the frontlinej success
sively, priority goes to supply movements to the offensive
front.
tion, jflte

'

Zfechl942_
No important changes

(259 th Pay).

in the situation*
'

our informat ion on Russian chemical war
reports
fare, and
on own developments »

Col. .Oqhsner summarizes
Cen»_von_Both_£_
Corps
in I

£oA*_kAn:z eJ:

Report on condition of the fighting and situation
»

li»aj»_von_l^ezold£

Statistical study on Russian

i*rmy strength.
Conclusion 1 Gradualy dwindling.

§. l^rch. 19,42_ (260 th Day)

.

— Surprise

attack against UV Corps in yon Kleist's
sector, as also against the southern wing and the eastern
front of Sixth .army.
• Div. for yon Bock, against
releases Third
my advice.
On the rest of the front no important new developments
apart from a critical turn of the situation at Khplm.
Center burns up its forces against Russian Thirtyninth
Armyo Fuehrer cannot yet make up his mind about giving
a clear order.
5—5

£e.n._ Ziorn gets his briefing on his special mission in IICorps
sector,*

—

SeilO^ifißeE. (Gen-Qu)i' 60-ton

—

—

Iruck Clma. (50^000 tons, of
Captured arms.
these 20>000 for the southern operation)
airmail.
Footwear of soldiers.

-

I°R 2iehl,b er£j_ Current Gen. Staff

personnel matters.
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MeU'V- J^SSiHfi,

reports

on his tour

1fa£c& |942

to the Volkhov front.

(26lst D9k).

Situgtiqnj, £nemy attacks against southern wing end central sector
of sixth *|my score local successes*
knemy at Sukhinichi has been greatly reinforced.
\u2666 (Russian
Some successes on the western front of Mnth
Ihirtyninth Army).
kt Kholm local gains, with strong air support*
Date for the Volkhov offensive postponed owing to adrerse
weather".

General Hacalth, good (medical casualties
2^0
condition of troops poor* difficulties due
to lack of water (cleanliness). Splendid bearing of v;ounded#
Typhus 10,204 casesf 1,349 deaths t

I^SSi !£•),Hand2qser£
Ihysical
iftijL £pi.>Us&Qßl>

—

probable replaceiabnt

progressive
Selection of the Divs* to

requirements*

improvement of our AT -weapons,
go to the Virest»

-*-

Struggle over the phone with yon Kluge about the order to stop
the attacks of Fourteenth mot. Div. west of Sichevsk*
None of his arguments to defend the forest zone convince
me* Nevertheless
the Fuehrer, called on the phone, approves
continuance of the attack for another 48 hours*

i<L%*ch

w12,/j2

12,/j2
w

(262nd Day)*

checkgijjuatjLonj. Attack against the southern wing of Sixth
Ed? enemy scores' local successes against the eastern front
of Sixth ««rmy» On the whole, no decisive changes*

Conference

at Fuehrer Hg with Fagld karsjaal,
takes over comziahd in the West,

yon

RujjdjrtgdJu. who

o<2jU IV_ reports on matters concerning foreign countries and on
impending Attach^ visits, etc.
(Georg Soidcrer

** comes

in for a visit).

.

(263rd Day)

c^> l^v-MsTJ^-lS.^

m

Despite bitter attacks against the eastern and
northern front of Bleist's Group, no serious enemy successes*
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.

JFuehre^ Gpntexbuc^ JKi^h^JJl^ ||a£sh.ajL

.yon.

&U?S £*& Sfi£*JVka£»—

Model,* Discussion Qf situation (Yon JKluge's mind reacts
only to irfui^diat^ 4#ipa?©§gi<?>ps, i
apc| never plans aheadf
is swayed entirely foy &£§ £*r@ng»wiil§d #rmy Cpmnandcrs •)
**
We discuss plans, for $he vaster n "fionf p£ ftfj£sk #\u25a0$&&
(the Tyehrei again i^ayof altogether fop miich f^eedcci pf

deci-sionit**)

and for the Qatashkpv plfensiv©.,
presj&ntatipn
fails to cpnvey any clear picture pf the
fhe
geperal idea underlying $$& plan pf aftaekj"

He is nervous
pos^ponment pf the Volkhpv pffensive, but the Fuehrer
insists on putting it off until weather permits full em
ployment of the Air Force.
V»e revietf the plan of attack for Staraya Russa; the main
assault Y^edge looks too ?^eak#

§everal phone talks vv|.th

about

I2ji&vch_j.lk2

(264 th Day).*

Situation 1 X& §o\ith the attacks in the Izyum salient are letting
up. 3ix Divs. ere attacking Sixth Army.* Local tension.
attacks against the eastern and northern front of Second
ianzer .army continue* In Kinth
the attacks on the
northern front are flaring up again.
In Norifclfc, the Volkhov offensive has not started yet (no
flying weather)* Increasing difficulties at Togostye.,

GenrJ^ihm

reports out.

Ge£ .^Bjanzai (Japanese iittache)

reports. Brief exchange

I
congratulate him on Japanese

yon

2dehlber£j_

-

-

Personnel

Gen., _Bl.umejitr i
tt£
<

#

matters.

Current matters of his section.

Crimea^

attacks

resumed (local successes

•

(265 th Day).

13JVhrchJ.242
Situet^iqru,

of views.

victories.

on tho Kerch peninsula have been
on the northern wing).

In Kljeis.tJ.s_Grou£., the situation is eased by a successful
thrust of 60th mot* Div.

counter

attacks against Six^.h^irm^' continue. The enemy Assault
Group (apparently six Divs. strong) has been reinforced,
it seems

.
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No important news on the rest of the front. Details*
Attack northwest of Rzhevs apparently enemy reinforcements
in the Dyemidov-Velizh sector? tight situation at Pogostye.
Nor thj_ !Ihe Volkkov offensive originally scheduled for 13
Iviarch has been postponed. Dissensions between Ground and
Air Commend.

Cql._Thielej_ formerly C of S, Signal Chief, reports out on translex to CM.*

—

reports on reconnaissance preparatory to employ
Current reports.
ment of Dora Gun \u2666 in the Crijaea.

(Ml. Attache Ankara) reports on the military -political
,
situation* Turkey is drawing, closer to us.

Geji.^Rohde.

SpjUJfife&filßE. (.Gt©d Qu)i Current matters.
(above

Ajamunition expenditure
Supply situation on the whole fair.

normal).

JL4_i^r£hJ£42!

(266th Day).

Situa/tionj. Kerch attacks repulsed with heavy losses. Continued
attack in the Izyum salient repelled.
In Sixth Army sector, the attacks were repelled on the
northern enemy wing? the dense forests permit of no clear
picture of the southern wing. No change in the situation
on the other parts of the front.
Heavy snowstorms sweeping almost the entire front, seriously
hampering also all movements, and new drop of thermometer.

Casu&rtiesj.
Wounded

22 June
i

Killed:

Missing 1
Totala

-

10 inarch,

1942.

22,351 Off.

750,634

KCO and EM,

8,456 Off.

210,595

MX)

and EM

EC£

and

svi5vi

MX) and

m

805

Off.

3U812 Off.

1,009,188

Total losses (excl. medical casualties)* 1,041,000, i.e. 32.53%
of the Eastern Army at an average strength of 3.2 million.

22eH -i^£i
i.el. (Personnel
#

Div.)«

officer requirements.

Personnel matters.

£ol._KuroY*sl^

—

»•

Covering of

(C of S^QOa Corps) calls en route: Report on
situation in 20QGC Corps.

£0A»-£uehne.t.

Report on activities of BdE.
requirements? armament problems.
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—

Covering of personnel

!U^£hJ.£42

(267 th Day).

Fuehrer

in Berlin.

Situ§tj.qn^ In the Crimea -attacks at Sevastopol and Kerchj in
latter sector local ''enemy gains.
In South, attacks south of the Donets river repulsed.
North~of the Donets, the situation is tigjit in the northern
zone of attack, and very confused in the southern zone.

In .Center^ combat activity is on the whole curtailed by
the extraordinary snowstorm. Only Ninth Army (northern
front) reports

very serious attack.

In Nortlr, the Volkhov offensive has been launched, scoring
some gains in the southern sector, greater advances in the
north.
On the Ladp£ a_front, the enemy attacks are continuing; the
situation remains tight.
L

Gen •_vgn_Schenke^d^r f, GG^Rear Area A.Op. Center, reports
anti-partisan measures.

on

jOQ^i I«j3hieJ! _o£.j^ecj L and
Decision on the operat
ional map to be adopted far the Caucasus region
(1 : 500,000).
>

M9LJ9£ Z2n-J3£.l.°JL

reports on the Rheingold Div. and current

train

ing matters.

ew chemical warfare agent (Trilon)» »— Hollow-charge
Projectiles,

S&u JE*_

I6jwarch_l242

(268 th Day).

Fuehrer

in Berlin.

Continued enemy attacks at luerch and the other pres
sure spots of AGp. Southf all without success. In Center
also only local and unsuccessful enemy attacks. In Norjth,
slow progress on the Volkhov, defensive successes at
Fogostye, but no reassurance against' development of new
critical situations*

SitUjat^iom,

—

§?R*~JHC2b±

Strength of defensive
Coast Defense Irance.
forces and rate of fuel consumption. \u2666— Sybel Ferries.

LVII Corps,
£ol»_F^n£ohr x Cof S,Vcalls en route. Leaves heartering im
pression.

h\± JSPi^Y^^—Qischewsk^
of our armored

reports on composition
trains.

284

and activities

Gen, yon

Stuelpnafrel (Heinrich) reports on taking over his post as
Stance.... In the evening, we have a party

Military Commander
for him.

I7J4§rch_l£42

(269 th Day),

Fuehrer

back from Berlin.

fto important changes. The Volkhov offensive is gaining*slowly. Situation at logostye increasingly serious.

Situation

.

Geii.jj.ibel.

(Somnander^ 3B3th Div.), Geji.JKuehn^ (Commander, 14th

,

Arm& Div•) Col <s_Voge\J Gof S , XX Cor ps ) repor t »

G«n,»_Heusi£g er£ Losses and replacements.
i

998. JdL

peculiar features of current warfare in the Last* and
tactical conclusions to be drawn from them.
16

yon. 2iehlbergs_

Affair of honor Merck/Spalke.

lO&rekJSAi. (270 th Day).
S it.ua tjlojii. She attacks on the fronts of AGps. South and Center
continue, but ate disjointed and have only local character.
No sizeable new units have been committed. At Kerch, the
number of tanks committed is quite formidable, but the
majority are worthless, obsolete types from training units,
c tc
In AGp. X£qrth the attacking wedge striking down from the
north along the Volkhov river is slowly gaining ground west
of the highway, but the southern attack does not make any
headway, owing to very heavy enemy counter attacks in the
sector. In the Volkhov bt&ge, the enemy's attacking power
seems to be gradually weakening, but at logostye his con
tinual small local gains are not adapted to alter our view
of the seriousness of the situation.

.

vojd Kuechler^vrorrled by the steadily deteriorating situation in
IICorps, wants to launch the attack at Staraya Hussa on
20 iuarch, but tile Fuehrer intends to withhold the go-ahead
signal until the Volkhov breach* has been closed. We can
only hope, that the situation in Zprnjjs. *\u2666 sector has not
become untenable before then..

fionftr^n^e^with^ Ge.n,_Buhlej.

Kotes from his tour in France.
Coastal defense very thin. .

-

CojQfere^nce^vdth Geji« Heus.is^erj.
Computation of time required for
build-up for the summer campaign. Assembly of troops uould
take until August. This won't do. i«feke wore extensive use
of roads I
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""
IW^J^ujQt^Stauffefibgr^
Berlins

Reports on his conference

with BdL in

( 271st Day)

!?_%*JEM2iIS

s^iH§^9ELi l^ie enemy is evidently trying to achieve local
successes before thaw sets in. The day was quiet, but pre
parations for further attacks
pressure points*

may be recognized at the old

The VolldipTr front is again an unbroken line! The- situation at
Jogostye is getting increasingly difficult.
£°2.«_ M.n^ell Cooperation with Air Force* Statistics on railroad
movements, enemy air activity, etc.
Geru_%gneT (Gen Qu)i Current matters. Preparations
Cstashkov offensive.

for the

(272nd Day).

20Jto£hJ&42

sector

*^
S^ima^iPS. 1—•& c

Army/on

r^m£aa a counter attack in Eleventh
the Kerch leninsula was partially successful* The attack of
22nd Arnod. Biv. came up against strong enemy Armor and
apparently was thrown back*
Army sector new enemy attacks were repulsed in
-fr
the northern part of the zone of attack.
AGp. Center, reports no important fighting except in 35^Div. sector on the western
it looks as if the
enemy were preparing for more attacks.
Our attack's io- Mnth Army have had only negligible success.

front^but

At Stgrayj Susa^ the preparatory air effort has been start
ed. The offensive will be launched tomorrow. The situation
in IICorps is now viewed with confidence again.
On the Volkhov .fronts there were only feeble attacks
against the corridor recently opened by our troops, but
enemy reinforcements are looving up from the east.
At Ipfipst^e^ the situation is stabilized.
On the
front, after a long pause, enemy local
attacks supported by tanks.

MaJ-iAS J&£ Gen..S%ff)_ Kri£be l
-t la

of Second Armd. Div,, reports.
;
Brief review of the over-all situation.
-i

fiPiOvgtfiFSi (lately CO of a Hegt. in 131st Div., now Armed Forces
BvTo ) reports on his experiences as Tield^Ktamaaide£a r ,
Replacements.

— Organization

286

matters.

Gen» Heusiflgrgr^ Review of the general situation. Details regafdy
ing the individual i>rmy Gps.

21JaaT£h_li4£

(273 rd Day).

Offensive at Staraya Russa has been launched. Gratify
ing gains by Fifth It*.Inf. Div., elsewhere only minor
>
i.
successes* Apart from that, no change it) f , \u0084i
the front-wide situation since yesterday*

Situation

.

—

la, Seventh Div. Report from the front.

MaJ»-.Leyherjc_ calls.*

Political report. .

h^j. 2PjL*Jted]£PJ.
and outside

the

*rmy»

-~ knemy

Political education within

propaganda.

Gen •Jiejusin^er j. Assembly of forces for the Southeast will take
until 10 July, not counting the fourth transport echelon,
which vvill be arriving at the front into i*ug.

22Jfoioh l%lig (274 th Day).
m

kilu&tipnt. Offensive at Star ay a Russa is making satisfactory
progress. No important changes.

-

Coj.._von _2tiehlberg£

•

Current Gen. Staff personnel matters.

— (Navy)

Report on preparations in i»Gp» Worth
for an operation against the .Estonian islands.

2&£'bjL %PXB9)-<L

-ij:my#

(Hg, Fourth army) details situation of Fourth
£n route to his new post in Grossdeutschlond Div.

23J&rgU£k£

(275 th Day)..

important changes.. Offensive at Staraya Russa is
making good strides. The situation at logos tye is becoming
more critical every day. In order to pull through the
Fuehrer jreleases the Mt. Regt. brought down for the islands

SiiHS^iPii*..

—

operations*

£e.2»—kt^Jtoller^ (z.b V.)i

Religious questions and the /*rmy.
Complaints to agencies outside the Army.**— Other internal
service problems.
#
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£9i»—Q.c.hSP^£

reports on his tour to *Gp. Center end on the
condition of the Rocket Projector units in that zone.
Jreparations for the Ostashkov offensive. Questions
concerning ffla^pily..ajid *r
materiel*

Gen. Wa&nert

24J4arch_li4£

(276 th Day) King Boris visits the
Fuehrer •
I\io Fuehrer
today •

conference

On the v^hole an unusually quiet day. The starya Russa
offensive is getting on quite ©icely. She situation at
Eogostye remains. t,ight but may be expected to told until
the Mt« Inf. arrives.
i*n unpleasant trouble spot has developed around Yelnya,
rigfrt in the rear of *Gp* Center. The town is being vigorous
ly attacked by partisans together with iirmy elements which
have broken through our front. It willbe two days tillour
reinforcements arrive.

£iJtu&tiOE£

i&S^JteuM&p1.. (with Transp.

Chief)* .assembly of forces for
"Siegfried"*,; with main concentration Qn the northern wing.

£p£lo3oi&*spli reports decorated vvith the Knight's Cross.

25j^r$hJ£42
CasuG ltie& from 22 June
>

Wounded

t

Killed*
MisEingi
Totali

23,026

-

(277th Day).

1942i

20 March,

m

Off;

773*490

hCQ and

8,6^0 Off.

216,919

ICO and EM

819

o£f •

50,122

WO and Ek

32,485

Off.

1,040,581

hOQ end EM.

Total losses in the Eastern campaign (excl. medical
casualties)! 1|073,066 i.e., 33,53% of the Eastern
at an average strength of 3.2 million.

i*rmy

gijuatiojnj. Good defensive

success on the Kerqh .fr^ontji. itlso
has
scored a distinctive defensive success.
Kl£is.tJ.sjGrrpU£
Our troops are under great strain. Pajulus launches a
successful counter attack.

I

In CJenterj. resurgence of
attacks against Fourth .army
(supply road)** The main concern, however, is with the
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.

rear (enemy Guards Cay. Corps against Haase's Group). In
Ninth j^nny new heavy attacks, in which the enemy commits
one of his new iiiad* Brigs.
G°°cl progress of the drive at Steraya Ruasa* Enemy
attack at £ogostye resulted in fairly deep penetration,
which seems to have been temporarily checked. Mt. Inf. is
moving up for counter attack •

I^LtkL

£t_FuehrerJKa*,_ Field Marshal list presents a long report on the

result of his inspection tour in Lapland and Norway. Opposes
an QKW heater Coramand for the North as redundant in 'asf)auch
as the northern sector must always act on its own, and the
southern sector has good leadership*

26jviar£hJL£4£

(278 th Day)*

Practically unchanged. Little combat activity anywhere.
4ilso little air activity, due to danger of ice formation.
Some action only in Sixth ,»rmy sector, . where Breith's attack
charged into an enemy counter attack, and at Eogostye, where
the situation is developing badly (deep penetration, several
reports of 52-ton- tanks)*
jEhaw is spreading and supposedly restricting movement.

Situation

.

GejJ»J&£gatsch gp£ Gen JL£hma njn report. Turning over of business.
>

<

<

of the situation and employment
of the Reich Labor Service in forthcoming operations.

HeJ: cJi hfrk°2L I^&djsrJftjlerJL** Review

MBjL»-Ji-ie£ii2. {*&Force)* Statistical analysis bf Air observation
on railroad movements, shipping in ports, planes on air
fields, etc.

jSajrU. vpvi Mz.dorjTi. Orientation on the military situation for the
information of the State Secretary •

27J4archJ£2j2

(279 th Day).

0!!*— On the front facing Sixth
the enemy has committed
his last reserves (111 Cay. Corps). In Fourth i*rmy sector
pressure on Nineteenth -*riEd. Div., ?/ill <&el&p
the attack
on Kirov. » In Ninth i»rmy sector, heavy attack from the
north and south in area west of Rzhev. Resulti Proposal
to try a solution with limited scope and growing reluctance
to launch the Ostashkov offensive.
In North^further deterioration of the situation south of
Eogostye*

—

289

—

—

Disposition of forces and planned sequence of
phases in operation »Siegf ried 11
"Rehabilitation l3^
(With Ehlfeldt) Reinforcemant of Artillery before Seva
stopol*

Geji.JHeusing^rt

*.

Gen^JVigtzk^x

Current matters of his section*

28 March 1942

(280 th Day).

British raid on
St* Nazaire repelled*

Violent attacks from south and north agaiiast Ninth
iirmy front west of Rshev result in a sharpening of tension.
The enemy has punched through our "bridge"* on the Volkhov
front and has a line of communications again. Situation at
Pogostye still uncomfortably tight.
On the other fronts, the enemy continued his attacks at
Kerch and Volchansk r while we made further progress in our
offensive at Staraya Russa*

Situa^tion^
4

iirmy Gp. Command is growing increasingly unsure about prac
ticability of the Ostashkov offensive* i»lso the Kirov
operation, promoted earlier with such great eloquence, is
being talked down to the proportions of a mere last-resort
solution. The Coninand of
Center is very weak, and
most talkative besides* \u2666#

Fuehrer, conference, on the over -all situation. Report on build-up
»\u25a0
for "S iegfried ? Approve d •

(281st Day),

29JtockJL142
Situation^

.

impart from North, no important

changes except in
Y.here the pressure against Nineteenth i*rmd
Div. is increasing. In North, the "bridge" on 'the Volkhov
is definitely gone now. Ihe situation south of logos tye is
rather disagreeable* attacks are impending against the

ffonrth

jjrmy.

"corridor"

***

#

The great picture shows the enemy desperately trying to
score a decisive success beMre thaw sets in. Main effort
in AGp North •

.

e •— Schmundi,
£c..£

—

—

Comes to talk about the relationship of trust
to the Fuehrer (promotions, disciplining) #.
Gross
deutschland Div.
First kt* Div.

j£°i:»-J^lfelclli Current artillery matters.
Evening*
£hone
the Fuehrer

Assault badge

.

yon. Kue,ch.le_r i
Afterv.ards talk with
on the situation at logos tye*

290

§§

\

(282nd Day).

IQJ^rch^/fcg

jgitugtiqn*. ho significant changes. Our attack at Staraya Russa
has made no important ground, gains? the main effort must
be shifted to the northern wing. On the Volkhov the new
gap has not, yet been closed. The &punter attack at Pogcstye
has -had a promis-ii?g start. Rest of the front relatively

-

cjuiet.

N

,

&£*-.&£iJ^A (Personnel
procurement.

Lt^ Col^JP.olgg'
yon.

5v

Div.t)
Reassignments.
' '
,

reports on transfer

Z&J&IPSFEL Current

Gen,

Jit noon with field JViarshal

--Personnel

to Gen Qu

Sec*

Staff personnel matters.

yon

Witzleben

\u2666

to the Fuehrer.

\

(283 rd Day).

Pueh£er £on fere nccjv i(Vith yon Kluge

and Model.. Both state that
the troops have been under too great a strain to sustain
an 'offensive against Ostashkov at the present time.
Decisdon* Kinth ia*my .will limit its effort on the Rzhev
front to creating favorable conditions for the start
of operation "Brueckenschlag" »* after the middy season.
In addition it will bar the lines <£\u25a0 communication of the
Russian Twentyninth and Ihirtyninth ijrmy Tvith the greatest
economy of forceis. impart from this, £rmy Gp. must restore
order in its Hear iirea *\u2666* and reform its forces.
>

,

t

.

i

>

|fej jS£e£l j.ng reports as Gjig Conmandant.
new Heer esna chs chubf uehr er^

--

\

_

Cojl
._Z»uta yer<nn f
i

. Replacement for Chief Section foreign
Armies East, who does not come up to lay standards.

calls on his return to'ths

£©£•-.I°U.1°U Schwed.ler (CG t IV Corps)
•
"".
r
.

x

/

.

eH»—%EEer (Gen Qu): Current supply questions
'
Personnel matters.

.

o^^
Russa*

'

(,284th Day )

significant changes. Slow progress
-

:

.

.

t

1 April 19^2^

(ammunition).

.

at Staraya

\

I

291

—

—

Meeting of replacement requirements in spring,
Q,uest£on
Of maintaining the policy of regional
1942«i
homogeneity in replacement. units*
Reorganization of
the Divs.
Armament and equipment matters »
jrqn

BejLow.

---

.

Current matters.
Geri^H^usitiferV
"Siegfried*
i
Comnand set-up*

—

•

\u2666

allocation of forces in i j

vqn Ziehlbergi, Exchange Kinzel Gehlen.

\u2666*

•

(285 th Day).

2 itpril I9it2_

air
§.iiuS.<fci°£s^ No. important changes. Bad weather
support for the attacks of AGp. Korth, which are therefore
ou»pendedj meanwhile the troops are' closing up.

—

/

^ -^%.lHwJL

Ma4*

Tcain.ing matters*
and Training Instructions \u2666 ',
ri

Instructional Pamphlets

,\

L%* Gol^, _3;iohheim;

construction, and
on situation on thfe Volkhov river and in the -SukhinichJ*
-

•—

salient

•

$*?£ Qg^SKIU.

;

)

Report on Construction plans and progress

projects.

Russia.

Report on

•

—

vvith Gehlen^, Replacements
* Russian
tank output.

1April 19^

of

.'"..'

.

(286 th Day)*

and new

activations

in

Goqd Friday

s
No essential changes* **lso at Staraya Hussa f attack i
stillh«l<3 up fowing to bad weather and lack of air ."
"
support*
. .v

§i£ug.tionj_

\u25a0

Ca^tjt Je'vjgold (Navy)i Report on naval situation. The Mavy insist a
on an attack in the direction of Suez* I
am not interested.
\
Qp&tzytMJSS&L lS*®n %^)j Current supply problems* luachinery of
supply for. the sunnier offensive.
Evening.
,

Visit-of I}he Chief of the Romanian Gen. Staff, Gen.
Steflea, who stays as our guest in a circle
"of comrades
through tht, evening,

,

s
\

•
292

\u25a0\

( 287th Day)

k hv^l19iR

.

In South and .Center^ the situation is dominated
ed by the beginning thaw. In North, the "weather is still
bad.

Sijtuation. unchanged.

(Italian Gen q,u) f accompanied by Jkiarras, comes
preparations
discuss
for the forthcoming operations.

£eii*—Torr.e.san,

to

(Eng. Chief) t Barbed yvire stocks are ample fqr time
being* There are not enough mines. Questions relating
to fortifications construction.

Gen^.^Jacob,

—

£*.£ £ol«J%<rz. ( Org.

Sec.)* Replacement requirements throu^i the
Reforming of disrupted Divs.
sumer operation.

1£P£*l 23fe_

(288th Day).

Easter Sunday.

Si^uatdojo^

UnexpedtSdly sharp attack agaiPP* J^inth i*rmy from
the north. Tanks also reported attacking from the south.
Heavy tank attack also against £XXX Corps (fourth Army).
Otherwise no change* Ihe enemy fronting Seydlitz is
gathering up all available forces, but is not introducing
any reinforcements.

LtA

.

Briefing for his

tour to the West.

£B£»Jft£ r£l£i2. (Xnf Chief)? Questions of Infantry
Pre-military training.

£ £2£A! 1B}&-. (289 th Day).
Casu&rtiesx

22 June,

1941

weapons.

\u2666

—

-- 31

Easter Monday.

March,

1942.

Wouadedi

23,341

Off.

799,389

NCO and EM

Killed*

8,827

Off.

223*553

ECO" and EM

855 off.

31,665

ttCO and £M

Missings

Total %

33,223

off.

1,074,607

fcCO and EM.

Total losses in the operations in the East (excl. medical
casualties) 1,107,830, i.e. 34.61# of Eastern
at
strength of 3.2 million.

Situation

j^ No important

changes* The enemy continues to rein
against
Nineteenth Jirmd. Div.j attacks
force his iiTmor

\u25a0

293

-

.

against the northern front of Ninth JtXw
ing frontage

a*e

on a broaden

—

(j»rty.)* Qeneral questions of counter battery fire.
Sevastopol r
of enemy Artillery shows a ratio of
£*1 in obb fgyor| which would approximately correspond with
the number ©f Diys* committed. On qaiet fronts, one Btry.
fpr every 4 km? £erch
for every km.
Bkrytf »

\

X°£ QI&^&SF&L. &*e*§P* QeKf §^&f$ personnel ma |te|s f
ciency ratings* «*» decorations on 20 *ipri£? . I*

fie^^-MstS^SK Reports
• Current matters

—

on his tour to Hungary and Slovakia
of his section.

19J±£_

2

Effi
«

(290 th Day) \u26 6

.

unchanged*
Front generally q.uiet t apart from local
attacks against Fourth and .Ninth itrmes

Si^ua.tipn.

I&L»—Qraffle.r (z«b,V,

to itrmd. Forces Chief) and Ltj Col. Remer
(assist* Mil* attache Tangier) report*

i'tj. J3°i«—C2*r.is.t (Qrg. Sec.)* Current questions.

Gen. Staff policy

on technical developments.**

£$£ inJ fioJL*—%ci>^§£ submit

.

in the forthcoming

summer offensive*

5e£»— Wgggejr (Gen Q,u)i Basic
Command

the war maps which are to be used

organizational

data for "Siegfried"

•

personnel.

.

8 £]£& I9ik2. (291st Day)

Situa^tipn.:^ yon Seydlitz 1 attack •\u2666\u2666* is slowly forging ahead.
The enemy has improved his position on the railroad embank
ment in the sector of Eleventh Div* Otherwise no change

.

(iiir Force Operational Staff). Reports planned
build-up in "Siegfried", and discusses cooperation.

OE
Ji*4. \u25a0»£c ti«-Jfeft§G£
iiix Force
i

C.o^.^Liss, (Foreign

ijrmies

West) reports on the British

MQ-i^^^Be^o^ (Tng. Sec.)

reports on his visit to Staraya Russa*

—



Lt_* C.qj.._Geh len, (Foreign Ernies Last), Eneny reinforcecients
»
Working
received in nAarch* ~ J%ix Farce statistics.
methods

for his Section.

294

I
4E£& 19J&. (292nd Day).
i^JSM§^ioiil No important changes. Heavy attacks at Kerch vnere
repelled, yon Seydlitz is advancing* Situation at Pogostye
is becoming ever more difficult*

•

SPE*-.^?^

a&S gen,»JFxe^e£ejK call en route •
i

jgol^^Jla^ej. Religiqus question in the £xwy f r~ Indoptrination of
the tropp§ by means of, political pamphlets*, -r- fjpiaganda .
outside

the army.

Geii._Heu£inger^ Report on conferences in jiGp. Center. Is too
%iOrt in men to attend to its manifold tasks.

i

295

t

2PJE**±J&/&- (293 rd Day)
l&J^topS 1. ,No important changes. Enemy movements £&. glelst's
front bear close watching* Indications point to a
developing buildr-up of strong forces in the Sukhinichi
area. Belief forces have battled through to Combat
®rpup Haas, which will be taken back. On the front
facing fcodel !s sector, the enemy is shifting forces to
the west, yon Saydlitz reports s,mall guns. Situation
at Fogostye serious. The ice is breaking on the Volkhov
river.

fia^.*.Ee£S°ld L^&yz) shows

photos of S.S Gneisenau.

—

from bombs received in drydock.

Damage

Gen, jDchsner^ report on tour to the Crimea,
Question
relating to passive chemical warfare and Chenu Mortars,

JO. April 1942J 294th .Day)
.Situations New strong attacks

on the Kerch peninsula were
repulsed.
A landing attempt on the west coagt of the
Crimea was thrown back. Russian Fleet at sea. Striking
movements of reinforcements to Kleist' s eastern front.
Troop movements from the southwest into the Sukhinichi
area. Heavy attacks against Gen. Ruof f s southern wing.
On Model* s front more movements in westward direction.
Puzzling movements from Toropets to the southeast during
the night. At Kholm, the situation is very tight.
Seydlitz
is scoring small advances.
At Pogostye, tension
x
easing*
is

-

*

proposals of AGp.
Center regarding attacks on Qstashkov and towards Toropets.
For the time being no attack at all. Ordered transfers
of Divs. to the West and to South must be carried out.

Puoh^er situation conference^

He

yetoes

-

.

VTbrk On th^ ore ers for cperation l!Blaun \u25a0*)

leiteJL.
ILeJXSiP&QjtJ.-.

(Personnel Div. )

personnel

matters.'

Operation South.

!2_A£rll_l942 (295th Day)
No enemy attack at Kerch. Naval situation around
the Crimea is obscure. More enemy reinforcements on
Kleist's eastern front. On X2QQC Corps front apparently
preparations for an attack (two new Divs, 5 tanks brought up)

296

Seydlitz is advancing slowly,

At Pogostye situation
apparently firmer after protracted period of fluctuations*

discuss the ammunition position relative
to
and personnel* In the $astj .we air© going to be
318,000 men short as of 1May, From May to September we
willhave 960,000 men for loss replacements, then nothing
at all as of October. Age group 1924 willbe called up
on 1 Aug. Starts labor Service .in May, ifpossible, to be
used in West. This ags group willyield 260,000 for the

We
2eil*J2ks£«_FrQnjmj^
armaments,
:

Army:
Suggestion! Send 240,000 men with two months training
to the Eastern Army in May*

Eeport on
QA& X*partisan
~"

conferences

in Berlin. Activation
*"
**ofinAnti-*
and Assault Bns.
the

Jagdlcommandos
'
.
.
'

Armies',

\u25a0

,

J>! ££2*l i?^2_ (296 th Day)
""*""
Situation.! Heavy attacks against Fourth Army, and XXXX and XII
Difficult situation at Kholm. Pogostye better
today.

Conference with £^-^bsjb._yoh_Kuejghler
no new viewpoints.
Gen._Prueter

at Fuehrer Hq. produces

(0 of S. 2COQCV Corps),
and s.en,_Sinzing^r_call^

and JJen._%ssel,

XArmorJ,

Ij-b^

Org. Sec. matters (Romania, . changes in
'the Rear Areas, new Hq AGp. South ***).

—
.*" troops. 

Gen,J7agner
yon

(Gen

—

Qx)t Fuel questions.
Ammunition issued %®
Conference of Supply Chiefs.

officer from Org.. Sec. #) Personnel
changes in the Section.

-SLehlbergi

Nev; liaison

Count Stauffenberg|_ Current organizational activities.
a desire to activate troops of its owi, #

Ma£ch« First ten

Average dailj

Second n

Third »

/

<*.

297

day period

"

tt

«
»

OKST shows

3,478
3A39 (67)
5^ (37).

JL4 April 19j42_

(297 th Day)

Si£uatiom

On the whole unchanged.
All quiet in South, including
the Crimea, Also Center quiet after yesterday's defensive
success by XXXX Corps. Jn North, small advances at *taraya
Russa. No enemy progress^ Fogo stye. Snow is melting.

*

opiOr2n_2iehlberg^ Current Gen, Staf£ personiiel matters.

•\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0"\u25a0*

Formation

of AGp. A.

teujkeeb*-. (Ordnance Off. )J Report on new developments
armament and ammunition.

in

Sen^xand^andjjji.j^ol^ Gr£sjkreutZii__ Report on Artillery
situation on the Ugra front. Many deficiencies 1
S°Ja«^y2?LKurowsk£ reports as C of S Second Panzer Army,
Review of the situation of the Army.

JAI s°i»jQjhmlch§n__reports on

his ."^our to the Pogostye front.
quite
picture.
heartening
On the whole
a

Gen*_ Wagner (Gen

Qu)t

Fuel situation

r-^

Quota

system*

-JLS. 4P£il 1942_ (298 th Day)
Unchanged.

Russa our attack

On the rhole all quiet.
gains some ground.

At Staraya

~ 1800_CjaPi2A§.v^si.i^w

gf aov Inf, weapons, AT
weapona and tanks with new.,feiini* (on Angerburg training

Afternoon 1600

ground)

.

of replacements in summer,
Men with two months training must be sent
directly to the combat units.

Qsx 1..J.
°hiel
£r£«l Allocation
19^2,

J.6April 1942_ (299 th Day)
Situations

All quiet in J>puth,

In.Center

another serious

attack against XXXX Corps. Russian Thirtythird Army %*
has been liquidated. North* TighteKing of situation on
the Volkhov front. Otherwise no change.
by Eleventh Army for ammunition and material
for Sevastopol and Kerch. Security forces for ttßlau».
Stocks of indigenous staples.

£en Jfe.JL Demands

Gfe- Jfr£and^Arty_) 1 Coiiiments and views
"\ Artillery assault of Sevastopol,
Artillery

tactics.

298

of the plan for the ~
—Rehabilitation.

Gen. jßchaal iQaVr)*, Report on his experiences during the retreat
from Klin, and on present situation west of SicheW

Evening
at Fuehrer Hqf 9en> yon Mansteiri presents report
on Kerch and Sevastopol*.

17 April 1942

(300 th Pay)

Situation^ In South,

opposite Kleist 1 s front confused movements
and radio silence. In £enter^ heavy attack against 3QQGC
Corps* In No^ifo, on the whole no change.

Seich Labor Service Leafer^&erlt, Use

of Reich Labor Service
for Operation "Blau". Subsequently incorporation into

*

Airmy.

J

Gen._Zeltzlert Reports as oof S, AQp^ West.
situation and his job.

i,*2. 59i»-J3Jief£ (las Fourth Army) makes a

Briefing on the

very grave report

on the condition of the troops.

G^»—d^ \u25a0REdmondo (ltalian Transp. Chief)
p<>>

with our

calls after conferences

Transp. Chief.

Conference with jGenf _yon_iSjOdenstern~ (AGp. South) on operation
\u25a0"

"Blau".

Eveningi
yon

Social evening i^th Sodenstern (Leyherr also here)
Report about India.

Etjzdorfi

— Situation in France.

(morning and evening) with yon Kluge on the
situation -of Fourth Army. 385 th Div* must be moved to

Tro phonetalks
front.

JLB April 1942_ (301st Day)
Situation?

Unaccountable

quiet along the entire front.

1100 (^ner^_Talve3;a__(Finland) presents Finnish Cross of
Liberation Ist Class with Oak leaves and swords, and
makes a Speech.

Suj^lyJShiefs
c^qnf erence_of
1600 For a short time, I
attend the *~
"
in the Gen

1730

Qi»s Office.

A few indications
on how senior Commanders want news presented.
"^^y ra<&° spokesman.
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S^-l^i^-SL (z.b TV?)t V? ) reports on hie tour to £<3p. $orth.
§569 k% |Pi«J^eSe^Hi|de^jMid (Chief §rg. §ec,)| Organiza
tlgn jnatteffsy =• p.l@gatioi} of~4f guns,
3-93§ gai B_tipko^repor^s8_tipko^repor^s @n his, ffiiss^ to Nin>h £rmy ?
gs3gi| deman^' too much of hiss tr@gps i

£g£§ s^aetl_('F^Qi|n
«BB- SSPS^.!

P ei^:

@n

B^e

@| enemy

§t*?? Re?«[en?lPl R»tt«?§:

3#42_
1
!

JS
Sltuationt

Bag%)| §^|st|c^

(302nd Bay)

Still all quiet on the front.

.

Cpl« j//ein}qiecht Lt^ C.ol,~Top^e^ Eckstein,
~
£aXLers»
( C of S, Ninth irmy) \u26 6" * '

~ !!?<&£.

Qeri,

Out-of-turn promotions.

(jol»\u25a0_ .^o.ty

2iieh^bergt,

Gen. Staff personnel matters.

M

JQ *PZM 29&L(303rd Day)'
SituatjLoni Curiously quiet. Enemy is seemingly anticipating a
German red-letter day attack. .*) Enemy propaganda.
Good progress on the Lovat river. The gap **. has been
almost closed. Consolidation of the situation on the
Volkhov river.

03QQ-, Horning review in celebration of the Fuehrer* s birthday.
Address,

12JCL

At the daily morning conference, congratulations and pre
sentation of books on Russian and Czech border fortifica
*
tions.

l4l°_
All to luncheon idth the Fuehrer
""
sharp issue T??ith Reichsfuehrer

for his birthday. Take
SS on employment of SS at

the front.

—

M^SPSPSt 5eJ5»-«.v^:x QS®^^ 6©^®.3^ (Center) s
situation.
formerly
~
fipl»^S^laddt_(

calls en route.
""
2PH

G of S, V Corps, now C of S, Sixth Army)
Report on the situation at Vyazma.

Fiye destroys archive
Preventive measures I

2iehlb£r£i

Review of the

collection. ***,

.

J& &£&1942_ (304 th Day )

§&P£fiiprx On the whole quiet, except for new attacks on the
Volkhov. Mounting indications of enemy build-up between
Rostov and Zelets,
also for preparations for local
attacks at Sukhinichi, Fomina and on 1% Oorps front.

*'

Commander,
Gen^^afl^J
East Prussia,
£,*!.

206th Div.) calls while on leave in
of replacement arrivals.
Current organization matters.

J^^i^^^debrandt Timetable

Allocation of AT Guns.

—

—

—

£e£«J%g£ e*:* Continued

fuel supply,
Truck replacement
position tight and
Ammunition supply
for Crimea,
Administrative Orders for "Blau tt **'<

JS Ap**!19&JL 205th Day)
The movements opposite Kleist|s Group continue*.
Opposite Sixth- Army the enemy is shxx'ting \u25a0••'. forces
southward. Ominous assembly movement around Xelets. In
Fourth Army sector, the enemy attack at Fomina was repelled.
3Ssth Biv. released for commitment at the front. Un~v .
usual movements on- Xukhnov from the direction of Medin.

In North

, the

gap between X and IICorps has been closed,
but the link needs more strengthening.
On the Volkhov,
the enemy penetration has again been eliminated. Volkhov
river covered with floating ice. Situation at Pogostye
has been stabilized now.

Gen._Brand_(ArtyJ_j
Preparations
"""

—

—

.

for Sevastopol.
Rehabilitation
of~the~Obi*oXYaUqii . Bn.
Activities of the Corps
Artillery Commanders,

.

Opi^lauropk reports as Cof S, XXXXIIICorps.
events during the retreat of Ninth Army,

ifijs. s°l*-.G^i
4?3i* American Armed Forc&s,

—

Review of the

Situation in Burma,

Will be substitute for Hoth during
his leave to Seventeenth Army.

£e22«jronJ3j^uth_ jgalls.

—

Regions", ****,
Gren.J.ia.t2ky>
Report on the conference of
the Japanese Attaches in Berlin,

301

JQ J&xp£ 0.9i2j306th Day)
SdLtaa'biom Unchanged.

4 cH?^ ous "J*y quiet

day on the entire front.

Returns from, the Zt to the
Visitors^ (Jen.^VjDnJiaQke^ej^
front • Review xxf'bfy*pvexvall situation^-*' *ijph Trbjbha
(la, 267 th JKLir,).W *g.oJhbch (formerly pith DiyT)?— -"
v

J

operation wi|xh

the

Ai^? JPfQe*

fiol.^BalckJrepor'fes on 2-4th 4rmd. Div. in France.
~ reports, as oof S;V Corps.
QPI*J)£'~Q£®i<te&.

Briefing on

his job.

J*k *&£&2s&-

(307 th Day)

Situa.tj.ojat Unchanged. Enemy continues relieving and regrouping
movements opposite the southern part of the front. All
quiet in AGp. North.

Jitj,, fioi.^^e^J^i^HJiebrandt Rehabilitation matters.
vation of Rjgts. etc.).

(Deacti-

Qen.jD chsner^ Current matters relating to Rockes Projector
droops. Prepay dness for poison gas war-fare on the part
of enemy. Owl defenses.

k^-i. £°i»Jv^n^Bjglcwi.
the
of
lessons

Evening!

Fuehrer

Current Training matter. Application of
this war. Training of HCQS.

leaves for Berlin.

i£ji£ril_l942 (308 th Day)

fiasualtiesi. #Rom

22 June

24,085

19^1 ~ 20

Apr.

19-42*

Off,

828,892 HOO and EM

Killed*

9,077 Off.

232,236 WOO and W

gigging!
Total!

S&SS&L

5^VB7_NOO-and^m

Woundedt

34,039 Off.

1,114,915 NOO and EM

Total .army losses in' the Eastern Campaign (excl. medical
casualties) 1 1,148,954, i.e., 35,95, at an average strength
of 3,2 million.
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Situation*

All quiet along the entire front. Local enemyprobing on the front of the Second Army.

Ilc SL^JF&tori&BL,, (^4th
jl

fe^ £°it_%Ghe£tJl

a>

Hsusinger)

QvnsvpX

tour along tHa French §past

reports on his
Nothing new of importance*

?

13-4 th Div? )

reports on his Div. which
$ satisfactory degree,

ap|>^ently has recuperated' -|o

spl?_y2n_Zi.ehlbergB, Gen. Staff personnel matters.
Marriage authorization.
ool._ Schilling^

Army

ifi*.

3T

—

* Complaints,

(lately 0 of

reports.

S XXIV Corps, now C of S, Panzer
Report on XXIV Corps.

Ehemy situation on front of Kleist1 s Group
and of Sixth Army.

J& #)ria. 1942_(309th Day)
Situation: Unchanged quiet. Apparently the effects of the
seasonal mud are severely felt in Center and Horth. In
oouth, the enemy regrouping movements opposite our front
continue.

Ool'-.VE^Gz^deß^jJ*-. reports out, becomes la of new AOp. A

£eß"_J^^*iiße^«

reports for special mission .at Sevastopol.
Briefing on the basic features of the assault.

itV

Rehabilitation matters. '-~*
Light-weight guns for AGp. North \u25a0*'.

.

5

1^ on tne situation of Third Panzer Army,
changes for coming operations.

SGB»--P^ si*>-H£'tll8
Personnel

*

s.ol^Schultz_( lately

G of S XXXXIIICorps, now C of S,
Eleventh Army) calls* Briefing on his new job. Report
on his former organization.

.

~
£fe.

1 Security forces for operation
Requisition for foreign security troops.

Evening departure for Berlin, 2005.

Jl i££il Pi^_ z 1 May 1942_(31C^-3l4th Day),
Stay in Berlint

.

Zl Jb-)ril
Arrival in Berlin, Gen. Faulus calls (C in 0
Sixth Army).

303

/



\u25a028 • April. 0900
1300 War Academy, Lecture Room A (Wenck) and
3 (Laegeler).
At noon, luncheon with Gen. Laszlo,
Commandant of the Hungarian war Academy. 1900 Social
evening with the 0f
fleers of the tfar Academy.
y
yoffleers

29 April

0900 to 1300
and B (yon Bonin).

far Academy, Xecture Room G (Staats)
Address to the participants, orien

tation on situation for instructors.
14)0 Luncheon with instructors.
1600 Gen. Hemmerieh, presenis report in Office, Tirpitssuf er
1630-1800 Chief, Army Archives (OQu V). General Stapf
calls ( talk on future "assignment).
1330-1930 Talk with Gen. Obst. Prommt
Organization*—-,
Armament
matters.

-—

30 'Ajoril. Dentist.
1 !lay<
y

Replacements
questions.

f

Theater.

Visit Field - Maretb&l

yon

Brauchitsch,

Leave

by train,

in the evening.

2

Max-1942_- (315 th Day)

on* Quiet 'day along the entire front, except on the
"* "*"' ;
£>ij;ua'tn
Volkhov, where lbcal fighting continues.
>

Conference with OQu I
and Chief Op. Sec, on development
during
my absence.
situation
L^js. J^°2:«_Q®^i®S t
estimate.

Development of enemy situation and situation

*

jyferJLg^ _(316th Day)
Situations Ho change. *

""Exchange-Tel.
intentions

v

of the
'

1

*

—

Fuehrer back at

All quiet along the entire front.
brings striking report on our

from Moscow.

.

.

OH^

—

**

with' OQu I
and'tolit Liaison Sec.
concerning security on operation "Blau^. vvith Gen, Qu

Aftornoon

on the

Conferences

"same

subject.

on progress of
Conforoiwejßdth oq^ I
? _Chi^f'J)^._Sec^,_GepJ^
troop rehabilitation.
As to trucks, we shall somehow
'
But we shall not be able to cover
bo ab^.e to manage.
our requiroments^for prime movers, even if our targets
are scaled doxm to the utmost. AllBtrjps. of Div.
Artillery of Armd. Divs. and in GHq Artillery units
'
must be cut to three guns.
."

«
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Eveningly Lt. Col. Z.erbel (la, 299th Div.) calls en route.

JllWJWte i3l7th Day)
i.

to free Kholm fras opened with good results.
Strong attacks against 290th Div. were repelled? more
attacks must be expected.
At Group V&nnenberg acute
tonsion again due to enemy penetration.

Situationt^Attack

Fuoliror conferences

a)

Seydlitz. Report on situation
very lively exchange of views.
Yon Kuechler* s suggestion to abandon the offensive
in tSouth in order to maintain the operation in
North, is sharply disapproved.
yon

Euechl^r/

yon

%n North. At times

y

b)

ICLoist gets briefing

yon

jDol._3amler reportsi on route.
Baroness Dyker.

*

Jj&JSte

O^siialtie^:

22 June

Killed*
'

lfessingi_.

In the afternoon visit by
r

1318th Day)

1^42 -30

-kpr.

24,368 Off.

bounded:

.

on mission.

.

19-42.

843, 314 NCO

9,152 Off.

235,908

_BZsjQff
34,395 Off.

1,133 t 440

Total .Irmy losses iti the

ii)ast

1,167,835,^6. 36,49^ '
3,2 million.

IJCG ahd M

54*2^8.-JiSS-JS^IS
HO)

Kholm reached ,by an attack from the west at 0620.
of the front. Changes?
On the
peninsula
regrouping for defense, In the Izyum
Ilerch
salient n&p forces reported moving into the nor^thwestorii
corner? preparations for an attack at Vblchansk. Opposite
the right fling of Center (Mtsensk) the enemy is believed
to, assemble major forces,
,
Opposite Fourth
the enemy front has been weakened
by removal of units. Reports- speak of $»pending arrival ~
of enemy reinforcements against the boundary "between
Op* 3 and I'inth i^rmy, as well as opposite right wing
of Kinth Army.

All quiet on the rest

\

and M

(axel, medical casualties)
of Eastern Army,
' at an average of

_Situcitipni

'

and rM

/

)
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On the front of ll'Corps, the enemy is moving new
forces against the sector of SS i^eathhead. Two new
enemy pivs. on 4orn f s front*Reinforcements moving in
direction of the Volkhov front. r
h

£°l«_Ssa.£kr
Armd,

Report on Eleventh Armd. Div. Mission to visit,
Divs. in AGp. Center.

Gen._B£eith (CG, Third Armd.;l)iv.) reports on his command.'
Discuspi6his experiences.
;>•
command.

of\u25a0.\u25a03, L .Corps) calls
Present report on his
*

.

s

S°i»—^ScOc^L Parent mattery . relating
activities. Army Chaplains.
Report on todr of
iteO^u&Lei/
Problem
best organization

.

of
division)

,*-<x

i% £oi« J^^0!!1

to troop

welfare

South. (On the whole good)—
of Armd. units. (Brigade or

;

tabulation on enemy strength

jUfej*243 i3l^th Day)
Situatxdni

is further improved*
Remainder of the front

At IChplm, the situation

bounded can now be evacuated*

very quiet, due to the weather and road conditions.
Increased pressure must be expected from -north and south
against the corridor
Army, •*) $&®3Lmiamt,i>rt&&ck
from north against It Corps. \
&en._Qj3tj2rkajflp^ (Chief,' Army Supply Office): Food situation,-
Textiles and leather— Problem of the civilian employees'.^)
Gen._G£rckei Administrative Ordersi for Operation "Bleu".^-*
Teci,inical problems of bridge construction.

(3^Oth Day) A

Attacks in S_out|i, in the Slaviansk, area, and in
aH quiet.
Horth^ against IIOorps, repelled..

Si^uationi

,

IToon jGsneral. Gariboldi ? 0 in 0. of the Italian Forces in
operation nßlaUnBlaUn reports to the Fuehrer in my presence.

XTPP..:
)

'*

eXai
9.ai^R°2M. colls oh me. Brief discussion of tile
peculiar features of this theater of operations.

306

I^o_ Gener
aX^Schel^i Jteview of truck situation, production
and spare parts; Economic situation, organization of the
economy, *)
2^Q_. 59irjron_Zieip.ber^ Current Gen* Staff personnel matters,
decorations, affair of honor »
22JQ_ Qen. Ji*g&Q£ (Gen Qa)s Truck situation. *f- logistical
arrangements for operation BlauY
22Q0_ LtA 29i-_% eilj
"~ Replacements
l^Hil4ebrandi

TComSat Team~Funck7.

jBJtaJS^S

i32lst

Day).

for AOp, Center

Offensive on the Kerch
starts.
Naval victory in the
Coral Sea.
peninsula

Situation! Kerch offensive has opened with good initial success.
Be"st of the front quiet.

fi°i»^r^^Jl(Mil. Att. Madrid)

reports on the situation. Spain
is manifestly racked by economic and political strains.
Likelihood of British invasion.

Talk on troops and

Personal visit by Gen.jvonJVletingho^f^
leadership.

developments **)
for organization.

Probable tank
Sfe. £°i-J% elll^H|W:e^raA^*Consequences

in summer and fall.

— Enemy

Attempt to compute enemy strength «i
system
defense
in the interior.

h^ Sdi»_Q£kien.*

2 Sag 19i£j322 Day)
Situation* Kercht Breakthrough on the southern ndng.
Ts making good progress. All quiet on the rest

Attack
of the

front.
'

Zorrijt. who was in command of the pocket on the northern
front, **#) reports back after completion of his mission.
Quite worn i

—

iftjL £°i-_v£n_Bjel£wj_ Training matters,
Lessons of the JSastarn campaign.

J£uehtie_(noTT 0 of S, XII Corps) and

'in the

Gen Qa' s Section)

callT

307

Foreign Legions

"^

(appointed Head

J£ ifeK i^fe (323rd Day)

Sunday.

Situatidnj The Ker-oh Qffensivo, which wag going on so well,
hag b§§n badly sloped doim by adverse weather.
Other ,
tfrents quiet, Y@lkhov line is again closed in Wandel ls
s§et9* f

*

jSallerst
"" ~ x JJojpsjl fOguunandfr.,
29^2sd Biv-K vpa Funpk
frmH.^piir, ) Rasp ~( new |of s/^EjT'S^^Ts

,

against

(§avent^

Current personnel matters. -^ OompXaint
Gerdke»

Ji Ma^ 19_42j;324th Day)
Situation! Heartening advances at Kerchj probably One-half
of the enemy forces may be regarded as encircled. Others
\7ise nothing new.

—

general Keitel_ (personnel Div.)| Officer replacements.
\u26 6' Reassignments*
Promotions.

r3nd*JL Oun^ent
I&JL SP]z» J% eil^r^^ei

organizational matters.

Corps) reports on situation on
GpX*^vopJ.^psl^_ 9 (O of S, I
our northeiTi'most
Worries about strength of units and
#
condition of troops.
jQen.«_%g£er_ (Gen Qu)j Current Gen Qu matters.

-JsM«ffi I^42_ (:325th

Day )

Situation* Good progress on the Kerch peninsula 5 29,000 prisoners,
220 guns, 170 tanks, etc. Heavy enemy attacks at Volchansk
and in VIIICorps sector against Sixth Army, objective
Kharkov, The enemy used 100 tanks in each attack and
has scored considerable initial successes.
Air Force units
, must be diverted from the Crimea to this battle area.
v
23rd Armd. Div. is released for commitment at the front.

Gen._T7p_ehler__reports as nevr oof 8, AGp. Center.
and the Fuehrer,
Genoral-Oberstabsveterinaer
Schulze
on
me.
calls
veterlharies7

liWfiol»_%rJ5 eJE (Ia > 4ut

\u25a0-**

Briefing by me

here for a conference of

mo-t, Div.) calls en route.
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Gen. Jjjchjsii^r^ reports on ths situation of the Rocket projector
units in South, Discusses use of gas against the parti
sans.

J-i Ma£ i9i2_ (326 th Pay)
On the Kerch peninsula, the battle appears to have
been decided in our favor (more than 4), 000 prisoners).
What resistance the enemy willbe able to put up in the
eastern part of the peninsula, cannot yet be estimated*
In Sixth Army sector heavy attacks south and northeast
of Kharkov, supported by several hundred tanks. Serious
penetrations.
Counter attack by 23rd Armd. and Third
Armd. Divs. east of Kharkov. Grave crisis south of
Kharkov (l3lstDiv.).
Ho important developments on the rest of the front.

1^

naissance

aP stn(^ Surveying Service)
of Italian border, *,

kt»_

Optical Recon

t

Current organization matters.

Allocation of AT

Guns. \u25a0**, etc*

fteP°**t on his tour to the French coast,
.Continued supply of Engineer materials.

3cii*«,'^cSl}3>JL

JA iia£ 2?42__

(327 th Day)

Jp-iuj*tipnt jCrimeax We are approaching the totm of Kerch in
pursuing the enemy.
South and east of Kharkov heavy enemy attacks supported
by large numbers of tanks.
The southern attack has the
following strength* six or seven Rifle Divs. three to
five Armd. Divs., one Cay. Div. and behind them, four
j&fle Divs., one mot* Brig., three Cay. Corps (eight
Oav. Divs.) and four to six Armd. Brig, The eastern
attack comprizes: Twelve Rifle Divs. three Armd. Brig,
and behind them, one Bifle Div., too mot. Brigs, one
Cay. Corps (three Cay. Divs.). On the rest of the front

,

,

no important changes.

Fuehrer situation c.onfsr_ence£_ yon Bock calls up and taking
three to four Divs. <out of Kleist* s Group to patch up
the front south of Kharkov. Proposal' is disapproved.
The situation can be restored only by -an attack from the
south, in connection v±th the preparations for operation
nFridericus tf.***) Kleist r s eastern front must be covered
by regrouping,
main concentration to the north.
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(Bomanian) to Gen. Ochsner, Prof.
Prof. Randloser **, and Col, yon fciehlberg.

of decorations
Presentation
Fontaine,*,
•

—

jOol^Ehlfeldtt^Qaestions relating to Coastal Artillery. •
Artillery training and Artillery
Pamphlets,

2E2£*. \u25a0£*$. %^<3iPlL'~& Statistics
Epidemics control.

,

Schools*

of medical

~?

instructional

casualties

Gen. Staff personnel matters. -~~
Assignment for latest age group of Staff assistants,

Ool: jron^Ziehl;
berg|_
*""
<

>

-A5. 1^2 iS^L (328 th Day)

***\

\u26 6

i>iji^&^io£*

fte Kerch offensive may be considered closed.
Towl and harbor are in our hands. Only the neck north
of the toum needs to be mopped up yet. South of Kharkov,
the enemy penetration has been extended only slightly*
Our front south of Kharkov vraa strong enough to throv;
back the enemy by a counter attack; high enemy losses.

However, there is still a gap north of 454th Security
Bivw tvhich has been closed only precariously by the
Defense Team at Krasnograd. Here we may yet -witness
further enemy advances.
On the r;hole, however, the
impetus of the offensive seems to have been broken by
our **-ir sweeps.

In the penetration area at Volchansk, our counter attack has
not had the expected success, nevertheless the main thrust
of the enemy offensive in the direction of Kharkov appears
to ba checked.
A certain dangor still exists north of
Ternovaya Trhere v;e have only light forces.
/
On the other fronts, attacks are repulsed and troops can
be exchanged! no major fighting.
At the situation conference at £uehrGr_Jiq, he exhibits extreme
interest for the commitment of the M IV tanks with longbarreled guns and the mcd* A3? Guns on SPM now coming off
the line*
Apparently the output in the ZI of mcd. AT
Guns has been much larger than anticipated.

—

Accordingly, after my return from the Fuehrer conference,
I
call a meeting. -filth Gen Qu and the Chiefs of Org*
by OKH
0p.,, and Transp. Sections to discuss the measures
necessary to assure commitment of these v/eapons wherever
needed by OKH.

,

Ms-ior

.

yon jiedekind_ goes as Liaison Off. to Kleist ( "Fridericus"
offensive) "*.
•

\u25a0

J2c& J^_andjk£ «_Coljl TojDpjß report on the
for "BlauV
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supply build-up

JL6 Max i942_ (329;th Das
fiajMaltiQsx 22 June 3sj^l

~ i<£ fcax^ \^£

%w^#

wm m%

Killed*

9,450 Off.

Missingi
Totals

849 Off.
36,078 Off.

i

85£,534 NOG and M
241,572 NCO

and EM

.s^L^-?2L251S
1,146,657 NCO and. EW.

Total losses (axel, medical casualties):
36*96% of Eastern army of 3.2 million.

1,182,735,1.6.

Situations Pursuit of the enemy on the Kerch peninsula is
drawing £o a close. $outh of Kharkov, the enemy has
struck with Cay. in the direction of Krasnograd, but
was checked by an arriving Regt. of 305th Div, The
attack to the north unfortunately has had a measure of
success against the Hungarians. The worst part is that
VIII Corps, under 'the shock of this development^ took
back the entire front. One Regt. of 305th Div, and other
units, including Armor, are moving up from the area east
of Kharkov. Disposal of the situation now is no more than
a tactical matter.
East of Kharkov our tank attack has captured Ternovaya.
As a result, the fighting in this area, too s is now ;
reduced to mere tactical soope.
Opposite Second Army and Second Panzer Army the enemy
is stirring. °uite possibly the show at Kharkov may nov;
be repeated at Orel*
llothing special on the remainder of the front.

~Atjnoon.,

*"

at Fuehrer Hqf for the presentation of the CJG_qf
At 1700 he makes his official
Thj.rd Honv^d^jTny^.
call on me*

ISOQ Conference _with Gen
x .Chief Op^ Bee. x .Chief org._Sec^
on the progress of troop rehabilitation "activities* Must
draw on the ffChristophorus ir *"*; vehicle reserve. Measures
to equalize vehicle strength of Divs.

—

—

Gen._Herrl,ein reports on his inspection tour of Schools and
Training Courses.
Questions of Inf. armament.
Training Instructions for Flame-thro^ er troops.

JS Ma^ 1942J 330th Day)

Sunday.

Mother1 s Day,

On the Kerch peninsula, the remnants of the enemy
lire still putting up fanatical resistance northeast of
the. town.

Situation*
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The offensive of Klaist' s Group (»Fridericus !I,J has got off
to a good start*
The enemy attacks jsquth £f__Kharkov_hav© made only minor
advances,
We cannot be too sure th?.t we are past the
crisis entirely, but it very much looks that way.
Bast of Kharkov, there has been a big, tank battle tritli
the enemy attacking with large numbers of net? tanks.
IThile this battle was in progress, we were able to gain
ground to .the north, at Ternovaya, so that the crisis
fzP-Jsp-Pl. s^?^0X may n <^ac n^*1 De regarded as overcome.
On the boundary between Second Army and Second Panzer
Army the enemy apparently has not yet completed his
buildr-up. An attack is being anticipated.
On the remainder of the front, no important changes
Gener aL Scherer the defender of Kholm Reports.
account of the four months 1 siega #

Gives me an

Allocation of tanks after South
full strength. (Western or Eastern
Armd. Divs.?). Jagdkommandos (reorganisation during
summer).
Rehabilitation of the &rmd. and mot. Divs.

~ Col.J^eller^miebra^dJ
Lta.
1? ed up to
has been~f i

—

—

Section,
~ Col. yon Belows Current matters of Training
Lt.
'
Training
Courses in
HCO
Lessons learned in the war.
the West.

Have Col. Kinzel in for fare-well j, also present
Evening*
Gon. 'Scherer, Hcusinger, etc..
"~

lay.iay_Jl942

v

(331st Day)

Situation* On the Kerch peninsula, the few small remnants left
.
are still fighting fiercely.
1 s offensive
Kleist
Kharkov,
raged
around
While the battle
gained much ground in the direction of Izyum and to the
sou thwe s tward.
The situation of VIIIGorps south of Kharkov is difficult.
beaten off the enemy s
even after Corps has successfully
frontal attacks.
The number of Tank BrigS*committed by the enemy is really
yon Bock's estimates eight or nine south
astounding:
Kharkov,
seven or eight on the front of LI Corps.
of
and
At Volchansk, the over-all situation looks pretty good.
Our tanks encircled at Ternovaya have not yet been freed-,
but it seems that they soon willbe. Farther to the
north, the situation is consolidated.
On the boundary Second Army/Second tanzer Army the.
must still be reckoned
possibility of an enemy attack
'
with.
.
On the other fronts no important developments.
\u25a0

m

9.ol*^ronjim3t^i reports as CO of an Artillery Hegt.
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I^n._von_Greiffenber£

.

reports en routa to South AGp., to toJ-o
over his new command (prospective AGp. A)

Field Marshy, yon 3ock_(onj?honejli Has serious misgivings
about the situation in the layum salient. VIII cannot
hold any longer, in fact it is a miracle that, it held
today. OKH does not realize the gravity of the situation
3
etc.
Later phone talk with yon Spdensternt_ The situation does not
look quite that dangerous to him, but neither does
he trust it. to his mind, the important thing at Kharkov
is not just to score a defensive success n but rather to
smash the enemy, who is committing major forces on that

,

front.

&&P& ii£0Xjr4r4'b k yon Kuechlerx.

Model is a very hard man to talk
out of the plan to take Nelidovo. Attack against Byolov
set for 2-4 May 1

_ 19JIayJ-942

_(331st Day)



Situations Tho Kerch offensive can be regarded as closedj
150,000 prisoners and large quantities of booty.
The situation south of Kharkov is developed in gratifyl
ing manner. Klcist1 s offensive has made good progress.
VIIICorps folt only little pressure today (Vhether ar not
as a result of ICLeist* s offensive is too early to Bay)
and was moreover able to adjust its line by a counter
attack.
The situation east of Kharkov is no longer ctangerous.
The final success of the counter attack willnot be
apparent before tomorrow.
The remainder of the front is strikingly quiet.
"k^jt. Q.°2z' J^ eil^r^Hillebrandi Ourrent matters in his Section.
Basic directive for Chief of Chemical Warfare Troops at
OKH *.

—

Gen.^lvoijtel. (tersonnel Div. ) Officer replacements,
Schooling.
Reassignments.

reports as new C of

20J1Ay_1942

S^II Corps.

(332nd Day)

gituationt

a) Counter offensive "Fridericus" south of Izyum is
making ?ood progress, even^thoiigh^he Romanian§ have-<
gained

313

only little ground.. The enemy has reacted to the
offensive from the south with great speed and
.vigor, opposing it chiefly with tanks and troops
on trucks* . The offensive substantially relieves
VIII Corps, *.hich no^ has been able to launch
counter thrusts at some points of its front.
Army Gp. reports intention to shift main effort
of nFridericus n to the northward and, after re
grouping VIIICorps, to converge towards it in the
area southeast-^pf Knarkov #

b) Baffling north-south railroad movements in the area
north of Rostov.
c) In AGp. Norths attacks against BS Deathhead at and east
-, of )SojL«vitsl. and, frpfli.the-s^uth:, against
?
-th£ corridor
linking X and IICorps. The attacks were launched in bad
weather to avoid our Air Force. Individual tanks
succeeded in piercing our lines, but. the massed Inf.
attacks were repulsed with considerable losses to
the enemy,
d) On the remainder of the front no major fighting.
reports out on leaving for Africa. Review
of operational intentions in Africa for the coming

fie|i,_Oruewgll
months.

*

.Gen.^Bogatsch reports out 5
Service Area.

takes over the

Vienna Air Force

Gen.^yon_Bernuth_ reports as Cof S, Fourth Panzer Army. Goes
to AGp. South tomorrow to head Advance Flanning Staff.

J?k MMGZ I9^2__ (334 th Day)
fi3Ltuatd.oni

Kerch operation concluded! Regrouping at Sevastopol,
where the enemy is evidently making preparations against
our impending attack. The- Izyum offensive is taking a
gratifying course. Kleist1 s northward drive has gained .
ground.
Along the entire front we are now recapturing

the initiative.
-.she sitnation at Kharkov continues to develop to our satis
faction. We hove established firm contact "tith our
encircled forces at Ternovaya. The front is closing.
T7e can now take out forces from this sector and get thorn
ready to meet Kleist converging from the north.
All quiet on the remainder of the front, except in It
Corps, where the onomy continues his unsuccessful attacks

T

Gen._Homlok
Chief,

(Hungarian Mil. Attache) brings

a letter from his
I

ferbs to know details about the operation.
politely refuse.
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fi°i»-«Ehlfqldt

(together 7ith Beusinger)s
T

Artillery attack against Ingermanland.

( Gen Qu)i

9^2.^ i^ej/fert_

Report on Sevastopol,

*

Current Supply matters.

(Qrg. Sec.) reports out.

Evening
Social evening with Herrlein and a number of
Section Chiefs.

SUtefJ-lte-

(335 th Day )

Fuehrer in Berlin,

c Izyum pocket has been weakly sealed on its
eastern periphery.
The plan envisaged by AGp. South
for strengthening the ring in this sector, which, prob
ably will be subjected to considerable pressure in the
coming days, is not well conceived* it calls for an
attack in that direction with parts of Third and 23rd
Armd. Djvs. from the constricted bridgehead at
Andreyevka.
To my mind this is a very ineffectual
solution. The right thing to do i*ould bo to have the
Armor noxv becoming available east of Kharkov strike for
Savintsi, on the north bank of the Donets. Bock had
a talk with the Fuehrer and secured approval for
Army Gp.'s plan. I
think it is Throng.
In the Kharkov sector, tha enemy is pulling back his
offensive front behind the Donets river.
From the other fronts vtg have reports only of
continuation of the attacks against the southern and
the northeastern sector of IICorps, all unsuccessful.

i^ijiuation:

Opn- JP! q££®fJ( 297th Div.) calls en route.

Gen. _Jo.cobj. Report on procurement of steel and fuel •** for
the Channel fortifications in the West*

_Col,_Gaede_ prospective

J3en._oj3hsners_

successor of Knesch in Sofia, reports^

Report on Rocket Projector Regts.

Preparation

0

for chemical warfare.

Lt. Col. Mueller-Hillebrand (-Tith Count Stauf fenberg) ;
Organization of staff for the General on Special Assign
ment ( z.b.V,)and other current organization matters.

i£JteyJ34g (336 th Day)

Fuehrer in Berlin.

Izyum pocket is firmly closed.
The first enemy
the east.
counter measures
launched
from
have been

Situations The
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Pressure from within the pocket seems to be preparing
and willbe -felt from 24 May onwards.
At Kharkov, the enemy has withdraw his teaks behind the
Donets, but is still holding the western bank with strong
forces. Local thrusts against Second and 3foird Panzer

Armies and the northern front of Ninth Army, probably
only to probe our strength.
Attacks against IICorps
have let up. In the bulges on the Volkhov and at Pogostyo
the enemy is. reducing his forces. The bulges shrink. !

£°i«J^;ister_ (Air Force): Report on forces committed fpr
operation !lBlau"»( Stays for luncheon)
of

£°i»_l3j^ckL. reports on assuming command/Seventh Armd. Div.
Submits drafts of Training Instructions for .Armored
Trains and for Rifle Cos. of Armd. Bivs.

IfAs. £°l»_Y2nJ3j3loj7T
£ol»_voji_Z&eJ^ e£^

Current training matters.
eT7

Efficiency ratings.

$Hq,

— Fersonnel

£4j*ay_i242 (337 th Day)

matters.

Whitsunday.
Fuehrer back at GHq.

In the pocket v;est of Izyum, which at last is
solidly sealed, the snamy is making unsuccessful efforts
to break out eastward,
nttompts /from the east, through
Izyum and Savintsi, to crack the ring from without were
repelled.

Situc-tions

East of Kharkov, the enemy launched local attacks,
apparently

to keep us from withdrawing forces from this

sector, and was thrown back.
On the boundary of itGps. South tm& Center^ the enemy
appears to be massing for an attack (8( 8 to 12 Divs. )j
*\
n his sector.
radio silence i
The attacks by AGp. Center against Cay, Corpus 3elo^ *.
(even without Air and tank
have made good progress
support, which apparently was precluded by the weather).
Increased enemy artillery
Stubborn enemy resistance.
outside,
activity from the

**

The enemy seems to be concentrating
attack against Byeloi.

forces for an

n £G£^%rJ±*L. a generally quiet day. Attacks against
IIDorp's have lot up.

£ol._Shlfeldt ( Arty.Chief )? Transfer of Artillery to the
Order to
Kronstadt front after reduction of Sevastopol.
purvey situation.
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— Replacements

£."&&. £°2»J^lH ell£^HillBbrands Basic directive- for Liaison
Officers from foreign Armies.
Corps.

Jd^

The Russian Replacement

for Mt,

Tentative

Army.

tabulation of available Russian reserves.

25_%yJL942

(338 th Day)

.

Whitmondsy.

22 June, 194l
-20 May, 1942.

Casualties!

i/bundedt

26,301 Off.

873,94) SOO and JEM

Killed*

9,610 Off.

247,410 NOO and £M

iassing»__^

:_§?!LH£jl

?otali

36,790 Off.

?it§§2

HO

9

and SM

1,178,037 HOO and M

Total Army losses in the Eastern campaign*
i.e. 37*96$ of the Eastern Army at average

17214,827,1

7

214,827,

strength

of 3,2 million.

Sitimtipni The battle around the pocket -west of Izyum
continues to evolve satisfactorily. The enemy ? s
desperate and resolutely directed attemps to break
out eastward rrero repelled, as were the febble attacks
rjith tanks from the east through Savintsi.
East of Kharkov, the enemy has resumed the a ttack,
and made some negligible local gains.

In .a.Gp. Center the operations against the enemy in
its rear (south of Vyazma) have made only slow progress
due to bad weather and the resulting restrictions of
movement

.

All quiet on the other fronts ( including north)
ool._von__Bechtolsheim
(lately Cof S a XXIX Corps, nov/ C of 8,
Army Hq. IT, calls. His situation report portrays
the gratifying combat effectiveness of the troops in his
former command.
jQon. J^C£b_and_o£l
w

.Abbe^gers. Abberger reports on' his tour
His visit seems to have been .Trail
timed, because it is quite evident' that the command has
not yet grasped the importance of making preparations for
speedy construction of fortifications on the northern
rang of "Blaun
to Hq

A
Second~*Army»

.

opl,_Baemtschi

Current

Gen Qn matters.

Gen._Schirmer (on Special Assignment IV)*, reports on organi
zation and results of supervision and services for troops
behind the fronts.
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l^:iOronJ^A4§kindt

Report on his participation in the battles
of AGp. South (Hq of Kleist* s Group) southwest of Izyum.
I
am glad to hear him give so high a rating to the
effectiveness of our troops and weapons against enemy

tanks.

i&MayJfi^g (339 th Day) Rommel lauaches.Ms
offensive.

In the Izyum pockst, desperate breafe-out attempts
to the east continue. Our attack has divided the pocket
into two smaller pockets. More feeble attacks from the
outside.
On the front east of Kharkov the attacks are dying doim.
The enemy concentrations are thinning. Tanks are with
drawing eastward.
n £e£ter_the attack against Cay. Corps Belov is still
hampered by adverse weather, and is making only slow
XDrogress. Enemy is bringing up forces from Dorogobuzh.
preparatory
At Byeloi he is shifting his tanks
to an attack.
AG^.J-^rth^strikingly quiet. The enemy is v/ithdrawing
forces from the Volkhov and Pogostye bulges.

OpXLorsi^ Finkh,
Gen, yon

3aer, Daweins, Reichelt, Oswald, Nolte,
Boetticher, (back from U.S. )•
yon

Farewell party for Baentsch and Finkh in my quarters.
Evening
~~
Welcome for Boetticher, Nolte also with us.

JQ UPSL 3#te_ (3^Oth Day)

.

j^ijiuation* At Izyum, an attack from the outside was repelled.
progressing;
Reduction of the pocket is
the enemy
has been split into smaller groups, which are dwindling
as our prisoner take mounts.
The attacks against Cay. Corps Belov resulted in a
Here, too, the enemy has been split
gratifying success.
into smaller groups} some still are putting up stubborn

.

resistance.

On the other fronts, no fighting of consequence.
Army Gp. intends to develop the success west of Izyum
into further offensive operations east of Kharkov and
east of the Donets, at Izyum, in order to gain further
successes in the area before the start of operation
"Bleu".
Col. Baentsch reports out. Some young officers of
the last ago group report on their transfer to OKH.

JJaTLersi
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£°i*J3hlfel direports on
Col. J7onjD'rolmann,_Gen
South.

JJj
i>

allocation of Observation Bns

Wagnsr^ report on their tour to AGp

Lts. Col.Juell^r^Hiaiebrand reports on conferences at OKW
"("concerning ArmdT Divs. J*.

28JKayJL94g

(34Lst Day>

ne battle at Kharkov and on the Donets is brought
to a close ?dth a large take of prisoners and booty.

j^jduiktiont

AGp. South has issued the orders for the next phases of
,
the offensive! "Volchansk 11 and "Izyum I*.
ring
body
Fourth Army has closed the
around the main
of Cay, Corps Belov,
Ho noteworthy developments on the remainder of the front
In N.orth, the enemy seems to be pulling out slowly but
steadily from his bulges on the Volkhov and at Pogostye.
eJ:3:L. (Grossdeutschland
£eil«^£Gr.Ill

Lt^ C3ol._Sc,huchardt
A.~ We~"discuss

Div.) reports.

reports. Formerly at Ankara, novr la in AG;
situation in Turkey.

****

jQcaa.^lTatrfgct^ Restricting fbreign Liaison Stei*f s at OKH
cAiring the operation.

I&jlSP^J^^S^^^sQ^S^S^

Current organization matters.
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(342nd Day)

29.1MayJL2.42

.

Fuehrer in Berlin.

along the entire front (includ-

All-quiet
Situation^
ing "Byeloi)

— —

\u26 6

Unold (OQu, Canter),
(CG, XXIV Corps),

Callers*
Gen.

E'tj.
"*

vonJDven
fCG,~VI

Gen.Jkangermann

.

(Commander. 56th Piv.)
#

Corps)

-

Gen. Bieler

Gen, Staff
£ol .._%Gllor-HildQ^r3Lndi.
weapons developments.

spooifioations

regarding

I°J%IJ-2A2 _(343 rd Bay).

Fuehrer in Berlin.

All fronts equally quiet. On the Volkhov,
the aooess to the bulge has boon narrowod down.

*""
Situations!.

s_
Callers
""
~"

Capt^ Moisnpr (Org.Sec),

Major, Ziorvogol

COp.Scc), on"*th3ir trarsfor to""the front

j

Co llasi us and Wey.^old,,
G'-rpralpbGrsta'bsarzt

Dr^ Ha^-losori_ preventive

mG a 3ur

o"s""agarnst malaria and typhus""in HqAinooeulation)

Gcn.Jieusingorr
""
""
phase

Conduct of the operation in the sooond
of^"BlauV modified be releasing Volchansk,*

2ljfey_l9 42

,
>

J 3 44th

Day)

4^E.*-So us& kas nothing to report except
some local attacks. Build-up is pro coo ding ac cor cl
ing to plan-, Mbvormnts hnmporod by bad vv'cathor.
In Contor new sucooseos against Cay.Corps Belov,
Railroad disruption by partisans is on tho in
crease ,w

'

;

by attnok from
north and south, but apparently not without
largo casualties.
Tho enemy's intention to pull out of tho Volkhov
bulge is now quitd obvious J not cLar about
Pogostyo; bulge.
Srika S6hhQi^s6
Sort^i.
'*
•

"" QPi»-G£ niP£'.- Bnomy situation and distributoion
i^s

of arpmy

fofoos.
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1700

Report

(nfter his return from

fuehrer

to

Berlin7«^ot^ing'to note.

(245 th V?y).

1 June 19 42

Fuehrer at AGp.3outh.

Situation i Unchanged^ The mopping~up operation in
the rear of Fourth i^xmy is making good progress.
Gen,O"bst .__Hotht

Disoassion
7jro;;iezl

"Blau".

.of

his mission in operation

SPlvJVon. Ziehlhe|;gj. Persornel reshuffle within. Jen.
Staff.
replacements

for Gen, Staff.

—

Tr ."J^&gUQ* (Bleyl^en) i Pot eign units
§e £«.J£ a £2!
for
security duty~in the Eer.r Area.
Security
measures in Reir i,rea AGp. South.

~ t.""Col. Pistoriusi
L

"to AQp..5) r#

\u25a0

"

"

Anton- Ilona. (Instructions

g Juris _l24a

Situation.:.

—

Artillery assault

(3 46th Day)
of Sevastopol

has started.

—

fhe"~enemy is apparently reducing his forces
facing Sixth Army.
Preparations for ne-v W3St

vmrd attack against Cay. Corps Belov,
On the
whole, ..a day without important events or ohaiiges
on the front • .
.—.

S9^.*-^^®!^

reports "beck from the Crimea. Raviaw of

tbe situation on the Leningrad front.

M^i«_oo-^n't-.Stauff9nbirgt_
Eeport on trip to the Divs.
wbioh parti oip ate d""in the Izyum "battle (problem
of Company Officers, horses shortage)

Matter
£^.2. £oi» JfciQll®E"HllicbraEdi.
—
detail f

policy.

2®a«Jp£.i£ol

—

.

of organizational
Iruop rehr.billtatlon,
Loivs

(P?rsoaviol Piv.)i Officer roplacemonts

Reassignmonts.

_2

(3 47th Day).

Ju^JiAS

—
.

~
The enemy has reacted to our Artillery
gituatipriJL
attack on Sevastopol with counter battery fire*
Vork on fortifications in progress. Ship move
ments.
No important changes on tho arthfcr
T

fro nt s

*

s (assigned to Eoms) » Jteport on plans for
"Horkulos." .'* Boquiromcnts as to Assault Bcrat3,
Engineer troops
S7bcl berries.

i*x Q.°i» Jfl

,

% ~ Eeport on condition of Armd. Divs, in
Qp\*J&?^x.
""
AGp. ""North. Particularly good in Sixth Armd.Div.

3 V" pl^nc to Berlin.

k £u &eJ^V^ll

1

oonf3xencGs

with Gen. Starke^

O"bst*. Fromm, Gen. Olb'rioht, Gen.-

Gen.

Ziegler.

6 June '_19 UZj. Inspaotion of the June- July oour3e
of""the Vvar Joademy, Berlin*

<&MQ.e.JL9.42 (Sunday) 1 He turn by
1
JTssault o*n~S3vastopol

plane to GHq.,

starts.

(3 52nd Pay).

1!un0 _19.42

SI
~""
tuationi Assault of Sevastopol makes satisfactory
progress on tho first day against stiff opposit
ion } high ammunition expenditure and severe
losses. All other fronts quiet. Successful
counter attacks at Kirishi.
*

~ ""
Gen»_Jorda&

(Commander, Sovo-nth Div.) reports of his
command and the situation. -KeaßSurini* picture I
Hungarian
Gpn*,JJi 2as^ (Jccond Bureau) *. reports out
"""""*
and rntro"duc~s his successor, Ool. Vasvary,
p

J3oli sc&l^i

G'nang)s in enemy strength

during May,

Eo^!.1^0 ?. 1SPEP£JL transportation matters.
2fi± spl»-. J%G2l§.rZ^t^l'-Srlli^i. Current Ord. Sec.
;

mattirs.

n,
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(353 rd Day*.

9 £uneJL942

Fuehrer in Berlin.

/t Sevastopol good progress dospito strong
e,neray counter attacks. Otherwise all quiet. AG-p.
Center reports br3?.k-out of Cav.Corp Belov to
Uhe south

~
r
Si tuition

""

.

..

Grashov. 2nd Ca^tjj, Bauer^on transfer to
OKH after~graduation frotf~latost 'Training Course.
JSol^ Cht±§t ;on promotion.

Cellersi Oapt

Is± 9Lo l«J%*§pcr_ (I&s
at ""the ""front.
*"

$roup Eholm) reports

on situation

Feu singer with_TopEe A Holcg^.Mueller^HillGbrand^
Re portion troop rdha"bilio~tn"t ioiii•""First ""priority
Bivs. (Sixth and Second Lrmios) will"bo about rer.dy
in ample time. Second priority units probably also
will got there* Third priority units {Eleventh
Xrmy) oannot yet bo estimated.

"^

md on organization of
Eoport on
Gen,_JaocLbx
""
seaborne distribution and transportation sorvioi.
Fortification constiuction projects in the Bast.

""

gcn.Jfeller^
"" "*"
Col.^Rad^^
IHlitary courts.

Special sorvicos for soldi3rs.

Report on Sevastopol. My suspicion th-it
0!
the /.rtillory OoTmcnd is not of the best is con
firmed.

o _JM GJL2^2
i

v

(3 54th Dzy)

.

Fuehrer

away.

Uotv^ith standing heav^ enemy counter attacks,
at Icvastopo,l A It appears that the
enemy has moved Artillery and Infantry from'.tkk
southorn sector to the threatened northern soctor ;
the attack to mo rrov therefore is to be launohod
with mp.xi mum surprise.
Attack on Volshansk has started off w6ll Tho
attack of the two assault wedges took the en3my
linos by surprise.
In Contor further progress of mopping- up oporat
ion~"bGhind tho front. The escaped Cay. Corps Bolov
is baing pursued.
In Ninth Army sector, tho enemy is evidently
roducing his forces on the northern front. Rein
forccmonts rsportod moving up in tho Staritsa aroa.
All quiet on Sixteenth Army front.
Eightoonth Army rope lied serious attacks against
the "bridge" on thD Volkhov. At Kirishi only local

Situation^

good progress

.



attacks.
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Armies East);
C^llorsi C^£t. yon Warnstojrff_(3?oroign
Go I.~von""*Wo chmarl 8b" I."~Sixt . (Now C of S, Seventh
Army!, .7."*7 la, Stgifeh Armd. Div., Major
lilsutgki (goos to Sevastopol
study assault on fortress) •

vdth mission^ to

Cp.EfU loy^old, _(Navy_) ,^2P- ± KeueingorjL Roport on naval
situation.
the organization of the Beiolis
Railroad situation in the ZI.

G°Xk'JteYGk<iLL Changes in
bahn.

~{^•J%tzlr£

(with Count Stauf i
enborg) « Basio diroctivo ..
Jjg
trchments,--"
LiGigon
foreign Legions".;
foreign
for
Current cintters.

£°!'._vonJ2iehlb*rgi Boor -ganizr.tion of OQu.V Section is
a result ""of assigimont of mission to Col. Schsrff
(History of the ;far' for the Fuehrer .*"*>

Fuehrer away.

UJuno 1.942. (3 5.5 th V~.y)

it Sevastopol, in both northirn
and southern seoto^s* The enemy Artillery, which
r. is
for the largost part is still firing.

Situation!. Looal gains
quite

troublesome.
The Yolshansk attack is making vory satisf actors
progress. Thore is a danger that tho enemy would
slip the noose of our ovc loping movoment.
Fourth Army' is making further progress in tho
mopping-up
of its rear area • Unluckily, the main
'
bod' of Belov* s Cdv. Corps and of
 Fourth Airborne
Brig, have escaped south.
Situation in anemy lin3 facing northern front of Ninth
Army is unolear. (Hc.ilxocd movements^ supposedly
also concentration of Armor) • Nor is there any
clear picture of *vhi\t the enemy facing the north
oastorn front is up totincrease
in enemy Artill;ry)
South of the "corridor 9 to IICorps the enemy
unaccountably has abandoned some ground. To th 3
north ho is attacking (r. new Brigade).
f s Group haa r pelled severe
attacks fro^i
east,
tho
Oonoontrr.tions at Kirishi,

—

*"

1

Col JLJK:uehl_(&nn.Staff}_ (OQu 2fforv;oy)' reports on supply
situation inißQT'x^y ar.c*. Xapland.

—

S.n4 QPQjI £lli'a?- ntxltti Preparations for
Report on areas of prospective
winter 19 42-* 43 •
offonsives to reach the Volga and tho Caucasus.

SPS'.^SLSa^E

Col.^Bhlfeldtr

< >

*'"

Artillery assault of Sevastopol and
of -rtillery assaults of Kroastadt
possibilities
and Ingormanland.
..^
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.

£*..•. G 01.: Mueller-Hiliebrand:
replacements

in 19 43-

Demands on Bdß for
Current matters.

**~

OQuli. Oaiduct of operation "Blau.ll'V*
How is it planned, with eastern or northern
axis? I
am for striking from the south. Must ba
thought through in detail* *

gen.Jieusinger^

12_June. 19 42

(3 56th Day). Fuehrer- at Obersalzbarg)

.

minor gains at Sevastopol and Volchansk.
On the other fronts, no important changes.

Situation! Only

Gol. Sohulz (3ng. Chief ) 1 Instruction to study
road and bridge conditions on the lovat rivor
( co mmuni cations lino to 11 Corps).
Sa i°£ I°§Sx Gen Qu^ Lapland, presents report
on supply situation in his territory.

Callers^
"**

~ o-i
~ dmira l^Frioko (with Capt • Assman (Navy))*
Vie
Conference ""on situation. $he Naval Operations
Staff's picture of the war situation strays far
from our sober vi3T of facts. Those people aro
dreaming in terms of contin-nts. Having watohod
the /rmy f s performanco to date, thoy assume with
out another thought that it all just de ponds on
what we like to do and whon, to push through
on the land routes to the lersian Gulf over the
Caucasus, or from Cyronaica to tho Suez o anal via
Sgyp** They are glibly talking about land oper
ations through Italian i.frica to tho Bast African
Corst and South Africa.
Iho problems of th3Atlantic %xo troatod with
off-hand superiority and thoso of the Black Soa.
with criminal unconcern.
~"

In tho ovoning I
havo the two naval officers at
dinnor with Blumontritt^, Hcusinger and Grolmann.
Bioh threshing of oapty straw..

Gen"".^Ochsn^ri V«o discuss tho clangor of the possible uso
o"f^g?s by our Giwaies, end our resources for gas
warf iro
'

.

J-l £ttgp_l£42

(3 57th Day)

Situati.6nj_ local advances at Sevastopol prepared by
heavy Artillery concentration. According to ro ports
from fro nt li
no 00 mmand s the eno my is bo ginni ng
to soften.

,
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Operation Volchansl ; has

Largo, em my bodies'
far-,

scored a fine success.
r-i

20,000 p^s

./encircled.

.

.-..,.

.

so

Ho, ma jor • fighting on the other fronts South of
sector > the •
the "oorridor" in Sixteenth
enemy o-f his .own accord is withdrawing behind
the Lovat

.

Gen. Y/agrjer (Gen Qu) * i'uol problem. Comput a tions
r
indioato that tho fuel reserve for "Blau* will
last only until mil^Scptcrbor

.

Gon •jOGhsnor^Report on tho part playod by Rocket
Projootor troops in the lighting for Kcroh.
approach to ohemioil warfare on thQ part of th3
enomy pov^ers (inoraasing interest) .: Oonditiona
for gas warfare on thv3 Volkhov rivor ."

—

""
Gen.Jßlumeritritti
-r
~"

with""Bdß7

/

Subjoots discussed at conference
f'roparr.tions for next winter.
/

J^jl §Pl^orome_*l (lately Io Irris, now 0 of S,IX Corps)
reports. Grives a picture of the situation in ;
Paris and the new Got-up of the 3D.
(

y

*,

lk_J\m<i 19 42

Casualties in

tho

1^42.

Wounded;

(558 th Day)

BastSrn i^rny 22 June, 19 41 -10 Juno^
27.232 Of.?:.- 915.575 K!0 nnd
9.v915 Off.

billed:

256,302

W,

MO and EM

a

Missings

Total:

BS7 Off.

3^/034

._

Off.

58.473,

and W.
-*

230,3 50 1100 and EM.

Total Army losses (e::cl. medical casualties)^
1,21)8,434, % .c., 39.55p of -the Eastern Army,
at an average strangth of 3.2 million.

Current training matters. Instruction \
.'
regarding utilization of training fa cilitios
in France.

£°i»_ v£n_Below2.

'

,

{

Np£pr

Giese reports on transfer to Org* Soc, to tak3
the place of Col; Ohrist';
Ha^s, lately .Chi .if
.;
Org.Sec,, now leaves as C o f §^ X?" 6orp s

.

v-BS?XJ.v -BS?XJ.
'
Se S^^

Stock of all kinds on hand as of 15 Juno

Toriginal date for start of off' nsivo).

\
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On the whole quits satisfactory. Situation
difficult in fuel and tank and /T ammunition.

Gen.

The Puohror has ordered that the
offensive planned .to precede operation
nßlau" n
Blau" must be launched as scheduled. Sinoo
that offensive oi.inot be opened neforo 15 Juno,
Blau would have to Too postponed until at least
23 June. Orders to that effect ar© issued to AGp.

ginger^
JSeu
"izyum

South.

.

Local advances at Sevastopol, especially
notable in the southern sector
The Volchansk
operation h°s hit a soft spot and so would app
to have promising prospect for its development*

Situation^

jar

Remainder of tho front quiet. .Attack repelled
on the Volkhov.

ls_Juno

19i£2_ (3 59th Bay).

§il
*"" u £ttLP*ll Advances
at Sevastopol
quiet.

Fuehrer

away,

southern and northern sector
,in
and at Vclchansk. Otherwise all

.

.

Gen^ Herriein^ gives a picture of what he saw in
"Crimea and in i' Gp South. Nothing ne^

ths

;

4fricaj_ German /rmd.Oorps. n^.fxica" has broken through
to the coast west of Solruk. Cheering success i
I, report states
~
Enem£»__
that for no apparent reason'
the enemy fronting on boundary of i.Gps. South
and Horth intends to fall back on Ostashkov.

I^-.^U.^e. i.9 42_ (360 th Uay)

.

*.
f

Fuehrer away. Victories
in Africa and in the
Mediterranean.

'""
Situation^

Notwithstanding Eleventh Inny f s contention
that the assault had little chance of success in
the absence of Inf. reinforcements, the enemy's
situation at Sevastopol seems to deteriorate
progressively. Good gains in the southern sector.
Sixth Army is regrouping preparatory to
Pridsricus II".They are .qiilte short on. lnfantry
Romanian participation is rather embarrassing. *)

In iG-p.fc-jCJe^nter, Gay. Corps Balov has again broken out,,
and is moving in t;i3 direction of Lirov. Nothing
that we could brag about t
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.

On the other fronts, as also in AGp North,
no important changes in the situation.

i-kcne_talk with^Oen^ Hasse (G of S, £Gp North). Possib
'.illties at Ostashkov; no more transport planes;
shift main weight. of Second SS Brig, to right
wing I

""
Phone.

"\

talk_with

gen. JxrLmiGis: Calls  for night Air
loropets araa.
o*f~tne Ostashkov

Ren, ""coverage

.
.

£en.Jlar£G. (OG, XXXXI Corps) calls on his return to
.the """front Review of the situation.
(new C o.f 3, IT Corps) reports. (Formerly
"""
QPI«-.Steffler
i!rmy~"Se"c of /.rmistico Commission),

...

Gen._von_Grreiffenbergj_
*"
Discussion on operational
possibilities *
Keep mentally sot to
ofs iGrp.
Plowing operation with flying
change plans.
start.

Major Oetzen

reports.

Iransforrod from Second Panzer

Army"~to Gen Qu Offico.

Col._von Ziehlbcrgt Report on talk with Rabonau
QQu V '"\u25a0(SchGrff f s mission).

17_Juno 19 42

(3 61st Day).

Fuehrer

and

away.

Situation^ At Sevastopol the attack cf LJY Corps has
sco*rod remarkable success in the northern sector

and captured several &".cy works. The attack on the
southern sector has gained so mo ground and will
bo pushed again tomorrow.

*

s >
Center is regrouping fox operation "Pridoricus II
which probably cannot start boforo 20 June.
Raining,

Corps Bolov is novf floating around the area
west of Kirov, Quite a man, that we have to S3nd
no less than sevon Divs. after him.

Cay.

**

"

we have neither positive nor negative
.
on the enemy's intention of giving up
the Velizh pocket. In any event, North has fr^od
the larger part of Light irmd.Div. for a southern
ward drive through Doniyansk
On the Volkhov, attacks v;ere again repelled and
the sac further compressed,. Otherwise nothing
of
w
importance •

In North
evidence

.
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—

Gorcko^ Review of transportation situation. inten
sion of railroad lino to liupyansk,
Lateral
of
communications.
Construction
field rair*/3.ys.
Shipping on the Baltic.
*
S.°L«J2hr;ks;U lately in Orel, Sec.,, reports out. IJfow 0 of S,
TXVI Corps at Llga.
G§Ai

—

—

—

Matters
Gen. _Koitol (Personnel Div.): Rcassignmonts,
Final dispose
relating to offloors training.
ition of last wintor's court of honor oases

Goru_Brand_ (^rty») reports

"back,

and ammunition at S'.vastopol

Jf^jL

__

""

.

*'

Artillery Cosraand

v2v2n KiGmm (Attacho at Athens) reports on situat-

ion in Groeco

.

(Sng, Chiof) reports on road and field
railway communications botwoon X and IICorps.

Col>,_Schulz

on uso of romoto-oon
and demolition vcrhicles at

3^! reports
M^'i'-Sohll^lcL'l^^osi0!
trollod assault

Sevastopol.

lSJTunc 19 42_ (3'>2nd Day).

Fuehrer

rft6^-

-

Substantial SLdynnoos by jIIY Corps at Sevasto
pol, Tosser advances by Z]QI Corps. Regrouping in
Sixth Army, delayed ~b^ be.d weather •

Situationi

In Cento^r^Oav.

,

Corps 3c lev both the group, -^nich
/which remained behind and wis
broko out^and
encircled, has be^n split into several groups.
Wo must reckon with the ability -of Some olomeiits
to fight thoir ?;ay through tl-.c forests toward
Kirov, and th-t the onemy at Kirov will support
these break-out attempts by launching an attacl:
of his own.
'

In North, no major actions. 'The enemy troops in
tho Volkhov sac arc running short of food.

.

—-

Gron. JVoGhl9r_(C of S^ AGp Center): Conference on pending
questions; Measures against partisans.
Ostaslikov.
Plans of Array &p for the forthcoming tasks.

.

Deception measures,

\u25a0

**'

•

£° £ • _?9_l1 Bipboi (Signal Chief ): Measures to prevent
lGakis.^^ of operational plans through unauthorized
listening in on phono talks.

the Foreign Office r s estimate
of tho international situation.
reports

329

1\

—

0 !^^
0!
i^jL^
31^! &oport on to/st fixing
1^^^1!
0^^
**".
Rehabilitation and other
at~~PoGncmuende'7
Org.Soo.
of
matters

—

c £i Information giving picture of enemy
Il^jl
"* C°i-™&cnl
\u25a0*"
Construe
forces disposition in the Caucasus.
enemy.
tion. activities of the
~*

i^JTani

-

IVifi-(363 rd Day)

/

away.

the northern sector of Sevastopol,'
coast and great bc.y liave "been reached. Only the
Scvornaya Kosa tip y/lth its Btrys is still in
enemy hands. 3Sfo change in the situation in XX
Corps •
Tho railroad line north of Volchansk has boon

Situation! In
%

Fuehrer

;~

captured

.

.

//

No" changes

on tho rest of tho front. Only an the
Volkhov, very hoa^y enociy attacks with local
against Vaii&clf s G-roCtpjin the absence
successes
.1 precluded by adverse
of air support,
weather.
•

•

The discussion with the top command
on- the efficient
~
'Izyum offonsivo follor/s
conduct of the Zupyansk
a fanrLliar and unpleasant
pattern.- whorcas yon
Bock, because of the terrain, v»7 ants to launch
his tank drivo .;directly fron the ;wost, Sop com- .
mand considers 'thc.t a mistake but feols no change
ought "to be ordered at tHis advance d. stage of
preparations^ and approves yon Bock's pl?an against
its bettor judgement
•

.

i

ZfyJfunQ. i.9 42

(364 th Day). Tobruk. Fuehrer hera

.

..t Sevastopol, local advances were mode by
LIT and 2ZX Corps,
On the Xovat river^hoavy attacks wore repuls3d.
Otherwise no change

Situations

.

Gcn.j/agner (Gen Qu) reports en rehabilitation
situat
ion Tsatisfactory; and on conferences in Berlin.

.

Plane Carrying I^\J H-ichol (Ia ;2 3rd ArrnduDiv.) with
orders of the hi :;>cst importance for operation
"Blau!V has apparently,^ fallen into enemy hands*

SO^XU& osi.E" tU?:§AA

tho heavy battle in Cyrenaiaa
culirin?itod an a •vicr^ory that is of equally
groat value from the military and the political

. has

aspect

.
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/

4Gj>«_South
shows groat nervousness in its situation
"*
"estimate.. Tho enemy is moving now troops from
Rostov to tho north and assembling. ailargo forco
of / rmor opposite Sixth irtny, whioh would indic
ate that -heavy attacks arc forthcoming
\u2666

""
S2PgL*JS
on impending attack (22 Juno) "with,hoavy tank
support out of Staraya Bussa*

glJTuno 19&2_(365th Day).

.

Fuehrer
away

!\t Sevastopol, the Btry. peninsula £s in our
~
Situation!
now controlling al
>
"hands arid "consequently we'az'e (LIV
Corps) Good
most the. entire .north shore..
by
XXI. Corps. 2!hQ enemy appears to be
progress
abandoning the front opposite tho Romanian in
order to concentrate his forces against X3IX Oorps.
On the Volkhov, haavy cttacks -supported by t^nks,
which wore repelled -;dth difficulty. Otherwise
no change •
Tobruk taken.

,~

.

has been found. He probably
doc
Theurns
doad.^T
n*te/ filled with vital in
formation, must by nov; to in one my hands.

Ma^or Eeichel's piano
is

Itj, Col._%ollerrHillebrnndx

—-

~ _Jaoo,b£
~
Gen.

Current organization

matters *

Progress report of work on the West Coast
and Tn Norway •
'lochnioal planning for tho
ivintor position in South (assign ' .' Portrass
Engineer Hqs ),
.

Scl,_(aen.Staff)JTv2^el, lately C of S^OI Corps, reports
.
out. Talk cm Goni Staff tork in winter.
;

'gen,

J2 be rbach, C,j3- Fourth

Div., reports en route.
"Portrays situation of his Civ. in favorable tjrms.

£ol •_von_Zichlb:rg£ Current £en. Staff porsonnel mat—tors,
T/o review tho,ag3 composition of Gen. Staff.
Gen. Staff roplac3raents.

S°S« J-''2.S£ G £ (Gen Qu)

Fho.no.

: jg'uc.l supply.

—

Ammunition situation.

talkj//ith Gon._Jo.dl (OIw) 1 Estimate of enemy
situation in .connection with tho prospective
enemy attack on 22 June.
Ho urges early start
of "Blau'f Talk on Air Porce allocations^in "Blau".

.
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22_Juno 19 42

Fuehrer "back
Start of second year of the war
against the Soviets,

, the

northern part of the
fortress aroa, north of the groat harbor bay,
is in our hands. 3M ? ting of our main effort to
tho southern sector has been initiated.

Situation^

,'t Sevastopol

Offensive "Frid3ricus II" (Izyum-Kupyansk);» as
a result of surprise"
mada substantial mit
ial-ground gains, but later oncountorod stubborn
resistance west . of "Lupyansk. Grossing of tho
Donets from tho south lies boon executed without
major difficulties.
i*t Olkhovatka, shifting of troops, but the concentration there a^pcrcntly is still quite. d3,iso.
Opposite Second Army the enemy fleems to be re
grouping in depth. L% Yelets oonfusod troop
movements cutting across ono another.
The assembly movments for "Blau* (sohodul-od for
X-4 to X-3) willbe carried out during the night
22/23 Juno. X-ordir ftillwithhold.
On tho remainder of the front no significant
dcvolopments apart frorr, local reconnaissance
thrusts, especially iv the oukhirichi salient.
On the Volkhov front hewy fightirg has flared
up again. Enemy tanks *y>w& ponGtratcul into our •
"bridge",, but on tho o*i>.cr hand it is* bolicvod
this wi11 pr oV3nt tho ono my fro m gc 11ing hi s
have ny do -ibis about
forces out of the sac. I
that and feel sure that .30 mo of t.ie troops in
thore v;illge-t away. Starvation anc-i,j tho ponned
up enemy is beginning to take its tell.

Tobruk proves to bo a rrort victory. Eommel has
a Field Marshal.

become
~

LissJ

British tonnage available for transports ?
tho laddlo £a3t.

Situation in

Bacteriological r/^rfaro and current'
chemical warfare ur.ttors.

Gcn._Ochsne.rj,

i,r*ia_(GG, XUIV Ooips) arriving from Eholin,
gen._vo_n_i
*""
reports out. Giv>3 an account of the situation.
Sharply critioizjs H<± bixtocu^h ..rmy and sp^ci^^ic
ally its handling of t-nl^s.

—

i^jL Qpi.*J^Q^JiP low^ Training for cocpan^'" officers
Training projoot.s of
temporarily at Radom
/rmy G-ps.
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Lessons of the Roichol o a so, More inten
vqfindoctri
si
nation on security is indicated.

Col-_Hadkpi

'

(•Roia-hQI found di:?.'&,)

§.3^uno

.

(Fuahror away)

1?42i

,

It Sevastopol, cheering progress inttho
central and southern sectors. Tho northern sector
is now completely in our hands, Operation
"Fridericus II" is making good strides \u26 6 It may
"bo expected that tho Oskol rivrr willbo reached
today. X-i>ay for ?lßlau M f 27 Juno.
On the Volkhov, tho "barrier shutting off the sac
is again firmly closed. Tho sac is progressively
shrinking under our pressure from north, west
and south, Ho thing now on the other fronts*

""
Situation^

Gcn.._l&hmann_. (Air Pores Ghicf at OEH) * Yj/c discuss
tasks and organization of &cnr offortv Diffioult
ies with aircraft types end material replace
ments, the effects of v;hioh willbocome inoroaa
ingly folt toward fall.

ifil5.°1v..% o JJ§.^~ Eili.-brraidj. The Fuehrer wants one

.

more i'.rmd, Div. 3ach for France and Denmark.
Ourr o nt o rge. niza tio n ma 11e rs
'

frfci, Q°l«wS?J^^ftlo^G:'-st2rclng

Officer' at ~0 EH 7

,§.^^\i^ lPk%±-

x

lately 0K7." Press Liaison

rvports out as la-of 68th Div,

Eur-hr'jr

"back, but no conference!)

§i-Sa §.'^4PSi ia-* Sovaatopol, local improvements preparat
ory to the next phase of tho assault. Operation
"Fridericus II"has achieved its objective. !fo
reports yet on figures, Northeast of Volohansk
more improvemonts arc gr.ined for our jump-off
position against fcoble end disorganized enemy
resistance.
No important obanges on the remainder of the front.
More advances in tho Volkhov sac. The situation
of tho encircled enemy appears to be critical.

In OgW, which re turned today, the campaign against
tho~Gon. Staff is in high gear again, The unfortun
ate Roichel affair (la, 23rd
seems to
have crystallized illfeelings of apparently
long standing,. Wo only hrve to brace our solves now
for tho explosion.
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Several phono talks with ~ Gp. South about the Roiohol
affair,, iField' Marshal von~Bock willreport to
i,
tho Fuehrer in p or son tomorrow.

~
Col.JKoj3smann

_(ChQf S> Military Commander France)

reports and gives an account
Franco •

of conditions in

(0 of S Twelfth Irmy) reports on Gro^oo,

Gon._Fo3rtsch

(OQu, Sixteenth Irmy) reports on supp

£*• Q-01-Jtousor

ly situation anci road conditions in the Six
teenth Army so c tor.

—

(Gen Qu)
S^-J^'SBSOS.
Jeopardized,
*"

t

Moat supply for /-Gp« Center is
Fuel supply.

£s_Jun&

Casualties!

22 June > 1942

20

June^l9

42.

Wounded:

27,866

Off.

939,863 NC'O and BM

Killed*

10,076 Off.

261,435 NCO and .EM

MLs3ing »

89 5 Off.

59,625

3 8,837 Off.

I^260^9 47

HX)

and EM

«*

Total:

HCO and EM

Total losses in the Bast (exel, medical casualties)

1^299^784, i.e. 40 .62£ ,f tho. Bastern
an anverage

strength

->my, it

of 3.2 million.

Situation j_More local .gains at Sevastopol. Successes
of the Romainans.
Operation "Fridaricus" concluded v/i.th 18.00 C
prisoners.
Beserters at Stara^a Russa atate an --attack is
4^rthcottlng -<ea"rly in July).
Volkhov sac is nainring its final liquidation.
Remainder of the .front vlthout important events.

ge£ort_to Fuehrer

_

*_ Decision on "Blau II"t We shall
strike from the south. *.lso current questions

cr n2.°Sl Field Marshal yon Bock reports to the Fuehrer
on the Roichel case. Mrcni.ng
~
with yon Bock at
.
VorY'erk.*'
(Gen Qu) t effects of curtailment of the fuel
supply on our plins in Center nnd North.

2:e li-Jvagner
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V

Si iP£& J-2A§ A
s
§itua~tipru, 0n the who1© unoha nge &»\u25a0. AGp • So uth i
regrouping (First Panzer -i.rmy) for "Blau II",
Further progress in the liquidation pf the
Volkhov sac. Offensive "Blau X" has %o "be post
poned to 28 June because of thunder showers.
yon

Kluge reports to the Fuehrer* Review of situation.
*~
Fuehrer w^jLli transfer approx. two /.rmd. Divs. to
Canter, as the dev3lopr?ient' of "Blau I" ;permits.
->) approved. Will
Operation "Seydlitz'1
be followed Toy preparations for Sukhiniohi, when
Kluge has forces of his own^and for "Kaluga",
as soon as he gets the two /.rmd. Divs, from South,
Will he launched in the last third of July. Then
"Ostashkoy" can ba prepared, starting middle of
'

/ugust

"*'

. *>

Q.Qu IV^ Report on French Xogionj matters relating to
the Hungarians,

and other current matters.

with Field Ivfershal yon Kluge. we
Lvening
Spent
operational
discuss
and general questions.

27 Juno 1942
also tho central sector
now approaching the inner
fortifications ring, age-ins t which the assault
is now being initiated.
In South, no signs of any enemy reactions to tho
lost orders. The tarii concentration oast of
Sixth £rmy is no longer in evidence, .ifaoro it
got to, is a my story. Tank movements have be^n
observed only in the direction of ICorocha.
Railroad movements through. Penza to Ryazhsk
Yelets
continue (reinforcements for Tambov
Tula Group) ,
In the Volkhov sac now only local resistance.
\u25a0.Attacks' against tho ITirishi bridgehead repelled.

&i"tS§."ti°Sl

Sevastopol,

TRomanian Corps)

ig

-

-

\u25a0

Fic_ld Marshal yon Mannorhcj.n visits the Fuehrer.
1215 to 1330J report on military situation* Lunch x>n
In tho a.ftornoon at OLH.

.

&g an .sutcone of the Heichel af £bAjtk. GQ and
.
„
.
C of S of XXIX 'Corps and tho Commander of 23rd
i,rmd. Div. havo^been ordered relieved of their
posts.

gen.Jfteim,

Q%
reports.

.

Fourteenth i*rnfi Piv. (newly appointed)
•

.

\u25a0
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23 June 19A2.

"KLau^ Weichs opens the
offensive*

Situation;

At Sevastopol, the inner fortifications ring is
reached and concurrently the initial moves are made to
breach the central portion.

Offensive nELauM Jias. started* The attack by yon Weichs*
Group has achieved tactical surprise but atter the
initial legs^r pefietrations^'our troop| had to overwhelm
partly stubborn enemy opposition* The offensive is making
very satisfactory progress,
results of the- attack
have fully corroborated our picture of the enemy dis
position* The front is weakly held and there is some
organization in depth. It remains to be seen whether
and when substantial forces would be moved up from the
enemy* s hinterland* No indications to that effect can
be made out on this first day of the attack*

,

1

J

Colt Cramer reports on his inspection tour of the Armd. Divs.
in the West (Tenth, Seventh, Sixth).
\

OQu It Talk about coordination and editorial policy for the
9&litary periodicals**

29 June 19A2.
at Sevastopol.
The assault from
north and east by way of Severnaya Bayard the Chernaya has
broken into the inner defense ring on both sides of the
mouth of the Chernaya river, and has from jshe east gained
a foothold on the commanding heights of the Sapun hill fort*
Ihis means that the assault has entered on its final phase,
which we hope will be concluded within a week. 'Army Gpi
will then have to decide how ta employ the forces that
become available for the next phase, that is, whether to
advance through Kerch or through Taganrog „

Situation: Very good progress

TThe attack of -the northern wing of "Blau" during the
night failed to improve on the very satisfactory results
of the preceding day because all trucks were immobilized
by a rain~. stornwStill unfulfilled is one hope, i.e., that
also the Hungarians should make some advances in the southern
wing.
In Center evidence is accumulating that the enemy- is
reducing his forces in the rear of Ninth Army **#
Unfortunately, heavy rains in this area,fc°o, made it
necessary to postpone operation. "Seydlitz 11

.

In North, the enemy's Volkhov operation can now be
regarded as finally liquidated*
New strong attacks at Kirishi, It is uncertain if new
attacks will come from the Ladoga front.
In Africa, Marsa Matruh has fallen.
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s>ooo

prisoners

(mostly Indians ).»

(CG, IXX Corps) reports* Corps Hq willgo to
Tagarfrog (Third phase ">f ?TBlaun)*

Gen* Kirchr|er

Lt. Col.

vo& Mertz

(Org, See,)?

,

a) Replacement matters Eed^qt^ns (twc instead of three
Regta, in Divs,J which now have only 6 Btrys.), cuts
ii| Artillery, in Hqsj- etc f
b) Replacement requisitions by Eleventh Army cannot be
completely fUled. They call for 60,00©, we can givw
them at most 3*jQo9s as a result each Division willbe
2 •- 3,000 under s^t«ngtbh» Situation especially bad
in GHq Artillery,
c) Rehabilitation of five Divs # in Center.
d) Conversion of 23rd Div# to an Armd f Div*
c) Activation of 21/>th Div, (a half~£iv.) in Lapland.
Gen» Jacobs Report on Conference of Jacob, Zeitzler, and Speer
with Fuehrer.
Evening

situation shews more gains at Sevastopol, by b-^th LIV
and XXX Corps.
Weichs cculd not resume the drive with fcis Armor before
noon (rain)* &oed progress,
XXXX Corps will start off tomorrow.

30 June 19A2,

Kuechler promoted
Field Marshall
XXXX Corps starts off
yon

#

At Sevastopol our advances in the afternoon were so
big that we may now expect the immediate fall of city and

Situation?

.

harbor,

Attack of XXXXmet. Corps has started off well*
Weichs l drive continues to gain ground. Resistance of
enemy front groups is stiffening> also enemy pressure
on the northern flank from Livni.
All quiet on the other fronts*

Conference iwith yon Kuechler at Fuehrer Hqt Submits his plans.
He envisages four offensives in his sector which, as they
supposedly could be carried cut only one after thei-other,
would take all of twenty weeks, i.e., six months. The
individual projects are put up for discussion. The Fuehrer
specifies:

1») The corridor to IICorps must be extended northward,
as planned and now also southward,.
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2.) Ppgostye mu*t be disposed off at the earliest} no further
waiting] Fuehrer willgive him the first Co, of "Tiger"
Tanks for this .job.
3») Preparedness for defensive action along the bottleneck.*
The liquidation of the Volkhov bridgehead** is also discussed.
The Fuehrer reiterates hin plan to restore the situation on
the eastern bank* yon Kuechler estimates that foiir Divs*
would be needed for the job.
Count Brockdorff (CGr

—

,IICorps)

reports on hit, unit*

Gen» Keitel (Personnel Div.): The broad outlines of personnel
movement.
Various reassignments, —Miscellaneous matters.
Social gathering to provide a suitable close for the
round of birthday congratulations today*
yon Brockdorff, yon der Chevallerie and Hasse, here -temporarily,,
j
and the Section Chiefs of the Gen. Staff*.

Evenings

Manstein promoted
Field Marshal]

1 July 19A2..

yon

Situation* Fall of Sevastopol.
The drive of the northern wing of
(XXXX
Corps)
Army
getting
Sixth
is
on well; its right wing
reaches and crosses the Oskol river. The.left wing of the
drive makes a striking advance on Stary Oskol 5 central part
reports stiff fighting.
g6od strides on his right shoulder, whereas
Hungarians
the
on the right wing of the breakthrough wedge
gaining
ground
are
only slowly. The central part is also
Pressure
making good progress against frontal resistance.
increasing
from Livni against the northern flank is
and
has compelled Weichs' left wing to pass thethk defensive, ,

yon OTeichs is making

Nothing to report from other fronts
Toddy ls Fuehrer situation conference

was not attended

by me.

on the enemy situation. The
fails to give anjr clear picture.

reports his findings
composite reconnaissance report

Lt. Col. Geh&en

Gen. Thomay formerly Twentieth Div. f now at the disposal of OKH,
reports on the work of his Div.
Gen. Hoeckeri CG 25#th Division, gives an account of the latest
local attacks of his Div,

,

—

Lt. 01 Mueller Hillebrand reports on his observations at the
start of the offensive and on the Rccket Projector troops in
action.
Current matters.

Lt. Col,

Gp»

Below reports on his observations in
Rates Russian field units as mediocre.

yon
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yon Weighs* Army

2 July 1942.

-

From the Armed Forces CommuniqUe; 22 June, 1941
21 June, 1942,
Killed? 271,612 Off;, NOD and ®i; Missing 65,730.
Of t-li^se totals, the losses for" the five summer months
of 1941 are: 162,314, missing 33,334;
fof defensive during the winder {tpre liionths):
$0,9,77,
" "'J
a
:V
*\u25a0\u25a0
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0> 1-h
missing 26,3195
and for the' £wo "
of the
months
" v - /r ? ?2©, 321,
" 1£42
-"'" offensive:
c
missing 6,077;

'"

J

'*'

J

Situation?

At Sevastopol now

only minor

'-^

local fighting.

HLau w : In fihe drive of Sixth Army, XXXX ? Corps has come
At and west of Volokonovka,
up against stubborn resistance.
the enemy is resisting with all his strength in order to
prevent a breakthrough to Valuiki before he has been able
to withdraw to the east bank of the Oskol' river. VIIICorps
has gained much ground. In Weichs f Group, enemy opposition
en his right wing and in center is apparently broken* The
operation of free maneuver is beginning now. Strong pressure
!t

against northern wing is apparently shifting a little to the
east,* Easily repelled.

—

Center has launched operation against Byeloi ("Seydlitz"),
Small advances against tough enemy resistance in the forests.,,
All quiet in North.
AGpp

Callers;

yon

Schwedler (VI Corps),

yon

mot, Div.),

Erdmannsdorf

(Eighteenth

OQu IV;Minor current Attache matters.

3

July

1942.

Situation;

At -Sevastopol only local mopping up#
South of the Donets nothing new, apart from air attacks.
Also in First Panzer Army noAnemdjevplopments*
The enemy
is apparently shifting forces northward.
Sixth Army has beaten the enemy and broken through to
Taluiki# Its Armor has crossed the Cskol river and is
advancing toward Korotoyak* VIIICorps together with
Weichs 1 inner wing has closed the ring at Starl Oskol and
is advancing with its main body southeastward across the
Oskol river,

x

Weichs is approaching the Don with the spearhead of his
assault wedge (24th Armd« Diy, and Grossdeutschland)*'
In this sector the enemy is apparently streaming back,
beaten. The northern flank is apparently being extended
eastward toward Voronezh under continous 'enemy pressure,
which is likewise constantly extending farther eastward*
On the whole developments are very satisfactory.
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Center* Enemy appear? to be "withdrawing troops from Second
front to strengthen the Voronezh sector. Operation
"Seydlitz" is advancing only very slowly.

iirmy

North; More deserter

statements about an impending attack
The front is quiet f

&i Staraya Russa.

Left Angerburg with fuehrer for conf erence at.

04§P

Hq

Three points ?

AorP# South*

!•) ©peration no longer contingent oh capture of Voronezh*
2») ,Enemy must be steadily weakened by secondary operations
as the progress of the offensive permits*
3.) It has been decided to continue operation of Eleventh
Army through Kerch*
(Arrive Poltava ©708. Conference 07©$
Back at Angerburg 1240.)

•*

0900*

Take-off 0900*

Assignment of missions for the officers dispatched to the front**
To collect tactical experience, they willbe assigned to
Hqs forward of Divs,

•it

July

1942*

Situation;

All of Sevastopol mo oped up and finished*
The beaten enemy on the attacking front of AGp. South is
retreating behind the VaUii'1 Tikhaya-Sosna river line and
the Don, Some of the enemy are cut off. Other elements
are still offering stubborn resistance west of the Don,
Enemy pressure en Weichs* northern front is increasing and
probably willbecome heavier yet, but a crisis is not to
be feared* Operation "Seydlitz" made better progress today.
"The relative weakness nf the group and the difficult terrain
are hampering the advance. Determined enemy counter action
from west and east, chiefly in the Byeloi area.

-

Report

0ol»

to Fuehrer in the presence of the Reich Marshal*
subjects of broader significance.

yon ZiehlbergS

Current Gen* Staff personnel matters*

Lt, Col* Mueller-*Hillebrand 8

Gen* Wagner (Gen Qu):
of the Police*

N<

—

Repla

cements and other current matters*

~~

Withdrawal
Organization of Real? Areas*
Supply arrangements for arms and .equipment/
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5 July, 192*2,
Casualties:

21 Jijne,- 1941

*-

f

28,627 Off,

Killed %

1f? 292 tff

Missings

9©2 0ff#

Wounded

3Q June,-1942»

96/»,524

fjOQ $nd EM,

#

Total: 3£>62L Off,

60,726 NOO and EM.
1,292,656 NCG and EM.

Total losses in the Eastern campaign: 1,332*477* !•©•
41*62$ cf the Eastern Army, at an average strength of
*
3*2 million,
Situation;

The offensive of aGp« Center is making goed progress*
The Don has been reached on a wide front west and south of
Voronezh, but any attempt no* to rush fortified Voronezh
might result in total dissipation of the- striking power of
the 24th Armd.. Div* and GrossdeutscKLand Div, Weichst front
facing northward has repelled enemy attacks partly supported
>y tanks but lacking coordination* The enemy is bringinguup
reinforcements to the northern front and to Voronezh*
Turning southward, Sixth Army has crossed the Tikhaya Sosna
and established a bridgehead*

At the Fuehrer situation conference a warm debate developed
of
operation* The Fuehrer questions
that yon Bock is applying sufficient vigor in pushing toward
the lower reaches of the "TLkhaya Sosna and specifically
takes exception to directing 23rd Armd, Div, (XXXX Corps)
northeastward, and 16th mot, Div. eastward instead r.f gouth.9
eastward*

over the conduct

Sodefistern, yon Bock
up
explain
calls me
to
that these movements were conditioned
by the threat to yon Hoth's southern flanjc (Fourth Panzer Army),
\u25a0»
Neither yon Sodenstern nor I
can see any such threat. There
'
are just some isolated Armd. units of the enemy, which, in
their desperation, attack in every direction but do not con
stitute any operational threat to the southern flank of Fourth
Panzer Army*
As a result of my phone talk with yon

To me the situation' looks this way? Hoth hac\ the mission to
strike , for Voronezh, but did not relish the idea and so
Being directed to
.approached the operation with reluctance.
together
keep
all his forces in that direction, he asked
Bock to look to the protection of his southern flank* Vpn
Bock has become completely dependent on Hoth*s initiative and
so has oriented the offensive toward Voronezh, to a greater
degree than he could answer for. Following my telephone call
he shifted the advance of Sixth Army more toward the Tikhaya
Sosna, but in the main did so only as regards the Inf, which

,
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in fact has reached the riVei% Meanwhile the bulk of his
Armor| which was to be concentrated on Svoboda, subsequently
to

th|just southeastward

abo^t in isolated

along

the

groups.

Bon> is still roaming

Although the Fuehpef* himise.Jf a.% %hq eonferen.ce on 3 July
made it emphatically clea* £hat jie didj ne*j attack any
and |ef| it ijo the
particular, importance to
judgment of i\rmy Gp* |o %c% that pbjeqt|ve go %f it could
be had only at great cost, "yon Bock tolerated Ho£h T s sense
less rush for Voronezh and even encouraged it..
'

Vv^rofte^

'

Upon receipt of the evening report stating his intention
to strike across the ? Tikhaya So sna 'between Valuiki and
the Don river mainly with Infantry, while continuing the
assault of Voronezh with Grossdeutschland and 24th Armd.
Divs., he is given explicit orders a) to stop the assault
and prepare to hold the bridgeheads, and b) to take cut
the two Divs. immediately relief can be provided, and push
with concentrated strong Armd. forces down the 'far bank
of the lower Tikhaya Sosna,' below Nikolayevka*, to the
confluence of Sosna and Don, while keeping the Inf» close
to the inner wing of the Panzer Army* First step toward
carrying out this plan is the expansion of the bridgeheads,
TThis is to prevent the enemy being pushed back frontally.
The plan is to envelop him from the north by forcing in
his wing leaning on the Don and swinging forward our
pivoting wing on the Don, and then tl'it^.m4att*rrhl|i in-co
operation with First Panzer Army. This would clear the
way to the Don bend. The order is- issued instituting the
new command over First Panzer Army, Seventeenth Army and
Group Wietersheim as of 7 July o@oo hrs.^

Branitz repoybs (lately la, 122nd Div, now la,
Army Hq 12) • Pictures conditions in 122nd 'Div,

Col» Schipp

yon

Gen» Ochsner (Chem# Warfare) reports on his tour to the Crimea
and yon Weichs 1 Group.
Major Uebelhack (la, XXXVI Corps) reports.
of the Corps at Saila (Finland).

6

July

Outlines situation

1942.

The offensive of AGps South has taken an unexpected
turn* Whereas yesterday yon Bock still was concerned over
yon Hoth f s southern wing and reported heavy opposition at .
Voronezh (fortifications, Workers 1 Bns., etc.), in addition
to several attacks and reinforcements against the northern
flank (Weichs), we are informed this afternoon that a)
Voronezh has been evacuated, b) the enemy cii the northern
flank is running away in headlong flight, and c) Sixth
Army, after crossing the Tikhaya Sosna en a broad front,
is advancing southward.

Situation:
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The reason for this surprising development seems to lie
in the fact that Hoth, who approached his mission against
Voronezh with serious mental reservations, was prone to
take a pessimistic view of the situation. 'Jon Sodenstern
refers to "slanted reports"* Yon Bock, as usual, allowed
his decisions to be swayed by his Army Commanders.
TThe
net result was that Weichs was ordered to keep his forces
together toward his own north wing and Hoth, in his anxiety,
drew forces away from XXXX Gcrs|,w£i£e paulus, irrepressible
as ever, went right ahead and" overran |he enemy. Army Gp»
Command, assigned a task plainly pointing southward, fell
sadly short of wielding any effective influence in bringing
these divergent spirits into line with the basic intention
of the offensive.
At the Fuehrer situation conference, these is again a big scene
over the conduct of the offensive by Army Ops J loud in
sistence on holding all forces together in conformity with
the southward objectives^ prohibition to strike on Voronezh'
and, finally, orders to stop Ninth and Eleventh Armd. Divs»,
speed freeing of all Armd. Divs. and move them behind XXXX
Corps across the likhaya Sosna.

The actual

enemy situation is not yet clear to me #
There are two possibilities t Either we have overestimated
the enemy* s strength and the offensive has completely smashed
him, or the enemy is conducting a planned disengagement or
at least is trying to do so in Qtfder to forestall being irre
trievably beaten in 1942. The Fuehrer, on the strength of
foreign reports, inclines to the view that Timoshenko has
adopted a strategy of "elastic" defense.
As the situation
stands now I
would doubt that. He cannot, without decisively
harming his cause, abandon the country about the Don bend
and the industrial district, nor can. such a strongly held
front as he has built up opposite AGpj A be taken back
"elastically" without serious disruptions, So, we'll have
to wait and see. In any event, Sixth Army must keep pushing
on and First Panzer Army must get ready at maximum speed.
The necessary orders have been issued.
picture of the

The Fuehrer does not want to release SS Adolf Hitler, which
could have an essential part in the offensive of First
Panzer Army, out of concern for "the, West.* Let us hope
we won't have to pay heavily for that.

In the course of the day, phone talks with yon Bock (this one
highly disagreeable), with the Fuehrer, with Keitel (OKW)
and, with yon Sodenstern* always about the same quesfcidns.
This telephoning back and forth about matters which should
be thought out Quietly and then be, incorporated in clear
orders is very distressing.
%c hardest to endure is
spo^tings,
undigested
Keitel with'his

General Zuckertort^ Artillery Commander, Eleventh Army, describes
artillery assault on Sevastopol.

**

Evening
Talk with yon Manstein on his future missions in the
Caucasus, also on Gen. Staff personnel matters,
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7. July 1942 »,

Great success against
convoy in the Polar SeaJ

Situation;

Azojtfv&llbe ready for the offensive as of 9 July*
Ha£^ also cyders to prepare the speeder occupation of the

industrial district.

fh|B Kalifrva river
&1&1 South,, #cry sa|isfac|ory progress,
has been reached by our Armor and Infantry* The enemy
apparently is in a complete rout.
23rd Armd. Div, is following upj 24th Armd, Div. and
Grossdeutsehland are relieved and moved southward.
No advances at Svoboda and Korotoyak,
TThe follow-up of rniifrs behind the big wheel is running
satisfactorily* Weichs is building up his defensive front
facing north and keeps pushing east*
The enemy has resumed
his attacks against this defensive front, mainly in its
easternmost sector.
Center;

On the northern front of Second Panzer Army
attacks,
violent
south of Byelev with 180 tanks and
in the sector of Eighteenth Armd* &iv* with, 120 tanks,
Assistance needed in form of AT defenses. Nineteenth
Armd, Div* and 52nd Div. are moving to this sector.
The
attacks, though very violent in some places, have no
operational significance*

.

Operation Seydlitz is developing very satisfactorily.
The
enemy seems tc have been caught just as he was falling
back* Complete success is imminent.

North t No
Gen,

important events.

Wandel (l2Lst Inf. Div») comes in to report on the battles
on the Volkhov and on the condition of the Div,, which is
entirely satisfactory

Lt. Col. Mueller-Hillebrand
matters* . .

Col, yon Ziehlberg:

anniversary**'.

\

despite
t

the heavy fighting.

Current replacement

and organization

—

Transfer of GH$ (16 July)*- Fortieth service
Current Ge&. Staff personnel matters*

8 July 1942.
Situation;

•*

Opposite Armd, dp*,lc and southern wing of Sixth Army
the enemy now is soft. He is still holding against right
wing of First Panzer Army (yon Wieter she sm) and left wing
of Sixth Army (XXXX Corps), where he is committing three
Armd, Brigs* and an AT Brig* It is not yet clear to what
extent he is disengaging*
At Svoboda and Korotoyak the enemy is again more active*
Voronezh is evacuated*
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Weichs has completed the build*up of his northern front and
is repelling the enemy who is again probing with tanks*
Moving.'^xp of Divs, from the rear is in full pnfcgress.

.

Center t: The enemy attack against the northern front of
Second fanzer Army has died down* £t was after all an
attack |n which between 25 and 3© unitf were ooinmilted
against $6| German Divs, Out of 6©o enemy ta|3ks> 2ss
were knocked out.
Operation "Seydlitz" continues tp develop desirably* The
encircled . enemy apparently had not thought of falling
back** Attacks against the corrida-r from within and withr
out

were

repelled.

North: Attacks against our corridor* from the south and
from the north* attacks against Kirishi beaten off•
Gen, Obst, Fromm: Activation of three Replacement Divs*** for
the West; we discuss the personnel and materiell replace
ment situation*

Gen» Mat sky; Appointment of a German Admiral as liaison at the
Imperial Japanese OHq^and other current matters.

9 July 1942,
Situation! The attack south of the Don continues* Over-all
impression:
The enemy is resisting at Li^ichansk and south
of Rossoshj and is pulling bacfc in the east*
West of the Aidar river there remain apparently only
rear guards offering stubborn resistance* It is doubtful whether the' enemy, wants or is sttLe to make a stand on
we have already crossed the Boguchar
' the Aidar river, since
river at Tali. Order to XXXX Corps to thrust along the
railroad line Rossosh-Rostov*
Elements of the Armd* units
arriving now willdrive southeast, down the Don. No new
•

units reported on the enemy

side*

northern front is again under serious enemy attacks.
Several new units from the Tula area.
1

Weichs

n Center, very heavy attacks against the northern front
af
Second Panzer Army. Again a number of new units
with tanks. British tanks out of 1942 production.

-

We have heavy losses at Byeloi* Grati^ing progress
in compressing the pocket. No major break-out attempts*
In North only minor fighting*
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Col.

calls (lately 6 of S, VI Corps, now goes to Mfc.
Corps in Lapland)* Describes conditions in the Divs.
of VI Corps* On the whole satisfactory.

Degen

Gen, W ehler (C of S, AGp. Center) reports on heavy fighting
of Second
Army. Presents draft for operations

Osiaeiikov and Kaluga, (in the evening, with
several comrade a at my place*)
against

10

July

1942

Situation: On the front of AGps A, the enemy has now softened
also at Lisichansfc, AGp. A t e northern wing is advancing.
n Bock's Groupt the forward turning of the northern wing of *
Sixth Army along the Don toward Millerovo is now in full
swing.

Several reports would indicate 'that the enemy intends to
hold the line Rostov-Millerovo, but this line has already
been unhinged in the north* It is not clear whether the
enemy reserve Armies appearing in our radio picture are
intended for the build-up of a Don defense line and the •
attempted bolstering of the northern wing against XXXX Corps,
At and south of Voronezh 3 the Hungarians have reached the
Den. Enemy situation on the east bank is obscure,
Weichs' northern front is partially under heavy attack.
TThese attacks preclude freeing of Ninth and Eleventh
/rmcU Divs t> but they are welcojr~- at this time.
IflCenter % the enemy attacks against the northern front
of Second Panzer Army today were without tank support.
Our counter attacks scored local successes.
In Ninth
Army sector the enemy in the Byeloi pocket is gradually
melting away.*

*

n North , the attacks, on the Volkhov bridgehead

Kirishi (also from the north) were repelled.

Lt. Col>

yon

and at

Altenstedt (Gen Qu) reports on the planned evacuation

of the Crimea.** A% utterly incomprehensible

order from top

level*

Lt. Col y- Mueller^Hillebrand : Current organisation matters.—
Gen« Staff policy on new weapons.
Col , vpn Ziehlberg r Current Gen. Staff personnel matters.
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11 July 1943*

Situations The northern wing of Seventeenth Army and First
Panzer &my is now advancing eastward. Sixth Army and
Fourth Panzer Army are advancing south with the object
of compelling the enemy to give battle north of the
lower Don and attack him in the rear. An order to this
effect has been issued.
Weichs 1 northern front is still under sharp attack bylarge enemy tank forces, rlhe attack was ohecked after
local penetrations.
*n

Center « the Bnemy attacks against LIIICorps were
weaker today* We regained the main battle line in a
counter attack.
In KXXXVIICorps very heavy attacks again: 175 tanks
(four groups en an IS km front); apparently repelled.
The enemy is sacrificing these British tanks, probably
sent from lbs cow, in senseless thrusts afeainst our front,
but withal these attacks also tax our troops severely.
Byeloi: Within the pocket tough resistance in some places,
elsewhere disintegration*
Attacks with new Armd, Brigs,
from the out side »
"

In North,
two sectors

attacks at Dimno, Gruzino and
with tanks j at Kirishi also

Artillery fire.

Kirishi, in the latter
concentrated

—
— -—

Gen tt Brand (Artya ); Report on his t-our to Center and North*
Effects of appointment of Army Artillery Commanders,
Condition of GHC Artillery*'*~LQbeervation.
Condition
of Artillery materiel,
Tabulation of enemy Artillery,

—.

Gen. Weasel
Genfc

JCG, Twelfth Armd. Div.) calls

Wagner t Report on his tour to AGps, A

and B,
Effects of
upon
supply.
Kursk
fuel
Some
items about Hq AGp. B.

the air attacks against

unpleasant

en route,

12

July

1942

Situation;

*

The southern offensive develops consistently*
The southernmost enemy wing is still holding, West of
Vcroshilo^rad the enemy is falling back to prepared
positions south of the Donets, North of the Donets,
Sixteenth, 22nd and Fourteenth Armd, Divs, have pushed
eastward across the Aidar, while further north the Inf.
Divs, of the southern wing of Sixth Army are continuing
their smashing advance.

347

In Fourth Panzer Army> Third and 23rd Armd. Divs. have
gained further ground to the south; fuel shortage un
fortunately

has

so Tar held up the arrival of'Gross*

deutschland Div* and 2/t th Armd. Div. However, it looks
c$ if Foutrfch Panzer Army will be sufficiently strong
when the iimi| comes to interpose itself en the south
eastward line of withdrawal of the enemy's northern wing,
'
dosing to the Don to establish a line for defending
the territory gained against the attacks from the north,
has been mainly completed «

Weiehs* northern frenb, in partly very bitter fighting,
has beaten off the enemy attacking with large masses of
\u25bc«*

Armor,

\u25a0to Center « the attacks against the northern front of
Second Panzer Army were much weaker today. On the
remainder of its front, Army Gp. repelled a large number
of local attacks* Operation "Seydlitz" is drawing to its
close with impressive figures of prisoners

.

3- n North, attacks were repelled at Griizino and Kirishi.
The Fuehrer situation conference dealt largely with the advance
of the assault wing (Fourth Panzer Army).
Subsequently luncheon at Fuehrer Hq» with Gen. Munos-G-rande
Commander of the Spanish Division.

General Rozin (R mania) calls while here for conferences
Gen Qu. Letter from Jacobici,

«

with

Ma.l, Nagal (GennStaff) reports. He took part in the offensive
of Sixth Army and Fourth Panzer Army. His attention was
mostly struck by the poor training apparent in our rehabil
itated Armd. Divs., the inadequacies of materiel and the
The complaints
deficiencies of signal communications,
are in part justified, in part they derive from the fact
that our troops are spooled from earlier campaigns.

,

Below reports out- (lately of Thg. 6ec # now la,
71st Inf. Div.). Evening at Org. Sec., celebration of
Wanka s*fortieth service anniversary.

Lt. Col,

yon

'

.3

July

1942.

Situation? The southorn operation has now really got going.
\u25a0tiile the enemy is still holdinf the Taganrog front, he
is being compressed by the converging attacks from tartest
and north of yon KLeist r s Panzer j\rmy and Sixth Army*
Fourth Panzer Army is strSJking in his rear. Its leading
column (Third Armd. Div.) -has already reached Kamensk,
while Armd. and mot. Divs., which now at last can move
freely, are closing up.

348

In Weichs r sector, intense tank battles northwest of Voronezh
in which the e,nemy was beaten*
at Byelet were not resumed today,
j the attacks
The-enemy is believed to be disengaging in this sector (?).
On the othet l|aM the attacks against XXXXVTI Corps went
on, and were repelled. PThird and Fourth Panzer Armies
beat off local enemy thrusts* In Ninth Army sector, operation
"Seydlitz^ is drawing to an early close.

In •Center

n North only minor fighting.
Situation conference started with the Fuehrer expressing his utmost
displeasure over the delay illthe move to the front of 23rd
Armd* Div, (pinned down by an attack from the west), 24th
Armd. Div. and Grossdeutschland, as well as of, the two other
mot* Divs. of Fourth Panzer Army, He blames this failure
on the fact that 24fc& Armd,. Div* and Grossdeutschland,
against
the Fuehrer's order, were sent into Voronezh, causing a delay
that could have been avoided.

Trift:fuehrer accprtfi&giy raledufco relieve C in'C AGpC^B, and

he also wanted to relieve the Cof S, Only the reminder to
the Fuehrer that C in C South exclusively was responsible for
the ill-conceived proposal for the frontal attack instead
of the prepared rear attack n Izyum, and that the former
plan had been opposed by his C of S, averted a simultaneous
change of C in C and C of S> with all its consequences.*
'

Fourth Panzer Army is placed under the command of AGp. Aj
with the mission to prevent the enemy's escape, to the east*
by attacking him in the rear* AGp. B will cover the rear
and flank of AGp, A* Orders to this effect have been issued,
(Personal evening report to the Fuehrer).
Lt» Col, Gehrhols
Major

reports

..out, transferred as Commander of a Regt.

Staubwasser reports about his tour Afr:Lca and transmits
Rommel's
list of demands considered essential for the
/
conouest of Egypt*

Lt,Col*

yon

Herts

reports on his

tour to Eleventh

Army*

Rehabilitation matters.

14
Casualties

t

22 June, 1941

July

—

19A2.

10 July, 1942*

Wounded:

29, 275 Off.

9SS,4I* NCO and EM*

Killed*.

10, 496 Off.

272,278 NCO and EM.

918 Off.

61,459 NCO and EM.

689 Off*

1,322,147 NCO and EM*

Missing :

Total: 40,
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I

.

Tetal of losses (excl. medical casualties) 1,362,836,
i.'e», '42#s9s cf the Eastern Armji, at an average strength,
of
'
'
(

3*2 million. \

-

'\u25a0'

-\u25a0*

"

\

Situations In South, encirclement '-f the enemy forces north cf
the Don is prc^ressinp* Fourth Panzer Army is cl?sinr up
from the rear;' Fuel difficulties are eased -by cfpture of
\x
•«»•
,
enemy fuel dumps,
.
The build-up of' the Don front is continuing, On the
opposite side, the enemy, is consolidating hij^ defense
'
".
line between Voronezh and Svoboda*
/• Heavy enemy tank attacks against V'T'onszh are repelled with
some effort. Between Voronezh and our original line minor
onemy attacks j similar enemy activities -were effectively
foresftalltedNDetween the Don and Qlim by the attacks' of
\
Eleventh and" Ninth Armd« Divs,
%

'

«

-

.

>

(

Irx AGp«, Center »-the enemy attacks against XXXXVIICorps
continue, but on a lesser scale.,\ On the remainder *f the
front, local enemy thrusts* .
•

'

In ;N<irtht thinning

of^ t.he enemy JD?ont near Kholfii\and on \'

Corps, to stron^then the forces
the! northeastern front of I
facing the southern front of IICorps. Local enengr attacks
*
against the Volkhov bridfrehead^s continue,

Official functions in-celebration of my fortieth' service anniversary*
0915 Congratulation by the office staff,
1000 Odn^ratulation by the Secticvn "Chief s4s 4 Subseouently
s
Lt^ Col, Seelirer hands me a small portrait of Frederick
the Gre^t, a present of |Field Marshal yon Brauchitsch.
1630 The Fuehrer calls. at fea^ .
Later Gen« Talvela presents Fie^-d Marshal yon Mannerheim f s
congratulations, G®Q*Bx'ax\sb&rt iWt) presents me with a miniature
cannon, as a token of my original Brarich of Service*
In the evening, reception at Vorwerk, with cold buffet.
i
General Jacob' make's a \u25a0speech. • The Fuehrer hands me his
sirned, portrait in a silver frame, En^ixu Corps present
me with an oil paintflne* representing jbhe assault of Oesel,
and $$®Loperational Staff honors me with a silver tray*
o<X%&&i&Btegcy addresses by my old Seventh Div#, which s.ends
its Ha; by Section Foreign Armies -West and b^. the En?.^'
Corps* Ni Gen» Paulus sends an album with photographs of the
'

'
-.
battle of Kharkov,
'

*

!\u25a0

)

'

Congratulatory telegrams froifl.Kin^; Boris, from the Army Gps,
*"
and C dn^Cs of the Armies, fyom numerous Chiefs of Gen <* Staffs
and Commanding Xreneralsj aisp j^rom Re^ich Ministers and Govern

\

\.

IS July

19^2.

Situation;
"

Ifhe battle in the South* oontinues, though pampered
by ihufldey storms* From the west (Ruoff)j where the enemy
is still holding, progress is slight bui this is of no
matter singe we want to avoid any unnecessary bloody losses
in this sector. The enveloping movement by First and
Fourth Panzer Armies from the North has reached the Donets
at Kamensk. The enemy to the north has been broken into
several groups which are being grouhd up between our Ar.md,
Divs« and Inf,Divs. sweeping down from the north, in in
dividual and in some instances very furious battles.
The build-up of the Don front is completed* New attacks
at Voronezh, of less intensity than those preceding, were

repelled!
Against the front northwest of Voronezh, only attacks in
Regt, or Bn, strength, which were repelled*.

*

n Center and North no important

Capt.

Sisenechenk.

events.

who brought the wishes of my old Division,

reports out*

—

Lt. Col» Gr3hlen (Foreign Armies East) t Tabulation of the new
enemy units identified since 2& J^Ly* Presumable dis
position of s&emy forces,
Agent reports on intensive
enemy oreparaticns

for the protection of Stalingrad,

Lt, Pol. Toppe;

.

Fuel position. Supply and ammunitions position*
(Both ample ,) Organization of supply services*
1

Capt. Weygold (Navy) t Report on naval situation.
new developments.
Plans are fefoQtff.tolcbtap.eJ
look out also for our interests*

—
***

No important

#tplinese to

—

Lt. Col, Mueller*-Hillebrand : Transfer to the West of all lt.
Pd» Hows, on SPM.
Uses for the 3.7 cm at Gun**,
How, 42 or 43.

16

July 1942,

Removal of GHc to Vinnitsa.

Departure from Camp Frit:3 at 0700. i\rrive at Vinnitsa at 1115#
(3i hours by air from i\n?erburg,) Quarters very well prep
ared,
'Jood office space for all Sectj-ons. CGood billets.
Dispersed lay-out impairs supervision.

\
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Situation: The enemy is beginning to Softert also in the VoroshiH.
. U-ovgrad area# In this- sector ftiioff is pushing en behind
him, while north of the 'Donets Kleist^ close ftn his heels
is driving oh Ka&ensk with Armor and inf.*>) tffeile moving
Thirteenth Armd» t>ivv and 60th -mot, Divi to Millerovo, as
scheduled. North of Kamensk all the way to the Millerovo
area a zone of confused battles, in which the enemy elements,
squeezed between First Panzer Army from the west and Fourth
Panzer Army from ths north, are trying to break out in
several groups and' in all directions. Meanwhile, east of
this seething mass, Grossdeutschland and 2^th Armd* Div,
are racing to the D-.n without serious check by the enemy*
According to reliable intelligence we must expect that the
enemy will use every available means to hold Stalingrad.
At Korctoyak and Voronezh enemy attacks supported by tanks
were repelled. The fighting at Voronezh is very costly
for us» In the sector adjoining to the northeast, only
weak attacks.
But this front, which is Bormed by unseasoned
Divs,, will need bolstering by reserves.

n Center
mounting.

, the

prisoner haul of operation "Seydlitz" is

All quiet in North»
engaging*

At Grus3-££ > the enemy is even dis

Conference with Gehlen and He using eri Preliminary planning for
the forthcoming battle of Stalingrad,
We shall have to
prepare for, perhaps even embark upon, the battle of Stalin
grad while we are still fighting the battle of Rostov north
and south of the D6_n«
ments «

Compute time and strength require

With y-gner (Gen Qu) j Same
Don]

subject, Fuel by air to the lower
AT ammunition to the Voronezh front!

17
Situation:
Army

July

1%2.

South:

Bhemy has evacuated Voroshilovgrad, Ruoff fs
is pushing on behind the enemy retreating southeast

and south*
First Panzer

Army is encountering enemy resistance at
bridgehead to the southeast
and expanded it to such an extent that the attack in the
direction of Shakhty will be launched tomorrow. Infantry
is following up closely.
Fourth Panzer -Army has reached the Don east of the mouth of
the Donets, with Grossdeutschland and 29th mot, Div.
No bridges. Far bank held by enemy*

Kamensk, but has formed a

352

!

Movement of Sistth Army down the~Don'is p^oce^ding smoothly
'
,
without enemy opposition*
At Korotoyak enemy attack supported by tanjcs) air force
and artillery* At- Voronezh, attacks from the east an<3
north were' repelled # Minor attacks against northern front
of Second nrmy. Tank. concent rations §
'

\u25a0<

(

x

Center? Confused reports from the Mtsensk area and from
left tfing of XXXJTUorps. Only feeble attacks against the
northeria front, of the Army, but apparently major tank

i

_

(

(

concentrations*

littlq fightings

Elsewhere

(

;
.against th;e c&rridor, to IICorps, full-staged
heavy
from
south,
prepared,
artillery
by
north and
attack
bombardment atfd supported by tanks and" air force » Notwith

Norths

x'

\u25a0

standing some *lpqal dhemy sains^ the attack was repulsed*
On t)ie remainder of the front no ma jor .fighting*

:

\Lt,» vQpio

00 of Guard Ejn«*

reports,

-,

r

yon Ziehlberg : A

new graduate class to join the "Ge-n. Staf^»'
Gen*
Current
Staff personnel matters*.

|ol»

V

t

13

-

July

1942>

Situation: In
the encirclinp; operation pprth -of Rostov is
proceeding according, td plan» The .Don east of Rostov Is
held by the enemy. As a result ->f heavy thunder showers during
"the night, troop movements and fuel supply were severely
hampered" today* On the Don and on the northern front of"
AGp. B, no major fighting apart from
isolated attacks north
'
,
west of Vqrnrfezh,
v.
\\
\u25a0

\u25a0

\u25a0

t

The ene-my continues to move reinforcements

from the north

and' northeast' in the direction of Voronezh*. According to
agent reports, \ Stalin is doing everything ;in his power to
hold Stalingrad, .'and to get his troops safely across the

Don^

(

which he wants tr held*
t

In Center, no new development^
on the supply road in Fnurth
s

n North, the attacks
with stronger --forces*
in a counter attack.

/a. gainst

-

We

\u25a0

-\u25a0

o

Something

'

\u25a0

\u25a0

i

seems to be brewing

Sector,^*

,

.'

\

,

the i corridor were resumed
main.- line of- resistance
"

regained the

r,

,

•".

v

/

the Fuehrer surprises me by approving
which yesterday he rejected in a less
than gracious manner, in favor of a plan which would produce
a meaningless c~ncenir^bion on the. north bank of the Don
Rostov. And iLjr.adiately his most lordly order***is , issue/liji
directing icr^ssin^ cf the. Don on a^wide front
the
Stalingrad*
-f
the
battle
-f
ini^i^.ticn

At the situation -cohf erence
my very recohsnondatign



t

/
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i
\

•'

.

x

The' Fuehrer has also suddenly, changed his mind about
having Eleventh Arnnr strike across the Kerch Strait.
Now it is only the Ht. Divs* which willbe put across
there and that moreover only .after dUr pr~es\s\ire pri fthe Rostov
;
front .has opened the way to the Taman peninsula* . . ,

,

Qol, yon Mellenthin : Attach! tour to the Crimea.
AccommodationEßfor the Allied Attaches at the new GHq»

Gen, Mat zky

>-

Lt» Col. ElchlePP (la, Sixth Army) re ports *
operational mission of his Army,

Briefing o<i the

Talk (in Fuehrer Hq) with Gen, Qbst, yon Weichs, who^ has assumed
command of AGp, &, ~n the operational missions of the Army

Gp»

Gapt. Yon
'

i

Zastrow
on his tour to the front Bivs« on the
; northern wing of AGp. B ("dry front "*)#
,
•y

?

19

\

July

19A2«

Situation;

\u0084

The heavy downpours effectively strangle all movement
in the South,, and special credit -must be given to the In|.,
which, leaving it.s vehicXss behind ,\ continued, the pursuit
.;' of the
in many places (Voroshilovgrad north of
Kamensk). On the Taganrog front, the enemy Is still holding.
On th6northern wing of this front, at Voroshilovgrad/ he isretreating aftei* thoroughly wrecking allroad and/ rail
communications. He ha.s failed in his attempt ..to form a
front on the Donets bend southeast of Kamensk calculated
to protect the retreat from attacks from the northeast.
It is here that 22nd Armd. Biv* "has formed a bridgehead
and broken through the enemy, followed by 97th Jaeger fiiv.**
and Fourteenth Armd, Div#
\
On the Don east ,of the mouth" of the Donets ? with Div«
Gr-^ssdeutschland turned off, only a smaller bridgehead has
been est abli shed at Tsimlyanskaya »o ppc site a Div » brought..-
up from the Caucasus*
Our 24th Armd. Div» is still lagging
behind; Third and 23rd Armd, Divs. have linked up 'an<% are \
• v
,
refuelling*
AGp»
In
B> the southeastern movement south of thq Don is
Sixteenth
making rapid strides in forced Inf. marches*
Armd, Dj.v», 60th mot»i. Div. and Third mot, Div, are follow
ing up and .eventually will form the spearhead*
Voronezh and to th4n^rth^ attacks on a reduced scale*
but heavy railroad traffic indicates forthcoming serious
assaultsa

,

\u25a0

\

,

/:

.

t

/

Over-all enemy' situation: Planned disengagement behind the
Don in the E?siov arsa^ fe*eble attempts to defend the Den
east of Rostov? efforts to form a grouping of forces for
the protection of Stalingrad, North of'jthe Don, a big gap
in which only isolated, broken remnants are still hang^otg oh to
bridge "sites until we come and drive, them away.

/

V
t
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t

*

With Svcboda as its anchor, the enemy is attempting to build,
up a front east of the Don* At Voronezh and en the "dry
front" concentration of large forces which will be used
to breach our line so as to compel us to. change the disc
position of our forces*
In Center, only weak attack against JQCXXVII Corps,

Concen
tration? opposite the Jukhnov salient, which foreshadow

attacks;

Increased railroad traffic east of the Sukh'inichi
salient,, the purpose of which is not clearly understood o
Operation "Seydlitz" is continuing satisfactorily with the
new mission to mop up forest area north of the Smolensk
Vyazma road* The enemy is now using mine,fields 3
Minefields observed at Velizh and Velikie Lu'd on the enemy
retreat line would suggest, that the enemy is jalreacly in the
process' of regrouping^
„

-

-

North: More attacks from north and south against our
"corridor". On the Volkhov, only minor attacks at Kirishi.
/

Fuehrer situation conference : Great upset about the supposedly
4»saf^tC;.Gr.<3jg.p Xaganrog.
slow progress in
The actual reason is-the raiwy weather o
IThe realization of the necessity for pushing Fourth Panzer
Army across the Don on a wide front is at' last becoming a
concrete fact or » In view of the dwindling chances for
striking an annihilat^jag blow yet at Rostov^ such a plan offers
the v only opportunity indeed for smashing south of the Don all
of the eneipy forces now;in disorderly retreat acrossfitthe Don.
Transfer of Eleventh Armd* Div* from AGp. B to Center is
J

.

v

authorized^

'

.'*\u25a0'".'.

Lengthy discussion on the objective of operation -"HLuecher"
(Taman) produces no conclusive re suits » There is the desire
on the .one hand to free all but two of the German Divs,,' in
the area for Leningrad, while on the other hand "Bl'uecher"
should be kept open as an alternative until a clearer
picture' is had of the development of the situation south of
J

Rostov*

-

—

,

Lt» Col Mueller--Hille brand; Replacements for rifle units in Armd»
Divs, are ready*
Re-equipment of 22rid Paratrocp Div» for .
air landing and tropical service* Can be shipped' from Salonikl
(Crete) by end of August* Self-propelled mounts for Armd«
Arty*-; 30C It.Fd. Hows, and 15^ med r Fd* Hows, promised for
spring, instead of the 200 Itc Fd Hows* specifiegl by us*
, Probably substantial, increase in AT Guns on $?%
0

>

ft

.y

%

20

July 1942,
(,

'H^he southern operation is making good progress south
of the Donets in the area northeast of Rest ov (22nd Armd*
Tfce;nrepbrt
Divo, Sixteenth mot^Div.,Grossdeufcschland),
of a bridgehead at *Tsimlyanskaya, on the southern bank of

Situation

t

the Don,' fails to be confirmed* Order to establish bridge
heads is upheld*
Sixth Army is rapidly gaining ground to the southeast*
At Voronezh and to the northwest f attacks supported by
much Artillery and some tanks are repelled 0 Our Bridge
head at Kcrotoyak evacuated \u2666
i No important events.
Forces are being taken
Dyemidov
ground gains
front,,
out of the
eastern
At
'
against retreating enemy o

Center

North ; In Sixteenth Army sector hard fighting continues
at the IICorps corridor, which is still under heavy attack
from the north; . lighter enemy thrusts against the southern
'Corps*
and southeastern front of ll
On the Volkhov, artillery fire and patrol activity*
Surprise, thrust of 5$ tanks erupting from Leningrad against
Jaedkeln T s Group at Uritsk,* Fighting ia. progress \u25a0»

/

Gen, Wagner (Gen Qu);

in the Stallno area*
Col» Rfedkes

\u25a0

Security -of classified matter

Political
Col»

•— Extraction
— matters,
Organization of supply

Supply

questions.

yon Ziehlbergt

'

«

*^ —

Officers Messes at GHq ft

of coal
for

winter.

Propaganda

„

(There are two,)***
\

\

21 July

1942«>

Attack against the lower Don-sis proceeding well.
Our attack from Taganrog and the area to the north is
good progress against anemy rearguards.
Our
r
pressure from the north and northeast (Shakhty) is
cutting into a totally demoralized, enemy (butchery") •
Grossdeutschland has been ordered to form a bridgehead.
Fourth Panzer Army has established bridgeheads, at Tsim
;
lyanskaya and /to the .west*
Paulus (Sixth Army) is advancing at a premising rate in t
the direction of/ Stalingrad, where the enemy is trying to
form a concentration with troops new being moved in from
the northwest by rail and on .trucks* Exchange of troops
on the Don front :.:\u25a0\u25a0" follow-up of Divs, is proceeding well.
At Voronezh^ attack rapelled at great cost %c the enemy»
Northwest of .Voronezh; sizeable enemy attacks breach our.
line on a 10 km front (3 km deep).

Situation:

I

-

356

No important developments, only local attacks*
At Velizh the enemy is falling back and, evacuating the

Center

,

*.

"southeast

,

lip"**

/

,

/

North *, In Sixteenth Army sector the enemy attack hasslet
up generally, but is still going on in some places*
Eighteenth Army reports very heavy attacks > with 60 to SO
;tanks, at Kiri^hi, In Jaeckeln f s Group the enemy thurst
has been checked. Counter attack is being, prepared*.
/

JLgQO

Col*

deception of the Military Attacheswho were invited to Gfio*
Brief- /orientation on the situation*
Zjehlbergi Current Gen, Staff personnel matters,*
;
Staff policy matters*
/
i
.

yon

Gen,

iuiar 1942.
\

Situation'? Gratifying progress of the battle for Rostov/ with
our tfcecps already within the inner defense ring. The Don ;
east of the city has been crossed at fotar points* .The
advance of Sixth Army and the build-up of the Don defense
•'
L
front are* progressing satisfactorily*
At Voronezh attacks on minor scaled Northwest of Voronezh
new heavy attacks in the gap opened yesterday, which are
stilX going at this hour v
>

1

'

In AGp, Center no Important events. At Sjremi^ov ,• f tthe
enemy, opposite LIX Gcrps is apparently retreating to the
'
n^rth*
'\u25a0''.\u25a0\u25a0.
.
'

\u25a0

•

\u25a0

X

v

AGp, North, the attacks against Sixteenth Army are
e "tting weaker* Miner attacks against Kirishi and
Jaeckeln f s Groep wer# beaten off*

44

reports on Artillery defense of the Voronezh front.
• •
.
>
Weak spot & chiefly northwest of (Voronezh.

Col* Bhlfeldt/

,

l

t
\u25a0s

23 Jul^l%2.
7

Situation;

In fouthy

satisfactory progress cf tWe a ssa alt' of Rostov*
of
East
Rostov, only Third Armd* t)iv*^could report substantial
gains
on the southern bank. The enemy facing 29thL mot. Div,
/
has be en reinforced 6 The situation as a result became sb
tight for a tline that Fourth Panzer Army was considering
;
abandoning the bridgehead*
Railrc-ad qlemoliticn attempted by the enemy was prevented*
\u25a0
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{

\u25a0
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Sixth Army made very satisfactory .progress on the Don bend
against reinforced eiremy .attacks (with tanks), lacking
coordination* At Voronezh, no major attack, but apparently
preparations for.a full-scale attack from south and north*
Northwest of Voronezh, heavy battles with attacking massed
enemy*
Our line was breached on a wide front. Counter
attacks, by Ninth Aripd* Div*

'

\u25a0

Ce.nte rt Nothing noteworthy. Enemy regrouping makes attacks
appear imminent in several sectors, including northern front
of Ninth Army* At Dyemidov^ the enemy continues his retreat*
f

\

North i Heavy attack at Kirishi resulting in local penetration.
Local attacks by enemy debouching from western part of
Leningrad against Jaeckeln's C-Group and Kolpino, Also thrusts
against 58th Div. on the Ingermanland front.

situation

conf erence ; In consequence of the concentration
of Army ordered by the Fuehrer en 17 July over my opposition,
.and the diversion of 22+ th Armda Div. to Sixth Army, directed
by him on 21 July, it, is besoming obvious even to the layman^
that the Rostov area is crammed with Armor which has nothing
to do, while the critical outer wing,at Tsimlyanskaya is
starving for- it» I
warned emphatically against both these

Fuehrer

developments*

Now that the result is so palpable, he explodes in a fit of
insane rage and hurls the gravest
reproaches against the
"~

"
.Gem. Staff**
This chronic tendency to underrate enemy capabilities is
gradually -assuming grotesque proportions
qlevelops into a
positive danger* The situation is getting more and more ln~
tolerable* Thfere is no room for anf serious vhrk^ This "leader
ship'J so-called, is characterized by a pathological reacting to
the impressions of the moment asd a total lack of 'any under
standing of the command machin^jiy and its possibilities***

Callers : Ma .l» yon Bibra ch (of the Attache Section)) Lt# Opl*
Voelter (lately la«.Sjxtb Army),

Gen* Herrlein reports on his tour to the units in Second Army
v sector* No significant new
fact's.

\

Zk

July lfr
*

s

Situation: Rostof for the most part in our hands ;. there is only
some figKting going oa In the eastern quarter* Grossing
to the southern bank, where there seewto be no organized
'

oppo^itdon, is now in progress* East of Rostov, new suc
cesses of Grossdeutschland and TThird Armd. Div,, with only
minor gains by 29th act. Div.

/

s
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Sixth Army is in continuous advance- toward the Don bend
west of 'Stalingrad, The enemy, still putting up stiff
opposition in same places, is being enveloped.
At Voronezh and on the "dry

Heavy fighting

with
striking number l'of tanks

front" s

substantial defensive successes;*
knocked out*

Center and Norith; No major fighting.
£cn 0

(Air Force): Discussion on Ren., chain, of command £\u25a0
organization, reporting*

Lofrmann

1

Lt» Col« Mueller-HillebrAnd : Current
Gen»

organization

matters.

Wolff (Commander of 22nd Par a troop Div«) reports*
His, Div. is now being shipped to Africa, via Crete*

yon

25 July 1942.
Casualties:

Z)

June, 1941

-

Wpundedt

29,816 Off.

Killed:

10,665 Off. .

Missing:

20 July, 1942:

1,010,237 NCO and EM.
277, 217 NCO and KM. j

'"

Total:

93® Off.

62,319 NCO and m.

41,411 Off.

1,349,773 NCO and EM.

Total losses: 1,391,1^4*, i.e. 43.475, of the Eastern Army,
at an average, actual strength of 3.2 million*
Situation : On the lower Don gratifying advances by AGp. A» In this
' sector we may
discount now any coordinated 'defense of the
T
\u25a0'"\u25a0
Don. shat conclusions, however, the enemy will sJraw'frcm
this situation, is not yet apparent*

'

of the battle of Stalingrad consisted in
of. enemy elements thrown against cur forces;
our troops, with tremendous punch, but badly
groups, battered their way through a bitterly
resisting enemy as far as the Don, It remains to be seen
whether we shall yet succeed in capturing the Kalach bridge.
In any event, it will be necessary after a while for the
widely extends components of Sifcth Army to close up again.
Lack of fuel" caused Sizeable elements of the Armd, and mot.'
Divs. to lag behind .

The first phase
the scattering
in this process
disrupted into

At Serafimovich; the
of a^northern defense group
are becoming discernible j it will play its part in the
third phase of this bi» battle, after the fight for Stalingrad
.
is over»

.

The attacks at Voronezh are not as violant as on the preceding
days* At Zemlyansk very violent attacks against the enemy who
now is apparently putting up a much stiffer fight*

In. Center and North., nothing of importance. The attack in
North is postponed once more (to 27 July)»
lit. Col. Pistoriu.B reports on his tour to Second Army. Ma.ior ffhilo
reports on inspection of -Sixth Army,
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/

3P-J}£>l 1?42j

iMu&tlpni n <the L>on fron<t tlle enemy apparently
intends to make a stand south of Rostov, but
our drive is gaining despite heavy counter
attacks. Between the Manich and Sal rivers
the enemy seems to be softening. North of the
Sal he has put two new Divs. into line, but is
not moving up any more troops from the south
west; as a result, this defensive front will
collapse soon, Not enough fuel.'*

Sard battles west

of jStj&ingrad^
enemy,
split into four groups, i¥ fighting deggedly
and throwing new forces, including much Armor,
across the Don. i'here must still be a strong
force in Stalingrad
itself. Lack of fuel and
**

ammunition.I*1*

Attacks at Voronezh repulsed;

aridently new
including many tanks south,
and north of the city.

concentrations,

east

At Zemlyansk Ninth Army restered the situation
by counter attacks at considerable cost]
New enemy attaoks must be expected.

—

•^n £eH^§.r an<^ 2.°X^li>
minor

no important actions,

only

local attacks.
Since the beginning of July, replacements for
Leningrad have been arriving in the city at a
rate of 1,000 a day.

G-en. Ochsner_: Heport on his visit to the southern front.
~">
Ifo indications that the enemy in preparing gas
warfare.

Report on his tour to AGp.A.
of the demoralization of the
enemy forces as well as of our own difficulties
due to vehicle and fuel shortages.

Kielmannsejgß:
MaJ.^Count
tJrapKic portrayal

matt"ers.

Current Gen, Staff personnel
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27 July 19 42.

£ltuat£pji: At Rostov, the enemy is softening under our
front aX pressure, but it seems that he is bringing
up new forces. Manich crossing captured; dam and
bridge blown up. On the eastern wing of AG-p. A,
the enemy has not been bringing up any new forces,
but resistance is stilistubborn.

At Stalingrad, the battle of Sixth Army west of
the Don is stili raging with unabated fury.
Apparently the central part of the enemy line,
heavily supported by Armor, ife:hftl&iftg while our
wings continue to gain.

All quiet on the Don front. Also at Voronezh and
Zemlyansk ail is quiet following our defensive
battles, but the enemy Is massing again.
Nothing of importance on the other fronts, apart
from local movements opposite Third panzer Army
and Ninth Army, and small-scale attacks against
Sixteenth and Eighteenth Armies
Major attacks appear to be in preparation at
Pogostye.

.

.—

£en.Herrlein£. Instructional Pamphlets

and Training
Instructions on Inf. tactics (night fighting,
G-lamorizing of
Winter Manual, AT Rifle 41)

Infantry.*

Gren. Wagner __( with Lt.Col.Poppe): Basic logistical data
on the next moves in the operations.

—

Ltj^Cp.ljj^ueilejp^Hillebrand: Replacement requirements
and resources.
Unauthorized activations in
the West.

Situation,:

_

28 July 1942

Battle of Rostov^ South of Rostov the
enemy" le sofE. It is not yet clear whether he
is falling back south or in a more southeastern
direqtions with the object of organizing a line
of resistance on the Manich river. But this
intention has already been foiled by the push
of First Panzer Army across the Manich.
Unfortunately, Fourth Panzer Army is still
lagging behind with its left wing at Ts^mlyanskaya,
which has enabled the enemy to the south to
build up a front facing west, where he is
now attacking even with tanks.
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Battle of Stalingrad^ Due to lack of fuel and
ammunition; Sixth Army was unable do attack..
After suffering a defeat in his violent attacks
(nine new Armd. Brigs, ),the enemy appears to be
retreating behind the Don.
Relative quiet at Voronezh and Zemlyansko
On the front of Second Panzer Army certain
indicatious suggest the formation of a substantial
Armd. Group in the Ghern area.
No important developments

on the other fronts.

£ren«xp£. QiuendeiL (G-Kq): Conference
administration of GHq.

on fuel economy and

Haj_. _Schindler reports out, (Xately Transport
now fa VI Corps).

7

Section,

QQu IV (with Lt^olaKansen): Matters relating to the
southeastern

theater

of operation.

Admiral Canaris.: Report on projects
area.
be rS.:
£ai*l°!L5A®hi
jj

for the Caucasus

Gen. Staff personnel matters.

29_Jul£ 1942_
Situation: The enemy before ACxp_. _A is falling back in
a more southeasterly than southern direction.
In AGg..B, i
violent defensive fighting continues
in the Kalach area.
Otherwise all quiet. No
important developments in Center and North*

Fuehrer sltuat ion conference £. &reat excitement, because
29th mot. Div. has not started off, and fuel
supply to Sixth Army is not functioning. In
sufferable tirades about other people's mistakes,
v/hich are nothing but duly executed orders of
his own (congestion of Armd. forces in Rostov
area) »

QpifißoQßsS Finnish Transp. Chief ) calls.
(Liaison Off.First Panzer Army) reports;
Ke thinks that the Rostov attack amounts to
"threshing the air"* Evening reports show it
to oe otherwise.

MaJl* £ranz.

J
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30 JTuJ£ iS42_

Situation: The situation continues to develop, well for
Before Seventeenth Army, the enemy is
£9EL*.-As
falling"
line$; on the

back along the entire
eastern wing he is in wild roufcfc ( First Panzer
Army). Fourth Panzer Army has reached Proietarskaya
and pushed ahea^L to the Manich bridge further
south* The attack on Tsimlyanskaya will get
under way tomorrow*

In AG£.»JB, a wild battle is raging in Sixth Army
sector inside the Don bend west of Stalingrad;
we do not have yet an accurate picture of its
development.
Sixth Army 1 s striking power is
paralyzed by ammunition and fuel supply difficulr
ties. Apparently the northern front (hillh-:s
bastion*) is gaining in importance (enemy is
constructing eight bridges in area). At Voronezh
and Zemiyansk only minor local attacks.

,_

In AGp. £enter heavy attacks with partly fresh
forces at Rzhev; enemy penetration is carried
6 km. We lost several mcd. and It. Btrys. On
the northeastern corner of Sixth Arn#* a
diversionary attack with some tanks seems to
have been repelled.
All quiet on the rest of the
Army
sector, the situation, at
front. In Second
Chern is still obscure.
The enemy Panzer Army
observed in that Sector may be intended as a new
Assault Group, but may as likely be a feint.

In AGp. North, only minor attacks from tho north
at Kirlshi,, and local attacks at
Jodl is given the word:
He announces pompously that the fate of the
Caucasus willbe decided at Stalingrad, .and that
in view of the importance of the battle it would
be necessary to divert forces from AGp. A to AGp.
B, if possible south of the Don. This is a
dressed-up version of my own proposal which I
submitted to the Fuehrer six days ago, when Fourth
Panzer Army struck across the Don. at that time,
though, no one in the illustrious company of the
OKW seemed to be able to grasp its significance.
He go&s on to explain, that First Panzer .Army
must at once wheel south and southwest to c. t
cut off the enemy, now being Duehed back step by
from the Don by Seventeenth Army, before ho
step
reaches the Caucasus.
That is rankest n onsen sa This enemy is running
for dear life and willbe in the northern foot
hills of the Caucasus a good piece ahead of our .->.
&rmor, and then we are going to have another
unhealthy congestion of forces before the oneny

front.

. .\u25a0
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First Panzer Amy must strike southeast
for the
ICuban knee north of Armavir. The development
of the situation in the course of the day
strikingly corroborates my view.
Ehpjie. talks, with C in C AGp. A (List) and C in C AGp.
B (yon Weichs).
The former wants Gross&eutsch
land to remain on his left flank, which requires
no order since it follows automatically from the
transportation situation*? the latter is sharply
complaining about failure of Supply,
4

general Brand(Arty) reports on his tour to the Hungarian
Second Army. Artillery weak, but all right as
regards tactics and organization.

G:en»Schellerj U Commander of Ninth Armd. Div., calls on
taking over the Div.

Maj_. _yon_JPezold. (Foreign Armies East) reports
Tl&, Fourteenth Armd. Div#).

out

31_Juiv i942_
&iiLuatipn_: South of the Don the situation is developing
consistently. The enemy front is smashed.
Resistance continues only in some sections*
In Sixth Army, the situation has been consolidated.
The enemy keeps bringing up reinforcements and
attacking, but is repelled.

All quiet on the Don front and around Voronezh.
In .Center^ overflowing rivers are giving trouble*
At Rzhev, more enemy attacks were beaten off.
In Norths no major fighting, except at Kirishi,
where the enemy launched concentric attacks.
Orders are issued for the next moves in the South, after
unanimity of views was established at the Fuehrer
conference*

&en.Wagner__( G-en Qu) reports on his tour to AGp* South*
@n the whole satisfactory.
G-reat achievements of
the Supply organization.
O,Qu_ I: Briefing on my general ideas on the assault of
Leningrad.
Instructed to confer with Commanders
in the area and obtain their views.
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G-en.Jacob;

Progress

report on fortifications in the
•

Steel supply

West and in Uor way.

Lt^CpJL^Muellej^Hi.llebrand: Reports

Panzer Armres."" Seventeenth

ITire.

on First and Fourth
even leaving

Array is

behind its packs.*

Jschg.ll: Personal matters. Wants to
&©a*..von
p"ost

for a frontline assignment.

give up his

± Augusjt JL942.
Situation,: South of the Don, resistance top Ruof fs
advance^by enemy re?jrguards is slightly stiffearing
T/hereas it is v;eak on the front of Kleist, nho
so is making good headway.
Eoth, transferred to AGp« B, is making satisfactory
gains against enemy resist ance«
No important change in the great picture of the
bsttle west of Stalingrad.
Counter attacks weaker.
Our troops cannot attack for lack of fuel and
ammunition.
All quiet at Voronezh and Zemlyansk.

In AGp. Center attacks against Ninth Army ( eastern
front and Rzhev), which cause local difficulties;
the enemy is also launching a local containing
attack against the western front.
In North, no important developments.
CallersjL Lt^ £ol.,fetri
(la, 4Sth Ihf.Div.), goes to
Chief ""of Field Transportation*. Lt^CoJL^Koerner
(of Office of Chief of Field Transportation)
leaves as la, 25th I/t. Inf. Diy.
OKH officers newly transferred
report.*

to the G-en.Staff,

C.ol.Kramgr reports on Armd. Divs. of AGp. Center.

§. August _l942
S.ituajtl.on:^ South of the Don resistance is stiffening
in some places before Ruoff's center and right

Before his left wing and before Kleist,
all opposition has ceased and the enemy is
streaming to the south and southeast.

wing.
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Hoth has made good strides. His spearhead has
driven into a inf*. Dlv* just detrained from the
Far East* Fuel situation in AGp. A, continues
tight.

In AGp. B, Sixth Army is on the defensive due to
failure of Supply.' The enemy is reinforcing here
as also on the northern front* At Voronezh and
Zemlyansk, concentrations and movements*
In £entgr the enemy continued attacking the
eastern and northern front of Ninth Army, and
mis repelled.

In Norjfcii, nothing of importance*

~
Gen. Keitel_( Personnel
"~

Div. ) reports on personnel
, situation ?jnd complains that thg Army Officers
Corps has no representative
on the Fuehrer's
•personal staff.*

.

£'fc«-CpJ i
.Gre|il§ni. Computation 5f enemy strength and newly
acticated Armd.. units (in July, 54 new Inf. Divs*
and 56 new Armd. Divs.).

§. &ugust_l942
Situation: The day is marked by the thrusts of First
Panzer Army to and across the Kuban north of
Armavir, and to Voroshylovsk, as well as by the
attacks of Fourth Panzer Army on and beyond
Kotelnikovski. On the other fronts, only un
important local engagements.

A*^kG JUehrer_situat.ion£

QpnforcncQ^ sharp issue is
taken over the volunteers problem. He vetoes
any increase in the numbers of Army volunteers
from the age groups 1924 and 1925. He gives as
grounds for his refusal that these young men,
coming from the genuinely national-socialist
elements of the population, failed to find in
the Army what they viere looking fbvr,an& so pre~
ferred the Air Force (conservatism' of large' por
tions of the Army Officers Corps, e.g. /Church
matters, t!stand?ards of honor"* etc.

if*«-Cali; Mue_ller-Hiilebrand on current questions

org.-mizationr
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of

August _19 42
i
was ;-o
Situation: In AGp. A, it looks as if the enemy
r
going to fall back now also on Ruoff s front,
$o what extent this move is deliberate, in
order to reaoh the Caucasus line, is still a
question. Movements to Novorossisk and Tuapse.
KlejLgt has secured a bridgehead across the
Kuban", but his troops must close up before he
can push ahead on Maikop.
In 4G-d._B, Hoth has made the most of his
opportunities and is advancing at great speed "
overrunning local opposition in his path* Only
minor fitting on the front west of the Bon.
On the northern front of XIV and VIIICorps,
the enemy is reinforcing. Heavy column
movements and railroad traffic northwest of
Stalingrad.
All quiet at Voronezh.

CD|itcr£ All quiet on the southern wing; opposite

Schmidt's Group*, the enemy is obviously
Very heavy penetration on
reducing his forces.
the eastern front of Ninth Army in direction
of Zubtsov (the enemy apparently is attacking
with seven Inf. Diys. and one Armd. Brig.,
supported by ample Artillery). #ifth. Second
and First Armd. Dive, and 102nd Inf. I)iv. under

XXXIX Corps Hq are being committed against this
thrust. The northern front of Ninth Army at
.Rzhev has beaten off new heavy attacks. Behind
the front facing Ninth Army in the east, unusual
activity; heavy railroad movements on.Toropets.
North: Only local attacks, but there is great
unrest in several enemy sectors, which indicates
that the corridor between X and IICorps wijLl be
attacked again*
On the southeastern
side of Kirishi, attacks and
negligible local penetration.
The enemy is
stirring in the Pogostye bulge, perhaps prepara
tions for an attack to the west.
Deserters talk about an attack south of Lake
Ladoga planned for 17 August.
At Leningrad, only
local attacks of minor consequence.
His Excellency, Oshimn. (Japanese Ambassador), calls on
return from his t^ur t° Rostov and Stalino/

In the evening,

celebration

anniversary.

_

of Jacob's

fortieth
service
'

Phone talks ttlth yon Klugc (situation in Ninth Army)
and yon Kuechler_ (excitement over with drawal
of transport ~pranes.
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5 August 1942

Casualties^

22 June.,

31 July, 1942, In the East:

1941|

Wounded:

30,538 Off.

lfA3B/252l f A38/252 NCO and EM.

Killed:

10,880 Off*

284,198 NCO and EM..

942 Off.

63,978 tfCO and EH.

MisBing:

1,386,428 NCO and EM.
Total losses in the Eastern campaign (excl.
medical casualties) : 1,428,788, i.e., 44, 65^ of
the Eastern Army at an average actual strength
of 3*2 million.
Total;

42,360 Off.

Situation:

AGgi*_Ai_ Ruoff finrls "'enkenin- resistance
Kleist, in
and keeps pushing on.
rapid advance, has pushed far to the southeast.
Bridgehead across the Kuban river. AG^.J^
Ruof f* has made good headway against~newly
arrived enemy forces.
Situation is somewhat
his
confused on
eastern flank*
Paulusl> Heavy attacks against XIV Corps from
On the northern front" of XIV
the south.
and Vlll Corps, the enemy is apparently concen
trating forces for major attacks.
On the rest of the front ,only minor local
fighting.

The attack against the eastern front of
Ninth Army seems to have resulted in a very wide^
and deep penetration.
Counter measures have been
undertaken.
The attacks against the northern
front of Ninth Armyt were on the whole beaten off.

.Centers

North: No important developments.

—

aen.Matjzifey;.. Questions of his Section.
Turk Bns.***
Hungarian units.

Relieving of

Sen.Wagne_r_(G-en Qu). Administrative districting of
Appointments to
the Rear Area of AG-p. B.
Anti-partisan operations

command positions.

are taken over by Op. Section.

s

order him to have Sixth
Phone talks with Eeic&s^. I
Army
tack on 7 Aug.
G;reiffenberg]_
Commitment of I*TI Corps
and of Grrossdeutschland.
Blumentritti, Memorandum of AGp«
Center on further inten
tions-. Anti-partisan
operationse
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6 August

Situations

. AGrp.^A:

JL9.42.

The enemy continues

to fall back

fa the Caucasus before Ruoff 's advance.

Many

Resistance
captured are intact.
continues on the Kuban knee, "gut south of
* the
knee, Kleist is already on the west bank 44 of the
Kuban and advancing on Maikop*
bridges

1

Hcth is In heavy fighting on the railroad
Pauius is fighting
line aoUth of Stalingrad*
stern defensive battles on the northern front,
The Hungarians let the Russians recross the Doni
In Second Army sector mainly quiet*

M*Vl*JBJL

£enter£_ The enemy seems to be falling back on the'
northern front of Second Pander. Army* Very
difficult situation on the eastern front of Ninth
Army, where the enemy has penetrated to Zubtsov,
and his drive for Sichevsk is checked only with
great effort. Ail his attacks at Rzhev have been
repulsed*
On the western front of Ninth Army
and at Dyemidcy, local but costly battles.

JJoEth.: local fighting flares up at Kirishi and
Leningrad, but for the time being there are no
signs of another ma.jor Russian attack.

<£enj» J3lumentritt__ reports on 'Leningrad reconnaissance.
He' recommends attack only west of the Neva from
the direction of Puikova* (But the available six
Inf. Divs. willbe insufficient for such, an
offensive. )

Z August _l§42
&ijLus*iPlL* AG-^-A^ reports good gains. Deep penetration
into the Caucasus on the right flank.
heavy fighting in Hoth's G-roup.
In AGg*
The
attack on the pocket in Pauluo 1 sector achieved
fullsuccess in the afternoons eight Inf*Dlvs.
and ten Armd* Brigs. are said to be wiped out #
Elsewhere, enemy activity has fallen off. AH
quiet at Voronezh.

£enter^ In Che deep penetration in Ninth

si
3 s e ems t o b e o ver •
se ct or t the cri
against 842n&.Divc repelled.

North; No important

events.
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Army
Attack

~ —
at Fuehrer Hqjsrith Fleid Marshal yon KlugeJ
Conference
r
CTrcTer ITo^execlafTe^operatTion tlWirbelwindTr onXy*n»om
\u25a0

the -south, regardless

of developments

in Ninth

Army.

k*fcCQjLt ß£ehm, Cof S, of yon Schenkendorff f s Div**
reports on partisan situation and anti-partisan
effort.
Oien,l£at.z^y__and__Cfi.la.
'"
*
. East;

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0"'\u25a0'

Enemy gtijengtl} in the near
£j3L^JBJL
'
"
"

§L
Situation
continues to develop favorably in the South.
""
Very hot weather, much dust. Stuperidons- marching
performance of our Infantry. South of Voronezh,
the Hungarians are running away. Otherwise all
quiet in Second Army*
3LnJ^§.niLe £j. difficulties resulting from the
The
penetration east of Zubtsov are worsening.
crisis probably willcome, soon.
The enemy has
gained also against 342nd Div. Sixteenth mot Div#
must be taken back©
In North, nothing of import ance o
At the Fuehrer

situation c.onfe.rence^ talk with
necessity for operation ."Schiing
?l^
pflanze"* and on execution of the Leningrad
Z0?lZ0

u§j3bJk r.' on

operation.

&e^*K_oe^s^r^ng.
to~camps

wi^hjj-e^ngjlatzky^: Observations on tour
of Turk~*Bns., personal experiences in
the Caucasus.

**

G-en. Staff personnel matters.

£.ol«~von_Ziehlber_£^

§.

u§.tfc -jl»§.4§.«

Situation ;_ South.: Krasnodar

and Maikop taken.
The
impression is increasingly gaining that the
Russian forces south of the Don are rapidly
disintegrating, and that only the units
compressed in the northwest Caucasus are making
@n organized effort to escape
yet to the coast*
Fourth Panzer Army has passed to the defensive
in the face of intense enemy pressure.
The
defense line has tbeen taken back in some places*
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The attack of Sixth ArmyJLs progrssively squeezing
front
the enemy pocket. ~bn the
~
enemysmall-scale
attack*
In the Hungarian sector, the situation is not yet
restored, especially south Qf yforonezh.
§6cpnd_4rm^ has improved the Offensive position
oh the northern edge of Voronezh; apart from that
no major engagements o

northeastern

Operation "Wirbelwind" postponed
day because of bad weathero

Ceritejr^

one

On the front of Third Panzer Army, increasing
The heavy
signs of an early enemy attack*
penetration into the front of Ninth Army was not
widened to any considerable extent today, despite
the enemy *b efforts.
At R 2hev no important

combat actions.

No major fighting in North* At Kirishi, the
costly local battles are continuing.

&en.Heusinge£, __Lt_o Col*Pistorius; Possibilities of
operations against Iradf, through Iran*
ei
l
§.^zHi.ileb.rand: Organization matters.
s
7

Rep lacement

X^^Cai^G-ehlen: Computation

of enemy

forces still

available.

i?i22
§Atu&t:Lonj_ Soujtln on the Kuban, resistance is stif
fening to, cover the retreat to the Black Sea
coast.
Sixth Army: Hoth temporarily on the defensive*

i

Paulus is Whittling down the pocket.
The Hungarians are not getting anywhere in
clearing the western bank. For -the moment they
have given up the attempt and are going over to
the defensive.
local fighting at^Voronezh-North*
Northern front of Second Army fairly tjuiet.

jCenjtgrx, Increasing signs of an impending attack
XX OSjorps.
In Ninth Army sector, the
situation is slightly eased notwithstanding
some tight spots and very heavy attacks against
'the northern front, north of Rzhev.

against

Eo£th: Nothing

of importance,
attacks at Kirishi*
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apart from the

C.oi»Harape. Chief technical Troops Officer at &en Qu,
comes iru Presents a report on the
activities
'
,
of the Technical Troops,*
#
Qq%L* -Branja,_(

Ari£#L' : Preparations

IpE1 pE

Leningrad,

Haio£ Krantz£.

the assault

of

C Liaison Off* First P^&ze.r %mJf \u25a0) reports
Army.

on""situation

and on condition of the Panzer

2*2*
i
1i1- J^igust; i9i9 i

gjLtu§.ti.oa:— AGp_o A: Enemy resistance is stiffening.
Our troops are closing up.
AG-p,o_Bi- Sixth Army has liquidated the pocket and
started regrouping for continuance of the
offensive* Hoth is closing up. Local ba.ttios,
Second Army relatively quiet. Only on the
northern front attack supported by many tanks.
The situation on the Hungarian front, which
gives ground th every enemy attack, is getting
increasingly unhealthy.
Centgr^ "Wirbelwind" launched with good initial
success.
Opposite the southern wing of Third Panzer Army
enemy attack appears to be in preparation.
Pierce fighting in the salient in Ninth Army
and at Rzhev.
Severe strain on our troops.

Nort&: No important events.

The usual fixating
at Kirishi* Possibly the enemy is preparing for
a ma^or attack.

a £Ke_r—(G-en
&e £L«:
i

Qu) :Report on food situation.
Organization and personnel.

12_jAugust_ 1942*,
§itu§sipn,: . n
enemy resistance is i-ncreas-*
# ~A*,
ing".further on the northern edge of thd Caucasus
(Krasnodar, etc#)«

_

AG-n»_B £ Regrouping for the next moves in the
offensive proceeds without major enemy inter
Enemy reinforcements
on Koth's front*
ference.
Intelligence reports suggest that the enemy is
concentrating bn holding the eastern part of the
Caucasus^. Astrakhan and Sta,iingrad c
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Neavy attacks at Voronezh
front were beaten off.

and on the northern

In .Center j_ the first difficulties have arisen
in operation "ITirbelwind" and must be mastered,
before the way will be open for Eleventh and
Ninth Arm&vDlw Apparently, the enemy in this
sector, while still at his former strength,'
was in the prqcess of regrouping*
Agenft
reports speak of a strong Armd* dp. around Tu-iaj
xVhi'ch is scheduled tp attack on $ne, froiyt
Mt^ensk -. Or@l# In Third Panzer tony^ the enemy
'
v

seems to be' ready t'o^atrtacF pn^b^^frio^t 'pf
XX Corps* In the big' salient the "situation

continues very tight] It is quite obvious that
the enemy is mailing every effort to crack the
too piers of the eastward offensive. It is only
a good thing the attacks have let up in the

direction of the Rzhev railroad*

£orth: The attacks against the "corridor" con
tinue*

Pogostye

clear*

Preparations for an attack in the
bulge* Direction of the attacks not

.

Gen. Banzai^ Japanese Attach!, reports out:
fo return to Japan through Russia*

He wants

HaApr Menzel reports on situation and intent ious of
Sixth Army (attack on Stalingrad)*

£e Q.* Olk^iph.t' calls to discuss questions of replacements
and organization.

la, i£2nd Div.) reports for duty
laior Berger (lately
•
in Org. Sec, Pictures

13 _August_

the situation at Rzhev*

1942^

iAtuat^onj
**"*
No important change in South, only local
gains* It is becoming increasingly evident that
the enemy intends to hold the northern Caucasus,
and is forming a group at and to the south of
the Ter§k river, to defend the southern Caucasus.
At Voronezh and to the northwest, a stern, but
successful defensive battle*
Operation "Wirbelwind" is slowly gaining ground,
but enemy opposition is not yet broken*. The
possibility is still strong that the enemy mi^it
attack either at Htsensk or around Yukhnov 0
In the sector of Third Armd*Div«* the attack
started today, as expected*
Local penetration*
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salient;

the situation has become a
little easier, but there is still a possibility
of new and mdre severe crises.
It seems that
the enemy is not bringing up any sizeable rein
He is diverting to this front
forcements.
merely some units from the adjoining sectdSs.
Our own losses, notably in tanks> aj»e hig&iy

In the big

unpleasant*

current attacks against
peat&n
o£f#° Cheering
we|*e
"corridoH
jßuqcess'at
ic^rishl,
defensive
In the Jj&rthern*sectpr

the

§en_. jra_ljrel.a reports in the evening, before returning
to Finland for conferences.
Agrees to work in
A&p. North when the attack on Leningrad is
launched.

(going
M.a J> Zimmermann
(Transfer

on leave) and yon Grustedt.
to &en. Staff Central BranchT report.

zkMugust,

A?i2»

S-iS^^lo^.*

4^2.»^. makes good strides despite
In
violent resistance by enemy rearguards.
preparations for the next moves dfi the
offensive.
At Voronezh end to the northwest,
successful defensive battle against several
hundred tanks.

In

Center^ very

Operation "Wirbe-U
serious situation.
has
but
gains,
wind"
made
is approaching its
objective only slowly* in very difficult,
fortified terrain and against very strong
opposition.
In Third Panzer Army, deep penetration on a \7ide

front. .

On Ninth Army front, the enemy is shifting his
main weigh to the western sector of the salient
and to Hzhev. Here, Fourteenth mot. Div. and
256th Inf. had to be taken back.

In Northj fighting as in the preceding days.
2015

'

gives a very err^ve picture of the
situation. Talk with OKK * Result: Two Fighter
Oruppen (one from South }. one from the West),
and two Bomber &ruppen (from the West) are
transferred to Center, Also 72nd Div.,
operating "mgainst Leningrad is diverted to
yon

Kluge

Center , in addition to G-rossdeutschland.
Mt» Div» remains in North.
t

yon

Fifth

Z^lehlberg^: Current G-en. Staff personnel matters.
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i^'-August,

i?i2

Attacks in A(%>*A are making satisfactory
Situation:
progress.
In AG&.B, Pauius has "had a good
success,offensive
Defensive success at
Voronezh*

Ctenter]_ Slow and struggling advance in operation
"Wirbelwind". In Third panzer ArmyJ # an enemy
penetration compels us to take back parts of the
front. In Ninth Army on the whole satisfactory
Situation eased by enemy
defensive success.
regrouping.
Difficulties have apparently
directly
developed
east of Rzhev,
In North, situation unchanged. More enemy forces
seem to be moving up in the direction of Staraya
Defensive success at Kirishi.
Russa.

gen, Qchsnerj Reports on his tour to Fourth
and AGp. B,

Panzer

Army

,

Lt^OgJL^vonJJatzmer. (Liaison

Off,Fourth

the importance

I
stress
reports,
the attack.

Panzer Army)
of speeding up

Gen*Jacpb,: New orders of the Fuehrer on the construction
of"permanent fortifications on the West Coast
(impossible specifications l)

JL6_August 1942

Casualties £. 22 June, 1941

Missing:

10 August,

1942.

mcl* 11,130 Off*

Killed: 307,339
Wounded:

—

1,098,614 mcl* 31,269 Off*
66, 812, mcl.

958 Off.

Total:
1,472,765 mcl. 43,357 Off.,(excl.
medical casualties), i.e., 46,02$ of the Eastern
Army, at an average actual strength of 3,2 million.

•

t

§,ituati.oh.: South of the Don^ slo^r but steady advances
against rearguard opposition in the mountains.
The enemy ig^.ith«*ftv*i3ie«n^Cflu^Rßak^ftvi»^teit!tfce\rr:ci-dn.
is 'r-ctr^Stinof tc tho 31nok,.***$* At Ordzhonikidze
we must expect heavier resistance.
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New forces apparently moving from the direction
of Baku on Makhach Kala.
At Stalingrad Paulus 1 attack ii©oritlmiinsr^sxie?--.'.
cee-sf-tillyt
At and north of Voronezh, the front is fairly
qutewo,
local attacks beaten back. Own counter
attack on the northern front.

Center :_ In Second panzer Army, only very sli^it
advances, with high casualties*
Third Panzer
Army in difficult situation dine to enemy penetra
tion. Operational danger unlikely. Ninth Army:
Very, tight situation at Rzhev. Hard to say
what the outcome willbe.

Norths Attacks
past days.
auiet.

.

against

Army as in the
Army sector rather

Sixteenth

In Eighteenth

-

l/tj^
""* £o^. J.Cujeller--Hillebrand: Questions of armament.
Re or ganiza^isi~*to facilitate cuts in Officers
and men.
;

Reorganisa
PrpjTg.ss.or. Handloserj Hygiene of troops;
tion of the Armed Forces Medical Service.
yon

Kluge.
""
calls up twice and describes
in very grave terms.

the situation

i^J^igiist A942

v

Situation; Caucasus |_ Slow advances in the west, highest
part of the ""mountains has been reached in center;
enemy opposition apparently is stiffening in the
east.
\u25a0

Stalingrad:
Hoth's and Paulus 1 attacks are
making good strides.?* ront against Paulus has been
reinforced with good troops. .

Apparently prepara
Salmuth: Only local attacks.
for repetition of attacks west* and south of
Voronezh.

tions*

brought to a stands still, but is
pinning down large enemy forces of

Attack
Schmidt^:
apparently
good quality.

.

Reinhardt^: Chief threat over

more attacks must be expected.

E°<le iiQuieter

for the

moment,

but

Bad weather.

day. Enemy apparently exhausted.
Is attacking in uncoordinated local groups.
New
forces moving up from the adjoining sectors.
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North.:

Only local fighting on the usual

scale*

Fuehrer, report x. Discussion of the projected formation
of a. Romanian Army Gp.- on both sides of Stalin
grad*- No decision yet about Ostashkov.
Cord* comes in. V Recalled to his

Div.f Gross deut sen landl

A§.jkugu s £- iSi2*2*
§>IL
*" u§£lP£L« In South^slow advances both in the Caucasus
and at STTaTingrad against growing enemy resistance.
All quiet on the Don and at Voronezh,
been
In Center, operation "Wirbelwind 11 has not yetySble
to geF really going. Very stiff opposition,
difficult terrain."
In Third Panzer Army and Ninth Army, enemy attacks
have temporarily let up a little*
In North, decision to call off "Schlingpflanze"
Local attack against Sixteenth and Eighteenth
Army, as in the past days.
Greru Jiauffe. (Bucharest): We discuss the planned forma
tion of a Romanian Army Op. on Don and Volga.

~

Replacements

matters,

transfer of

replacement units to the East; truck spare parts
position*

ittColo, Muejaerr-Hillebrand; Garrisoning of Rear Areas
with replacement units, school units^etc.
Deactivation of the third Regtl. Hqs, in Inf.Divs.
having only six Bns #

*

Sen.Wagner_((Ten
Qu). Organization of Supply Services
""
in the continuance of the southeastern
operation.
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2~2~
i9i9J^gß s £ i9i9i
In the J3ciucasus_ only local advances* At
~
Situation*^
-Hb-th Has successfully opened his attack;
Paul us Is regrouping and expanding his br%ehead* *
Difficult situation on the left wing. On the rest
of the Dpn frpnt all quiet*
In Centgr^ fig important advances by Second Panzer
Armj^Situatioh in" Third Panzer &?w slightly.
easieiSj
It\ Ninth Army sec"§orj tjhe enemy appears
to be very exhAusted-^
.
_North:_ Local attacks as usual, this time also on
"the Ueva, where fast, small boats were used*

--

,

2eZS2?-£2 e ZS2?-£ (Navy): Report on naval situation •.
v£n^.%rz.: Report on his tour to AGp.. A.
li^JL 5050l
Replacements
apparently moving up
right •
G a£^±

#

_

Casualties.

_

are

all

Anxieties about the winter*

fien.»_Fe llgi,ebel:_. Result of the Berlin conferences on.
the allocation of raw material. —^ Planning of
signal n*t for the continuance of the operation.
t

- S°^A^SH * i9i i_
9

S

2_2

On the whole no change along the entire
front.
~
Center reports that Second Panzer Army cannot
attack unless reinforced by two or three Divs,

Sit^uati.on:^
5(3p.

£°3:«.-.RS a J&e JL Current matters

regarding education

ed cultural activities.

and organiz

Top level is still not satisfied with activities for
the ideological indoctrination of the Army.

zkj:_Organi,zation of liaison with foreign Gen.
Staffs following retrnnsfer of GHq to ZI.
<

*

fieH»_Hejrrlein:^Training Instruction drafts | training
projects for summer.

— 

i*jLS°i*_Top£e_-_Faehndrich:_
A and B.
\u25a0

Supply situation in AGps,

_21 Augus.t_l942

#

_

On the whole -no change in the over-all sltuar—
""
Situation:^
iion.^The Fuehrer is greatly exercised over the slow
crossing of the Caucasus-.

*

\u25a0~

$78

~
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(

Lt^.Col, JWlaoher (incoming C of
M^l*J£L*g.B£.t'~>(QP* S,ec*) reports

B, XXXXIV Corps) report^.
on his trip to Africa.

}

~
Co3.«_vo.n_Ei.ehlberg_
Current Gen. Staff personnel
>\u0084 peeorations*

natteirp,

&Z~<tyg&*&194^
The^ great picture is unchanged. Details:
reports small local ground gains* Our flag
iQf#""A
has "been hoisted on Mount \ tlh> rus. .* Closing up
of JCLeistVs forces is a slow process in these vast
spaces* Hoth's Panzer Army scores good tactical *
«
,
but also begins to show signs of
Styopesses,
Amy?
fatigue. On the attacking wing of Paulus*
preparations for the tank assault (bridges etc.).
ar# progressing despite violent enemy oountcr
attacks; on the northern wing, the encny attacking
in great force was beaten off.

~Situation:
*"*

In the. Italian 'sector, a penetration on the rV;ht
wing was contained, othorrise no major fiHiting
inthls^ and j,n the Hungarian sector* Tl^e sane
applies

to Second y Army«

In S©ooncL. Panzer Army, very neavy eneny counter
attacks /Tr -ith a large number of tanks against the
i

Still all quiet in
Army,
Third Panzer
buU v/e' must expect heavy attacks
ji
.ne^ly.
wilt
arrived reinforcements \u2666In Ninth Ai°my,
enemy
the
attacking our weakened lines at ZuMsov
and Rzhev with very strong forces, scored sub-~
:
stantial ground gains,

right wing* Deep penetrations.

J

In North, the usual situation.

#^Branj|_(Arty,»): Reports, on Artillery preparations
5en
—r""\u25a0'f O jr the assault "of Leningrad.
/

JVt the Fuehrer Hqx First a personal talk 'with Field
a1^Z di[f*"E^HS£ (0 in Q Center) on the plan of
1%%
attack foF^Second Panzer Army.
4t the situation conference following, operation
is being diluted from a full~stases
to
a containing action.
offensive
o
Th§ realization has been drive home that nothing
> >
could be gained in that sector any more, yet the
v;e qannot afford to let our
notion persists that
strong
enemy forces assembled
grip go from the
'
here*
\u25a0

-

\ r

%

\
380

\

23_August

I

No, significant phange in the Caucasus* At
Si£uation:__
"
Stalingrad, Paulus has made a surprise tnrust,
Corps pnd reached the Volga
across the Don
north of the city* The. battles on the left uing.of
the Army tire going back^ and forth.
All is relatively quiet on the Don front all the /
way to Voronezh*
.
In Second Army^ /Violent attacks against the eastern
*
flank.have resulted in local penetrations,
I
h Re inhard t*s&ec tor (Third P anz e r Army ) tho Air
enemy troop
Foroe. has very effectively smashed
'

.

concentrations *.
The situation at Rzhev, where the enemy has been
attacking heavily, is still most grave.
In North, the situation at the front is unchanged,
and there are more' signs of an impending encm^r
\
attack.

r

§iJLu§"fci°*r conferences Order to direct Sixteenth
mot, Div# of""First .Panzer Army against Elista,

et
~**
£uJ9^r.

£^E«^iumentrilit_and
Organization of training
("ofifleers training) »
during
vrint'er
activitie's
*
\u25a0

Eesponslbility

for care of horses,

"~ «.^kgo er (Gen Qu) : Logistical organization,
Sz®£.*

next phase
)

for the x
of the operation in the South.

.

Repeated phone calls by yon Klug£ about difficult 'situa
tio ns iin vv B ce co nd P anze r Army*~and Ninth 'Army
At_Fuehrer_Hc[; Conference v/ith yon £u£chler_
ion in North and, plans for th"c assault
(von^anstein will be committed).

on the situate
of Leningrad

\u25a0

£4_.August 1942j^

_

No important change- in Seventeenth Army,
local advances at Novorosisk.; No rrmjor , cliange in
First Panzer Army.
Fourth Panzer Army has'beaten the enemy on its
front and is regrouping for further^ attacks to the
north.' Fuel difficulties;
Sixth Army^ XIV Corps which had brolicn through to
the Volga was for a time driven into a ba<£ corner .v
by enemy attacks from the north. The situation
eased' after the arrival of reinforcements* Left
wing of, Army is kept under pfeesure by enemy
attacks.

Situation:

*~

'

•*• '3qx

•

*\u25a0*

Nc

—

apart

Don front no change

*

from local attacks.

s

n eß^£eB^£rx heavy attacks against Second Panzer Army
(eastern
flank ) j Third Pari2>er Army (penetrations)
and- Ninth Army jwhere ejiemy m&dsJjDcal^&ins,, The-,
situation remains difficult, despite arrival of 72nd
eastern front, an -attack on Bycloi
Inf. §iv» On the
vr as beaten off•
1

n MPL^ht
few days,'

*^c Picture
also,

is the same as in the past
as regards railroad traffic*

si tuatlonx conf e^re^nc^ei, ;Sharp clash over iaitorprota
perceive a
fcion of~<the situation at Rzhev, where I
of
danger
attrition
for
our
forces.
distinct
The newly _arrived elements of Diy» O-rossd'eutschland
are Released as reserves for the Byeloi sector*

~*
Euehtfer

-

.

by Romanian officers, reports
for conferences on the preparations
for comnitmont
Army
Gp«
of the Romanian (

>> _acoompanled
2pil**.Hau?fe
~"

\u25a0

—

Ifij.£olti.vp n_Merz.:_ Balancing of casualties against ro
placementsT ~*-"NCO replacements.
¥rvris.t or of
troops
operations.
of
ZI
to the theater
Technical questions: "Stalin- organs". Mot* transport
far/the Jaeger Bns« earmarked ka. assault reserves.
>

fc

In the. evening,

\

are my guests.

ifeinri^qhs^and

Gen*

"

.

Gen

TpJLvela

7

»

V

/

§s_AugUst

/

2 *.
i9i9!
\

~~ 20 August, is42*
22 June, 1941
filled: 314,993 mclf 11,615 Off.
Wounded: 1143,482
mcl. 32,409 Off.

Casualties;

_

_-995 Off._

Missing:^.^j.SlO^

incl^

Total:

mcl. 45,03/9 Off*
)

S^f^y^u^^-x
okaftge in the m^°§ su^
T}o*¥h has come up against;2 "". V7eTl~
fortified positions.
Enemy ".'.harassing his deep eastern fl^nkv *Paulus is
slowly exploiting his offensive success* Attacks
against his \^estern
are repelled. Deep penetrat
ion in the "Italian sector* Rest: of AGp« B front on
the whole quiet t'

§M^^k°B.1
~"

.

against
In Center,
attacks
and
apuayao
UDiiuuij. very heavy
n^r-iAuou Second
Third~P"in2er Armies and Ninth Army continue vrithout
distinct gains by the enemy, , .
jL.ii.

vcaj

ytv^vjaivj.

nonvj

c.ij.va

\

a
'v<
/

««•

ODw

\u2666*•

r

\

in North., situation unchanged. Very heavy railroad
movement toward our' front The enemy is .movinr; his
Hq's forward, toward the Volkhov front

.

0

-

GajDtjL Tho_n^ reports out (Sigo Off. on command train
. "Europa").
~ v2A-2iehlberg;_ G-eri. Staff personnel matters. ~- Armies;
i2ol*_
Liaison Detachments for Hungarian and Italian

S6_Au.gUSt

1942^

unchanged. At Stall ngrad^ the situat
~~ on:_Gaucasu£
Situati
ion fs grave due to counter attacks by nummerically
superior enemy* Our 3)1 vs. are. all below strength,
Severe nervous
strain on the responsible Commanders.
yon Wietersheim wanted to withdraw his advanced
. outpost on the Volga, but was prevented by Paulus.
\u25a0

t

"Everything

t

went wrong in the Italian sector on the
'right wing. /Counter measures have be-en instituted,

__

us in the morning report with
*
that Schmidt has taken back his
front. It is quite upsetting that we should %&vs
annfolier case of voluntary abandonment of a posit
ion without advance notice clearly statinr; such an
intention. Army Op. states in its defense that met ~
tlon had been made of the matter. That l s true enough,
but the intention as such was not reported, I.lore
over, such a step is tactically wrong,, because it
removes the pressure maintained on the eneny.

.Center

surprises

the announcement

7

.

/.

In Reinhardt^ !£ s.ector, succesful counter, attacks"
have" Improved the situation., A somewhat quieter day
in Model's sector until evening, when another major
enemy attack is launched south of Zubtsov,
In North, _signs~ are increasing that the PwUssians
will soon strike. south of Lake Ladoga,
N

Crrand Admiral Ra^der_ calls » Review of the situation.

S°i«— V2n—2i.ehlber^gl

Assignment^to the Li"aison Betaclinents

for the Italian and Hungarian

_

27 ABSUS^
gituatiorn^

contingents.

1942^

No Important change

in South, Situation at

Stalingrad consolidated. The penetration in the
Italian sector turns out to be not so serious.

\u2666

/

\
!»

383

Skvertheless 298th Div. has been diverted to It and
Alpinl troops are being rapidly moved there >
The Voronezh front seems- to be quiet Elements of
the. enemy assault forces ' on this front have appeared
;
!
at -Stalingrad •

.

Panzer Army enemy attacks were. weaker
than yesterday. All quiet in Third Panzer Arny..ln
Ninth Army sector, enemy is regrouping in the area
south of Rzhev, where more'" attacks are "expected.

Center^

The anticipated attack- so ttth of Lake Ladoga
started. The attacks on the whole were repelled;
only minor local penetrations. On the rest of the
fro jit, no change in the normal picture.

North:^
has

Se H*-v2n_Rl^te3.en:_

Report on situation in Africa and
Yugoslavia. Orientation on the situation in the East*
*

\u25a0

(C of S, LVII Armd* Corps) reports*

Col»J7en^
~ 5 0l*^H
ei^e-rr^i^l
e kr^nfi*
h^x
Supply Bases to control

Transfer of the Advance
of AGp» Supply Chiefs.

w

28_August
Si t.uat ion:

_ In AG£._A

Caucasus.^"

'""" X

*

1942.£.

local advances

into the northern

Situation easier in Sixth Army; regrouping
in Fourth panzer Army. Something is brewing on the
left wing of Sixth Arms?' « All quiet on the rest of the
front of B. Second Army is withdrawing ait increasing
number of frontline Divs into Reserve*'

AG£.^B_^

Hevy attacks"
Clenter^
'tile northern flank of

were beaten off.

against Second Panzer Army and
the penetration in Ninth Army
*

n_^°.r^x a v^ry distressing penetration smith of
Eake^La&oga*
Also preparations for an attack on the

"Volkhov

front,

Gen # _Weckmann,_

Course,

\u25a0•'•'.

•

Commandaht of the Gen* Staff Training
Discussion' of G-en, Staff education.

reports*

.

fi^n.^Matzky^ (oqu IV): Review of current military-political
reports

/.-\u25a0•\u25a0

.

/

.

LtA £ol._Muelle cr=:Hi.llebrand;_ Current Org # Sec. matters.—
Manufa"oture of 3.7 cm- AT G-uns has vbeen discoiiNtiriued.*
*
\

\
\

384

Lt_#

Command setup ana. anti-

Sees)!

partisan

operationsfin Center,.

Several
£hone talks
•
ion' on Lake Ladoga. \

± North oir the sltuat

l
talk with yon i
CUS1 Orientation on Richthofen s
statements on thß situation and the Command of the
G-round Forces.* -~ frontward moves of Hqs.

phone

/

£9_August
Iv,

Local
*~
Situation:^

1942^

improvements

'
x

in the

Caucasus,

especially

north of Novorosisk.
Fourth Panzer Army has opened the attack rith very
good success. An attack by Sixth Army strengthened
the link with XIV Corps. Trouble is beginning to
develop on its left wing*
, In the Italian sector, the' situation has not^been
aggravated/ but it has not been set right cither.
All quiet on the Hungarian and the Second Army front.
\

Second Pander Army has again succeeded in
repelling strong attacks • The enemy suffers heavy
tank -s. oss es again.
No important enemy attacks against Third Panzer Army.
Also Ninth Army has had an easier day. Apparently
enemy is regrouping for an attack to the xrest*. Enemy
I
air activity has fallen off.,' .
M
liquidate
The
counter
attack
to
tl*e enemy
North:^
penetration has started off ™ell. -No report yet of
the result. "Tiger 11 tanks could not be conmitted;
cannot support such
are held up at bridges

Center:

'

loads*

•

'

.

/

G;en»_D£h£nerj_

Reports

on his tour to AGp. A.

—

_

Very peevish about the con
Fuehrer s.ijtuation opnfevenoev^
Tal,k.rdth Fi£ld
duct~of operations""by A<3p. A«phone
by
Li
to
find
cut
what could be
s_t_
Marshal get
done to
the offensive going age.in.
•

Phone
, ,

talk with Field /Marshal yon Kluge, on anti^pprtisan
measures and moves ta close the" grap. Deny roquest
for commitment of 0-rossdeutschland
for time being,
but authorize alerting of Div,

.

S°_A\jgust

1942j,

t_ On the northern wing of AGp. A, advancos
toward Novorosisk. In B good progress by, Fourth

Situation

385

—

Panzer Army.
A quieter day today for Sixth Army,
but a strding attack against its northern wing seems
to be preparing* Rest of the front of B rather
quiet*

In Center__ Second and Third Panzer Army repulsed
attacks o In Ninth Army, trouble again at Zubtsov
and north of Rzhev. G-rossdeutschland
released for

commitment •

In North, _the enemy continued his attacks south of
Lake Ladoga without making significant gains, but
neither did our attack achieve any important ad
vances. The forces set aside for the Leningrad
offensive are increasingly divertedto this sector
to repel the enemy drive, .
Today's, jcorif^renjses. wlth_Fu.ehr£r_ were again. the occasion
of abusive reproaches against the military leader
ship abilities of the highest Commands, He charges
them with intellectual conceit, mental inadaptabil .Ity, and utter failure to grasp essentials.
t

li^jL

""*

matters.

*~

&l._AugUBt

Organization

and armament

ii942 A

progress at Anapa and
Novorosisk. On. remainder of the mountain front no
change. In First Panzer Army hard fighting for the

Situation:^ In A,_

substantial

Terek crossing.

very gratifying progress by Fourth Panzer Army,
quiet day in spite of
local enemy counter attacks* No important events in
the other sectors of the Don front.

InJB

SixtE Army has a relatively

In

reports actions only in Ninth Army, rrhere
west of Zubtsov and at

Center^
violent
attacks continued

Rzhev.

In North, the enemy penetration

seems"" for the most

part

in the bottleneck*
to have been checked.

Counter attack is under preparation*

CJonf e.rence_w,i s th Fijeld

Marshal

,

Ll^t_at Fuehrer

Hql

Decision: Transfer and earliest commitment of the
Romanian Third Mt. Div, with the mission to advance
on the coastal road from Novorosisk.
All possible means must be used to reach the coast
around Tuapse with maximum speed. Concentration in

386

that sector of al| JUt* Bns. still available.

All
forces of Mt. Corps apart from small detachments
guarding passes willbe concentrated in Fourth lit;*
Div. sector, in the High Caucasus*
Chief mission of Firs^t Panzer Army willbe to
destroy the enemy in the Terek bend,
Use Turk Bns* and Seconp. Romanian Mt* Div. to
liquidate the enemy remnants on the*" mountain slopes
All available forces, especially Armor, will strike
for G-rozni, to seize the oil fields*
s

OrHg,:^ Talk with List on his missions

; about personnel matters

-

Lt. Col. Streve
~ reports, out; new Commandant
~

Ttfs*~

and

«

of .-Fuelirer

calls. Talk about operation south of tho
s e!e!l -.^£^Ey_
"""Caucasus (Is brimming w^ith ideas ' utterly Inw'
. practicable this f&llyeti)
.
#

i

\u2666!

G-en, Staff personnel

matters

j

•

9i
i-S^E^Q^^S I
s^.

progress
Situation :_ In_A_
*"
change

Xnjß good advances

on^tEe Italian' right



at Hovorosisk* Otherrlsb.no

*

at

.
Stalingrad;

/

the situation
wing is improved by a G-ermon

attack* Otherwise all Jquiet*
n S^H^^Pjl curious quie^t along the entire front*
The enemy has regrouped his forces in great depth.

In North,^the enemy is pressing northward r.r;aiii3t
the Ladoga penetration* No' change r in the, situation
on the rest of the front,

Fie_ld
At^Fuehrer^Hc^:^
siljua'fcion
•

Marshal

Klug^._ Discussion of
the
in Eis Army Gp.^He Ts promised /brans-*
fer of 95th Div* Straightening of the front for
x
winter is rejected* Presentation of decorations,*
yon

h'tjL Sol»_Mueller =:Hillebrand^ Organizational measure n to
strengthen Ninth Army front and improve* the situat
i
. ion of 27th Arnd. Div«
.
>

.

Sol»-, v2.n^2iehlbergi Kew Oh of 8 for AGp* South enc!
.
._'\u25a0-; \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0..,
Seventeenth Aitay*
'

Callera:

Gen._l4.ndemariin_

Ni£^ermay;er

(i32nd Div.) and Ool«_von_**"
'

Tlß2nd~Div o )

'\u25a0

#

\u25a0•*

\

•

/
387

•

£*

2JL
eE t^m^ eI
i9i9i

Situatipn:__ Crossing to the Taman peninsula

successfully
Good developments at Stalinr;rad.
Army, Ninth and Eighteenth Armies
repelled new attacks, v/hich lacked coordination.

accomplished*
Second Panzer

Oli^nge^of #liutant^:_ Golling

- Kuehnlein,

(lately C of S, XXXXIVCorps) reports
Col._vonJPamberg__
as Chief of the new G-en Qu Hq South (AGps f A and B),
Col*

Cramer reports on "Tiger" tanks at I%n. The
only Sensible course is to take them out of the
line.

yon

&en.__ Wagner iCf§n_Qg)x Directives for Pamberg,
current matters.

S°i«— V2n«2i,ehlbergx

Complaints

and other

and personnel matters.

5 September 1942^
Si tuatj^oni^ Progress reported at Novorosisk, on the Terek
'"river and before Stalingrad.* In the 'other sectors,
no change. Enemy attacks against Ninth and Eighteenth
Armies repulsed*

-

MaJ.^Jkg.ujL Dissemination of experiences on Russian offens
ive tactics to troop level* Work schedule of !Pnr%«
Sec.
~*

Se £»_ H.§rrl£in:_

Report on the Italian front

—

.NCO schools.

2°i»-_ vv£n.J- c Suir_ reports. New Co 99th Mt. Inf. Regt.
|

2.
i§cE te-ml2er. i9i9i

Casualibies^

22 June, 1941,

—

31 Sep

*,

1942

Killed:

326,791

mcl.

12,072 Off*

Wounded;

1,189,928

incl-.

33,596 Off t

72X363_ molA

itPS^OYf,.

Missing:

Total:

1,589,082

46,701 Off.

mcl.

388

Sitms^Ao!!*- Advances

on the Taman peninsula* at Hovorosisk
and on the Terek river, also gratifying progress at
Stalingrad, Stern defensive battles in Second
Third Panzer. Armies and Ninth Army \u26 6
Less reassuring picture in the XVI Corps salient.,
Now 24th Dlv. also is being thorwn ay/ay into that

ans

.

defensive

effort.

reports out. Maj[. Count
l
M^^&ge.
"""
Bernsdorff reports
"
-.
•

.

_

in as Adjutant OQu

fGi.S°i z£r£eireports.
#

TV.

.""

Neu Chief of

Sc^i^^s.-^-.^E^Hans.en
combat strength, ~~ Peraia.

wl'
tll

Russian

hs± Soi^JM&ellar-Hille brand :_

—_
:

Sec.
Analysis of

Current mctters.

Current Org f Sec. matters.

SeE^ii111^ 6 *! i9i9^2i2i
New progress on the Taman peninsula and at
Novorosisk. Other^rise no Important changes,
.

"""
""
Si^uati^on:^

Slovak Mil. Attache, Lt. Ool.^Androvic^ reports out.
The ne 1^ Attach^7 6^*!}^^
I*^.1*^. reports in.

S

si
e -1 J--. reports out. (Lately
Mal»_c'2c'2.u£l<t-C'2tnow
Tb"~of a Division.)
Ea?t7
-'

~
Cren._JCeitel

(Personnel

lon.

Foreign Armies

Div,); Officer replacement

situat

h^JL 2°l. J^9P'BPL Goes to Sixteenth Army to straighten out
internal matters in Army Supply organization.
9

6

Se£t£mber 1942^

Otherwise no ohnige. At
attacks vrere beaten off.
General situation on the entire front relatively
quiet and without major changes.

Novorosisk taken*
Si^uati^on:^
Stalingrad very heavy

(C of.S AGp. Center): Comes to C-Hq to dis
anti-partisan operations. Afterwards at dinner

Gen.Jtfoehler_
cjuss

with comrades.
changes

s°i«-.v£ofn^l
eh^^er Sl Personnel
a Dlv. Xa in
combat*

389

occasioned

by loss

2—2 —
2 J5 eE*£m]2e Z i9i9!
Sit_uati^on:_ The attacking wing reports slight advances
on~the Terek river, and good progress at Stalingrad,
where enemy attacks against the northern flanli in&r.
become weaker* Nothing special on the remainder of
the front* Enemy rather quiet.
reports
ifc *l —Srand_(Arty.)
They have
*~

on his tour to the Italian
front*
sufficient Artillery* Observation
Bns* not committed* Only direct fire*
Regarding the rolling barrage for assault of
Leningrad: With the stocks of ammunition on hand,
we can cover a frontage of 6*B km, i*e*, one r;un
for every 20 m* (Was one for every 25 m in World
War I.)

#

Lt* Col. Mueller-Hillebrand:
1.) Report on negotiations with Minister Spcer re
garding the requests of the G-en. Staff.
2.) Current

organization matters*

s,i;tuati.on c_onfe_re.nc_ex.
Euj£.hreron~~anti-partisan

Woehler presents report
operations* Discussion on possible
attacks to restore the situation in Ninth Army and
Third Panzer Army.

Scil«_FeJLlgiebel:__
Report on rocket firing trials.
~
guarding railroad lines by telecommunication

8 September

•

Safe
act.

1942..

_
Stalingrad;

Situation;

Opposition near Npvoroslsk, and advances at
there are no changes.
Lack of progress in AGp« A is a bitter disappoint
ment for the Fuehrer. Cuttingly reproaches the Army
Gp. Command and the generals as whole* Jodl, on the
return from his visit to List, proposes not only
not to advance Mt* Corps any further, but on the
The effect is annoyance
contrary, to take it back*.
of the highest degree.

*

G-cn*_Jacob:
Results of his tour to the Channel Coast.
Stodcpilin'--; of vdre.
Cajvb^
\u0084

yon

of international
IStzdarff^ Review
*State Secretary*

situation*

Tour of the

Col.^v^^iehlbergr

Gen* Staff personnel

matters*
»

390

2-i2-i
£ SeE l^^!i9i9i
Situation: At Stalingrad slof advances again. Rest of
the "front quiet,, except in Ninth Army sector,
where the enemy. has achieved penetration^ vest of
Zubtsov, and on the Neva front, where heavy at tacks
™ere beaten off •
Div. G-rossdeutschland has been released for a
counter attack at Zubtsov.

TalK vdth Minister Speer on collaboration, before
into Fuehrer situation conference.
1630

v*c

:;o

FTelcl Marshal KeiteJL_ comes to see me. List 'must
resign. Hints "of more? changes in high posts, in
cluding mine*

M^l#^r_ a£z.L Report on the situation in First Panzer Army,
Staff), reports on the
55 a2Jc *. 5a£n£r_(*a > Naval Operations
particular
naval situation, in

yon

on submarine

vrarfare.

Zijehlberg:_ List of Gen# Staff Officers qualified as
highe r"*command ers»

Organizational
Mu£ller~Hill<ebrand£
replacements and
Fuehrer

?or

of the Army.

Field Itoshal

List^ resigns

projects of the
for rehabilitation

from the post of 0 in C AGp. A*

391

3sjSej>lte^ejr_l942
f

Situation : In the Caucasus,

no change on the whole.
at
progress
Stalingrad,
Defensive success
G-ood
>
on the northern 'fronts
(Ninth
Army)
In Center
the counter attack of ,
, &rossdeutschland Div. has not^yet produced any
,
\
conclusive results,
f ,• .
.•'\u25a0 In North, yon -Manstein's counter attack has come
&rea,t defensive
against stubborn resistance*
~ up
success on -the Neva.
'

s

»

\u26 6



,

Fuehrer. or&er,

ojajnrar^pf,

def.eris c.« *.

Officers joining OKH. staff report: Majority are
graduates from latest G-en*. Staff* Course*
gen.Stapf.: Economic Inspector
mission and functions f

Report on his

East*

—

gerujfagner^CG-en QuJ: Supply organization in the Souths
Preparations for the
Army G-p/
' Romanian
.
.
Current matters*

—

>

'

\u25a0

N

of training of new Co«,
Instructional
Bn», Regt. andDiv*, Commanders*
Pamphlets and Training^lnstructions.

i^fii&l
iLZejrbe li.Organization
v
<

/

_

§..4§. and ii-JSepl^er^iQ^
i.11 SeJ S.e5e 5.be r~i
)

-.

No important changes in the situation.
Advances at
f
Stalingrad* Ilanstein s attack has bogged down.

takes place in tpz

Eueh£er
v

sijfcuat^on cc>nfejpence
atmosphere.

12 S§jfc : yon Weichs and Paulus come in. Decision to
so*lut,ion.*
adbpf"
Afternoon,
lPQj&±is*§pb?'!£gL J% e discuss the conduct
of business pencTing appointment of a new ObdH*"**^*
ajid

Es-li^U.si Discuss personalities
'
Evening..

£^ulus

comradea.""*

6f ishe

lessons

campaign.

7.

in a circle of*
and §relffenfoprg
~"
]
\u25a0

\u25a0

\

\

392

\

/

'

<

i?JSep%e®P§? J-L4$L

'V

I

In the Caucasus,
Situation:.
river is progressing

the. .fittack on the Terek
while a threat is developing
to the eastern wing of , First Panzer-Army.
,
Advances at Stalingrad,
Otherwise -relative quiet, apart from Ninth $rmy
.front/ where limited attacks were, beaten off*
«

\u25a0

.

/

At the fuehrer situation conference, QettSMcdel.
(C in'C Ninth Army), presents a report of^the

situation.

.

gieiieimrat. Sauert^ucji^ calls

I^GfiljJ/fillagius reports as Strove f s successor.
S&QjtJt 1§Atei£be k' Questions
of radio cooperation

of radio intelligence and
with our villas.

S.ol«_Cramer^: Report on trip to First Panzer

Army »

\

£4_Sept -ember_l9.42.

,*>

\

Situatl.orx.: Advances at Stalingrad*

the remainder
Attacks at Zubtsov and
Bfchev weaker, are repelled*
On

of the front no change*

l&*-i2ol* J^oiiej^Hlliebr^g,: Current questions
organization.

JZleh.ib.er_g^
J.ol» _von
personnel"

;

/

"Changing of the Guard.
•

matters.

of

•

"**Current

(CG-, Mt. Corps), sees the Fuehrer* "Discussion
on employment of lit^ Corjds*
.''

g-en.J^onrad

\u25a0

gen* JCress^
Formerly /CO, 99th Jaeger* tßeg^. no^.ir Irys
spector of Mountain. Troop Schools, calls.
s

Id _S eptemb er

22 June,

Casualtiesr

1941-^- 10 Sen

.

1942 in the East:

>

X
393

x

Killed:

336,349

mcl*

12385

,

.

Off

Woundedr 1,226, 941 mcl. 34,525 'Off,
75,990

1,056

Off.

1,637, 28(/. mcl* 47,966

Off.

Kissing:

mcl.

-_\u25a0

Total-

g.itua/r.i^on: No progress
back his assault
flank;-

'

.

~

in AQg,. _A^ Kielst must take
wing,- but "relieves his eastern

,

\u0084

-. .

'

:
\u25a0

\u25a0

,/

\u25a0

' In AG-p^Jß^ gratifying advances inside Stalingrad.
Eeavy attack against Voronezh from north and west*
.
,*\u25a0\u25a0•
penetration from th,e west;

getting weaker at Zubtsotf
all quiet*
attacks in Sixteenth Army
The
usual
local
S.o^ki
sect or* On Mans teln x s front counter battery fire
and repulsion -of local attacks..

£enter:L Enemy
and
Bzhev*
r

SLOB. £'.

attacks

submitted by the Hungarians,

questions

We discuss

Fughrer order (drafted by us) on threats on the Don
front. Fuehrer order (drafted by OKW) on danger
."\u25a0
in the Mediterranean theater* y
*\u25a0

•"

-li^A.§e£t ember i942^

/

\

.§?-SiUsL*i.0?0?L5 No Important changes in the South.
Advancesno
Stalingrad.
Gentejry
important
inside
In
'
event s.v Ninth Army repealed attacks.
lp£ktL* Kanstein's preliminary attack successful*
Chief of the Hungarian Oen* Staff,, yon
calls. .A few words in my office, more "at social
gathering in t;he evening*
\u25a0o

.

\u25a0

,

\

Fuehrer is still greatly worried about the Don front.
x

l^^Sepieinb er _i§.42*
•i

The

)

has not changed in any important
£ituatlon^
In A, enemy counterattack, in Seventeenth^

respects.
Army

sector,, First Urmd* Div. /beats off enemy attacks-*
In B, house-to-house
fighting inside Stalingrad,
achieves gains which have to be paid for heavily.
5

/

\

•

\u25a04U

394

\u25a0»

Eneny/ attacks at "Voronezh are on the whole
beaten of f* Penetration in the southeatern
\u0084

.

,
.'-'.
No import pint developments on the remainder bf
the fron,t.* Also at Rzhev only local attacks
'
, .
west of ZUbtsov*
The break in the weather compels postponement
of the counter attack by tJ.iv* TJrossdeui; sen land
west of Zubtsov, and yon
attack south
.;
,•
of Lake ladoga, .
_\u25a0'-\u25a0•

Rector.

/

\u25a0

.

.

/

Training of Co. Commanders
Lt^Co^l^ZerbeJU
and other training matters.

in the East,
:

*~

\u25a0

/

SPLipjL Stauf,f gnb^rgx. Organ! zatl on
Ea lOilposition
of clviSan employees of

mat ter s

, lejgal'

etc.,

Army,

G:en..Biumentritt has be eh ordered >to the Fuehrer and is
sent to France to relieve Zeit^zier. Will get
there on 13 Sep*# so 'that 1 may expect arrival
of my successor here about 22 Sep*
<

18_8eptemb§i! J.9_42
i

#

_

Caucasus on the whole no change..
the
river we score defensive successes
also on the e aster
New gains inside Stalingrad^ < Big defensive
success north of the city against major enemy
.
attack ( 150 tanks).
All quiet on the rest of the Don front ' Voronezh
c ont invests to b e under iieavy at tack from north
'
and east* v
.
Rest of the front quiet /because 6f bad weather*

Situation: In the
Cn

\

\

'

s

\u2666

SeA»§p 4s s-LjQph?^reports

on the

Sou^he.astarn

Theater.

I

*x
~

19_Septembe33_19_42*

_^loca 1 advance s in Kle1s t f s s e.ct or and ins i
d©
Stalingrad*
fighting
along
no
the
Otherwise
entire front, wHicli is 'Immobilized by bad weather
in its, northern two-thrids;

S.iS.^S?^PXk*
y

reports- on Training Courses and" Gas
Training Schools*
/ >-

Se^Qc^Sn^

—

£°^^PJl^^y^e^Kli Preparations, for my leaving.
Internal complaints.

.—.

Personnel

matters*

s«

\
395

-

20_Sepjtem'be r i£4g.
>

Situation.:^
- . TereF

Good progress in,Kielst ls sector on the
river. In Stalingrad we are beginning. to
feel the approaching" exhaustion of our assault
,
troops.
x
At'
Voronezh dive bomber sweeps have greatly. \" ~
*
relieved the situation, Att'.acks 'against the
front were beaten off,
' northern
The -remainder of the front is cjte't in consequence
of bad weather and water- logged .roads. Something
is brewing .at i^elidovo.

'

/

.

£en. Stb. Vet ,Professor pr^Fontaine, reports on horses
situation and plans for replacement movements
next winters . '.

2ea» -.KejrrJLgla.

reports

.

on the fighting at Rzhev and tl^e
Activities to
Center

general situation In AGp,
glamorizjg Infantry**

e A^^'prHi.^i:e fer4n4! Personnel
J^^a^«J% Divs,
Organization

cuts. -"•Disbanding

matters.

of

r
\

21_SgptembBT_1942..
i

~~
Situation:
Advances in Kieist r s sector and inside
Stalingrad* .yon Ifianetein has launched, the main
attack with some initial successes. rAil quiet
/
on the rest) of the front \u26 6

'

~"

Order, on the organization
in Army Ops. and (Armies.

of training
.

1

\

£2_Sgp temb er _194g,.

i

Only minor changes at Stalingrad
S^ituatiogL.:
Some
~*
progress in Manstein^s at tacit. Otherwise no
\u2666

change.'

*
,y

No areeentation
of reports.
on with Fie ld Marshal
Animat ed ph one c onVer s at i
yon Kluge, who all of a sudden does not believe
Tn tEe Ne li&ovo project and wants to use 96th
'
Dlv,
Di'v* and Ninth
for the attack on
Armd.
'
•\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'
|
''Osuga.
,
'

\u25a0

•
\
396

v

\

.23 _S ep te&b §r _1942,
/

/

>3i^ati_on_: Ldeal improvements at Novorossisk and on the
right wing of the Tuapse Group, where the attack
x
*\u25a0 started off today*. *
,
At Stalingrad slow progress. The 'Berne in the
Voronezh salient.
In Ninth Army sector, strictly localized fighting
west of gubtsov an<^ at Rzhev. Uansteln^a attack
•
is slowlyl*gaining ground..
\u25a0

Hp presentation

of repqrts.

g4_Sept_embtt'_l9 42,

—t.

i

/

After situation conference, farewell by the Fuehrer: My
nerves are worn out, also his nerveS/ are no
longer fresh. We must -part. /-"Necessity for
edu cat ing\ the (General Staffs in fanatical faith
inx the Idea.* He is determined to enforce his
willalso in the Army*
x

—

My farewell to the several
After 170C
Gen. Staff.—- G-en Qu', --Arms Chiefs \u26 6
vidua 1 callers.
I
ncli
t

groups:
'\u25a0

/

£ Undated

entries on the last page o£ vol. VIJ/

a :L S^gp^yatlprisx,
!£e *le*l

The phrasing of orders Is Increasingly marked
by disregard for the fittlngness of vocabulary*
I
Over-emphatic words, such as
',
"prevent streaming off" (even where nothing ot
the sort is possible), have taken the place of
we IJU- considered, more appropriate words*
!»

To what extent, if at all, can the integrity of
the Corps be maintained within the Armd. Gp.?*
it advisable, in the age of motorization, to
tie operations to rigid "orders' 1 as the word
was understood by Moltke?**

is

,

Attention must be given in schooling to effective
standards for discriminating bet\^een **
tactical
and operational effects of actions.*
Use psychology

subordinate

in leadership

relationshipi).

(in the superior-

Instructor personnel for
Trainlng_Se_ction^
"""
Service Schools. Officers
(Knight's Cross) as lecturers
for Hitler Youth,

8,a £P&

knows the Caucasus

G-ros sde uts chland_:

Koehler (Inf« Regt I) can't hold up his end
G-arskl (Inf, Regt.ll) ex-Police, sick man
(Artillery)
Janer
-sick man
#

Fremerey

(29th mot. ?)

398

Calendar inserted at the

the following

end of vol# VIX
ny,
x' w
wlth

entries!/

January:

19. Benlto at Qbersalzberg.

February:

,£•\u25a0

ap maneuver Sodenstern.
18, %uffe,
26, War Academy,
28/ Bridge construction demonstration.

Maroh?
*ifthLt.

.
Inf. i)lv
*-t. Fd. tfow. Bn. Fifth U Inf. Dlv
4. 4 7. Gen Q,u map exercise,
•

'

#

#

7, Evening G-en Qu,

11. ).

12. ) ObdH away.
13,

}

14, Film.

18. Oshlma.

19, Chief Arrad. Troops Officer,

20, Kummersdorf,
21, Otto?
24, £Gp. A with ObdH, Berlin
25. aGp. C with ObdH, Berlin
28. Map maneuver G-uderian.

April:

'

1. Todt trucfcs back]
7? and 8. Chemical smoke demonstration
tosrthelager.
9, Hap Exercise

Posen.

15, Loaned trucks back to Armed Forces.*
24. 50th anniversary of death of Moltke,
Hay:

5. Fiftieth

Armd,

i>iv. Worth, Africa.

15, /16. Conference of Supply Chiefs.
24i*31. Gen Qu f s tour in the East,

June:

4. C of S Conference,
5. Finland transports

start.

in Rome,
8. First transports land in Finland,
10. Heinforoement of Finnish Border Guard*
6, Wagner

13. Mobilization order for forces against
Aaland, Hangoe, Finnish Border Guard
mobilized.

14. Fuehrer Conference,
15* Mobilization of Finnish V Corps.
16. Mobilization of the bulk of Finnish
Army.
20. Forces for Aaland, Hangoe mobilized,'
28. Assault Group Ladoga ready to strike*
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10. 11l

October:
~

11. US
12. 113
13. 114
14. 115
15. 116
16. 117
17. 118

18.
19.
21.
23.

119

120

122

124
25. 126
27. 128
29. 130
31. 132

November*

1. 133 *
2. 134
3. 135**

December*

6. Finland.

4

\
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